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PREPARATIONS FOR THE GENERAL
ELECTIONS >IN INDIA

PERawPS the most spectacular elections in history are now taking place in India.
These are the first general elections since the attainment of independence on August
15, 1947. The vast proportions of this democratic enterprise stagger the imagination.

India, the most populous countr y in the world, barring China, has 175,000,000
prospective voters-more than 12 times the. total population of Canada, yet only
about one-half that of India herself. It is said that when he was President of the
Constituent Assembly, Dr. Rajendra Prasad, now President of the Republic of India,
once amused himself calculating the thickness of the Indian electoral roll if printed
40 names per foolscap page with the pages bound together. He arrived at the figure
of approximately 600 feet! Almost 2,000,000 specially designed steel ballot boxes
have been constructed to receive the votes which will elect over 4,000 representa-
tives to the legislatïve bodies at the centre and in the various states. It will cost India
over ten million rupees ($2,142,000) to keep inviolate the secrecy of the ballot. As
a result of extremes of weather conditions prevailing at any given time in the various
regions in the huge diamond-shaped sub-continent stretching some 2,000 miles from
the Himalayas to Cape Comorin, and because in India nothing is ever voluntarily
allowed to interfere with agricultural operations, four months will be required to
complete this gigantic poll, the final results of-which may not be known until Febru-
ary 1952. -

The four years since independence have been barely sufficient to lay the foun-
dations for the elections. During that period the mosaic of internal political divisions
inherited at partition has been transformed; a constitution embodying the principles
of democratic freedom has been created, and legislation to govern the host of ad-
ministrative details, without which an election cannot take place, has been put into
force. A census has been taken, constituencies have been delimited; electoral rolls
prepared, election officials trained, and an effort has been made to coach the millions
of men and women who will vote for the first time under universal adult suffrage.
Radio, the press and public addresses have been used, and in many areas, where no
election has ever taken place, mock-elections have been héld to demonstrate the
technique of voting.

The States of India

It has not been an easy matter to devise election procedures to ensure a minimum
of confusion on the part of the voters, many of whom have never cast a ballot before
and most of whom are illiterate: This task has been additionally complicated by the
political composition of the country. India, now that the hard process of merging
and reshaping internal political divisions has virtually been completed, consists of 28
component parts divided by the constitution into Part "A", Part "B" and Part "C"
states.

For all practical purposes, the nine Part "A" states are the old governors' prov-
inces of the pre-independence period. These have provincial popular governments.
The eight Part "B" states were formed out of the bulk of the area comprised in
"Indian" India-that is, the territories ruled by the Indian princes at the time of par-
tition. These already have, or will shortly have, popular governments with rajpra-
-nukhs (former princes corresponding to governors) at the head, and with local cab-
inets and elected legislatures. Finally, there are eleven Part "C" states under the direct
control of the central government through chief commissioners: Since the bringing
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Top row:

A unique feature of the Indian generai election is the use of symbols to designate parties and candi-
dates. The symbols are pasted inside and outside ballot boxes and are exhibited at the peifing
booths during the ekections. Above and bebw are shown symbols for the following "all-India" parties
(IeA to right):

-('orernreeet of ledit

PARTY SYMBOLS IN INDIAN ELECTIONS

Congress Party - Two bulls with yoke
Socialist Party - Tree
Forward Bloc - Human hand
Kisan Mazdoor Praia Party - Hut

Second row: Communist Party - Ears of corn and o sickle
Revolutionary Socialist Party - Spade and stoker
Krishikar Lok Party - A cultivator winnowing grain
Jan Sangh - Lamp

Third row: Forward Bloc-Marxists - Standing Lion
Hindu Mahasabha - Horse and Rider
Ram Rajya Parishad - Rising Sun

Bottom row: Scheduled Caste Federation - Elephant
Revolutionary Communist party - Flaming torch
Beishevist Party - Star
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into force on September 6, 1951 of the Government of Part "C" States Act, seven of
these may now look forward to legislative assemblies which will be formed after the
general elections.

Machinery of Government

These 28 states, comprising the Union of India, will be governed by a union
parliament consisting of an upper house called the Council of States, and a lower
house, called the House of the People which, like the House of Commons in Canada,
will wield the greater power of the two bodies through its control of the, public purse.
In addition to a few members of the House of the People to be nominated by the
President of the Republic, mainly to provide representation in remote areas, some
489 seats will be filled by direct election by the people as a whole. Of these, 82 have
been reserved for elected representatives of scheduled castes and 27 for representa-
tives of scheduled tribes. The reason for this will be explained below.

The Council of States will consist of 204 members mostly elected from part "A7,
W, and "C" states, as well as twelve other members who will be nominated by the
President of the Republic, chiefly in consideration of their special knowledge or prac-
tical experience in the fields of literature, science, art, social services and the like.

Co-terminously with elections to the Union House of the People, polling for the
various state legislatures will also take place. Only seven of these will be bi-cameral
-with an upper house called a legislative council and a lower house called a legis-
lative assembly. The members of a legislative `council will be partly elected and partly
nominated. One third of the strength will be elected by an electoral college consisting
of members of local bodies within the state, for example district boards, rnunicipali-
ties, city corporations 'and ôthers. Another third of the legislative councillors will be'
elected by the members of the legislative assembly of the state, one twelfth by grad-
uates of at least three '-years' standing, and one twelfth by teachers of secondary
schools and other higher academic institutions. The balance of one-sixth will be
nominated by the governor or rajpramukh, as the case may be, in consideration of
particular knowledge or experience in art, literature; science, co-operative movements,
social services and similar fields of endeavour.

The legislative assemblies in the various Part "A" and Part "B" states will consist
of, anywhere from 30 to 510 elected members-including, in most cases, a'small num-
ber representing scheduled castes and scheduled tribes. As in the central House of
the People, a few seats are reserved for representatives of these groups. This is done
to safeguard the particular interests of the many lower castes and tribes identified
and listed (schéduled) in the constitution as backward or depressed classes deserving
of special treatment. 'Although the constitution looks forward to the day when an
Indians will, in fact as well as theory, have complete equality as citizens, it recognizes
that, for practical reasons, special treatment should be accorded these less fortunate
groups for the first ten years of the life of the new republic. At the end of that time
it is expected that the practice of reserving seats will disappear.

When the results of the general elections are known and the state legislatures
have been formed, an electoral college, composed of the members of these local bodies,
together with the members of the Union Parliament, will choose a new President of
the Republic.

In spite of conservative traditions, Indian women have acquired political equality
'with men. Of the 177 million voters in India, nearly half are women. The use of
motor vehicles and other forms of mechanically-powered transport has been banned
to ensure that the rich candidate does not have an advantage over his poorer rival.
Polling day will be declared as a holiday.
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POLLING REHEARSAL IN'iND1A
-C'orern'eent of Indie

Mock elections have been held in various parts of India in preparation for the general elections.
This picture shows the checking-up of identification slips of rural vote" in Delhi during a poUing

i rehearsal.

Voting Techniques

The Indian voter does not mark a ballot paper; he makes his choice by placing
his ballot in the box assigned to the candidate he favours. To prevent impersonation
or multiple voting the index finger of the voter is marked, when hé collects his ballot
papers, with an indelible ink calculated not to wear off until polling in his area has
been completed. As a result of the inexperience of the public at large, on-the-spot
supervision of the polling stations has been made the responsibility of civil servants
rather than civilian volunteers. The fact that each of the polling parties composed
of civil servants must service several different stations, frequently at some distance
one from another, has been one important reason for the extended time-table of the
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elections. It is hoped that experience gained from the current election will make it
possible for local supervision of future elections to be left to civilians.

Once marked upon the finger and armed with several ballot papers, each one of
which he must be careful to place in a separate box, the Indian voter's task is not
an easy one. In the enclosure which has been carefully curtained to accord privacy,
he is confronted by a veritable battery of boxes: some for federal seats, some for local
seats, and in most' cases each group divided into Open, Scheduled Castes and Sche-
duled Tribes. To assist the voters, most of whom are unable to read or write, to
perform this task accurately, the ballot boxes have been painted in a variety of dif-
ferent colours, each one denoting the kind of seat for which the candidate in question
is standing.

Use of Symbols
Another aid, and one which is perhaps the most unique feature of the Indian

elections, is the, use of symbols. These designs, after a good deal of discussion and
compromise, have been allotted by the election commissions at the centre and in the
states, one to each party and others to independent candidates. A few of these sym-
bols are reproduced on these pages.

During the election campaign it is hoped that the voter will have learned to
associate the appropriate symbol with the party or independent candidate whose
policies he wishes to support. Since each of the ballot boxes prominently displays one
or other of the election symbols, the voter should be able to find the one belonging'
to the candidate of his choice. There have been estimates-of the proportion of the
electorate likely to vote. It is thought unlikely that more than about 60 per cent will
go to the polls. If India, with its complex and largely inexperienced electorate, does

this well, it will be an achievement.

Only four years ago; most of the above groups, as well as many smaller and
purely local political parties, were only vaguely definable since the struggle for inde-
pendence had claimed the allegiance of all, or nearly- all, and had obliterated the
normal boundaries between the different political and economic and social ideals for
which they stand. At that time, although not all Indians were in the Congress, even
those that were not were at least "of the Congress" in the sense that they supported
its search for national freedom. It is not surprising, therefore, that the government
which has led India in the trying initial period of newly-won independence has been
the Congress; nor is it strange that, of all the political parties now in being, only the
Congress has the organization and the resources to contest every one of the federal
and local seats in the current election. To Canadian readers the name "Congress
Party" has now become familiar. It is the name which conjures up for them, not only
the long march towards independence, but also the personalities who led that march
and played so bold a role in the inaking of modem India: Gandhi, Nehru, Patel,
Rajagopalachari, President Rajendra Prasad, and others. Of these,only Mr. Nehru
is actively engaged in political life today. Less well known to Canadians are leaders
of other political parties, many of whom also played outstanding roles in the early
years of Congress itself and all of whom have earned a place in the pages of modern
Indian history. They include Archarya Kripalani of the KMPP, Dr. Lohia and Jaya-
prakash Narayan of the Socialist Party, Dr. N. B. Khare of the Hindu Mahasabha,
Dr. S. P. Mookerjee, founder of the Jan Sangh, and Dr. B. R. Ambedkar, leader of
the All-India Scheduled Castes Federation.

The Indian elections, tremendous in scope and effort, are a bold and imagin-
ative attempt to weave a new design in the fabric of democracy and deserve the
attention and interest of every Canadian.
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THE ROME MEETING OF THE -NORTH
ATLANTIC COUNCIL

At the Ottawa meeting of the North Atlantic Council, it was agreed that more
frequent meetings of the Council was desirable, and it was understood that the next
meeting should be held in Rome within the course of the next few weeks. The under-
lying reason behind this agreement was primarily the desirability of high level meet-
ings in order to keep important policy matters constantly under review now that
NATO is advancing beyond the stage of planning to the stage of implementation of
plans. The Council was accordingly called to meet in Rome on November 24.

The fact that the Council was meeting in Rome during the discussions in the
United Nations Assembly in Paris on a resolution calling for the limitation of arma-
ments was too good a propaganda opportunity to be missed by Mr. Vishinsky. In his
remarks as Chairman of the Council in the opening session in Rome, Mr. Pearson
answered Mr. Vishinsky as follows:,

Our determination to strengthen our defences under the North Atlantic Pact,
when we have, unfortunately, every reason to feel that strength for defence is neces-
sary in the world today, and our loyalty to the principles of the United Nations
Charter, are two parts of the same policy. No single subject that we have discussed,
or will discuss in our Council, no matter what may be maliciously said to the con-
trary, prejudices or weakens that loyalty. Our objective in the North Atlantic Organi-
zation is not to build up armed strength with which to threaten anybody, but solely
to create sufficient forces to ensure that aggression, if it should occur, will not sub-
jugate the free peoples of any part of our community. We have no intention of
diverting from peaceful use anything like the resources which would be needed for
aggressive action, but we have every intention of securing the strength needed to
defend ourselves. We hope that this limited strength will make it easier for us to
solve by negotiation, if possible, through the United Nations, some of the problems
which now so tragically and dangerously divide the world.

As Mr. Kraft, the Foreign Minister of Denmark, described the tasks of NATO
and the United Nations, Rome represented the work of today and Paris the work
of tomorrow. NATO countries must strengthen their dèfences in order to bring about
an approximate balance betwèen the strength of the East and of the West, for with-
out that balance there will be no security and without security all talk of reduction of
armaments is empty. .

Committee Reports

The Military Committee, which is the senior military body of the Organization,
had met immediately before the Rome meeting and passed several reports, including
one on the readiness and effectiveness of North Atlantic forces. General Eisenhower,
the Supreme Allied Commander in Europe, and his chief of staff, General Gruenther,
made oral statements to the Council on this and other questions related to NATO de-
fences in Europe. The Council also heard interim reports on the work of the Tem-
porary Committee, which is studying how to reconcile military requirements with
the political and economic capabilities of members. It is anticipated that the final
report of the Committee will be submitted to governments before the next meeting
of the Council. Mr. Abbott, the Minister of Finance, is Canadian representative on
the Committee and has attended meetings in Paris from time to time.

It will be recalled that in September 1950, the North Atlantic Council decided
that Germany should inake"a contribution to the defence of Western Europe. It was
felt that this could best be brought about by the organization of a European army,
and six European countries have been meeting in Paris since February 1951 to explore
how this could be done. At Rome, the Council heard reports on the progress of their
January, 1952 7



work which is directed towards the establishment of what is now • being called the
European, Defence Community. Parallel with this development are the negotiations
with the Federal Republic of Germany to replace the Occupational Statute with a
contractual arrangement more in keeping with the new role which Germany would
be called upon to play in Western Europe. The Occupying Powers reported on the
considerable progress of these negotiations which took place in Paris between the
German Chancellor and the U.S., U.K. and French Foreign Ministers.

The Council recognized the gréat importance of the satisfactory solution of these
matters because of their relation to North Atlantic planning and adopted a resolution
expressing the hope that the Paris Conference on the European Defence Community
would conclude its activities at the earliest possible moment so that a definitive report
could be made to the Council at its next meeting. It was clear that there must be a
satisfactory link between the European Defence Community and the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization and that the obligations under the two must be satisfactorily
correlated. Therefore, the resolution included a recommendation that close liaison
should be maintained between NATO agencies and the Paris conference..., ^.

Mr. Pearson's Report

Mr. Pearson, as Chairman of the Committee of Five established at Ottawa to
study means of furthering the non-military objectives of the Treaty outlined in Article
2, made a report on the work of the Committee. This report stressed the importance
of developing, as much as possible, the habit of consultation on political matters of
common concern. A feeling has been evident in some quarters that efforts should be
made to give the smaller nations in the North Atlantic Treaty Organization more of
a voice in North Atlantic policy and it can be inferred, from the fact that all mem-
bers of the Committee are from the smaller countries in the Council, that the de-
sirability of achieving this closer and more effective consultation will not be forgotten.
Throughout its report the Committee stressed the desirability of achieving progress
in the development of the North Atlantic community by the practical solution of con-
crete problems. One of the most acute of these is the employment situation due to a
surplus of labour in some countries and the shortage of labour in others. The Council,
therefore, directed that particular consideration be given to facilitating the movement
of labour from countries with excess manpower to others where it could be effectively
utilized. This and other proposals related•to economic, social and cultural matters
will be given further study by the Committee, which is to continue in existence-In
carrying out its work, the Committee is to co-ordinate its activities with those of other
international organizations to avoid duplication as far as possible.,

During the Rome session," the delegates were acutely conscious of the tragedy
which had befallen Italy in the serious floods then devastating the Po Valley. North
Atlantic countries took quick action through their national governments and through
international organizations such as the Red Cross to send assistance in the form of
food, blankets, clothing and medical supplies to the flood area. This spontaneous
action by member governments to brin,d, aid to the many sufferers from this disaster,
was an example of the bond of sympathy which gives meaning and substance to the
concept of a North Atlantic community.

It was announced at the end of the meeting that the next session of the Council
would be held at Lisbon on February 2. Mr. Pearson, as the Canadian Minister of
Foreign Affairs, was in the Chair for the first time at Rome and his term of office as
Council President will continue until the autumn of 1952. At the end of the Rome
meeting, General Foulkes, the Chairman of the Canadian Chiefs of Staff Committee,
took over as Chairman of the Military Committee.
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COMMUNIQUE ISSUED AT THE END OF THE EIGHTH SESSION OF THE
` NORTH ATLANTIC COUNCIL, ROME; NOVEMBER 28, 1951

The North Atlantic Council has today concluded its Eighth Session in Rome.
It was a regular meeting of the Council held in accordance with the policy announced
at Ottawa of holding frequent meetings • to exchange views and to develop more
effective unity of action on a continuing basis. The meeting was the first held under
the Chairmanship of Mr. L. B. Pearson, Canadian Minister for External Affairs, and
was attended by twenty-eight Ministers of Foreign Affairs, Finance and Defence.

Pending parliamentary approval of the decision to invite Greece and Turkey to
adhere thto the North Atlantic Treaty, representatives of those two countries attended
the plenary meetings of the Council as observers.

The Council considered progress reports from its military and civilian agencies.
It instructed the pertinent agencies to put into action certain recommendations of
the reports and to continue their work on others with a view to reporting further at
the next session of the Council.

The Chairman and one Vice-Chairman of the Temporary Council Committee
informed the Council of the progress of the Committee's work directed towards the
reconciliation of military requirements with political-economic capabilities. They
stated that the Committee's final report and recommendations would be presented
early in December for the consideration of member governments and the Council at
its next session.

The Military Committee, consisting of the Chiefs of Staff of member countries,
met in Rome before the Council meeting. The Council considered the reports of the
Military Committee, including one on the readiness and effectiveness of NATO forces.
The Supreme Allied Commander, Europe, and 'bis Chief of Staff made oral state-
ments. The Council exchanged views and took decisions on various military matters
dealt with in these reports.

The North Atlantic Council received statements with respect-to the status of
negotiations for the establishment of a European Defence Community, and the status
of negotiations with the German Federal Republic concerning the contractual ar-
rangements to replace the occupation statute.

The Council adopted a resolution expressing the hope that the Paris conference
would conclude its activities at the earliest possible moment so that a definite report'
could be made to the Council for consideration at its next meeting.

The resolution requested the appropriate North Atlantic Treaty agencies in the
meantime to give early attention to the problem of correlating the obligations and
relationships of the European Defence Community with those of the North Atlantic
Treaty so that discussions with the Paris Conference on this question may be held
and concluded as soon as possible. . .

I
The Council approved an interim report submitted by the Committee on the

North Atlantic community (consisting of representatives of Belgium, Canada, Italy,
the Netherlands and Norway).

The report stressed the importance of further developing the habit of consul-
tation on matters of common concern. The Council directed that fuller study be
given to a number of proposals relating to economic, social and cultural matters and
to the co-ordination of the activities of NATO civilian agéncies with those of other
international organizations. In this connection the Council recommended that par-
ticular consideration be given to facilitating the movement of labour from member
countries with excess manpower to others where it could be effectively utilized. ,

The Council directed the Committee to continue its work.

The Council agreed that its next meeting should be held in Lisbon on February
2, 1952.
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EXTERNAL AFFAIRS • IN PARLIAMENT`
Statements of Government Policy

St. Lawrence Seaway and Power Project

Federal-Ontario Power Agreement

On December 3, the Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, tabled copies of an agrèe-
ment signed with the Government of Ontario "respecting the development of hydro
power in the International Rapids Section of the St. Lawrence River", which was to
be submitted for approval to Parliament and to the Legislature of Ontario. He spoke
as follows:

The agreement with Ontario has been concluded in the expectation that the
.United States will not participate in the Seaway Project, and it has been drawn up on
the understanding that the navigation works will be. undertaken by the Federal Gov-
ernment and will be entirely within Canada. It contemplates that Ontario will under-
take the power development concurrently with an appropriate agency in the United
States.

In such circumstances it is desirable that a firm agreement exist between Canada
and Ontario in order that Canadian treaty obligations be fulfilled and that other in-
terests in Canada should be safeguarded.

The undertakings on behalf of Ontario are broadly to develop the power resources
of the International Rapids Section of the St. Lawrence River concurrently with an
appropriate authority in the United States in accordance with the plan known as the
"Controlled Single Stage Project (238-242)". This is the same plan as was advanced
and "made part of the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Basin Agreement of 1941 between
Canada and the United States. However, the Agreement provides that this plan may
be modified as may be agreed upon between Canada and Ontario.

The Canadian Government, 'for its part, undertakes to do all in its power to
obtain the approval of the International Joint Commission to an application to be
made by Ontario in an acceptable form for authority from that international body to
construct the necessary works. Under the Boundary Waters Treaty of 1909 this ap-
proval would be necessary since the International Rapids Section of the St. Lawrence
River is a boundary water. Canada's undertaking in this respect is qualified, however,
to the extent that its action must,be consistent with its obligations under the Boundary
Waters Treaty and that regard must be had for all Canadian interests in the St. Law-
rence River.

Some of the other more important provisions may be enumerated briefly.

1. Canada will transfer to Ontario the administration of such lands belong-
ing to Canada as are required for the Project, and Ontario will pay compensa-
tion for these except for lands or property forming part of the existing canal
system.

2. Ontario will transfer to Canada the administration of such lands belong-
ing to Ontario as are specified by Canada as being required for works to carry a
deep waterway in the International Rapids Section.

3. Ontario will establish a commission to safeguard and enhance scenic
beauty and historic associations in the Section to whatever extent may be
appropriate.

it is recognized that, before all the agreements are consummated, as contem-
plated in this agreement, the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Basin Agreement of 1941 be-
tween Canada and United States may be approved by Congress and by Parliament.
In that event, it would be the intention of the Government to reconsider with the
Government of Ontario the terms of the agreement signed today and to modify them
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in recognition of the arrangements that would then exist between Canada and the
United States with respect to the Seaway. Project.

The following day, the Minister of Transport, Air. Chevrier, presented to the House
a resolution for approval of this agreement. Accordingly, on December 7, the House
went into committee on this resolution, which was discussed by Mr. Blackmore (SC,
Lethbridge) and Mr. Gillis (CCF, Cape Breton South), read a second time and con-
curred in. Before the close of the sitting, Mr. Chevrier moved to introduce Bill
No. 34, "respecting construction of works for the generation of electrical power in the
International Rapids Section of the St. Lawrence River", which thereupon received
its first reading. The second and third readings of this bill, and its passage, took 'place ,
on December 12, when Mr. Adamson (PC, York «'est) and 111r. Knowles (CCF, `Vin-
nipeg North Centre) spoke on the subject.

St. Lawrence Seaway Authority

On December 4, the following resolution was presented by the Minister of
Transport, Mr. Chevrier:

That it is expedient, for the purpose of providing a deep waterway between Mont-
real and Lake Erie, to create a corporation to be called "The St. Lawrence Seaway
Authority" with power, inter alia, to expropriate; to construct, maintain and operate
all necessary works; to borrow amounts not exceeding three hundred million dollars;
to establish tariffs of tolls and to employ such officers and employees as may be re-
quired for the purposes of the Authority.

Mr. Chevrier discussed his resolution at some length,* and was followed on the same
and subsequent days by a number of members of his own and Opposition parties.

On December 7, Mr. Chevrier moved for leave to introduce Bill No. 33, "to
establish the St. Lawrence Seaway Authority". Accordingly, the bill was read.for
the first time. It received its second reading on December 11. The third reading
and passage of the bill occurred on December 12.

Trade. with the British West ^idies
The Minister of Trade and Commerce, Mr. Howe, made the following ânnounce-

ment on December 13:

The United Kingdom has now authorized extensions and additions to the British
West Indies Trade Liberalization Plan, to take effect at the beginning of next year.
Under this plan, limited quantities of traditional exports from dollar countries are
being admitted to the markets of the British West Indies. It is estimated that some
650 firms have taken advantage of the present plan. The dollar value of the increased
trade which will result from these new measures will not be large in total nor can it
be estimated with any accuracy. For a number of Canadian exporters, however, it
will provide a welcome opportunity to enter again into this' trade. For others it will
mean that increased quantities of their products will be admitted to those markets.
All of this is definitely a step in the right direction: It is our great hope that further
expansion will become possible in this trade in the future.

The British West Indies was the starting point for many of our manufacturers
when they first looked abroad for export markets. There has been a tradition estab-
lished of mutually advantageous trade. Because of the currency difficulties of the
sterling area, British West Indian markets have unfortunately been closed to many
of our goods since 1947. We have done our utmost in Canada, however, to provide a
market for goods from the British West Indies, and from other countries in the ster-
ling area, so that they might earn dollars with which to buy our goods. Canada has
become a principal and substantial source of dollar earnings for these colonies. These
efforts have obviously been recognized and appreciated in the United Kingdom, and I
am happy to announce that we are now having increased opportunities being made
available for Canadian goods in the British West Indies.

• For the text of Mr. Chevrier's remarks on his resolution, see page 20 of this issue.
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The Government attaches great importance to our trade with the British West
Indies. During 1950 we made strong representation to the United Kingdom for the
creation of the Trade Liberalization Plan, which was put into effect on January 1 of
this year. Since then we have taken advantage of a number of opportunities to re-
quest the United Kingdom authorities to expand the existing arrangements. Members
will recall that we had the honour in Ottawa in the early summer of being hosts to
a visiting delegation of parliamentary representatives from various British West Indian
colonies. The talks which took place at that time were useful to all parties concerned.
When i visited London in September, I made a special point of carrying the negotia-
tions on this matter a further stage ahead, through direct contact with the appro-
priate ministers of the United Kingdom Government.

The following statement is being made public today in the United Kingdom and
Canada:

"Following discussions between the United Kingdom and Canadian Gov-
ernments and representatives of the British West Indies, which started early last
summer, arrangements have now been worked out for extending and amending
the existing scheme for.`token imports' into the British West Indies and Bahamas
from Canada and the United States.

"So far as the Canadian side is concerned from 1st January, 1952, the list
of items covered by the scheme has been expanded to include a much wider
range of commodities, including food products, leather, metal, electrical and
textile manufacturers, etc. Also the percentages for exporters' quotas for most of
these commodities will be raised from 33 1/3 per cent to 40 per cent.

"The expanded trade liberalization arrangements will, as from the 1st Jan-
uary, 1952, operate differently for British West Indies and Bahamas trade with
the United States. Instead of a system of commodity quotas based on a per-
centage of past trade, the West Indies and Bahamas will be able to license
additional imports from the United States up to a specified total value.

"North American exports should also benefit from the authority recently
given for colonial governments to introduce a system of world open general
licences for certain commodities. These are mainly of a kind essential to col-
onial development. The list of goods to which open general licences may be
applied covers for example a wide range of finished steel items and semi-manu-
factures of copper, zinc, and nickel but also includes dried, pickled, salted and
smoked fish, onions, potatoes, certain animal feeding stuffs and jute goods.

"In spite of the grave balance of payments position of the sterling area, it
has been thought right to recognize in these arrangemens the great importance
of good commercial relations between the British West Indies and North
America and they represent a substantial easing of import restrictions on goods
exported by Canada and the United States."

Mr. Macdonnell (PC, Greenwood) commented briefly on this statement.

i

North Atlantic Treaty Organization

Accession of Greece and Turkey

On December 29 the Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. L. B. Pearson,
madè the following motion:

That it is expedient that the Houses of Parliament do approve the protocol to
the North Atlantic Treaty on the accession of Greece and Turkey, signed by Canada
at London on October 17, 1951, and that this House do approve the same.

Before speaking on this motion, Mr. Pearson made a general statement on recent
NATO developments:

... The Council of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization met a month or so ago
in Rome. It *vas, I befieve, the eighth meeting of the Council. Some very important
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questions indeéd faced the Council at that meeting. Sbme of these questions had been
postponed from the meeting which was held in Ottawa, and some of them'were new
questions. The main problems which faced us in Rome were as follows: first, we
examined, though in no official sense, because that work was not completed, the work
of the Temporary Council Committee appointed by the Council at its Ottawa meeting.
This committee had the responsibility of attempting to match the requirements for
defence and the resources of the separate members of the Council which could be de-
voted to that defence, having regard to their political and economic capabilities.

This work of the Temporary Council Committee, under the chairmanship of Mr.
I Iarriman, known as the "Burden Sharing Exercise", was not completed; indeed it had
not been nearly completed when we met at Rome, and we were not able to deal with
it at that time. Since our meeting in Rome, however, the executive committee of this
Conunittee of Twelve, also popularly known as the "Three Wise Men", have made a
report on the matter to the full Committee.

The Committee of Twelve met in Paris the other day to consider that report, and
will meet again in Paris on January 15 to give further and final consideration to it.
The subject will then be referred to the next meeting of the North Atlantic Council,
which will be held someti me in February, in Lisbon, Portugal. I do not think it would
be desirable for me to say anything more at this time about that report, because it
has not yet been finally submitted to governments, and no final decision has been
taken on it yet by these governments.

Another very important question which faced us in Rome, and will face us again
in Lisbon, is the association of Germany with Western European and Atlantic defence.

' It is a matter of vital concern to the defence of peace in Western Europe; but one
that bristles with difficulties, which, I suppose, are better appreciated on the conti-
nent of Europe than they are on the continent of North America. This association is
now being discussed by the European countries con^erned; and it is hoped that it
can be brought about by the creation of a European defence force, which would it-
self be part of General Eisenhower's integrated force for the defence of Western
Europe under the Atlantic Council. Progress is being made in the creation of this
European defence force, and we hope that the Council at its next meeting will be
able to take important and far-reaching decisions. regarding it.

Another question which is related to the one I have just mentioned, and which
concerns our North Atlantic Council, is the progress being made in the replacement
of the German occupation statute by a peace contract with the Government of the
Republic of Germany. Progress has also been made in this matter, but I think it is
obvious that a decision must be reached in regard to it before we can reach a final
decision in regard _ to the association of Germany with Western European defence.
These two subjects are interrelated; indeed, they bang together. These are compli-
cated problems, and we should not I think get too impatient if final decisions are not
reached in regard to them at once.

Another question which faced us at Rome, Mr. Speaker, was that of command
in the North Atlantic, and, indeed, command in the Mediterranean. We also discussed
at Rome the question of the re-organization of the North Atlantic Organization. It is
becoming in a sense a rather unwieldy international agency. It has grown quickly.
It has grown, as things sometimes do which grow quickly, without that kind of ar-
rangement and planning which we would have desired, and which we would have
achieved if we had had more time. So we are giving consideration in the North
Atlantic Organization now to the streamlining, the making more effective of the whole
Organization. Also we received at our North Atlantic Council meeting a report from
the Committee of Five on Non-military Co-operation. That was in the nature of an
interim report, and not meant to be anything else. Because it is an interim report I
do not think I need say much more about it at this time, Mr. Speaker. We are con-
tinuing our work on this Committee of Five, and we will have something more to
say about it at the next meeting in Portugal.

Then finally at Rome-and this was not a problem; it was a privilege-we wel-
comed to our deliberations, not as full members, because the protocol that we are
considering today has not been accepted, but as observers for the first time, the repre-
seatative of Greece and Turkey.
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These big questions, w-hich I have mentioned and which are vital for peace and
security in Europe, were not decided at Rome. The Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs of the United Kingdom said not long ago that the Rome meeting was in a
sense an intermediate meeting between the Ottawa meeting and the next meeting in
Portugal. But it has become increasingly clear that we cannot postpone decisiôns on
these matters indefinitely and we are expecting decisions to be taken at the next

P^ I

I

I read not long ago in the New York Times an article by one of its European
correspondents, Tir. Sulzberger, which very well summarizes I think the Rome meet-
ing and the problems that faced us in the North Atlantic Organization subsequent to
that meeting. Mr. Sulzberger wrote at that time: -

meeting.

NATO undoubtedly became aware at this Rome meeting that its develop-
ment is at a very critical stage. However, the ministers proved that they could
debate one another's views in what is becoming a small and select parliament-

I may say, in parenthesis, it was not so small at Rome. , One of our difficulties in
the North Atlantic Council is the number of people who now attend the meetings.
We had between 300 and 400 at one of the meetings in Rome, and it is very dif-
ficult to conduCt intimate informal discussions with that number of people in the room.
il4r. Sulzberger goes on:

-and still remain friends and allies. They also recognized that there is value
in the habit of getting together. -

And that value is emphasized more and more the oftener we meet together. He
went on:

The organization must surely have recognized that it is now in the period
where it will suffer its greatest growing pains. Looking back, it can recognize
the considerable achievement of the past year, in which an army with its allied
headquarters has been consolidated in Europe. But looking forward, it is be-
coming increasingly aware of long, difficult and expensive years looming ahead
for an indefinite time.

The price of liberty is rather high and every one of the twelve nations
(plus Greek and Turkish observers) was surely even more aware of that truism
when the Rome meeting was over. This awareness is a necessity as the past de-
velops toward that condition of strength which, it is hoped, will finally permit
the negotiation of a more real peace than exists today.

As one further step toward the goal of the negotiation of a real peace, we are
today discussing a protocol which provides for membership in our North Atlantic
Treaty Organization of Greece and Turkey. I said something about this matter in
the House on October 22, and I do not wish to repeat what I said then. Hon. mem-
bers will recall that at our North Atlantic Council meeting in Ottawa in September
it was decided unanimously to take steps which would be necessary to invite Greece
and Turkey to full membership in the Organization. And the protocol which we have
before us, is the result of that decision taken in Ottawa.

What faces us now, before that protocol can be made effective, and before
an invitation can be given to the countries in question, is its ratification. That, follow-
ing awell-established constitutional practice, should receive parliamentary approval
before the Government acts. It is parliamentary approval we are requesting today in
the resolution before the House. .

This question of the membership of Greece and Turkey in our North Atlantic
Treaty Organization is the result of long and careful consideration. There were
various ways by which these two countries could be associated with the defence of
Western Europe, and with the defence of the Mediterranean and North Atlantic
states. We examined these various ways before we decided on the solution of full
membership. If we took some time in examining the alternative methods, it was not
because we did not appreciate the importance of associating Turkey and Greece with
our efforts in the North Atlantic Organization.
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These are tw•o countries, Mr. Speaker, one of which has already been the victim
of communist aggression, and the other of which in recent years has had to face threats
of communist aggression. They have already indicated their devotion to peace, and
their determination to protect their freedom. -

They are two countnes which in Korea have also proven their devotion to the
idea of collective security. They have proven it by the heroic action of their men on
the battlefields there. If we considered this question at some length,.it was also not
because we did not realize the importance of safeguarding and strengthening the
south flank of the North Atlantic area or because we did not realize the importance
of the contribution Turkey and Greece could make to that end.

It was thought at one stage that possibly the result which we all desired could
he achieved by some kind of reinforcement of the bilateral defence arrangements
which these two countries already had with the United States and certain other
countries, and which by the overlapping membership of those arrangements with the
membership in the North Atlantic Council could achieve the purpose we had in mind.

It was also thotight at one stage that possibly this purpose might be achieved
by building up a separate Middle East or Mediterranean pact which would be closely
associated with the North Atlantic Pact, again through overlapping and possibly
military planning.

After careful consideration it was decided that the best solution of this problem
was not those which I have indicated, but rather an invitation to these countries to
become full members in the North Atlantic Council, and signatories to the North
Atlantic Pact.

This was the position taken from the beginning by the United States and by the
United Kingdom. It was the position taken by the Governrnents of Greece and Turkey
themselves, who felt that full membership was the best solution to the problem, from
their point of view. It was the position taken by the North Atlantic military advisers.
It was felt also that, even if it had been desirable, probably it would take too long to
work out a Mediterranean or Middle Eastern or Near Eastern pact which, indeed, if
we tried to do it, would involve problems of inclusion and exclusion which would
not be settled easily, at least at this stage.

As a result of this consideration we agreed unanimously to draw up a protocol,
which, if it were ratified by all the Governments of the North Atlantic Organization,
would invite those two countries to accede to our pact.

The effect of the protocol is not to extend the nature of our obligations under
the North Atlantic Treaty. Those remain as they were. It does, of course, extend
the area of obligations, the area in which we specify and reaffirm and indeed organize
to carry out the general commitments which we have already undertaken as signa-
tories to the United Nations Charter.

While I admit that this protocol, if it comes into effect, extends the area of our
international obligations, Ithink that an examination of this question must convince
hon. members that that extension is more theoretical than real. If, for instance, a
full-out aggressive attack took place on these countries,' such aggression would im-
mediately involve other countries; and that, in turn, would involve the North Atlantic'
countries-and, indeed, it would be World War III.

Now, the step which we are recommending removes any uncertainty on this score.
And uncertainty, as history proves, can sometimes in these matters be the greatest
danger to peace. It strengthens peace by removing this uncertainty and by adding
the defensive strength of these countries to our North Atlantic defensive alliance. It
strengthens the deterrant value of NATO; and thereby, it makes for that peace, which
is the only objective of the North Atlantic Organization.

There is nothing provocative in this protocol, nor would there be anything pro-
vocative in the membership of Greece and Turkey in our.defensive organization. It
constitutes a threat to no one, except the aggressor. By removing, as I have indicated,
the temptation to aggression in that area, an aggression which undoubtedly would
spread all over Western Europe, and therefore spread all over the world, it strengthens
security everywhere.
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That is why the Government recommends this protocol to the House of Commons
at this time.

Asked by Mr. Graydon (PC, Peel) for an explanation of Article 11 of the protocol,
Mr. Pearson said:

th d d 1'n as I o along reads as

The following members took part in the ensuing debate:

Mr. Graydon (PC, Peel)
Mr. Coldwell (CCF, Rosetown-Biggar)
Mr. Low (SC, Peace River)
Mr. Pouliot, (L, Temiscouata)
Mr. Macdonnell (PC, Greenwood)
Mr. Drew (PC, Carleton)..

Mr. Pearson himself closed the debate with answers to a number of specific questions
asked by the previous speakers.

Staff Privileges and Immunities

On December 29 Mr. Pearson moved that the House go into committee to con-

Aràcle II, which I shall put on "e recor , an e^cp ai g ,
follows:

If the Republic of Turkey becomes a party to the North Atlantic Treaty,
Article 6 of the Treaty shall, as from the date of the deposit by the Government
of the Republic of Turkey of its instrument of accession with the Government
of the United States of America, be modified to read. as follows (and this
would be the new Article 6 on the iccession of Turkey):

For the purpose of Article 5, an armed attack on one or more of the parties
is deemed to include an armed attack-

(i) on the territory of any of the parties in Europe or North America, on
the Algerian Departments of France, on the territory of Turkey or on the islands
under the jurisdiction of any of the parties in the North Atlantic area north of
the Tropic of Cancer.

The reason that Turkey is , mentioned specifically, while Greece is not, is that
Greece is a European country and will be covered by the words "territory of any of
the parties in Europe". As most of the territory of Turkey is not in Europe, Turkey
had to be mentioned specifically. The second part of this Article II of the protocol
reads (and I shall repeat the governing phrase):

For the purpose of Article 5, an armed attack on one or more of the parties
- is deemed to include an armed attack=

(ii) on the forces, vessels or aircraft of any of the parties, when in or over
these territories or any other area in Europe in which occupation forces of any
of the parties were stationed on the date when the Treaty entered into force or
the Mediterranean Sea or the North Atlantic area north of the Tropic of Cancer.

The change in that paragraph is to be found in the words "or any other area in
Europe in which occupation forces of any of the parties entered into force°. While
that has no strict reference to the accession of Greece and Turkey, it was included to
take into consideration the possibility of the present occupation statute in Germany
being replaced by a peace treaty or a peace contract. If that took place and this change
had not been made in the North Atlantic Treaty, the obligation to come to the help
of the forces in Germany of the member powers would not exist because the Treaty as
we have it now applies only to occupation forces in Germany. After the German peace
treaty or peace contract they would not be occupation forces and so the words are
used as they appear in this Article II of the protocol.

sider Bill No. 15, "to provide for privileges and immunities in respect of the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization". The motion was agreed to and the House accordingly
went into committee. After a few words by Mr. Graydon and Mr. Pearson, the Bill
was reported, read the third time, and passed.
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Economic Aid for NATO Nations

On December 21, Mr. Drew (PC, Carleton) called attention to the current issue
of the Financial Post, in which, he said, the statement had been made that Canada
had rejected requests by member countries of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
for free wheat and aluminum. In reply, Air. Pearson said:

No report bas yet been received by the Government from the Temporary Com-
mittee of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, that is the twelve members who
have been charged with the responsibility of going into this whole question of resources
and requirements. What has happened, is that an executive board of that Committee
consisting of three members has drafted a report to the Committee of Twelve, and that
Committee of Twelve is still considering that report. The consideration has not yet
been completed and may not be completed for a fortnight or so. Until a report comes
from the Committee of Twelve, and not merely the Committee of Three, it would be
obviously inappropriate for me to make any comment on this matter. '

Korea

On December28, in reply to a question by Mr. George A. Drew for infonnarnon
concerning developments in the cease-fire negotiations in Korea, the Secretary of
State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, made the following statement:

It was agreed in Korea on November 27 that if the military armistice agreement
was not signed within thirty days-and I am quoting from this agreement:

The sub-delegations shall revise, immediately prior to the signing of the
military armistice agreement, the above military demarcation line and the de-
militarized zone in accordance with the changes which have occurred in the
actual line of contact between both sides so that the revised military demarca-
tion line will coincide exactly with the line of contact between both sides
immediately prior to the signing of the military armistice agreement and will
constitute the military demarcation line for the duration of the military armis-
tice. -

That is a quotation from the agreement made a month ago. At ten o'clock yes-
terday morning our time, the thirty-day period from November 27 expired without
any military armistice agreement having been signed. This means that, after discussion
which is now taking place-which is still taking place-on arrangements for the
exchange of prisoners, and on the final item on the agenda, the two teams will deter-
mine a new demarcation line based on the line of contact as it stands just before the
signing of any armistice. Since November 27, however, there have been no substantial
alterations in the line of contact, and the line now, therefore, is almost the same as
the cease-fire line which was agreed to on November 27.

An alternative method of procedure would be for the two sides to agree on an
amendment of the agreement of November 27, extending the thirty-day period. We
have no information as yet as to whether such an extension has been agreed on.

Canadian Missionaries in China
The following reply was made on December 3 by the Prime Minister to an in-

quiry by Mr. Graydon (PC, Peel) concerning treatment of Canadian missionaries in
Communist China:

Unfortunately, I am not in a position to give any information about the events
that have been reported in the press as having taken place over the last two or three
days. It will be remembered that on April 16 the Secretary of State for External Affairs
made a statement in the House regarding the situation of five Canadian Sisters of
the Imniaculate Conception who had been arrested by the Chinese Communists in
Canton. It was at that time hoped that representations made by the United Kingdom
chargé d'affaires in Peking on their behalf as well as on behalf of other Canadian
citizens held in custody would bring an improvement in their condition. Well, we are
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informed that no such improvement occurred, and the chargé d'affaires made furtlier
strong representations to the Peking Government on November 1.

During the past two days news services have carried stories of the formal prose-
cution and sentencing of the five nuns at so-called public trials on December 1. Ac-
cording to these reports, Sister St. Alphonse du Redempteur, (Antoinette Couvrette,
born at Ste. Dorothée, Quebec) and Sister Marie-Germaine (Germaine Gravel of St.
Pasteur, Quebec) were sentenced to five years' imprisonment. Sister Ste. Foy (Elizabeth
Lemire of La Baie du Febvre, Quebec), Sister St. Victor (Germaine Tanguay, born in
Acton Vale, Quebec), and Sister Ste. Germaine (Imelda Laperriere of Pont Rouge,
Quebec) were ordered to be deported from China. The Canadian Government has
no official confirmation as yet of these reports.

We know that the five nuns have been in Canton prison since March of this year
when they were arrested on what was considered to be the fantastic charge of being
responsible for the deaths between October 14, 1949, and January 14, 1951, of over
two thousand children who had been receiving care in their orphanage. Their arrests
followed updn Canton newspaper stories and the demands of women's organizations
that they be severely punished for the maltreatment and murder of children. It may
be true that quite a large number of children have died at the orphanage, but the
Chinese authorities chose'to ignore the fact that the majority of the children brought
to the sisters were already ailing and beyond hope of recovery when accepted by
them. The sisters consistently accepted all children brought to them for help,' what-
ever their condition was at that time, and no matter what were their chances for
survival.

As I have already said, no official report regarding the trial of the five nuns has
yet been received in Canada, and it is possible that it may be difficult to secure any
accurate and reliable information about the so-called trials. I can assure the House
that everything possible will be done to help these unfortunate Sisters without bringing
more harm on them or other Canadians who are being detained by the Chinese Com-I
munists at this time. I think that the order of expulsion may be perhaps the most
happy denouement, and it would be unfortunate if anything we said or did brought
about, as 'bas happened in the past, revocation of the order of expulsion, or the placing
of difficulties in the quitting of the country.

The House will be shocked and indignant at the treatment which has apparently
been meted out to a group of missionaries who for years have consecrated their lives
to the care of orphan children in China; but it will be at the same time sensitive to
the extreme delicacy of the situation and the necessity of avoiding any act or word
which may add to their présent distress. Within the next few days we hope to have
more definite information on the whereabouts of the three nuns whose expulsion has
been ordered, and on the situation of the two who have been sentenced to terms of
imprisonment. We are hopeful that we may, through the British authorities in Hong
Kong, be able to get information from and about these nuns, because we presume
that they would go through Hong Kong on their way out of the country. I shall
naturally keeli the House informed of anything that we can regard as accurate in the
way of information about them.

• Repatriation

On December 29, in reply to a question two days earlier by Mr. Browne (PS,
St. John's West) regarding the number of Canadian missionaries still remaining in
China and the policy of the Government for their repatriation, the Secretary of State
for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, made the following statement:

The records of the Department of External Affairs show that the total number
of Canadians in China is 201, and of these 162 are missionaries and their dependents.
On a number of occasions toward the end of the civil war in China, and after the
Communists achieved power, the Canadian Government notified all Canadian citizens
in China known to the Canadian representatives that in view of the situation in that
country they should leave as soon as possible. Many of them have done so, as the
figures I have just given would indicate. Others have not been able to, or from the
highest motives of service to the Chinese people themselves, have not desired to.
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The established policy of the Canadian Government is to repatriate, if necessary
at public expense; any Canadians in distress abroad. With regard to those Canadian
citizens who are still in China, the Canadian Government takes as generous as possible
a view administratively as to what constitutes destitution or distress among mission-
aries in China. In such cases the Government is always ready, upon request by a
church order or society, to do everything it can to assist the repatriation from China
of any of its missionary members. On receipt of this assistance the order or society
is asked to give the usuaI'undertaking for repayment.

It is becoming increasingly clear that Canadian missionaries and others have been
subjected and are still exposed to mistreatment and injustice by the authorities of the
Chinese Communist Government. There are no grounds which justify these actions
which, indeed, violate all standards of decent international conduct. The Government,
and especially the Department of External Affairs, have received both privately and
publicly a good deal of advice as to what should be done to stop this persecution
and to protect Canadian citizens. The difficulties in the way of action which is likely
to be effective in this regard are obvious, especially when we do not recognize the
Communist Government of China and must, therefore, request the diplomatic good
offices of other states. But I can assure the House that we are doing everything we
possibly can to discharge our responsibilities in this matter. I would add, however, that
if we tried to intervene along lines which have, with the best of intentions, been
advocated by some, we would not help-the unfortunate Canadians concerned but
might well increase their difficulties and, indeed, add to their dangers.

Economic Aid to Under-developed Countries

1
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In reply to a question on December 15 by Mr. Coldwell regarding a press report
that Canada had voted'against a proposal before the United Nations for the establish-
ment of a special fund to assist under-developed countries, the Secretary of State
for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, said:

As I have not yet received a report on this matter from our Delegation in Paris,
it may be necessary for me at some later date to amplify what I am about to say.
However, I do know that this proposal, and the action taken by our Delegation in
respect to it, does not mean that the Delegation or, indeed, the Government is un-
sympathetic to the question of technical assistance for under-developed countries.

We have already expressed that sympathy, both in deed and in word, at this
Assembly. This particular proposal, which was put before a committee of the Assem-
bly, was for the establishment of a fund of $500 million by the United Nations which
could be made available, under the procedure outlined in the resolution, for the
assistance of nnder-developed countries.

The general attitude we have taken in this matter at the United Nations is that
- there is sufficient machinery for this purpose now, if members of the United Nations
wish to use that machinery, and that it Is unnecessary and therefore undesirable at
this time to set up a special organization with a stated amount to be made available
to it; especially as during the discussion of the matter the United States, which would
normallycontribute the greatest proportion of the resources which would be made
available, indicated that it was opposed to the resolution, and opposed to the pro-
cedure, and would not be able to contribute to this fund.

In the circumstances-and I think these are the circumstances; but I will have
to confirm this when we receive the report from Paris-we decided to oppose the reso-
lûtion: At thesame time we were in favour of an alternative resolution which would
have'ônce again pledged our support for the principle of assistance to under-developed
counti•ies.' However, we were not in faveur of implementing that support by the par-
ticular method indicated in the resolution to which the hon. member has referred.
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THE ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY

'I should say at once that another resolution will follow, seeking approval of an
agreement with the Province of Ontario with respect to the power to be developed
in the International Section of the St. Lawrence River in connection with the Seaway.

In the first place, I need hardly tell a forum such as this, composed of Members
from all parts of Canada, what an:important part water transportation has played in
the development of our country. In fact, for many years it was the only method of
conveyance and it played a determining part in the establishment and the location
of many of our important cities.

of this waterway.

The object of this resolution is to establish an authority for the purpose of con-
structing a deep waterway between the port of Montreal and Lake Erie. The works
necessary for thè waterway may complement other works• on the United States side
of the border, or they. may provide a waterway, wholly within Canada. It is intended
further that the authority should, maintain and operate the completed Canadian works

Statement by Mr. Lionel Chevrier, bfinister of Transport, made in the House of Commons
on December 4, 1951.

I rise to propose a resolution dealing with a subject of great importance to the
economy of Canada, the development of the Great Lakes-St. , Lawrence Seaway. This
subject has been agitating public opinion for over a century. "

It has been the subject of negotiation between Canada and the United States
for over half a century. These negotiations culminated in the Treaty of Washington
of 1932, defeated in the United States Senate, and the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence
Development Basin Agreement of 1941, which after ten years still awaits Congres-
sional approval

Although these canals were built in 1850; thev were considered then as a considerable
achievement by our people.

2. By 1904 all of the canals had reached a depth of 14 feet..
.. . , ,
3. At Sault Ste. Marie, four separate canals had been constructed to pass the

rapids in the St. Mary's River, which separates Lake Superior from Lake Huron. The
two deepest of these were about 18 feet deep, and they included one which had been
built by Canada.

1. A series of canals providing a 9=foot channel from Montreal to Lake Erie.

country which divide themselves under three heads:
Without going into details, let me refer briefly to the canal developments in our

Canal Developments

The present period of international interest in the St. Lawrence River begins
officially about the turn of the century. It involves the concept of a deep waterway
with uniform standards from the lakehead to Montreal. The interest had a grass-roots
origin in the demands of the inland population of both countries for a more economi-
cal connection with the outside world, without regard to boundary waters, "without
regard to boundary lines and, particularly, without regard to the political border.

This period has been marked by much talk but no new works in the St. Law-
rence, and by little talk but continued works and improvement in the upper reaches
of the Great Lakes. Canada built the Welland Ship Canal through the Niagara Penin-
sula. The United States provided three deep locks at Sault St. Marie, including the
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MacArthur Lock, opened in 1943 which has a depth of 31 feet. Over and above that,
the United States has deepened the river channels in a series of successive pro-
grammes: The result has been that today there exists in the upper region a channel
for downbound traffic of 25 feet and a channel for upbound traffic of 21 feet, extend-
ing from Duluth and Fort William, at one end of the Lakes, to Prescott.

The continued improvements for navigation above Lake Erie came largely in
response to the demands of the iron ore trade. Last year the five locks still in. service
at Sault St. Marie passed a total of some 106 million tons, over 80 million of which
was iron ore.

The iron ore ranges near Lake Superior would not have reached their present
development were it not for the limestone near Lake Michigan and the coal near
Lake Erie. Neither would the present steel centres be producing the great volume of
comparatively cheap steel. But something more was needed. It was deeper riavigation:
It was large channels that were required for the additional trade. It was the canal
and channel development which made cheap water transportation a reality.

The* boundary line which separates Canada and the United States follows by
treaty the 45th parallel of latitude until it strikes the St. Lawrence River at a spot
a short distance east of Cornwall, and from thence, for a distance of 115 miles west-
erly, it follows the middle of the stream until it strikes the foot of Lake Ontario.
Because the Long Sault Rapids in the International Rapids Section of the River St.
Lawrence-about which much will be said,in this debate-are in what is known as
international waters, in order to develop those rapids it has therefore been necessary
to seek the concurrence of both countries. Since ].895, 'Canada and the United States
have co-operated in a series of investigations. They have covered both the engineering
and economic aspects of the project. No other project of comparable size has had the
benefit of such careful scrutiny and such complete engineering data. Every report
has favoured the development of deep draft navigation in the St. Lawrence River,
and from an early date all have recommended a power development in the Interna-
tional Rapids Section as an integral part of the project.

Extent of Project

What then, sir, is the proposed Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Seaway development?
It is a 2,000 mile channel, 27 feet in depth, extending from the Atlantic seaboard to
the heart of the North American continent. Coupled with this is a large power de-
velopment at two sites at least, if not three. The first is in the International Rapids
Section of the St. Lawrence River, where it is proposed to develop jointly with the
United States 2,200,000 horsepower of electrical energy, one-half of which will belong
to Canada and the other half to the United States. The second is in the Soulanges
Section, where power development is already far advanced and where the Beauhar-
nois installations will reach 1 million horsepower béfore the end of this year, with an
ultimate expansion to 2 million horsepower when the installations are fully completed.
The third site is the Lachine Section, where a projected 1,200,000 horsepower de-
velopment might well he installed.

The Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Seaway must first of all be distinguished from
the St. Lawrence Ship Channel, which is a channel 35 feet in depth extending from
the port of Montreal to a point 30 miles east of the City of Quebec. This channel has
been deepened at substantial cost by the Federal Government in order to bring deep-
sea navigation into the port of Montreal.

The St. Lawrence Seaway should also be distinguished from the Great Lakes-
St. • Lawrence Basin. This is a vast drainage system covering an" area of 678,000
square miles, of which almost 500,000 are in Canada and 185,000 in the United
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States. It includes Lake Superior, Lake Xfichigan, Lake St. Clair, Lake Erie, Lake
Ontario and the St. Lawrence River, together with all the tributary rivers and streams
k'hich flow into the Basin, the chief of which are the Ottawa, the Saguenay and the
St. Maurice Rivers.

What does the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Basin consist of? It consists of five
steps, which are its chief assets and its chief liabilities; chief assets, because, within
the steps, lie tremendous amounts of waterpower awaiting development; chief lia-
bilities, because, in order to circumnavigate these steps, side canals must be built at
some cost to the Government.

The Five Steps

il

The five steps are: 1. St. Mary's Falls, lying between Lake Superior and Lake
Huron, where there is a drop of 21 feet; 2. The St. Clair-Detroit Passage joining Lake
Huron and Lake Erie, where there is a drop of 8 feet; 3. Niagara River, emptying
from Lake Erie into Lake Ontario, with a drop of 326 feet; 4. The Upper St. Law-
rence River, from Lake Ontario to Montreal, with a drop of 225 feet; 5. Montreal to
the sea, a drop of 20 feet, entirely in Canada. These five steps will, it is estimated
develop approximately 9 million horsepower divided as follows: At Niagara; 3,600,000
horsepower; in the International Rapids Section, 2,200,000 horsepower; in the Beau-,
harnois or Soulanges Section, 2,200,000 horsepower; in the Lachine Section, 1,200,000
horsepower. All of this power is Canadian, with the exception of 1,800,000 horse-
power at Niagara and 1,100,000 horsepower in the International Rapids Section.

There is no need to labour the economic significance of this white power in an
area of Canada where no coal or black power is found.

To what extent have these facilities been developed? From a power point of
view 1,000,000 horsepower have been developed at the Sault, 1,800,000 at Niagara, .
93,000 at Massena, New York, and over 1,000,000 in the Soulanges Section. There-
fore, out of a total potential of 9,000,000 horsepower, barely 3,000,000 have been
developed, or about one-third.

For navigation, I have already mentioned the facilities that provide 25-foot
channels past the first three steps, from the head of the Great Lakes to Prescott. The
fleet of lake vessels using these facilities is said to provide the cheapest transportation
in the world, the largest of them carrying over 20,000 tons:

From Montreal to the open gulf, the fifth step, the Federal Government has
provided the St. Lawrence Ship Channel. It has been sufficient to make Montreal one
of the busiest ocean ports of the world.

'But at the fourth step, between Montreal and Prescott, there remains the' 14-
foot bottleneck. In other words, from Prescott to the head of the Upper Lakes are
navigational facilities for 25-foot craft, and from Montreal to the sea are navigation
facilities for 35-foot craft, but between the two is the neck of the bottle which should
be made to disappear. The largest vessels that can pass the small locks of the present
canals can carry less than 3,000 tons. These canals have served Canada well in their
time, but their time is now past. They are obsolete, if judged by present day standards
of trafHc, method of construction and operation.

What new works are proposed with reference to this project? The new works
proposed are those outlined at the time of the 1941 agreement. They are a matter
of public record, so I need only refer to them here in general terms. However, atten-
tion centres chiefly on requirements in the Upper St. Lawrence River, and that for
obvious reasons. This part of the river, from Kingston to Montreal, divides naturally.
into five sections: the Thousand Islands Section; the International Rapids Section;
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Lake St. Francis Section; the Soulanges Section; the Lachine Section. The second
of these sections,'namely in the International Rapids Section, is the area where the
most of the works referred to in the agreement will have to bè performed. Here the
basic power development would include an upper control dam near Iroquois and a
main dam and powerhouse near Cornwall. The project is what is known as the 238-
242 single stage control project. This means that, when the project is completed, the
elevation will be from 238 to 242 feet above the level of the sea. When one considers
that the present elevation along the highway extending from Morrisburg to the city
of Cornwall is 225 to 230 feet, one will immediately realize that, when the project
is completed, all those communities extending along that highway will be submerged
to the extent of from 10 to 15 feet. It will be necessary, too, to construct short canals
around both the control dam at Iroquois as well as the main dam in the Long Sault
Rapids. In the 1941 agreement it was proposed that the canals be on the United
States side, but there is no problem about putting them on the Canadian side. As a
matter of fact, general plans have been prepared for such Canadian canals.

The other section that I had reference to a moment ago is Soulange. Here the
basic power development already exists at Beauharnois, and a wide power canal is
available for navigation. Little more is necessary than to add the locks and short
access channels.

In the Lachine Section the minimum development will be a 10-mile canal and
considerable channel enlargement. But a large-scale power development is possible
in this section too. Discussions have been opened with Quebec, out of which may
come an agreement for a combined power and navigation development in the Lachine
Section.

As for the work required in the Great Lakes, it will be necessary to enlarge the
various connecting channels and deepen them to 27 feet. Except for the Welland
Ship Canal, the work would be done by United States. This is no more than a con-
tinuation of a development that has been going on for over a century, it will be
observed. And it is worth noting that this development could proceed independent
of the 1941 Agreement.

Power Requirements

Why is the project necessary from a power standpoint? I need hardly dwell
on the need for power, for the case has been clearly put by those who are interested ,
in that part of the project. However, let me say in general terms that as a result of
the rapid post-war expansion of industry, together with a constantly rising domestic
consumption, the Province of Ontario has been, for the past few years, faced with
an acute shortage of power to meet demands. The House will recall that Canada
negotiated a treaty last year with the United States, ratified early this year, permit-
ting a larger diversion of water for power at Niagara. The Ontario Hydro Electric V
Power Commission lost no time in beginning a redevelopment there that is expected
to harness another 600,000 horsepower or so before the end of 1954. But demand
cannot wait in Ontario till 1954. In a province that prides itself on cheap hydro
power, two large steam plants have already been started at Toronto and Windsor,
and in each case the planned installation has been increased before the plant could
be completed. I believe that the ultimate capacity now planned for these plants is
nearly 900,000 horsepower. It appears that still more steam capacity will be required
in the near future if the international hydro site is not developed. It comprises the
one large block of undeveloped hydro power that now remains available in the
southern part of the Province. The Financial Post in its issue of November 10 quotes
Mr. R. H. Saunders, Chairman of the Ontario Hydro Electric Power Commission, to
.the effect that present estimates show demands for power can be met up to the end
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of 1956, and that after that the Commission stands at the crossroads if the St. Law-
rence power is not available.

Post-war demand has been growing rapidly in Quebec too, including more par-
ticularly the metropolitan area of Montreal. Several power developments or ex-
pansions are under way right now, but it appears that construction of additional
facilities must start in the near future as well. Quebec is fortunate in that Lachine
is not an only choice. Power needs could be met for some time by first a final ex-
pansion at Beauharnois, and next by the expansion of other sites such as that at
Carillon, for instance. It is my hope nevertheless that an agreement can be reached
with the Province of Quebec for a joint development for power and navigation at
Lachine. Why is the project necessary from a navigation standpoint? With respect
to navigation, the main objective is to remove the present bottleneck in the St. Law- -
rence River. Removing the bottleneck would save many millions of dollars a year
in the cost of moving shipments that today pass its small canals or follow alternative,
routes to market. This alone would be suf&cient reason to construct the Seaway. Now
it also promises to be the key that will unlock for the future the iron ore fields of
Quebec and Labrador. It will open large new markets for these ores in the Great
Lakes area, otherwise largely out of economic reach. • And, on the other side of the
coin, it will give those interior steel mills the best new source of ore at the lowest
cost, a matter of serious concern at the moment.

,

Iron Ore

The mills within reach of the Great Lakes account for about-75 or 80 per cent
of the steel produced in the United States. They draw ore preponderantly from the
iron ranges of the Lake Superior district. The immediate problem is not the exhaus-
tion of these ores, although that too may be expected at some more or less indefinite
time. The point is that production of the ores now in use has just about reached its
maximum annual rate, and that maintenance of even that rate promises to involve a
continued increase in costs. Meanwhile ore requirements continue to rise, not only
because of additions to steel capacity but because with a shortage of scrap it is taking
more pig iron to make a ton of steel. The problem thus is one of a growing gap be-
tween supplies and requirements.

This gap can be filled partly with imported ore from Quebec-Labrador, Vene-
zuela, Liberia and other countries, partly by resort to such low-grade sources of iron
as the so-called "taeonite" found in vast quantities in the Lake Superior district. It
is likely that each of these sources will get some call in any event. But without the
Seaway, the great inland steel mills can expect to find their ore more costly and their
supply position less satisfactory all around.

. . ,
Obviously enough, the steel mills are going to use the ore that is cheapest to

them. At present that is Lake Superior ore, broadly speaking. - But the delivered
prices of these ores have been moving upward for many decades. I have just indi-
cated that an even sharper upward movement is in prospect. This price increase may
be limited to the amount that would cover the cost of delivering imported ores to
the same markets.

Processes are being developed for concentrating one type of taconite, a low-
grade iron formation that exists in large quantities in the Lake Superior ranges. But
the best hope is that the product would be competitive with natural ore if production
could be maintained, at full plant capacity. The high overhead of the concentration
plants would. make them vulnerable to any slackening of demand. Accordirigly it
appears in like manner that it would take a substantial increase in ore prices to bring
a development of this source on the scale required.
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The New Ore Traffic

Completion of the Seaway would change this picture completely. Quebec-Lab-
rador ores, after paying any likely toll, would be enabled to compete in most of the
Lake districts at current prices for ore.. The ore deposits occur near the surface over
a wide area, readily mined from open, pits, and hence low-cost shipments could be
made in any volume likely to be required. Accordingly the Seaway will give • the best
possible answer. to the ore problem, both in terms of cost and of ready availability.

This invites a sober comparison with the role that has been played by the navi-
gation facilities in the Upper Lakes. These facilities made available a plentiful supply
of iron ore at a low cost, on which were based the great steel centres of today. - Now
that production of those ores has reached its limit and costs threaten to increase
sharply, the new facilities will make available new and expansible supplies at com-
paratively low cost.

The Quebec-Labrador development already is going ahead. The production
goal is 10 million tons a year. Given the Seaway, however, the mining interests
have already indicated that they would expect to sell 20 million tons a year as soon
as production could be raised to that volume. They could expect a further growth
of demand in following years.

Canada has a twofold interest in this matter. We are concerned with making
the best and greatest use of a rich natural resource. But we are interested in the
other side of the coin too, the ore supply problem facing the steel mills. A plentiful
supply of iron and steel at comparatively low prices has been taken for granted in,
our economy. It can be taken for granted no longer. _ A little thought will show the
serious implications of the threatened higher costs in these fields. The Seaway
promises to avert the worst of this threat. We cannot afford to do without it.,

Other Benefits

I have referred to transportation economies in other fields as well as iron ore.
They may attract less attention but they will be important too. It so happens' that
they promise to be all the greater because of the new ore movement. It appears that
the Lake carriers delivering ore from Seven Islands to Lake Erie will find it of advan-
tage to proceed to the head of the Lakes to pick up cargo for Montreal or beyond,
and that for such offerings they could underquote any other vessels that did not have
a like advantage in two-way cargoes. This of course means a more economical use
of shipping. Moreover, it is expected that the up traffic will outweigh the down, .
-hit with the preponderance of iron ore. The difference may not be great, but it
should be enough to shift the rate advantage to the downbound cargoes as a result
of normal competitive forces.

In this connection it may, be of interest to note that ocean-going vessels are not
expected to play a major role on the Seaway. They may very well enter in some
numbers, to be sure. But in the circumstances I have outlined it would appear that
an ocean vessel would not enter unless it had an inbound cargo as well as an out-
bound offering. No doubt there will be those that would have this 'advantage, but
otherwise most of them will find it more attractive to pick up their cargoes at Mont-
real or some other transfer point.

,. .
Is the project necessary from the point of view of defence? From the point of

view of national defence, I believe that the development of the St. Lawrence Deep
Waterway is of the greatest urgency. The main contribution perhaps would be in
the field just discussed, iron ore supplies. The demand for ore has risen in the,
Present period of preparedness, and would rise sharply again on the outbreak of a
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major war. The possible sources are sea-borne imports, taconite concentrates, and
seaway shipments from Quebec and Labrador. But sea-borne imports would be
highly vulnerable in war. Far from increasing, they would decline or disappear, put-
ting a still greater strain on other sources. This did happen during the late war,
when millions of tons had to be shipped from the Lake Superior ranges to the East
Coast. Yet taconite production could not be expanded rapidly unless expensive plants
were held idle in reserve. New plants would be so costly in time and materials that
it might prove too late to start them after the emergency arose, and hence the war
effort would be seriously handicapped. On the other hand, once the initial mining
development is complete in Labrador and the Seaway is open, it would be little more
than a matter of putting additional shovels to work to get all the ore that the steel
furnaces could use. Even those mills on the East Coast of the United States could
draw Labrador ore from Lake Erie.

The Seaway would make at least four other contributions to defence. Important
as they are, I will do no more than mention them now. The project would create a re-
serve of power in the industrial heart of Canada, to be drawn on in the emergency.
The combination of power and navigation will stimulate industrial growth, permit-
ting more of the specialized production required in modem war. The Seaway will
add flexibility and dispersal to a shipbuilding and ship repair industry in a sheltered
area in the upper and lower reaches of the Great Lakes. And it will provide,an addi-
tional transportation route between the factories and the battlefront.

Will the Seaway be vulnerable to attack? In the first place, ore carriers and
other vessels from the Gulf of St. Lawrence to the Seaway would be infinitely less
vulnerable to submarine attack than on the open sea, where this is the main menace.
On the other hand, it is true that a determined enemy attack could damage or destroy
some of the Seaway installations. The same can be said for any one of the existing
hydro developments, steam power plants, the locks at Sault Ste. Marie, taconite con-
-centration plants, the ore docks on Lake Erie, the steel plants themselves; or the rail-
way lines. But an enemy would find it extremely difficult to knock out all the various
alternatives at the same time. Surely, then, the best overall defence is to increase
and disperse the most promising alternatives. Just as surely, the deep waterway and
the associated power development qualify for a high priority.

Availability of Materials and Manpower

What about the materials and manpower for construction? The same consider-
ations give the answer to this pertinent question, whether the project warrants the
use of scarce materials and manpower in today's circumstances. The present period
of defence preparation may be short or may be long, but it is precisely in such a
period that works should be undertaken to add to our economic strength and efficiency.
That is this Government's attitude toward resource development and defence-sup-
porting projects generally. Postponing the project would not relieve the pressure on
men and materials. It might rather increase it. For without the Seaway, other hydro
or steam capacity would be required, other transportation facilities, more ore concen-
tration facilities and other works. Moreover, as I have suggested above, a large part
of these alternative facilities would be less suitable to the needs of war if it came.

What are the regional benefits of the project? Perhaps I have given enough
reason already for saying that this project is of national concern, that it will benefit
Canada from coast to,coast: That is my own firm conviction. But I would like to
mention some of the direct benefits that I see for each of the ten provinces.

Let me say at once that the main benefits do not promise to fall to the areas of
industrial concentration in Ontario and Quebec. The outstanding industrial stimula-
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tion promises to be in the ore fields of Newfoundland's Labrador and Quebec's Un-
gava district. It has been arranged that the men to be employed in Labrador shall
be recruited as far as. possible in Newfoundland, and indeed the two most obvious
benefits in botli provinces are the new employment opportunities and the provincial
royalty revenues.

Both the power and the navigation facilities provided by the project will be im-
portant for a number of industries in Ontario and Quebec, of course, and in some
cases there will be obvious benefits on both counts.

Power Development Serves Expansion of Industry

Further development of power from the St. Lawrence certainly will serve the
expansion. of industry. That is its purpose and its justification, for the demand for
power is growing rapidly. But that demand is going to grow in any event. It is
simply a matter of meeting it in the most economical manner. Whether industrializa-
tion comes from this scheme or from another, namely from coal by the development
of steam plants, I do not think it would be possible to stop that development. This
is particularly true- in Ontario, where still more steam plants are the only alternative
to an international hydro development in the St. Lawrence. Quebec on the other
hand can develop its St. Lawrence power independently of the Seaway project, and
has other hydro sites as well that will serve its industrial expansion.

On the navigation side, the benefits will be most important for commodities
having high transportation costs relative to their value. The volume of such commo-
dities used or produced in central Canada and likely to be served by the Seaway is
only a small part of the prospective traffic: Without meaning to belittle the advan-
tages to this area, it must nevertheless be observed that the main benefits will be felt
elsewhere.

As a matter of fact it is difficult to go very far in ranking the benefits to the
various provinces in order of importance. Rather than argue about which will gain
the most, let us look at what concrete opportunities will be opened for each.

The Prairies would find a substantial saving in the cost of moving grain, flour
and other products to markets in Eastern Canada and overseas. Moreover the Sea-
way would permit large ocean vessels to move into the Great Lakes to relieve such
shortages of shipping as occurred this year. Shortages occur from time to time to
hinder the grain movement, for at present the only vessels that can enter the Lakes
are too small and too few to make much impression.

I have mentioned already Newfoundland's interest in the Labrador develop-
menC Beyond this, the four Maritime Provinces would get a new and low cost trans-
portation route to the heart of the continent. They complain now with some justice
that there is no effective water competition to keep down the rail rates. Well this is
it. There eau be no doubt but that it would bring new opportunities to explore in
pulpwood, wood pulp, paper, lumber, specialty agricultural products, minerals and
other products.

The Seaway would bring British Columbia much closer to the centre of this con-
tinent. For example, British Columbia lumber now moves "all-rail" to these markets,
but at Montreal it has been delivered cheaper by the "all-water" route through the
Panama Canal. The possibility of a continued water movement- without trans-ship-
ment holds great promise, for the market to be reached is substantial.

What will be the effect on the railways of Canada? I do not think that the for-
tunes of the railways nor the economy of the railways would be materially affected
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by this project. For one thing, almost half the Seaway traffic foreseen is in iron ore.
That is traffic which does not exist at the moment in so far as the Lower St. Lawrence
is concerned, and in so far as the railways are concerned it is new traffic. Another
large part already uses the water route for a good deal of its movement, and èither
leaves the Lakes to move by United States routes or trans-ships to small canallers.
Still another substantial part now moves all the way by water in those canallers. Such
traffic as is lost by railways will be largely in items now paying rates among the lowest
in the schedule, rates that are low in the areas affected because strong competition
from vessel service already exists.

On the other hand a continued industrial development, further stimulated by the
project, may be expected to bring new and high class traffic to the railways, includ-
ing new traffic in the very areas where diversions may occur. Canada has not stopped
growing yet,_ and the coming decade looks as promising as any in the past. We are
going to need not only the Seaway but a continued expansion of railway facilities
as well. -

Do we want the United States to participate in the project? This brief review
has outlined the reasons as I see them why Canada should press forward with the
Seaway. To me, the case from the United States point of view is just as strong as or
even stronger than that which I have attempted to make for Canada. That is why
we would welcome full participation of the United States along the terms of the
1941 Agreement. 'But that agreement, as I stated earlier, after slightly more than ten
years still awaits Congressional approval. In the face of this uncertainty, we are
forced to consider how else our objective can be achieved.

The whole project hinges on the development of the International Rapids Sec-'
tion. Above if Canada could deepen the Welland Ship Canal, and the improvement
of the other canals could be left to the United States to undertake in the normal
process of expansion of water transportation, as has been the case down through the,
years. Below it the river is wholly within Canada and the necessary works will be
Canada's responsibility in any event.

Benefits Derived By Canada

I believe I have shown to the House the benefits to be derived by Canada
through the joint development of power and navigation in the Seaway.. The project
i4 not one of navigation alone nor of power alone. It is jointly one of power and
navigation, and to achieve this maximum objective it is obvious that some form of
international co-operation is necessary for the successful development of the Inter-

the 1909 Treaty between the United States and Canada.

But let me say again that Canada would prefer approval of the Great Lakes-
St. Lawrence Basin Agreement of 1941 with modifications as already discussed in the
United States Congress, such as a provision for.the charging of.tolls. That agreement
was signed in recognition of the fact that the International Section of the St. Law-
rence River is a boundary water. It was signed in recognition of the fact that both
countries would participate in the benefits and each would have a continuing interest
in the success of the project. These considerations are as valid today as they were
in 1941. We want these considerations expressed today in terms of that agree-
ment if possible because we want to respect the Agreement of 1941. But over and
above that we are anxious to get on with the job.

In the event that approval of Congress is withheld or action further delayed,
this Government is prepared to undertake an. alternative, namely - an all Canadian
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Seaway, and to endeavour to bring about the development of power in the Inter-
national Rapids Section by the Province of Ontario and an appropriate United States
authority, through the machinery established under the 1909 Boundary Waters Treaty
or by whatever other means may be found suitable. Canada could and wôuld add the
navigation facilities and'complete the other essential parts of the Seaway. If the
costs not home by power are covered by tolls on shipping, it is of much less conse-
quence who makes the initial expenditures, and Canada can do any necessary
financing.

It is in this context that the resolution before us today and that covering the bill
implementing the agreement between Canada and.Ontario should be considered.
The proposed St. Lawrence Seaway Authority would have power to act for Canada
under whatever arrangements the project does proceed. If the Canada-United States
Agreement of 1941 is approved, it would be the agency to construct the works as-
signed to Canada as provided therein: If the project proceeds on any other basis, -
the authority would undertake the works required to provide the navigation facilities
from Montreal to Lake Erie, and such other work as might be the responsibility of
this Government.

On completion of the project the Authority would be responsible for the oper-
ation, maintenance, and administration of the Canadian navigation works from Mont-
real to Lake Erie, including not only the new works but such existing works as may
be entrusted to it. It would be responsible for levying such tolls as would cover its
current expenditures and recover its capital expenditures over a period not exceed-
ing fifty years.

What will be the cost to the Federal Treasury? Ontario and New York already
have indicated their willingness to undertake the basic power development in the
International Rapids Section, which it is estimated would cost something over $400
million, and this would be a normal business investment. If Quebec joins with the
Federal Govemmènt to develop power in the Lachine Section, it will be because
that, too, is a good and •timely investment. The remaining cost to be borne by Canada
on behalf of navigation would not much exceed $250 million, which would provide
a 27-fiot waterway from Montreal to Lake Erie.

This might appear to be a large sum of money, but let us take a look at it from
this angle. Already Canada has invested about $300 million in the ship channel be-
low Montreal, the 14-foot canals into Lake Ontario, the Welland Canal, and the lock
at Sault Ste. Marie. Most of those expenditures date back to years when a dollar
meant a great deal more than it does today, and when Canada was much poorer in
material resources. The Welland Ship Canal cost,$132 million. If the work and
material that went into it were priced at today's levels, this figure alone would ex-
ceed the estimated cost of the remaining navigation works now contemplated. And

whereas the earlier investments have been carried without benefit of tolls, as part of
the cost of national development, it is now proposed to liquidate the investment in
the Seaway by a levy on the traffic served.

The Present Position

- In conclusion, let me summarize the Govemment's view in a very few words.
We believe that Canada needs the St. Lawrence Seaway and Power Development
at the earliest possible date. We believe that it is important for economic develop-

ment and urgent for national defence. We believe not merely that it can pay its own
way, but that the benefits to both Canada and United States will far outweigh its
original cost.
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We would prefer to have full United States participation in the project under
the terms of the 1941 agreement, perhaps with some modification along lines already
discussed in Congress, providing the agreement is approved at an early date. We are
now recommending to Parliament that, failing such approval, the all-Canadian Sea-
way be undertaken on the most suitable basis that can be established.

When it is realized that more traffic now passes through the locks at Sault Ste.
Marie in a season than passes in twelve months through the Panama, Suez, Man-
chester, and Kiel Canals put together, one can get some idea what the opening of
this river would mean to the economy of Canada as a whole. The traffic foreseen for
the new canals-and for the Welland Canal-will also far outrank that on any of these
other famous canals. One glance at the map of the world will indicate why it was
decided to build the Panama Canal, for instance, through the Isthmus of Panama, or
the Suez Canal linking the Mediterranean with the Red Sea. One glance at the map
will indicate that those were logical things to do; they were inevitable things to do,
and they were the right things to do no matter what the cost. On the proposal to
construct a deep waterway in the St. Lawrence River to link the Great Lakes with
the Atlantic Ocean,'the verdict must be the same.

n

ITALIAN PEACE TREATY

The Department of External Affairs announced on December 26 that a com=
munication had been delivered to the Italian Ambassador in Ottawa regarding the
interpretation of the preamble and certain articles of the Italian Peace Treaty. The
message, which was in reply to an approach from the Italian Government, expressed
the agreement of the Government of Canada that certain clauses of the Peace Treaty
are not consistent with Italy's position as an equal member of the democratic family
of nations and released Italy from its obligations to Canada under a number of
articles in the Treaty. The Governments of the United States, the United Kingdom,
France and certain other signatories of the Italian Treaty have taken similar action.

Following is the text of the Canadian Note:

I have the honour to refer to your Note 2585/69 of December 8, 1951 and to
inform you that my Government welcomes.the proposals of the Government of Italy
concerning the preamble and certain clauses of the Italian Peace Treaty.

The Government of Canada agrees that the spirit reflected by the preamblé of the
Peace Treaty no longer exists and has been replaced by the spirit of the United Na-
tions Charter and that the political clauses of the Treaty, articles 15-18, are super-
fluous. The Government of Canada also agrees that the military clauses of the Treaty
are not consistent with Italy's position as an equal member of the democratic and
freedom-loving family of nations and hereby releases Italy from its obligations to
Canada under articles 46-70 and annexes relevant thereto.
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THE KOREAN CRISIS
I

No major agreement was reached in the armistice negotiations during December
but some progress was made. Discussion was confined to items 3 (supervision of the
armistice) and 4 (prisoners of war) of the agenda agreed on July 26 (see External

A$airs, volume 3, No. 8, p. 277).

Supervision of the Armistice
After a month of wrangling, there was disagreement on one main point under

item 3: the Communists wanted unrestricted freedom to rehabilitate and enlarge any
airfields anywhere in Korea. The United Nations Command was willing to agree only
to the rehabilitation of specified airfields for civilian use but not to include extension ,
of runways. There remained disagreement also on the right to replenish equipment
used up after the armistice, although there were indications that this would not be a

major issue.
The Communists, during the month, conceded that there should be some rota-

tion of military personnel and that there should be a certain amount of inspection in
rear areas. The United Nations Cômmand on the other hand made substantial con-
cessions: it had agreed to give up its demand for the right of aerial observation by
non-combattant observers anywhere in Korea;it had agreed to project the demarcation
line out to sea on both sides of the Korean péninsula and to give up the islands it
held north of the line so projected; it had abandoned its insistence that teams of
neutral observers should be under the Military Armistice Commission rather than
independent; it had agreed to the rehabilitation of some airfields for civilian use
although its original position was that all airfields should be left. as they were found

when the armistice should be signed; and it had accepted the principle that there
should be a limit of some sort on the rotation of personnel. -

Prisoners of War '
As a result of requests by the United Nations Command, the Communists on

December 10 agreed to discuss item 4 concurrently with item 3 and a second sub-
committee met for this purpose on December 11. The Communist position was that
there should simply be an all-for-all exchange on the signature of the armistice. The
United Nations Command maintained that in accordance with international custom
there should be an exchange of data on prisoners of war first and it also pressed for
the right of the international Committee of the Red Cross to inspect prisoner-of-
war camps. On December 18, the Communists suddenly handed over a list of 7,142

South Korean, 3,198 United States, 919 United Kingdom, 234 Turkish, 40 Filippino,
10 French, 6 Australian, 4 South African, 3 Japanese [sic], 1 Canadian, 1 Greek and

1 Netherlands prisoners. Estimates by the _ United Nations - Command showed

approximately 60,000 missing and still unaccounted, for. The United Nations Com-
mand handed a much larger list of prisoners to the enemy. Since that time, dis-
cussion has centred on attempts to clarify the status of those not accounted for.

Military Demarcation Line

< Meanwhile the 30-day period for which the demarcation line was valid expired
on December 27. After discussion on items 3, 4 and 5 is complete and before the
armistice is signed it will, therefore, be necessary to redefine the line in accordance
with the agreement on November 27 on item 2 (see Eaternal Affairs, volume 3,

No.' 12, p. 410).

Military Situation
Enemy aerial activity continued at a high level during December. Although

little change took place on the ground, the Communist forces made a few more
attacks against islands north of the demarcation line occupied by troops under the
Unified Command.
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-17"ited Nations
CANADIAN SOLDIER ADDRESSES UNITED NATIONS ASSEMBLY

A group of woundod votorans from oightesn countrios which have contributad to the United Nations
forces in Koroa were guosts of honour of the United Nations General Assembly during a rocont
visit to Paris. During the spscial coromony hold in the Assombly Hall, they were soatod in a som7-
circlo on the spoakors' rostrum, under the flags of thoir respective countries. They were wotcomod
by the Prosidont of the Sixth Session of the Gonorol Assembly, Dr. Luis Padilla Norvo, and Socretary
Gonoral Trygvo Lie.

Corporal Joan Raymond of Mont ►oal, who sorvod in Canada's Koroa Brigade, is shown above
addressing dologations an bohalf of the vetorans group during a pienary session.

Vol. 3, No. 12, December 1951, page' 410, caption to map: for November ?'); read
November 27 in both places.
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CANADA AND THE U.NITED NATIONS
Sixth Session of the General Assembly

The Disarmament Debate*

A sub-committee of the Political Committee, composed of representâtives of •
France, the United Kingdom, the U.S.S.R., and the United States, under the chair-
manship of the President of the General Assembly, met in private, from December 1
to 10 in an attempt to reach agreement on proposals for the control and reduction
of armed forces and armaments and for the abolition of atomic weapons. The Pres-
ident presented his report on the sub-committee's discussions to the Political Com=
mittee on December 11. The report indicated the areas of agreement and disagree-
ment on the disarmament question, and stated that the private meetings had served
to increase the area of agreement and to clarify the main points of difference. Both
sides agreed that a single commission should be set up under the Security Council,
to consist of the eleven members of the Security Council, and Canada. However,
several fundamental points of disagreement between the U.S.S.R. and the West re-
mained, especially over the timing both of the exchange of information on, and the
reduction of, armaments and over the programme for the prohibition of atomic
weapons.

France, the United Kingdom and the United States then submitted an amended_
version.of their original resolution, taking into account the measure of agreement
reached in the sub-committee. The tripartite resolution came to the vote in the Poli-
tical Committee on December 19, and was approved by a vote of 44 (including
Canada) to 5 (the Soviet bloc), with ten abstentions (predominantly Asian states).

German Eléctions Commission

The Delegations of France, the United Kingdom and the United States presented
a draft resolution which called for the establishment of a United Nations commission
to supervise free elections throughout Germany and which was later amended by a
number of delegations, including Canada. Invitations were sent to representatives
from both East and West Germany to participate in the meetings of the Assembly.
The West German representative spoke in favour of a United Nations electoral com-
mission, while the East German representative rejected it. The Soviet bloc opposed
a United Nations Commission on the grounds that it would be a violation of Articles
1 and 2 (7) of the Charter (regarding "the self-determination of peoples" , and the
domestic jurisdiction of states). Despite this opposition of the Soviet bloc, the Assem=
bly adopted the amended tripartite resolution on December 20. The vote was 45 in
favour (including Canada), 6 against (the Soviet bloc and Israel), and 8 abstentions
(principally Asian Delegations). By this resolution the Assembly appointed a Com-
mission, composed of representatives of Brazil, Iceland, the Netherlands, Pakistan
and Poland, to investigate thé conditions for holding free elections throughout Ger-
many and to report back to the Secretary-General not later than September 1952.
Poland has declined to serve on the Commission.

Elections to United Nations Organs

Durtng December, the General Assembly held elections for the Security Council,
the Economic and Social Council, the Trusteeship Council and the International Court
of Justice. For the Security Council, Pakistan and Chile were elected on the first
ballot on December 6. A bitter contest developed between Greece and Byelo-russia

* For a summary of the "earlier stages of the debate, see External Affairs, December 1951,
Page 420.
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for the third seat, previously held by Yugoslavia, and it was not until nineteen ballots
had been taken that Greece was elected on December 20.

Argentina, Cuba and Egypt were elected to the Economic and Social Council,
and Belgium, China and France were re-elected. Argentina then resigned from the
Trusteeship Council and El Salvador was elected to the vacancy for the unexpired
portion of Argentina's term. - -

The Assembly and the Security Council elected six judges to the International
Court of justice on December 6. The judges elected were: Levy Carniero (Brazil)
to complete the unexpired term of the late Dr. Azevedo (also of Brazil,)S. A. Golunsky
(U.S.S.R.), E. A Ugon (Uruguay), Green H. Hackworth (U.S.A., re-elected), Sir Ben-
egal Rau (India), and Helge Klaestad (Norway, re-elected).

Economic Development of Under-developed Arèas

The Second •(Economic and Financial) Committee completed before Christmas
its examination of various aspects of the problem of the economic development of
under-developed countries, the main item on its agenda. In particular, it endorsed the
arrangements made by the Economic and Social Council at its Thirteenth Session
last summer for the financing in 1952 of the Expanded Programme of Technical As-
sistance of the United Nations and Specialized Agencies. It urged member govern-
ments to make contributions for 1952 at least equal to those which they had pledged
for the previous eighteen-month financial period.

The Second Committee also adopted a resolution sponsored by Burma, Chile,
Cuba, Egypt and Yugoslavia on the financing of economic development. This resolu-
tion requests the Economic and Social Council to submit to the General Assembly
at its regular session a detailed plan for establishing, as soon as circumstances permit,
a special fund for grants-in-aid and for low-interest, long-term loans to under-devel-
oped countries for the purpose of accelerating their development. Support for the
resolution came largely from Latin American and Asian countries. It was opposed by
the United States, the Western European and Commonwealth countries (with the
exception of India and Pakistan). The Soviet bloc and certain of the Central American
republics abstained. The resolution recommended by the Second Committee has not
yet been approved by the plenary meeting of the Assembly.

Budgetary Matters

On December 22 the General Assembly, on the recommendation of the Fifth
Committee, approved a regular budget of $48,096,780, from which will be deducted
an estimated income of $6,399,800. The Committee also revised the scale of assess-
ments for the regular expenses of the United Nations. The contribution of the U.S.S.R.
was increased from 6.98 to 9.85 per cent. The percentage of the United States was
reduced from 38.92 to 36.90, in partial implementation of the principle of a ceiling
of 33 1-3 per cent on any single contributions, which was accepted by the Assembly
in 1948. As a result of these and other minor adjustments in the scale and of the
significant improvement in Canada's economic position during the past year, the
Canadian assessment was raised slightly, from 3.30 to 3.35 per cent. The United
States Delegation called for the immediate application of the 331-3 per cent ceiling
but received virtually no support from other delegations: The U.S.S.R. and other
members of the Soviet bloc strongly objected to any increase in their assessment and
opposed the 'recommended scale without, however, threatening,to default on their
payments.

Finally, the Fifth Committee approved on November 27 a United States-United
Kingdom resolution calling on the President of the Assembly to appoint a9even-
member negotiating committee. This committee will consult during the Assembly-
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International Children's Emergency Fund
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- FIRST COMMITTEE IN SESSION
-United Netions

The Secretary of State for External Affairs and Chairman of the Canadian Delegation to the Sixth
Session of the United Nations General Assembly in Paris, Mr. L B. Pearson, addresses the Political

and Security (First) Committee during the debate on disarmament.

with member and non-member states regarding funds which governments might be
willing to contribute, on a voluntary basis, toward programmes not provided for in
the regular budget of the United Nations, in particular the Korean and Palestine
aid programmes and the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance. ,

On December 11, 1951, the United Nations International Children's Emergency
Fund, better lrnown as UNICEF, completed its fifth year of operation. The General
Assembly, in the resolution which established the Fund in 1946, was concerned with
getting help speedily, and on a large scale, to the millions of children in dire need
in the war-devastated countries. However,' the addition to the resolution, of the
phrase ..."and for child health purposes generally" enabled the Fund to extend its '
aid to another large category of children in need: those in the under-developed
countries.

By the time present programmes are completed, more than 42,000,000 children,
chiefly in under-developed areas in Afriça, Asia, the Eastern Mediterranean countries,
and Latin America, will have directly benefited. The shift from emergency relief to
long-range projects has been under way for some months. The Fund is continuing to
meet emergencies, as in Korea and Palestine and, more recently, in Italy, but for the
most part its assistance is now being given for two purposes: the building up of a
country's own maternal and child health and welfare services, including the conduct
of large-scale campaigns against communicable disease; and child-feeding and related
undertakings.

This emphasis on meeting the long-range need was apparent in the programmes
approved by the Fund's 26-nation Executive Board, meeting in Paris in November
1951. The trend is perhaps even more noticeable in the Fund's projected budget,
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• that is, in its statement of what it would do if it had the money. The sum projected
is $30,000,000, for the 12 month period July 1951 to July 1952. It is proposed that
it be allocated as follows: `

Africa . . . . . . $22000,000
Asia . . . . . . . . . . . 7,500,000 -
Eastern Mediterranean . . . . . . 3,000,000
Europe . . . . . . . . . . . 2,000,000
Latin America . . . . . . , , . 4,000,000
Emergency Aid . . . . . _ . . . . . 6,000,000
Freight . . . .. . . . . . . 3,500,000
Administration . . . . . . . . . 2,000,000

UNICEF has always required that, except for emergencies, the help which it
gives must be "matched" by an equal effort on the part of the government of the
assisted country. UNICEF does not propose to do the work: it offers, instead, to
provide the supplies and equipment, and in some cases the technical assistance, to
enable the receiving countries to carry the responsibility themselves. The require-
ments, however, sets up limitations; for work can be undertaken only as the receiving
countries can meet their share of the financing and can spare people for the tasks it
hand. Though they are often short of both funds and trained personnel, the receiving
countries have nevertheless managed to find them and also to make substantial con-
tributions to the Fund's work in other countries.

The part played by Canada in this United Nations undertaking has been im-
portant. Its governmental contributions now total $7,293,000, and from the United
Nations Appeal for Children an additional $1,486,000 has been raised for the Fund.
In terms of the total contribution, Canada ranks third on the list, after the United
States and Australià. On a per capita basis the contribution of the Canadian Govern-
ment ranks sixth: Australia, $1.345; Iceland, $0.958; New Zealand, $0.924; Switzer-
land, $0.573; United States, $0.532; Canada, $0.527.

During the last five years, the Fund has received $164,000,000 from all sources.
This is not a large sum in terms of the needs which exist, but it has permitted UNICEF
to reach an impressive number of children with direct benefits in various forms of
aid. This international aid has also stimulated receiving countries to develop further
programmes of their own which will bring lasting benefit to even larger numbers of
children.

Resumed Thirteenth Session of the Economic and
Social Council

The Economic and Social Council met for five days in Paris, begining on De-
cember 18, in order to discuss its basic programme for 1952 and to draw up a pro-
visional agenda for the Fourteenth Session. This resumed session was the first of its
kind to be held in accordance with the re-organization of the Council's operating
procedures which the Council decided upon at its Thirteenth Session last August. The
Canadian Representative at this resumed session was Mr. D. M. Johnson, the Perma-
nent Representative of Canada to the United Nations.

At the outset, the Soviet Delegate proposed that in view of the special, circûm-
stances created by the prolongation of the General Assembly until 1952, the Council
should meet only once during the coming year. This proposal was approved by 7
votes in favour (France, United Kingaom, U.S.S.R., Czechoslovakia, Poland, Mexico
and Sweden) 4 against (Belgium, Canada, Chile, United States) and 3 abstentions
(Pakistan, Iran the Philippines). Four countries were absent (Peru, China, India, Uru-
guay). The Council further agreed that this single session would last a maximum
of 12 weeks and would open in New York on May 13, 1952. ,
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APPOINTMENTS AND TRANSFERS IN THE CANADIAN
DIPLOMATIC SERVICE

Mr. E. W. T. Gill was posted from the Office of the High Commissioner for Canada in the
United Kingdom, to Ottawa, effective December 3, 1951.

Mr. J. F. Grandy was posted from Ottawa, to the Office of the High Commissioner for
Canada in the United Kingdom, effective October 11, 1951. •

Miss K. G. MacDonnell was posted from Ottawa, to the Office of the Higli Commissioner
for Canada in the United Kingdom, effective October 25, 1951.

Mr. H. B. O. Robinson was posted from Ottawa, to Paris (temporary duty with the Canadian

*

Delegation to the United Nations), effective November 5, 1951.

Mr. A. D. Ross was posted from the Office of the High Commissioner for Canada in Aus-
tralia, to Ottawa, effective December 10, 1951.

Mr. G. H. Blouin was posted from Ottawa, to the Office of the High Commissioner for
Canada in India, effective December 27, 1951.

APPOINTMENTS AND TRANSFERS OF
REPRESENTATIVES OF OTHER COUNTRIES IN CANADA

New Appointments -

His Excellency. Dr. ^Klas Eric BWk pre-
sented his Letter of Credence as Minister of
Sweden, December 14.

Mr. Norman J. Bentley, Assistant Attaché,
Embassy of the United States of America;
December 6.

:11r. Gunder Johan Melleby Kvaerne, First
Secretary, Legation of Norway, December
16. He is also Vice-Consul at Montreal.

Mr. J. D. McCredie, Assistant Official
Secretary, Office of the High Commissioner
for Australia, end of December.

DIPLOMATIC

Departures

Mr. Philip C. Habib, Second Secretary
and Assistant'Agricultural Attaché, Embassy
of the United States of America, November
25.

Mr. Branko Cabrilo, Attaché, Embassy of
Yugoslavia, December 15. -

:1fr. Asbjorn Slordahl, First Secretary, Le-
gation of Norway , end of December. He was
also Vice-Consul at. Montreal.

. His Excellency Primo Villa Michel, Am-
bassador of Mexico, resumed charge of the
Embassy on December 20 on his return
from a visit to Mexico.

CONSULAR

Exequaturs were issued to: F

Mr. James E. Callahan, Consul of the
United States of America at Vancouver, De-
cember 10. •

Mr. Luis Guimaraes Vieira de Campos de
Carvalho, Consul General of Portugal" at
Montreal, December 10.

Mr. William Espinosa Dominguèz, Con-
sul of Cuba at Montreal, December 10.

Mr. Cyrus B. Follmer, Consul of the
United States of America- at Calgary, De-
cember 10. '

Mr. Carl O. Hawthorne, 'Consul of the
United States of America at Edmonton, De-
cember 10. '

Xir. Donald F. Hunter, llonorary Consul
of Portugal at Toronto, December 10.

. Dr. José Ramon Hernandez Lebron, Con-
sul General of the Dominican Republic at
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Ottawa, December 10.

Mr. Kingdon W. Swayne, Vice-Consul of
the United States of America at Toronto,
December 10.

.Miss Dorothy M: Barker, Vice-Consul of
the United States of America • at Quebec,
December 26.,

Mr. Ray Neil Bryson, Honorary Consul of
Denmark at Toronto, December 28.

Mr. Mauricio Melendez Duke, Honorary
Consul of El Salvador at Victoria, December
26.

Mr. Gunder Johan Melleby Kvaerne, Vice-
Consul of Norway at Montreal, December
26. -

Definitive recognition was granted to:

Mr. O. S. Franzen as Vice-Consul of
Sweden at Edmonton, December 14.
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Miss Mildred V.' Deike as Vice-Consul of
the United States of America at Toronto,
December 17.

Mr. Joseph E. Gross as Vice-Consul of the
United States of America at Montreal, De-
cember 17. He was previously Vice-Consul
at Quebec.

\1r. Leonard E. Thompson as Vice-Consul
of the United States of America at Toronto,
December 17.

Provisional ►ecognition was granted to:

Mr. Mauricio Melendez Duke as Honorary
Consul of El Salvador at Victoria, December
5.

111r. H. Friser Frederiksen as Acting Hon-
orary Consul of Denmark at Vancouver, De-
cember 12.

Mr. Waldo H. Heinrichs, Jr., as Vice-Con-
sul of the United States of America at To-
ronto, December 12.

Departares

Mr. Orsen N. Nielsen, Consul General of
the United States of America at Toronto,
November 29.

Mr. Cecil M. P. Cross, Consul General of
the United States of America at Montreal,
November. 30. Pending the appointment of
a successor, Mr. Albert W. Scott, Consul, is
in charge of the Consulate General.

CANADIAN REPRESENTATION AT INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCES

(The Department of External Affairs, through its International Conferences Section, is re-
sponsible for co-ordinating all invitations to International Conferences. It should be noted,
however, that the decision as to the participation of the Canadian Government at such
Conferences is made by the Secretary of State for External Affairs or, where appropriate,
Cabinet upon the recommendation of the department of government functionally concerned .

Standing International Bodies on which Canada is Represented

1. Canada-United

1. International Joint Commission. (1909).
Chairman: Gen. A. G. L. McNaughton;
Commissioners: J. L. Dansereau and G.
Spence.

2. International Boundary Commission.
.(1912). J. E. R. Ross, Dominion Geode-
sist, Department of Mines and Technical
Surveys.

3. Permanent Joint Board on Defence.
(1940). Canadian Section: Chairman:
Gen.. A. G. L. McNaughton; Rear-Ad-
miral H. De Wolf, Vice-Chief of the
Naval Staff; Maj. Gen. H. A. Sparling,
Vice-Chief of the General Staff; Air
Vice-Marshal F. R. Miller, Vice-Chief
of the Air Staff; R. A. MacKay, Depart-
ment of External Affairs; Secretary: R.

States*

A. J. Phillips, Department
Affairs.

of External

4. Joint United States-Canada Industrial
Mobilization Planning Committee. (1949).
Canadian Section: Chairman: C. D.
Howe, Minister of Trade and Commerce
and Defence Production; S. D. Pierce,
Canadian Embassy, Washington.

5. International Fisheries Commission (Hal-
ibut). (1923).. G. R. Clark, Assistant
Deputy Minister - of Fisheries; G. W.
Nickerson, Department of Fisheries.

6., International Pacific Salmon Fisheries
Commission. (1947). Senator T. Reid;
0. Hanson and A. G. Whitmore, Depart-
ment of Fisheries.

2. Canada-United Kingdom

1.. Canada - United Kingdom Continuing A. F. W. Plumptre, Department of Ex-
Committee on Trade and Economic Af- ternal Affairs. (L. - D. Wilgress, High
fairs. ( 1948). W. F. Bull, Deputy Minis- Commissioner for Canada in the United
ter of Trade and Commerce; Dr. J. G. Kingdom, is Chairman of the Committee
Taggart, Deputy Minister of Agriculture; when it meets in London). •
J. J. Deutsch, Department of Finance; ,

3. Commonwealth of Nations

1. Commonwealth Shipping Committee..
(1920). L. D. Wilgress, High Commis-
sioner for Canada in the United King-
dom.

2. Commonwealth Economic Committee.
(1925). F. Hudd, Office of the High
Commissioner for Canada in the United
Kingdom, London.

• For each body the date of Its establishment 1+ gicen In brackets.
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3. Commonwealth Agricultural Bureaux.
(1928).
Executive Council. Dr. H. J. Atkinson
and Dr. M. I. Timonin, Department of
Agriculture; J. G. Robertson, Office of
the High Commissioner for Canada in
the United Kingdom, London.

4. Commonwealth Telecommunications
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Board. (1948). J. H. Tudhope, Office of
the High Commissioner for Canada in
the United Kingdom, London.

5. Commonwealth Air Transport Council.
(1945). J. H. Tudhope, Office of the
High Commissioner for Canada in the
United Kingdom, London.

i. Committee on Air Navigation and
Ground Organization. F. Hudd and
H. R. Home, Office of the High Com-
missioner for Canada in the United
Kingdom, London.

6. Commonwealth Advisory Aeronautical
Research Council. (1947). A/V/M D. M.
Smith, Department of National Defence;
R. J. Brearley, Office of the High Com-

missioner for Canada in the United
Kingdom, London.

7. Commonwealth " Liaison Committee.
(1948). A. E. Ritchie, Office of the High
Commissioner for Canada in the United
Kingdom; London.

8. Imperial War Graves Commission. Col.
D. C. Unwin-Simpson, Canadian Em-
bassy, Paris.

9. Imperial Institute. (1888). L. D." Wil-
gress, High Commissioner .for Canada in
the United Kingdom.

10. Commonwealth Committee on Mineral
Resources and Geology. Dr. G. S. Hume,
Department of Mines and Technical
Surveys. I

4. North Atlantic Treaty Organization (1949)

1. North Atlantic Council. •(1949). L. B.
Pearson; Secretary of State for External
Affairs; D. C. Abbott, Minister of Fi-
nance; Brooke Claxton, Minister of Na-
tional Defence.

North Atlantic Council Deputies. (1950).
L. D. Wilgress, High Commissioner for
Canada in the United Kingdom, London.

2. North Atlantic Milita Committee.
(1949). Lt. Gen. C. Foullces, Chairman,
Chiefs of Staff, Department of National
Defence.

3. North Atlantic Finaneial and Economic
Board. (1950). J. F. Parkinson, Repre-

sentative, Permanent Delegation of Can-
ada to the OEEC, Paris.'

4. North Atlantic Defence Production
Board. (1950). H. R. MacMillan, Office
of the High Commissioner for Canada
in the United Kingdom, London.

5. North Atlantic Planning Board for Ocean
Shipping. (1950) E. A. Coté, Office of
the High Commissioner for Canada in
the United Kingdom, London.

6. Committee on the North Atlantic Com-
munity. L. B. Pearson, Secretary of State
for External Affairs. .

` S. United Nations (1945)

General Assembly. (Canada as a member.
of the United Nations is represented in
the General Assembly which meets at
regular annual sessions. Its representa-
tives are appointed by the Government
for each session).

i•.Interim Committee of the General
Assembly. (1947). Representative: L.
B. Pearson, Secretary of State for
External Affairs; Àlternate: D. M.

son, Permanent Delegate of Can-
Xi ted Nations, New York.

ii. Standing Committees of the Ceneral
Assembly.

Committee on Contributions. Repre-
sentative: M. W. Sharpe, Assistant
Deputy Minister of Trade and Com-
merce:

iii. Subsidiary Bodies.of the General As-
sembly.

Board of Auditors. Watson Sellar,
Auditor General of Canada.

2. Security Council.

Atomic Energy and Conventional Arma-
ments Commission (1951). D. M. John-
son, Permanent Delegate of Canada to
the United Nations, New York.

3. Economic and Social Council.t (Canada's
membership in the Council will expire
on December 31, 1952).

i. Functional Commissions.

Fiscal Commission. A. K. Eaton, As-
sistant Deputy Minister of Finance.

Statistical Commission. H. Marshall,
Dominion Statistician, Bureau of Sta-
tistics. I . - ' -

Social Commission. R. B. Curry, Na-
tional Director, Family Allowances
Division, Department of National
Health and Welfare.

Commission on Narcotic Drugs. Col.
C. H. L. Sharman, % Department of
National Health and Welfare.

t Unless listed, Canadian representatives on the Council, its Commissions, Sub-Commisasons or Special
Bodies are not permanent and are appointed by the Government for each successive session. "
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"4. Special Bodies of the Principal Organs.

i. UNICEF
Executive Board. . Mrs. D. B. Sinclair,
Executive Assistant to the Deputy
Minister of Welfare, Department of

: • National Health and Welfare.

ü. Collective Measures Committee.
(1950)•

iii. Permanent Central Opium Board (Su-
pervisory B'ody). Col. C. H.L. Shar-
man, % Department of National
Health and Welfare.. ,

iv. UNKRA Advisory Committee. J. Le-
-sage, Parliamentary Assistant to the
Secretary of State for External Af-
fairs; S. Pollock, Department of
Finance.

5. Headquarters Advisory Committee. C. D.
Howe, Minister of Trade and Commerce
and Defence Production; Alternate: K
A. Greene, Canadian Consul General,
New York.

6. International Court of Justice.
(The parties of the Statutes of the Court
automatically include all members of the
United Nations. The Court consists of
fifteen judges, in no way representatives
of their country of origin, elected for a
nine year term of office by the General
Assembly and the Security Council vot-
ing independently. A Canadian citizen,
Mr. John Erskine Read, presently sits on
the Court, his term of office due to er-

- pire in 1958).

6. Un7tsd Nations SpeciaG:sd Ay,anciss "

'I. International Labour Organizatiori.
(1919)*

i. General Conference. (Canada sends
-delegations comprising two Govern

ment members and one member each
representing management and labour
together with their advisers to each
session of the Conference which
meets at least annually. Delegations
to the Conferences are not permanent
and are appointed for each session).

ii. Governing Body. Dr. A. MacNam-
ara; Deputy Minister, Department of
Labour. (Canada holds a seat as one
of the States of chief industrial im-
portance.)

Food and Agricultural Organization.
(1945)•

i. Con ference. (Canada, as* a member
of FAO sends a representative, to-
gether with his alternate and advis-
ers to each session of the Conference
which' meets bi-annually. Canada's
representative is not permanent and
is • appointed by the Government for
each session).

ii. Council. (Also known as World Food
Council). (Canada has always been a
member and was re-elected by the
recent Conference in Rome for a
further term of membership).

3. United Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization.* (1946).

i. General Conference. • (Canada sends
delegates to each session of the Gen-
eral Conference which meets at least
once a year. Delegations comprising
delegates, alternates and advisers are

not permanent and are appointed by
the Government for each successi-e
session).

4. International Civil Aviation Organiza-
tion* (1947)

i. Assemblr,l. Brig. C. S. Booth, Perma-
nent Delegate of Canada to -ICAO;
H. A. Pattison, Deputy Delegate.

ii. Council. Brig. C. S. Booth, Perma-
nent Delegate of Canada to ICAO.

5. International . Bank for Reconstructi
and Development. (1946).

i. Board of Governors. Governor: D. C.
Abbott, Minister of Finance; Alter-
nate: R. B. Bryce, Deputy Minister
of Finance.

ii. Executive Directors: Director: I.
Rasminsky, Foreign Exchange Con-
trol Board, Bank of Canada. -

6. International Monetary Fund. (1945).

i. Board of Governors: Governor: D. C
Abbott, Minister of Finance; Alter-
nate: G. F. Towers, Governor of the
Bank of Canada. -

ii. Executive Directors. Director: - L
Rasminsky, Foreign Exchange Coo-
trol Board, Bank of Canada.

7. Universal Postal Union. (1875).

i. Universal Postal Congress. (Canada,
as a member of the UPU, is repre-
sented at each meeting of the Con-
gress usually held at intervals of five
years. Canadian Delegations are ap
pointed by the Government for each
meeting).

• The Specialized Agencies marked with an asterisk set up from time to time, through their main organti
standing bodies, committees or commissions to which Canada may or may not be invit^d to participate
Because of the large number of such bodies, committees or commissions to which Canada is a party, and
their relative importance, it has been felt that they might, with reason, be excluded from the scope of
this list.
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8. World Héalth Organization.' (1948)-

i. World Health Assembly. (Canada, as
a member country of the WHO,
sends delegations to each annual ses-
sion of the Assembly. Delegations by
not permanent and are appointedi y
the Government at each session).

9. International Refugee Organization.
(1948-1951).

i. General Council.

ii. Exécutive Committee.
(Canada has been a member of IRO
since its inception and was repre-
sented by official delegates appointed
by the Government at each of the
Executive Committee's and the Coun-
ciYs sessions).

10. International Telecommunications Union.
(1947).

i. Plenipotentiary Con ference. (Canada,
as a member of ITU, is represented
at the Conference which meets every
five years. Canadian. Delegations to
the Conference are appointed by the
Government for each session).

ii.' Administrative Council. C. J. Acton,
Department of Transport.

iii. Administrative Conferences. (These
meet in principle at the same time
$nd place as the Plenipotentiary Con-
ference and, as a 'rule, every five
years. Canadian representatives at
the Administrative Conference usual-
ly form part of the • Delegation ap-
pointed by the Government to repre-
sent the country at the Plenipo-
tentiary Conference).

11. Inter-Government Maritime Consultative
Organization.*•

12. International Trade Organixation.**

i. General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (GATT). (The General Agree-
ment on Tariffs and Trade is an in-
ternational trade agreement It is not
a specialized agency of the United
Nations, but is serviced by the Sec-
retariat of the Interim Commission of
the International Trade Organization
(ICITO). The regular sessions of the -
Contracting Parties are, , as a rule,
held once a year and these sessions
are supplemented by intersessional
meetings at the call of the Secretariat.
Canada is one of the original con-
tracting parties).

13. World Meteorological Organization."'

7. Miscellaneous

1. Far Eastern Commission. (1945). Dele-
gate: H. H. Wrong, Canadian Ambas-
sador to the United States; Alternate: P.
G. R. Campbell, Canadian Embassy,
Washington.

2. Inter-Allied Trade Board for Japan.
(1946). J. H. English, Canadian Em-
bassy, Washington.

3. Restitution Advisory Commission. (1947).
J. C. Britton, Canadian Liaison Mission,
Tokyo.

4. Inter-Allied Reparation Agency. (1946).
A. C. Smith, Canadian Embassy, Brus-
sels.

5. International Whaling Commission.
(1949). G. R. Clark, Assistant Deputy
Minister of Fisheries.

6. International Commission for Northwest
Atlantic Fisheries. (1951). S. Bates, Dep-
nty Minister of Fisheries; R. Gushue,
Chairman, Newfoundland Fisheries
Board; J. H. MacKichan, United Mari-
time Fisheries Board.

7. Organization 'for European Economic
Co-operation. (1948). Representative:
J. F. Parkinson; Deputy Representative:
L. Couillard; Adviser: A. R. Kilgour.

8. International Materials - Conference.
(1950). Representative: J. H. English,
Canadian Embassy, Washington; Alter-
nate: S. V. Allen, Canadian Embassy,
Washington. -

9.-Permanent Committee of the Interna-
tional Copyright Union. (1948). Dr. V.
Doré, Canadian Minister to Switzer-
land. '

10. Inter-American Statistical Institute.
(1940). (The Dominion Bureau of Statis-
tics participate in the work of the Insti-
tute.)

11. Postal Union of the Americas and Spain.
(1921).

12. Inter-American Social Security Confer-
ence. (1942). (Technicians from the Can-
adian Govenvttent Departments . con-
cerned attend the meetings of the Con-
ference.) . •

" Canada has indicated its willingness to become a member of each of the Organizations referred to above
once they have been formally established, and is presently a Party to the principal preparatory orgam
of these proposed agencies set up at the instigation of the Economic and Social Council of the United
Nations In 1946 and 1947 respectively.

"• Although the World Meteorological Organization came into being on March 43, 1950, and will not
operate formally as an agency of the United Nations for some time to come, Canada was a signatory of
the Conference of the World Meteorological Organization, however, and serves on the International
Meteorological Committee of the IMO, the Interim Preparatory organ for the WMO.
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Conferences Attended ' in December

(This is a list of International Conferences at which Canada was represented during the
month of December 1951, and of those at which it may be represented in the future; earlier

Conferences may be found in the previous issues of "External A$airs".)

1. Conference to Discuss Creation of Euro-
pean Army. Paris-February 15. Obser-
ver: Maj. Gen. G. P. Vanier, Canadian
Ambassador to France; Senior Political
Adviser: J. Chapdelaine, Canadian Em-
bassy, Bonn; Adviser: Brig. R. W. Mon-
cel, Office of the Canadian High Com-
missioner, London. •

2. Sixth Session of the United Nations Gen-
eral Assembly. Paris-November 6. Re-
presentatives: L. B. Pearson, Secretary
of State for External Affairs, Chairman;
S. S. Garson, Minister of Justice, Deputy
Chairman; Senator J . R. Hurtubise; M.
Bourget, M.P.; Mrs. R. J. Marshall, Past
President of the National Council of
Women; Alternates: C. Bennett, M.P.;
T. A. Stone, Canadian Minister to Swe-
den; D. M. Johnson, Canadian Perma-
nent Representative to the United Na-
tions, New York; R. M. Macdonnell, Can-
adian Embassy, Paris; J. F. Parkinson,
Canadian Representative to the OEEC,
Paris; Parliamentary Advisers: F. H. Lar-
son, M.P.; Maj. Gen. G. R. Pearkes,
M.P.; Advisers: A. C. Smith, Canadian
Embassy, Brussels; S. Pollock, Depart-*
ment of Finance; G. G. Crean, Canadian
Embassy, Belgrade; A. J. Pick, Depart-
ment of External Affairs; E. A. Coté, Of-
fice of the Canadian High Commissioner,
London; L. A. D. Stephens, Canadian
Embassy, The Hague; N. F. H. Berlis,
Permanent Delegation of Canada to the
European Office of the United Nations,
Geneva; Miss E. MacCallum; Depart-
ment of External Affairs; J. George, Per-
manent Delegation of Canada to the

. United Nations, New York; P. T. Molson,
Department of External Affairs; D. Stans-
field, Canadian Embassy, Moscow; H. B.
0. Robinson, Department of External
Affairs; O. G. Stoner, Canadian . Em-
bassv, Paris; J. J. McCardle, Department
of External Affairs; Information Officers:
F. Charpentier, Canadian Embassy, Paris;
Miss M. Gordon, Canadian Consulate
General, New York; Secretary-General:
A. R. Crépault, Permanent Delegation of
Canada to the United Nations, New
York.

3. Sixth Session of the Conference of FAO.
Rome-November 19 to December 6.
Member: J . G. Gardiner, Minister of
Agriculture; Alternate: Dr. G. S. H. Bar-
ton, Special Assistant to the Minister of
Agriculture; Associate Members: Dr. S.
C. Hudson, and S. J. Chagnon, Depart-
ment of Agriculture; D. A. Macdonald,
Department of Resources and Develop:
ment: Dr. L. B. Pett, Department of Na-
tional Health and Welfare; Advisers:

Dr. H. H. Hannam, Canadian Federation.
of Agriculture; A. B. Hockin, Office cf
the Canadian High Commissioner, Lon-
don; F. G. Hooton, Department of Ex-
temal Affairs; S. G. MacDonald, Can-
adian Embassy, Rome; J. H. Tremblay,
Canadian Embassy, Paris; H. L. True-
man, Department of Agriculture.

4. Seventh International Conference of the
Inter-American Bar Association. Monte-
video-November 21 to December 2. J.
W. T. Michel, Commissioner of Patents.

5. Ad Hoc Migration Conference. Brussels
November 28 to December 8. Head of
Delegation: C. E. S. Smith, Départrnent
of Citizenship and Immigration; Dele-
gate: N. F. H. Berlis, Permanent Dele-
gation of Canada to the European Office
of the United Nations, Geneva; Adviser:
P. W. Bird, Canadian Immigration Mis-
sion, Germany.

8. Consultative Assembly of the Council of
Europe. Strasbourg-November 26. Par-
liamentary Observers: Senator J. R. Hur-
tubise; Maj. Gen. G. R. Pearkes, M.P.;
Official Observer: T. C. Davis, Canadian
Ambassador to Germany.

7, Tripartite Conference on Food Aspects
of Civilian Defence. London-November
26 to December 13. Head of Delegation:
Maj. Gen. F. F. Worthington, Depart-
ment of National Health and Welfare;
Delegates: S. J. Bailey and : Dr. I. B.
Pett, Department of National Health and
Welfare; G. B. Miller, Department of
Agriculture; D. A. B. Marshall, Dr. B.
Malloch and J. F. Grandy, Office of the
Canadian High Commissioner, London;
Dr. J. G. Armstrong, Defence Research
Board, Department of National Defence.

8. Conference on External Trade itnd Ba!-
ance of Payments Statistics. Panama City
December 3 to 15. Representative: C. D.
Blyth, Bureau of Statistics.

9. Fourth Session of the Inland Transport
Committee of ILO. Genoa-December 4
to 15. Government Delegates: G. R. Cur-
rie and W., F. Anderson, Department of
Labour; Employers' Delegates: R. C.
Johnson, Montreal; A. W. Cross, Van-
couver; • Workers' Delegates: T. Mc-
Gregor, Winnipeg; D. S. Lyons, Calgary.

10. 27th Session of the International Statis-
tical Institute. New Delhi-December 5
to 18. H.-. Marshall,. Dominion Statis-
tician.

11. Resumed 13th Session of ECOSOC. Paris
-December 18. Representative: D. M.
Johnson, Canadian Permanent Represen-
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tative to the United Nations, New York; European Office of the United Nations,
Advisers: L. A. D. Stephens, Canadian Geneva; A. R. Crépault, Permanent
Embasy, The Hague; N. F. H. Berlis, Delegation of Canada to the United
Permanent Delegation of Canada to the Nations, New York.

Conferences to be Held in January and February 1952

(The inclusion of the name of a Conference or Congress in the following list means onty

that the Government of Canada has received an invitation to participate; the dates are tenta-
tive. It does not follow that the invitation has been or will be accepted.)

1. Meeting of Sub-Committee of the Legal 7. United Kingdom - Canada Continuing

Committee of ICAO. Paris-January 7.

C Ith

Committee on Trade and Economic Af-
fairs. London-January 21. - _

2. Prelsm:nary Meeting of ommonwea
Finance Officials. London-January 8. 8. Economic Commission for Asia and the

Far East. Burma-January 29 to Febru-
3. Annual Meeting of the General Council

. of the Commonwealth Parliamentary As-
sociation. Colombo-January 10.

4. Annual Meeting of Joint Arctic Weather
Stations Programme, Ottawa, January 10.

5. Meeting of Ad Hoc Committee on
Agenda and Intergessional Business of
GATT, Geneva, January 14.

6. Meeting of Commonwealth Finance Dfin-
isters, London, January 15.

9. North Atlantic Military Committee. Lis- -
bon-January 29.

10. Ad Hoc Committee on Restrictive Bus-
iness Practices. (ECOSOC). New York-
January 29.

11. North Atlantic Council. Lisbon-Febru-
ary 2.

12. Economic Commission for Latin Amer-
'ica. Santiago-February.

CURRENT UNITED NATIONS DOCUMENTS

A SELECTED LIST,

This list of United Nations documents re-
cently received in the Department of Ez-
ternal Affairs contains the titles of those
documents wh

=1y
be of general interest.

It consists of subsidiary bodies of
the United Nations on the more important
current activities of the organization, re-
search activities of the organization, research
notes by the Secretariat and general surveys
of the work of the United Nations. The fol-
lowing list has been divided into two sea
tions,section (a)-prmted publications-which
may be obtained by the general public from
the Canadian Sales Agent for United Nations
Publications, The Ryerson Press, 299 Queen
St. West, Toronto (English), and Les Presses
Universitaires Laval, Quebec, (French); and

University of Toronto (English printed and
mimeographed documents).

Library of Parliament, Ottawa (Englisli and
French printed documents. and English
mimeographed documents).

McGill University (English printed and mim-
@ographed documents).

Laval University, (French printed docu-,
ments).

Dalhousie University (English printed and
mimeographed documents).

University of Montreal (French printed
1 11documents). ° '

section (b)-mimeographed United Nations
documents-which can only be procured . by
the general public, by annual subscription
from the United Nations Secretariat at Lake
Success, New York. They are available to

versity staffs and students teachers, libra-
ries and non-governmental organizations,
from the United Nations Department of Pub-
lic Information, United Nations, New York.
The publications and documents listed be-
low may be consulted at the following places
in Canada:

University of British Columbia (English
printed and mimeographed documents).

Provincial Library of Manitoba (English
Printed and mimeographed documents).

Canadian • Institute of International
Toronto (English printed and_
graphed documents).

(a) Mimeographed Documents:

Affairs,
mimeo-

*Progress Report of the United Nations Com-
missioner in Eritrea during the year 1951;
16 November 1951; document A/1959;
182 p.

Committee on International Criminal Juris-
diction-Report of the General Assembly
on the Session held 1 August-31 August
1951; 8 September 1951; document A/
AC.48/4; 73 p.

' French version not available until noted In a future Issue of "External Affairs".
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(b) Printed Documents:

Annual Report of the United Nations Joint
Staff Pension Board for the year ended

'13 December 1950 and Supplementary
Report as of 31 May 1951; document

- A/1846; 14 p.; 15 cents; General Assem-
bly Official Records: Sixth Session, Sup-
plement No. 8.

• Report of the International Law Commis-
sion conerdng the work of its third session
16 May-27 July,1951, document A/1858;
20 p. • 25 cents; General Assembly Offi-
cial Records: Sixth . Session, Supplement
No. 9.

*Report of the United Nations Commission
for the Unification and Rehabilitation of
Korea; document Al1881; 68 p.; 70
cents; General Assembly Official Records;
Sixth Session, Supplement No. 12.

CURRENT DEPARTMENTAL PUBLICATIONS

Canadian Representatives Abroad and Representatives of Other Countries in Canada, D

cember 15, 1951. Price, 25 cents.,

No. 51/49-North Arrterica's Place in the December 6, 1951.
World of Today, an address by the

November 2, • Club of Canada, made in Toronto on1 1951 - tton Jom mmtsston, p

General Assembly, and Secretary of Crosstng the Bou ry etween

State for External Affairs, Mr. L. B. and the United States, text' of an ad-

Pearson, made in the First Committee dress by General A. G. L. McNaughton,

of the General Assembly in Paris on Chairman, Canadian Section, Interna-
a1 t Co to the Em ire

man of the Canadian Delegatton to the
No. 51/51-Boundary Waters and Waters

Siath Session of the United Nations - J- B C nada

on disarmament proposals by the Chair- New York, on November it,, 1951.

No. 51/47-Disarmament Proposals Before Prime Minister of Canada, Mr. Louis S.
the United Nations, text of a statement St. Laurent, to the Economic Club of

The following serial numbers are available in Canada and abroad:

Canada.
Obtainable from the Information Division, Department of External Affairs, Ottawa,

STATEMENTS AND SPEECHES

The following serial numbers are available abroad only:

No. 51/48-Canada's Viewpoint on the De-
velopment of the St. Lawrence Seaway,
text of an address by the Minister of
Trade and Commerce, Mr. C. D. Howe,
at the annual dinner of the Washington
Society of Engineers, made in Washing-
ton, D.C., on November 28, 1951.

*Second Annual Report of the United Na-
tions Commissioner in Libya repared in
consultation with the Councpfor Libya;
document A/1949; 157 p.; $1.75; Gen-
eral Assembly Official Records: Sixth Ses-
sion, Supplement No. 17.

*Problems of Unemployment and Inflation
1950 and 1951; 2 August 1951; docu-
ment E/2035/Rev.1. ST/ECA/12; 173
p.; $1.25; Sales No.: 1951.II.A.1. -

*National Income and its Distribution in
Under-Developed Countries; 9 October
1951• 35 p.; 40 cents; Sales 'No.: 1951.
XVII.3.

*Report of the • United Nations Mission of
Technical Assistance to Bolivia; 11 Oc-
tober 1951; document ST/TAA/K/Bo-
livia/1; 128 p.; $1.50; Sales No.: 1951.
II.B.5. .

No. 51/50-The Economic Development of
Under-Developed Countries, text of a
statement at the Sixth Session of the
United Nations General Assembly, by
Mr. Maurice Bourget, M.P., Canadian
Representative on the Second Commit.
tee, made in Paris on November 27,
1951. -

s French version not available until noted In a future Issue of "$zternal ARairs".
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CANADIAN - REPRESENTATIVES ABROAD
Country Dosignotion Address

Argentina... »Ambassador ............................:.:..Buenbs Aires (Bartolome Mitre, 478)

Australia...................... High Commissioner .....................Canberra (State Circle)

° .....Commercial Counsellor ............... Melbourne (83 William Street).....
"""""""'„. .....„..Commercial Counsellor ...............Sydney (City Mutual Life Bldg.)

373)lgian Congo............. Trade Commissioner ............... „..Leopoldville (Casier Postal
Belgium ...................... „Ambassador................................. Brussels (46, rue Montoyer)

Brazil.....:....................„Ambassador................:..............„Rio de Janeiro (Avenida Presidente
Wilson, 165)

° .,.Consul and Sao Paulo (Edificio Alois, rua 7 de
.........................

Trade Commissioner............... Abril, 252)

Ceylon .......................... Trade Commissioner .................... Colombo (P.O. Box 1006)
Chile ............................ Ambassador.................................. Santiago (Bank of

London and South
America Bldg.)

China ............... ............ Consul GeneraL.......... .................. Shanghai (27 The Bund)

Colombia .......... ........ ...Trade Commissioner................... Bogot'a (Calle 19, No. 6-39 fifth floor)
Seguros)

Cuba ............................ Ambassador................................ Havana (Avenida de las Misiones
No. 17)

Caechoslovakia............ Chargé d'Affaires ......................... Prague 2 (Krakowska 22)
Denmark...„..„...... »..„.Minister ........................................ Copenhagen (Osterbrogade 26)
Egypt ......................... „Trade Commissioner........... „..„...Cairo (Osiris Building, Sharia Walda,

Kasr-el-Doubara)

Finland ....................... Minister............................. „........ Stockholm (Strandvagen 7-C)
France ...... ........ „...... „.Ambassador.............................. :...Paris 16e (72 Avenue Foch)
Germany....... „..„...... „.Ambassador ................................. Bonn (Zittelmannstrasse, 14)

......................Head of Military Mission ............ Berlin (Commonwealth House)
....ConsuL ......................................... Franldurt (145 Fuerstenbergerstrasse)

..................
Greece .......................... Ambassador......................:..........Athens (31 Queen Sofia Blvd.)

Guatemala ..................„Trade Commissioner.................... Guatamala City No. 28, 5th Avenue
South)

Hong Kong ................„Trade Commissioner...................Hong Kong (Hong Kong Bank Bld
g.)

Iceland ........................ Minister........................................ Oslo (Fridtjof Nansens Plass 5)

India. ................... High Commissioner .....................New Delhi (4 Aurangzeb Road)
.. ......................... ..„Commercial Secretary ................. Bombay (Gresham Assurance

House):. .
Ireland .........................Ambassador..................................Dublin (92 Merrion Square West)

Ita1y ... ..................„.Ambassador........................ .Rome (Via Saverio Mercadante 15)

..... ................ „„..... Trade Commissioner (Fisheries).Naples (via Cimarosa 65, Int. 12,
Vomero)

Jamaica ........................Trade Commissioner................... Kingston (Canadian Bank of Com- .
, merce Chambers)

Japan..... ............... : To Machi, 3 Chome......„.Head of Mission............... „........kY0 (16 Omote-
Minato-Ku)

Luxembourg ............... .Minister............. ......................... Brussels (c/o Canadian Embassy)

Mexico .......................... mbassador................................... Mexico (Paseo de la Reforma No. 1)
Netherlands ................. Ambassador.................................. The Hague (Sophialaan lA)

New Zealand ..............High Commissioner..................... Wellington (Government Life Insur-
ance Bldg.)

Norway„••,•,..•;•••••••,,,,,.Minister .......... .. ............................ Oslo (Fridtjof Nansens Plaas 5)

Pakistan .......... ............... High Commissioner...................... Karachi (Hotel Metropole)
. ........................Commercial Secretary ...........:..... W (Hotel Metropole)

Peru .............................. Ambassador........................ .........Lima (Edificio Boza Plaza San Martin)

Philippines .....:.............Consul General and
Trade Commissioner ...............Manila (Tuason Bldg., 8-12 Escolta)

Poland ................ ....„.Chargb d'Affaires....... „................ Warsaw (31 Katowika, Saska Kepa)
Portugal• ...................... Minister........................................ Lisbon (Rua Rodrigo da Foncesa, 103)

Puerto Rico ........ ,...,•,•,,,Trade Commissioner (Fisheries).San Juan (P.O. Box 3981)
Singapore .......... .......... Trade Commissioner............... „..Singapore (Room D-5, Union Building)

Spain ••• .........................Trade Commissioner...„.......... „..Madrid (Avenida José Antonio 70)
Sweden ........................ Minister....................... „........... „.Stockholm (Strandvagen 7-C)
Switzerland .................. Minister........................................ Berne (Thunstrasse 95)
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Trinidad••••••••....... _........ Trade Commissioner..........._.._...Port of Spain (43 St. Vincent St.)
Turkey .......................... Ambassador.................................. Ankara (211, A • Ba lari

Kavaklidee ^nM g '••••.•. ••........._.Commercial Secretazy....... _ ..»....Istanbul (Is Caddesi , Kismet

Union of South Africa. High Commissioner„•,••,,,•••..••.•.
Han 3/4, Beyoglu) .

Pretoria (24, Barclay's Bank Bldg.)
Trade Commissioner .........:..........Cape Town (Grand Parade Centre

.. « Building, Adderley St.)

Union of Soviet
Trade Commissioner ................... Johannesburg (Mutual Building)

Socialist Republics...Ambassador ................:................Moscow (23 Starokonyushny
Chargé d'Affairs, ai. Pereulok)

United Kinfdom.......... High Commissioner .....................London (Canada House)
.. ....... ».Trade Commissioner ..............••••Liv 1erpoo (Martins Bank B1dgJ.......... Trade Co*n+rnicsioner............... »..Belfast (36 Victoria Square)United States of

America.................... Ambassador.:.........»•...•.•... N ... Washington (1746 Massachusetts

Consul General ............
Avenue)

............. Consul
-......... Boston (532 Little Bldg.)

General............................ Chicago (Daily News Bldg.)

.:...•:•.....TradeL
.......................... ' Detroit (1035 Penobscot Bldg )

« Commissioner ..................Los Angeles (Associated Realty Bldg.)
« ....Consul GeneraL ...:.......................New York (620 Fifth Ave.)

•».......... Honorary Vice-Consul.....,.„,..,,,•pordand, Maine (503, 120 Exchange
.. .. Street)

.............Consul General.............................. San Francisco (400 Montgomery St.)
Venezuela: ................... Consul GeneraL........... :............... Cazacas (80 Peso Edificio America)
Yugoslavia ...................Ambassador................................. Belgrade (Sv. Markovica, 20)
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"EXTERNAL AFFAIRS": THREE YEARS OF PUB*LICATION
The issue of External Affairs for December 1951 completed the third year of

publication of the monthly bulletin of the Departrnent of External Affairs. Until
November 1948 this bulletin was issued in multilith form; but it had become evident
that there was a considerable demand both in Canada and abroad for'a printed publi-
cation which would provide reference material on Canada's external relations and
reports on the current activities of the Department of External Affairs. Accordingly,
External Affairs in its present form was launched in November '1948 and the issues
of that and the following month were numbered Volume - 1, No. A and Volume 1,
No. B; Volume 1, No. 1 appeared in January 1949. Indexes have been published in
the December issues.

That External Affairs is serving a useful purpose is suggested by the fact that its
monthly circulation has averaged over 9,000 copies during 1951. The circulation of
the December 1951 issue of External Affairs was 8,521, made up of 7,584 English
and 937 French; and of this number 6,231 were distributed in Canada and 1,988
abroad.

,A number of articles appearing in External Affairs have been reprinted in Can-
adian and foreign publications. The Department welcomes the reprinting of articles
appearing in the bulletin, but requests that their source be indicated; the editors
would be glad to receive marked copies of publications using material appearing in
External Affairs.

Ottawa, Edmond Cloutier, C.M.G., O.A., D.S.P., Printer to the King's
Most Excellent Majssty, Controllsr of Stationory, 1952
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Text of an address by the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom, the Right Honourable

Winston S. Churchill, delivered at a banquet given in his honour by the Government of

Canada in Ottawa, on January 14, 1952.

Your Excellency, Prime Ivtinister, my lords and gentlemen: 'I am indeed

honoured that you should receive me in Ottawa with so much kindness.. L came
here first more than fifty years ago to give a lecture about the Boer War. A little

later
on I was Under-Secretary of State for the Colonies, in a rather radical

Government, when Sir Wilfrid Laurier carne to England, and L saw a lot of that

august Canadian statesman.
He brought with him a voung secretary named Mac-

kenzie King. I made a lifelong friendship with him and I shared my grief with

all
Canada, and indeed all the free world, at his death after so many years of

faithful and skillful service to the great causes which we uphold today.

The Prime Minister of Canada and his Cabinet have welcomed me and my

colleagues,
who are one-quarter of the British Cabinet, not only with Canadian

hospitality,
but with that sense of true comradeship facing difficulties together,

which often makes it possible for these difficulties to be overcome.

I am very glad also to see here tonight my old friend, Mr. George Drew, and
I am truly sorry that I cannot yet visit Toronto wheree W

long ben invited

ell,
I have been

to receive a degree. Mr. Drew is the leader of the Opposition.
a leader of the Opposition, too. In a free, country one is always allowed to have
an Opposition. In England we even pay the leadet of the Opposition a salary
of £,2,000 a year, but that is nothing to what you do here. He is paid this salary
to make sure the Government is kept up to the mark. I have.no doubt Mr. Attlee,
whom you welcomed less than a year ago, will devote himself to his task with the -

zeal which, under any totalitarian system, might well lead to Siberia or worse.
However, we in the free nations have our own way of life, and are able to keep
separate, except perhaps at election times, those things

gs into ichffiaffect the life of the

state and those which merely decide what party g

It is ten years almost to a week since I last came to see you in Ottawa. That
was indeed a memorable occasion for me with all the burdens L had to bear.

It was also an inspiring but formidable moment in the war. dhand in fa t ofwas
the

United States into the struggle, the pathway to victory seeme
open and sure. But I bore in my heart and conscience the knowledge, which
I could not share with you, of immense, shattering disasters which were about
to fall upon us throughout the East, as the inevitable• consequence of. the Japanese
onslaught in vast regions where we were weak and ill-prepared to meet it.

I knew and I could feel beforehand, the heavy blows that must fall upon us,
and the perils to Singapore, the Dutch East Indies, to Burma and to India itself.

I hadno feeling of self-reproach for not.being ready then, because, between the

fall of France in 1940 and Hitler's invasion of Russia in 1941, it had taken
Britain and the British Empire-I hope you do not mind my using the word; it is quite
a good word in its proper place-it had taken Britain and the British Empire fighting
alone, every scrap of our life and strength to keep the flag of freedom flying
until we were joined, as I was sure we should be, by the mighty allies who came to
us. But while I spoke to you ten years ago gaily and confidently, and was sure that
final victory would be gained, I felt like one about to come under the lasli wielded by

a strong and merciless arm.
I knew that many months must pass before the United States Navy could

regain the control of the Pacific Ocean. I knew that that meant a terrible period
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for- us. We, with your gallant Canadian, help, had to ' fight - the Battle of the
Atlantic against the U-boats-that might not be entirely overlooked L think some-
times-whose attack was ever-growing in strength and skill, and who were about
to take their greatest toll along the American seaboard. An almost unbroken series
of misfortunes and defeats lay before us until the battle of Alamein was won
by your famous Governor General and his brilliant lieutenant, General Montgomery,
and the concerted descent upon Northwest Africa by General Eisenhower's Anglo-
American Army, until these great events and these great men-I think I may
say that without getting at all mixed up with party politics-turned the tide of war
o df
uently through our many problems.

Your, Excellency, Prime Minister: I have many Canadian memories of the
war. My friend General Crerar was saying. the other day how frightened I was-
quite rightly-not for myself, but for my responsibility, of the whole Canadian
Division coming over together through the U-boats, and how I thought it might be
better for them to land at separate ports in France, but he and others said they would
like to take the Yisk. 'Men, I said: "The Admiralty have hardened their hearts;
we will make the best arrangements in human power." Not a man was lost. All
landed safely in England. And, although the Canadian Army was very sulky
and upset by being kept so long in England, we must remember the Canadian
Army Group was the only really formidable force we had in our country during
the- period when Hitler might easily have decided to throw his effort into an
invasion.

Then, afterwards, I had the honour to see your troops in Italy when i visited the
Field Marshal - I beg your pardon, His Excellency - there, and also to see them
when they were about to cross the Rhine. They have a great record in the war and
-I am proud to be able to remind you of it tonight and to have been associated with
you in some of those historie occasions.

What is the scene which unfolds before us tonight? It 'is certainly not what
we had hoped to find after all our enemies had surrendered unconditionally and
the great world instrument of the United Nations had been set up to make sure
that the wars were ended. It is certainly not that. Peace does not sit untroubled
in her vineyard. The harvests of new and boundless wealth which science stands
ready to pour into the hands of all people, and of none perhaps, more than. the
people of Canada, must be used for exertions to ward off from us the dangers
and the unimaginable horrors of another world war.

At least this time in visiting you I have no secrets to guard about the future.
When I came last time I could not tell what was going to happen, because I
could not make it public. This time I do not know. No one can predict with
certainty what will happen. All we can see for ourselves are the strange clouds
that move and gather on the horizons, sometimes so full of menace, sometimes
fading away. There they are. They cast their shadow, as Mr. Truman, the President
of the United States, said the other night, they cast their shadow on our life and
actions.

But this time at any rate we are all united from the beginning. We all mean
to stand by each other. Here in Canada, in the United States, in Britain, in Western
Europe, all of us are united to defend the cause of freedom with all our strength
and by that strength we hope to preserve unbroken the peace which is our heart's
desire. '

Your Excellency, I have spoken tonight a good deal about the past. Edmund
Burke said: "People will not look forward to posterity who never look backward
to their ancestors."

nce an or all. Until these events occurred, we could not see our way clear suffi-
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MR. CHURCHILL'S OTTAWA VISIT .

After laying a wreath in the Memorial Chamber of the Parliament Buildings, during his visit to
Ottawa January 11-15, the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom, Mr. Winston S. Churchill, examines
the Book of_ Remembrance in which are inscribed the names of Canadians killed during the First
World War. Looking on are Senator Wishart Robertson (left), and the Prime Minister of Canada,

Mr. Louis S. St. Laurent. .

The past is indeed the only guide to the future. But it is the "future which
dominates our minds. A great future is yours in Canada.

The two world wars of the terrible 20th Century have turned the economic
balance of power from the Old World to the New. It is certain that Europe
could not have survived without the moral and material help which has flowed
acrôss the ocean from Canada and the United States. Now, we have the North
Atlantic Treaty, which owes much to Canadian statesmanship and to the personal
initiative of Mr. St. Laurent. This Treaty is not ionly the surest guarantee of the
prevention of war but it is the sure hope of victory should our hopes of preventing
war be blasted.

So far this solemn compact has been regarded only in its military aspect, but
now we all feel, especially since our visit to Washington, that it is broadening out
into the conception of the North Atlantic community of free nations, acting together
not only for defence for a specific danger but for the welfare, happiness, and
progress of all peoples of the free world. For this we require to do an in our
power to promote United Europe and the design of 'a European Army, including
Germanv.

I have long been an advocate of both these ideas. We shall do all in our

power to help them to fruition. That does not mean that Great Britain will be-
eome a unit in a federated Europe, nor that her army, already in line upon the
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continent and to grow steadily, will be merged in such a way as to lose its identity.
We stand with the United States, shoulder to shoulder with the European Army
and its German element. We stand under the Supreme NATO Commander and," e
stand ready to face whatever aggression may fall upon us.

Now-now be careful! I am going to do something which I always warn
my French friends about. I am going to speak French. The late Lord Birkenhead,
whom many of you knew, said of my French that it was the best in the world.
He sàid: "The French seem to understand it and it 'is the only French I have
ever been able to understand." However, I will follow the example of the Prime
Minister, asking for all your kindness and consideration.

In repeating what I have just said-

Jusqu'à maintenant, cette alliance a été envisagée seulement sous son aspect
militaire, mais nous sentons tous, spécialement depuis notre visite à Washington,
qu'elle prend une envergure -à la mesure de la conception qu'ont les pays du pacte
de l'Atlantique de la liberté des nations. Celles-ci agissent non seulement pour leur
défense, mais pôùr le bien-être, le bonheur et le progrès de tous les peuples du
monde libre. Pour cela, nous devons faire tout en notre pouvoir pour favoriser
l'unification de l'Europe et la création d'une armé^ européenne incluant l'Allemagne.

Je suis depuis longtemps un défenseur de ces deux idées. Nous devons tenter
l'impossible pour les réaliser. Cela ne veut pas dire que l'Angleterre deviendra
une unité au sein d'une Europe fédérée, ni que son armée, déjà rangée sur le con-
tinent, et sans cesse augmentée, sera incorporée de telle façon qu'elle perdra son
identité. Nous sommes prêts, de concert avec les Etats-Uriis, aux côtés de l'armée
européenne et de ses élément allemands, et sous l'autorité du commandant suprême
de l'OTAN, à affronter une agression éventuellement dirigée contre nous, d'où qu'elle
vienne.

' Your Excellency, Prime Minister, it was only ten weeks last Friday that I
accepted His Majesty's commission to form a Government in the United Kingdom.
We have hardly yet had time to learn the full facts of our economic, position,
but what we saw at first sight convinced us of its gravity. By reducing our
imports, mainly of food, by & 350 million a year, and by other measures, we
strove to arrest the evils which.were advancing and descending upon us.

We do not intend, we do not want to live on our friends and relations, but
to earn our own living and pay our own way as far as the comforts and standards
of the British people are concerned. I can assure you that will be the resolve of
the British nation. We gave all our strength to the last ounce during the War,
and we are resolved to conquer our problems now that the War is over. The
ordeal that lies before us will be hard and will not be short. We do not shrink
from any measures necessary to restore confidence and to maintain solvency, how-
ever unpopular those measures may be.

Prime Minister, you have spoken in your most gracious speech, if I may apply
the word, your most kindly speech, about the Crown; and you have spoken in
terms which express our deepest feelings. No absolute ' rules can be " laid down
about the methods of government, but on the whole it is wise in human affairs
and in the government of men to separate pomp from power. Under the long
established constitutional monarchy, established over the centuries, of Britain and
of the Commonwealth, the King reigns but does not govern. If a great battle
is lost, Parliament and the people can turn out the Government. If a great battle
is won, crowds cheer the King.

Thus while the ordinary struggles, turmoils and inevitable errors of healthy
democratic government proceed, there is established upon an unchallenged pedestal
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the type of deeds and the achievements of all the realms, and every generation can.
make. its contribution to the enduring treasure of our race and fame. You spoke,
Mr. Prime Minister, of the sCrown as the symbol of our united life, and as the
link between our vigorous communities spread about the surface of the globe. But
perhaps you will allow me tonight to pass from the constitutional to the personal

sphere. Besides the Crown there is the King. We have a truly beloved King. In
constitutional duty he is faultless. In physical and moral courage he is an example
to all his peoples. We are proud to pay him our tribute; and this is no formal
salute of loyalty but an expression of our deepest natural feelings.

Here in Canada you have had what might be called a wonderful visit. Princess
Elizabeth and her husband have travelled the length and breadth of what you
will not mind my styling the great Dominion. They have- left behind them a long
and lasting trail of confidence, encouragement and unity.

I claim here in Ottawa that tonight in our gathering here we make a valiant
and, I believe, unconquerable assertion of the spirit of our combined identity and
survival. We have surmounted all the perils and endured all the agonies of the

past. We shall provide against and thus prevail over the dangers and problems
of the future, if we will withhold no sacrifice, grudge no toil, seek no sordid gain,
fear no foe. All will be well. We have, I believe, within us the life, strength and
guiding light by which the tormented world around us may find its harbour of
safety after a storm-beaten voyage.

This year' will mark the 85th anniversary of Canada's Confederation. A

magnificent future awaits Canada if only we can get through the present hideous
world muddle. When L first carne here after the Boer War, these mighty lands
had but 5 million inhabitants. Now there are 14 million. When my grandchildren

come here there may well be 30 million. Upon the whole surface of the globe there
is no more spacious and splendid domain open to the activity and genius of free
men, with one hand clasping in enduring friendship the United States, and the
other spread across the ocean both to Britain and to France. You have a sacred
mission to discharge. That you will be worthy of it I do not doubt. God bless you all.



I FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION
OF THE UNITED NATIONS

Within the last century an acute new problem has developed in mankind's age-
old struggle for subsistence. Progressive application of scientific knowledge to the
problems of providing for material human needs, together with the rapid. spread of
social reform, has resulted in a state of affaifs in which the rate of increase of the
world's population has outstripped that at which food can be produced. The last
fifteen years have witnessed a 12 per cent growth in the population of the globe but
no more than a 9 per cent increase in its production of food. The present population
rise of.1 per cent per annum, when translated into figures representing human beings,
reveals the startling fact that there are between 55,000 and 60,000 new mouths to be
fed every day.

The chief credit for bringing the countries of the world together to seek.ways
of narrowing the gap between the population and the food supply must be given to
the late President Roosevelt, who convened at Hot Springs, Virginia, in May 1945, a
conference that was attended by representatives of forty-four nations. A second meet-
ing, in October of the same year, formally established the Food and Agriculture Or-
ganization of the United Nations. This international agency, which started with forty-
four member nations, had, by 1951, increased its membership to sixty-eight.

In the governing body of the FAO, called the Conference, each member pos-
sesses a single vote. The Conference originally met annually, but now meets at two-
year intervals. Between sessions,.the Council, the executive body of the FAO, takes
such action as may be necessary. Council membership, consisting of eighteen nations
of which Canada is at present one), is elected for two years. The Council refers to the

Conference, for approval and guidance, important matters on which it has acted, and
adopts the policies laid down by the parent body. The present Chairman" of
the Council is the noted Brazilian nutritionist, Josue de Castro. The FAO as a whole
contains five technical divisions - Agriculture, Economics, Fisheries, Forestry and
Nutrition.

Heading the staff is the Diréctor-General. The present holder of this office is
Norris E. Dodd, a former United States Assistant Secretary of Agriculture. Both the
Director-General and the Chairman of the Council are elected by the Conference
for a two-year term. The Director-General has under him the General Secretariat,
the Special Assistants and the Area Liaison Service, which staffs the regional offices
for North America, Latin America, Asia and the Far East, the Near East and Europe.

The aims of the FAO are "to raise levels of nutrition and standards of living of
the peoples of all countries; to secure improvements in the efficiency of production
and distribution of all food and agricultural products; to better the conditions of rural
populations and thus contribute towards an expanding world economy". Its main
functions in pursuit of these objects are four:

(1) It provides a world advisory service, which mobilizes scientific knowledge
to help increase production, improve handling and processing and make
better distribution of farm and fisheriés products. Much of this work directly
affects' the economic improvement of under-developed areas.

(2) It provides a forum where member governments can discuss problems re-
-- quiring international co-operation and work out solutions to them.
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(3) It makes available to member governments information of all sorts on agri-
culture, fisheries, food, forestry and nutrition.

(4) It endeavours to predict production and consumption trends and the devel-
opment of international trade in food and agricultural commodities.

Technical Assistance Projects

Of great importance among the activities of the FAO has been its participation
in the Technical Assistance Programme of the United Nations. Within the framework
of the Programme, the Organization has signed 144 basic agreements with forty-eight
countries and territories. There are, at present, either in the field or just returned
from completing short-term assignments, 266 experts whose services have been made
available by the Organization to member countries requiring technical advice. Already
recruited or actually en route to assume their duties are another forty-five specialists.
The 107 vacancies that remain are to be attributed either to the seasonal nature of
the projects for which experts have been sought or to the fact that certain govern-
ments are not yet ready to receive the specialists they have requested. Of the total
number of experts now in the field or awaiting their appointments, 143 specialize in
agriculture, forty-two in forestry, eleven in fisheries and twenty in nutrition. The
majority of the experts provided by the FAO are recruited from member nations, the
rest being members of the Organization's permanent staff.

The FAO does not make technical assistance available unconditionally. The
Organization pays the expert's salary and his travelling, expensés to and from the
country he is serving; but the government requesting his services is expected to pay
Part, if not the whole, of his subsistence and travelling-expenses within the country
and to provide him with such office-space and clerical assistance as he may need.

In countries receiving technical assistance, the FAO co-operates with such mis-
sions from other UN agencies as may be present, in order to ensure that the various
kinds of assistance complement rather than duplicate one another.

A striking illustration of the, work being done by the FAO under the Technical
Assistance Programme is the world-wide campaign against rinderpest, the most
notorious killer of livestock known to veterinary science. This highly contagious pesti-
lence sometimes destroys between 75 and 90 per cent of the livestock in countries
to which it gains entry. The seriousnesS of such a calamity to the many backward
regions where cattle are used not only for food but as the only source of power for
ploughing and hauling can scarcely be exaggerated. I

The FAO contributes to the struggle against rinderpest by serving as a centre
for the. collection and distribution of the most up-to-date information available on
the production and use of cheap vaccines. Teams of FAO specialists have vaccinated
cattle in Thailand, Ethiopia and China. Thailand has, as a result, been free from
the disease since 1949. During 1951, about one million cattle were vaccinated in
Ethiopia, and that country, which •possesses about 18 million head, is expected to be
free of the pest within a few years.

Assistance provided to Pakistan affords a second illustration of the activities
of the FAO under the Technical Assistance Programme. Pakistan is at present plan-
ning a comprehensive pattern of projects for the development of modern methods in
irrigation, drainage, land reclamation, grain-storage, livestock breeding, marketing,
the use of fertilizers, forestry, fisheries and economic and statistical services. The plan
requires the services of thirty FAO experts for periods ranging from three months to
a year.

• A second programme, related to that described above, makes 260 fellowships
available each year to government officials and senior professional men of some thirty
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FAO in PLENARY SESSION
^pwbliJoro

Shown above is a plenary meeting of the Sixth Session of the Conference of the United Nations Food
and Agricultural Organization, held in Rome during November and December 1951.

countries. Applicants are required to possess experience in the fields in which they
wish to hold their grants. Their work is supposed to be directly related to the tech-
nical assistance received by their countries.

Similar projects have been fostered in Ecuador, where a United States expert has
taught new techniques to Indian weavers; in Costa Rica, where modern grain-hand-
ling methods have been introdu6ed, and in numerous other parts of the world.'

Sixth Conference of FAO

The 1951 Conference of the FAO was heldin Rome from November 19 to De-
cember 9. Besides reviewing the Organization's accomplishment during the year, the
meeting outlined the policies and plans of the FAO for the period between this session
and the next, to be held in 1953. Emphasis,%vas placed on the importance of extension
services in under-developed countries. - A Standing Co-ordinating Committee,' com-
posed of seven experts, was established, the functions of which would be to revieNv
progress, to consider broad fields of activity and to advise the Director-General on
the co-ordination of activities. -

The Working Party on the Programme of Work and Associated Long-Terni
Problems, 'a continuing committee reporting to the Conference before each session,
presented a set of principles, paramount among which was the urgency of increasing
the world supply of food as fast as possible - by expanding production and reducing
waste, by concentration on activities both of benefit to the largest possible number of
countries and most likely to produce early results, and by aiming at the highest pos-

• Full details can be found in the annual report of the Director-General of the FAO, entitled
"ne Work of FAO 1950/51".



sible standard of service. Steps were taken to guarantee prompt reports on the devel-
opment of food shortages anywhere in the world. The Conference also instructed the
Council to establish an emergency food reserve, which could be made available
quickly to member nations threatened by, or actually suffering from, food scarcity or
famine.

Conference support was given to the programme of work on the utilization and
conservation of land and water resources. Canada brought to the attention of the
meeting its activities in this field and offered to provide assistance in training Fellows '
seeking FAO grants to study these subjects. -

The Conference urged members to take immediate steps to -put into effect a reso-
lution of the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations calling for land
reform. Specifically, they were asked to co-operate with the Organization in supplying
information on land-reform matters, to participate in investigations and to-seek the
assistance :of the FAO in carrying through their own agrarian reforms. To illustrate
what was being • done in Italy, delegates were invited to attend a ceremony at
Cervetori marking the transfer of land to the ownership of tenant farmers. .

During the Conference an important revision to the International Plant Protec-
tion Convention of 1929 was adopted. The purpose of this agreement is to prevent
the spread of plant diseases across international boundaries in shipments of plants
and plant products. The revised convention was signed by forty member nations,
subject to ratification by their government. The Canadian delegation took an fin-
portant part in drafting it.

The Conference was gravely concerned by the fact that food production in large
areas of the world was not keeping pace with the increase of population. It has been
established that world production of the principal food crops during 1951 and 1952
will slightly exceed that for 1949-50 and will be about 9 per cent greater than the
totals for pre-war years between 1934 and 1939. As a result of rapid increases in the
population of the world, present per capita supplies of food are below the unsatis-
factory pre-war levels. Moreover, the increase in production has not been uniform
throughout the world. While a substantial increase over pre-war levels has occurred
in certain areas, notably those that normally produce surpluses, production in many
European and Far Eastern countries has remained below pre-war standards. Thus a
situation has come about in which those peoples who were well-fed before the war
have as much food as ever (or even more), whereas those who were hungry before are -,
now even hungrier. As à result, countries experiencing scarcity have become de-
pendentpendent for their supplies of many foods, to a greater degree than éver before, on the
hard currency countries of the Western Hemisphere - and this at a time when their
dollar-reserves have been seriously depleted.

In the endeavour to alleviate this situation, the Conference agreed on the follow-
ing Policies:

(a) Adoption by member nations of agricultural programmes, suited to their
special conditions, aimed at a balanced increase in world production of basic
foods and other essential agricultural products of at least 1 to 2 per cent a
year in excess of the rate of population growth during the next five years;

(b) Establishment of extension and educational programmes adequate to ensure
to farmers the technical knowledge they require to increase production;

(c) Reform of agrarian structures in many countries where, owing to the un-
economic size of farms, fragmentation of holdings, maldistribution of landed
property, excessive rents; inequitable taxes, insecurity of tenure, perpetual



indebtedness and the lack of clear title to land and water, improvement in
agricultural production has been impeded;,

(d) Provision of sufficient capital for agricultural development through national
and international effort.

The importance to the success of any scheme for agricultural expansion of con-
vincing farmers that they would be able to dispose of their produce at reasonable
prices in secure and stable markets led the Conference to prolong the life of the Com-
mittee on Commodity Problems. This body, comprising representatives of fourteen
nations including Canada, was established for the purpose of considering conunoditv

' surpluses and deficits and of serving as a forum where member nations could discuss
the promotion of appropriate international action. The Committee helps plan the
movement of surplus supplies from countries producing them to countries with food
deficits. In addition it studies measures for improving the conditions of agricultural
marketing both on the national and international scales.

The Organi7.àtion received a budget of $5,250,000 a year for the period 1952-53
- an increase of $250,000 over the allowances for previous years. The contribution
of Canada was set at $238,350 (4.54 per cent) for 1952 and $249,900 (4.76
for 1953. The United Kingdom assessment was 14.35 per cent and 15.03 per^centt
and that of the United States was 30 pcr cent for both years.

Canadian Participation

The participation of Canada in the activities of the FAO since its establishment
has been more important than is perhaps generally realized. Several eminent Can-
adians havé been members of the. FAO staff or closely associated with the Organiza-
tion from the start. The Canadian delegatiorr to the recent Conference meeting con-
sisted of the Minister of Agriculture, Mr. James G. Gardiner, Dr. G. S. H. Barton,
special assistant to the Minister, Dr. H. H. Hannam, President of the Canadian Fed-
eration of Agriculture, and several government experts in the fields of agriculture,
fisheries, forestry and nutrition.

Dr: Bartori was one of the founders of the FAO. As Deputy Minister of Agri-
culture from 1932 to 1949, and more recently as special assistant to Mr. Gârdiner, he
has made invaluable contributions to the progress of the Organization. He has held
the Chairtnanship• of both the FAO Council and the Committee on Commodity Prob-
lems and has been a member of the Working Party on the Programme of Work and
Associated Long-Term 'Problems. Although he retired from the Government service
in January of this year,- Dr. Barton will continue his connection with the activities
of the FAO as one of the seven members of the Standing Co-ordinating Committee
that advises the Director-General.

Of the 600 permanent staff members of the FAO, about thirty
ho serve in all phases of the Organization's activities. Among tmare Canadians,

ore prominentare Dr. L. E. Kirk, former Dean of the University of Sasktachewan, Dr. D. B. Fiml,
former Deputy Minister of Fisheries, Dr. D. Roy Cameron, former Dominion Forester
and Dr. E. S. Archibald, former Director of the Dominion Experimental Farms Sr-
vice, who is now head of the FAO mission to Ethiopia: In addition, several technical
and professional men from Canada have served in various parts of the world as experts
in agriculture, fisheries and forestry.

During the recent Conference, Mr. Pearson, Canadian Secretary of State for
External Affairs, one of the founders of the FAO, said, in a speech recalling the estab-
lishment and history of the Organization, "... FAO has gone on from achievement
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to achievement - achievement often withoût the spectacular, which is a contrast to
some of the international work of recent yéars, where we have the spectacular with-
out the achievement." This was deserved praise. Now in its seventh year, the FAO
has secured itself a role of enduring importance in the universal struggle for peace
and prosperity. The preliminary work to determine the food requirements of the
globe having been completed, it can be said with truth that the ideals that inspired
the Hot Springs Conference are, slowly but surely, being realized in action.

THE FAO CONFERENCE IN ROME
Dr. G. S. H. Barton, Special Assistant to the Minister of Agriculture, signs the International Plant Pro-
tection Convention, during the Sixth Session of the Conference of the United Nations Food and
A9ricultural Organization in Rome., Behind Dr. Barton is the Direc ►or-General of FAO, Mr. Norris

E. Dodd.
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SOME ASPECTS, OF FOREIGN SERVICE
ADMINISTRATION

The snow had been falling steadily for several days and it was icy on the streets;
perhaps there would be good skiing this week-end. He brought his attention back to
the man across the desk who was speaking to him.

We would like to post you to Prague in three months. We need a Clerk, Grade
IV, there on the establishment. If there are any reasons involving your family which
would make this dimcult . . .

Prague.
Three months. Could be rent the house? How much was the mort-gage? Would there be schools for the children?

I'd like to taIk to my wife. Could I let you know in a few days?

The decisiôn was made. He was to leave with his family in the middle of Feb-ruary.
A short time to make all the preparations necessary for a two and a half years'

stay in Czechoslovakia. He had been able to rent the house furnished, but he still
had his old càr to sell.

Then there were the children's clothing and food, drugs, toilet articles and other
supplies for two years which had to be bought. The clothing was a problem as they
had to buy to allow for the children's growth. It needed capital to make these pur-
chases, but he was able to receive a loan from the department, which he could repay
from his salary over a period of 28 months.

Living costs in Prague seemed to be pretty high by Ottawa standards. The),
would, however, receive a living allowance designed to meet higher costs of living
there, which, added to his salary, should meet their expenses. In addition he would
receive a bonus of 10 per cent of his salary for services at this Iron Curtain post.
Although it wouldn't lessen the isolation and the inconvenience; it made them seem
a little less painful.

He had written one of the staff there about -a place to live. It seemed the kind
of accommodation he would need was scarce in Prague. However, if they were lucky
and his efforts didn't get bogged- down in Czechoslovak red tape, they might get
something. If the rent was over $35 the department would pay the extra amount up
to $70. If they had to go over this figure his share would be 25 per cent and the de-
bartment would pay 75 per cent. This would mean he could at least count on a roof
over his head at a reasonable rent.

Special Training

Apart from the many personal arrangements h e had to make, as his training in
the department had been principally in registry work, he was to receive during the
Yveeks before his departure special training in a number of subjects about which he
had only a limited knowledge. It seemed that in a small mission, each member of
the staff is expected*to be a jack-of-all-trades. He, therefore, was to receive training
in accounts, consular work, communications, leave and attendance, and pay and
allowance procedures.

In addition he had to start learning Czech. He found a refugee who could give
him lessons. He was able to receive up to $25.00 a month to help meet the cost of
these lessons. If he was able to find a teacher in Prague he could continue to receive
this language tuition subsidy until he was sufficiently fluent to take a language exam-
ination. If he was successful in the examination, he would then receive an allowance
of $15.00 a month while he continued to use Czech in his work. He was able to
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borrow Czech linguaphone records from the department which he and his wife were

able to use in the evening.

It was necessary for him and his family to be inoculated and immunized against
small pox, typhus and typhoid. It was a nuisance, but then he supposed they were
lucky as a posting to a tropical country would require a few more. He was able to •
have these inoculations done at public expense for himself through the Department

of National Health and Welfare. At the same time, if he wished, he was. able to
receive a thorough medical examination including an X-ray, the results of which
would be placed on file in that department for future use if this were found neces-
sary. In the case of his children and his wife, he was obliged to have them treated
and examined by their family doctor. The cost of inoculation could be met by the
department, the examination, however, was at his expense.

As the time passed he became anxious about the sale of his car. In addition to
it being a bad season of the year for selling a car, the market for cars, new and used,
was at its worst for several years. He hadn't received even a nibble, although he had

done everything he could to advertise it.

When you don't move for a number of years, and he hadn't moved outsido of
Ottawa since they were married, it is surprising how many belongings one - can accu-

mulate. Although they were renting the house furnished they had a great guantity
of items of a personal nature, such as children's toys, pictures, gardening tools, books,
phonograph, radios, etc., which had to be put in storage whilé they were awaÿ. The
cost of crating and storing these was paid for by the department.

He found that another drawback to never having moved from Ottawa lay in
their lack of adequate trunks and suitcases. He had to buy two strong wardrobe
trunks and two large suitcases, which at present day prices took quite a sizeable
chunk out of the loan he had received from the department.

The week before he left he was obliged to sell his car at a price considerably
below the amount he had hoped to get. There was no way of being recompensed for
such losses, which it seemed were merely part of the game.

They had to vacate their house a few days before they were to leave Ottawa as
their tenant was anxious to move in on the day on which his lease took effect. They
were able to go to an hotel for that time at public expense. They had rather looked
forward to this part of the trip as they had counted on catching their breath after
several days of hectic packing and preparation. They hadn't reckoned on the children,
however, who didn't take well to hotel life, and could be kept in their room only with

the
at the

greatest
minute wasn't poss ble. t^Asla

eave
they weren't tsorry when the train

pulled out of the Union Station.

The railway coach.in which they were riding was cold, and they had to keep
their coats on. The train drew to a halt. Clouds of steam leaking from a connecting
hose partially obscured their- view of the railway station which marked the border.
They could hear compartment doors being opened in their carriage.

"Cestovné Pasy Prosim."

He reached for his suitcase and took out their four passports.

Arrival Abroad
Their arrival in Prague was uneventful. They were met at the station and settled

into an hotel where they
stayed until he was lucky enough to find a small apartment

not far from the Hradcany. During the time they were in the hotel he was able to
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charge the meals and the cost of their rooms to the -department, which, considering
the cost of everything, was just as well. When they moved into their apartment he
began to receive his living allowances. For. the first two nionths he was able to re-
ceive these allowances from the post until arrangements could be made to have his
allowance cheques issued regularly. His salary cheques, of course, conti nued in the

11 regular way.

($
The view from their apartment overlooking the city was magnificent, which

made up for its smallness. There were only two bedrooms which made it crowded.
However, his wife was satisfied as it meant a good deal less work for her. He was able
to arrange to have the oldest child attend an English school which had been organ-
ized and maintained by some members of foreign missions in Prague. As the older
boy was 7, he was able to receive from the department a maximum of $200 a year
to help to meet the cost of the tuition fees. The younger boy, being only four, couldn't
quality for an education allowance, although he attended the kindergarten, as this was
the only. opportunity for him to play with other children speaking English.

Several weeks passed. They were well installed now and life although not normal
was more settled. He had spent the better part of the afternoon in a government
warehouse arranging for the release of office supplies from Canada. As he walked
across the square, the snow began to fall again obscuring the buildings and dimming
the street lights. He wondered if the skiing^^e Gatineau would be good this}^ week-end.

,

,

This story is, of course, repeated in different circumstances many times.during
each year as members of the foreign service are moved abroad and returned to Can-
ada.

Because most of its members are liable for foreign service, the administration
of the Department of External Affairs assumes dual aspects, probably not found to
the same degree in any other department of government. On the one hand there are
the normal problems of administration which face any department of government in
Ottawa. Superimposed on the same framework are the additional and unusual prob-
lems of administering a foreign service. The difficulties of developing a diplomatic
service have been magnified in Canada, because it has had to be done to a pattern
at times ill designed for these purposes. Very often the rules and procedures so care-
fully worked out for the conduct of business in government departments in Ottawa
are impossible to apply in the operation of a foreign service. It has been necessary,
therefore, to devise new rules and new procedures, the evolution of which continues.
often at a painfully slow pace.

Administrative Machinery Developed

Not least among the problems facing the De artmenp t of External A$'airs has. F„• been the development of administrative machinery capable of making
proper maintenance abroad of individual members of the foreign possible theP
bers of an army in the field, members of the foreign

service. Like mem-
gn service have to be fed, quartered,

equipped and maintained before they can carry out their work. In certain places
mhere living conditions are exceedingly difficult it has been necessary,.literally, to
do this. Normally, however, individual members of the foreign service are expected
to find their own accommodation and to feed themselves out of their salaries and
their allowances. Office equipment and supplies of many kinds have to be provided
to them to permit them to do their work properly, which is, of course, a separate
problem.

the problems facing the Stenographer, Grade III, posted to New Delhi, or the
Foreign Service Officer sent to Tokyo or to Buenos Aires. There are problems of
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administration concerning the maintenance of individuals and their families in for-
eign service which have common features. The difficulty has been to devise basic
principles which are sufficiently broad and flexible to make it possible to meet all the
variations which arise out of the conditions of foreign service.

To ensure that equal treatment is accorded to individuals in various countries,
serving under widely differing conditions, has only been possible through the
gradual development of a proper system of allowances. This has not been easy as
prior to 1946 there was no comprehensive system of allowance based on principles
which could be used throughout the service. These principles had to be carefully
worked out, and, with experience in their application, suitably adjusted from time

to time.
I

Allowance Structure -

It is not proposed to discuss here the manner of calculation of foreign service
allowances or their composition. Suffice it, to say there are living allowances and
various other allowances which when taken together with salary, are calculated to
maintain an employee's Canadian standard of living and to enable him to do his job.
These allowances are established by the Treasury Board, but their administration and
the responsibility for suggesting changes in them rests with departments of govern-
ment having employees abroad.

Very often, it becomes necessary to seek changes designed to overcome defi-
ciencies in the allowance structure. It is not possible, nor would it be good practice -
to seek to make changes on an ad hoc basis. Thus, where a sérious fault is found to
exist the implications of seeking to correct it must be carefully studied from the point
of view of its effect throughout the foreign service. For instance, in many parts of
the world recently there has been a tendency on the part of landlords to augment the
amount of their normal rentals, which often are fixed by law, by the imposition of
surcharges. Unusual and sometimes exorbitant charges in the form of "key money"
or "decoration expenses" must be met before accommodation can be secured. Perma-
nent residents are little affected by these practices. Members of the foreign service,
on the other hand, who must take what they can find and for relatively short periods
of time, cannot escape these extra financial burdens. The rental allowances as they
were first conceived did not make provision for meeting such expenses. Although
this was soon evident, it took months of research to collate the information required
to have the regulations amended to meet this situation.

, There are other aspects of the administration of the foreign service sometimes
taken for granted, which cause problems in matters generally regarded as routine and
straightforward in most departments. For instance, in the foreign service the pay-
ments of salaries and other monies assumes unusual aspects. During every month of
1951, there were .an average of 388 Canadian members of this department abroad.
Because it is necessary to move staff frequently and because of the variety of pay-
ments which must be made in the foreign service, the work connected with payments
of all kinds to employees in the department is much greater than is the case in the

average government department. Much of the work is occasioned by the procedures

laid down in the various statues which it has been found necessary in controlling

public monies.

Again in most government departments the issue of cheques is regarded as a

relatively simple operation. Usually it is handed to the employee. In the case of staff

abroad this isn't possible. The cheque has either to be mailed to the individual, or

to be deposited to his bank account in Canada. In both cases, speed and accuracy
are of the essence, as the cheque must be available to the employee on its date of
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maturity. Difficulties of communication and differences in banking methods make it
necessary for some employees to receive their cheques by diplomatic mail. At present
there are approximately ninety employees who have elected to receive their cheques
by this means at posts as far distant as Karachi and Buenos Aires. The preparation
and issue of cheques to these employees, therefore, has to be timed to meet man}
different mailing schedules throughout the worlil. The majority of employees are
able to receive their cheques through normal banking channels. It is of importance
to the stenographer in Paris, in Wellington or in Pretoria seeking to negotiate a draft
on her bank account in Canada, however, to have her cheques deposited on their
date of maturity. This presents a problem as there are eighty-six branches of banks
across Canadâ from Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island, to Vancouver, where
cheques of employees must be deposited.

The aspects of administration touched upon in this article represent only some
of the problems which must be -dealt with continually in order to make it possible
for members of the foreign service to do their work. The general aim, of course,
is to operate the foreign service as efficiently and as economically as possible. How-
ever, it seems impossible to establish a static administrative framework with which
to work toward that goal. As conditions change and fresh problems arise so must
administrative techniques and methods be revised. What will work in Pretoria pos-
sibly cannot be made to work efficiently in Shanghai. The administrative problem in
Tokyo_may be similar, in principle, to the problem in Oslo, but the manner of its
resolution may have to be quite different.
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The International Convention for the High Seas Fisheries of the North Pacific
Ocean initialled in Tokyo on December 14, 1951, by Canadian, Japanese and
United States representatives provides a constructive solution to perhaps the major
problem' between these three countries left unresolved by the Japanese Peace
Treaty. The danger that friendly relations between the United States and Canada
on the one hand and Japan on the other might be spoiled by a dispute over fishing
areas in the North Pacific has been reduced. This new Convention provides a
procedure for co-operation between these three countries in the development and
proper ' utilization of the high seas fisheries of the North Pacific and suggests
principles which may be helpful in drawing up agreements for international fisheries
co-operation elsewhere. It protects the joint Canada-United States conservation
programmes for salmon and halibut and the Canadian conservation programme for
herring. It leaves ùndisturbed the complex web of fisheries agreements and
arrangements between Canada and the United States and it provides through the _
International North Pacific Fisheries Commission the machinery for future co-
operation among the three countries in the development of the fisheries resources
of the North Pacific Ocean.

There has been concern during recent years on the part of the west coast
fishermen of Canada and the United States that, after the occupation - of Japan
ends, Japanese fishermen might come over and fish the stocks of salmon and
halibut that the west coast fishermen have built up to commercially valuable levels
by joint observance of scientifically directed conservation programmes. There was
reason for this concern. The Japanese have been excluded since the end of the
war from the commercially valuable salmon and crab fisheries they had formerly
exploited along the Siberian coast and off the Kurile Archipelago. There was a
temptation for them to find compensation in the fisheries of the East Pacific. In
1937, Japanese factory ships began fishing for red salmon in Bristol Bay, off
Alaska, and were warned off in a stiff note by the United States Government. This
incursion took place at a time when some Japanese fishermen resident in British
Columbia and on the west coast of the United States had got a bad reputation
for themselves and their contrymen by their failure to observe fishing regulations.
Before the war, Japan also had a bad reputation for its unwillingness to abide
hv the terms of the International Whaling Convention. The war increased the demand
that the United States and Canadian Governments take firm measures to protect the
conserved fisheries of the Pacific Coast.

Halibut and Salmon Commissions Established

Pacific halibut, which were decreasing in numbers because of toô intensive
fishing, were brought under scientific study by, the creation of a Canada-United
States International Pacific Halibut Commission in 1924. Later this Commission
was given the power in a new treaty of 1937 to direct joint regulation of halibut
fishing.' Similarly, in 1930 _ an International Pacific Salmon - Fisheries Commission
was established by treaty to restore the once-valuable sockeye salmon run of
Puget Sound and the Gulf of Georgia.

Generally speaking, Canada's fisheries conservation policy has provided for
constant biological and scientific study of the various species of fish at fishery
biological stations on the Pacific coast.

On the basis of these scientific investigations and general experience, the
Govemment regulates the fisheries as necessary. The right of fishing is withheld
by opening and closing fishing seasons, by having closed areas, by regulating mesh
sizes of fish-nets to allow escape of small fish, by having quotas on the catch, and
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the : like. To give effect to these measures, fisheries acts and regulations are
passed by the Canadian Parliament and enforced by ' fisheries officers on land

d fishan ery patrol vessels at sea.

These steps have been at substantial cost to the Government, and to the
Canadian fishing industry as well. For example, the whole quota of halibut, allowed
to the fishermen of Canada and the United States is now caught in one month's
time, leaving special gear unused for the remainder of the year. In salmon, fishing
during the season is closed for three days every week, leaving boats tied up and
canneries idle. In these ways, the fishing industry contributes to the costs of
conservation. The annual run of fish like salmon that come into Canadian rivers
to spawn and to grow through their first year, involves other costs. Those wishing
to build dams for the generation of power have to accept restrictions. They, are
asked not to use for industrial purposes the rivers that are frequented by the
largest nfruo salmon. They are asked to pro de fishways around dams, to
prevent pollution of the streams and to install other devices for the protection
of the salmon. '

It appeared to the Canadian and United States Governments, thereforè, that,,
when fisheries were scientifically studied, legally managed, and fished to the
maximum extent. compatible with a continued high level of productivity, the entry
of fishermen of another country which had had no part in developing, conserving
and paying for the management of the fishery would discourage those who had
exercised self-denial to conserve ' the fishery. This would be particularly trué if
the high'level of productivity maintâined in such fisheries as salmon and halibut
by intelligent management was an important factor in enticing the fishermen of
other countri es to enter these fisheries. The only way to encourage fish conservationis to ensure that the fishermen of the country that has accepted restraints and has
supported the research programmes will reap the benefits of the maintained and
increased productivity resulting from such measures.

A good many people in Canada and the United States hoped that the threat
of Japanese entry into the East Pacific fisheries could be taken care of in the
Japanese Peace Treaty. However, it was found that it was not practical to try to
determine japan's future fisheries relations with its Pacific neighbours in the Peace
Treaty itself. Instead, with. a view. to setting at rest the concern of the various
fishing countries, Prime Minister Yoshida in a letter of February 7, 1951, promised
that, pending negotiation of fisheries agreements with interested governments, "the
japanese Government will, as a voluntary act, implying no waiver of their inter-
national rights, prohibit their resident nationals and vessels from carrying on fishing
operations in presently conserved fisheries in all waters where arrangements have
already been made, either Dy international or domestic act, to protect the fisheries
from over-harvesting, and in which fisheries Japanese nationals or vessels were not
in the year 1940 conducting ôperations".

Peace Treaty Provisions

Article IX of the Treaty of Peace with Japan, signed at San Francisco on
September 8, 1951, provided that,"Japan will enter promptly into negotiations with
A. Allied Powers so desiring for the conclusion of bilateral and multilateral agree-
ments providing for the regulation or limitation of fishing and the conservation and
development of fisheries on the high seas". The Japanese Government accordingh^
invited. the Governments of Canada and the United States to send representatives
to Tokyo for a tripartite fisheries conference to begin November 5, 1951.

The meetings were held in the Japanese Ministry of Foreign Affairs (Gaimusho).
At the first plenary session it was agreed that during the conference the Japanese
Government would negotiate on a basis of "ad hoc sovereign equality with the
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^ INITIALING OF THE NORTH PACIFIC FISHERIES CONVENTION IN TOKYO, DECEMBER 14, 1951

The Japanese Minister of Agriculture and Forestry, Mr. Ryutaro Nemoto, signs the Convention in the
presence of (left to right): the Japanese Vice-Minister of Foreign Affairs, Mr. Sadao Iguchi; the
Special Assistant to the United States Under-Secretary of State and Chief of the United States Dele-
gation, Mr. W. C. Herrington; Mr. Warren F. Looney, Office of the Special Assistant to the United States
UnderSecretary of State; the Canadian Deputy Minister of Fisheries, Mr. Stewart Bates; and the Head

of the Canadian Liaison Mission in Japan, Mr. A. R. Men:ies.

Covernments of Canada and the United States". It was decided that all proceedings
of the Conference would be conducted in the English and Japanese languages.
While full translation slowed down the work of the Conference, it did ensure
full understanding on the part of all attending. The Japanese Minister of Agriculture
and Forestry, the Honourable Ryutaro Nemoto, was elected honorary chairman
of the Conference, and the Vice-Minister of Foreign Affairs, Mr. Sadao Iguchi,
1^as elected permanent chairman. The work of the Conference was divided between
a Committee on Principles and Drafting and a Committee on Biology and Conserva-
tion. The chairmanships of these Committees rotated daily.

The Canadian Delegation

The Canadian Delegation was headed by the Minister of Fisheries, Mr. Robert
W. Mayhew, who stayed for the first two weeks of the Conference; Mr. Stewart
Bates, Deputy Minister of Fisheries, was Vice-Chairman of the Delegation. Other
members were Mr. E. T. Applewhaite, Member of Parliament for Skeena, Mr.
Arthur R. Menzies, Head of the CanAdian Liaison Mission in Japan, Mr. Samuel
V. Ozère, Legal Adviser, Department of Fisheries, Dr. John L. Hart, Director, Pacific
Biological Station, Mr. John M. Buchanan, President, B.C. Packers, Limited. The
United States Delegation was headed by Mr. William C. Harrington of the Depart-
ment of State and included Mr. Milton C. James of the Fish and Wildlife Service of
the United States, Mr. Warren F. Looney, Department of State, and advisers from
the fishing industry. The Japanese Delegation included Mr. Iwao Fujita, Director,
Fisheries Agency, Mr. Jun Tsuchiya, Director, European and American Affairs
Bureau of the Ministry"of Foreign Affairs, and advisers from. the Japanese fishing
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industry. Throughout the six -weeks of meetings, there was a full and frank dis-
cussion of the present and potential fisheries problems of the Pacific Ocean.

The Convention finally agreed upon may be divided into two main parts. One
provides the incentive and encouragement for the signatory governments working
individually or working in co-operation to regulate the harvesting of fully utilized
stocks of fish of the high seas, on the basis of sound and extensive scientific
research, for the purpose of obtaining the maximum continued yield. The second
part provides the machinery-the International North Pacific Fisheries Commission
-for co-operation among the three countries in the scientific study and management
for conservation purposes, of any stocks of fish in the North Pacific Oceàn which
are now, or in the future may be, jointly harvested by two or more of the countries
and which are in need of such study or management. '

Article IV-

In Article IV, the signatories agree to abstain' from their right under. inter-
national law to take part in fishing for a specific stock of fish when

(a) evidence based upon scientific research indicates that more intensive ex-
ploitation of the stock will not provide a substantial increase in yield
which can be sustained year after year;

(b) the exploitation' of the stock is limited or otherwise regulated through
legal measures by each Party which is substantially engaged in its exploi-
tation, for the purpose of maintaining or increasing its maximum sustained
productivity; such limitations and regulations being in accordance with
conservation programmes based upon scientific research; and

(c) the stock is the subject of extensive scientific study designed to discover
whether the stock is being fully utilized and the conditions necessary for
maintaining its maximum sustained productivity.

Provided, however, that no recommendation shall be made for abstention k-
a Contracting Party concerned with regard to: (1) any stock of fish which at any
time during the twenty-five years next preceding the entry into force of this Con-
vention has been under substantial exploitation by that Party; (2) any stock of fish
which is harvested in greater part by a country or countries not party to this
Convention; (3) waters in which there is historic intermingling of fishing operations
of the Parties concerned, intermingling of the stocks of fish exploited by these
operations, and a long-established history of joint conservation and regulation among
the Parties concerned so that there is consequent impracticability of segregating
the operations and administering control. It is recognized that the conditions
specified in subdivision (3) of this proviso apply to Canada and the United States
of America in the waters off the Pacific Coast of the United States of America
and Canada from and including the waters of the Culf of Alaska southward and,
therefore, no recommendation shall be made for abstention by either the United
States of America or Canada in such waters.

As a result of careful study in the Committee on Biology and Conservation.
it was agreed that initially Japan would abstain from fishing halibut, salmon and
herring in the waters off the west coast of North America. Canada' agreed to
abstain from fishing for salmon in the East Bering Sea. These original under-
takings to abstain remain in *force for five years. After that, agreement to abstain
may be withdrawn on recommendation of the International North Pacific Fisheries
Commission, should the Commission find that these fisheries no longer qualify for
abstention under the above principles.

The Commission is to be made up of three national sections, each consisting
of not more than four members. All decisions of the Commission are to be made
by. unanimous vote. The Commission is to meet at least once a year, the first
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meeting taking place in the United States. No decision was made concerning a
permanent seat for the Commission. The Commission is to review the stocks of
fish from which the Contracting Parties have agreed to abstain from fishing to see
if the stock continues to qualify for abstention. If it does, it will so recommend.
If it does not, the Commission will recommend arrangements for wider participa-
tion. The Commission will also, study, on request of a Contracting Party, any
stock of fish for the purpose of determining whether such stock qualifies for
abstention under the provisions of Article IV or whether some other joint conserva=
tion arrangements would be more suitable. Regular reports on the conservation
measures adopted from time to time relating to stocks of fish from which one or
more of the Parties has agreed to abstain are to be filed with the Commission.

Thé Parties to the Convention undertake that, if they have agreed to abstain
from fishing any particular stock of fish, they will prohibit their nationals and
fishing vessels from engaging in fishing, loading, processing, possessing or transport-
ing such fish. They agree to enact and enforce the necessary laws and regulations
to give effect to the provisions of the Convention. Furthermore, there is a provision
that when a fishing vessel of a Contracting Party has been found in waters in
which that Party has agreed to abstain from fishing a stock or stocks of fish, the
properly authorized offic'ials of any Contracting Party may board such vessel to
inspect its equipment, books, documents and other articles and question the persons
on board. If violation is detected or seriously suspected, the suspected person or
vessel may be arrested or seized and later turned over with the necessary evidence
to an authorized official of the country to which such person or vessel belongs. It
is the responsibility of these authorities to try the case and impose appropriate
penalties. _

This Convention was recommended to the Government of Canada, Japan
and the United States in resolutions adopted and signed at the final meeting on
December 14, 1951. Mr. Stewart Bates and Mr. Arthur Menzies signed for Canada.
When the Japanese Peace Treaty has come into force it is recommended that the
Convention should be signed and ratifications exchanged in Tokyo. The Convention
will come into force on the date of the exchange of ratifications and continue in
force for a period of ten years and thereafter until one year from the day on which
a Contracting Party shall give notice to the other Contracting Parties of an intention
of terminating the Convention.



THE UNITED KINGDOM OF LIBYA •
On December 24, 1951, Emir Mohamed Idriss el Mahdi es Senussi proclaimed

the former Italian colony in North -Africa a free and independent sovereign state to
be known as the United Kingdom of Libya. By the_terms of the constitution which
had been drafted by representatives of the Libyan people, the Emir acceded to the
throne of the new state as King Idriss I. Due credit for the attainment of independ-
ence by this former colony must be given to the United Nations as well as to those
states which have, since the Second World War, been administering the area pendin;
agreement on its eventual status. "

Following the cessation of hostilities in North Africa in 1943 responsibility for
the three territories of Libya was assumed by the United Kingdom (for Cyrenaica and
Tripolitania) and by France (for the Fezzan). By the terms of the Treaty of Peace
with Italy the disposal of the former Italian colonies was left in the hands of the
Council of the Foreign Ministers of France, the United Kingdom, the United States
and the U.S.S.R.: ' The Council was to be guided in its decisions by the wishes and
welfare of the inhabitants of the former colonies and by the interests of peace and
security. The Treaty of Peace made further provision that if the Council of the For-
eign Ministers should be unable to reach agreement on the matter within a year of
the coming into force of the Treatythe questionwas to be automatically referred to
to the General Assembly of the United Nations for a recommendation, which the four
powers bound themselves to accept. In the event, no agreement on this matter was
reached by the Council within the time limit prescribed and it accordingly fell to the
General Assembly to make the required recommendations.

Resolution Adopted

At its Fourth Session in New York in 1949 the General Assembly adopted a reso-
lutiori recommending that Libya, comprising Cyrenaica, Tripolitania and the Fezzan,
be constituted an independent and sovereign state not later than January 1, 1952, and
that a constitution for the new state, including the form of government, be determined
by representatives of the three territories assisted by a United Nations Commissioner
and a Council for Libya. The Council was to be composed of ten members, six
nominated by the Governments of Egypt, France, Italy, Pakistan, the United Kingdom
and the United States, one representative from each of the three territories and a
representative of the minorities in Libya.

During 1950 the United Nations Commissioner and his Council assisted the in-
habitants of Libya in bringing together a small body of representatives to decide on
the composition and powers of a constituent assembly to be•known as the National
Assembly.

At the Fifth Session of the General Assembly a further resolution respecting
Libya was adopted recommending that the National Assembly be convened at an
early date to draft a constitution and to establish a provisional government not later
than April 1, 1951. The administering authorities (France and the United Kingdom)
were to begin a systematic transfer of powers to the provisional government.

The National Assembly met to begin its work before the end of the year. Agree-
ment was soon reached on the form of state: the three territories were to be federated
and the Emir ldriss of the Senussi sect of Cyrenaica was invited to become king of
the new state. A provisional government was likewise created. By October the work
on the constitution was completed. This constitution will be ratified by the bi-cameral
'parliament to be convened as soon as general elections have been held.



Following the proclamation by the king-designate on December 24, an exchange
of telegrams took place by which Canada extended recognition to the new state. The
texts of these messages read:

To the Secretary of State for External Affairs, Canada.

Have honour inform you that in accordance resolutions of the General Assembly
of the United Nations adopted in pursuance of Annex XI, paragraph 3, of the Treaty
of Peace with Italy, 1947, Libya was, on 24 December, 1951, declared a free and in-
dependent sovereign state as the United Kingdom of Libya. It is a great pleasure for
me to inform Your Excellency that His Majesty King Mohamed Idriss el Mahdi es
Senussi has today acceded to the throne of the United Kingdom of Libya. King's
Proclamation of this memorable event is being forwarded by airmail. I avail myself
of this opportunity to express to you the assurance of my highest esteem. I

MAHMOUD MUNTASSER,
Prime Minister and Foreign Minister.

Tripoli, Libya,
December 25, 1951.

To His Excellency Mahmoud Muntasser, Prime Minister and Foreign Minister,
Tripoli, Libya.

I desire to express on behalf of the Government of Canada and also personally
the gratification with which Your Excellency's telegram announcing the establishment
of the United Kingdom of Libya was received. I should be grateful if you would
convey to His Majesty King Mohamed Idriss el Mahdi es Senussi the felicitations of
the Government of Canada on his accession to the throne and I shall look forward to
receiving the text of His Majesty's proclaniatiôn on this historic occasion. I am sure
that all Canadians share the pleasure of their government in welcoming the United
Kingdom of Libya to its place amongr the free, independent and sovereign nations of
the world.

Secretary of State for External Affairs.

To the Secretary of State for External Affairs, Canada.

On behalf of the government and people of Libya I thank Your Excellency and
through you all Canadians for their kind congratulations and welcoming of the birth
of the United Kingdom of Libya. I avail myself of this opportunity to express to Your
Excellency my best wishes for your well being.

MAHJiOUD \iUNTASSER,
Prime Minister and Foreign Minister.



CANADA AND THE UNITED NATIONS

Sixth Session of the General Assembly

The Disarmament Debate*

-The tripartite resolution on disarmament was adopted by the plenary session of
the General Assembly on January 11, 1952, by a vote of 42 in favour (including
Canada), 5 against and 7 abstentions. Various proposed amendments, including a
number put forward by delegations from the Soviet bloc, were rejected in the final
voting.

The resolution as it was finally adopted established a "Disarmament Commis-
sion" under the Security Council with the same membership as the Atomic Energy
Commission; dissolved the Atomic Energy Commission and recommended the disso-
lution of the Commission for Conventional Armaments (it was later dissolved by the
Security Council), and directed the Disarmament Commission to prepare proposals
to be embodied in a draft treaty for which guiding principles were set out, to formu-
late plans for the establishment of an international control organ to ensure the im-
plementation of the treaty, to begin its work not later than thirty days from the
adoption of the resolution, and to report periodically to the Security Council and to
to the General Assembly, the first report to be submitted not later than June 1, 1952.

On January 12 the debate on the Soviet counter-resolution, many features of
which had been discussed in the consideration of the Western resolution, was formally
opened. The original text had by now been altered to include provisions "that the
prohibition of atomic weapons and the institution of international control shall be put
into effect simultaneously" and that "the international control organ shall have the
right to conduct inspection on a continuing basis; but it shall not be entitled to in-
terfere in the domestic affairs of States". The Western powers introduced a new reso-
lution transmitting to the new Disarmament Commission the specific proposals on
disarmament and atomic control contained in the Soviet resolution. That proposal
was adopted on January 18 by a. vote of 53 in favour (including Canada), with 5
against (the Soviet bloc) and 2 abstentions. It was subsequently agreed that those
particular sections of the Soviet resolution should not again be put to the vote. The
remainder of the Soviet resolution was then defeated, paragraph by paragraph, by
substantial votes without the resolution as a whole being voted upon.

The debate revealed that there is no apparent prospect of early agreement on
arrangements for disarmament or the control of atomic weapons. The establishment
of the new Disarmament Commission, however, will probably prove a useful develop-
ment. While there appears to be no indication that it will achieve any substantial
accomplishment in the immediate future, it does provide a more appropriate organ
than any hitherto available for the comprehensive and detailed examination of plans .
for disarmament and atomic energy control. Should the policies of the major powers
at any time be altered, and in particular should the U.S.S.R. show any inclination
seriously to discuss practical plans for these purposes, an appropriate agency is now
available. Beyond that point there is little that the Western powers can do so long
as the Soviet Union refuses to accept those specific principles having to do with in-
spection and control which alone could render effective any agreement upon disarma-
ment and the prohibition. of atomic weapons.

For a summary of the earlier stages of the debate, see External Affaira, December 1951,
page 420, and January 1952, page 35.
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The Report of the Collective Measures Committee

On December 1, 1951, a draft resolution was introduced in the Political Com-
mittee, sponsored by Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, France, the Philippines,
Turkey, the United Kingdom, the United States, Venezuela, and Yugoslavia concern-
ing the report presented by the Collective Measures Committee. (These sponsors con-
sisted of eleven of the fourteen states represented on the C.M.C. The other three
members of the C.M.C. were Burma, Egypt and Mexico). The draft resolution called _
for aproval of the conclusions contained in the report and for the continuation of the
work of the Collective Meâsures Committee for another year. The report of the
C.M.C. contained a number of recommendations for collective economic, military and
financial measures which might be taken under the aegis of the United Nations against
any future aggressor. The report, which was concurred in by Canada, also stressed
the need for further studies.

The debate on the draft resolution opened on January 2, 1952, and was con-
cluded on January 7. A large number of delegations participated, and the resolution
provided an opportunity for wide ranging statements on almost all aspects of the
international situation. Particularly toward the end, the debate tended to degenerate
into a heated propaganda exchange along lines established earlier by Mr. Vishinsky.

The draft resolution and the work of the Collective Measures Committee were
heavily attacked by delegations of the Soviet bloc, who attempted to distract the
attention of the Committee from the subject of collective security in order to consider
various other proposals of long standing in the Soviet propaganda armory. Virtually
all the non-Cominform countries were prepared to give at least some support to the
resolution, although in the course of the debate minor amendments were introduced
by a number of smaller powers. A number of these amendments which were accepted
by the sponsoring powers tended to water down the resolution without altering it
substantially. In its amended form, the resolution was adopted by a plenary session
of the Genéral Assembly on January 12 by a vote of 51 in favour, 5 against (the
Soviet bloc) and 3 abstentions (Argentina, India and Indonesia).

Treatment of People of Indian Origin in South Africa

On December 20, 1951, the Ad Hoc Political Committee resumed discussion of
the complaint submitted by India in 1946 and considered at four previous sessions of
the General Assembly. The South African Delegation again contended that under
Article 2 (7) of the Charter, discussion of the subject constituted interference in South
African internal affairs and claimed also that earlier discussions with India and
Pakistan had broken down because India had objected to the South African condition
that the discussions must be without prejudice to the question of domestic jurisdiction.

A draft resolution submitted by the delegations of Burma, India, Indonesia, Iran
and Iraq recommended the appointment of a commission of three for the purpose of
assisting the governments concerned, namely India, Pakistan and South Africa, in
carrying through appropriate negotiations. The resolution also requested South Africa
to suspend the enforcement of the Group Areas Act pending the conclusion of nego-
tiations. An Israeli amendment to this resolution was later accepted by the five
powers sponsoring the original resolution, and the revised resolution was adopted by
a vote of 41 in favour (including the United States and the Soviet Union), 2 against
(South Africa and Australia) and 13 abstentions (including Canada). The resolution
as amended requested the Secretary-General of the United Nations to lend his assist-
ance in the event that members of the commission were not nominated by the govern-
ments concerned.

When the plenary session of the General Assembly considered this question on
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FIFTH COMMITTEE OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY

The Canadian Minister to Sweden, Mr. Thomas A. Stone, (centre), chairs a meeting of the Fifth Com-
mittee (Administrative and Budgetary) of the General Assembly during the Sixth Session held in
Paris. Also shown are Dr. Miguel Albornox of Ecuador, V1ce-Chairman (Ieft) and Mr. Rafik Asha of

Syria, Rapportwr.

January.12, it approved, by a vote of 44 in favour, 1 against and 14 abstentions (in-
cluding Canada), the resolution already agreed to by the Ad Hoc Political Committee.

While favouring direct negotiations on the question among thé disputants con-
cerned, the Canadian view is that the problem should be referred to the International
Court of justice for an advisory opinion since the law and the facts are in doubt.

Admission of New Members

Three proposals on this subject were submitted to the General Assembly. The
first of thesé was a resolution sponsored by the Soviet Union which would have asked
the Secnrity Council to reconsider the applications of 13 states (Albania, Austria,
Bulgaria, Cèylon, Finland, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Jordan, Nepal, Outer Mongolia,
Portugal and Roumania) and to consider the new application of Libya. The Soviet
proposal included all the outstanding applicants except the Republic of Korea, the
North Korean Government, and the two rival governments of Viet Nam. The Soviet
proposal led to heated debate in the Political Committee and was attacked by the
United States Representative as "blackmail". It was adopted in the Political Com-
mittee by a vote of 21 in favour, 12 against and 25 abstentions (including Canada),
but was rejected in the plenary session of the Assembly since it failed to secure a
two-thirds majority. The vote was 22 in favour, 21 against, and 16 abstentions (in-
cluding Canada).

A Peruvian proposal on this subject was also considered by the Assembly. This
draft resolution declared that the admission of new members should be "based ex-
clusively on the conditions contained in Article 4 of the Charter"; and recommended
that the Security Council "reconsider all pending applications", basing its recom-
mendations exclusively on the facts submitted by applicants regarding their qualifi-
cations under Article 4. . After being adopted in the Political Committee, this reso-
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lution was approved in the plenary by a vote of 43 in favour, 8 against and 7 absten-
tions (including Canada).

A number of Central American Delegations submitted a third draft resolution
which would have, in effect, requested an advisory opinion from the International"
Court of justice on whether or not a permanent member of the Security Council could
eriploy its veto to block a favourable recommendation by the Council on an applicant
state. (On March 3, 1950, the Court gave its opinion that the General Assembly
could not, by itself, effect the admission of an applicant state, in the absence of a
recommendation by the Security Council. This opinion of the Court did not, how-
ever, deal with the question of how the Council should make such recommendations,
i.e. whether or not the veto could be applied). A number of delegations were re-
luctant to discuss the substance of this Central American resolution, in -view of the
late date on which it was submitted to the Political Committee. Accordingly, the
Central American Delegations introduced a second resolution .%hich transmitted their
first resolution to the Seventh Regular Session of the Assembly, for its consideration.
In order tô avoid a debate on the substance of the first Central American resolution
the Canadian Delegation voted in favour of the transmittal resolution, which was
adopted in the plenary session by a vote of 36 in favour, 5 against and 14 abstentions.

The Canadian Delegation made no statement in the debates on this subject
either in the Political Committee or in the plenary session.

Palestine

In its report to the Sixth Session of the General Assembly, the Conciliation Com-
mission for Palestine, after reciting the efforts it had made during 1951 to resolve
the refugee problem and to promote peace in Palestine, was forced to acknowledge
its inability to carry out the task originally assigned to it in 1948 by the General
Assembly of assisting the parties to reach a final settlement of all' outstanding
questions.

In the view of the members of the Commission - the United States, France and
Turkey - it was nonetheless essential to keep alive the principle of conciliation, while
attempting to inject some new element into the Commission's future activities which
would provide a much-needed fresh approach. Accordingly the members of the Com-
mission, together with the United Kingdom, jointly sponsored in the Ad Hoc Political
Committee on January 12 a draft resolution, the principal recommendation of which
was to move the headquarters of the Commission from Jerusalem (where it had never
been able to hold a meeting of the parties to the dispute) to New York where its work
would be carried on by the permanent delegations of the Commission's members.
The Four-Power draft -contained a number of Canadian amendments designed to
render its terms more acceptable to both Arabs and Israelis and also incorporated a
Canadian formula for resolving the question of maintaining a representative of the
Commission in Jerusalem. Draft resolutions were also submitted by the Soviet Union,
recommending dissolution of the Commission; by Israel, recommending its replace-
ment by a Good Offices Commission; and by Pakistan, emphasizing the rights of
refugees and suggesting an increase in the Commission's membership from three to
seven.

Only the Four-Power draft was put to the vote, and this not until its original
text had been so altered by a series of last-minute amendments introduced by Asian,
Arab and Latin American states that the sponsoring Powers withdrew their support
and Israel moved into opposition. The amended resolution, as adopted by the Com-
mittee on January 14, invoked all previous Assembly resolutions on Palestine, ex-
pressed special regret that the refugee problem had not been settled, eliminated the
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three to seven members. -
.,ommission rom

Owing to the slender majority by which the more contentious clauses of the
revised resolution were adopted in Committee on a1 paragraph-by-paragraph vote,
there remained a possibility that the resolution would undergo further amendment
when discussed in plenary session, where a two-thirds majority would be required.
The Canadian Delegation therefore concentrated on securing approval of the min-
imum number of amendments to this resolution which would produce, without losing
Arab support, a revised text acceptable to the original sponsors and Israel. In this the
Canadian Delegation was successful. On January 26,' 1952, the General Assembly
adopted'a resolution, incorporating the Canadian amendments, by a vote of 48 in
favour (including Canada, Israel and all the Arab states except Iraq) to 5 against (the
Soviet bloc), with 1 abstention. The resolution, as adopted, charged the pârties to the
dispute with the primary responsibility for resolving their differences in conformity
with Assembly resolutions and called upon them to make use of the conciliation
facilities of the Commission, whose mandate was renewed for that purpose. The com-
position and meeting place of the Commission were not changed. The Canadian con-
tribution to the debate, which led directly to 'the adoption of a resolution acceptable
to all the parties concerned, was commended by both the Arabs and Israelis.'

On the same day, January 26, the General Assembly, on the recommendation
of the Ad Hoc Political Committee, adopted a resolution jointly sponsored by the
United States, the United Kingdom, France and Turkey, which endorsed a new plan
for the relief and rehabilitation of Palestine refugees submitted by Mr. John Bland-
ford, Director of the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees
(UNRWA). The plan envisages the expenditure of $50 million for relief and $200
million for re-integration, over and above such contributions as may be made by local
governments, and is to be carried out over a period of approximately three years.
UNWRA is to explore with the Arab Governments concerned the desirability and
practicability of transferring the administration of relief to these Governments at the
earliest possible date. The Arab Governments gave their support to the plan on
humanitarian grounds and because it did not prejudice the right of refugees to ulti-
mate repatriation and compensation. The resolution was adopted by 47 votes in
favour, none against and 7 abstentions (Burma, Byelo-Russia, Chile, Czechoslovakia.
Poland, the Ukraine and the U.S.S.R.). While supporting the resolution, the Can-
adian Delegation specifically reserved the Canadian position on the financial aspects
of the plan.

South-West Africa

Under the General Assembly's resolution of December 13, 1950, an Ad Hoc
Committee on South-West Africa, with members from Denmark, Syria, Thailand, the.
United States and Uruguay, was set up to negotiate with the Government of South
Africa on the measures necessary for the implementation of the advisory opinion
on the international status of South-West Africa, handed down on July 11.
1950 by the International Court of Justice. In its report of October 8, 1951, the Ad
Hoc Committee said that it had thoroughly examined the South African Govern-
ment's proposals and found them to be not within the Ad Hoc Committee's terms of
reference since they did not allow for a full implementation of the International
Court's advisory opinion. The South African Government found the Ad Hoc Com-
mittee's counter-proposals unacceptable. The Ad Hoc Committee also reported that
it had been unable to comply with the General Assembly's instruction to examine a
report on the administration of the territory because of the refusal of the Union of
South Africa to submit reports.
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When the Trusteeship (Fourth) Committee began consideration of its agenda,

it decided to treat the granting of hearings to representatives of the Hereros and other
sections of the indigenous population of South-West Africa as a prior question, to be
taken up before the first item on its agenda. The Committee agreed to grant the
hearings and expressed the wish that the South African Government would facilitate
the prompt travel of these witnesses from South-West Africa to Paris. The Canadian
Delegation did not take part in this debate and abstained on the vote since without
closer examination, it was not prepared to reject the South African contention that the
resolution was outside the competence of the Committee, neither was it prepared to
reject the opposing viewpoint that since South Africa had shown no inclination to
accept that part of the International Courts advisory opinion dealing with petitions
and annual reports, the Committee was morally justified in consulting representatives
from that territory as a means of.obtaining fuller information on local conditions.

After the resolution to grant these hearings was passed, the South African Repre-
sentatives did not take part in the work of the Trusteeship Committee and informed
the President of the General Assembly of their withdrawal pending a review by the
General Assembly of the constitutionality of the Committee's resolution. The President
of the General Assembly, in reply to a South African request, stated that he could
find no valid reason for arranging a review by the General -Assembly of the resolu-
tion already adopted by the Trusteeship Committee.

Two substantive resolutions on South-West Africa were later approved by the
Committee. One resolution, carried by a vote of 39 in favour (including Canada),
5 against and 8 abstentions, reconstituted an ad hoc committee on South-West Africa
which would continue to confer with the South African Government concerning
means of implementing the advisory opinion of the International Court of Justice.
This resolution expressed regret that the Union of South Africa, while prepared to
negotiate on the basis of certain articles of the Mandate, had indicated its unwilling-
ness to give adequate expression to its international obligations with respect to South-
West Africa, and solemnly appealed to that Government to reconsider its position.
The second resolution pâssed by the Trusteeship Committee reasserted that the normal

. way of modifying the international status of South-West Africa would be to place it
under the international trusteeship system. The vote on this was 33 in favour, none
against and 17 abstentions (including Canada).

When the General Assembly considered the question of South-West Africa in
plenary session on January 18 and 19, it adopted the two substantive resolutions

approved earlier by the Trusteeship Committee, the first by a vote of 45 ^n favour
(including Canada), 5 against and 8 abstentions, and the second by a vote of 36 in
favour, none against and 22 abstentions (including Canada).

Land Reform

On the recommendation of the Economic and Financial (Second) Committee, the
General Assembly adopted unanimously, on January 12, 1952, a resolution on land
reform which was jointly sponsored by Brazil, Chile, France, India, Israel, Paldstan,
Thailand, the United Kingdom and the United States. The resolution incorporated
several features of a parallel draft resolution submitted by Poland. At the Committee
stage; the discussion was based on a report prepared by the Secretary-General on

The resolution
uriec2s in agranan structures

urged all governments, to the extent appropriate to the particular technical and
financial circumstances of their countries, to take certain practical steps which would
inclue measures designed to increase agricultural production and, in particular, to
safeguard the interests of Iandless agricultural workers and of those farmers having
small-sized and medium-sized holdings. For example, the resolution envisages assis-
tance to farmers in under-developed countries to secure agricultural equipment at a
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reasonable price as well as low-interest agricultural credit. Further, governments were
called upon to adopt measures which would enable agricultural workers and tenants
as well as farm owners to reduce or liqi.;date indebtedness which may have arisen
from unfavourable conditions of land tenure. They were also urged to assist in the
organization of co-operatives for the production and disposal of agricultural products.
The Secretary-General, the Specialized Agencies concerned and institutions providing
international loans were asked to give high priority to the question of land reforms
in their programmes of work and in the technical and financial assistance which they
provide to governments.*

- Food and Famine

On January 26, the Assembly endorsed by a vote of 48 in favour, 0 against and
5 abstentions (Soviet bloc) a resolution of its Economic and Financial Committee
originally sponsored by the United States and Chile on the question of food shortages
and famine. The Assembly urged governments to attack the problems of hunger and
famine by giving high priority to food production in their national economic devel-
opment plans, by, co-operating .Nvith the Food and Agricultural Organization in its
efforts to increase such production, and by promoting and facilitating the work of
voluntary non-governmental agencies organized to meet famine conditions. It re-
quested member states to assist the Food and Agriculture Organization in a study
which it is undertaking concerning the establishment of an emergency food reserve
to relieve famine-stricken countries. Finally, the Assembly asked the Economic and
Social Council to include in its future reports a special section on this problem and
on the steps taken by Specialized Agencies and by governments to deal with it.

Refugees

Immediately after the Christmas recess, the Social, Humanitarian and Cultural
(Third) Committee of the General Assembly considered - two items concerning
refugees. The High Commissioner for Refugees opened the discussion with a ge ►Ieral
statement wihich enlarged upon his formal reports to the General Assembly on the
results of his first year's work. He made several recommendations on the basis of his
experience and studies of the problems of refugees. The discussion was timely be-
cause of the-impending dissolution of the International Refugee Organization.

The Committeè adopted two resolutions which were later approved by the Cen-
eral Assembly: The first expressed satisfaction at the conclusion of the Convention
Relating to the Status of Refugees and invited Member States to become parties to
it as soon as possible. The main provision of the second resolution authorized the High
Commissioner to issue an appeal for funds to provide emergency aid for needy groups
of refugees within his mandate. Other provisions called upon governments and inter-
national organizations to pay special attention to the refugee problems in their
economic development and immigration programmes. Both the Canadian and United
States Delegations abstained on this resolution, which subsequently was adopted by
the General Assembly by 38 votes to 5 with 8 abstentions. .

Definition of Aggression

The Legal (Sixth) Committee debated at length a contentious report of the
International Law Commission on the question of defining aggression. The Inter=
national Law Commission, whose reports are considered each year by the Legal Com-
mittee, had been asked to consider a proposed definition of aggression which had
been submitted to the Political ( First) Committee by the Soviet Union at the Fifth
Session of.the General Assembly.*

` See External A$airs, December 1950, page 441. '
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h bl of defining aggression is an old one and had already been beforeT e pro em o
the Legal Committee. The International 11^iilitary Tribunal, which was set up after
the Second World War to try the major war criminals and which became known as
the "Nuremberg Tribunal", had been established by a Charter which set forth the
law it was to apply. This Charter had defined crimes against peace'and in so doing
had referred to the "waging of a war of aggression" but it did not define that word.
The Nuremberg Tribunal itself had not attempted a definition of aggression and
the International Law Commission, when reporting to the Fifth Session of the Gen-
eral Assembly on its formulation of the principles recognized in the Charter and
Judgment of the Nuremberg Tribunal, had decided not to include any definition. The
Legal Committee at the Fifth session had not been obliged to formulate any definition
and many of the representatives of states on the Legal Committee at that time thought
that the determination of aggression depended upon a political appraisal of specific
facts and could not be covered by precise definition. Nevertheless, as a result of the
Soviet proposal, the Political Committee had referred to the legal experts on the
International Law Commission for further study the question of defining aggression.

The International Law Commission endeavoured to formulate a definition. It
considered various general definitions and failed to agree. It attempted a definition
which enumerated specific acts and again failed to agree. It finally reported that it
was unable to formulate a definition. Its difficulties arose not because of any politicâl`
or ideological differences (the Soviet and Czechoslovak members of the Commission
have recently boycotted its sessions) but stemmed from the fundamental difficulty of
drafting a definition which would cover all conceivable situations including acts of
direct aggression The problems involved were illustrated in the conclusion of one of

its members who had prepared a working paper which was quoted in its report:

'... Whenever governments are called• upon to decide on the existence or non-
existence of 'aggression under international law' they base their judgment on
criteria derived from the 'natural', so to speak, notion of aggression ... and not
on legal constructions ... This notion of aggression ... was composed of both
objective and subjective elements, namely the fact that a state had committed
an act of violence and was the first to do so and the fact that this violence was
committed,with an aggressive intention. But what kind of violence constituted
aggression could not be determined a priori. It depended on the circumstances
in the particular case ... This.'natural' notion of aggression is a'concept per se'
which is not susceptible of definition. The legal definition of aggression would
be an artificial construction which could never be comprehensive enough to com-
prise all imaginable cases of aggression since the methods of aggression are in

a constant process of evolution".

Although the International Law Commission had been unable to agree on a defi-
nition of aggression it did suggest that the draft code of offences against the peace •
and security of mankind include the following provisions:

against another State".

"(1) Any act of aggression; including the employment by the authorities of a
State of armed force against another State for any purpose other than national
or collective self-defence or in pursuance of a decision or recommendation by a
competent organ of the United Nations.

"(2) Any threat by the authorities of a State to resort to an act of aggression

The Legal Committee was unable to agree on any more satisfactory solution
and finally decided that since the code of offences in question was not to be consid-

ered until the Seventh Session it would recommend to the General Assembly that no

decision be taken until the code of offences was considered and that in the meantime
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the Secretary-General should make a further study and report on the question of
defming aggression.

Thé resolution recommended by the Committee stated that it was both possible
and desirable to define aggression and that it would be useful if directives of this
nature were formulated for the guidance of other international bodies. The Canadian
Delegation did not think that the Committee should have prejudged the issues in this
way ' and therefore opposed the resolution. Nevertheless, the Ceneral Assembly
accepted this recommendation by a vote of 30 to 12 (including Canada) with 8
abstentions.

I

{

CANADIAN WAR "GRAVES IN KOREA
The Ministor of Voterans Affairs, Mr. Hagaas Lapointe (contre) and the Ministor of National Defsncs,
Mr. 6rooke Claxton, accompaniod by Brigadier J. M. Rockingham, Commander 25th Infantry Srigods

Group, inspM Canadian war graves in the United Nations Cemetery at Pusan, Korea.
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INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION
In December 1951 a new international organization came into being at a cou-

ference in Brussels. It is'the Provisional Intergovernmental Committee for the Move-
ment of Migrants from Europe (PICMME). The purpose of establishing this new
international body is to keep in the service of international migration at least some
of the ships which had been used for this purpose by, the International' Refugee'
Organization which is ceasing operations early in 1952. With these ships and the
trained people who operate them, it will be possible, it is hoped to move from West-
eni Europe and Greece to such countries as Australia, Brazil, Canada and the United
States, migrants who might not otherwise have been able to emigrate. and who wish
to leave their present homes to seek a new life elsewhere.

The IRO was empowered to resettle only certain types of refugees, although of
late IRO ships have been used to move certain classes qf migrants who were not
eligible for direct IRO assistance. The Director-General of IRO was authorized to
make this type of arrangement with particular governments on a reimbursable basis
so that the ships would be kept filled and thus be able to operate as economically
as possible. Non-1110 refugees and other migrants could not be transported if they
would be taking the place of IRO refugees who were ready for resettlement overseas.
But now the emphasis has been placed on migration and on migrants, rather than on

refugees and resettlement. PLCMME can and will transport refugees but, in its
initial twelve-month period of operation, it is probable that ordinary citizens from
such countries as Austria. Germany, and Italy will be carried in greater numbers than
refugees. The emphasis may, of course, shift later, as it was in the minds of those
who helped to establish PICb'IME that its facilities could, and should, be used to lielp
to solve the growing problem of what to do with the constantly increasing number
of new refugees coming from behind the Iron Curtain.

Membership of Organization ' .

The countries voting for the resolution establi'shing PICMME and thus, thosé
countries which, once their governments ratify memberhip, will become members
of the new organization were:

Australia, Austria, Belgium, Bolivia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, France, West Ger-
many, Greece, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Turkey and
the United States.

The provisional headquarters of the organization has been established in Geneva
and two co-directors have been appointed. They are Mr. G. Warren of the United
States and Mr. F. Leemans of Belgium. They in turn, appointed a Deputy Director,
Mr. P. Jacobsen, who has had considerable migration experience as an ' Assistant '
Director-General of IRO. These arrangements are only provisional and a permanent
clirector will be chosen in the near future.

The Committee hopes to movè approximately 115,000 persons within one year.
This is not nearly as large a number as IRO has been resettling annually since 1947. r:<

Nevertheless, it represents a worthwhile target figure at which to aim. The facilities
to be provided by PIC114ME are intended to supplement normal commercial ship-
ping and air transport services. They are to be used, in the words of the enabling
resolution establishing the new organization, to the extent necessary "to secure those
movements for which commercial facilities are inadequate".

Not a United Nations Body

PIC111ME is not a United Nations body nor is it a Specialized Agency. Never-

theless, it is expected that it ,vill establish close working relations with all major
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organizations having an interest in migration and in refugees:: Indeed, the Brussels
conference resolution states that the Committee will give earlv consideration to the
question of the. relations to be established with international, non-governmental and
voluntary organizations conducting activities in the field of- migration and refugees.
The United States Government took the initiative leading to the establishment of
PICMME and is expected to contribute $10 million to the organization in the initial
trial period of one year. Other countries are expected to contribute proportionately.

A number of governments, including that of Canada, recently have given formal
notification of their adherence to the Provisional Committee, the second session of
«•hich will commence in Geneva on February 18 to decide on operational plans and

other important matters.

_(JnÎft IfI,

MIGRATION CONFERENCE

A session of the Migration Conference, held in Brussels in November and December 1951, is shows
above. This Conference resuMed in the establishment of the Provisional Inter-Governmental Corn
nlittN for the Movement of Migrants from Europe. Head of the Canadian Delegation was the Direa

tor of Immigration, Mr. C. E. S. Smith. -
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APPOINTMENTS AND TRANSFERS IN THE CANADIAN
DIPLOMATIC SERVICE

Mr. J. J. Hurley was posted from the Canadian Consulate, Detroit, to Ottawa, effective

December 14, 1951.

Mr. H. B. O. Robinson was posted from temporary duty with the United Nations General
Assembly, Paris, to the Office of the High Commissioner for Canada in the United
Kingdom, effective January1, 1952.

Mr. B. M. Williams was posted from Ottawa, to the Canadian Permanent Delegation to
the United Nations, Geneva, effective, January 10, 1952.

APPOINTMENTS AND TRANSFERS OF
REPRESENTATIVES OF OTHER COUNTRIES IN CANADA

DIPLOMATIC

New Appointments Counsellor, Embassy
^0.

Mr. Benjamin Aguirre Nugent, Attaché,
Embassy o^ Chile, December 28.

At the Legation of Norway, January 15:

Rear-Admiral Peter Johannes Espeland
Jacobsen, Principal Military Attaché and
Naval, Attaché;

Major Wolff Michelet Schultz, Army At-
tache;

Commander Reidar Michael Sars, Assistant
Naval Attache;

Major Olav Ullestad, Air Attaché. .

The above-mentioned officers are concur-
rently serving in the same capacities at the
Embassy of Norway in Washington and will
reside in that city.

Mr. William Louis Rodman, Assistant Ag-
ricultural Attaché, Embassy of the United
States of America, January 15.

Departores

Mr. Pami C. Malamakis, Commercial

Delinitive recognition was granted to:

Mr. Eric Low as Honorary Consular Agent
f Brazil at Vancouver, January 15.

ovisional recognition was granted to:

Mr. Adrian Colquitt as Consul of the United
tates of America at Toronto, January 10.

Mr. Emile Roland as Honorary Vice-Con-
ul of Belgium at Quebec, January 14.

of Greece, December

Mr. Tomas Vuksanovic, Commercial Coun-
sellor, Embassy of Yugoslavia, January 1.\

Colonel Sverre Refsum, Military Attaché,
Legation of Norway, January 14.

Mr. D. R. Kawatra, Third Secretary, Of-
fice of the High Commissioner for India,
January 16.

His Excellency Urho Toivola, Minister -of
Finland, resumed charge of the Legation
December 22 on his return from a vacation.

Mr. Tevfik Diindar Saraçoglu, Third Secre-
tary, Embassy of Turkey, was promoted to
the rank of Second Secretary, December 26.

Dr. H. Zoelly, Second Secretary, Legation
of Switzerland, was promoted to the rank of

1.First Secretary, January

The address of the Mexican Embassy. is.
now: 88 Metcalfe Street (Tel: 3-8988).

The address of the Danish Legation is
now: 451 Daly Avenue (Tel: 4-0704).

CONSULAR

Mr. Arnold Kin gsley Graham as Honorary
Consul General of Finland at Toronto, Jan-
uary 22. Mr. Graham was previously Hon-
orary Consul in that city.

Departures
Mr. M. Koetz, llonorary Consul at Belgium

.at Quebec, January 9.

Mr. Richard L. Leonhart, Vice-Consul of
the United States of America at Winnipeg,
January 15.
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continu+ng boards and commissions.)
in the intervening months. See "External A$airs" January 1952, for a complete list of

(Naw published annually. Only new Continuing Boards and Commissions will be listed

concerned.

Continuing Boards and Commissions

are, by Cabinet upon the recommendation of the department of government functiona;'ly

noted, however, that the decision as to the participation of the Canadian Government at
such conferences is made by the Secretary of State for External Affairs or, where appropri-

- The Department of External Affairs, through its International Conferences Section, is
responsible for co-ordinating all invitations to international conferences. It should be

earner conferences may be found in the previous issues of "External Affaire.
the month of January 1952, and of those at which it may be represented in the future;

- This is a list of international conferences at which Canada was represented during

CANADIAN REPRESENTATION AT INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCES

Conferences Attended

1. 6th Session of the United Nations Gen-
eral Assembly. Paris, November 6, 1951
- Representatives: Chairman: S. S. Car-
son, Minister of Justice; Deputy Chair-
man: J. Lesage, Parliamentary Assistant
to the Secretary of State for External
Affairs; Mrs. R. J. Marshall, Past Presi-
dent of the National Council of Women;
Alternates: T. A. Stone, Canadian Min-
ister to Sweden; D. M. Johnson, Can-
adian Permanent Representative to the
United Nations, New York; R. M. Mae-
donnell, Canadian Embassy, Paris; J. F.
Parkinson, Canadian Representative to
the OEEC, Paris; Parliamentary Ad-
visers: T. C. W. Ashbourne, M.P.; L.
Balcer, M.P.; E. G. Hansell, M.P.; P. E.
Wright, M. P.; Advisers: A. C. Smith,
Canadian Embassy, Brussels; S. D. Pol-
lock, Department of Finance; G. G.
Crean, Canadian Embassy, Belgrade;
L. A. D. Stephens, Canadian Einbassy,
The Hague; N. F. H. Berlis, Permanent
Delegation of Canada to the European
Office of the United Nations, Geneva;
Miss E. P. MacCallum, Department of
External Affairs; J . George, Permanent
Delegation of Canada to the United Na-
tions, New York; D. Stansfield, Canadian
Embassy, Moscow; H. B. O. Robinson,
Office of the Canadian High Commis-
sioner, London; O. C. Stoner, Canadian
Embassy, Paris; J. J. McCardle, Depart-
ment of External Affairs; Information
Officers: F. Charpentier, Canadian Em-
bassy, Paris; Miss M. Gordon, Canadian
Consulate General, New York; Secretary-
Ceneral: A. R. Crepault, Permanent
Delegation of Canada to the United Na-
tions, New York.

2. Meeting - of the Sub-Committee of the
Legal Committee of ICAO. Paris, Janu-
ary 7. Brig C. S. Booth, Council Mem-
ber for Canada.

3. Preliminary Meeting of Commonwealth
Finance Officials. London, January 8-

in January

W. F. Bull, Deputy - Minister of Trade
and Commerce; J. J. Deutsch and D. H.
Fullerton, Department of Finance; A. E.
Ritchie, Office of the Canadian High
Commissioner, London.

4. Annual Meeting of the General Coun^•il
of the Commonwealth Parliamentary As-
sociation. Ceylon, January 10 - L. R.
Beaudoin, M. P., Chairman, Canadi3n
Branch of the Commonwealth Parlia-
mentary Association.

5. Annual Canada-United States Meethg
on Joint Arctic Weather Stations Pro-
gramme. Ottawa, january 8 and January
10. Privy Council:- Chairman: C. C.
Eberts; Secretary: W. P. Chipman; De-
partment of External Affairs: R. A. J.
Phillips; Department of Transport: A.
Watson; Capt. C. Chouinard; W. B.
Smith; j C. Wyatt; A. Thomson; D. C.
Archibald; R. W. Rae; H. M. Hutchon;
Department of Mines and Technical Sur-
veys:- Dr. Y. O. Fortier; Dr. N. L.
Nicholson; E. Fry; R. . G. Madill; De-
partment of Resources and Develop-
ment:- J. Cantley ; A. Stevenson; Na-
tional Research Council:- Dr. D. C.
Rose; R. C. N.: Lt. Cmdr. C. E. Brooks;
W. F. Canong; Canadian Army: Lt. Col.
R. Klaehn; Maj. E. F. Lyons; R.C.A.F.:
A/C Ripley; W/C A. Rosenthal; W/C H.
Morrison; A/C Carscallen• C/C Ball;
W/C F. H. Pearce; W/C ^Parks; F/Lt.
Cummings; Mr. Tibbley Defence fie-
search Board:-C. Rowfey; R.C.M.P.:
Inspector H. A. Larsen.

6. Annual Meeting of the Highway Re-
search Board. Washington, January 14-
18. W. R. Schriever, National Research
Council.

7. Ad Hoc Committee on Agenda .and
Intersessional Business of GATT. Gene-
va, January 14-15. L. Couillard, Per-
manent Delegation of Canada to the
OEEC, Paris.
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8. Commonwealth Finance Ministers. Lon-
don, January 15-21. Head of Delegation:
D. C. Abbott, Minister of Finance; Ad-
visers: L. D. Wilgress, High Commis-
sioner for Canada in the United King-
dom- W. F. Bull, Deputy Minister of
TraJe and Commerce; J. J. Deutsch and
D. H. Fullerton, Department of Finance;
A. E. Ritchie, Office of the Canadian
High Commissioner, London.

9. Ad Hoc Committee on Restrictive Busi-
ness Practices. (ECOSOC.) New York,
January 29 - Delegate: T. D. Mac-
Donald, Combines Investigation Commis-
sioner, Department of Justice; Alternate:
A. S. Whiteley, Department of Justice.

10. Economic Commission for Asia and the
Far East. Rangoon, Burma, January 29-
February 9. Observer: R. G. Nik Cavell,
Department of Trade and Commerce.

11. Canada - United Kingdom Continuing
Committee on Trade and Economic Af-
fairs. London, January. Chairman: L. D.
Wilgress, High Commissioner for Can-
ada in the United Kingdom; Dr. J. G.
Taggart, Deputy Minister of Agriculture;
W. F. Bull, Deputy Minister of Trade
and Commerce; J. J. Deutsch and D. H.
Fullerton, Department of Finance; A. E.
Ritchie, Office of the Canadian High
Commissioner, London.

Conferences to be held in February and March

The inclusion of the name of a conference or congress in the following'list means
only that the Government of Canada has received an invitation to participate; the dates are
tentative. It does not follow that the invitation has been or will be accepted. :

1. United Nations Technical Assistance
Conference. Paris, February 6.

2. I1th Session of the Executive Commit-
tee of IRO. Geneva, February 7-9.

3. 9th Session of the General Council of
IRO. Geneva, February 11-15.

4. North Atlantic Military Committee. Lis-
bon, February 11-12.

5.' North Atlantic Council, -Lisbon, Febru-
ary 16.

6. 2nd Session of Provisional Intergovern-
mental Committee for the Movement of
Migrants from Europe. (PICMME).
Geneva, February 18-23.

7. Committee on Commodity Problems of
FAO. Rome, February 18.

8. British Commonwealth Scientific (Ofli-
cial) Conference. Canberra and Mel-
bourne, February 18. -

9. Meeting of Sub-Committee to Consider
the General Reduction of Tarig Levels.

Geneva, February 22.

10. Conference on Settlement of German Ex-
ternal Debts. London, February 28.

11. Economic Commission for Latin Amer-
ica. Santiago, February.

12. International Sugar Council. London,
March 3.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

118th Session of the Governing Body of
ILO (and its Committees). Geneva,
March.11-14.

Economic and Social Council Committee
on Non - governmental Organizations.
New York March 18-21.

Consultative Committee on Cooperative
Economic Development in South and
South East Asia. Karachi, March 24.

Commission of Status of Women. Gene-
va, March 24-April 4.

Inter-American Conference on Social
Security. Mexico, March 24-April 5.

Meeting of WMO. Geneva, March.

CURRENT DEPARTMENTAL PRESS RELEASES^
Number Date Subj^d

1 16/1 North Atlantic Council to meet in Lisbon, Feb. 16.

2 18/1 Exchange of diplomatic missions with Portugal.

3 21/1 Canadian recognition of the United Kingdom of Libya -

6

exchange of telegrams. -

23/1 Appointment of J. R. R. Ross as Canadian member of the
International Boundary Commission.

28/1 St. Lawrence Seaway - exchange of notes regarding appli-
cations to International Joint Commission.

30/1 - Appointment of G. A. Newman as Canadian Consul at New
Orleans, La., U.S.A.
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CURRENT UNITED NATIONS DOCUMENTSt

A SELECTED LIST

(a) Mimeographed Documents:

List of Non-Governmental Organizations
in Consultative Relationship with the Eco-
nomic and Social Council; 15 November
1951, document E/C.2/INF./3; pp. 138
(bilingual)

(b) Printed Documents:

• Progress report of the United Nations Con-
ciliation Commission for Palestine covering
the period from 23 January to 19 Novem-
ber 1951; document A/1985; pp. 24; 2.5
cents; Paris, 1951; General Assembly Offi-
cial Records: Sixth Session, Supplement
No 18.

• Land Reform -'Defects in Agrarian Struc-
ture as Obstacles to Economic Develop-
ment; 23 July 1951; document E/2003/
Rev..1, ST/ECA/11; pp. 101; 75 cents;
Sales No.: 1951.II.B.3 (U.N. Department
of Affairs).

Resolutions of the Economic and Social
Courwi4 thirteenth session, 20 July - 21
September 1951; 10 October 1951; docu-
ment E/2152; pp. 103; $1.25; Economic
and Social Council Official Records: thir-
teenth session, supplement No. 1(bilin-
gual).

^ Balance of Payments Trends and Policies
1950-1951; November 1951; document E/
2035/Add. 1/Rev. 1, ST/ECA/12/Add. 1;
p. 50; 40 cents; Sales No.: 1951.II.D.3

(pU.N. Department of Economic Affairs).

• Labour productivity of the cotton textile
industry in five Latin-Anterkan Countries;
25 April 1951; document E/CN.12/219;
F p. 293; $3.00; Sales No.: 1951.II.G.2
U.N. Department of Economic Affairs).

. Enquiries into household standards of lia
ing in less-developed areas - A survey of
the Organization and Geographic and
Demographic Range of filed investigations
of the income, expenditure and food con-
sumption of selected households in Africa,
Asia, the Caribbean, Latin America, and
the Pacific (1930-1950); New York, 1951;
document ST/SOA/1, 6 July 1950; pp.
191; $2.00; Sales No.: 1950.IV.7 (Depart-
ment of Social Affairs)

The suppression of slavery; 11 July 1931;
document ST/SOA/4; pp. 83; 50 cents;
Sales No.: 1951.XIV.2 (Department of So-
cial Affairs).

• Directory of building research and devel-
opment - Organizations in Europe; Sep-
tember 1951; document ST/SOA/SER.
H/4; pp. 111; 75 cents; Sales No.: 1951.
IV.5 (United Nations, Geneva, 1951).

• Report of the United Nations Economic
Mission to Chile 1949-1950; 2 October
1951; document ST/TAA/K/Chile/1; pp.
38; 40 cents; Sales No.: 1951.II.B.6 (New
York, 1951, United Nations Technical As-
sistance Administration).

* Standards and techniques of Public Ad-
ministration with special reference to
Technical Assistance for under-developed
countries; 20 November 1951; document
ST/TAA/M/1; pp. 65; 50 cents; Sales
No.: 1951.II.B.7 (New York, 1951, United
Nations Technical Assistance Administra-
tion). -

Demographic Yearbook 1951; Third Issue;
New York, 1951; pp. 608- $6.00; Sales
No.: 1952.XIII.1 (Statisticai Office of the
United Nations, Department of Economic
Affairs). (bilingual).

STATEMENTS AND SPEECHES

Obtainable from the Information Division, Department of External Affairs, Ottawa,
Canada.

The following serial number is obtainable in Canada and abroad:

No. 52/1-The St. Lawrence Seaway Project, ered over the Trans-Canada Network of
the text of an address by the Minister of , , the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation
Transport, Mr. Lionel Chevrier, deliv- on January 8, 1952.

The following serial numbers are available abroad only:

No. 52/2-Review of the Canadian Economy, Defence Production; Mr. C. D. lloµ'e,
the text of an address by the Minister : - delivered to thé Toronto Board on Jan-. . of Trade and Commerce and Minister of . uary 2J,.1952.

1 Printed documents may be procured from the Canadian Sales Agent for United Nations publications, the
Ayerson Press. 299 Queen St. West, Toronto; mimeographed documents can only be procured by annud
subscription from the United Nations Secretariat. New York. Publications and documents may be coo-
eulted at certain designated libraries listed in "External Affairs", January 1952, V. 45.

• French version not available until noted in a future issue of "External Aitairs".

Ottawa, Edmond Cloutier, C.M.G., B.A., L.Ph., Printer to the Queens
Most Excellent Majesty, Controller of Stationery, 1952
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CANADA AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE TO
UNDER-DEVELOPED COUNTRIES

Text of an address by the Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. L. B. Pearson, at the
Annual Congress of the Co-operative Union of Canada, Ottawa, March 4, 1952.

The first consideration of Canadian foreign policy is the problem of our national
security.

A second is the problem of our relationship with the other free countries of the
world community - especially those in Asia - who have not participated in the
prosperity which has resulted largely from the technological advances we have made
in the Western world during the past two hundred years.'

More man ever, in a world in wluch physical dLstances have so shrunk that
countries far away are now our neighbours, the phrase "East and West" implies a
cultural and economic rather than a geographical separation. Our association in the
Commonwealth of Nations and our membership in the United Nations offers us a
bridge of sympathy and understanding to three of these Asian countries. It also gives
us a corresponding responsibility to examine with care and urgency the problems of
the "have-not" nations of that great and ancient area.

^=! When we in the West speak of improving economic and social conditions in our
own countries we think in terms of raising our standards of living. The basic problem
of most of the peoples of Asia, however, does not concern the standard of living but
how to maintain life itself. Never have so many subsisted on so little. Nearly a
thousand million Asians are trying to exist on a diet amounting to only 80 per cent

s 9 . of the pre-war level - the level of the "hungry East". The daily ration in rice in some
'kurban areas has shrunk to five or six ounces per person as compared with the normal

' pre-war daily consumption of sixteen to eighteen ounces. Since 1945 India's food
production has deteriorated. In spite of 165 million people being engaged in agri-

, a d' culture on 170 million acres of land devoted to food crops, the people are living
from "ship to mouth".

The real hope of saving the millions of Asians from hunger and hardship depends
not upon importing food from abroad but upon increasing the productivity of the
lands of their own countries.

The partition of the sub-continent has handicapped the economic recovery of
both India and Pakistan. Political differences fanned by the Communists into open

' warfare have cut food exports from Burma, Malaya and Indo-China. The prevalence
of out-moded conditions both of labour and of land tenure have impeded improve-
ments in agricultural production.

In India the indivdual holdings are so fragmented that it is difficult for the
average farmer to raise enough to feed his own family. In Malaya 60 per cent of the
' fanners are small holders. In other pârts of Asia the problem is more or less the saine.
Because the tenant does not want the major benefits of his efforts to pass to the
absentee owner, the land remains without substantial improvement. In the absence
of any small-credit facilities the farmer has bad frequently to mortgage his holding,
his future and that of his c_hildren to the unscrupulous money lender.

Without fundamental agrarian reform in Asia, therefore, it would be foolish to
expect the full co-operation of the man who tills the soil in undertaking measures
to step up food production.

A major factor impeding improvement is the use of primitive tools and techni-
^ %ues and the lack of knowledge of the science of agriculture. The steady growth of

population-in spite, of the high mortality rate has increased the pressure on available
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SECOND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE CONFERENCE
The Parliamentary Assistant to the Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Jean Lesage (right),

was unanimously elected President of the Second Technical Assistance Conference which opened in
Paris on February 6. This Conference had been called to obtain pledges from governments for con-
tributions to the 1952 fund for the Expanded Technical Assistance Programme in which the United
Nations and ton of its Specified Agencies are participating. In the presence of members of the Secre-
tariat, Mr. Lesage watches the United States delegate, Mr. John Cooper, signing his country's pledge.
The United States pledged $12 million with the condition that this pledge is not more than 60 per

cent of the total amount pledged at the Conference. Canada will give $850,000 if total contributions
for the year reach $20 million, less if the target figure is not reached.

resources of food. The lack of careful and well-coordinated planning, ignorance and
illiteracy amongst the rural masses are further contributing factors that have made
a solution of this basic problem of •agricultural backwardness in Asia difficult.

'As the dreadful facts of Asian poverty and misery have become more widely
known in the West, some people, overwhelmed by the enormity of the problem, have
t^ken refuge in the attitude that, on the one hand ânything the West can or should
do would be too little to have any real effect upon the problems of the area or, on,
the other, that making conditions of life more tolerable through increased supplies of
food and better health and so cutting the mortality rate would merely increase the
number of mouths to be fed and create an even greater problem.

Undernourishment and near starvation, however, do not reduce population. They.
âctually cause over-population. Paradoxical as it may seem, if we were able to feed
the hungry in India and other places the birth rate in those nations would begin to
drop. China, India, Egypt and the Latin American countries, with the lowest nutri-
tional levels in the world, have the highest rates of population growth.

The Asian countries are making great efforts to cope with the problems of
economic development that confront them. But in tackling these problems the peo-
ples of Asia are not willing to see their own culture lose its unique values and turn
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into a mere imitation of the West. It must not be forgotten that a major factor in the
Asian acceptance of many Western ways has been paradoxically their desire to gain
national independence in order to preserve their own cultural values even at the
expense of economic advantage. Not an Asian leaders agree upon the value to their
countries of the religious, cultural and political influences they have previously re-
ceived from the West. There is, however, one factor of the culture of the West, which
most leaders of Asia feel could be of permanent value to them. That factor is science
and technology.

Here, then, it seems to me, is one firm and clearly defined basis upon which to
build mutual understanding between East and West.

There is nothing new in the exchange of technological information, nor in the
provision of technical advice or "know-how" by the people of one country to those
of another. Sometimes the motives have been purely humanitarian and disinterested
in character, but more frequently the goal has been the improvement of commercial
relations, the advancement of national interests or the winning of economic conces-
sions. But it has been taking place for many decades.

The two programmes of international technical assistance to which the Canadian
Government is now contributing and in which many Canadians are actively partici-
pating are, however, new and unique.

The first and more important of these is the United Nations Expanded Technical
Assistance Programme. Here for the first time almost all the countries of the free
world (the Soviet bloc refused to participate despite their constant professions of soli-
citude for the welfare of the peoples of the under-developed countries) have co-
operated id pooling their resources to give technical assistance to member govern-
ments which are in need of such assistance and which request it.

Canada contributed $850,000 to the first 18 months' operation of this programme
and has offered to'contribute at least $750,000 and up to $850,000 (depending upon
the amounts offered by other leading contributing countries) towards the objectives
of. $20 million for the succeeding twelve months' period.

This comprehensive programme, which is operated by thé Technical Assistance
Administration of the United Nations, the Director-General of which is Dr. H. L
Keenleyside, formerly our Deputy Minister of Resources and Development, and by
the Specialized Agencies, such as the Food and Agricultural Organization and the
World Health Organization, is already firmly established on a continuing basis.

Since the beginning of the Programme in July 1950 we have received 46 United
Nations Fellows from under-developed countries for special_ training in Canada, in
addition to many directed to us by the Specialized Agencies. We have completed
training arrangements for an additional twenty-seven, amongst them a young Haitian
whose training in co-operatives is being arranged by your National Office.

Canadians are also serving abroad in the field under the United Nations pro-
grammes, many of them in Asian countries. Professor Frank Scott of McGill Univer-
sity has recently gone to Burma to be resident co-ordinator of United Nations tech-
nical assistance activities in those countries. - Mr. George P. Melrose, Deputy Minister
of Lands for the Province of British Columbia, served for a time as Chief of the
United Nations Technical Assistance Mission to El Salvador. Eight Canadians are at
present serving abroad under the technical assistance programme of the International
Labour Organizati on. One of the Canadians serving abroad with the FAO is Pro-
fessor A. E. Hardy, of the Department of Agricultural Engineering of the University
of Saskatchewan. He is advising the Government of Ceylon on how to cope with its
problem of agricultural development. There is a constant demand for the services of
additional experts from our Federal and Provincial government departments, from
Canadian universities and from private professions.
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, Because we realize that the needs of the peoples. of South and Southeast Asia
for technical assistance are particularly urgent, we helped to establish and are now
participating in the Colombo Programme for Technical Co-operation. It is not possible
for the Asian countries to carry out their plans for economic development without.
trained manpower and without the, benefit of technical advice from the West. In
addition, therefore to the $25,000,000 the Canadian Government contributed to the
Colombo Plan for Economic Development in the area for the year 1951-52 and to
the same amount for 1952-53 for which Parliamentary approval will be sought, the
Government secured Parliamentary authorization for an appropriation . of $400,000
to the technical co-operation programme for South and Southeast Asiâ for each.of
the past two fiscal years and is recommending a similar contribution for 1952-53:

Many of you may have come in contact with some of the fifty trainees chiefly
from India and Pakistan, who have already come to Canada under this scheme. In
addition, during this past year we have received three technical missions composed
of senior officials from India, Pakistan and Ceylon. Some of the Indian members of
the agricultural mission were particularly interested in the agricultural co-operative
movement in this country and hoped to apply some'of what they had learned from
members of the Co-operative Union of Canada when they returned to their jobs at
home.

We have had greater difficulty in meeting requests for experts but we are doing
our best. A fisheries consultant from British Columbia has been sent to Ceylon to
assist in the development of the fishing industry and he was followed by a refriger-
ation engineer to work in the same field. In addition, the Canadian Government is
defraying the expenses of a survey to be undertaken in Pakistan by the Common-
wealth Biological Control -Service with a view to setting up a biological control
station there.

Typical of the requests we are receiving from our Asian friends is one from
Ceylon for a soil conservationist to give courses to groups of trainees, one from India,
for instructor engineers for the Indian Institute of Science and one from Pakistan, for

PAKISTAN AGRICULTURAL MISSION

Pakistan members of Colombo Plan agricultural mission to Canada study forage crops at Central
Experimental Form, Ottawa.
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a three-man team to swey,and advise on facilities for the preservation, processing
and marketing of^.^^u)d similar produce. We are indeed hopeful that we
can fill some of theoe.eqrerts Agr Canadian experts in addition to making training
facilities available_,in, ^naâa.

-.. y .i.: •

The' Canadian C^vers^rient regards the Colombo Programme for Technical Co-
operation as s temporary supplement to the technical assistance activities of the
United Natioosj,iod the Specialized Agencies in South and Southeast Asia. We con-

dei ftl^^ therefore, not only to avoid any duplication or overlapping between
UaitedNatiow.programmes and the Colombo Programme but also to ensure that

evilry cfatt isdiwcted towards integrating them to as large an extent as possible.
..

We hope that the United Nations, if it is given appropriate support in these
activities, will be able to assume by the end of a three or four-year period the major
responsibility for technical assistance in South and Southeast Asia and we are urging
the greatest possible use of all United Nations Agencies offering technical assistance

. to South and Southeast Asia. That is not to say that as a participant in the six-year
Colombo Plan for the economic development of the area and particularly as a member
of the Commonwealth we will not have a direct and continuing interest in special
technical assistance to those countries. But we do not wish the two approaches to
this problem to overlap or conflict. We do what we can to avoid this. Let me give
two examples.

As part of our activities this year under the Colombo Programme we have in-
vited an Asian public health mission to come to Canada. This mission will be cora-
posed of twelve fairly senior: public health ôfficials from thôse countries who will
study the organization and administration of our public health services in Canada
at federal, provincial and municipal levels. Before making final arrangements for the
mission our own Department of National Health and Welfare is seeking the advice
of the Regional Offices of WHO which are most familiar with the particular dei-
ciencies of the public health services in those countries.

At the request of the Government of Pakistan, we have offered to give trainirig
in Canada in public administration to twelve young Pakistani civil servants. But in
drawing up the programme we are consulting the public administration officials of
the United Nations-Technical Assistance Administration who have built up a detailcd
knowledge_ of Asian requirements in that field.

There are two other consideratiôns which should guide our participation in both
the United Nations and the Colombo Programmes. First, we should concentrate on
the training of middle and lower grade workers and technicians and secondly, we
should concentrate on the training of these people in the areas in which they lice.
The Asian eountriès themselves have requested this training in the report which is
the basis of technical assistance activities under the Colombo Programme, and the
General Assembly of the United Nations has recently reaffirmed its belief in the saine
principles.

I have referred to the basic need of increased food production in the area: The
technical assistance we provide to South and Southeast Asia should, therefore, be
directly related to efforts to solve this problem.

I think it is true to say. that the whole concept of economic and technical aid to
under-developed countries and of our participation in these programmes of tech-
nical assistance would have been inconceivable as recently as in the 1930's. I think
we would have decided then that for both economic and practical reasons such
schemes were impossible. In participating in these programmes we have embarked
upon an experiment in international relations motivated by political and -moral con-
siderations which are both new and demanding.
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The present modest rate and scale of these programmes is determined not only
by our ability to' make the assistance available but also by the ability of receiving
countries to absorb it and put it to best use. Our assistance must be clearly and
closely related to the local needs as the local authorities see them. We can and should
assist those countries in assessing their requirements and in formulating them, but the
judgment as to how those requirements can best be met must be their own..

Rusldn phrased a definition of technical assistance when he said of education
that it was finding out what people were trying to do and helping them to do it
better. That is what we are hoping to accomplish now. But there is a larger objective.

Our participation in these programmes of technical assistance offers us a two-
way bridge of co-operation with the countries of Asia. That is why it is of such vital
importance that they should succeed.

. ` .

-C.pityl Press

SIGNING OF A NEW TREATY WITH THE UNITED STATES
The Minister of Transport, Mr. Lionel chevrier (centre) and the United States Ambassador ta

Canada, Mr. Stanley Woodward (right) sign a treaty providing for a uniform system of' marine
radiotelephony on the Great Lakes. On the left is Commissioner E. M. Webster of the Federal Com-
munications Commission, Washington.

This treaty, which was signed in Ottawa on February 21, provides for greater safety and con-
venience for shippiny on the Great Lakes. The treaty deals with the type of radio to be carried by
ships and it provides for the extension of the requirements of both countries so that ships usiny
Great Lakes ports must carry radioteiephone equipment. -

Agreement on a common set of requirements for both countries is desirable because a large
number of ships use the Great Lakes ports of both countries and must satisfy both Canadian and
United States safety regulations on the carriage of radio. The signing of this treaty brought to com-
Pietion discussions held in Ottawa in May 1951 between governmental authorities and the shipping

interests concerned and negotiations which date back to prewar years.
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THE -LISBON. MEETING OF THE NORTH *
ATLANTIC COUNCIL

The Ninth Session of the North Atlantic Council, held in Lisbon in FebruarY,
may turn out to have been one of major significance in the history of the Organiza-
tion. This is bound to be so if governments act favourably on the agreements reached

at Lisbon by the Ministers.

As • the original date of the meeting approached, the feeling grew' that this

session of the Council would be crucial. Several major issues affecting the alliance
had reached a stage where their early solution seemed necessary to the continued
healthy development of the Organization. Real progress had to be made with arrange-
ments for a German military contribution to the defence of the West. Agreement was
also necessary on the total defence contribution which each country would make,
the question the Temporary Council Committee had been studying since the Ottawa
meeting in September. Then there was the less urgent, but in some minds equally
important, requirement of modifying the civilian structure to fit the Organization to
carry out its changing functions as the emphasis shifted from plans to their imple-
mentations.

Meeting Postponed

Quickly changing events created an atmosphere which dimmed the hope of
much success in these fields. To gain time, the meeting was postponed for a fort-
night, from the 2nd to the 16th of February. Nevertheless, as this date approached,
Germany and France seemed far apart on important issues. The French announce-
ment that their High Commissioner in the Saar had been made Ambassador brouglit
immediate sharp response from Germany, where a settlement of the Saar question
was demanded as a pre-condition of a German military contribution. It was, suggested
in Bonn that German membership in NATO was the only logical solution to the
problem of the association of the Federal Republic with the Western European
defence system. Furthermore, the debate in the Bundestag brought into the open
the existence of a large body of Gérman opinion unfavourable to German rearmament
in any form.

In France the political situation was particularly fragile and the position of the
new Faure Government precarious. The possibility that progress on the contractual
agreements to replace the occupation statute or on the European Defence Com-
munity would reach a point where anything could be presented to the Council at
Lisbon seemed slim.

Then King George VI died suddenly and the Lisbon meeting was again post-
poned, this time to February 20, to permit national representatives to attend the
King's funeral February 15.

During the intervening few days, conversations of importance took place in-
London, and the French Government obtained a vote of confidence from the Assern-
bly on the principles underlying the European Defence Community.

r

r

Nevertheless, doubts persisted, and in this atmosphere of uncertainty the Ninth
Session of the North Atlantic Council was opened in Lisbon with Air. I.. B. Pearson
as President. The number of countries represented . at the Council table had now
risen to fourteen, with Greece and Turkey, who had just deposited their instruments
of accession, attending for the first time as full members. In all, thirty-five Ministers
were present.
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European Defence Community

The first two days were taken up mainly with procedural matters and committee
work. Then on Friday, the 22nd, the plenary session of the Council discussed the
relationship with the European Defence Community. As a preliminary, reports were
received on the progress of the Paris discussions on the European Defence Com-
munity and the Bonn discussions on the contractual agreements. These statements,
made by Mr. Schuman and Mr. Eden, were encouraging and they predicted an early
solution of the few remaining unresolved problems. It was clear that much progress
had been made during the London talks and that the government leaders felt
confident that the EDC treaty and the contractual agreements would be signed in
a short time.

The Council had to consider specifically whether the principles underlying the
proposed treaty to establish the European. Defence Community and to bring the
European Army into being conformed to the interest of the parties to the North
Atlantic Treaty. This the Council was able to do. The next problem was to decide
on the principles which should govern the relationship between the proposed Com-
munity and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. A decision was reached on this
question, and consequently a solution was outlined for one of the most difficult
problems - that of bringing Germany into the defence arrangements of the West
on a basis of equality. This would make possible the raising of forces in Germany,
while at the same time providing safeguards against the re-emergence of an inde-
pendent German military force.

The North -Atlantic Council agreed to propose to its members and to the
European Defence Community reciprocal security undertakings between members
of the two organizations. This, like similar decisions of the Council, would of course
be subject to ratification bÿ:.member governments. In reaching these decisions, it was
recognized that the two organizations have the common objective of strengthening
the defence of the Atlantic area, and that in this objective the EDC would work
within the framework of NATO:

Historic Importance

. During the discussion of this item there was an evident feeling in the Council
that something of great historic importance was being achieved. Mr. Acheson, the
United States Secretary of State, interpreted the feeling for the meeting when he
described the conception of the European Defence Community as one of the most
imaginative, forward-looking, powerful and healing steps which has been taken for
centuries in this troubled world. He repeated what Congress has said, that the
United States is deeply and permanently concerned not only that the European
Defence Community be established but that it be preserved and maintained, and he
mentioned particularly the United States view that the European Defence Community
and the North Atlantic Organization are inter-connected institutions. Mr. Pearson,
from the Chair, described the passing of the resolution as a great move towards
peace, a move which is part of a greater development towards an Atlantic Com-
munity. It should, nevertheless, be borne in mind that these decisions are subject
to ratification and implementation by governments. The measure of the achievement
depends on the extent to which member governments can carry out the Council's
resolutions. Nevertheless, the prospects of the meeting improved from this moment.
Most, delegates felt that the really difficult hurdle had been crossed. Although,
undoubtedly, the real work of reaching agreement had been done elsewhere, the
Councilat Lisbon caught the spirit of agreement and moved with confidence to
settle the other items on its agenda.
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NATO HEADQUARTERS IN USSON

Flays of the Meeeb.r Nations of the North Atlantic Troaty Oryani:ation fly oulside the Institute
Suparior Tkbnieo, PoAugaYs now Science University, situatod about two miles from the contre of
Lisbon. This building was the hoadquartors of the NATO Council and International Secrotaria ► fM

the Ninth Session of the North Atlantic Council which was hoW on Fsbruary 20-25. •

Report of TCC

Almost without debate, the Council approved a comprehensive and detailed
recommendation prepared by the Temporary Council Committee, which had been
set up at the Ottawa meeting(l) to make a complete survey of the defence efforts of
member countries in relation to political and economic conditions. Agreement was
reached on defence requirements and forces to be provided this year and in following
years. In the broader long-term sphere, it was agreed to recommend policies designed
to maintain and strengthen 'the economic and social stability of member countries.
The TCC issued a public report which is reprinted on page 103.

On the specific requirements for airfields, communications networks and head-
quarters structures, agreement was reached on the financing of an additional pro-
gramme to be undertaken at once. (These requirements are described by the
mysterious word "infrastructure".)

The Committee' of Five

It will be recalled that at Ottawa, when the TCC was set up, another committee,
the Committee of Five, was established to study the means of furthering the non-
military objectives of the North Atlantic Organization. This Committee reported first

(1) See External Affairs, October 1951, p. 322 et seq.
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at the Rome meeting, and last ina►th submitted ànother report at Lisbrnt, which
emphasized the importance of econoeiic cô-operation and particularly the poar91fility
of working out closer- co-opei4t#ve arrangements with other bodies, such as, the-
Organization for European Econonuic Co-opera

The problem of the movement of labour between member countries was aclaxrw-
ledged to be of importance and'a^recommendatiôn of the TCC on this -subjed'was
endorsed. NATO was charged with the ,responsibility, of keeping the question under
continuous review in order to make specific recommendations where possil2k- for the
elimination, by the most effective utilization of manpôwer resources, of;'general or
specific manpower shortages which hindered defençe production. The Gommittee of
Five reported that during its studies it had been conscious of the.fact. that all
members of the Organization are equally interéstécf in the field of general co-opera-
tion, and it was therefore decided that future work in this sphere. shâuld be trans-
ferred to the. Council as a whole.

The Organization of NATO

The Temporary Council Committee, in its interim report at Rome, had drawn
attention to the growing feeling that the structure of the Organization could,usefully
be modified so as to enable it to handle the new tasks as the work moves from the
planning to the operational stage. These questions had been studied between the
Rome and the Lisbon meetings. At Lisbon, it was decided that, while the Council
would continue to hold periodic ministerial meetings, it would henceforth function
in permanent session through the appointment of permanent national representatives.
It was also decided to appoint a Secretary-General to head a unified international
secretariat designed to assist the Council in the fulfilment of its increasing responsi-
bilities. All civilian bodies• of the Organization will be concentrated in one city and
it was felt that the headquarters should, in the interests of efficiency, be situated
near -other international agencies whose work is closely related to that of NATO.
These are at present situated in the vicinity of Paris, where it isplanned that the
NATO headquarters should shortly be established. When these changes have been
effected, the Council will assume the functions at present performed by the. Council
Deputies, the Defence Production Board and the Financial and Economic Board.
It is the plan that each member country should be represented at the' headquarters
by a permanent representative who will be assisted by a delegation, after the pattern
of United Nations delegations, able to participate in the various aspects „of. NATO

On the military side, recommendations for re-organization were also accepted.
These involve chiefly a revision of the responsibilities of the Standing Group and of
the Supreme Commander Allied Powers in Europe (SACEUR) - notably, additional
responsibity for equipment priorities and planning for the logistical support of the
military forces. .

The Military Committeé of the Council met in Lisbon just prior to the Council.
Lt. General Foulkes (Canada) presided.

Greece and Turkey "

Also in the military sphere, it was necessary to make arrangements for the com-
mand of the Greek and Turkish forces assigned to NATO. It was decided that such
ground and air forces would operate under the command of SACEUR through his
Commander-in-C hief Southern Europe. The naval forces of Greece and Turkey, while
operating in close co-ordination with other naval forces in the Mediterranean, will'
for the present remain under national command.• The general question of the com-
mand of naval forces in the Mediterranean area will continue to be studied by the
Standing Croup.
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The text of the communiqué issued at the close of the meeting is given below.
It ends with a Declaration.of Aims designed to point np. the comprehensive long-
range objectives which are the motivating"spirit of NATO.

." TEXT OF CLOSING STATEMENTS BY THE NORTH ATLANTIC COUNCIL,
LISBON, FEBRUARY 25, 1952

The text of a final communiqué of the ninth North Atlantic Council meeting
and of a Declaration of Aims follows:

The Ninth Session of the North Atlantic Council was held in Lisbon from
February 20 to February 25, 1952, under the chairmanship of Mr. Lester B. Pearson,
Canadian Secretary of State for External Affairs.

On February 18, the Kingdom of Greece and the Republic of Turkey acceded
to the Treaty, and representatives of their respective Governments attended through-
out the session. In all, thirty-five Ministers of fourteen countries took part in the
discussions of the Council.

(2)

The Council made further progress in dealing with current and long-range
problems of the Atlantic community. The decisions taken' and the agreements reached
by the Council are the practical result of projects initiated at earlier sessions and
reflect the continuing work of the treaty agencies. They represent the united efforts
of member governments to safeguard the peace, stability and well-being of the North
Atlantic community through the strengthening of their collective defence.

(3)

The Council took note of a report of the Paris conference on the European
Defence Community and a report by the occupying powers on the proposed con-
tractual arrangements with the,German Federal Republic. The Council found that
the principles underlying the treaty to establish the European Defence. Community
conformed to the interests of the parties to the North Atlantic Treaty. It also agreed
on the principles which should govern the relationship betweer. the proposed coin-
munity and the North Atlantic' Treaty Organization. The North Atlantic Council
agreed to propose to its members and to the European Defence Community reciprocaj
security undertakings between the members of the two organizations. Such under-
takings would require ratification in accordance with the constitutional processes of
the states involved. All these decisions are inspired by the conviction that the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization and the European Defence Community have a common
objective, to strengthen the defence of the Atlantic area, and that the development
of the European Defence Community should be carried forward in this spirit. There-
fore, the Council considered that the obligations and relationships between the coin-
munities should be based on the concept of two closely related organizations, one
working, so far as this objective is concerned, within the framework of, and rein-
forcing the other.

(4)

The Council took detailed and comprehensive action based on the recommenda-
tions of the Temporary Council Committee. The decisions taken by the, Council
provided for the earliest building-up of balanced collective forces to meet the
requirements of external security within the capabilities of member countries. Agree-

The Communiqué

(1)
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mént was reached on the specific defensive strength to,be built this year,^nd on a
definité programme of measures to be takèn this year'tô increase defensive streAgth
in fdfôwing years..A number of 'important steps were agreed to be taken by =the
Treaty Organization and by member govenoments to accomplish this building-up
with <a 5rlore efficient use of resourcesoliciés designed to maintain and strengthen
the économies and social„stability of member countries were agreed and recom-

'mended to governments. (5)

Agreements was reached on the financing of a further portion of the infra-
structure programme, for airfields, communications and headquarters.

(6)

The terms of reference of the Standing Group and of the Supreme Commander,
Allied Powers in Europe, were revised to reflect added responsibilities, notably for
equipment priorities and planning for the logistical support of the military forces.

The Council agreed that the ground and air forces of Gre" ' ^ and Turkey

assigned to NATO will operate under the over-all command of SACÉUR (Supreme
Allied Commander Europe) through Commander in Chief, Southern Europe. The
naval forces of Greece and Turkey will remain for the present under their national
Chiefs of Staff, operating in close co-ordination with all other naval forces in the
Mediterranean . The Standing Group was directed to continue its study of command
of naval forces in the Mediterranean area and their co-ordination with land and air
forces and to submit a definitive report to the Council at its next meeting.

(7) , #r .
The Council also took action to adapt the Treaty Organization to the needs

arising from the development of its activities from the planning to the opèrational
stage."The North Atlantic Council, while continuing to hold periodic :, ministerial
meetings, will henceforth function in permanent session through the appointment
of permanent representatives. The Council decided to appoint a Secretary-General,
who will head `a unified international secretariat designed to assist the Council in
the fulfilment of the increasing responsibilities. All civilian activities of the organiza-
tion will be concentrated in the geographical area where are situated other inter-
national agencies whose work is closely related to that of the Treaty Organization
and with which close administrative connection is essential to efficiency. These are
presently situated in the vicinity of Paris. When these changes become effective,

the Council will assume the functions hitherto performed by the Council Deputies,
the Defence Production Board, and the Financial and Economic Board.

(8)

The Council adopted a report of the Atlantic Community Committee, established
at its Ottawa meeting. This report emphasized the importance of economic co-opera-
tion, the expansion and liberalization of trade, and the possibility of working out
closer co-operative arrangements with bther bodies, particularly the OEEC (Organiza-
tion for European Economie Co-operation). In approving the analysis of the problem
of the movement of labor between member countries in the report of the Atlantic
Community Committee, the Council acknowledged the importance of this problem
and endorsed the resolution of the Temporary Council Committee on this subject.
It was agreed that the permanent North Atlantic Treaty Organization should keep
this problem under continuous review, and make recommendations for the elimina-
tion, by the most effective utilization of manpower resources, of general or specific
manpower shortages which hinder defence production. As co-operation in the field
covered by the five-power Atlantic Community Committee is of direct and common
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_ NATO COUNCIL IN SESSION

The Sscrotory of S►atq of the Unitod States, Mr. Dean Achoson, addrossss the NiMft SosUon or re•
North Atlantic Council /rold in lisbon, Fobnrary 20-45. The Canadian Soaotary of Stato for Entornoi

Affairs, Mr. L!. Pearson (roar, second from right) is in the chair. On the loft is Dr. Costa loite.
Chairman of the Portuguoso Dolsgation.

concern to each member of the Council, it was decided that the future work in this
sphere should be transferred to the Council.

(9)
The Council issued a declaration reaffirming the aims of the North Atlantic

Treaty Organization as the 'promotion of peace through defensive strength and

enduring progress.
The Declaration of Aims

In the course of their discussions in Lisbon the members of the North Atlantic
Council reviewed the aims of their association.

They wish once more to emphasize that this association was forged as a shield
against aggression. Its first aim is peace, and the armed strength which is being built
up by the united efforts of the member nations will be used only for the defence
of their countries and the security of their peoples.
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The plan for the build-up of defence forces for the North Atlantic Treaty area
laid down by the TCC (Temporary Council Committee) has been adopted at the
present session of the Council in the belief that defensive strength will prove the best
deterrent to aggression.

The Coùncil has learned with approval of the main provisions of the plan
worked out between five of its members (France, Italy, Belgium, the Netherlands,-
Luxembourg) and the (West) German Federal Republic for a European Defence
Community.

The establishment of this community will help to promote the closer association
of the Western European countries and to strengthen the defence of the North -
Atlantic area.

The North Atlantic Treaty Organization, respecting the principles on which the
community is founded, will support and co-operate with its institutions.

The arrangements to govern the relationship between the two organizations
which have been approved at Lisbon will insure that in pursuit of the common
objective the defence of the North Atlantic Treaty area, the EDC will reinforce and
work within the framework of NATO.

The partnership between the nations of the North Atlantic Treaty is not for
defence alone but of enduring progress. The members of the Council look forward
to the time when the main energies of their association can be less concentrated on
defence and more fully devoted to co-operation in other fields, for the well-being of
their peoples and for the advancement of human progress.

Then, as now, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization will have to play its part,
and to this end it has been agreed in Lisbon to strengthen its structure so that it
may become a still more effective association of like-minded nations determined to
maintain in peace the unity of purpose and effort achieved in the face of present
dangers, and to express itself by continuous collaboration on common problems.

The understanding and sense of fellowship which the members wish to see
develop between their countries cannot be, achieved by governmental action alone.
All citizens can play their part in the work of uniting the peoples in one Atlantic
communit}, which will afford, in ever increasing measure, the benefits of peace,
freedom and prosperity.

NATO PRESS RELEASE ON THE REPORT OF
TEMPORARY COUNCIL COMMITTEE

1. The North Atlantic Council yesterday (February 24) adopted the plan of
action of its Temporary Council Committee. The approval of the Council Resolution
on the TCC report brought to a successful conclusion the work of the TCC, estab-
lished by the Council at its meeting in Ottawa on September 19, 1951.

2. By its resolution on the TCC Report, the North Atlantic Council agreed on
specific policies and plans for building NATO defensive strength during the present
year. NATO nations agreed to provide approximately 50 divisions in appropriatè
conditions of combat-readiness and 4,000 operational airéraft in Western Europe,
as well as strong naval forces. It further provided a definite programme for taking
measures this year necessary to increase the defènsive power of NATO in following
years. This defensive force does not include the contributions of Greece and Turkey.

There was general agreement that this increase in defensive power will constitute
an important increased deterrent against aggression. While not covered specifically
by the Council action at Lisbon, it was recognized that .Allied strategic air power
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is already a powerful deterrent to aggression and in the event of attack would be a
most valuable addition to the defence of Western Europe.

3. The primary task of the TCC was to develop a plan of action reconciling
the issues arising from the requirements of a militarily acceptable defence plan and
the politico-economic capabilities of the member countries. Through the work of a
Screening and Costing Staff under the direction of General McNarney, it considered
ways and means of building balanced effective defensive forces at minimum cost.
At the same timè, it made a careful appraisal of the politico-economic capabilities of
each NATO country and of the economic problems which will have to be dealt with
in order to develop those capabilities.

4. The Council Resolution, derived from the TCC report, lays the emphasis on
defencewhich is prompt, effective, and practicable. This requires (a) action for the
earliest build-up of balanced collective forces, (b) policies designed to maintain and
strengthen the economic and social structure of each country and (c) appropriate
organizational arrangements. -

1. The threat which the member countries of NATO now face clearly
requires that they promptly build up their effective forces. The various elements
of this build-up should be kept in balance so. as to make possible at all times
the maximum combat-ready forces as an effective deterrent against aggression.

(A) The Council Resolution stated measures essential to the achievement
of the planned buildup of NATO defensive strength in this and follo%%'ing
years. These measures emphasized:

(1) economy in the use of resources for defence;

(2) the elimination of less essential defence activities;

(3) adoption of detailed measures developed by TCC for improving
the combat efficiency of national forces;

(4) a further development of NATO-wide equipment supply planning;

(5) initiation of a system of NATO priority recommendations to assist
in the allocation of equipment by nations;

(6) an increased efficiency through improved organizational arrange-
ments.

On these and other points, specific recommendations have been agreed to
by NATO governments, and instructions for action given, with provision for
NATO follow-up. . •

(B) The directives defining the duties and responsibilities of General
Eisenhower and of the Military Committee's Standing Group have been
revised to reflect added responsibilities.

(C) The TCC plan of action included the assumption that Germany will
in subsequent years contribute forces through the EDC to the defence of

-Europe.

II. Adequate defensive strength can be created and maintained only if
the economic and social foundation in each country remains sound and healthy.
The Council made a number of recommendations for strengthening the econo-
mies of the participating countries, involving national and co-operative action-
The Council recommended that all NATO governments should take all practi-
cable measures:

(a) to encourage general economic expansion;
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(b) to increase production of scarcq raw materials and to control their
use . as necessary to conserve supplies and insure defence require-
ments are met;

(c) to prevent inflation by adoption of necessary sound fiscal, financial,
and monetary policies;

(d) to facilitate labour mobility among NATO countries, and to alleviate
manpower shortages in defence industries;

(e) to adopt measures to improve the equitable distribution of the
internal burden of defence in the NATO countries;

(f) to maintain essential imports through a satisfactory solution of
balance of payments problems, in particular by increasing the
dollar earnings of European countries.

III. NATO activties are shifting in emphasis from the planning to the
operational stage. The machinery and methods of operation of NATO must be
adjusted to this new situation. In particular, the TCC recommended methods
to develop and keep up to date a NATO-wide defence programme which is
balanced, feasible and economical. On this basis, there is a need for continual
planning and follow-up by NATO agencies, based on annual reviews of the .
TCC type by the permanent NATO, to provide a firm programme for the
immediately ensuing year and provisional guidance for longer-term actions.

The Council recognized the existence of a number of military, economic
and political problems which the member countries face in implementing fully
its recommended programme for 1952. The Council agreed that urgent and
sustained action on these problems is of vital importance to the achievement
of NATO security objectives, and urged that the governments and the NATO
agencies undertake without delay the specific actions required.

The Council Resolution recognizes that the risk of aggression will continue.
It also recognizes that there is a great urgency for increased defensive power
in the North Atlantic Treaty area on a truly operational basis, and that govern-
ments individually and collectively should devote their best efforts to this end.

5. The Council invited the Governments of Greece and Turkey to consider
with appropriate NATO bodies the applicability of the findings and recommendations
of the TCC to Greece and Turkey. It opened the way for participation of Greece'

and Turkey on a full and equal basis in the annual review to be undertaken beginning _

next summer. -



CANADIAN FILMS. ABROAD
Everynight last summer crowds of children and adults stood packed into a blind

alley in the poor section of Tokyo watching films on Canada lent to a local exhibitor .
by the Canadian Military Mission to Japan. These showings, frequently lasting more
than two hours, were received by the spectators with unflagging enthusiasm. An
obséivér wrote at the time: "The applause ...., including many cries of. `Bravo' com-
menced while the .:. titles were being shown and continued to punctuate the film
until its close." Last spring, at Leopoldville in the Belgian Congo, more than 243,000
persons attended showings of Canadian films. At present, the first-run theatres of
seven çountries are widely featuring Royal Journey, a full-length picture by the
National Film Board on the recent Royal Tour, concerning which a leading Canadian
newspaper has said that it "is not only a most impressive record of the recent visit
of British royalty to these shores but also about the best film of Canada.ever taken
.:. Canada unconsciously presenting itself as a series of great canvasses."

In such a variety of circumstances, millions of people, in more than fifty coun-
tries; have been learning about Canada from Canadian films. This method of im-
parting information is comparatively new to-Canada, for; although the Government
was making films as early as 1917, the present programme is no older than the begin-
ning of the Second World War.

Until this year films sent abroad, including National Film Board and commercial
productions, were, with few exceptions, produced primarily for Canadian audiences.
Distribution to foreign audiences was made with the co-operation of the Departments
of External Affairs and Trade and Commerce.

The main distribution channels are four: (1) Commercial -. comprising theatrical
distribution and the sale of prints for non-theatrical use; (2) non-commercial - con-
sisting of distribution through Canadian diplomatic, consular and trade posts abroad,
loans to educational and cultural agencies and a special tourist programme in the
United States; (3) newsreel distribution; (4) television - a rapidly expanding medium
for Canadian films, especially in the United States. In key areas, the Film Board is
represented by its London, New York and Chicago offices.

Commercial Distribution

The National Film Board distributes its. productions in competition with the
(, ? best productions of commercial and government-controlled studios throughout the

world. Its films can be obtained by foreign exhibitors either by leasing the rights in
a specified region for a definite period or by relinquishing a portion of the box-office
receipts as rent. It is impossible to make a close estimate of the sizes of the audiences
for Canadian films shown abroad. Exhibitors' reports usually list bookings only.' A
booking may represent a screening to an audience of any size, from a"one-night
stand" in a hall seating 200 to a month's run in a major metropolitan theatre. For
instance, two stereoscopic animated films produced by Norman McLaren were shown,
last Autumn, to a total of 105,000 people in three Brussels theatres. As entered in
the records, this would be shown simply as three bookings. During the year ended
March 31, 1951, NFB films received 10,572 theatrical bookings abroad.

The second channel for commercial distribution is the sale of NFB prints direct
to non-theatrical users and to commercial distributors, who in their turn sell them for

.; . non-theatrical use. The sales of prints abroad during 1950-51 reached a total of
3,134.
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AN AUDIENCE IN THE BELGIAN CONGO'
An audience in a village in the Balgian Congo waits for an outdoor screening of Canadian films to

bagin. This photograph was taken near Leopeldvilb.

Non-Commercial Distribution

During 1950-51, Canadian films were seen at non-theatrical screenings abroad
by nearly 9,700,000 persons; this figure does not include attendance at showings of
prints purchased from the Film Board. As we have already noted, the offices of the
Department of External Affairs are the main non-commercial outlets abroad for Can-
adian films: Libraries of films are maintained in 56 posts, for screening on the spot or
for loan to groups requesting Canadian films. New titles are added regularly to these '

Board's headquarters in Ottawa receiving instruction on the handling and use of
films. Detailed reports on the use of films abroad, frequently including descriptions
of audience-response, are provided by the posts to the Film Board.

Further foreign distribution of its films is obtained by NFB by direct loan to
educational and cultural organizations and, in co-operation with the Canadian Gov-
ernment,Travel Bureau, through special showings in the United States designed to
attract tourists to Canada.

Newsreels

News feature stories filmed by NFB camera-crews are made available to news-
reel producers for distribution in many countries. It is reported that audiences for
a widely-distributed story may total well over 100 million. Last year NFB features
were used in nineteen United States newsreel issues, seventeen South American issues
and 12 United Kingdom issues, many of which were also distributed in Europe, Asia
and Africa.
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Each Canadian mission has an officer responsible for films, who has generally
been trained to ôperate a projector and to maintain films in good condition., It is now
customary for officers proceeding to posts abroad to spend a day or two at the Film

collections.



Teievision

The use of NFB.films on television in the United States hàs undergone aremark-
able increase sluringlihe past few years..During 4950-51, 1,523 bookings werei ob-
tained^nn United Statgs'TV stations and networks..- over,three times the figur& for
the previoûs year.", During the first nine months of.1951-52, the record of the previous
year was passed. NFB films are now being sought by the French television network.

Prize-winning Films

Last year awards were made to 12 NFB productions. at international film festi-

vals: Among. the winners were films on cancer, mentallhealth, dental hygiene for

children, family life and music for children. Awards were also taken by three anima-

tion films.

The. Grand Prize at the Salerno Film Festival was won by Family Tree, an

animated'exposition of the racial diversity of Canada. DTilk hfâde, a colour film on

the dairy industry, produced for the Department of Agriculture, won the Grand Prize
at the Brescia Festival. Begone Dull Care, an abstract animation by Norman McLaren

interpreting the music of the pianist Oscar Peterson, took the Silver Award at the
Berlin Film Festival. First prize in its class was won at Venice by the film Canadds

Awakening North, an account of the development of the northern territori es made

foi the Department of Resources and Development.

During the past three months, Canadian films have formed part of the regular
English lessons of 150,000 Danish school children. -At the University of Queensland.
Australia, the French department uses French-language films'produced by the Filn,
Board for instruction purposes. it is reported that the Old Boys' Cricket Club of
Copenhagen is "enthusiastic" about Canadian films on fishing, skiing, skating, horse-
breaking and mountain-climbing - anything, in fact, but cricket.' -

There seems, indeed, to be keen interest abroad in almost every aspect of the
Canadian scene. Films are rarely returned to Canada as unsuitable for distribution

in a particular country. A film on Barbara Ann Scott, it is true, was returned from
Ceylon with the explanation that the Singhalese, never having seen ice, were not
interested in figure-skating. On the other hand, her films are said to attract large

audiences in Pakistan. In a certain North Africa village interest in one film reached

such à pitch that the print disappeared after the screening. The title was Eskimu

Arts and Cra f ts.

Among the most successful NFB films shown abroad have been the Mental
Health series produced for the Department of National Health and Welfare. Report-
ing on the distribution of the Mental Mechanism series in Europe, Mr. D. M. Griffili
of the Canadian Mental Health Association stated: "The reception of these films has

been nothing short of tremendous. For instance, (they) were instrumental in stimu-
lating in Germany a vigorous mental health and child guidance movement". In Ho1-
land, Dr. Griffin added, these filins were being used for parent education. "In Den-

mark, The Feeling of Rejection stimulated the organization of a National Mental
Health Association. In Sweden, the Mental Health Association is sô interested they
are seeking of6aial permission to dub, in Swedish commentary and perhaps dialogue
... As far as films in the mental health field are concerned, Canada is literally sho%-

ing the world." ,

international Programme

In spite of the success achieved so far, the Film Board is conscious that there
is room for a great increase both in the appeal of Canadian films abroad and in the
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CANADIAN FILMS IN MEXICO

Part of aiarge audience for an outdoor screening of Canadian films in Mexico is shown obove. The
sound truck in the background carries a movie projedor and ofMn shows National Film Board films

to such gatherings

fically designed for foreign audiences faces two main problems.

First, the NFB's productions have been aimed primarily at Canada's own
audiences - regular patrons of commercial theatres and the more than 10,000,000
people who' attend non-theatrical showings made possible through the Board's
extensive domestic distribution system. The allusions and implications of such films
cannot readily be understood by foreigners. On the other hand, had they been so
made as to ensure the comprehension of foreign audiences, they might have proved
boring to Canadians.

Secondly, the expense of "dubbing" has prohibited the production of all but
a very few Canadian films in tongues other than French and English. Foreign dis-
tribution has thus been restricted and the impact of the great majority of films shown
abroad reduced.

Recognizing the desirabilitÿ of increasing the foreign distribution of Canadian
films, parti&ularly in Western Europe, and confident of the importance of the con-
tribution they could make to the realization of the community of nations, Parliament
last year authorized the Film Board to develop a programme specially designed to
meet the needs of audiences abroad. The Minister of Resources and Development,
Mr. R. H. Winters stated that it would be "a positive and significant step in the
direction of consolidating our relations with other freedom-loving countries and assist-
ing in our joint security... The programme will aim at being realistic and honest ...
It is desirable that the people whose concerns are the same as ours should see us
as we are." It was agreed that the programme should be concerned initially with
NVestem Europe. Its activities fall under four main headings:
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(1) Extension of newsreel distribution: During the first nine months of the
year, sixteen newsreel stories were provided to British and American com-
panies for distribution in Western Europe. Arrangements were concluded
with Belgium and Italy for the direct supply of newsreel stories.

Deoelopment of channeLs of distribution, commercial and non-commercial:
Two NFB representatives spent five weeks in the United Kingdom and
Europe, one investigating the possibility of increasing distribution early in
the year and the other negotiating contracts based on the expected fncxease.
Contracts already signed or pending will augment the supply of NFB films
over a broad area, in almost every Western European country, throu
theatrical and fion-commercial outlets and the sale of prints. During the
first nine months of 1951-52, distribution through foreign theatrical outlets
increased 46 per cent over the level for the same period of the previous year
and non-theatrical distribution increased 44 per cent. About 450 new films
were added to the libraries of Canadian posts abroad. A bilingual officer
was posted to the London office of the Film Board to supervise European
distribution.

(3) Revision of existing films for Western European distribution: Ten existing
films have been revised or are in process of revision to adapt them to the
requirements of Western European audiences.

(4) Planning and production of new films suitable for Western European
audiences: The production of four new films for the Western European
area is complete or in progress. '

.,The success of this programme will perceptibly increase the value of films in
making Canada better known abroad, Even with their present limitations, already
indicatèd, Canadian films cannot be rivalled in the performance of this task by any
other medium, even radio. Practically all films are at least partially comprehensible
to any audience, since their basic language, the language of the eye, is universal.
Films alone can carry a limited message across any barrier of language to the re-
motest corners of the world. Increased attention by Canadian film-makers to the
special interests of foreign audiences will further breach the obstacles to communica-
tion between ourselves and the peoples of countries in every part of the globe.

CORRIGENDUM

Vol. 4, No. 2, February 1952, page 56, second paragraph, end of first and beginning
of second sentences should read: " . . . in May 1943, a conference that was attended by
representatives of forty-four " nations. A. second meeting, at Quebec aty in October



RESERVATIONS TO MULTILATERAL
CONVENTIONS

Among the matters dealt with by the Legal (Sixth) Committee of the General
Assembly at the Sixth Session was an important question relating to the law of
treaties.' Its importance cari,be illustrated by a brief summary of the historical and
factual background.

Centuries ago, when written agreements first became the accepted mode of regu-
lating affairs between states, travel was difficult and adequate means of communica-
tion were lacking. The responsibility of governments to parliaments had not yet been
established. States were, therefore, generally represented at drafting conferences by `
plenipotentiaries authorized to bind their states by a single act of signature. Later,
as most states underwent constitutional changes and the responsibility of govern-
ments to elected bodies became acknowledged, the practice developed of signing
without binding effect. In other words, the signature of the representative of the par-
ticipating state was regarded merely as evidence that he admitted the text to be that
agreed upon in the course of the discussions. It was presumed that, as a document,
it was satisfactory to thé state which he represented, but, at the same time, it was
recognized by the other participating states that it would become binding only upon
deposit of a subsequent instrument of ratification. States were thus able to consider
the proposed convention according to their separate constitutional procedures and
prior to their becoming committed to other states.

-There is no legal difference between a treaty and a convention. The term `treaty'
is now generally reserved for agreements which regulate the affairs of states in a
broad way. It is also the appropriate title when the relative bargaining positions
are unequal, for example, in treaties of peace. The term `convention' is now more
generally employed, particularly to designate. agreements to which a large number of
states are expected to become parties. ,

Such multilateral agreements are frequently opened for 'accession' by states
which have not previously signed them. It is also frequently arranged that they shall
not come into force until they have been ratified or acceded to by a specified number
of states or until the expiration of a specified period of time. Occasionally the date
of entry into force depends upon both of these factors.

Effect of Reservations

A state which has previously signed a convention may be unwilling to ratify it
as it stands, and may accordingly make a reservation against the operation of one or
more of its provisions. The practice of opening conventions for accession by states
which have not participated at the drafting stage is conducive to the deposit by such
states of instruments of accession which include reservations.

If other states object to such reservations, confusion results-particularly if many
states are involved. If the date of entry into force depends on the number of states
ratifying or acceding, the confusion is even worse. The problem was considered in
the League of Nations, where it was generally agreed that a state could not become
a party subject to a reservation unless all other contracting states accepted the reser-
vation. This `classical theory' was based on the view that no state could alter the text
of, a contract as applied to itself by its own unilateral act unless all other interested
states agreed. •

Conventions are an important source of international law, and those drafted by
international organizations such as the United Nations and its Specialized Agencies
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are particularly important in this regard: z In the past,' differences of opinion ha^ e
arisen as to whether'the integritÿ of the'tèxt of such law-rinaking conventions was
more or less important than participation of a large number of states.

by some delegates in the Legal Committee as a state of "7egal chaos".

for each state to apply its own subjective test as to whether a reservation was "com-
patible" or "incompatible". If they disagreed, there remained a situation described

- The Court, by a majority of 7 to 5, held that a state could become a party wbile
maintaining a reservation, notwithstanding the objection of other states, if the resa-
vation was "compatible with the objects and purposes of the convention". It was left

advisory opinion of the Court and the report of the Commission together.

The General Assembly, at its Fifth Session, referred specific questions aris'nig
out of these reservations to the International Court of justice and also asked the
International Law Commission to make a general study of the question of resena-
tions to multilateral conventions. The Legal (Sixth) Committee considered the

of genocide.)

Reservations to Genocide Convention

The problem came to a head in connection with the Genocide Convention. This
Convention was of a law-making character. Certain states (the Soviet bloc and the
Philippines) sought to become parties with reservations against specific provisions,
the most important of which was an article under which they could have been brought
before the International Court of justice for a ruling on their failure to apprehend
and try persons guilty of genocide. (The International Court of justice can make a
declaratory judgment concerning the carrying out of the convention. It has no crim-
inal jurisdiction and it was never intended that it should actually try persons guilty

by the General Assembly.
a recommendation on this matter in the resolution which was subsequently adopted
tracting states, but a compromise proved impossible and the Committee did not make
%vould have pennitted acceptance of reservations by a three-fourths majority of con-
gation, toward the end of the debate, suggested an alternative set of rules wldch
countries supported the recommendations of the Commission. The Cana an Dele-

Organization of American States, which facilitated the making of reservations, but
which also prescribed that the convention would not come into force between a
reserving and an objecting state, thus tending to split the multi-lateral convention
into a series of bi-lateral agreements. Most European states and Commonwealtb

Latin-American countries favoured a system adopted several years previously by the
sovereign right of states to become parties and to make reservations at will. Most
the Legal Committee refused to accept it. The Soviet block insisted on an alleged

recommended a set of rules to govern the situation when no such provision had been
made in the convention based on the.classical theory of unanimous consent men-
tioned above. This recommendation produced a sharp conflict of opinion. Although
it had been-unanimously adopted by the participating members of the Commission,

reservations and objections. This recommendation was generally acceptable. It also
states make provision during the drafting of a convention to govern the making of

. The International Law Commission recommended by a unanimous vote that

Further Consideration in the United Nations

tions governing reservations.
participate in the. drafting of a convention have failed to include in the text stipula'
and objections thereto is likely to arise again in the future whenever the states wLich

The problem of determining the precise legal position resulting from reservations
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EXTERNAL AFFAIRS : 19 PARLIAMENT
STATEMENTS OF GOVERNMENT POLICY

I

in the following words:

of "the great honour of having been appointed by His late Majesty as his personal
representative in my native land", and went on to discuss thè international situation

I meet you at a time when the people of Canada, in commori with other
peoples of the Commonwealth, mourn the loss of our late Sovereign, King George VI.
His late Majesty was greatly loved by all his subjects in Canada who have vivid
recollections of his visit to this country and of his many associations with his Canadian
people. In no part of the Commonwealth has the sense of personal loss been more
deeply felt than in our country. I join with you inextending deepest sympathy in their
bereavement to Her Majesty the Queen; to Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother, to
Queen Mary, to Princess Margaret and all the members of the royal family.

The people of Canada have already had an opportunity of meeting their new
sovereign. In the course of her visit to our country a few months ago Her Majesty
made a deep and lasting impression on her Canadian subjects. As the Queen assumes
her heavy responsibilities she is assured of the loyalty and devotion of the Canadian
people in full measure.

The new Governor General's first address to Parliament next referred to his sense

The Speech from the Throne opening the 6th Session of the 21st Parliament on
Thursday, February 28, began with the following tribute to the late King and to his
successor, Queen Elizabeth II:

The situation throughout the world continues to cause concern and to require
my ministers to devote a great deal of attention to our external affairs. The Govern-
ment remains convinced that the nations of the free world must continue to increase
their combined strength, in order to ensure lasting peace and security by the effective
discouragement of aggression.

In Korea it has not yet been possible to bring about an armistice, but negotiations
with this end in view are still going on. Canadian forces together with their comrades
from other of the United Nations are giving distinguished service in that unhappy
land.

A formation from the Canadian Army now forms an effective part of the inte-
grated force of the North Atlantic alliance in Europe and further elements of the
Royal Canadian Air Force e progressively being despatched overseas. Amendments
to legislation relating to ou^armed forces will be submitted for your approval.

Your approval will /also be sought for a further Canadian contribution to the
Colombo plan and for technical assistance to under-developed areas. .

• A Japanese peace treaty has been signed and will be submitted for your con-
sideration . . .

A board of engineers has been establishéd to prepare an application for sub-
mission to the International joint Commission concerning the development of hydro-
electric power in the International Section of the St. Lawrence River .:.

You will be asked to make provision for all essential services, and for national
defence and the meeting of our obligations under the United Nations Charter and

the North Atlantic Treaty, for the next fiscal year.

On Friday, February 29, the address in reply to the Speech from the Throne
was moved by Mr. E. W. George, (L, Westmorland) and seconded by Mr. André
Gauthier, (L, Lake St. John).
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CANADA AND :THE, UNITED ` NATIONS
Sixth: Session of the General 'Assembly

The Sixth Session of the U.N. General Assembly ended on the afternoon of Tues-
day, February 5, 1952. No date was fixed for the Seventh Regular Session.' However,
Rule 1 of the Assembly's Rules of Procedure provides that: "T'he General Assembly
shall meet every year in regular session commencing on the third Tuesday in Sep-
tember". Regarding the location of the Seventh Session, Rule 3 of the Assembly's
Rules of Procedure states" that: "Sessions shall be held at the Headquarters of the
United Nations unless convened elsewhere in pursuance of a decision of the General
Assembly at a previous session or at the request of a majority of the Members of the
United Nations". Unless, therefore, some contrary decision is taken by a majority
of the Members of the United Nations between now and next September, the Seventh
Regular Session of the General Assembly will open in New York on Tuesday, Sep-
tember 16, 1952.

abstenhons (Clule and Yemen).
which was adopted by a vote of 51 in favour, 5 against (the Soviet bloc) and 2
desirable consideration of these items. Canada voted in favour of this resolution
special session of the Assembly in the event that. ôther developments in Korea make

special session of the Assembly in New York to consider the two Korean items. This
resolution also provided for the convening of a special session or an "emergency"

the conclusion of an armistice in Kore.a", the Secretary-General would convene a
provided that °upon notification by the Unified Command to the Security Council of
be held, at the appropriate time, to consider these two Korean items. This resolution

On the initiative of the United Kingdom, United States and French Delegations,
the General Assembly adopted a resolution on February 5, 1952, just prior to the
adjournment of the Sixth Session, by which a special session of the Assembly would

of Korea).

cided to postpone discussion of the two items on its agenda which concerned Korea.
These were Item 17 (Independence of Korea) and Item 27 (Relief and Rehabilitation

Special Session of the General Assembly on Korea '
Before its adjournment the Sixth Regular Session of the General Assembly de-

Libya
Questions relating to Libya appeared on the agenda of the Sixth Session of the

(a) The Annual Reports of the United Nations Commissioner in Libya and of

uenera, :issemuiy m inree alIIerent rorms:

(b) Adjustme

the Admunstermg Powers;
_ . . ,-. ^ .. , - --- - - - - - •

(c) The Problem of War Damages.

Annual Reports . •

grounds mat me procedure bemg followed to give Libya independence was question-
Arab states to have a special priority assigned to discussion of the Libyan item on the
independence had been aclueved. Attempts were made by representatives of the
cide whether a discussion of the Libyan problem should take place before or after
would fall during the Sixth Session of the General Assembly it was necessary to de-
that Libya achieve independence not later than january 1, 1952. Since this date

At its Fourth Session, the General Assembly adopted a resolution recommendinf:
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able. This argument, however, did not prevail, the majority view being that it would
be futile to embark on a discussion of this item prior to the publication of the Supple-
mentary Report of the United Nations Commissioner which would not be available
until early in 1952, and Chat there were no valid reasons for delaying, pending the
examination of the Commissioner's Report, the proclamation of Libyan independence
beyond the date set previously in the General Assembly.

On December 24, by royal proclamation, the United Kingdom of Libya came
into being. Canada recognized the new state by an exchange of telegramsM When
the Ad Hoc Political Committee met on January 23 to consider this subject it had
before it a draft resolution sponsored by twelve states (Australia, Chile, Denmark,
Greece; Iraq, Liberia, New Zealand, Nicaragua, Peru, the Philippines, United States,
and Uruguay). This resolution congratulated. Libya on the attainment of independ-
ence, noted that national elections would soon be held in accordance with the pro-
visions of the Libyan Constitution, asked the Secretary-General and the Specialized
Agencies to continue to extend technical assistance to Libya on its request, and ex-
pressed the view that Libya should be admitted to membership in the United Nations.
One of the obstacles to the immediate acceptance of these proposals was the argu-
ment advanced by Egypt and the U.S.S.R. that the presence of foreign troops and
military bases in Libya was incompatible with Libyan independence. In line with this
contention both states proposed resolutions calling for withdrawal of foreign troops.
Egypt proposed that the troops should be withdrawn in six months and that the mili-
tary bases should be handed over to the Libyan military authorities, while the U.S.S.R.
called for withdrawal of troops in three months and the liquidation of the bases. Both
of these resolutions were defeated by substantial majorities. .

Egypt and the Arab countries also voiced opposition to the extent to which the
new state of Libya would be dependent for financial assistance on the United King-
dom, under agreements which had been concluded by the latter with the Provisional
Libyan Government, and on other financial assistance offered by the United States
and Italy. The Arab states were anxious to internationalize the assistance which
would, from all indications, be necessary to preserve Libyan economic viability.
Egypt, therefore, advanced proposals recommending that members of the United
Nations should contribute to a special fund and that the Economic and Social Council
should study the measures required for the administration and utilization of that
fund. There seemed little likelihood that substantial contributions would be forth-
coming, however, as the United Nations Commissioner had already endeavoured to
secure for Libya financial assistance of an international character but had received
positive guarantees of immediate aid from the United Kingdom, the United States
and Italy only. The Arab delegations were therefore obliged to withdraw their pro-
posal. A Chilean suggestion was then put forward in the form of an amendment to
the twelve-power draft resolution calling on the Economic and Social Council to
study ways and means of providing additional assistance to Libya, and calling on
the Secretary-General to give the Economic and Social Council any help it might
need in carrying out the tasks allotted to it under the proposed amendment. After
a good deal of debate these amendments were adopted by a narrow margin. The re-
vised draft resolution was subsequently adopted in the Ad Hoc Political Committee
by a vote of 48 (including Canada) to 0 with no abstentions, and by the General
Assembly by 50 (including Canada) to 0 with no abstentions.

Adjustment of Frontiers between Egypt and Libya

The adjustment of the Libyan frontiers had been referred to the Sixth Session
of the General . Assembly by the Fifth Session. When the Ad Hoc Political Com-

r1littee discussed this matter, the representative of Egypt signified the intention of

^l ► See External A$airi, February 1952, pp. 72-73.
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his govennmenttô enter into direct. negotiations with the independent Government
of Libya with a view to settling the: boundary issue ."in the spirit of friendship and
neighbourliness": - The Ad Hoc Political 'Committee unanimously adopted a resolution
noting the intention' of the Government of Egypt to settle the matter in this 'way.
The General Assembly adopted the same resolution unanimously.'.

The Problem of War; Damages

Diring thé Sixth Session the Secretary-General was called on to prepare a report
on war damages in' Libya with particular reference to the effect of such damage on
the Libyan economy. This document was circulated in the Economic Committee
and a draft resolution was submitted by France and the Unitéd Kingdom inviting
the Secretary-General and the Agencies participating in the Technical Assistance
Board to give sympathetic consideration to requests of the Libyan Government for
assistance with economic development programmes including the repair or recon-
struction of property and installations damaged during the war. The Secretary-
General was also asked to complete the survey on . war damages which had already
been undertaken. This resolution was adopted 'in committee and by the General
Assembly'with only minor amendments.

Eritrea.. . . .. .. . ..
In accordance with the General Assembly resolution adopted at the Fifth Session,

• the former Italian colony of Eritrea was to be constituted "an autonomous unit fedar-
ated with Ethiopia under the sovereignty of the Ethiopian crown not later than
September 5, 1952". It was the view of the United Kingdom, which has been acting
sincé the war as the Administering Power, that certain financial and economic mat-
ters which remained after the liquidation of the Italian colonial regime should be satis-
factorily disposed of before federation took place. 'Accordingly, the United Kingdom
Delegation to the Sixth Session submitted a report on the situation and a draft reso-
lution designed to meet the needs of the case. The resolution, drawn up in accordance
with principles accepted by the General Assembly at its Fifth Session for the solution
of similar problems in respect of Libya, called for the return to its original owners of
public- and private property and for the establishment of a tribunal, composed of
international jurists, to settle any disputes which might arise in connection with the
transfer.

The only opposition to these suggestions was advanced by the Soviet and Arab
blocs, both maintaining that the local population had not been fully consulted on this
matter. The Delegate of the U.S.S.R. suggested also that the United Kingdom was
being granted certain extraterritorial concessions which would infringe upon Eritrean
autonomy: When the United Kingdom draft resolution was put to the vote, there-
fore, the Soviet bloc opposed it while most of the Arab states abstained. The resolu-
tion was adopted 'in committee, however, by a vote of 33 (including Canada) to 5
with 9 abstentions and by the General Assembly by 39 (including Canada) to 5 K ith
5 abstentions.

Trusteeship Questions

, The Trusteeship Committee adopted several important resolutions on the work
of the Trusteeship Council, all but one of which were approved in the plenary session
of the Assembly.

In two resolutions, the -Assembly recommended changes in the procedure of the
Trusteeship Council. One of these asked the Council to establish a standing com-
mittee for the examination of petitions from the inhabitants of trust territories, and
requested the administering powers to submit to the Trusteeship Council special
information on the action taken by them in implementing Trusteeship Council recom-
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-Wide Worfd
CANADA SPEAKS AT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY'

The Minister of Justice and Vice-Chairman of the Canadian Delegation to the Sixth Session of the
Generol Assembly of the United Nations, Mr. Stuart S. Garson (centre), addresses the First (Political)
Committee in Paris during the disarmament debate. On Mr. Garson's right is Mr. Manuel Trucco of

Chile, and at his lefi is Mr. K. V. Kisseiev of Byebrussia.

The General Assembly invited the Trusteeship Council to examine the possibility
of associating the inhabitants of the trust territories more closely in its work. The
Assembly did not, however, approve a draft resolution which recommended the
participation of non-members of the Trusteeship Council in the subsidiary bodies of
that organ. . ^ .

, The problem of the Ewe people in Togoland was again raised in the Fourth
Committee and debated at length. Representatives from the area were heard, and a
resolution was subsequently approved by the Assembly urging the administering
Powers to reach a"prompt, constructive and equitable settlement", and making
recommendations on a joint Council for Togoland Affairs which is being set up by

visited, without reducing the frequency of visits.

mendations dealing with petitions. Canad:i supported this resolution. In the second
resolution, the Assembly recommended that the Trusteeship Council review" the
organizatioii and functioning of its visiting missions to trust territories with a view
to increasing the duration of the visits and reducing the number of trust territories

sentative explained, the resolution duplicated work already being done under the
United Nations Technical Assistance Programme, of which the administering powers
Nvere taking full advantage.

In a resolution which met resistance from some administering powers, the
Assembly recommended that these powers include, in their annual reports, informa-
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The Assembly'also recommended unanimously that the authorities administering
territories should take steps to disseminate therein information on the United Nations
and on the trusteeship system. Another resolution invited member states to make
fellowships; scholarships and internships available to qualified students from the trust
territories. Canada abstained on this resolution because, as the Canadian Repre-

the administering powers. ; ,



tion on the measures being taken to lead the trust territories to self-government and
an estimate of the time needed to reach that goal. Canada voted against this resolu-
tion. The Canadian Representative explained that he thought that the political
progress of the trust territories might be hampered rather than helped by the results
of the resolution since from Canada's experience he knew that constitutional evolu-
tion was not susceptible to rigid planning and exact formulas.

Other resolutions adopted included:

a request that the Trusteeship Council include in its reports its conclusions on
the action taken by the administering authorities to implement Trusteeship
Council and General Assembly resolutions;

a recommendation on rural economic development; and

a request for a special report of the Trusteeship Council administrative unions
affecting trust territories, to be submitted to a new committee of the General
Assembly set up to study the question of these unions.

Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories

The General Assembly approved all the resolutions adopted by the Trusteeship
Committee on this item. One of the most important of these resolutions (supported
by Canada) appointed an ad hoc committee to study further the factors which should
be taken into account in deciding whether a territory was, or was not, one,whose
people had not yet attained a full measure of self-government. 'These factors were
debated in the Fourth Committee and a draft list of them, formulated by a sub-
committee, was included, as a guide, in the adopted resolution. Ali members of the
United Nations were invited to provide the Secretary-General with their views on
this question before May 1, 1952. Another resolution invited the renamed 'Com-
mittee on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories" to examine the possi-
bility of associating these territories in its work. This resolution was adopted.by a
vote of 47 in favour (including Canada), 2 against, and 7 abstentions.

The Trusteeship Committee also elected Ecuador and Indonesia to the Corn-
mittee on Information to replace Mexico and the Philippines, whose terms had
expired. • . , .

. Human Rights

At its Thirteenth Session last summer, the Economic and Social Council invited
the General Assembly to reconsider the decision which it had taken at its Fifth
Session in 1950 to include in one covenant articles on economic, social and cultural
rights together with articles on civil and political rights. During the discussion of
this subject in the Social, Humanitarian and Cultural Committee of the Assemb'y,
Chile, Egypt, Pakistan and Yugoslâvia introduced a resolution re-affirming the
previous decision of the Assembly in favour of a single covenant.

An amendment to this resolution, sponsored by Belgium, India, Lebanon, and
the United States, requested the Commission on Human Rights to draft two separate
covenants, one on civil and political rights and the other on economic, social and
cultural rights, to be submitted simultaneously for the consideration of the General
Assembly at its Seventh Session. This amendment was adopted, by the Assembly at
its last meeting on February 5, 1952, by a vote of 27 in favour (including Canada),
20 against, with 3 abstentions.

A number of other resolutions were also approved under which the Commission
on Human Rights was to study v.arious proposals including an article on self-
determination, provisions in the two covenants for reservations, and the formulation
of recommendations on communications alleging non-observance of human rights.
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On March 24 the Economic and Social Council will hold a special session in
New York for the purpose of transmitting to the Commission on Human Rights the
documents necessary to enable the Commission to prepare the drafts of the two
covenants and to complete other work assigned to it. These drafts will be submitted

Korean Relief
The Advisory Committee of the United Nations Korean Reconstruction Agency,

of which Canada is a member, met in Paris on January 10-14. The principal function

aL _ T! J 1 /. . - --.-

tv .,m .:.,..11vula: auu au:iai wuucn in its summer sessu

of this Committee is to advise the Agent General of UNKRA with regard to major
nancial,. procurement, distribution and other economic problems pertaining to the
Agency's plans and operations. The members of this Committee • in addition to
Canada are India, the United Kingdom, the United States and Uruguay.

Because of the prolongation of the cease-fire talks, UNKRA has not yet been able
to commence large-scale operations. Present relief work is being undertaken by the
Unified Command through its Civil Assistance Command. The Advisory Committee
agreed, however, that, pending UNKRA's assumption of full responsibility for all
relief work following the conclusion of hostilities, the Agent General might undertake
a limited programme, the estimated cost of which is expected to amount to $8 million.
Some of the projects envisaged for this programme are the provision of fishing nets
urgently needed for augmenting the food supply, the reestablishment of a marine
school, the importation of poultry and farm animals, a number of rehabilitation
projects in the field of education, vocational training and public health, the inaugura-
tion of specific engineering services and the development of detailed blueprints for
power mining and other industrial installations essential to the rehabilitation of the
Korean economy.

At the conclusion of the meeting Canada was elected to the Chairmanship `of
the Advisory Committee.

'The United Nations Technical Assistance Conference
The second United Nations Technical Assistance Conference was held in Paris

immediately following the conclusion of the Sixth Regular Session of the General
Assembly. The purpose of the Conference was to ascertain approximately the total
amount of. constributions which'governments were willing to make available during
the year 1952 for the United^,Nations Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance
to under-developed countries.

Mr. Jean Lesage, Parliamentary Assistant to the Secretary of State for External
Affairs, was elected President of the two-day meeting. Attendance was not confined
to the sixty members of the United Nations, since any country which is a member
of a Specialized Agèncy participating in the Expanded Programme of Technical
Assistance was included in the invitation. The five members of the Soviet bloc did
not accept the Secretary-Generàl's invitation to attend the Conference and have for
the second time refused to participate in this important programme of assistance to
the people of the under-developed countries.

The Secretary-General had asked that countries participating in the programme
might for the year 1952, the second financial period, give an amount equal to their
contributions for the previous eighteen months' operation of the_ programme. The
response was gratifying both because' of'the appreciation expressed by the under-
developed countries of the accomplishments of the programme so far and the amount
Pledged for its future activities. 'The total contributions pledged to the programme
by fifty-one countries by March 1, 1952,: are equivalent to $18,839,618. (U.S.). Ten
additional countries have indicated they will contribute but have not yet pledged
sPecific amounts. Further efforts are being made to reach the goal of $20 million.
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The Canadian contribution for the first financial périôd was $850,000,, The

Canadian Representative announced. that his Government. was prepared to pledge
. the same amount for the year 1952 if the total target'of $20 million was reached.
,He said that the. Canadian Government felt that the very life and success of a
programme of this kind depended on the widest participation by all.member states.
It was to underline the Canadian interest in a universal response to this programme
that the Government had decided that the extent of its financial participation_ would

be directly related to that of others. Nevertheless, the Canadian Representative made
a firm pledge of $750,000, subject to the approval of Parliament, and announced

that a further $100,000 would remain available until the final act of the Conference

was closed for signature.

The contributions of the United States, Australia and Switzerland were also

directly related to the total of the pledges. The United States delegate announced a
firm pledge of $11.4 million which may be increased to $12 million if the total target
of twenty million dollars is reached.

For the first time Western _ Germany and Japan announced contributions to the
programme. Other new contributors were the Indo-Chinese States of Laos, Viet A'aui
and Cambodia. Increased donations came from Sweden which announced that it
would give, four times its contribution for the first financial period, and from

Columbia, Norway, Indonesia, Burma, Pakistan and Haiti.

In his remarks at the close of the Conference, Mr. Lesage congratulated the
participants on the "marvellous - example of international co-operation" they had

shown. He said that by their generous contributions "they had forged an important

tool of peace."

e. - • - -United Nef;011'
WOMEN REPRESENTATIVES TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY

Womon roprosontad a numbar of cavntrios at the Sixtb Session of the Gonaral AssNebly of the U044
Nations, which adjovrnod in Paris on Frrbrvory 6. Mrs. R. J. Marshall, (second from riy1N), a pad
prosidant of the National Council of Womsn, was a mombar of the Canadian Ddpatian. TalkinF
to Mrs. Marshall (k*ft to right) are: Mrs. Irsna Domonska, Poland; MIIo Mtnarva Bernardino, Demi*`
ken Rapvblic; Mrs. Franklin D. Roosw*h, U.S.A.; Mrs. Ana Figveroa, CbiFb; Mrs. Zona Narman,

Israol; and Mrs. Aase Lionass„ Norway.
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APPOINTMENTS AND TRANSFERS IN THE CANADIAN
DIPLOMATIC SERVICE

Mr. G. C. McInnes was posted from Ottawa, to the Office of the High Commissioner for
Canada in India, effective February 12, 1952.

Mr. M. Blais was posted from Home Leave (Athens), to Ottawa, effective February 4, 1952.

Mr. J. G. H. Halstead was posted from the Office of the High Commissioner for Canada in
the United Kingdom, to Ottawa, effective February 28, 1952.

Mr. D. Stansfield was posted from the Canadian Embassy in the U.S.S.R., to Ottawa,
effective February 25, 1952.

'APPOINTMENTS AND TRANSFERS OF
REPRESENTATIVES OF OTHER COUNTRIES IN CANADA

DIPLOMATIC

New Appoinhnonts 4 ; -
Commodore Knut Mauritz Ostberg, Naval

Attaché, Legation of Sweden, February I.

Mr. Nicolai Chiriaev, Attaché, Embassy of
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, Feb-
ruary 4.

Mr. J. S. Gandee, Senior Secretary, Office
of the High Commissioner for the United
Kingdom, February 8.

:1ir. Luis Correia, Assistant Commercial
Attaché, Embassy of Brazil, February 11.

Mr. Murillo Curgel Valente, Third Secre-
tary, Embassy of Brazil. February 13.

Mr. Fayaz Alum, Commercial Attaché,
Office of the High Commissioner for Pakis-
tan, February 14.

Mr. Anker Svart; Secretary, Legation of
Denmark, February 19.

Mr. Walenty Gratkowski, Attaché, Lega-
tion of Poland, February 19.

Colonel Cueorgui Golovechkine, Assistant
Military Attaché, Embassy of the- Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics, February 28.

A ^ Major Anatoli Kolossov, Assistant Military
Attach6 for Air, Embassy of the Union of
Soviet. Socialist Republics, February 28.

High Commissioner.

His Excellency Mario de Stefano, Ambas-
sador of Italy, February 14. Pending the
presentation of the Letter of Credence of Mr.
Di Stefano's successor, Mr. Ruggero Farace,
Counsellor, is Chargé d'Affaires ad interim.

His Excellency Dr. Luis Cuneo-Harrison,
Ambassador of Peru, February 26. Pending
the presentation of the Letter of Credence of
Dr. Cuneo-Harrison's successor,. Mr. César
A. de la Fuente, Counsellor, is Chargé d'Af-
faires ad interim.

His Excellency Urho Toivola, Minister of
Finland, February 29. Until Mr. Toivola's
successor has assumed his duties, Mr. Olavi
Lahonen, Second Secretary, is Chargé d'Af-
faires ad interim.

Mr. Robert J. Francis, Attaché, Embassy
of the United States of America, January.30.

Mr. G. W. St. J. Chadwick, Senior Secre-
tary, Office of the High Commissioner for the
United Kingdom, February 8.

Mr. Francis A. Flood, First Secretary and
Agricultural Attaché, Embassy of the United
States of America, February 27..

Mr. Emir Boysan, Commercial Attaché,
Embassy of Turkey, February 29.

uopa ►fYros His Excellency Liu Chieb, Ambassador of
His Eacellebcy Mohammed All, I ligh Com- China, resumed charge of the Embassy on

missioner for Pakistan, February 11. Until February 28 on his return from Paris, France,
Mr. Ali's successor has assumed his duties, where he attended the Sixth Session of the
,Mr. E. H, Enver, Third Secretary, is Acting General Assembly of the United Nations.

1 ' -
Provispnal Roceynition was Rranfod fe:

CONSULAR

Miss Lillian Finnilà as Vice-Consul of the
United States of America at Vancouver, Feb-
ruary 12.

Miss Esperanza Zetina as Vice-Consul of
Mexico at Ottawa, February 12.

Mr. George M. Graves as Consul of the
United States of America at Saint John, Feb-



ruary 12. He was previously Consul at
Toronto.

Mr. Ralph W. McMahon as Vice-Consul
of the United States of America at Calgary,
February 26.

D.pa.hrrs

Mr. Milton Faria, Consul of Brazil at Mont-

real, January 30.

Mr. Paulo Valladares, Vice-Consul of Bra-
zil at Toronto, January 30.

Mr. John M. Kavanaugh, . Consul of the
United States of America at Saint John, Feb-
ruary 6.

TRADE

Now Appoimee.MS tralia at Vancouver, February 4.:

Mr. J. P. Costello, Assistant Trade Com- D.pa.nrre
missioner of New Zealand at Montreal, Feb-
ruary 3. Mr. Ronald B. Hines, Assistant Trade

Commissioner of. Australia at Vancouler,
Mr. J. Payne, Trade Commissioner of Aus- February 4.

CANADIAN REPRESENTATION AT INTERNATIONAL •
CONFERENCES

(This is a list of international conferences at which Canada uxis representéd during the
month of February 1952, and of those at which it may be represented tn the future; eariier

conferences may be found in the previous issues of 'External A$airsA).

(The Department of External Affairs, through its International Conferences Section is
►esponsible for co-ordinating all invitations to international conferences. It should be noted,
however, that the decision as to the participation of the Canadian Government at such
con erences is made by the Secretary o} State for External Affairs or, where appropriate, by
Cabinet upon the recommendation of the department of government functio►wlly concern.^d).

Continuing Boards and Commissions

(Noro. published annually. Only new continuing boards and commissions will be listed in
the {nteroening months. See External Affairs" January 1952, for a complete list of

continuing boards and commissions).

Conferences Attended in February

1. 6th Regular Session of the United Nations United Nations, New York; D. Stansfield,
General Assembly. Paris, November 6, Canadian Embassy Moscow; H. B. 0.
1951 - February 5, . 1952. Representa- Robinson, Office of the Canadian I Iigh
tives: Chairman: S. S. Carson, Minister Commissioner, London; O. G. Stoner,
of Justice; Deputy Chairman: J. Lesage, Canadian Embassy, Paris; j.1. McCardle,
Parliamentary Assistant to the Secretary Department of External Affairs; Infor-
of State for External Affairs; Mrs. R. J. mation Officers: F.. Charpentier, Can-
Marshall, Past President of the National adian Embassy, Paris; Miss M. Cordon,
Council of Women; Alternates: T. A. Canadian Consulate General, New York;
Stone, Canadian Minister to Sweden; Secretary-General: A. R. Crepault, Per-
D., M. Johnson, Canadian Permanent manent Delegation of Canada to the
Representative ' to the United Nations, United Nations, New York.
New York; R. M. Macdonnell, Canadian •
Embassy, Paris; J. F. Parkinson, Can- 2. Ad Hoc Committee on Restrictive Pusf-
adian Representative to the OEEC, Paris; ness Practices. (ECOSOC). New York,
Parliamentary Advisers: T. C. W. Ash- January 29 _ February 6. Delegate: T.
boume M.P.; L. Balcer, M.P.; E. C. D. MacDonald, Combines Investigation
HansA, M.P.; P. E. Wright, M.P.; Ad- Commissioner, Department of justice;
visers: S. D. Pollock, Department of • Alternate: A. S. Whiteley, Departmerd of
Finance; G. G. Crean, Canadian Em- justice.
bassy, Belgrade; L. A. D. Stephens, Can- ..
adian Embassy, The Hague; N. F. H.' 3. 8th Session of the Economic and Social
Berlis, Permanent Delegation of Canada CounciPi Economic Commission for Asia
to the European Office of the United Na- and the Far East. Rangoon, Burma, Janu-
tions, Geneva• Miss E. P. MacCallum, ary 29 - February 9. Observer: R. G. Nik
Department of<ExternalAffairs; J . George, Cavell, Department of Trade and Corn-
Permanent Delegation of Canada to the merce.
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4. United Nations Technical Assistance Con-
. ference. Paris, February 6. Representa-

tive: J. Lesage, Parliamentary Assistant
to the Secretary of State for External
Affairs; Alternate: D..M: Johnson, Can-
adian Permanent Representative to the
United Nations, New York. .

5. llth Session of the Executive Committee
of IRO. Geneva, February 7-9. Head of
Delegation: Dr. V. Doré, Canadian 111in-
ister to Switzerland; Delegates: P. W.
Bird, Canadian Immigration Officer, Ger-
many; . K. D. Mcllwraith, Permanent
Delegation of Canada to the European
Office of the United Nations, Geneva.

6. 9th Session of the General Council of
IRO. Geneva, February 11-15. Head of
Delegation; Dr. V. Doré, Canadian Min-
ister to Switzerland; Delegates: P. W.
Bird, Canadian Immigration Officer, Ger-
many; K. D. Mcllwraith, Permanent
Delegation of Canada to the European
Office of the United Nations, Geneva.

7. Caribbean Commission Con f erence on
Industrial Development. Puerto Rico,
February 11-20. Observer: T. G. Major,
Canadian Trade Commissioner, Port-of-
Spain. . . .

8. North Atlantic Military Committee. Lis-
bon, Feb 11-12. Chairman: Lt.
Gen. C. F^es, Chairman, Chief of
Staff; Advisers: A/V/M H. L. Campbell;
Maj. Gen. J. D. Smith; Lt. Col. R. L.

. Raymont, Department of National De-
fence; H. F. Davis, Department of Ex-
ternal Affairs.

9. 2nd'Sesston of Provisional Inter-Govern-
mental Committee for the Movement of
Migrants from Europe (PICMME). Gen-
eva, February 18-23. Head of Delega-
tion: C. E. S. Smith, Director of Immi-
gration; Delegates: N. F. H. ' Berlis,
Permanent Delegation of Canada to the
European Office of the United Nations,
Geneva; S. • D: . Pollock, Department of
Finance; Adviser: P. W. Bird, Canadian
Immigration OfScér, Germany.

10. Committee on Commodity Problems of.
FAO. Rome, February 18., Representa-
tive: ' Dr. S. C. Hudson, Department of
Agriculture.

11. British Commonwealth Scientific (Ofji-
cial) Conferenee. Canberra and Mel-
bourne, February 18 - March 7. Chair-
man: Dr. E. W. R. Steacie, President,
National Research Council; Delegates:

Dr. K, W. Neatby, Department of Agri-
culture; Dr. G. S. Hume, Department of
Mines and Technical Surveys; Dr. G. B.
Reed, Fisheries Research Board; Dr. G.
11. Ettinger, Queen's University, Kings-
ton; Dr. P. Gagnon, Laval University,
Quebec.

12. North Atlantic Council. Lisbon,.February
20. Delegates: L. B. Pearson, Secretary

_ of State for External Affairs; Brooke Clax-
ton, Minister of National Defence; Ad-
visers: Department of External Affairs:-
A. D- P. Heeney, Under-Secretary of
State for External Affairs; L. D. Wilgress,
High Commissioner for Canada in the

•- United Kingdom; W. F. A. Turgeon,
Canadian Ambassador to Ireland and
INtinister to Portugal; C. S. A. Ritchie,
Assistant Under-Secretary of State; A. F.
W. Plumptre; S. F. Rae, Office of the
Canadian High Commissioner, London;
Department of National Defence:-Lt.
Gen. C. Foulkes, Chairman, Chiefs of
Staff; Department of Finance:- . J. F.
Parkinson, Canadian Representative to
the OEEC, Paris; Aides: Department of
External Affairs:- P. T. Molson; Depart-
ment of National Defence:- W/C J. F.
M. Bell; Secretary: H. F. Davis, Depart-
ment of External Affairs.

13. 3rd Meeting of American Central Bank
Technical Experts. Cuba, February 25 -
\tarch 8. Representative: W. E. Scott,
Bank of Canada.

14. Ad Hoc Committee on Agenda and Inter-
sessional Business of GATT. Geneva,
February 25. Representative: L. Couil-
lard, Deputy Representative to OEEC,
Paris.

15. 3rd European - Mediterranean Regional
,.Air Navigation Meeting of ICAO. Paris,

February 26. Delegate: J. H. Tudhope,
Office of the Canadian High Commis-
sioner, London.

16. Meeting of the Sub-Group of the Inter-
sessional Working Party on the Reduction
of Tariff Levels of GATT. Geneva, Feb-
ruary 26. L. Couillard, Deputy Repre-
sentative to OEEC, Paris.

17. Conference on Settlement of German
External Debts. London, February 28.
Head of Delegation: E. A. Coté, Office
of the Canadian High Commissioner,
London; Delegates: A. B. Hockin, Office
of the Canadian High Commissioner,
London; H. D. Clark, Department of
Finance. -
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Conferences' to held in March and february`

(The inclusion of the name of a Con f erence or Congress {n 'the following list means only

that the Government of Canada has received an invitation to participate; the dates are

tentative. It does not follow that the invitation has been or will be accepted).

1. International Sugar Council. London,
March3.

2. .118th Session 'of the Governing Body of

'
ILO (and its Committees). Geneva, March
3-15.

3. Preliminary Meeting of Officials of the
Consultative Committee on 'Economic
Development in South and Southeast
Asia. Karachi, March 10.

4. Committee on Non-Government Organi-
zations (ECOSOC). New York, March
18-21.

5. Special Session of ECOSOC. New York,
March 24.

6. 4th Session of Inter-American Conference
on Social Security. Mexico, March 24-
April 8. .

7. Consultative Committee on Co-operative
Economic Development in South and
Southeast Asia. Karachi, March 24.

8. Meeting of WMO. ' Geneva, March. -

9. 7th Session of the Narcotic Drugs Con+-
mission (ECOSOC). New York, April 15.

10. 5th Con f erence of American States Meri-
bers of the Organization (ILO). Rio de
Janeiro, April 17-30.

11. 4th Session of the Metal and Trades Corn-
mtttee (ILO). Geneva, April 21- May 3.

12. 6th International Conference of the Inter-
national Hydrographic Bureau. Monaco,
April 29.

13. International Wheat Council. April..

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS CONCLUDED BY CANADA

Multilateral
Declaration on the continued application of the schedules to the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade. Signed at Torquay, April 21, 1951.

Fifth Protocol of Rectifications to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. Signed
at New York, May 7, 1951.

TorquayProtocol to the General Agreement on Târiffs and Trade. Signed at New
York, May 7, 1951. ,, .
Decisions agreeing to the accession of Austria, Federal Republic of Germany, Korea,
Peru, Philippines and Turkey to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. Signed
at New York, May 7, 1951.

Treaty of Peace with Japan. Signed at San Francisco, September 8, 1951.

Agreement on the status of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, national repre-
'sentatives and international staff. Signed at Londons September 20, 1951.. -

Protocol to the North Atlantic Treaty on the accession of Greece and Turkey. Sigi,ed
at London, October 17, 1951.

Agreement for the preparatiôn and adoption of the new international frequency list
for the various services in the bands between 14 kc/s and 27,500 kc/s with a view to
bringing into force the Atlantic , City Table of Frequency Allocations. . Signed at

' Geneva, December 3, 1951. -

'International Plant Protection Convention. Signed at Rome, December 6, 1951.

Australia
Exchange of notes constituting an agreement amending paragraph 4'of the annex
to the Australia-Canada Air Transport Agreement of June 11, 1946. Signed at Can-
berra, 1larch 16, 1951.

Ceylon
Èxchange of notes constituting an agreement regarding the entry to Canada for
permanent residence of citizens of Ceylon. Signed at London, January 28 and ApO
24, 1951.
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France

Exchange of notes constituting an agreement for the settlement of Canada's claim in
respect of military relief and the claim of France in respect of French vessels requi-
sitioned by Canada during the War. Signed at Ottawa, June 26, and July 4, 1951.

Agreement concerning war graves between the Commonwealth and France. Signed
at Paris, October 31, 1951.

Exchange of notes constituting an agreement abrogating the agreement of March 22,
1946, concerning the release of certain private property from Government control.
Signed at Ottawa, November 13, and December 8, 1951.

India
Exchange of notes constituting an agreement For formal effect to the statement of
principles agreed between the two countries for co-operative economic development -
of India. Signed at New Delhi, September -10, 1951.

war claims and the release of Italian assets in Canada. Signed at Ottawa, September
Exchange of notes constituting an agreement for the settlement of certain Canadian

Italy ;' .

20, 1951.

principles agreed between the two countries for co-operative economic development
. Exchange of notes constituting an agreement 'ving formal effect to the statement of

Pakistan

of Pakistan. Signed at Karachi. September 10. 1951.

Exchange of notes constituting an agreement re garding the entry to Canada for
permanent residence of citizens of Pakistan. Signed at Karachi, October 23, 1951.

Union of South Africa

United Kingdom
Financial agreement. Signed at Ottawa, June 29, 1951.

Exchange of notes constituting an agreement extending to certain colonial territories
the double taxation agreement of June 5, 1946. Signed at Ottawa, July 27 and August
14, 1951.

United States of America

Exchange of notes constituting an agreement regarding the temporary suspension of
the margin of preference on unmanufactured logs. Signed at Ottawa, January 3 and
16, 1951.

Exchange of notes constituting an agreement concerning the avoidance of double
taxation on income derived from the operation of ships and aircraft. Signed at
Pretoria, November 28, 1951.

1 . Exchange of notes constituting an agreement modifying temporarily the Pacific Ocean
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Exchane of notes constituting an agreement renewing the terms of the "modus
vivendi" of October 11, 1950 for a period of one year. Signed at Caracas, October
10 and 11, 1951.

at Ottawa, February 21, 1952.

Venezuela I.

weather station programme established by the agreement of June 22, 1950. Signed
at Washington, September 25, 1950 and February 16, 1951.

Exchange of notes constituting an agreement amending the agreement of March 12,
1942, respecting unemployment insurance. Signed at Ottawa, July 31 and September
11, 1951. -
Exchange of notes constitutirig an agreement concerning the disposal of United States
excess property in Canada. Signed at Ottawa, April 11 and 18, 1951.

gel plementary convention to the supplementary convention between Her Majesty and
United States of America for the mutual extradition of fugitive criminals, signed

at Washington, December 13, 1900. Signed at Ottawa, October 26, 1951.

Agreement for the promotion of safety on the Great Lakes by means of radio. Signed
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CURRENT DEPARTMENTAL PRESS RELEASES

Date

13/2

,19/2

23/2

sublect

Decrees re withdrawal of properties from Poland

Gift of 500,000 bushels of wheat to Greece (for famine relief)

Posting of a resident officer to Helsinki, Finland.

CURRENT UNITED NATIONS DOCUMENTSt

A SELECTED LIST

(a) Mimeographed Documents:

Second Report by Dr. Frank P. Graham,
United Nations Representative for India
and Pakistan, to the Security Council; 19
December 1951; document S/2448; p. 49.

(b) Printed Documents:

* Supplementary Report to the Second An-
nual Report of the United Nations Com-
missioner in Libya - Prepared in consulta-
tion with the Council for Libya; Paris,
1952; document A/1949/Add.1; p. 52; 50 -

cents; General Assembly Official Records:
Sixth Session, Supplement No. 17A.

* Refugees and Stateless Persons and Prob-
lems of Assistance to Refugees - Report if
the United Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees; Paris 1952; document A/2011;
p. 9; 15 cents; General Assembly Official
Records: Sixth Session, Supplement No. 19.
Final Act and Convention relating to the
Status of Refugees; August 1951; docu-
ment A/CONF.2/108; p. 59; 50 cents;
Geneva, 1951; U.N. Publications, Sales
No.: 1951.IV.4 (bilingual).

STATEMENTS AND SPEECHES

Obtainable from the Information
Canada.

The following serial numbers are

Division, Department of External Affairs, Ottawa,

available

No. 52/3-Our Changing World, text of an
address by the Secretary of State for
External Affairs, Mr. L. B. Pearson, made
at annual dinner meeting of the Cham-
ber of Commerce, at North Bay, on Jan-
uary 21, 1952.

in Canada and abroad:

No. 52/6-The North Atlantic Community,
text of an address by the Secretary of
State for External Affairs, Mr. L. B.

Pearson, delivered at a meeting of the
Commercial Club at Halifax, Nova
Scotia, on January 28, 1952.

52/7-The Old and the New Diplomacy,
text of an address by the Secretary of
State for External Affairs, Mr. L. B.
Pearson, delivered at the 130th Annual
Meeting of the Board of Trade, Saint
John, New Brunswick, on January 28,
1952.

The following serial numbers are available abroad only:

No. 52/4-Canada's Mineral Industry in Na-
tional Defence, text of an address by the
Deputy Minister of Defence Production,
Mr. M. W. Mackenzie, to the general
meeting of the Canadian Institute of
Mining and Metallurgy, made in Ottawa
on January 23, 1952.

No. 52/5-Canada's Economic Preparednrss,
text of an address by the Munster of
Trade and Commerce and Minister of
Defence Production, Mr. C. D. Howe,
to the 65th Annual Meetin g of the Van-
couver Board of Trade, made on January
29, 1952 '

t Printed documenta may be procured from the Canadian Sales Agent for United Nations publications, the
Ryerson Press, 299 Queen St. West, Toronto (English) and Les Preaees Universitaires Laval, Quebec
(French); mimeographed documenta can only be procureJ by annual subscriptlon from the United Nations
$ecretarfat, New York. Publications and documents may be consulted at certain designated libraries
listed in "External Atrain", January 1952, p. 45.

• French version not available unt11 noted In a future Issue of "Externat Affairs".
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CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVES ABROAD
Country Designation Address

Argentina.......... »...... ..Ambassador .................................Buenos Aires (Bartolome Mitre, 478)

Australia .......................High Commissioner.....................Canberra (State Circle)

... » ..................Commercial Counsellor...............Melbourne (83 William Street)"

........... » .. ». .....Commercial Counsellor ...............Sydney (City Mutual Life Bldg.)
.Belgian Congo ........... »Trade Commissioner ............... »..Leopoldville (Casier Postal 373)

Belgium...»..» .............. Ambassador....................... »........ Brussels (46, rue Montoyer)
Brazil............................. mbassador.................................. Rio de Janeiro (Avenida Presidente

Wilson, 165)
.......»......».......... Consul and Sao Paulo (Edificio Alois, rua 7 de

Trade Commissioner ................ Abril, 252)
Ceylon....... » ................. Trade Commissioner.............:......Colombo (Galle Face Hotel)
Chile ....................... »....Ambassador................................. Santiago (Bank of London and South

America Bldg.)
China ........................... Consul General............................Shanghai (27 The Bund)
Colombia ......................Trade Commissioner...................Bogota (Calle 19, No. 6-39 fifth floor)
Cuba...» ........................ mbassador................................ Havana (Avenida de las Misiones

No. 17)
Czechoslovakia............Chargé d'Affaires .........................Prague 2 (Krakowska 22)
Denmark .....................Minister........................................Copenhagen (Osterbrogade 26)
Egypt ....:...........:.........Trade Commissioner....................Cairo (Osiris Building, Sharia Walda,

Kasr-el-Doubara)
Finland ...................:....Minister.......................................Stockholm (Strandvagen 7-C)
France ........................... mbassador.................................. Paris We (72 Avenue Foch)
Germany........... »......... Ambassador ......................:...........Bonn (Zittelmannstrasse, 14)

........ '...».Head of Military Mission............Berlin (Lancaster House, Fehrbellimer
Platz)

Greece .......................... Ambassador..................... ».......... Athens (31 Queen Sofia Blvd.)
Guatemala.» ...............»Trade Commissioner.................... Guatamala City No. 28, 5th Avenue

South)
Hong Kong ..................Trade Commissioner...».......... »..Hong Kong (Hong Kong Bank Bldg.)
Iceland ......................... Minister........................................ Oslo (Fridtjof Nansens Plass 5)
India,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,High Commissioner.....................New Delhi (4 Aurangzeb Road)

" ...»..........»......».... Commercial Secre Bombay (Gresham Assurance House)tary ................. Y (
Ireland............. .......... Ambassador ..................................Dublin (92 Merrion Square West)
Italy .............................. Ambassador......... ....................... Rome (Via Saverio Mercadante 15)"

............... »..»»»..».Trade Commissioner (Fisheries).Naples (via Cimarosa 65, Int. 12,
Vomero)

Jamaica ........................Trade Commissioner........ ........... %ingston (Canadian Bank of Com-
merce Chambers)

Japan .......................... .Head of Mission......................... Tokyo (16 Omote-Machi, 3 Chome,
Minato-Ku)

Luxembourg ...............:Minister ........................................Brussels (c/o Canadian Embassy)
Mexico ......................... Ambassador.................................. Mexico (Paseo de la Reforma No. 1)
Netherlands .................Ambassador..................................The Hague (Sophialaan lA)
New Zealand..... ».... »..High Commissioner........... »........ Wellington (Government Life Insur-

ance Bldg.)
Norway..... »,,,,»„»,,,,,,,Minister.................... » ........... » »...Oslo (Fridtjof Nansens Plass 5)
Pakistan ....... »..»...... »...High Commissioner .....................Karaclu (Hotel Metro le' po )

" ..................... » Commercial Secretary ................. " (Hotel Metropole)
Peru .............................Ambassador.................................Lima (Edificio Boza Plaza San Martin)
Philippines...»......»...... Consul General and

Trade Commissioner...»».... ....Manila (Tuason Bldg., 8-12 Escolta)
Poland...»............. .... ...Chargé d'Affaires...»..»......»..»..»Warsaw (31 Ulica Katowika, Saska

Kepa)
Portugal. ...................... Minister....................................... .Lisbon (Rua Rodrigo da Foncesa, 103)
Puerto Rico...» .............. Trade Commissioner (Fisheries).San Juan (P.O. Box 3981)
Singapore......... »».... »..Trade Commissioner....... »....... ..Singapore (Room D-5, Union Building)
Spain ......:...........».».....Trade Commissioner...»....»»..»..Madrid (Avenida José Antonio 70)
Sweden...»».».......».....Minister .......................».......».»..Stockholm (Strandvagen 7-C)
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. .. . BerneSwitzerland...... ..'».»»...Mimster......:.......^ » ..............:.»...... (Thunstrasse 95)
Trinidad...»...... »......... Trade Commissioner ...................Port of Spain (43 St. Vincent St.)

Ambassador ...............................»Ankara (211, Ayranci Baglari,Turkey. ....» .... » ..............
Kavaklidere)

« ..... » ................... Commercial Secretary ................. Istanbul (Istiklal Caddesi, Kismet
Han 3/4, Beyoglu)

Union of South Africa. High Commissioner .:...................Pretoria (24, Barclay's Bank Bldg.)
Trade Commissioner ....................Cape Town (Grand Parade Centre

Building, Adderley St.)
« Trade Commissioner .................... Johannesburg (Mutual Building)

Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics».Ambassador....... »...... » ................. Moscow (23 Starokonyushny

Chargé d'Affairs, a.i. Pereulok)
United %ingdom......... High Commissioner .....................London (Canada House)

« « ........ .Trade Commissioner .............:..... Liverpool (Martins Bank Bldg.)
« « ..........Trade Commissioner ....................Belfast (36 Victoria Square)

United States of
America ................... Ambassador........................... ».... Washington (1746 Massachusetts

Avenue)
« ....... ......Consul GeneraL..» ..................»...Boston (532 Little Bldg.)
« " .............Consul GeneraL ...........................Chicago (Daily News Bldg.)

° « .............ConsuL .........................................Detroit (1035 Penobscot Bldg.)
« . « ............. Trade Commissioner.................... Los Angeles (Associated Realty Bldg.)
« « Consul General.....................».....New York (620 Fifth Ave.)»..»._....
« « ' ...^..»....Honorary Vice-ConsuL ...............Portland, Maine (503, 120 Exchange

Street)
...».....».Consul General............................San Francisco (400 Montgomery St.)« «

Venezuela ................... Consul General............................ Caracas (8" Peso Edificio America)
Yugoslavia...»..»...... ....Ambassador......... » ......................Belgrade (Sv. Markovica, 20)

•OEEC ....................... Representative....................... ».... Paris 16e (c/o Canadian Embassy)
United Nations...........Permanent Delegate ....................New York (Room 504, 620 Fifth

Avenue)
Permanent Delegate...... _............ Geneva (La Pelôuse, Palais

des Nations)

*Organisation for European Economic Co-operadon.

Ottawa, Edmond Cloutier, C.M.G. O.A. D.f.P., Printor to the QaNn's
Most Excellent Majosty, Controllor of Statwnory, 1952 ,
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NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY RE-ORGANIZATION
The following is the text of the press release issued in London on April 4, 1952 on the

occasion of the third anniversary of the signing of the North Atlantic Treaty:

Lord Ismay formally took office as Secretary-General of the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization today, on the third anniversary of the signing of the North Atlantic
Treaty. At its final meeting this afternoon, the North Atlantic Council Deputies, act-
ing for and on behalf of their governments, adopted resolutions providing for the re-
organization of NATO along the fines laid down at the North Atlantic Council meet-
ing in Lisbon. Charles M. Spofford, Chairman of the Council Deputies, which ceased
to exist after today's action, turned over to the new Secretary-General the various
financial, legal, and administrative powers which hitherto had been vested by the
Council Deputies in the Chairman.

At the same time, the Defence Production Board, in London, and the Financial
and Economic Board, located in Paris, also go out of existence. Their staffs and ex-
ports, however, will to a large extent be'incorporated into the new international staff
being organized to function with enlarged responsibilities under the new Secretary-
General.

Also in accordance with the decision taken at the Lisbon Council meeting, the
h?adquarters of NATO in Belgrave Square will begin tomorrow the move to Paris.
It is expected that the organization will be established and ready to operate on a

. temporary basis, in the United Nations annex to the Palais de Chaillot in Paris withiii
the next two weeks. Eventually, permanent headquarters will be provided in the
Paris area. The first meeting of the newly-constituted permanent representatives to
the North Atlantic Council is expected to be held in the new Paris headquarters of
NATO before the end of the month.

General Principles of Re-Organization

The Council Deputies set down the general principles for the re-organization of
NATO and these were adopted by the Council at Lisbon.

The experience of the last two years in developing collective strength for the
maintenance of peace and the increasingly broad scope of the activities of the Nor6
Atlantic Treaty Organization have demonstrated the need for improved means ef
obtaining prompt co-ordination of governmental decisions and for strengthened and
unified international machinery to lay the basis for such decisions and to follow up
and assist in carrying them into effect. The activities of the North Atlantic Treaty.
Organization have been progressively changing from planning to implementation;
thus the Organization must become more operational in character. The report of the
Temporary Council Committee pointed up the urgent need for staff action, on a con-
tinuing basis, in the direction of current capabilities and called for measures to ensui e
effective action along these lines.

Accordingly, two basic organizational steps were recomménded. The first w.,s
that the North Atlantic Council, while continuing to hold periodic ministerial meet-
ings, should hereafter function in permanent session through the appointment of
permanent representatives and that it should assume responsibility for the tasls
hitherto performed by the Council Deputies, the Defence Production Board and the
Financial and Economic Board, as well as for these initiated by the Temporary
Council Committee, The second step recommended was for the appointment of a
Secretary-General and for the establishment of a single integrated and strengthencd
international secretariat to assume responsibility for the functions hitherto performed
by the international staffs of the various civilian agencies of the Treaty, as well as to
provide the Council with the necessary assistance in its broadening fields of activity.
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The Council Deputies declared that they were aware that organizational
changes by themselves could not be relied upon to provide solutions for the many
pressing problems confronting the North Atlantic Treaty Governments. Nor did they
feel that the changes they recommended should necessarily be final. They believed
however, that the measures recommended represented an essential and timely step
in the development of North- Atlantic Treaty Organization machinery more nearly
adequate to provide effective collective action for the attainment of the objectives
of the Treaty.

The North Atlantic Treaty Organization Governments have agreed to the follow-
ing specific re-organization recommendations put forward by the Council Deputies:

Composition and Functions of *the North Atlantic Council

The terms of reference of the North Atlantic Council continue to be the North
Atlantic Treaty. As at present, the Council is a council of governments who are
represented by ministers for foreign affairs and/or ministers of defence or by other
competent ministers, especially by ministers responsible for financial and economic
affairs, as required by the agenda of each meeting. When they consider it appro-
priate, governments may be represented by heads of government. Ministerial meet-
ings should be held at least three times a year. In order to enable the Council to
fimction in permanent session with effective powers of decision, each member gov-
emment will appoint a permanent representative to represent his government on the
Council when its ministerial representatives are not present.

Meetings of the Council

Only in special circumstances will Council meetings be held at a place other
than the permanent headquarters, which will be in the Paris area.

Chairmanship

The Chairmanship of the Council will continue to be held in turn, for a period
of one year, by the parties to the Treaty according to the alphabetical order in the
English language. If any party does not wish to accept the Chairmanship, it passes
to the next party in alphabetical order.

The present Secretary-General will serve as Vice-Chairman. The procedure for
selecting future Vice-Chairmen is left for later decision.

Permanent Representatives

The permanent representative of each country represents his government as a
whole. He may be of ministerial rank or a senior official, according to the practice of
the State concerned. In any case, he should be sufficiently close to his government
and entrusted with adequate authority to enable the Council to discharge its collective
tasks as a body and to reach prompt decisions.

Each permanent representative will head a national delegation comprising such
advisers and experts as may be necessary to assist him in all phases of the work of
the Council.

Committees

The'Council will retain maximum flexibility in regard to the organization of its
work. It should, whenever necessary and in order to relieve itself of matters of detail,
set up on a permanent or temporary basis committees to assist it in arriving at neces-
sazy governmental agreements.
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Specialized functions, such as those now assigned to the Planning Board for Ocean
Shipping and the newly established Petroleum Planning Committee, will continue
to be directed by the Council under such organizational arrangements as may be
deemed most appropriate in the light of experience.

The Secretary-General

The Secretary-General is appointed by and is responsible to the Council. He is
not a member of any national delegation. He is responsible for organizing the worl,
of the Council and directing the work of the International Secretariat..

The Secretary-General will initiate and prepare matters for Council action anc^
ensure that appropriate steps are taken to follow up Council decisions and to'co-
ordinate the actions of member governments in the implementation of such decisions.
He should submit to the Council every six months a report on progress in carryin I
programmes into effect. He may submit recommendations to the Council and will
have direct access to all NATO agencies and to governments. Relations between th.^
members of the international staff and the national agencies will be organized ia
consultation with each permanent representative concerned. His contacts with major
NATO commands should not interfere with the existing chain of authority, and th3
Military Committee and the Standing Group are to be kept fully informed.

International Secretariat

The International Secretariat, under the direction of the Secretary-General and
composed of nationals of North Atlantic Treaty countries, will be unified and
strengthened so as to play an effective role in the initial preparation and follow-up c'f
action in all matters for which the Council is responsible. It will perform analytical
and planning functions at the request of the Council, including preparatory work for
the annual TCC-type review. It will be so organized as to support the Council in its
various fields of activity. The criterion to be used in appointing the staff will be one
of quality rather than quantity. Close liaison and co-ordination with the military,
agencies should be ensured.

Measures Necessary for Continuing Reconciliation of
Requirements with Politico-Economic Capabilities '

The Council and the International Secretariat should in particular be so organized
as to perform the functions of reconciling the NATO programmes with politiro-
economic capabilities. The precise method by which the Council and the Internatiol,al
Secretariat should be organized to carry forward this task on a continuing basis v ill
be determined by the Council in the light of the TCC recommendations and with the
advice of the Secretary-General. However, the following steps appear to be requin d:

(a) Continuing screening and costing of military plans. This may require a
section of the International Secretariat organized and technically equipFed
for the purpose. This section should work closely with the military agencies of
NATO;

(b) Annual review of economic capabilities. For their work in connection
with this review the International Secretariat may require to be temporarily
augmented by analysts and experts in the economic, military and other fields,
as appropriate;

(e) Final determination by the Council of annual programmes, including
force targets and programmes required for the supporting build-up of fou-es.
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Relationship Between North Atlantic Civiiian' and Military Agencies

The position of the North Atlantic Council in relation to the military agencies
of NATO will continue unchanged.

Liaison arrangements between the appropriate military agencies and the Council
should be strengthened. These and other arrangements designed to ensure closer
co-operation between the civil and military sides of NATO will be worked out by the
Council with the advice of the military committees and the Standing Group.

BROADCAST BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR EXTERNAL AFFAIRS,
MR. L.B. PEARSON, ON THE THIRD ANNIVERSARY OF NATO,

APRIL 4, 1952
Three years ago today, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization was created by

thc signing of the Treaty in Washington.

I need not, I think, remind you of the unhappy circumstances which, it seemed
to us, made this new organization of peace-loving states necessary. We had thought
in 1945 when the fighting stopped that a new era of peace based upon justice
was an imminent reality; but in this we came to be bitterly disappointed. There were
threats of aggression against Iran in 1946, and some of those who had been our
friends and allies wished our friendship no longer. There was continued 'occupation
of and establishment of Soviet satellite regimes in Eastern Europe, culminating in the
enslavement of Czechoslovakia in 1948. Desperate efforts were made to nullify the
vise generosity of the Marshall Plan. International agreements which we took
seriously were disregarded; and the exercise of the veto power in the United Nations
was abused.

Three years ago, then, we anxiouslv faced a world in which had faith and t1,P
ttueat or the reality of violence seemed likely to take advantage of what was then
our weakness. Now, after three years, although we are not free from anxiety, and
although our strength must still be increased, we know that while we and the free
peoples with whom we are allied are still anxious for the future, we are however no
longer dismayed. Honest men will agree that we can be resolute and strong while
offering no menace to those who respect the peace and the dignity of the world we
live in. Indeed, it should be clear , to all that the forces of NATO will never be used
for any aggressive action and are being built up solely for defensive purposes. We
sincerely hope that these forces will never have to be employed and that from our
growing strength we may be able to negotiate political settlements which will relieve
the world tension and lead eventually to agreement for the general reduction of
armaments.

Our resolution and our growing strength have entailed some sacrifices for us in
Canada; and we are still far from enjoying that peace which we thought we had
attained seven years ago. In 1949 this Treaty of North Atlantic states marked our
joint determination to make peace a reality and to defend the traditional principles
of human dignity and of justice. Our determination today has not lessened; and
our strength has increased. This strength consists not only of arms but also of the
spiritual values and social and economic ideals of the peoples of. the Atlantic area.

No peaceful and law-abiding state can honestly regard NATO with jealousy or
fear. Resolved to live in freedom and tranquillity in a world based upon the rules
of law and of justice, we are only doing what must be done to ensure that we
achieve that purpose. Beyond this, we desire to promote a closer community of the
Atlantic countries to further their economic, social and cultural interests. These are
NATO'S objectives and these are its only aims.
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On Wediiesday, May 14, 1952, there will be convened in Brussels the 13th Con-
gress of the Universal Postal Union. With a few minor exceptions, all countries of

the world will be represented.

Nevertheless it can be expected that the event will produce nothing in the way
of fanfare in the press. The same might be said about the subsquent sessions, which
will continue for about six weeks. The congresses in the past have never attracted a
very large measure of public attention. This seems strange enough when it is realized
that almost everyone in the world who makes use of the mails can be affected in
some degree or other by the decisions (or in more formal language, the Conventions)
which the congresses produce. _

There is, of course, a very good reason for this lack of interest by the press, despite
the world-wide scope of the deliberations. The delegates for the most part are
specialists and the technical and complex nature of the discussions are, for the most
part, quite beyond the comprehension of laymen.

Nevertheless, while the average newspaper reader will find little to interest him
in the Congress or its doings, his normal day-to-day living will be greatly influenced
by its work. The smooth and secure flow of international mails and the low rates
which encourage popular use of all the established forms of service are ample testi-
mony of the important part played by the Union in fostering amity and understand-
ing among the peoples of the world.

The Canadian Delegation to the Congress will be headed by the Deputy Post-

master General, W. J. Turnbull, and will consist, in addition, of other department
officials whose duties come within this particular sphere.

Founded in 1874

Today, when international conferences of one kind or another are common-

place, it is an arresting fact that the Universal Postal Union has been in successful
operation for some eighty years. Founded at Berne in 1874, the Union emerged
from the chaotic conditions which had prevailed in world postal affairs up to that

time. All countries had been operating their postal services strictly on their own. As
a result, the routing and taxing of a letter or parcel addressed to a foreign destination

hirn tk-was an exercise in involved calculation, more within the capacity of a mode n

ing machine than the overtaxed brains of the humble postal clerks who had to con-
tend with the multiplicity of detail the task then required. Similarly, the task of
azriving at appropriate international settlements was a complex, difficult and often
vexatious one. In short, the situation offered little encouragement to the ready and
convenient exchange of international mails.

Of course, such a situation could not exist without someone trying to do some-

thing about it, and among those credited with trying the hardest, the names of Hein-

rich von Stepant first Director of Posts of the North German Federation, and Post-
master General Blair of the United States, stand out. The actual suggestion for a
world postal union originated with Blair, but the organizational stimulus was provided

by von Stepan.

Von Stepan's efforts' resulted in the calling of the First Congress at Berne in
1874; one of the most noteworthy results of this Congress was the establishment of a
permanent headquarters and secretariat at Berne, which has remained there -ver

[`anada- which was not represented at the First Congress, joined the Union
at the Second Congress held in Paris in 1878 and has been an active member ev-

since.
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In this old Swiss Dist building in Berne, the Congress was held of which was established the Universat
Postal Union in 1874.^

The Union is, and always has been, strictly non-political. confining its interests
and activities solely to postal inatters. Its object was to make the world "one single
postal territory for the reciprocal exchange of correspondence".

Reference has already been made to the difficulties experienced before 1874 in
the routing and taxing of mail to foreign destinations. An article of correspondence
nearly always had to pass through several intermediary countries in transit to the
addressee. This meant that it was held up at every frontier and marked with an addi-
tional rate fixed by the country that undertook to send it on. Some countries, be-
cause of their geographical location, enjoyed a veritable monopoly on this type of
mail-handling and did not hesitate to take advantage of it. A letter reaching the
addressee in those days often called for payment of a large sum before delivery could
be made. Some countries, such as Switzerland, were, also because of their geo-
b'apllical location, in a particularly difficult position. Hedged round completely by
other countries; Switzerland had to negotiate dozens of postal conventions with
other governments, to enable her population to correspond with other lands. This
meant, in all countries,'a multiplicity of postal tariffs, through which none but per-
sons specializing in such work could find their way.
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Single Postal Area

The advent of the Universal Postal Union changed all this. Its Conventions
bound the territories of all the contracting countries into a single postal area. With
the adoption of uniform rates, distance or the number of intermediary countries
ceased to have any great significance. Letters moved quickly by the shortest route,
unhindered by the former vexatious delays and rating up at border points. Not only
were rates made uniform, but they were fixed at moderate levels, thus encouraging
wider use of the mails. With the adoption of uniform rates, it became possible also
to disseminate information regarding them widely, so that prospective mailers would
know in advance exactly what would be the cost of their letters.

More important, perhaps, than the achievement of simplicity in rates and the
accounting processes was the fact that the Union stood firmly by the principle that
the paramount thing to be aimed at was not the fiscal interests of the various postal
administrations, but the economic and spiritual welfare of each country as far as it
could be furthered by the ready exchange of international ideas and information.
These interests were regarded as possessing far greater value than piles of tariff
receipts.

In consequence, the settlement of accounts for postage on letters became a
matter of secondary importance. The despatching country simply kept the postage
rates it charged. The country of destination, on the other hand, retained the revenue
from the letter of reply, the assumption being that most letters called for a reply,
and that over a long period of time there would be a more or less rough balancing-
o$. There was therefore, nothing to worry either country from an accounting stand-

point.

The only question remaining was payment for transit through intermediary

countries. This was in principle solved by the payment of an annual lump sum by

the despatching country to every transit country whose services it used, fixed'anew

every three years according to a scale of rates set by the Union, on the basis of statis-

tical data.

Little Affected By Wars

Wars, even the great world-wide conflicts of the present century, have had little
permanent effect on the Postal Union as such. It is true that postal communications be-
tween belligerent countries in these world cataclysms were interrupted while hostilities
lasted, but they were still maintained between neutral countries, and between the
latter and the belligerents as well as between belligerents on the same side.. Conse-
qnently, the Universal Postal Union has had a wide field of action, even in time of
war. In particular, it acts as a medium of postal contact between the belligerernts
themselves, since it regulates the exchange of the correspondence of prisoners of var
and of the interned. As soon as hostilities cease and postal relations are revived, the
application of the provisions of the Universal Postal Convention is resumed to the
fullest extent.

It is significant also that in the present "cold war", the Universal Postal Union
continues to function without noticeable difficulty. There is no doubt that all the
customary international requirements are being met and that the movement of mail
between "East" and "West" can generally be regarded as normal.

Congresses of the Union are held on an average of every five years under ordi-
nary circumstances. The Second was held in Paris in 1878 and the Third in Lisbon
in 1885. Then followed Vienna in 1891, Washington in 1897, Rome in 1908, Madrid
in 1920 (this gap was due to the First World War), Stockholm in 1924, London in
1929, Cairo in 1934, Buenos Aires in 1939 and Paris in 1947. -
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While its Conventions idgeneral are binding on all member countries, the Union
recognizes that certain conditions may exist affecting two or more countries which
may justify separate independent agreements on certain aspects of postal service, or
of postal service in toto. Canada's postal arrangements with the United States' for
the past 150 years, for instance, have been covered by agreements reached between
the two countries. The first United States-Canadian postal convention was signed in
1792; since then there have been six others, the latest being signed in 1922. The
reason for this relationship outside the Union lies in the unusual intimacy of the
business and social connections between the two countries.

Canada also acts independently in its parcel-post relationship with the othèr
countries of the world. It makes separate direct agreements in all cases. The reason
for this too has a very practical basis. As a transit country under the Universal Postal
Union Convention, Canada would be expected to carry parcel post from the Atlantic
to the Pacific, or vice versa, at rates which would be far from economical. There are
also other aspects of the Universal Parcel Post Convention which at present are not
acceptable to Canada.

Regional Organization

The Union's recognition of the principle of regional or group organization among
postal administrations resulted, in 1921, in the formation of the Postal Union of the
Americas and Spain. Canada joined in 1931. This union comprises the postal admin-
istrations of the Latin American countries of North, Central and South America,
Canada, the United States and Spain. It operates as a postal union of the countries
named within the framework of the Universal Postal Union to which its members
also adhere, and it makes provision for arrangements advantageous to its own terri-
tory-such as lower postal rates on certain classes of mail matter. A distinctive
feature is the gratuity of transit both by land and sea which applies within the terri-
tory of the Union. Member countries agree to transport across their territory, and to
convey by ships of their own registration and flag, which they use in the transporta-
tion of their own mails, without any charge whatever to the contracting countries, all
the mails which other member countries send to them for onward transmission to
other countries.

Congresses of this Union are also held, on the average, every five years, the
first being held in Buenos Aires in 1921, and the succeeding ones in Mexico in 1926,
in Madrid in 1931, in Panama in ^ 1936, in Rio de Janeiro in 1946 (this gap was due
to the Second World War) and in Madrid in 1950.

The Postal Union of the Americas and Spain maintains a Bureau at Montevideo,
conducted on similiar lines to that maintained by the Universal Postal Union at
Berne. This Bureau serves as a liaison agency for the member countries, as a clear-
llig house for information of general interest, and as an agency for the settlement of
accounts. It is especially charged with the duty of obtaining opinions of member
countries on disputed questions and compiling statistics.

Canada's postal relations with the other countries of the British Commonwealth
of Nations also fall outside the strict provisions of the Universal Postal Union Con-
ventions, although they are greatly influenced by them. Letters pass from Canada to
any place in the Commonwealth at the same rate as if addressed to a point within
Canada. This domestic postal rate is also in effect to the United States and the other
countries of the Postal Union of the Americas and Spain, and, under a special
arrangement, to France.

International Office at Berne

The International Office of the Universal Postal Union at Berne, operating under
the supervision of the Swiss Postal Administration, serves as a medium of liaison, in-
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formation and .consultation. for the countries of the Union. This office is entrusted
specially with the duty of :collecting, collating, publishing and distributing informa-
tion of every.kind about the international postal services; of giving, at the request
of the parties concerned, an opinion upon questions in dispute; of making known
proposals for modifying the Acts of the Congress; of publicizing alterations adopted,
and in general, of taking up such enquiries and work in connection with editing and
arranging material as the Convention, the Agreements and their detailed regulations
assigned to it, or as may be entrusted to it in the interests of the Union. It acts as
a clearing house for the settlement of accounts of every description; relative to the
international postal service, between administrations claiming its assistance. The
International Office also arranges special congresses between, regular sessions.

. In addition, the International Office issues, from time to time, publications of
gereral interest to the -countries of the Union, concerning the carrying out of the
Convention and regulations in each country. It also undertakes the publication of an
alphabetical directory of all the post offices in the world, with special indication of
such as undertake services that have not as yet become general.

The expenses of the International Office are met by the member countries accord-
ing to status of membership. Canada is a member of the First Class, in which are
also most of the larger countries of the world.

The Universal Postal Union, little known though it may be outside of those who
have reason to be connected with its work, is the chief instrument by which smooth
flowing postal communication is possible throughout the world. It works for under-
standing, friendship and co-operation, regârdless of the disruptive influences that may
be at work in other directions. It is an important, but little-known factor, in the
happmess and welfare of mankind.

n

CHILEAN VESSEL VISITS VANCOUVER .

The Chih►an Naval Transport "Prosidento Pinto" visited Vancoavo ► early in March during a training
craise. In this pictvrn the vossol is shown passing under the Uon's Gate Bridge.
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Text of an address by the Secretary of State for External A$airs, Mr. L. B. Pearson, to the
Canadian Society, New York, March 7, 1952. •

When I was here last, I talked about the close and friendly relations be-
tween the two great North American democracies. They remain close and friendly
and we must keep them that way. This will require, on our part in Canada, an
appreciation of the enormous responsibilities, the Atlantean burden, which this
country is shouldering in the struggle to keep men free from the aggressive menace
of Soviet Communist imperialism. It will rèquire on the part of the United States,
knowledge and understanding of Canada, its present position and its potential
greatness.

Canadian-American relations are, of course, good. Indeed, they have been
rightlylauded as a model of international co-operation. But we should not assume
that without any effort on our part they will always and automatically remain good.
They are, moreover, becoming more important for both countries and that is bound
to create new problems. Canada looms larger now in the international, and especially
the North American, scheme of things. Her position, strategically and economically,
is of greater significance to Washington than before. Similarly, the greater the power
of the United States on the world stage (and she dominates that stage now) the
more concerned we become in Canada over our relations with her, the more pre-_
occupied we become over the purposes and policies which govern the exercise of
this colossal power.

Our mutual relations then should be carefully and continuously watched and we
should do everything possible to 'prevent differences, irritations, or uneasiness devel-
oping between us. Let's take nothing for granted, even Canadian-American friend-
ship. . ,

The present international emergency with its threat to us both has brought us
even closer together. Canadian troops are in Korea and in Germany along with
American. In defence production (whether of strategic materials, where we are of
vital importance, or finished war equipment) the ideal we seek is continental integra-
tion - though it is not always easj+ to achieve.

Recent arrangements for the production of military aircraft in Canada by which
the manufacturing of the F-86E Sabre jet fighter will be greatly increased, are a
good example of what I mean. Under a triangular scheme, the United States is sup-
Plying the engines and certain other parts for aircraft which we will then make in
Canada and deliver to the R.C.A.F. and, under mutual aid, to the R.A.F. Under
another arrangement, the United States Air Force will itself purchase some of these
aircraft to be made in Canada. This is the kind of joint effort which is to our common
advantage. By placing orders in Canada for military equipment the United States
helps to increase the industrial capacity and production of its neighbour and also to
reduce our adverse balance of payments with the United States so that Canada itself
will not be restricted by lack of U.S. dollars in purchasing necessary weapons and
other essential supplies which she cannot produce economically herself.

Of course, everything does not always run smoothly between us. We have old
and unsolved problems and also some new ones. Among the former is the delay in
the United States in carrying out international agreements regarding the simplifica-
non of the administration of customs laws and procedures, a matter of great im-
Ponance to Canada as a major exporter to the United States. Likewise, at présent
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we are unhappy, about: quota restrictions,, including embargoes, imposed by Con-
gressionâl' action oir the import'of dairy products; restrictions which violate the pro-
visions of an international agreement entered into by the United States with the
Canadian and other governments, as a result'of which we gave in our turn tariff con-
cessions to certain United States imports which they still enjoy.,. _ .,.^ .,.., ,. _. , . , .

Above all, there is the St: Lawrencé Seaway. , We have decided in Canada that
if this great venture cannot be carried out co-operatively with the United States -
and we think it should -'then we will go ahead and do it ourselves as an all-Can-
adian Seaway. We are nôt, I assure you, bluffing in this: Nor do we get any pleasure
out of reading in one of your great national weeklies, the following: "as to Canada's
threat [it's not a threat, it's a promisel] to build the Seaway alone, there are com-
mentators who say that anÿ time a country.wants to spend its own money with no
contribution from the United States - that we must see, if strictly from amazement".

The amazement on our side is that an editor could make such a mistake about
Canada. He should know that we are developing our own country without financial
aid from any other government. The American money,which has poured in to assist
us, and has played such a great part in this development, is, I need hardly add, com-
mercial money, invested for purposes of honest profit. , , t . i

So we shall go ahead with'the St. Lawrence Seaway, if necessary, on our own.
But even for a Canadian waterway, becansë it' affects boundary waters, we have to
secure United States co-operation under a tieatyty, between the two countries before
we can proceed. So we are grateful to the Administration in Washington for assuring

I t:
us that this co-operation will not be withheld.'

. .. , . .. . . .. i^ -.. r .. . ... r-._ ,:r'i^ ! . .. i . ,

As a matter of fact when we talk these days about "doing something ourselves",
"going it alone", we are aware that no country, certainly not Canada, can or should
want to go it alone.* Take our commercial relationships.'.' No two ' countries in the
world are tied together so closely by trade' âs your country and mine: You 'are our
best customer and we are yours.' This trade is made np' of all sorts of goods -«'e
send you raw materials, you send us manufactured goods; we send you apples, you
send us oranges. Sometimes the trade figures look queer because we seem to send
each other the same thing. , For instance lumber, moves in both directions, but of
course this is because the frontier is so long; at the eastern and western ends of the
continent lumber moves south and. in the centre section lumber moves north. .

Probably we only realize how much'we dépend upon each other when` things
go wrong. ; Very recently we have had an instance of this. Two or, three weeks ago
in a small section of one of our Prairie Provinces there was an outbreak of. foot-and-
mouth disease in a few herds of cattle.- We have never in the history of Canada had
an outbreak of this very dangerous and very infectious disease and we have not yet
definitely traced its origin in this case. American law provides that you can take no
imports of cattle or meat or related products from any country where this disease ex-
ists and so your authorities were forced to impose a complete embargo against all
these products from Canada.. Unfortunately, according to your law, this embargo
had to apply right across the full length of the international boundary. It shut off Can-
adian exports from herds in Provinces like Ontario which are more than a thousand
miles away from the small centre of infection. Jhis, of course; caused confusion in
our meat and cattle -market all over the eountry.

!,t , The Canadian Government was then forced to take drastic steps to deal with this
situation. Among those steps are controls which we have had to put on imports. M
a result of the United States restrictions and the consequential Canadian controls, a
large amount of trade which previously went north and south across the border is
now being channelled east and west within Canada. I trust, however, that after the
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necessary precautionary period prescribed by your law, it will be possible to remove
the emergency restrictions in both directions so that our normal free and friendly
trade can be resumed.

Our two countries co-operate closely, not only in trying to solve these specific
problems that arise between us, but as members (one, indeed, the great and powerful
leader) of a coalition of free states determined to prevent war and remove the men-
acing threat to freedom arid peace provided by the spectre of Soviet Russian im-
perialism. Czarist Russia used to be referred to as "the Bear that walks like a Man."
Communist Russia is the conspiracy that walks like an empire. We live under the
shadow of that conspiracy.

Our co-operation with you in the defence of peace is especially close in NATO
which has just concluded its most successful and constructive Council session at
Lisbon. At this session, thanks largely to the effective and intelligent leadership and
effort of the United States Delegation, we made real progress in consolidating our de-
fensive strength and, above all, in ensuring that the European Defence Community
- which includes Germany - would be closely and integrally associated with NATO.

In this NATO effort Canada is carrying, I think, its fair share of the burden,
both in respect of our contribution to the NATO armed forces, the proportions of our
national product going into defence and our contributions to mutual aid. Our part
in this great collective enterprise has been supported up to the present - with acclaim
and indeed with unanimity - by all parties in our Parliament. We are behind this
effort because we think it represents our best chance for peace; because we believe
its policies are purely defensive and that its developing strength will never be used
for any aggressive or threatening purpose. We also believe that on the foundation
of this defensive alliance we can build, slowly but steadily, that deeper and more
enduring association which we call the North Atlantic community, and which it is
one of NATO's chief purposes to promote; an association which will survive the
emergency which brought us together in the first place.

We have many international worries these days but, in Canada, we do not in-
clude among them the kind of collective security and collective development arrange-
ments we are building up in NATO under the leadership of the United States. While
the menacing danger of an attack on Western Europe still exists, we can neverthe-
less take some comfort from the growth and the strengthening of the coalition we are
building up under the NATO pact to deal with that attack if it should occur. We
have in these matters a basic unity of purpose and a deep measure of agreement on
fundamental principles. /

In the Far East it is not quite the same. Here there is a real danger of divergence
of policy among the free states.

In mentioning the Far East, I should acknowledge at once the tremendous
burden which the United States is bearing in Korea; the courage and determination
bQing shown there by its ment There is, I think, no difference in viewpoint between
the govenzments with forces in Korea as to the desirability of bringing that war to
an end - as soon as possible - but on honourable terms which do not betray the pur-
Pose that we had in intervening in the first place. That purpose was-and remains"
to defeat aggression, nothing more. -

..The Canadian Government supports as a possible step to peace the armistice
negôtiations now being carried on with such patient determination by United States
representatives on behalf of the United Nations. We realize that if these negotiations
fail, or if an armistice ii successfully concluded and then a further aggression is com-
luitted by the Communists, a new and dangerous situation will arise. I said publicly

I
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in our House of Commons on Apri126 last that if there were massive air attacks from
Manchurian bases, retaliatory action might be required against those bases, in order
to safeguard the United Nations forces in Korea. I then went on to say that the
decision to authorize such action would, as we see it, have to balance very carefully
local military considerations against the risk of precipitating a further extension of
the war, with all its incalculable consequences. We are not convinced, for instance,

that general retaliatory measures such-as the blockading of the Chinese coast would
bè as effective in ending the war in Korea as they would be likely to extend it to

China. We feel this way because the best advice we can get leads us to believe that
such measures might bring us to the position where, as General Bradley has put it,
we would find ourselves fighting the wrong war at the wrong place at the wrong
time, and with the wrong enemy.

We also think that United Nations policies should be designed to end an aggres-
sion in North Korea and not to overthrow by force a Communist régime in Peking.
Like other democratic governments, the Canadian Government, and the Canadian
people, detest Communism in Asia or anyH here else. We will do what we can, and

should, to eliminate it from our own country and to protect ourselves from its aggres-
sive and subversive designs from abroad. When it shows itself in other countries in

the form of military aggression, as it did in Korea, we must oppose it. As a doctrine
we should expose it as reactionary and as the instrument of Russian imperialism. But
we should not forget that in Asia it has managed to attach itself to forces of nation-
alism and social reform. As John Foster Dulles said in Princeton a fortnight ago, "a
revolutionary spirit has gripped over half the human race, passions are abroad whicli
can not be,suppressed by foreign guns:'

As a doctrine, Communism in Asia will not be destroyed by guns, though guns
have to be used when Communist violence and banditry occurs. It will be destroyed
by Asians themselves when its true character is unmasked. Western countries, ho%v-

ever, can help in this destruction by encouraging and assisting genuinely democratic
national governments in Asia, by economic and technical assistance to such govern-
ments and by showing, through their own experience and their own achievements
that free parliamentary government can do more for. the people than reactionary
Russian Communism can ever hope to do.

As for China, we should let the Peking Government know that they must expect
Communist aggression to be met by collective resistance; that no government in
Peking committing such a^gression can hope to be accepted into the community of
nations; that, on the other hand, we ourselves did not intervene in Korea, or, indeed,
in Fcrmosa, in order to overthrow by force the government in Peking. I think also
that we should make it clear that while Formosa cannot be allowed to fall into Cl^i
new Communist hands while aggressive war is going on in Korea, we do not intend
to use our own forces to restore to China the régime which is now in Formosa after
being driven off the mainland.

It would be a great tragedy if the policies, particularly those of the United States
and the nations of the Commonwealth should diverge on these Asian questions. It is
as important to work together in the Pacific as in the Atlantic, and, with understand-
ing of each others problems and by complete and frank exchanges of views and in-
formation, this can be done. But let us not deceive ourselves. The'problems of Asia
will subject our coalition of peace-loving free states to difficult tests in the days ahead.
In meeting these tests, Canadian-American co-operation will be important and must
be close and strong.

We in Canada know this country and its people better than others do. We know
they will succeed, if I may put it this way, in giving good leadership to a strong and
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free partnership. We know that the power which they now have will not be used
for any aggressive purposes and that the only glory they seek is that of the peace-
maker.

It is because of this knowledge and conviction that I have some right to lôok
ahead to the day - when I can once again appear before this historic old Canadian
society with a story to tell about my country which will have in it no shadow of the
anxiety and menace which surrounds us all today.

n ..

CANADIAN EXHIBITION IN SOUTH AFRICA

The High Coaaaissionor for Canada in South Africa, Mr. T. W. L. MacDormot, ripht, accompanios the
Govsreer GonNal of South Africa, Dr. E. G. Janson, an a visit to the Canadion Povirion in the Groat
Haq Of the Von Rfoboock TorcoMOnory Festival Fair IN Capotown. In this pictaro Dr. Jansen and Mr.

MacDorarot examine aYAibih dopktiny how Canadians werk and spond thoir leisure time.
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THE UNITED NATIONS- ASSOCIATION. IN
CANADA

- By Miss Kathleen E. Bowlby, National Secretary, The United Nations Association in Canada.

In a democracy, no Government cm for very long now any course of polic}
unless it is

acceptable to a majority of the population. It is comparatively easy for
the public to obtain ir;formation and to form opinions on domestic matters. When it
comes to foreign policy, however, the issues are involved and frequently seem verv
remote from everyday experience.

In Canada, foreign affairs used to be of little immediate importance to most of
us.

What happened on the other side of the world was no concern of the man in
the street and was not likely to affect his life. Those days are past. We realize now
that events in any part of the world may affect us directly and immediately. The
future of every person in this country is clesely related to decisions that are taken in
the international field. Assuming mat the Government, with the help of its advisers,
is able to formulate a wise policy, that policy can only be maintained and be suI,-ported by the majority in parli
of its wis d ament if public opinion is informed and is convinced

om.

It is to help meet this particular need that the United Nations Association in
Canada exists. Its purpose is to work toward the development in Canada of an in-
fonned public opinion in support of the United Nations and other forms of inter-
national co-operation, to help in allpossible ways to promote a better-understandir.g
of international affairs and the part that Canada should play in -the world.

Various techniques are used toward this end. Some activities are carried out I y
the National Office in Ottawa, others by the branches which are found in most of the
principal centres from Halifax to Victoria. The national office, in addition to co-orcii-
nating the work of the branches, acts as an information centre, distributes materal
about the United Nations, and carries out numerous special projects.

Every day letters are received from schools and from a great variety of volun-
tary organizations asking for information about the UN.

Women's Institutes, chur-h
groups, young people's organizations - to mention only a few - all across Canada
have been supplied with free inaterial on the United Nations and the Specialized
Agencies. Single programmes have been planned and study groups organized on the
basis of this material.

Another, more specialized, kind of request is also received An individual via
write saying that he has promised to give a talk on some particular aspect of the w(-rk
of the United Nations, such as that of the World Health Organization, and is in need
of adequate infonnation. Many items of material sent on loan in response to such
requests have made frequent trips to widely scattered points throughout the country.

Branch Activities

It is, however, through the activities of the branches that the Association cor ^esmost closely in touch with the public and carries on the greatest variety of educa
tional projects. In all the centres where branches are located, public meetings are.
héld, sometimés to hear a well informed speaker discuss some aspect of the United
Nations or another topic of current interest in international affairs, sometimes to } ear
a panel discussion in which various points of view regarding some world prob em
are expressed by different members of a group. Still more people are reached by
another technique - by going where people are - to their service clubs, church asso-
ciations, labour groups, etc. - instead of expecting them to attend special meetings.
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The branches, therefore, supply speakers so that information on international' affairs
can become an integral part of the programmes of organization that exist for a great
variety of purposes. Radio broadcasts are also arranged by some of the branches,
usually local programmes supplementing the excellent CBC coverage of the UnitedNations.

During the past two years, the Association has greatly increased its usefulriess
to schools by the publication of a monthly leaflet entitled

World Review for CanadianSchools.
This project' made possible by the financial support of the deparhnents

of education of a majority of the provinces, which undertake its provincial distribu-tion.
Although planned with high school students particularlÿ in mind, this publica-

tion has proved so popular with adults that it is now being sent to all members of
the Association and is supplied in quantityto other groups on a subscription basis.
One recent extension of its circulation has' been in a number of military training-
centres across Canada; the latest such request comes from an officer with the Can-
adian forces in Germany. Each issue deals with a topic of current interest and pro-vides •sufficient background information to serve as a basis for discussion. The titles
of the issues published since last September give an idea of the scope of this publi-
cation: Epilogue of the Korean War; Iran and Its Oil; WHO-Doctor to a Sick Vl'orld;
Egypt, Suez and the Sudan; Canada and the Colombô Plan; What Are They Tallcing
About in Paris? (issues confronting the Sixth General Assembly); Scandinavia; and
The Dilemma of France

Distribution of this publication has greatly

s
quests from schools for material about the UN, and large numbers of posters, harts
and pamphlets are sent to schools in all parts of Canada.

Many special projects are undertaken from time to time by the national office
and by various branches. For instànce, last July a national seminar for teachers was
held in Ottawa. All but one of the provinces were represented and there were four
teachers from widely separated points in the United States. 'Education and World
Affairs" was the topic, and its purpose was to help teachers become more effective

A UNITED NATIONS ASSOCIATION WORLD YOUTH FORUM R#^pl ^^^A `~'
W=

orrOd^ta shrdanN from India addrsssas 1,400 shrdsMs, parents, Mochors and adacationists at aid Youth Fortrny bold rscantly In Toronto, andar the auspices of the United Nations Association.An►il, I9SZ . , , .
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in their presentation of international affairs in secondary school classes. Consideration
is now being given to the possibility of organizing another such seminar for 1953.

Another service that is being provided by the national. office of the Association
is the handling of contributions for the United Nations International Children's Emer-
gency Fund (UNICEF). When the National Council for the United Nations Appeal for
Children ceased operations in the spring of 1951, the United Nations Association agreed
to serve as a channel through which voluntary contributions could be made to UNICEF.
Three thousand dollars has just been handed over by the Association to be used for
the purchase of Canadian supplies for UNICEF operations that are being carried out
with its well established efficiency in many parts of the world where the need is acute.

Earlier this year the Toronto branch of the UN Association carried out a project
that aroused a great deal of interest. The members of the New York Herald Tribune
World Youth Forum were brought to Toronto for a nine-day visit. Twenty-five stu-
dents, from seventeen countries in Asia and the Middle East, lived with Canadian

• students, participated in their regular activities, visited schools, took part in forums,
and in many ways learned something of Canadian life. At the same time they were
busy interpreting their own countries to the young Canadians" with whom they
were living. This visit was arranged in co-operation with the Massey-Harris Com-
pany, which provided the necessary financial backing.

Association Publications

A monthly mailing of literature g3es to all members of the United Nations Asso-
ciation. At present this includes External Affairs: the Association's Newsletter, which
contains news of activities, both national and local, statements of policy, etc.; and
World Review for Canadian Schools, which has proved to be of interest to adults as
well as highschool students:

The pol icy of the Association is directed by a national executive committee
made up of fifty members from all parts of Canada. The work of this committee is
supplemented by that of an administrative committee of seven members, all from
Ottawa: The chairmen of these two committees are Mr. Marvin Gelber of Toronto
and Maj.-Cen. E. L M. Burns, respectively, while the President of the Association
is Mr. Vincent Price, Q.C., of Toronto.

Many other countries that are members of the United Nations, and some that
are not, have similar national organizations and these are linked together in the World
Federation of United Nations Associations (WFUNA) with headquarters in Geneva.
The World Federation has consultative status, category A, with the Economic and
Social Council and thus provides a channel for direct communication with this organ
of the United Nations. WFUNA holds annual plenary assemblies that bring to-
gether representatives of the various national associations and provide an oppor-
tunity for the formulation of international policy and for consideration of the most
effective techniques to use within the various countries.

Wherever these national UN Associations exist, they are regarded as a part of
what has been called a"peoplé s movement for the United Nations". While the C1n-
adian Association regards its job as the promotion of intelligent interest in all aspects
of international affairs, it also recognizes the fact.that it has a particular responsibility
in connection with building up public opinion in this country in support of the
Unted Nations: Its policy is directed by men and women who profoundly believe
that the peoples of the world must learn to co-operate or perish. To strengthen that
conviction among Caandians is the task and purpose of the United Nations Associa-
tion in Canada.
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EXTERNAL AFFAIRS. IN PARLIAMENT
Statements of Government Poliry

Recent International Developments

On March 21, the Minister of Finance having moved that the House go into
Committee of Supply, the Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, rose
to make the following statement on international developments:

I shall omit from consideration this afternoon any quéstions arising out of
the Japanese peace treaty, because we shall have a separate discussion on that measure
shortly. I shall leave to my Parliamentary Assistant on External Affairs the respon-
sibility of discussing the work of the United Nations Assembly, though I may be able
to touch on it briefly. He will deal also with questions of international economic
assistance, such as the Colombo Plan, which looms so large in our international re-
lations these days.

Certainly, all governments, and that includes the Canadian Government, with
forces in Korea, agree as to the desirability of bringing that war to an end as quickly
as possible; but, as I have said before, on honourable terms which do not betray the
purpose we had in intervening there in the first place. That purpose was-and remains
-to defeat aggression there, nothing more. And we have not done that yet.

It is for that reason that the Government supports as a possible first step to peace
and the defeat of aggression, the armistice negotiations now being carried on. But
also, we must realize that if these negotiations fail, or if the armistice is successfully
concluded and then a further aggression is committed by the Communists, a new and
possibly a very dangerous situation will arise.

I said in this House last April that if there were massive air attacks from Man-
churian bases, retaliatory action might be required against those bases in order to
safeguard our forces in Korea. But I then went on to say-and this remains our posi-

x tion-that the decision to authorize such action would have to balance very carefully
^local military considerations against the risk of precipitating a further extension of

the war, with all its grim and incalculable consequences. We are not convinced in this
Government that general retaliatory measures such as blockading of the Chinese
coast or helping Chiang Kai-shek back on the continent, would be as effective in
ending the war in Korea as they would likely be of extending it to China. We feel
this way because the best advice that we can get leads us to the conclusion that such
measures as that might bring us to the position where, in the words of General
Bradley, we find ourselves fighting the wrong war in the wrong place at the wrong
time and with the wrong enemy,

War of course may be forced on us by the Chinese Communists. That is another
question. We shall have to take cognizance of.that situation if and when it arises.
Meanwhile, we should do nothing to extend the war that we can avoid doing. Mean-
while also, discussions are going on between the governments most concerned-that
is, the governments with forces in Korea-as to the best course which could be fol-
lowed in preventing or in meeting a new aggression in Korea if that should occur,
and also how to organize and carry on political talks through the United Rations if
the fighting can be ended• there.

I think, however, It is worth while emphasizing once again that United Nations
policies are designed to end this aggression in Korea, not to extend it, and not pri-
marily to overthrow by force the Communist regime in Peking. Like other democratic
governments, the Canadian Government and the Canadian people detest Communism
in Asia or in any place else. We will do what we can and what we should, not only
to eliminate It from our own country, but also to protect ourselves and to protect
others from this aggressive and subversive poison from abroad.

- But as a doctrine, Communism in Asia-especially in Asia-will not be destroyed
by guns, though guns have to be used when Communist violence and banditry occur.
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It would, I think, be a great tragedy if the policies of the free world, especially those
of the United States and the nations of the Commonwealth, should diverge on this
Asian question. It is as important to work together in the Pacific as it is in the
Atlantic, and with understanding of each other's problems. By complete and frank
exchanges of views, we can do so. But let us not deceive ourselves; the problem of
Asia may subject our coalition of peace-loving free states to difficult tests in the days
ahead.

NATO Council 'Meeting at Lisbon

The Council of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization has recently met at
Lisbon, and I should like to give, in as great detail as possible, the results of that
meeting. . . .

Let us have a sober look at what NATO has been doing. It is of course possible,
indeed it is easy, to exaggerate the results of the Council meeting at Lisbon. It was
the most effective and successful meeting we have had, in the sense that we reached
unanimous decisions on matters which had been before us at previous meetings, but
which were not able to settle then.

At the same time we should not, I think, exaggerate the importance of what,
after all, are only decisions which are yet to be converted into âction. The prestige
of NATO must not be based upon illusions. One easy and tempting illusion these
days is that a resolution at an international conference is always the same as the re-
sult. A resolution is a decision to act; but it is action which produces results. Yet it
remains true that if we had not taken these decisions at Lisbon-the ones we did take
-the parliamentary and popular decisions which we now expect, and which will lead
to action, would not have been possible.

Now, what were these decisions? The first, and the one that has commanded the
most attention, deals with the military or defence programme which we accepted
there. The collective military goal for NATO, in the sense of total figures, had never
been announced by NATO in any concrete form prior to Lisbon, although our own
Canadian contribution to NATO had been put very definitely before the House last
October, and accepted by the house; and the general NATO policy has, I think, been
pretty fully explained in the house-certainly explained as fully as in the legislatures
of any of the other members of the Organization.

.,.. When we went to Lisbon we were confronted with new figures for mili
tary programmes. Those figures, those programmes, resulted from a very exhaustive
examination of previous militaiy programmes by the Temporary Council Committee
which had been set up in Ottawa, the executive committee of which was known ai
the "Phree Wise Men." The very procedure of that Committee, and its executive
committee, shows how closely we co-operate In NATO. Such an inquisition, and I
do not think it is an exaggeration to call it that, of the military budgets of one state
by three representatives of other states, under which the ministers of a state were
asked to explain their defence budgets, was a procedure which would have been quite

,impossible before the war.

Following that procedure the Temporary Council Committee approved its final
report and submitted that report to us in Lisbon. The resolution adopting that report
was put before us and agreed to by us thereï That resolution had in it-it is a secrf t
document still-much beside the military goals and the military programmes. I can
assure you that in it economic matters were not overlooked, nor were they over-
looked in the report. As a matter of fact the press statement, to which so much atter-
tion has been devoted, itself spent most of Its time dealing with economie apart from
military matters. . . .

I was Chairman of the Council and, naturally, as chairman I took full responsibility
for any document or statement issued officially in the name of the Council. I may
say that that statement was cleared with the representatives of the United Stâtes, the
United Singdom and France by special individual clearances. One paragraph of the
resolution adopting the TCC report stated in very clear terms that the realization of
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adequate defensive strength and its continued support by the government and peoples
of the North Atlantic Treaty countries required sound economic and social founda-
tions which could be developed only by a satisfactory rate or general economic
expansion.

As I have said already in this House, these military goals, which we adopted at
Lisbon were goals adjusted downward from those to which we had been previously
working in so far as 1952 was concerned, and indeed in so far as the three-year pro-
gramme was concerned. That adjustment downward was the result of this civilian
examination and designed to take into account the economic, financial and social
situations of the member states, especially the European member states.

May I put the position in the terms of a simple illustration. You are building a
house and you are presented, as is often the case, with architect's plans which turn
out to be too elaborate and expensive. You ask your architect in the interests of
economy to modify his more ambitious, plans. At the same time it may be possible
by ingenuity and by rearrangement of space and facilities to have a house which in-
corporates all the essential features. In the meanwhile the builders are going on with
the construction of the house and you hope soon to have a roof over your head. That
is what happened at Lisbon. We modified our plans but we got on with the building.

What actually did we decide in getting on with that building? I should like to
quote a paragraph from this well-known press statement which has been quoted
already in this house and which deals with our programme for 1952. It reads:

"The NATO nations agreed to provide approximately fifty divisions in ap-
propriate conditions of combat readiness and 4,000 operational aircraft in West-
ern Europe, as well as strong naval forces."

Those are the only figures that have been authorized. The programme author-
ized in those figures represented, as stated in our resolution at Lisbon accepting it,
the targets to be adopted as forming the goals for 1952, whereas we adopted only
provisional goals for 1953 and goals to be used for planning purposes in 1954. Each
country represented at Lisbon is pledged to do its utmost to implement these recom-
mendations. . . .

. Last week, in Washington, Mr. Lovett referred to the earlier statements
and I should like to read a couple of paragraphs from his presentation to Congress in
connection with the mutual aid programme which was before Congress at that time

.... Mr. Lovett spoke as follows:

"I have previously stated that somewhat more than half of these divisions
will be combat ready, while the remainder will be reserve divisions. A reserve
division on the continental pattern differs from our American concept of the
nature of a reserve division. The continental reserve division has its organiza-
tion complete, although most of its personnel continue in normal civilian jobs.
The reservists live in the vicinity of their unit assembly points. Each man has
his mobilization assignment. He knows exactly where to go to draw his indi-
vidual equipment and just where to take his place in a gun squad, tank crew,
or rifle platoon. It is the place he has already been trained to fill. Long-term
officers and technicians maintain the equipment and the units have periodic

training exercises.

"A division of this type, which can be mobilized in twenty-four to seventy-
two hours, is almost as ready for action as is the front-line division maintained
at full strength. Some reserve divisions will not be ready that quickly. They
will require a little more time for unit training. But in every case, a reserve
division must have most of the major equipment available, as well as a reser-
voir of trained combat soldiers and specialists."

So much for our programme for 1952, which I submit is now reasonably clear

in our minds. As for the subsequent years, figures were talked about at Lisbon which

have not been made public. These were, as I have said, for planning purposes only.

We agreed at Lisbon that they should be reviewed periodically by NATO agencies

to make sure that they were realistic in the light of prevailing conditions; that if they
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could be safely reduced they would be; and that if they had to be increased recog-
nition could be given to that fact. For that purpose we resolved at Lisbon that an
appropriate NATO agency, not an ad hoc committee but an appropriate permanent
agency of NATO-perhaps part of the Secretariat, but that is to be worked out -
should continuously review the requirements for building adequate defensive strength,
and try to reconcile the military needs of the countries concerned with their political
and economic capabilities. Surely, that does not look as though the military are run-
ning away with our planning in NATO, or as though NATO has fallen completely
under their control or under any sinister influences of any kind. That is all I want
to say about that aspect of our work at Lisbon.

European Defence Community

The second subject we discussed there, and a very important matter indeed, was
the association of Germany with Western defence. When we 'got to Lisbon, the
atmosphere with respect to this matter was not very propitious. There had been diffi-
culties in some of the European capitals where the legislatures had been discussing
these questions, and no one felt unduly optimistic that we would be able to reach
agreed decisions at Lisbon with respect to this matter of Cerman association with
Western defence. In fact, we were successful in reaching such agreed decisions. One
resolution approved on behalf of NATO of the principles of the treaty establishing
a European Defence Community, which treaty included provision for a German de-
fence contribution, and also provisions for certain security regulations after the peace
contract takes the place of the occupation statute. We also agreed at Lisbon on prin-
ciples governing the relationship between the European Defence Community, if and
when it comes into being, and NATO itself. Our decision here was to this effect. We
agreed that there should be two closely related organizations, one working-as far as
the common objective of the defence of the Atlantic area was concerned-within the
framework of and reinforcing the other.

I think we all felt before we went to Lisbon that there was a very real danger
of the European Defence Community developing a separate existence from NATO
itself, if and when the Community was set up; and I think most of us felt that it
would be disastrous to get away from the Atlantic concept even to achieve such a
desirable objective as a European Army. This resolution was to guard against the
danger of that development. More important even than that, I think, was our agree-
ment that each of the organizations should give reciprocal security undertakings to
the other, so that by virtue of these undertakings the whole area of both organizations
would be covered by a security guarantee.

The significance of this, if it is carried into effect, if the legislatures of the coun
tries concerned agree, including the Canadian legislature, is that the area of guarantec
will cover Western Germany - that is to say if the Defence Community comes into
being and if in the treaty establishing that organization there is a reciprocal guarante-
on the part of that European Defence Community covering our present NATO terri-
tory. I do not think it is easy to exaggerate the importance of that decision. So far
as guarantees and security are concerned it does bring Western Cermany into very
close association with NATO.

Then finally under this heading we agreed on a procedure by which there can
be joint meetings of both organizations, a matter which caused a good deal of dif-
ference of opinion in the six months or so before the Lisbon meeting. These joint
meetings can be called on the initiative of either organization and indeed, in certain
circumstances, they can be called on the initiative of any one member of either
organization.

I think all this is of very considerable importance In the development not only
of European unity but of the North Atlantic concept; but none of these decisions can
take effect until the treaty establishing the European Defence Community is ratified.
I think we might reserve our most enthusiastic plaudits against that day, because
there are obvious diificulties in the way of such legislative action, difficulties in Bonn,
dif6culties in Paris, and possibly difficulties in other capitals. In Bonn we know what
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those difficulties are: the German insistence that in the substitution of a peace con-
tract for the occupation statute there should be a recognition of their equality of
status with other members of the European Community; the German insistence on
unity between East and West, with all that implies in terms of boundaries and other
things. . . .

Even under the draft treaty which is now being discussed with a view to the
setting up of a European Defence Community there is no provision which would obli-
gate any member of the Community or any member of any North Atlantic Treaty
Organization associated with the European Community to go to the help of any
country which takes any offensive or aggressive action of any kind. It is purely de-
fensive in character; the reciprocal undertaking is to help each other if attacked, and
on no other occasion.

This question of Germany, which loomed so large in our minds at Lisbon and
must continue to loom large in our minds in all the free countries, is very difficult,
complicated and indeed explosive. There are two extreme trends which might develop
dangerously in Germany at the present time. On the one hand there is the revival
of militarism, Nazi militarism; and there is the other extreme, the rejection of all de-
ferce responsibilities by the Germans and the creation of a power vacuum in the
centre of Europe. We know what happens when a vacuum of that kind is created.
We have a pretty good idea who would try to move into that vacuum in present
circumstances. Nevertheless the fact remains that Germany, As I see it, is bound to
become stronger and is bound to become united ultimately. Surely it is better that
this should be done in association with the Atlantic powers than in isolation, or on a
purely nationalistic basis, or in association with the Communist East which would
have no scruples about a Germany armed to the teeth, with Nazi leaders back in
haruess, provided that was done by a Communist government under Moscow orders.

There are also difficulties in the way of the ratification of these treaties in Paris.
There is the financial difficulty facing any French government; and that was made
very clear to us at Lisbon. There is the difficulty of the war in Indo-China, with its
inevitable drain on the French economy and on France's human resources. There is
the fear, which is still strong and still understandable in France, of a resurgent and
ramilitarized Germany against which there must be guarantees, which are being
worked out. Then also in France today there is a hesitation in certain quarters over
the whole European Defence Community concept. But, I think we can be reasonably
optimistic that as a result of our Lisbon decision, which makes this progress possible,
Germany will be satisfactorily associated with Western defence and in that way with
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization before very long.

Another matter with which we dealt at Lisbon is called, and I hate to use this
horrible word, the "infrastructure" problem. I disclaim any responsibility for the word.
In fact, everyone who speaks about it now disclaims any responsibility for it, but it
must have started somewhere. You may be even more shocked, when I tell you that
one, at Lisbon, we solemnly discussed a subject which was referred to on the agenda
as "the solution of the hard core of the third slice of infrastructure". In plain English
terms infrastructure means collective facilities. We were faced with the problem of
deciding how many of these facilities were required for the 1952 programme. It is
not much use going ahead with a programme, especially an air programme, if we have
not the facilities, such as airfields, with which to carry it out. We were confronted
with the problem of finding out how many of these facilities were absolutely neces-
sary in 1952, and how the cost could be fairly divided between member countries.
We came to agreement on that total figure for 1952 for the infrastructure programme
appeared in the estimates the other day as Z27 millions.

Then finally, at Lisbon we completed our consideration of the problem of the
association of Greece and Turkey with NATO. The Greek and Turkish representatives
took.their places there for the first time as full members of the Organization. We
began at Lisbon the consideration of the military planning which is required to bring
them into the military organization. We agreed that the land forces of these two
valuable defence allies would be brought directly under the Supreme Commander of
NATO for Europe, and the naval arrangements are to be worked out.
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NATO Re-Organization .

At Lisbon we considered other than military questions and I should report on
them.'The first and most immediately important of those questions was that of the
re-organization of NATO or, as I would perfer to call it, the adapting of the NATO
organization to its new functions and its new responsibilities. Probably the most
important decision under this head was that, instead of having the Council meet two,
three or four times a year with Deputies meeting in between, the Council would be
established in permanent session with the Ministers attending when required. There
were to be representatives of the Ministers and the governments acting for them in
between ministerial meetings. These permanent representatives are now being ap-
pointed by the various governments, and the Canadian representative was nominated
the other day. I hope that, among other things, this will redude the necessity for so
many ministerial meetings.

In connection with this re-organization we approved the abolition of the existing
civilian agencies, such as the Finance and' Economic Board, the Defence Production
Board and the Maritime Shipping Board. These will now become cômmittees of the
Council. After a great deal of discussion we also agreed that the permanent head-
quarters of NATO should be located in an area in which other international agencies
were located whose work is important to or closely related with NATO, and witil
whom co-operation is essential. This brought us to Paris. We agreed also that there
should be, as the senior permanent official of the Organization, a Secretary-General
who would be not only a Secretary-General in the usual sense of that office but a
member of the Council and, indeed, the Vice-Chairman of the Council. As you know,
Lord Ismay has been appointed to that office, a man of wisdom, tact, experience and
modesty. The North Atlantic Treaty Organization is very fortunate in securing him.

Non-Military Co-operation

Finally, under this head, we discussed non-military co-operation. The Committt e
of Five, which was set up as the House knows some months ago, made its report
on this subject. just to remove any doubt in this House that we were only concerned
with military matters, I should like to read some paragraphs from this report.

"...The Committee wishes to emphasize that the process of achieving
cohesive relationships among the countries of the North Atlantic community is
necessarily a slow one, and that it would be a mistake to expect rapid or spec-
tacular achievements. In this field it is necessary to build carefully on a solid
foundation. The immediate and urgent aim of the North Atlantic Treaty is ti,e
common defence. The degree of success which is attained in defence co-opera-
tion will in large part determine the progress which can be made in strengthen-
ing the Atlantic community in its wider aspects. The sense of community, the
experience, and the habits of co-operation which the development of collective
defence has engendered form the essential basis for the growth of collaborati,)n
in fields other than defence."

The report went on:

-Ihe enduring nature of the North Atlantic community must rest on
something broader and deeper than military co-operation alone. Indeed, this
is explicit in the Atlantic Pact itself, through article 2, and is reflected in the
growing habit of consultation and feeling of community within the group. This
concept of the "North Atlantic community" cannot easily be defined: Nor does
it necessarily have to express itself always and immediately in institutional
terms. But the idea itself is of vital importance and advantage should be taken
of every opportunity to transform it into reality:

"The Committee feels, however, that this transformation, though essential,
will not be easy, indeed, it may not even be possible if economic collaboration
does not develop and increase; if the members of the North Atlantic community
do not take early and concrete steps to liberalize and expand trade between
them and with other friendly countries. They must give their peoples the hope
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of greater human welfare by increased production and exchange of goods on
an easier and wider basis than is now possible.".

'1 The report also made certain concrete suggestions to avoid duplication and
overlapping in this economic field, especially with the Organization for European
Economic Co-operation. We also discussed in this report co-ordination and consultation
on our separate foreign policies, and the desirability - we have emphasized this before
at NATO - of no one member of the Organization taking a far-reaching decision on
foreign policy without at least some consultation with the other members of the
Organization whenever possible. There was also a section in the report by the Com-
mittee of Five dealing with the movement of labour and manpower, subjects that
are of very great importance to some European members of the Organization. Certain
proposals for social and cultural co-operation were made, such as the exchange of
students, the encouragement of travel, the exchange of teachers, as well as other
proposals for making NATO, its ideals and its purposes, better known.

Finall}+ in this report.... we recommended our own disappearance as a Com-
mittee of Five. We felt that this subject of non-military co-operation could not be
dealt with effectively on any basis smaller than that of the full membership of the
Council, and as the Council will be in permanent session now it should take over the
work of developing this field. That is what will happen....

I cannot give any information in concrete terms as to what has been done in the
field to which I just referred. Indeed, very little has been done in the field of non-
military co-operation. I admit that, and I think we must all be disappointed that more
has not been done. But we have laid the foundation for a growing feeling of com-
munity in these matters, and I think if we are patient we shall find that results will
be achieved. Some progress has been made, for instance, in the field of migration, but
that is of more concern to the European countries than our own. Then there is the
question of the exchange of labour between European countries. On this occasion in
our report we did make to the Council certain concrete and specific suggestions for
action. It is not however, appropriate for me to tell exactly what they are until the
Council decides what action it can take in regard to them ...

There was a discussion of budgetary arrangements for NATO generally and there
was an estimate made by the experts who worked with us on this committee as to
how much these proposals would cost. They will cost a considerable amount. They
include such items as exchanges of students and that kind of thing. But I am not in
a position to give exact figures in that regard at the present time. They will not cost
much in relation I might add, to our total defence programme ....

The following members discussed Mr. Pearson's statement:

Mr. Craydon (PC, Peel)
Mr. Coldwell (CCF, Rosetown-Biggar)
Mr. Low (SC, Peace River)
Mr. Larson (L, Kindersley)
Mr. Pearkes (PC, Nanaimo).

United Nations General Assembly-Sixth Session

` On March 25, the Parliamentary Assistant to the Secretary of State for External
Affairs, Mr. Lesage, rose to complete the statement made by Mr. Pearson on March
21. A partial text of his address follows:

I should like this afternoon first to review briefly the results •of the Sixth
Session of the General Assembly, which Is the last Session of the Assembly of the
United Nations, and then to elaborate on the subject of assistance to under-developed
countries, with which I myself was particularly concerned.

I would not deny to the House,... that the recent Sessions of the General
Assembly left many of the participants with a sense of depression. We all know that
the General Assembly exists primarily to further the cause of peace and security and
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to promote the general welfare of all peoples. It is a meeting place where we hope
to relieve the tensions between the free world and the Soviet world, and to reach
satisfactory political settlements by conciliation and peaceful negotiations. It cannot
be said that the Sixth Session achieved a great deal in terms of these basic purposes ...

The organization still affords opportunities for negotiation between the free world
and the Soviet world, provided that the will to carry on such negotiations is present.
This was shown, for instance, in the Berlin blockade, where a casual conversation
between a Soviet and a United States representative led to negotiations which
eventually ended this explosive episode.

Again, in several complicated disputes, on which the non-Communist world has
been divided, such as those which have prevailed in Kashmir, Indonesia and Palestine,
the United Nations has provided machinery which has yielded important results in
ending hostilities. _

Moreover, the organization brings together in loose association all the countries
of the world which are opposed to Soviet aggression. ...

Disarmament and Collective Measures

The resolution on disarmament, which set up a new Disarmament Commission,
of which Canada is a member, to consider the regulation, limitation and balarced
reduction of all armaments and armed forces", may turn out to be the major accom-
plishment. But the debates on disarmament in the Assembly itself and the recent
meetings of the Disarmament Commission under the chairmanship of the Canadian
Permanent Representative to the United Nations in New York show little promise
that the U.S.S.R will be inclined to use the new Commission as a place where serious
plans for disarmament and the control of atomic weapons should be studied. However,

.. it is really still too early to estimate the value of this resolution of the Assembly,
and we all must hope that steps will be taken, as a result of the discussions in the
Commission during the next few months, which will bring some agreement on the very
difScult questions of disclosure and international control of armed forces and arma-
ments, including atomic weapons, so that a measure of disarmament, with its conse-
quent easing of tension, will be possible.

Another important decision taken by the Ceneral Assembly was a resolution on
collective measures, which continued the Collective Measures Committee for another
year. ...

In other political fields â commission was established to look into the possibility
of holding free elections throughout Germany, and this commission has been unsuc-
cessfully seeking entrance into East Cermany for that purpose. The Cerman Federal
Republic has, on the other hand, welcomed the establishment of the commission and
has assisted it in its work.

A resolution on the Palestine dispute was adopted which called on the parties
to resolve their differences in conformity with previous Assembly resolutions. This
resolution was made acceptable to all parties concerned by amendments introduced
by the Canadian Delegation.

Libya's attainment of Independence was also approved within the time limit set
by thé Assembly in 1949, a development warmly supported by Canada.

Yugoslavia's complaint of hostile activities by the Cominform states was dealt
with by a resolution calling on all the parties to conduct their relations in accordance
with the Charter of the United Nations.

The question of Korea was postponed to a special session of the Assembly to be
convened if an armistice is signed, or if 'other developments" make such a session
desirable.

There was a sharp division of opinion in the Assembly on trusteeship and colonial
questions which the debate on Southwest Africa made even sharper. -
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The Canadian Delegation, while not taking an active part in these frequently
= acrimonious and important debates, was not perhaps without influence in bringing

about compromises between the views of the administering countries and the non-
administering majority.

A sum of a little over $48 million was approved for the United Nations budget
for 1952, and the scale of assessments of member governments was adjusted to bring
it more into line with the principle that in an organization of sovereign equals no one
government should contribute too large a proportion of the budget. The Canadian
Delegation took an active part in administrative and budgetary questions and pressed
once more for all possible economies consistent with efficient functioning of the
United Nations. . . .

The Third (Social) Committee of the Assembly spent the greater part of its time
on the question of the International Covenant on Human Rights. The main issue was
whether economic, social and cultural rights should be contained in a covenant dealing
with political and civil rights. The Assembly decided that the two covenants should
be drafted, one containing political and civil rights and the other economic, social
and cultural rights. . . .

In the legal field the Assembly set up a special committee of. fifteen states,
including Canada, to study steps to be taken to improve the handling of legal and
drafting questions by future Sessions of the Assembly. ...

An important resolution calling for contributions to the Relief and Works Agency
for Palestine Refugees was also approved by the Assembly. A long and useful debate
was held on the general problem of economic development of the under-developed
countries. . . .

Colombo Plan

Last year Parliament approved Canadian participation in the Colombo Plan and
authorized an appropriation of $25 million for the fiscal year 1951-52 for economic
assistance to governments in countries in South and Southeast Asia. It was later
decided that, for the first year of the Colombo Plan, the Canadian contribution should
be used to assist in the economic development of India and Pakistan. In. order to
establish a basic working relationship with the Indian and Pakistan Governments,
and to make sure that our activities under the Colombo Plan would be founded on
knowledge and mutual understanding, arrangements were made fôr consultations to
take place here in Ottawa with officials from India and Pakistan.

These discussions weré held last summer, and agreement was reached on the
general principles which should guide and govern the provision of economic aid by
Canada to India and Pakistan under the Colombo Plan. Subsequently, on September
10, 1951, an agreement, in the form of a statement of principles, was signed in New
Delhi by representatives of the Canadian and Indian Governments, and in Karachi
by representatives of the.Canadian and Pakistan Governments.

Since then continuing discussions have been carried on with a view to selecting
specific projects suitable for economic assistance out of the 1951-52 Canadian appro-
priation for the Colombo Plan. ...

, ^
At the request of thé Government of India the Canadian Government agreed to

allot $10 million for the provision of wheat to India under the Colombo Plan. This
wheat was urgently needed, as hon. members know, to help prevent starvation in
certain districts in India. Except for a negligible amount, all the wheat has now been
shipped from Canadian West Coast ports.

In order that the grant of wheat might be directly related to the economic
development objectives of the Colombo Plan, the Indian Government agreed to estab-
lish a special counterpart fund equal in rupees to the $10 million paid for the wheat
by the Canadian Government.

The Government of India proposed that the funds be used to finance a large-
scale irrigation and hydro-electric project at Mayurakshi in West Bengal. From all
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reports this project appears to be economically sound, and we have accepted the
Indian proposal that the counterpart funds be devoted to its construction. It is
estimated that the Mayurakshi project will, through irrigation, increase the annual
food production of the district by about 350 thousand tons of rice and other crops.
It will produce some 4,000 kilowatts of electric energy:

- In addition to assisting in the construction of the Mayurakshi irrigation and
hydro-electric project through the use of counterpart funds, we have also been asked
to supply a small amount of equipment not locally obtainable. Inquiries will be made
to determine whether the required items are available in Canada and, if so, they will
be provided_

Preliminary consideration is being given to the practicability of supplying a
quantity of chassis to India for use of the Bombay State Transport Commission, but
this project is still in the discussion stage.

The main project in the Canadian programme of economic assistance for Pakistan
under the Colombo Plan is a cement plant to be erected in the Thal area of the
Punjab where the Pakistan Government is carrying on a large-scale colonization
scheme for settlement and rehabilitation of millions of people who have moved front
their homes as a result of partition.

The Governments of Australia, Canada and New Zealand have jointly agreed to
establish and equip an experimental livestock farm also in the Thal area. The Canadian
contribution to this joint project will take the form of agricultural machinery and
related equipment. In addition it is expected that a Canadian expert will be provided
to instruct local Pakistani personnel in the care and maintenance of all the farm

machinery.

Another item in the Canadian programme for Pakistan which has been mutually
agreed upon is the provision of a substantial quantity of wooden railway ties which
are urgently needed for the rehabilitation and development of the Pakistan railwav

system.

A tentati ve agreement has been reached on a photographic and geological survey
of Pakistan to be undertaken by Canada. Very little is known of the geological and
geophysical make-up of Pakistan, and a survey of the kind contemplated would pv^
vide basic data of immediate and long-term value to Pakistan in carrying out its
economic development.

The Colombo Plan is a novel experiment in international economic co-operation.
It is inevitable that in translating the plan into action all kinds of organizational,
administrative and consultative problems will arise which will require time to soh e.
There is also a good deal of preliminary study and fact finding to be undertaken if
our economic aid programme is to rest upon a sound foundation.

As a result, delays in the first stages are unavoidable. Nevertheless it was possiLle
in the past few months to make real progress. Moreover governmental machiney
which has been set up to co-ordinate our international economic and technical co-
operation, and the experience which has been gained in the first year of the Colombo
Plan, will greatly help our activities in the future.

As the Secretary of State for External Affairs said at a press conference: We have
been criticized for giving only $25 million to the Colombo Plan this year. During the
past year we have had a very dif6cult time working out with India and Pakistan a
practical programme by which the money could be spent.

As a matter of fact, although the whole $25 million voted by Parliament for this
current year has been earmarked, only $10 million of goods has been shipped out.
This means, in effect, that in the coming year the balance of this year's programTe
will have to be carried on, along with the programme to be initiated under the
1952-53 contribution.

I should perhaps at this point make reference to the meeting, which opened
yesterday in Karachi, of the Consultative Committee for. Co-operative Economic
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Development in South and Southeast Asia. This Committee, which is composed of all
the governments participating in the Colombo Plan, and includes the United States,
meets from time to time to review the progress being made in reaching the objectives
of the Plan and to discuss matters of policy. At this session Canada is being repre-
sented by my colleague the Parliamentary Assistant to the Minister of Trade and
Commerce (Mr. Mcllraith).

Technical Co-operation Under the Plan

Soon after the establishment of the Council for Technical Co-operation in-
Colombo, a permanent Canadian representative was appointed to it.

Two principles have been kept in mind in making offers of scholarships and
fellowships and in inviting technical missions to visit Canada. The first is that the
training we offer to make available should be directly related to the economic develop-
ment needs of the countries in the area, and the second is that the offers be ones
which Canada Is in a position to implement effectively.

Sixty scholarships and fellowships have been offered under the Colombo Technical
Co-operation Programme: Twenty-five to India, fifteen to Pakistan, ten to Ceylon and
ten to non-Commonwealth countries in the area. Almost all the trainees from India,
Pakistan and Ceylon have arrived in Canada. They are taking courses of training in
road and bridge construction, hydro-electric development, public administration, public
health and welfare, and agriculture. Up to date the ten awards which were offered
to non-Commonwealth countries have not been taken up. They are, however, being
held open.

Last year three technical missions, each composed of senior government officiais
from India and Pakistan, were taken on tours across Canada, arranged by Canadian
government departments in co-operation with the corresponding provincial depart-
ments. One of these missions was interested in studying highway and bridge construc-
tion in Canada, another mission came to look into Canadian agricultural methods,
and the third was interested in hydro-electric power installation and development.

It has proved more difficult to find qualified Canadian experts to serve in
advisory capacities in the countries of South and Southeast Asia than it has to provide
training facilities in Canada for scholars and fellows from that area. Nevertheless
we have been able to provide a fisheries consultant from British Columbia to assist
the Government of Ceylon in the development of the fishing industry, and a refrigera-
tion engineer has also gone to Ceylon to help in the same field.

Now that the programme is under way we shall be able to operate more and
more on the basis of specific requests from governments for both experts and training
facilities. The Government bélieves, as do most members of the Colombo Plan, that
technical co-operation will probably do most good at this stage if it concentrates on
the training of middle and lower grade workers in their own countries. In planning
future activities every effort will be made to shift the emphasis in this direction.

For each of the past two fiscal years, this Parliament has authorized an appropria-
tion of $400,000 for Canadian participation in the Technical Co-operation Programme
of the Colombo Plan. Because of the delays in getting a programme of this kind off
the ground and running smôothly the total value of the services and facilities extended
by Canada has lagged behind the amount of funds available. However, the programme
has been steadily increasing its pace. ... The technical assistance missions and experts
constitute the "other forces of the United Nations.". ..-

Here for the first time almost all countries of the free world have co-operated in
pooling their resources to give technical assistance to governments which are in need
and which request it, but of course the Soviet bloc refused to participate, despite their
constant professions of solicitude for the welfare of the peoples of the under-developed
countries.

Canada contributed a850,000 to the first eighteen months' operation of this pro-
gramme on a total budget of $20 million. This year, at the Technical Assistance Con-
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ference which was held in Paris on thé 6th and 7th 'of February, we offered to con-
tribute on a matching basis a maximum of $850,000 towards the objective of $20
million for the present twelve months period, and at least $750,000. The United States
for its part has offered to contribute a maximum of $12 million if the contributions
reach $20 million, but not more than sixty per cent of the total. The contributions
of the United States and Canada are offered in this way in order to encourage other
contributing countries, and especially the receiving countries, to participate themselves
in the plan and show their interest in it. The United States and Canada have pledged
a little over $2 for each dollar which will be contributed by all the other countries
in the world. I do not believe that Canada could be accused of lack of generosity. ...

On March 1, 1952, the total contributions pledged were equivalent to $18,839,618,
the American contributions being calculated at sixty per cent of the total and the
Canadian contribution at $750,000. The Canadian representative said at the Technical
Assistance Conference; and I quote:

"We regret very much that pledges to date do not permit the utilization
of the maximum Canadian pledge. However, we are very anxious to go as far as
possible toward ensuring the success of this important Programme during 1952.
My Government will, therefore, make a firm pledge today of $750,000. The
further $100,000 will remain available until the Final Act is closed for signature
on April 15." -

Since the beginning of the Programme in July, 1950, Canada has received forty-
six United Nations fellows from under-developed countries for special training in
Canada, in addition to many directed to us by the Specialized Agencies. We have just
completed training arrangements for an additional twenty-seven- United Nations
fellows in Canada. Moreover, many Canadians are serving abroad in the field under
United Nations programmes, a great number of them in Asian countries.

...If we expect the peoples of Asia, African and Latin America to share our
belief in democracy and to stand with other nations of the free world in defence of
the democratic way of life, we must help them to know the benefits of democrac>•.
We must convince them, by genuine and practical co-operation, that our system does
not tend to perpetuate economic and social injustice and class privilege. It is urgei t,
therefore, that we should continue, through the United Nations and outside it, as
in the Colombo Plan, to assist under-developed countries to build up, little by little,
conditions of economic stability and social well-being. ...

The following members commented on the statements of Mr. Lesage and Mr.
Pearson:

Air. Green (PC, Vancouver-Quadra)
Mr. Wright (CCF, Melfort)
Mr. Quelch (SC, Acadia)
Mr. Bradette (L, Cockrane)
Mr. Gagnon (Ind., Chicoutimi)
Mr. Bourget (L, Ikvis)
Mr. Browne (PC, St. John's West)

Protection of Canadian Missionaries in. Chinâ

On March 10, in response to a question by Mr. Hees (PC, Broadview) as to wbat
action the Government planned in protest against the recent treatment of five Can-
adian nuns in Canton, 111r: Lesage said:

I believe little can.be added to the statements made in this house by the Prime
Minister .... on December 31, 1951, and by the Secretary of State for Extcrnal
Affairs .... on December 29, 1951.

However, I am authorized to repeat that the Covernment deplores the shocking
treatment the Canadian missionaries in China have received, and has taken everY
course open to it to protest to the Central People's Covemment of the People 's Republic
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of China. In the absence of direct Canadian representation in China we have had the
assistance not only of the United Kingdom chargé d'affaires but of representatives
of other countries. On a number of occasions these gentlemen have made strong
representations, and there are some signs that in a certain measure they have suc-
ceeded in improving the conditions of some imprisoned persons.

The House will no doubt be aware that three of the nuns who were tried in
Canton have now reached Hong Kong, and missionaries of all denominations continue
to arrive at that place. Whereas on January 1, 1951 there were about 400 Canadians
in China, there are now approximately 160, the majority of whom are missionaries;
and many of these have applied for exit permits.

The situation, of course, is one of great delicacy; and, as has been pointed out
in the past by both the Prime Minister and by the Secretary of State for External
Affairs, the best advice at the disposal of the Government indicates that little is to be
gained and much may be lost by heated public discussion of those questions. I know
the Government shares to the full, the natural indignation engendered by these events,
but it is compelled to suggest, as it has suggested, that the safety of Canadian citizens
still in China dictates the utmost caution.

Death of Don * Stephen Senanayake

In a tribute to the late Prime Minister of Ceylon, Mr. St. Laurent said in part,
on March 24.

Members of the House of Commons will have learned with profound regret of
the death of the distinguished Prime Minister of Ceylon, the Right Hon. Don
Senanayake . . . .

His Excellency the Governor General and I have already expressed the sympathy
of the Government and people of Canada with the people of Ceylon, and with the
members of the Prime Minister's family. To confirm those messages of sympathy, and
as a special tribute to the memory of the late Prime Minister, I beg leave to move,
seconded by the leader of the Opposition (Mr. Drew):

That as a token of our sympathy for the family of the late Prime Minister,
as well as for all the people of this sister state in the Commonwealth, we now
stand in this Chamber for a moment of respectful silence.

Following agreement on this motion, the House rose and stood in silence,•after
which there were brief tributes bx Mr. Drew, Mr. Coldwell and Mr. Low.

rl

Famine in India

On March 31, in response to a request by Mr. Catherwood (PC, Haldimand) for
a statement on reports of famine in the state of Madras, India, Mr. Pearson spoke
as follows:

I have seen reports in the newspapers about the serious food and water
situation in Madras, but no official report of any recent deterioration in the situation
has been received, nor has any representation or special appeal been made to this
Government by the Government of India. However, the bon. member will be aware
that we are in close touch with the Government of India in respect of the use made
of the funds that we have made available to India in connection with the Colombo
Plan. Ten million dollars from those funds have been used to purchase wheat for
India. That wheat is now arriving there and no doubt will be directed by the Govern-
ment of India through normal distribution channels to the areas where it will be
most useful.
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APPOINTMENTS AND TRANSFERS IN THE CANADIAN
DIPLOMATIC SERVICE

Mr. E. D'An:y McGreer was appointed as Canadian Minister to Denmark, effective March
12,1952

Mr. G. A. Newman was appointed as Canadian Consul at New Orleans, Louisiana, effective
. January 30, 1952.

Mr. F. C. Ballachey was posted from the Canadian Consulate General, Shanghai, China, to
Ottawa, effective March 3, 1952.

Mr. J. G. Hadwen was posted from Ottawa, to the Office of the High Commission for Can-
ada, Karachi, Pakistan, effective March 5, 1952.

Mr. F. G. Hooton was posted from leave of absence (Oxford, England), to the OEEC, Paris,
effective March 1, 1952.

Mr. C. A. Rau was posted from Ottawa, to the Canadian Embassy, Dublin, Ireland, effec-
tive March 14, 1952.

Mr. E. D. Wilgress was posted from Ottawa, to the Canadian Embassy, Rome, Italy, effec-
tive March 8, 1952.

Mr. W. S. Durdin was posted from the Canadian Consulate, Frankfurt, Germanÿ, to the
Canadian Embassy, The Hague, the Netherlands, effective March 16, 1952.

Mr. T. B. B. Wainman-Wood was posted from Ottawa to the Canadian Legation, Helsinki,
Finland, effective March 19, 1952.

Mr. D. B. Wilson was posted from home leave (Rio de Janeiro, Brazil), to Ottawa, effective
March 17, 1952.

APPOINTMENTS AND TRANSFERS OF
REPRESENTATIVES OF OTHER COUNTRIES IN CANADA

DIPLOMATIC -

Now Appointm*nts Secretary, is Chargé d'Affaires ad interim.

His Excellency Dr. Rajko Djermanovic, Mr. W. Cautier, 'Third Secretary (Com-
Ambasador of Yugoslavia, March 13. mercial Affairs), Embassy of Germany, March

1.
His Excellency German Fernandez-Con-

cha, Ambassador of Peru, March 27.

His Excellency Delfin H. Pupo y Proenza,
Ambassador of Cuba, March 28. -

Mr. H. R. Martola, Chargé d'Affaires of
Finland, March 17.

Mr. Henry Mareschal, Commercial At-
taché, Embassy of France, March 5.

- Mr. Joseph A. Pieters, Attaché, Embassy
of Belgium, March 19.

Mr. S. M. Koreschi, Third Secretary, Of-
fice of the High Commissioner for Pakistan,
March 21.

Mr. Josef Velek Commercial Attaché, Le-
gation of Czechoslovakia, March 26.

Deporlvres

His Excellency Primo Villa Michel, Am-
bassador of Mexico, March 15. Pending the

ris
of the Letter of Credence of

his successor, Mr. Luis Ibarguen, Second
Secretary, is Chargé d'Affaires ad interim.

His Excellency Dr. Acyr Paes, Ambassador
of Brazil, March 31. Pending the presenta-
tion of the Letter of Credence of his suc-
cessor, Mr. Raul José de Sa Barbosa, Third

Mr. Lewis D. Brown, Second Secretan•,
Embassy of the United States of Americ:i,
March 31.

His Excellency Hubert. Guérin, Ambas-
sador of France, was absent from Ottawa,
March 5 to March 20. Mr. François de L.i-.
boulaye, Counsellor, was Chargé d'Affairrs
ad interim.

His Excellency the' Honourable StanlcY
Woodward, Ambassador of the United States
of America, was absent from Ottawa, March
7 to March 20. Mr. Don C. Bliss, Ministcr,
was Chargé d'Affaires ad interim.

His Excellency Dr. Werner Dankwort, Am-
bassador of Germany, was absent frcm
Ottawa, March 12 to March 24. Dr. J. F.
Ritter, First Secretary was Chargé d'%•f-
faires ad interim.

His Excellency R. R. Saksena, High Co'n-
missioner for India, left Ottawa on March 18
for a visit to India. Mr. P. K. Banerjee is
Acting High Commissioner.

His Excellency A. Adrian Roberts, High
Commissionér for South Africa, left Ottawa
on March 25 for a vacation. Mr. T. ] En<<e-
mann, Secretary, is Acting High Comn1is-
sioner.
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-- CONSULAR
Provisional recognition was Rranted to:

Mr. Lorentz Halfdan Thorlaksson as Hon-
orary Consul of Iceland at Vancouver, March
5. He was previously Honorary Vice-Consul
in that city.

Mr. W. H. Warren as Honorary Consul of
Iceland at Halifax, March 5. He was pre-
viously Honorary Vice-Consul in that city.

Mr. José Luis Ceron as Acting Consul
General of Spain at Montreal, March 10. He
was previously Consul in that city.

Mr. David Silveira da Motta, Jr., as Vice-
Consul of Brazil at Montreal, Mazch 10.

' Mr. Ovidio de Andrade Melo, as Vice-
Consul of Brazil at Toronto, March 10.

Mrs. Elizabeth L. Engdalil as Vice-Consul
of the United States of America at Montreal,
March 11. She is on temporary duty for a
period of approximately two months.

Mr. Donald H. Robinson as Vice-Consul of
the United States of America at Niagara
Falls, March 11. He is on temporary duty
for a period of approximately two months.

Mr. Raymond J. Swanson as Vice-Consul
of the United States of America at Montreal,
March 11. He was previously Vice-Consul
at Saint John, N.B.

Mr. Joseph F. Burt as Consul General of
the United States of America at Toronto,
March 14. He is on temporary duty for a
period of approximately four months.

Mr. Luis D. Paulino A. as Consul of the
Dominican Republic at Halifax, March 14.

Mr. F. Willard Calder as Consul of the
United States of America at Montreal, March
18. He is on temporary duty for a period
of approximately two months.

Mr. Richard P. Butrick as Consul General
of the United States of America at Montreal,
March 25.

Departures

Mr: Mariano de Yturralde, Consul Gen-
eral of Spain at Montreal, March 1.

Mr. Edward J. Lawler, Vice-Consul of the
United States of America at Montreal,
March 2.

The address of the Consulate of Switzerland at Winnipeg is now:
210 Mitchell-Copp Building,
334 Portage Avenue,
Telephone: 9-27013.

TRADE
New Appointment

Mr. P. B. Hunt, Trade Commissioner for the United Kingdom, at Montreal, end of
March.

CANADIAN REPRESENTATION AT INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCES

{This is a ltst of International Coriferences at which Canada was represented, during the
month of March 1952, and of those at which it may be represented in the future; earlier

conferences may be found in the previous issues of "External Affairs".)

(Tl+e Department of External Affairs, through its International Conferences Section, is
responsible for co-ordinating all invitations to international conferences. It should be noted,
howeoer, that the decision as to the participation of the Canadian Government at such
Conferences is made by the Secreta of State for External Affairs or, where appropriate, by
Cabinet upon the recommendation o7the department of government functionally concerned.)

Standing International Bodies on which Canada Is Represented

(Now published annually; we `External Affairs" January 1952, for complete list.)

Conferences Attended in March
1. British Commonwealth Scientific (Ofli-

cial) Conference. Canberra and Mel-
bourne, February 18 • March 7. Chair-
man: Dr. E. W. R. Steacie, President,
National Research Council; Delegates: -
Dr. K. W. Neatby, Department of Agri-
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culture; Dr. C. S. Hume, Department of
Mines and Technical Surveys; Dr. G. B.
Reed, Fisheries Research Board; Dr.
C. Ii. Ettinger, Queen's University,
Kingston- Dr. P. Gagnon, Laval Univer-
sity, Quebee.



I2. 3rd Meeting of American Central Bank
Technical Experts. Cuba, February 25 -
March 8. Representative: W. E. Scott,
Bank of Canada.

3. 2nd Meeting of the Sub-Group of the
Inte-rsessional Working Party on the Re-
duction of Tariff Levels (GATT). Gene-
va, February 28 - March 1. Represent-
ative: L. Couillard, Deputy Represent-
ative to the OEEC, Paris.

4. Conference on Settlement of German Ex-
ternal Debts. London, February 28 -
March. Head of Delegation: E. A. CBté,
Office of the Canadian High Commis-
sioner, London; Delegates: A. B. Hockin,
Office of the Canadian High Commis-
sioner, London; H. D.Clark, Department

" of Finance.

5. International Sugar Council. London,
March 3 - Observer: D. A. B. Marshall,
Office of the Canadian High Commis-
sioner, London.

6.. Meeting of the Financial and Adminis-
trative Committee of the Gonerning
Body of ILO. Geneva, March 3-7. B. Wil-
liams and K. D. McIlwraith, Permanent
Delegation of Canada to the European
Office of the United Nations, Geneva.

7. Preliminary Meeting of O$ îcials of the
Consultative Committee on Economic
Development in South and Southeast
Asia. Karachi, March 10 - K. P. Kirk-
wood High Commissioner for Canada
in Pa^istan; R. G. Nik Cavell and G. D.
Mallory, Department of Trade and Com-
merce; G. S. Murray and A. P. Bisson-
net, Office of the Canadian High Com-
missioner, Karachi; H. H. Wright, De-
partment of Finance.

8. 118th Session of the Cooerning Body of
ILO. Geneva, March 11-14. P. E. CBté,

.M.P., Parliamentary Assistant to the Min-
nister of Labour; Alternate: P. Goulet,
Assistant to the Deputy Minister of La-
bour; Advisers: B. Williams and K. D.

McIlwraith, Permanent Delegation of
Canada to the European Office of the
United Nations, Geneva.

9. North American Wildlife Conference.
Miami, March 16-19. Representatives:
Dr. H. F. Lewis and Dr. V.E.F. Solman,
Canadian • Wildlife Service. -

10. Interim Committee of the General As-
sembly of the United Nations. New York,
March 17 - Representative: D. M. John-
son, Canadian Permanent Representative
to the United Nations, New York.

11. 4th Session of the Inter-American _Con-
ference on Social Security (ILO). Mexico,
March 24 - April 8. Delegate: Co1.^C.
Bisson, Unemployment Insurance m-
mission, Department of Labour; Alter-
nate: R. B. Curry, Department of Na-
tional Health and Welfare; Adviser:
A. E. Blanchette, Canadian Embassy,
Mexico.

12. Consultative Committee on Economic
Development in South and Southeast
Asia. Karachi, March 24 - Represcnt-
ative: G. J. McIlraith, M.P., Parliamenr
tary Assistant to the Minister of Trade
and Commerce; Alternate: K. P. Kirk-
wood, High Commissioner for Canada in
Pakistan; Delegates: R. G. Nik Cavell
and G. D. Mallory, Department of Trade
and Commerce; G. S. Murray and A. P.
Bissonnet, Office of the Canadian Hi^h
Commissioner, Karachi; H. H. Wright,
Department of Finance.

13. Special Session of ECOSOC. New York,
March 24 - Representative: D. M. John-
son, Canadian Permanent Representative
to the United Nations, New York; Ad-
viser: A. R. Crepault, Permanent Dele-
gation of Canada to the United Natioos,
New York.

14. 5th Session of the Permanent Inter-Am-
erican Committee on Social Security
(ILO). Mexico, March. Observer: Col.
J. G. Bisson, Unemployment Insurance
Commission, Department of Labour.

Conferences to be held in April and May

The inclusion of the name of a conference or of an international meeting in the follou:ing
Jist is merely for information. It does not follow tl+at the Government of Canada has receited

an invitation to participate or, if so, that the invitation has or will be accepted;
the dates are tentative.)

1. Committee on Non-Government Organi- 5. Executive Board of UNICEF. New York,
zations (ECOSOC). New York, April 1-4. Apri122.

2. 7th Session of the Narcotic Drugs Cam- 8. Ad Hoc Committee on Restrictive Busi-
mission (ECOSOC). New York, April 15. ness Practices (ECOSOC). New York,

3: 5th Conference at American States Mem-
April 28.

bers of ILO. Rio de Janeiro, April 17-30. 7. 6th International Conference of the In-

4. 4th Session of the Metal and Trades n^ tA°"p° Hydrographic Bureau. Nta
ril

Committee of ILO. Geneva, April 21-
May 3. 8. International Wheat Couneil. April.
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9. 9th Meeting of the International Rubber
Study Group. Ottawa, May 5-9.

10. I st Pan-American Universitieâ Congress
of Odontology. Buenos Aires, May 4-10.

11. 4th Session of the Iron and Steel Com-
mittee of ILO. Geneva, May 5-17.

12. International Civil Service Advisory
Board. Geneva, May 9-16.

13. 14th Session of ECOSOC. New York,
. . May 13 - August.

14. 13th Universal Postal Union Congress.
Brussels, May 14.

15. llth Session of the International Con-
sultative Committee on Cotton. Rome,
May 17.

16. lst Pan-American Congress on Veteri-

nary Medicine. (FAO-WHO). Lima,
Peru, May 20.

17. Meeting of the International Committee
on Monuments, Artistic and Historical
Sites and Archeological Excavations.
(UNESCO). Paris, May 21.

18. IXth International Congress of Agricul-
tural Industries. Rome, May 23-31.

19. 6th Session of ICAO. Montreal May 17.

20. lst Session of the Consultative Commit-
tee for Europe (WIIO). Geneva, May 28.

21. Working Party on Programme of Work
and Associated Long-Term Problems
(FAO). Rome, May 28.

22. Joint Committee of WHO-UNICEF on
Health Policy. Geneva, May 31.

CURRENT DEPARTMENTAL PRESS RELEASES

NYOII►M Dot* Subioc1

10 4/3 Canadian and United States officials to examine
St. Lawrence Seaway and Power Project.

11 7/3 Report of talks, March 6 and 7, on St.
St. Lawrence Seaway and Power Project.

12 11/3 Travel Restrictions on U.S.S.R. Embasy staff.

13 • 12/3 Appointment of Mr. E. D'Arcy McGreer
as Canadian Minister to Denmark.

14 13/3 Presentation of Letter of Credence by
Dr. Rajko Djermanovic as Ambassador of Yugoslavia.

15 _ 13/3 Note on number of Canadians now in
Communist China.

16 21/3 lfungarian decree on nationalization of property.

17 27/3 Presentation of Letter of Credence by
Mr. German Fernandez-Concha as Ambassador of Peru.

18 28/3 'Presentation of Letter of Credence by
^ Mr. De1Hn H. Pupo y Proenza as Ambassador of Cuba.

STATEMENTS AND SPEECHES

(Obtainable from the Information Division, Department of External Affairs, Ottawa, Canada.)

The following serial numbers are available in Canada and abroad:

No. 52/9-Canada and World Affairs, text of
an address by the Minister of Citizen-
ship and Immigration, Mr. Walter liar-
ris, delivered at the University of Ro-
chester, Rochester, New York, February
19, 1952.

No. 52i10-Canada and Technical Assistance
to Under-Developed Countries, text of
an address by the Secretary of State for
External Affairs, Mr. L. B. Pearson, at
the Annual Congress of the Co-operative

Union of Canada, Ottawa, March 4,
1952.

No. 52/11-Some Aspects of Canada-United
States Relations, text of an address by
the Secretary of State for External Af-
fairs, 111r. L. B. Pearson, to the Canadian
Society, New York, March 7,1952. -

No. 52/12-Canada's Trade Outlook, text of
an address by the Minister of Trade and
Commerce and Defence Production, Mr.
C. D. Howe, to the Montreal Canadian
Club, March 19, 1952.
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The following serial numbers are available abroad only: .

No. 52,/8-Canada's Experiments in Social
Legislation, excerpts from an address by
the Minister of National Health and
Welfare, Mr. Paul Martin, delivered at
the University of Rochester, Rochester,
New York, on February 28, 1952.

No. 52/13-Canada's Post-War Resources
Development, an address by the Min-
ister of Resources and Development, Mr.
Robert H. Winters; to a gathering of
the Canadian Club of Shawinigan Falls
and Grand Mere, made at Shawinigan
Falls, Quebec, on March 19, 1952.-

CURRENT UNITED NATIONS DOCUMENTSt

A SELECTED LIST

(a) Mimeographed Documents: for Palestine Refugees in the Near
East; Paris, 1951; document A/1905!

Draft International Covenant on lluman
Rights and llfeasures of Implementation
(Report of the Third Committee); 3 Feb-
ruary 1952; document A,^2112; 38 p.

Add. 1;' 6 p.; 10 cents; General As-
sembly Official Records: Sixth Session,
Suplement No. 18. A.

United Nations Relief and Works Agency
' Report on the United Nations Seminar on for Palestine Refugees in the Near East -

Public Personnel Management (30 October Accounts for the period 1 May to 31 De-
1950 to 30 January 1951); 31 January cember 1950 and Report of the Board if
1952; document ST/TAA/CONF.1/1; 236 Auditors; Paris, 1951; document A/193t;

P.

(b) Printed Documents:

S Assistance to Palestine Refguees:

a) Report of the Director of the United
Nations Relief and Works Agency for
Palestine Refugees in the Near East;

•Paris, 1951; document A/1905; 48 p.'
50 cents; General Assembly Official
Records: Sixth Session, Supplement
No. 16.

b) Spectal Report of the Director and
Adnisory Commission of the United
Nations Relief and Works Agency

15 p.; 25 cents; General Assembly Offici.tl
Records: Sixth Session, Supplement No. 6
B. -

S United Nations Korean Reconstruction
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NATIONAL SOVEREIGNTY AND
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION

Speech by the Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. L. B. Pearson, delivered at
Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey, on April 15, 1952. -

in discussing this subject, I should like to look tonight behind the headlines
for a brief period and consider some of the movements and forces now_operating in
the field of international organization; forces ranging from the narrowest nationalism
to those which advocate the "Parliament of Man, the Federation of the World".

National sovereignty in its present-day form is generally considered to have
originated in the rise of unified states in Western Europe during and after the
Renaissance.

With the development of such states the doctrine of national sovereignty was
elaborated as one of the basic principles of international law and politics. Sovereignty
is a concept which, of course, has a number of meanings. In one common usage it
refers to the jurisdiction over the land surfaces of the globe. In this sense of territorial
sovereignty there is now not much international dispute. The land areas of the world
have practically all been divided up among sovereign states, although there are still
issues regarding the demarcation of boundaries qnd a few serious conflicting
territorial claims.

Nationalism, as a spur in the scramble for territory in the old manner is, then,
largely extinct. Nationalism, however, as an expression of the desire of a people for
self-government and independence, is still very much alive. Indeed, at a time when
long-established states are becoming increasingly awaré of the disadvantages of a rigid
adherence to the principle of national sovereignty in international dealings, there is
a wave of insurgent nationalism throughout the Islamic and Asian world and through-
out the overseas dependencies of the European.nation-states. Perhaps it is inevitable
and right that nationalism must•find expression in political freedom before its limita-
tions are realized.

In any event, its strength has been shown in recent years by the partition of
existing political entities and the emergence of new independent states. So %ve
have Syria, Lebanon, Jordan, The Philippines, Burma, India, Pakistan, Ceylon, Israel,
Indonesia, and, most recently, Libyâ. The Wilsonian principles of self-determination
are, in a delayed reaction, adding to the multiplicity of independent nations throu,h-
out the world. Nor is the process yet completed, for a number of new states %^ ill
probably appear in the years ahead. This national and anti-colonial feeling may often
result in disturbance and confusion and, indeed, in some premature and unrealiAic
decisions in those. international agencies where it now has a powerful platform on
which to express itself. In its name, the Unitéd Nations, for instance, has decided that
a former colony like Italian Somaliland, weak and poor and primitive; is to be given
the privilege and the résponsibility of governing itself; as a sovereign state. It may
well prove to be unequal to the responsibility. Thenational urge, however,'cannot be
stopped. Nor should it be, although it might, with advantage, accept some guidai^Ce
and -_ develop - some - appreciation_ of _ the - inevitability,- and - the - permanence, of
gradualness!

I
This fragmentation of pôlitiçal society, resulting from the triumph of the national

idea, must presumably run its . course • beforç the) opposite trend towards closer
international political association can 'make genëral headway. One example of what
I .mean • fs to, be found. in _the _ British -Commonwealth_oE,.Ngtions. That association
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rests firmly in 1952 on the only basis which wôuld be accepted by its members, their
complete national independence. Now that this has been achieved, however, there is
less constitutional and political sensitiveness than formerly about the closest possible
co-operation between those members. Yet such co-operation does not express itself in
organizational forms so much as in the practice of consultation, and in the desire to
work together; a desire which cannot always be realized because of the differing
interests and circumstances of the member-states. These differences make any
centralized formal organization of the Commonwealth extremely difficult, if not
impossible, but they do not prevent a close, almost a family, relationship. That
relationship, among other things, now provides a very important link between East
and West, as three of, the independent members of the new Commonwealth are India,
Palactan and Ceylon.

At present, then, movements towards national independence and towards inter-
national organization run side by side throughout the world.

The latter movement, whether it finds expression in the United Nations, the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization, or the European Council or Defence Community
- and I propose to say a few words about all three - is, of coursé, bound to have
an effect on the traditional concept of national sovereignty.

As a principle of international law, national sovereignty has meant that states
will not brook any interference with their domestic jurisdiction by other states or by
international organizations, through decisions which they have not themselves
accepted. The more developed and politically mature countries have, however,
gradually been coming to realize, as a result of their actual political, military and
economic experiences, that their security, indeed their very existence, may require
some modification of this doctrine of exclusive national sovereignty and domestic
jurisdiction, which was once considered sacrosanct.

It is interesting to note in this connection that the Soviet Union, which calls
itself a progressive people's democracy and is based on a supra-national ideology,
now often poses as a determined adherent and defender of the doctrine of full national
sovereignty and opponent of international intervention or supervision. The Soviet has,-
in fact, an almost pathological concern for national sovereignty and the equality and
independence of states, whenever any form of international action is proposed which
would lay its own territory or its own domestic activities open to examination by
others. On other, occasions, when the action concerned means interference with
°capitalist" states, it takes, of course, the opposite view. Consistency in these, as in
some other matters, is not a communist virtue.

We might first look at the effect of international organization on national
sovereignty by examining the Charter of the United Nations. This Charter is the most
far-reaching international treaty in force today, and is at present the basic instrument
of international organization. As such, it represents a considerable advance over the
Covenant of the League of Nations, which it replaced. Nevertheless, the Charter is,
according to its first principle, based on the sovereign equality of all its members,
though this principle is not always recognized in practice.

The Charter also eontains a categorical provision that nothing in it should
authorize the United Nations to intervene in matters which are essentially within
the domestic Jurisdiction of any state. This merely asserts another general principle,
of e",-and does not define what are essentially domestic matters. The way is left
oPen, therefore, for discussion and dispute regarding such a definition - and the
Position taken in such discussion is often concerned more with political than legal
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It should perhaps be mentioned that the Charter does contain a significant
clause, though up to the present it has not been widely applied, that the Organization
shall ensure that states which are not members of the United Nations act in accord
with its principles so far as may be necessary for the maintenance of international
peace and security. To this extent the United Nations, at least in theory, asserts itself
as an international body having some authority over non-member states, even though
these states have ' not given their consent in any form to the terms of the Charter or
actions which the various United Nations bodies may decide to take. This is at least
an indication of the emergence of an international authority existing above and apart
from its member-states, and threatening their freedom of action.

Because it is based on the principle of the sovereign equality of its member-
states, the United Nations operates in most respects on.the rule of one state, one
vote. This follows the respected practice of universal suffrage in democratic com-
munities. The application, however, of this simple principle to the conduct of affairs
of international bodies leads to certain special difficulties. While it is proper to

recognize that states have a right to equality in international law, it is equally sensible
to recognize that they vary widely in their populations, economic resources and
power, as well as in the stage they have reached in political development. The
granting of equal voting rights to each of the sixty members of the United Nations

means, because of the disparity in their size and wealth, that decisions are sometimes
taken on an unrepresentative basis. Indeed, some decisions have been characterized
as not only unrepresentative, but irresponsible, because of the use of voting power

based on the one state, one vote principle. The United States, for example, contributes

more than a third of the annual operating budget of the United Nations but a large
number of small states, which in the aggregate may contribute a very small proportion
of the operating funds, can have resolutions adopted, by the exercise of their collective
voting rights, calling for very large expenditures by others on all kinds of projects.
Groups of states could also succeed in having resolutions adopted calling for military
and other action which might not have to be taken by them at all but by a yery few
states which may be in a dissenting minority. This situation might be intolerable if
the resolutions of the General Assembly had a binding legal effect on all the United
Nations members, or if the smaller states exercised their voting power irresponsibly.

Even in its present form this exercise of voting power, which is something apart
from veto power, at times threatens the effectiveness and could, in certain circum-
stances, threaten even the integrity of the United Nations. It has led to suggestions
that there should be some form of weighted voting corresponding in rough fashion

with the population, the strength, and actual contributions of the member-states to
the Organization. These proposals for new voting procedures are usually quite coni-
plicated and rarely find widespread support. Agreement on criteria for weighting
is almost as impossible to achieve in international political bodies as it would t,s in
regard to weighted voting by state representatives in the United States Senate. The
criterion of population alone, for instance, would certainly not do, because it is often
in conflict with such tests as economic resources and development, trade and com-
mercial importance, or military strength.

The principle of one state, one vote, does not, of course, apply to all the agencies
of the United Nations. Indeed, the General Assembly is the only such agency in
every member-state is represented and, therefore, has a vote. The membershiP of

• other organs Is restricted in the interest-not always realized-of speedy and effective
action.- In the Security Council, on which, according to the. Charter, the members
conferred primary responsibilityfor the : maintenance of International peace and
security,•there is another kind of deviation from the rule of equality. I refer, of
course, to the provision that in other than procedural matters affirmative votes must
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include those of the five permanent members: China, France, the Soviet Union, the
United Kingdom and the United States. It is, however, not this rule itself, but its
excessive and irresponsible exercise, principally by the Soviet Union, which has had
such unhappy consequences and has largely frustrated the effective operation of the
Security Council in political and security matters. The veto possessed by a select
group only is an extreme form of weighted voting and the dissatisfaction caused
by its operation is a warning of the difficulties of devising both equitable and work-
able constitutions for international organizations.

Let us now turn for a moment to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. It
was largely because of the failure of the United Nations to implement, through the
Security Council, the Charter provisions for organizing collective -security univer-
sally that certain countries felt it necessary to make their own more limited collective
defence arrangements by an agreement concluded under Article 51 of the Charter.
This short and simple international agreement, the North Atlantic Treaty, the third
anniversary of whose signature. was celebrated two weeks ago, remains, until the
United Nations can function more effectively, the most important international instru-
ment for the defence of the free world and the preservation of international peace.
Unlike the "United Nations Charter, the North Atlantic Treaty does not erect an
elaborate and somewhat rigid structure for carrying out the aims and objectives of
its signatories. Apart from establishing a Council on which each of the parties to the
Treaty is represented, and a Defence Ministers' Committee, the Treaty leaves the
development of the machinery for its implementation to evolution and experience.

Consequently, in the""space of about three years, there have already been a
number of changes in that machinery. ,NATO is now, in fact, a very different body
from that which was set up after the Pact was signed. Gone are the Defence Min-
isters and Finance Ministers Committees, the Defence Production Board, the Finance
and Economic Board and the Committee of Deputies. We have now only one
Council consisting of the representatives of governments and, after the Lisbon de-
cisions, to be in permanent session. The ministerial meetings of the Council will now
be merely regular sessions, with a higher level of governmental representation. The
technical and day-to-day work of NATO will be done by either committees of the
Council, or by committees of a permanent secretariat, which is now to be organized
under a Secretary-General.

When the nature of this key post, the Secretary-Generalship, was under dis-,
cussion at Lisbon, there were two points of view expressed. One, that the Secretary-
Ceneral should be merely the chief administrative officer of the Organization, the
head of its Civil Service. The other, that the Secretary-General should be more than
this; that he should be given enough power and authority to be the active directing
head of the Organization, with direct access to governments on questions of policy,
and with membership on the' Council. The latter view prevailed and the Secretary-
Ceneral is now not only a member of the Council, but its Vice-Chairman as well,
which means that at the great majority of meetings he will preside, as the ministerial
chairman will not normally be present. This is an interesting and an important de-
velopment in international organization; an international official becoming a member
or and presiding over a Council composed of the representatives of national govern-
ments. In this sense, the NATO Secretary-General has been given greater authority
in his organization than that conferred by the Charter on the Secretary-General in
the United Nations.

In its broad operations NATO works on the principle of equality and unanimity
among a group of sovereign powers. Every one of its members, even the smallest,
has technically a vetol But this is not important because NATO is not an agency for
international legislation but for international negotiation and agreement. When you
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are negotiating, you don't count heads-at least not formallyl In fact, we have never
had a formal vote at NATO, or taken action by other than a unanimous decision. We
de not operate by vote or veto, but through discussion, the reconciliation of differing
viewpoints, and decisions based on the general will. In these discussions, and the
resulting decisions, special weight, of course; attaches to the opinions of those mem-
bers whose governments carry the greatest share of the burden and the greatest re-
sponsibilities. But these, in their turn, do not ride roughshod over the opinions of
the other and smaller, members. In short, we are a partnership with a will to work
together as free co-operating states. That is why we have been successful in coming
to agreed decisions on such important questions as the level of defence *programmes,
the sharing of defence burdens, and the relationship of NATO to the European De-
fence Community. On no other basis could NATO work satisfactorily^-or indeed
work at all.

Even in NATO, however, decisions are merely recommendations to govern-
ments and parliaments, where the ultimate authority lies. That is why, when we are
tempted to become exultant over resolutions passed at, say, Lisbon, we should not
forget that our exultation can easily be turned into something else by the attitude
taken to those resolutions by the legislatures in Paris or London, Washingon or Bonn.

The equal status of NATO members is also qualified by the fact that the Organ-
ization, in certain matters, has to function by means of smaller committees on which
not all the members are represented. • -

For example, the main strategic and military planning organ of NATO is the
so-called Standing Croup, located in Washington. It consists of the three big mem-
bers of NATO - France, the United Kingdom and the Untied States - rather than
of all fourteen signatories to the Treaty.

The reconciliation of unequal power and equal rights in this case is accomplished
in two ways. First, the Standing Group is subordinate to and reports to a Military
Committee which comprises the Chiefs of Staff of all the member countries. Secondly,
the Standing Croup, when it is discussing any matter that particularly affect a gov-
ennment not represented on it, invites a representative of that government to take
part in that discussion. - ;

There has been another NATO development which has reflected the difficulties
of reconciling the legal equality of states with their actual inequality. At its meeting
last September in Ottawa, the Council decided to attempt to relate the military re-
quirements for the defence of the North Atlantic area to the political and economie
capabilities of its member-states. This was to be done through an investigation con-
ducted, in form, by a temporary eommittee representing all the members. In practice,
however, the Committee operated largely through a smaller Executive Committee

which came to be known popularly as the "Three Wise Men". These three-they were
American, British and French officials-made a number of recommendations regarding
the military and economic contributions of each country to the common cause. These
resulted from what might be described as an inquisitorial examination into the defence
programmes and economic and financial resources of the member countries. The fact

that all yielded gracefully to this exercise is an interesting commentary on the extent
to which sovereign states are now prepared to co-operate for the promotion of their
joint defence and security and to subject themselves to international attention and
sapervision.

,
The fact, however, that they did not all accept every detail of the recom:nen-

dations of the `Three Wise Men" shows where the ultimate authority still resides,
even in an organization the members of which work so closely and eo-operatively to-
gether as they do in NATO. Yet those governments which demurred at some of the
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"Wise Men" proposals recognized that recommendations from a group representing
the most powerful members of the coalition must exercise considerable influence on
them; that they could not and should not be ignored in the national decisions to be
taken. The impact of these recommendations, I should add, was increased by the
fact, an increasingly normal and dubious practice, that they leaked into the press
before the governments could deal with them. -

It can, I think, be said that this new examination procedure, though its results
on this occasion were important and valuable, caused some concern among the gov-

who say that, to make our NATO operations speedier and more effective, we need a

emments of those countries not directly represented on the Executive Committee. -
As a result, it has been agreed that future enquiries of this nature in NATO - and
they will take place periodically - should, be conducted as a part of the normal
operations of the NATO Council without the fuss and fanfare which inevitably
attaches to a special committee of big names from big countries. ,

Another NATO development, important from the point of view of international
organization and national sovereignty, was the creation of an integrated force under
a Supreme Allied Commander in Western Europe, General Eisenhower. We had
become accustomed, of course, to integrated forces under unitary commands during
the Second World War, but it was a very radical step in terms of international organ-
ization to establish one in peacetime as we have now done. General Eisenhower was
"seconded" for this"high post - which he has filled with such great distinction and
general approval - by the President of the United States at the request of the North
Atlantic Council. He was - and his successor will,be - in a very real sense the
Commander-in-Chief of each separate NATO contingent as well as of all the NATO
forces combined. He takes his instructions from all the NATO governments through
the Standing Group, whose decisions are subject to the approval first of the Military
Committee and then of the North Atlantic Council. He has, however, access not
merely to the Standing Group but to each NATO chief of staff or defence minister
or even the head of each government if that is necessary to accomplish his mission.
He may make recommendations to the Standing Group or to national governments,
as would a national chief of staff, with respect to national forces placed under his
command. He is also responsible for overall planning, and for the organization and
training of the national forces assigned to him: In wartime, of course, his authority
would be even more extensive.

In all these NATO arrangements for collective defence planning and organiza=
tion, the forms of sovereignty havé been respected. But, in fact, national policies have
been modified by them to achieve a common international purpose. The fourteen
nations of NATO are by their own decisions becoming a team for purposes of defence
and not fourteen individual players.

This is a recognition of the truth that in the free world the independent sovereign
state is no longer clothed with sufficiently effective power for external defence. NATO,
we hope and believe, can clothe itself as an international organization with such
Power Precisely because its members are not abandoning sovereignty but interpreting
it in accordance with the facts of contemporary political life.

The process, however, is not an easy one. This unique attempt by fourteen
s°vereiga states to plan and organize a joint defence programme in time of peace on
°ecasion becomes bogged down in delay and difficulties. There are those, therefore,

Central Political authority which can itself make decisions that would be binding
°" Ill member countries. Such a body, it has been proposed, should formulate and
"'cute a common foreign and defence policy for all the North Atlantic countries. In
pmctice, however, this might well mean that the three larger countries in the alliance,
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or even the single largest one, would determine the policy of and dominate thé whole

organization. The other mémber-states are, fortunately or unfortunately, not yet pre-
pared to make this extensive surrender or delegation of political and military author-

ity. They would feel that they are being called on to share the costs and the risks of
a coalition without commensurate participation in its control; a point of view which
has been put in its extreme, form in the slogan "na annihilation without represen-

tatiod'.

There is probably no final. answer to this dilemma between functional efficiency
and sovereign equality. The lines along which we are trying to find one in NATO
involve the recognition of leadership, power and special responsibilities, on the one
hand,'and recognition, on the other hand, of the necessity (as the price for free co-
operation) for the stronger members of the international association to give consid-
eration to the special problems and the sensibilities of the others. Only in this way,
and it requires a high degree of tolerance, understanding and maturity, can a coalition
of. friendly but free states be made to work.

Our third example is the move towards European unity. This is more significant,
in some respects, even than the United Nations or NATO, as an evidence of the
trend towards closer international association and its effect on national sovereignty.
This is a- stirring development of historic significance. There are, of course, many
reasons for it: the urgent need for collective defence against the Soviet threat; the
growth of European feeling, in the face of the preponderance of power of Soviet
Russia and the United States of America; the lessons of two wars, that Europe to
survive must remove the causes of strife between European countries themselves,
especially between France and Germany; finally, the desire to increase European
economic and productive activity in order to reduce the present dependence on
United States assistance. For these and other reasons there seems to be a general

dissatisfaction in Western Europe with the limitations and disadvantages of national
sovereignty and an urge to a broader European basis for political organization.

From this urge have come the Brussels arrangements, the Council of Europe, the
Schuman Plan and the proposed European Defence Community.

These developments illustrate not only the benefits that may come from greater
unity on a regional rather than a national basis but also the complexities that arise
^n devising constitutional arrangements to this end which are both equitable and
workable. Here again the problem of voting rights has been conspicuous. The smaller

countries in Wetsern Europe included in these projects have been concerned about
the protection of their equal rights and the achievement of a fair share in the direc-
tion of the new organizations. At the same time it has been necessary to give recog-

nition to the
of o e statel one ^vot ^ohas of t be modified in the interest of

fore, the p ' p
co-operative efficiency.

For the Schuman Plan, for instance, there will be an Assembly composed of
seventy-eight delegates from the six member-states, appointed by the various national
parliaments or elected by direct suffrage. France, Germany and Italy will each have

' eighteen delegates and votes, Belgium and the Netherlands, ten each, and Luxem-
bourg four. There will also be a Council of Ministers composed of one member from
each state, but in this Council, there is a balancing of voting rights in favour of
France and Germany, which are the largest coal and steel producers.

This Schuman Plan Assembly is expected to serve also the European Defence
Community. When it meets, however, to consider problems concerning the Euro-
pean Army,- France, Germany and Italy, as the largest contributors in money and
men,'will have an additional three delegates, giving them each twenty-one votes. In
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the Council of Ministers for the European Defence Community there will also be a
weighted voting procedure to take into account the differences in the contributions
of the various member-states. The normal method of taking decisions in this Council
will be by majority vote. Since there will be six ministers, it was necessary to find a
procedure to deal with cases where the voting results in a tie. Whenever this hap-
pens, the side which includes the nations making two-thirds of the aggregate contri-
bution in funds and manpower would be considered to have the majority. In cases
where a two-thirds majority is required, the four countries in the majority would
have to include those providing two-thirds of the budget and troops. In some cases,
hovVver - they will be few but important - the Council of Ministers will only be
able to give directions to the executive body of the European Defence Community
by unanimous voting.

These are all very important developments in the field of European international
organization and they would have been unthinkable twenty years ago. There are,
however, those orl this continent who are impatient because more progress has not
been made, and who think that during the last five years, all national boundaries
should have been eliminated in Western Europe, all national traditions and loyalties
lost in the larger European concept.

The surprising thing, however, is not that so little has been done, but so much.
As President Truman said in his message to Congress on March 6, Europe "has moved
faster toward integration in the last five years than it did in the previous five hun-
dred'. Our impatience, in fact, might well be directed, not at the Europeans but
at those who, in Mr. Walter Lippmann's words, produce "grandiose and superficially
conceived schemes for remaking Europe by the end of last week."

We in North America should, I think, be hesitant to try to apply the patterns
and the formulae of our own federations to other peoples and other regions of the
world. The happy circumstances and conditions which made possible the creation
of the American union and the Canadian federation may not be paralleled elsewhere.
Countries have different histories and traditions and the solutions to their problems
may not necessarily be found in consolidating or adapting existing political forms and
institutions. New situations may call for entirely new ideas, new solutions, some of
which may be as yet unknown to the students of political science.

Impatience is also being shown in another direction. It is argued that European
unity is not only too late; it is too little; that there must be Atlantic Federation or
Union, if the Western world is to prosper, or even to survive. So proposals to this
end have been made and are being actively pursued.

In all such proposals a distinction should, of course, be made between those
which are based on the participation of governments as units, and those under which
representatives will be directly elected to international bodies by the people of the
Participating countries. The latter, if they exercise real powers, come much closer
to what we usually describe as a federation. By analogy with existing federal states,
a regional federation would include a popularly elected parliament with defined
though limited legislative powers, a common executive or cabinet, a common foreign
Policy, a common citizenship, common defence forces, a common currency, a com-
mon budget and system of taxation, as well as other features of the central institu-
tions of a federal state.

Those who advocate such schemes of federation, either on a regional or wider
basis, do so usually from the highest of motives. They perform, I think, a good and
°Sefulservice in preparing public opinion for the political changes which will un-
doubtedly be called for in the future to promote international co-operation. As a
Practising and I hope practical politician, however, as well as a quondam student of
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political science, L confess that I sometimes find some of the blueprints of the brave
', new international world so far removed from the possibilities of the present that it

is difficult to consider them in realistic terms. Our ultimate destiny -to safeguard
our very existence - may require some form of federalism on a regional or even a
wider basis. But meanwhile we have to work with the institutions which exist today
and attempt to adapt them for the more ready and efficient and equitable solution
of our current problems. This is, I suggest, a necessary and practicable task, and the
insistent demand for something more far-reaching to be achieved immediately may
at times be an obstacle to its accomplishment.

• •
So I think that normally it is 'better to proceed to the organization of inter-

national action on a step-by-step and functional basis, each step taken after the pre-
vious one has been proven to be of value to our peoples; rather than to attempt to
bring about, by one great leap, some -grandiose plan for union now.

;, .
May I suggest in conclusion that, in forming our attitudes towards various

schemes for integration and union, and for international organizâtion generally, we
keep certain main ideas to the forefront of our thinking.

We should be reluctant, if not unwilling, to prèss others to make a greater aban-
donment of their sovereign rights than we are willing to make ourselves. We should
also remember that small powers are often more sensitive about their rights than
large ones. If they weren't, they might not have any. If they are realistic, however,
they must also know - these smaller powers - that, by insisting on standing alone,
or in isolation or neutralism or whatever they may call it, they are not likely to get
very far in determining their own fate. Today it is only by working with others that
smaller countries can exercise any influence on the big decisions by the big powers
which determine their own fate. This should strengthen their belief in international
co-operation and international organization. It may also make them insistent on a
voice and influence within this co-operation and these organizations, in the effort to
recapture some of the control over their own destinies which they may once have
possessed and a large part of which, it must be admitted, most of them have now lost.

That is why any international partnership, such as NATO, to work effectively
and smoothly, must be based on the voluntary' participation of its constituent units.
That is why the more powerful members should resist any temptation to exercise
undue pressure on the others, and also why all the members should refrain from exer-

. cising pressure on-hesitant or unwilling countries to join the group.

The general principle of equality must, I think, continue to guide us in our
approach to projects for closer co-operation. However, the equality appropriate to
status need not, and in many circumstances should not, extend to function. You may
recall that the creatures in George Orwell's "Animal Farm" lived under the slogan,
All animals are equal but some animals are more equal than others." In a similar

sense, all states are equal, but some are more equal than others. Of these, the United
States of America is the "most equal" of all. That imposes on this country - as it faces
- with its friends - the problems ahead and seeks for solutions to them - special
responsibilities. It also offers special opportunities.

'= We in Canada - your neighbour, your best and most candid friend - feel that
this 'country, constant to the concept of freedom and generous to the Ideals of co-
operation, will continue to accept these responsibilities and to use these opportuni-
ties for the general good. :. ,

Under United States leadership and with the whole-hèârted and effective co-
operation of the other free countries of the world, we have the right to hope that one
day we will secure a world where the weak will at last be safe, because the strong
will have learned to be righteous. i .- . .1 1



The days ahead will be perplexing, difficult and dangerous, but if the free coun-
tries - under the leadership of the United States - work together whole-heartedly
and efficiently for good purposes - we may hope that one day we will have a peace
which will be more than the absence of bullets or bombs; that one day we will live
in a world where the weak will be safe and without fear because the strong will have
learned to be just and to be righteous.

n

-e.;ri,h offwid

Lord Irney, SaaNary-Ganaal of the North Atlantic Trecty
Oryanisatien.
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JAPANESE PEACE TREATY*
The Department of External Affairs announced on Apri128 that, with the coming

into force of the Japanese Peace Treaty on that morning, full diplomatic c-relations
have been resumed between Canada and Japan. The treaty came into force when
the United States Instrument of Ratification was deposited April 28 at 9.30 a.m.

The Canadian Liaison Mission, which was established in Tokyo in 1946, will
now have the status of an Embassy. Pending the appointment of an ambassador,
Mr. A. R. Menzies, who has been Head of the Canadian Liaison Mission since
December 1950, will be the Chargé d'Affaires ad interim.

The following is the text of a message from the Prime Minister of. Canada,
Mr. L. S. St. Laurent, to the Prime Minister of Japan, Mr. Yoshida, on the occasion
of the coming into force of the peace treaty.

I wish to express through you to the people of Japan the cordial good wishes of
the Canadian people on this day which inaugurates a new period of friendly relations
between our two countries.

I wish to assure you that at this historic moment when Japan resumes her place
as a free and sovereign member of the Community of Nations, we in Canada, putting
behind us all thoughts of rancour which the tragic war may have engendered, look
to the new Japan to be an effective bastion of peace and freedom in an area afflicted
by Communist agression and oppression. It is the deeply felt hope of the Canadian
people that Japan will play an honourable and constructive part in helping to re-
establish peace, security and friendly relations among the peoples of East Asia. As a
prosperous and peaceful Far East is in the best interests of Canada, we expect to find
ourselves co-operating with Japan in meeting a great number of common problems
in the Pacific area.

In the years before the war, Canada had set up in Japan one of its first diplomatic
missions. Numbers of Canadians worked for many years in Japan in business, educa-
tion and social welfare. Through these friendly associations many Canadians had come
to feel a keen interest, not only in Japanese affairs, but in Japanese culture and history.

For my part, I sincerely,welcome the opportunity that now opens up for restoring
friendly and mutually profitable relations between our two countries and for strength-
ening sympathetic understanding between them.

Mr. Yoshida replied to the above message as follows:

Please accept my sincere thanks for your kind message delivered to me by
Mr. Arthur R. Menzies, Head of the Canadian Mission in Tokyo, on this day the San
Francisco Peace Treaty comes into force.

For the people of Japan who have long toiled and moiled patiently and inde-
fatigably under the allied occupation aspiring to a place of honour and equality in
the family of free nations this is the day of fulfilment and of great rejoicing.

I deeplÿ.appreciate the generous and cordial sentiments toward Japan which
your letter conveys on behalf of yourself and the people of Canada. In retarn I
desire to assure you that our nation chastened and free and committed firmly, to the
ways of peace is resolved to follow the path of international conciliation, concord
and co-operation.

Canada is one of the biggest countries of the world and the richest with vast
natural resources still to be tapped. Japan is a small country meagrely endowed with
the bounties of nature. The Canadians are a young growing people, the Japanese an

• See also External Affairs October 1951, p. 330. -
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old race whose origin is lost in the mist of antiquity. But we are neighbours facing
the same ocean. We are inescapably bound by common interests and a community of
ideals and aspirations as free nations. We are confronted as you say by a common
menace in the rising tide of Communism. We share the common destiny of the Pacific.

May this day mark the beginning of a new era of friendly intercourse, commercial
and cultural, between Japan and Canada which, like the warm current that washes the
shores of both lands, will ameliorate and enrich the lives of our two nations.

QUEEN JULIANA VISITS OTTAWA

During April the Queen of the Netherlands returned to Ottawa, her home for five years during the
Second World War, for an unofficial visit. She was met on her arrivai by the Governor General,

Mr. Massey, ieft, and by the Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent.
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"It must be somewherel" This sentence is subject to a wide variety of inter-
prètations, depending upon what "It"- represents. To all who have worked in an
office, however large or small, in private business or in public service, "It" usually
means a lost file. In fact, one office supply company has produced a training filrn
which uses the phrase as a title, and the cartoons which appear with almost monot-
onous frequency in many publications provide humorous evidence to prove that files
have a tendency to wander. The files of a foreign office are no exception to this rule.

The task of finding misplaced files is only one of the more routine activities of
the Registry Service of the Department of External Affairs. In general it may be said
that the Registry is responsible for making up and keeping in order the active
records(') of the Department. It must provide a quick and accurate reference service
on a multitude of live subjects. This is in contrast with the work of the Archives Unit
which is responsible for recommending destruction or preservation of dormant or in-
active records. It is obvious that the two services are closely related and that many
of the active records of today will be the archives of tomorrow, but in practice they
have distinctly different functions.

Today the control of. active records has assumed a prominent place in both
business and public administration. Improved means of communication and new
copying methods such as mimeograph, microfilm and photostat have led to a marked
increase in the production of records. This, of course, means that constant care and
attention must be given to improving the methods of records control.

:'No organization can operate without records, nor can it be expected to operate
with inadequate records. One prominent British scholar suggests that the golden
rule of any administration, so far as concerns its papers, "must be to have them al-
ways in such a state of completeness and order that, supposing ...(the) staff to be
by some accident obliterated, a successor totally ignorant of the work of the office
would be able to take it up and carry it on with the least possible inconvenience
and delay, simply on the strength of the office files".tz ►

Importance of Records Recognized

The importance of records management in the United States public service is
recognized in the document now popularly known as the Hoover Commission Be-
port.(!) The Report prepared for this Commission by the Task Force on Records
Management is probâbly one of the most comprehensive studies yet made on the
subject of public records. It recommends, among other things, that each department
and agency of the United States Federal Government be required by law to appoint
a qualified records management officer. It proposes'; that "records management
officers should plan, develop and organize a records management programme, the
minimum content of which should include tested controls on record-making, record-
keeping and selective-records preservation". This recommendation shows the change
in thinking which has taken place since the days when filing was left to the indifferent

(l) In this article the term records includes official communications of all types - diplomatic
notes, despatches, letters, telegrams, memoranda, etc.

(Y) Hilary Jenkinson: A Manual of Archive Administration - Revised Edition London,
Percy Lund, Humphries and Co. Ltd.,1937:

Is) Report of the Commission on Organization of the Executive Branch of the (United States)
Gooernment - (Appendix C) - Task Force Report on Records Management.
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care of a junior clerk with the help of the office boy thrown in for good measure when
a crisis occurred.

In Canada,. two Royal Commissions (4) have been interested in the subject. of
public records. Both, quite understandably, seem to have been more preoccupied
with the destruction of useless records and the preservation and classification of in-
active records of national historical value than with specific recommendations for im-
proved methods of handling current records.

With increased international trade and the continuing development of political,
economic, defence and cultural relations between many nations of the world, most
foreign offices have found that systems which may have been satisfactory in the days
when the typewriter was first introduced are now anything but adequate.

Wide Range of Subjeds

What Gilbert and Sullivan wrote of the policeman could be written with even
more justification about the head of registry in a foreign office-his lot is not a happy,
one. The same problems which confront all people responsible for the making and
handling of files, also confront him; in addition his staff must be able to analyse and
classify papers on a wider range of subjects than any other organization except a
library.

A foreign office deals with international affairs; to many this may create im-
pressions of diplomatic courtesies, negotiation of treaties and discussion of political,
economic and military affairs which are international in scope. In fact, however,-
iirternational affairs take many unsuspected forms and it would be difficult to find a
subject which at some time or other did not turn up in the External Affairs Registry
as an international affair.

Would you like to send "a pair of buffalo to Chile by air?" Do you wish to enter
the "Police Gold Medal Essay Competition?" Perhàps you would prefer to compete
for the "King George V Trophy for Marksmanship" or take part in the "Olympic
Cames.- If you are not interested in such strenuous activities, you might undertake
a "Philosophical Analysis of the Fundamental Concepts of Liberty, Democracy, Law
and Legality," or learn more about "Calendar Reform." You could buy a "Ropeway
in Eritrea" by submitting a public tender, or you might wish to find out if "white
pine needles could be used as a substitute for fuel." If all these leave you unin-
terested, why not read something on "Archaeology", "Alcoholic Beverages", "Veterin-
ary Surgery" or "Prefabricated Houses?" There is an External Affairs file for each of
these subjects. .

It is not always sufficient that a file clerk read a communication and say the
subject of this paper is "docker's strikes in Ruritania". He must consider whether it
has implications which should be cross-referred to other files. In the development of
foreign policy it is seldom that an international matter can be dealt with on the basis
of purely political, purely economic or purely military considerations. There are inter-
national political and strategiè considerations which must be taken into account. in
dealing with economic questions. There are economic factors which must be con-
sidered when dealing with defence questions. Problems relating to policy in the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization must be examined in the light of economic policy,
as well as policy in the United Nations. From this, it will be evident that it is seldom
possible, when making an External Affairs file, to paraphrase the old song and say
this is this and all alone, and ever more shall be so".

(4) The Royal Commission (1912-1914) appointed to inquire into the state of the Records
of the Publie Departments of the Dominion of Canada, and the Royal Commission on
National Development in the Arts, Letters and Sciences 1949-1951. (Massey Commission).
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No foreign office, whether it be old or young, has' found an easy solution to the
problem of classifying its active records. Some have tried library classifications, others
have experimented with complicated decimal systems, but usually without satisfactory
results. In 1918 the United Kingdom Foreign Office worked out an elaborate plan
based on an alpha-numerical library system, but it was not a success.' After that,
(to quote from an article written by a member of the United Kingdom Foreign Office
Registry)(5) "the Foreign Office took advantage of any opportunity to learn how the
foreign service of other governments faced the same problem, but these enquiries
usually resulted in mutual commiseration rather than help", This reference to United
Kingdom experience should not end without noting (according to this same article)
that considerable progress has recently been made in devising a system which has
resulted in improved registry service.

Canadian Problems

What of Canadian experience? The rapid expansion of the Department of

In the past, External Affairs posts abroad have filed their papers in whate%,er

External Affairs which began in 1940 and did not level off until 1947, created registry
problems which have not yet been solved.

Prior to 1940, a new teries of files was opened each year; apart from a few
repeating subjects which bore the same title and number in each series, files were
assigned numbers in sequence as they were needed each year. By the end of 1940,
the volume of records had more than doubled, but, as in many other departments,
there was little, if any, increase in staff. To simplify procedures, therefore, it was
decided to retain all files in the 1940 series, thus avoiding the administrative burden
of opening, in 1941 and subsequent years, hundreds of new files on subjècts for
which a.1940 file already existed.

Throughout the war, and in the years immediately following, the registry staff
was so hard pressed that it was only by working in shifts over long hours and week-
ends that it was at all possible to keep work up to date. There was neither time nor
manpower to make long-term plans until 1947, when the Department maintained 38
offices abroad with a total staff of 1000, as eompared with the 1939 complement of
11 offices and a total of under 200 employees. It Is not difficult to realize what this
expansion would mean in volume of records alone, but when thé complexities of
international relations in the post-war world are taken into account, together with
Canada's increasing responsibilities in this field, it is not surprising that, by the end
of 1947, the pressing problems of registry reorganization and the handling of records
became questions of major importance in the administration of the Department.
Since then it has been possible to strengthen the records staff and to institute a
number of organizational and procedural improvements, but the key to an adequate
filing system, the classification, has not been easy to find. -

A classification, to be satisfactory, obviously must be suitable for the material
dealt with by the Department; it must be sufficiently flexible to allow for expansion
and constant adjustment; to be practical it must take into account, not only the
almost unlimited range of subject matter, but also the organizational structure of the
Department.

= way seemed appropriate for each office. In planning a new classification, provision
must be made to have it suitable for adaptation by posts abroad, so that uniformitY
of registry operations will prevail throughout the service.

(d) The Classification of Political Papen - A Reg{stry Problem in the Foreign office, by
W. C. Tricker - The O and M. Bulletin of the British Treasury, July I9S1.
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To reconcile all these factors and still attempt to design a classification which
will be logical, consistent and adequate, has entailed many months of research and
analysis which has not yet been completed. -

It was evident from the beginning that there was no ready-made classification
which would be satisfactory, and that the detailed plan would have to be designed
from departmental experience to meet External Affairs' needs. This did not preclude
that possibility that something useful could be learned from the experjence of other,
organizations having somewhat similar problems. From time to time, therefore,
information has been sought from outside sources, particularly from the United
Kingdom Foreign Office, the State Department of the United States, the Swiss Foreign
Office and the United Nations Secretariat. In addition, registry officials of several'
other departments and agencies of the Canadian Government have contributed valu-
able suggestions and useful information.

The work of analysis has now reached a stage where it is possible to contemplate
the preparation of a file classification manual which will serve as a guide for all
members of the Registry. It would be too optimistic to expect that with the publi-
cation of the manual all filing problems will disappear. The best that can be hoped
is that a new classification will facilitate the work of the supervisors and classifiers
by defining the scope of the files to be made up in any one group. It will reduce
the possibility of building up overlapping and parallel files. It will simplify the.
tracing of communications which may be asked for on a subject basis. It will mean
also that numbers of the service, whether serving in Ottawa or overseas, may derive
the advantages of using a system known to all. In spite of these aids, the classification
of External Affairs papers is unlikely ever to become a simple routine. Each one must
be analysed on its own merits, as well as with reference to related matters. This work
demands well-trained staff with qualities of high intelligence, responsibility and
experience, supplemented by a genuine interest in the activities of the Department so
that imagination and good judgment may be brought to bear on the handling of its
current records.

Inactive Records

Let us now turn from the active to the inactive records. Files accumulate at a
rapid pace, and in a short time many of them become dormant. Some dormant records
may have permanent value, either to serve as raw' material for the historian or to ,
provide precedents which must be consulted in determining current policies. Others,
which deal with routine or ephemeral matters, are of no importance for the future.
This latter category would include, for instance, covering letters for communications
transmitted to or from other government departments, routine acknowledgments,
general enquiries which are answered by statements of fact, and routine cases con-
cerning individual persons which are settled on the basis of well-established policies
but which themselves have no value once a case has been satisfactorily closed for a
reasonable length of time. The indefinite retention of such papers not only makes it
difficult to find and use more 'vital material but also adds immeasurably to the cost
in labour, space and equipment of storing all records.

The importance of this problem in Canadian Government departments was noted
in the Report of the Royal Commission of 1912-14.0 ► However, it was not until
September 1945, that an Order-in-Council (P.C. 6175) was passed establishing a
Committee on Public Records, whose duty it is "to keep under constant review the
state of the public records and to consider, advise and concert with departments and
agencies of government on the organization, care, housing and destruction of public
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records"..This Order-in-Council further provides that "the primary responsibility ....
for seeing that the policies of government in respect to disposition of public records

- be carried out .... will rest with departments and agencies of government concerned".
Subsequently, a preliminary survey was undertaken by the Department of External
Affairs to determine the extent and general nature of its dormant records. This survey

' led to the setting up of an Archives Unit in September 1949, and for the $rst time
= since the establishment of the Department in 1909, a start was made in planning the

appropriate disposition of the ever-growing accumulation of inactive files.

It is the function of the Archives Unit, under the supervision of the Director of
- Historical Research and Reports, to analyse dormant records in order to identify

, those of permanent value which should be preserved indefinitely, either in the
department, or by transfer to the Public Archives, and those which may be destroyed
immediately or eventually. This analysis represents two aspects of the same problem,
the selection of records for preservation being the positive aspect and the destruction
of records the negative. While disposal is essential in the interests of economy and
efficiency, the ultimate purpose of the programme is the selective preservation of
records of permanent value, reduced in volume to the minimum consistent with the
public interest. At appropriate stages of the work, the Public Records Committee is
consulted and, where necessary, authority for the destruction of records is sought
in accordance with Order-in-Council 6175. Within the Department, this examination
of dormant records provides useful opportunities for historical research.

The principles which apply to the disposition of public records in Canada apply
also to records accumulating in External Affairs posts abroad. Arrangements are
therefore made to provide for the orderly disposition of post files along lines parallel
to those being followed in Ottawa.

In so far as the organization of departmental records, both active and inactive,
is concerned, the past five years have been devoted mainly to a detailed examination
of the existing situation with a view to making adequate plans for future development.
It is reasonable to expect that within the next five years considerable progress will
be made in carrying out these plans.
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THE NATO DEFENCE COLLEGE
Site

Since November 19, 1951, a new organ of the North Atlantic Treaty Organi-
zation, a Defence College, has been in operation in the shadow of the Eiffel.Tower
in Paris, at the Ecole Militaire, one of the most remarkable buildings of the French
capital. It was appropriate that the centre of all French higher military learning
should shelter an institution the purpose of which is the pursuit and development of
the idea that inspired the establishment in various countries of colleges for senior
studies in national defence. While most schools of this type bring together officers
of the three services and, sometimes, admit civilian and military representatives from
allied nations, the NATO Defence College has been established on an international
basis, and in fact corresponds to. the purely administrative and financial bodies set
up since the creation of NATO in 1949.

Purpose .

It was General Eisenhower himself who, last year, recommended the establish-
ment of such a college. The idea was unanimously approved by the NATO govern-.
ments. It sprang partly from the Supreme Commander's desire to bring together
public officials and military officers from all 12 member countries with a view to train-
ing senior personnel for the inter-allied forces. The main purpose, however, was to
make possible the working out of a common doctrine, an essential prerequisite to or-
ganized activities of any kind, and to bind together in friendship and understanding
the personnel of the various agencies that were to play a part in the efficient function-
ing of the forces which General Eisenhower had agreed to command.

Staff

The College comes directly under the North Atlantic Military Committee, which
meets in Washington, and is headed by Admiral Lemonnier, General Eisenhower's
naval assistant. As commanding officer of the College, Admiral Lemonnier has four
Principal lieutenants:, an American brigadier-general, a general of the French Air
Force, a British naval commodore and an American diplomat. These, in turn, have
a number of assistants who maintain liaison with nine committees, each of which
has its own premises and is made ûp of part of the group of some fifty students sent
to the College by the ten participating countries. Most of the students have the rank
of colonel or embassy counsellor" or the equivalent. Four of them are Canadians,
divided among the committees, in which they work in co-operation with their col-
leagues from other countries. The British and French are represented by six students
each, the Belgians by three, the Norwegians by two and so forth. Iceland and Lux-
embourg are not yet represented.

Organtzatton

• The French Government is entrusted with the administration and organizatiori
of the College. Students do not board there, but receive breakfast and lunch at a
special mess in the College operated by the French Navy. Thus, they are able to
continue at lunch, with the guest speakers and the experts accompanying them, dis-
cussions begun during the morning. They can also consult at the library newspapers
and magazines from the principal countries and keep abreast of the latest develop-
ments in any technical field related to the activities of the College. They are eneour-
aged in every way to meet after working hours; for instance, receptions and evening
Parties are offered at the mess, in order that students may become better acquainted
with one another, which is one of the College's chief aims.
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NATO DEFENCE COLLEGE

The headquarters of the new NATO D*f*nca Collega in the historic c Ecola Militaire s, shown abovs,
ar* situated in the heart of Paris.

Working Methods

184 External Affairs

co-ordinate their efforts closely.

When a new problem is brought up for discussion, membership changes in the
various committees, so that every student has an opportunity to work with each of
his colleagues. Students are called in rotation to act as chairmen or secretaries of
the committees. As the time allowed for the study of any given problem is compara-
tively short, students find it necessary to divide the work among themselves and to

zation s potential, etc.
, . . ^.

of large contingents, the integration of NATO forces, improved use of the. Organi-
lated for instance, to the political and military problems involved in the movement
or most challenging, is selected for general discussion. Afternoon topics may be re-

In the afternoon, a specific problem, set by the College authorities, is discussed
by the committees, a new one being studied every third or fourth week. In the course
of these meetings, students become better acquainted with one another and learn to
work out recommendations expressing a common appraisal of the facts. The solutions
suggested by each committee are examined by the College authorities, and the best,

two or three committees.
take part, and these in turn by conversations within more limited groups constituting

The lectures are followed by discussions, in which anyone in the audience may

claiming the attention of the respective member countries.

Every morning, students and instructors meet in the auditorium to hear a lecture
delivered by a civilian or a military personality, who may be an ambassador, a chief
of staff of one of the participating countries, a commander of inter-allied forces, a
professor or an outstanding writer. Topics discussed include NATO organization,
military, political or economic problems of general NATO interest and questions



The curriculum requires that the courses given, together with the proceedings
of committees, be supplemented by visits to various countries or to the NATO forces;
such visits, however, take place only towards the close of the term, when a thorough:
course of study has prepared tbé students to take full advantage of them.

While the work in the College has a concrete and practical character, emphasis
is laid on the importance of study. The Defence College is not a research or plan-
ning agency. • Such activities are the proper responsibility of the administrative bodies
of NATO.

Languages of Instruction

The languages'used for instruction are French and English, and lectures in one
are translated concurrently into the other. Canadian students naturally find them-
selves at an advantage because both languages are official in their country. The Col-
lege is rendering an important service in accustoming officers speaking a variety of
languages to understand one another and to work together efficiently.

The College has now been in operation for three months. In another three
months it will be getting ready to receive a second group of students for a six-month
term. A few years hence, if its activities are continued, the staffs of the NATO
agencies and national administrations will include graduates of the College. The
bonds of friendship developed among them during their stay at the College, the
studies carried on jointly, and above all the habit acquired of working in harmony;
will represent for the NATO nations an invaluable asset in their efforts towards the
integration of national forces.

In a speech delivered at the opening ceremony of the College, Admiral Lemon-
nier described its value thus: "We shall become used to thinking and working to-
gether as a team, so that in future each of us, confident of reconciling his own
nation's interests with the general interest, will contribute in his particular sphere.
with all his strength and spirit, to increasing the efficiency and strength of this NATO
organization, which is a stage on the road travelled by the United Nations."

n

CORRIGENDUM

In the first paragraph of an article entitled "Canadian Films Abroad," appearing
on page 106 of the March issue of External Affairs, the statement was made that a
film viewed with enthusiasm by a Tokyo audience had been provided by the Can-
adian Military Mission. This was an error for "Canadian Liaison Mission", the
Canadian diplomatic post in Japan, which was recently raised to Embassy status.
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The Tunisian Question

On January 14, 1952, a oommnnication from the Prime Minister of Tunisia, M.
Chenik, to the President of the Security Council was delivered to the, office of the
Secret9ry-General by two members of the Tunisian Government. This note claimed
that a difference had arisen between the French and Tunisian Governments because
of French determination to maintain a policy of direct administration in Tunisia and
to oppose the democratic reform of Tunisian Institutions. The letter went on to in-
voke Article 35 of the United Nations Charter under which a stâte not a member of
the United Nations might, under certain conditions, bring to the attention of the
Security Council a dispute to which it was a party.

On Apri12, 1952, the representatives at the United Nations of eleven Asian and
African countries, (Afghanistan, Burma, Egypt, India, Indonesia, Iraq, Iran, Pakistan,
the Philippines; Saudi Arabia and Yemen), addressed identical notes to the President
of the Security Council on Tunisia. These referred to the arrest of M. Chenik and
other members of the Tunisian Government, expressed the view that a situation en-
dangering international peace and security had been created and requested the
calling of an immediate session of the Security Council (under Articles 34 and 35 of
the Charter) to consider the matter.

On April 4, the Council proceeded to debate the subject of including the Tunis-
ian question on its agenda. The French representative, who spoke first, contended
that the eleven states had failed to talce into account the new agreement achieved
between the French Government and the Bey of Tunis, which eliminated. any
"situation" or "dispute", even if the broadest possible construction were placed on
these terms. For the Security Council to discuss Tunisia, therefore, would only serve
to disturb peaceful relations and to cast doubt on the impartiality of the United
Nations. The United Kingdom representative took a broadly similar position. lie
did not think that the Tunisian question should be placed on the Security Council's
agenda, since a debate on this subject would almost inevitably increase tensions at a
time when peaceful negotiations were proceeding. He also expressed doubt regard-
ing the competence of the Secuiity Council to consider the subject.

Representatives of four states (Greece, the Netherlands, Turkey, and the United
States) indicated their intention to abstain on the question of inscribing the Tunisiun
item on the Council's agenda. These delegates took the general view that, while
United Nations organs should be available for the examination of any problem causing
serious friction in international relations, the main objective of the Security Council
remained that of fostering agreement through negotiations between the parties them-
selves. A programme of reforms in Tunisia had been suggested by the French Gov-
ernment and, in the words of the Turkish representative, "France should be given
the necessary time to prove its assurances by deeds". The United States represen-
tative said that his Government would re-assess the situation should the Tunisian
question be brought before the Council again. - The Netherlands, Turkey and the
United States reserved their position regarding the competence of the Security
Council to deal with the problem.

The remaining five states (Brazil, Chile, China,' Pakistan, and the U.S.S.R.)
wished to have the question of Tunisia debated in the Security Council. The Pakis-
tani representative took exception to certain remarks of the French representative
concerning the conditions under which the Bey of Tunis had sanctioned the appoint-
ment of a new Prime Minister to continue negotiations with France. lie suggested
that the Bey had acted under duress.
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The representatives of Brazil, Chile, China and Pakistan pointed to the liberal
tradition of the Security Council in considering questions brought before it. It was
argued that outright rejection of the request of the eleven states would harm the
United Nations by making it appear that the organization was incapable of pro-
tecting the interests of weak nations when these ran counter to the interests of pow-
erful nations. The members of the Security Council, it was asserted, acted in the,
name of all members of the United Nations in carrying out its functions in the main-
tenance of peace and security and it should be borne in mind that the eleven states
sponsoring the Tunisian question represented about one-quarter of the population of
the world. The representative of the U.S.S.R. contended that the attitude of France.
the United Kingdom and the United States was a further manifestation of the im-
perialism - of the colonial powers, which were waging a ruthless struggle against
national liberation movements in dependent territories.

When all members of the Security Council had spoken and it had become appar-
ent that the proposal to inscribe the Tunisian question on agenda'would fail, the
Chilean representative submitted a resolution providing that the item be included on
the Council's agenda, that this inclusion be without prejudice to the question of the
Council's competence and that consideration of the item be deferred indefinitely.
The Chilean representative argued that this procedure, while it would allow the
French Government to proceed with current negotiations, would permit the Security
Council to intervene if a new and serious situation developed in Tunisia. The Chilean
resolution was rejected on April. 14 by a vote of five in favour (Brazil,'Chile, China,
Pakistan, U.S.S.R.), two against (France, United Kingdom) and four abstentions
(Greece, the Netherlands, Turkey, United States).

01
Economic and Social Council

The Economic and Social Council of the United Nations normally holds two
regular sessions a year. In 1952, however, because of the unusually long duration of
the Sixth Session of the General Assembly, it was decided to compress the two meet-
ings into one. The Council's Fourteenth Session will open in New York on' May 20,
and it is expected to last about twelve weeks.

In recent years the agenda of the Economic and Social Council has become in-
creasingly crowded, and the amalgamation of the two regular 1952 meetings into one
means, of course, that the Fourteénth Session faces a heavier programme. The agenda
is made up of some fifty items covering a wide range of subjects. The Council must
40 continue to play its role as co-ordinator of the policies and activities of the
United Nations and Specialized Agencies in the economic and social fields.

Perhaps the most important economic item to be discussed is the development
of under-developed countries. Its consideration follows from the attention given it
at the Twelfth and Thirteenth Sessions of the Council and by the General Assembly,
Particularly at the Sixth Session. The International Bank for Reconstruction and De-
velopment is submitting to the Council a report on the question of creating an Inter-
national Finance Corporation to provide loans for use in under-developed countries
and to stimulate and guide private investment in these countries. The Secretary-
General of the United Nations is expected to provide a working paper as a basis for
discussion of the possibility of establishing an agency to solicit funds from govern-
ments and to administer them by way of low-interest, long-term loans and grants-in-
aid for the development of less developed lands. The difficult and controversial prob-
lenis involved in this project are likely to occupy an important part of the Council's
time.
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- Other important economic items of the agenda are the world economic situation
and the problem of full employment. As in former years, there will be a thorough
examination of the way in which the United Nations programmes of technical assis-
tance are being carried out. Of importance to many areas of the world is a report,
to be taken up this year, on methods for the development of and land.

On the social and humanitarian side, the subject which will probably evoke the
greatest interest is the report of the eighth session of the Commission on Human
Rights: The Sixth Session of the General Assembly requested the Human Rights
Commission to prepare for consideration by the Assembly's Seventh Session two draft
covenants on human rights, one to include the traditional civil and political free-
doms and the other economic, social and cultural rights. The Commission is due to
finish its meetings'during the course of the Session, whereupon the Council will take
such action on the Commission's report as seems fit and will no doubt make recom-
mendations to the General Assembly. A great deal of interest attaches to this item of
the agenda because of its wide popular appeal and also because of the fundamental
differences of opinion as to methods, which have characterized most debates on the
subject.

Other major social items which the Council will consider are the report of the
Social Commission, the report of the UN High Commissioner for Refugees, the re-
port. of the Commission on the Status of Women and the question as to how the
Council will deal in the future with matters concerning freedom of information.

' ' DELEGATES TO THE DISARMAMENT COMMISSION
-United Natia"s

Mr. D. M. Jehewq, Coaadiaa Permanent Rapnsaetativa M the United Nations, end Chairmon of the
DiwrmamaM Cemaisdea, I. showe ebeva with Hanws Saaro-Ceas, et Chib, krft, eod Ahm" S•

sokhori, of Fakiqae.
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The Tenth Session of the :Trusteeship Council
The Tenth Session of the Trusteeship Council opened on February 23, 1952, in

New York, and ended on April 2. The session was held in the new United Nations
Headquarters, under the presidency of Sir Alan Burns of the United Kingdom.

Immediately after the opening, the Soviet representative proposed that the
representative of the National Government of China be excluded and that a repre-
sentative of the Pebple's Republic of China be invited to participate. By a vote of 11
to 1, a United States counter-proposal to postpone this question indefinitely was
adopted. -

During the five weeks of its session the Council dealt with a number of com-
paratively routine problems arising primarily from resolutions of the General
Assembly. Arrangements were made for a mission to visit the trust territories in West
Africa to make a special report on the Ewe and Tôgoland unification problem for
consideration by the Council not later than November 7, 1952. In addition, four
annual reports by the administering authorities were considered. Nauru and New
Guinea, submitted by Australia; Western Samoa, by New Zealand; and the Strategic
Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, by the United States. The debates on these
reports were, in general, less acrimonious than usual, and much of the comment
made by the non-administering states was constructive and helpful to the adminis-
tering authorities. On the other hand, the representative of the Soviet Union, as
usual, sharply attacked the administering authorities and claimed that they were
hindering the development of the trust territories by not taking the necessary steps
to improve the conditions of life of the indigenous inhabitants.

One of the more important decisions of the Council was to set up a Standing
Committee on Petitions, composed of three administering and three non-administering
members of the Council, to meet between sessions of the Council to screen all com-
munications from individuals or groups in the trust territories in order to decide which'
should be treated as petitions. This Committee will also conduct a preliminary exam-
ination of the petitions in consultation with a representative of the administering
authority concerned. The Standing Committee has been established as an experi-
ment, to try to hasten the handling of petitions by the Council. On March 21 the
Standing Committee began to examine the 302 petitions placed before this session
of the Council. '

The Trusteeship Council's membership remains the same as last year, except for
the substitution of El Salvador for Argentina, which resigned from the •Trusteeship
Council upon its election to the Economic and Social Council at the recent Session
of the. General Assembly. The Eleventh Session of the Trusteeship Council will be
held in New York between June 3 and July 11,. 1952.

i
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EXTERNAL AFFAIRS IN PARLIAMENT

Statements of Government Policy
On April 1, during the debate on the motion for Committee pf Supply, the Sec-

retary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, rose to reply to criticisms of his
statement to the House on March 21' and, in particular, to answer the speaker imme-
diately preceding him. The following is a partial text of his remarks:

'" Formosa

part of China. Both Chinese governments insist on that It is about the only matter
on which they are united. The dispute is over which government sha11 control
Formosa.

... At the moment we in the United Nations are pledged at least to try to make
peace with Communist China over Korea; and negotiations for the first stage of making
peace, the armistice stage, are now under way. That is what we are trying to do.
Then if we are successful in the first stage we are pledged to discuss other Far Eastern
questions. We have taken that pledge in the United Nations. Should we now say
that we will never allow Formosa to go back to Peking, if they do not throw out their
present government in China? Should we say thât, especially when we have subscribed
to internationâl agreements recognizing Formosa as part of China, and when we recog-
nize that now sovereignty legally resides in China? I suggest that that would be rigid,
dead-end diplomacy, and not very wise diplomacy to follow at this time in this
matter. Suppose we had followed the same tactics three or four years ago in respect
of Yugoslavia. We would look a little ridiculous now.

Ultimately, of course, Formosa must be a question of international discussion
and decision, preferably through the United Nations, as the Secretary of State for the
United States has already intimated. I

In such a discussion, which I suppose must come ultimately, there are certain
factors which should be taken into consideration by those responsible. The first-and
possibly the most important factor of all, "though it is very often overlooked-in our
discussion of this matter is that the views of the Formosan people themselves should
be taken into consideration. They are a people who have not known national freedom,
who are in many ways quite separate from the Japanese and Chinese who have ruled
over them. Second, consideration should be given to the character and policies of the
government or governments of China which may be in power at that time. Fourth,
of course, we cannot overlook the fact I have just mentioned, that legally Formosa is

Unification of Korea

We have been discussing with our friendly govenzments what would be the best
prooedure for attempting to negotiate a political settlement, once an armistice has
been satisfactorily concluded in Korea. Here again in these discussions we have em-

... As soon as it became seized of the problem in Korea. as far back indeed as

phasized the Importance of the role of the United Nations.

1u47, the General Assembly of the United Nations has had as its policy the creation
of a unified, democratic and Independent Korea. It should be emphasized that that is
the political purpose to be achieved by peaceful means in accordance with the letter
and spirit of the Charter of the United Nations. We were trying to do that when the
Korean war broke out in June 1950, thereby adding a new element to the situation.
North Korea committed an act of aggression against the Republic of Korea and The
United Nations decided, quite properly, that that aggression had to be repelled. A

• series of resolutions were passed to give effect to that dedsion. The United Nations
now, therefore, is really dealing with two questions - the basic or long-term question
of the unification and independence of Korea, and the short-term question of repelling
the aggression committed against the Republic of Korea.
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force. But while we should be happy to see unification of Korea result from this use
of force for the repulsion of aggression, the United Nations has not been pledged to
use force for the sole purpose of bringing about unification.

ized at that time because the Central Peoples Government of China intervened and
the United Nations forces were driven back from North Korea. The United Nations,
however, has not abandoned any purpose in Korea. We still hope to repel aggression
and prove that it does not profit the aggressor. It is for that purpose we are using

and took action to that end. But as it turned out, that possibility could not be real-

purposes could be dealt with at once. It seemed likely then that a by-product of the
military action taken to repel aggression might be the unification of Korea. If such a
possibility eristed, the majority of the United Nations wished to take advantage of it,

In September and October 1950, there seemed to be a possibility that the two

Article Two of the North Atlantic Treaty
• .

. The background of Article 2 is well known. It has been called, because of
our efforts to get it in the Treaty, the "Canadian article." We got it included in the
Treaty, but only after some difficulty. Our purpose in trying to get this article in the
North Atlantic Treaty was a simple one. It was to demonstrate by the very words
of our Treaty that what we were signing was more than a mere military alliance; but
we never at that time expected, nor do we now expect, immediate or sensational re-
sults.

.. If we look at Article 2, I think we will find that, unlike certain other articles
in the Treaty, it does not provide specifically for any special NATO machinery; nor
does it necessarily entail joint programmes of action among member nations, although
that might of course develop. It is a rule of conduct which member nations under-
take to follow in their internal and external policies generally, and not merely in their
policies vis-à-vis one another. Existing international institutions, particularly the
United Nations, should be used by members to the full for this purpose. It may be
that as time goes on we shall find it desirable to establish special NATO machinery
and to organize special NATO programmes for these broad purposes, but there is
certainly no point at the present time in duplicating machinery which is already exist-
ing and which is functioning.

Meanwhile, we in NATO agree to seek under this article to eliminate conflict in
our international economic policies, not only among ourselves, but as against other
nations. We agree.to encourage economic collaboration. I do not mean to suggest
that this economic co-operation sentence of Article 2 is meaningless in the sense that
it is merely a guidepost for purely academic matters. It is important for other reasons.
It is important as a defence against discriminatory trade practices by one NATO nation
against others. It is also an extremely important safeguard should any member of
NATO find its economy imperilled by reason of its contribution to the common de-
fence of the North Atlantic community; and in setting up the TCC Committee to look

agencies in the economic field, and all NATO countries are members of most of them,
if not all of them.. ,

•`^'' For example, not long ago in NATO we considered setting up a special migration
", and manpower body, and the proposal was referred to a special committee for eaam-
' ination and report. But it was found, after such examination, that that was a subject
much broader than NATO. that it could best be dealt with on a basis wider than

'NATO, and that an international organization indeed was already in existence to deal

into that very matter we were implementing Article 2 of the Treaty. I would also add
that there is already a good deal of economic consultation and collaboration going on
within NATO. Some of it is closely related, `as is inevitable, to defence, and some
less closely. Through the work, for instance of NATO's Financial and Economic Board,
I think we know more about each other's economic positions and problems than we
ever knew before, and thè whole of the TCC operation was based on the foundation
of statistics and knowledge that have been collected by the Financial and Economic
Board....

The article is being implemented in other ways, some of which do not involve
the use of NATO machinery at all. ... There are many international organizations and
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with it. Similarly, we considered setting up special NATO machinery for allocating
raw materials. But it became quite clear that broader machinery, such as is now pro-
vided by the International Materials Conference in Washington, would meet the needs
in that field much more effectively than anything NATO could do.... All these mat-
ters were very carefully and very exhaustively reviewed by a special committee, and
that committee did report and did recommend some concrete proposals which, I
admit, have not yet been carried into action. That committee, when it gave up its
mandate at Lisbon, emphasized, as indeed it had emphasized previously, that what
we have done under this article is just a beginning.

- Mutual Aid to NATO Countries
.

...As has already been reported, the executive bureau of the TCC, known as
the i'hree Wise Men,» approved of the general shape and size of our military pro-
gramme in their first report. They did, however, suggest for consideration by the
Canadian Government that in 1952.53, the current financial year, we should provide
mutual aid ... of $250 million over and above our proposed programme of approxi-
mately $225 million, which we had already submitted to them. That would have
meant a total of $475 million for Canada for this year's NATO mutual aid. If we add
in the contribution under the ,Colombo Plan and other items it would have meant for
us total foreign aid of well over $500 million.

.. The Government considered these proposals of the Three Wise Men and de-
cided that in present circumstances the amount was too high; too high in relation
to our balance of payments, which is already supported by borrowing abroad at a

'rate in excess of $600 million a year, and indeed too high in relation to the United
States itself. Indeed those figures might have meant that Canada would have been
budgeting for foreign aid in larger proportion than other great nations such as the
United States and this despite the far greater per capita wealth and the strongcr
trading position of the United States, and despite its responsibility as a creditor nation
and as the leader of our coalition. The Government, however, did decide before
Lisbon that it could go beyond our original programme for mutual aid as submitted
to the Wise Men.-As a result, after a good deal of consideration, we decided to recom-
mend a mutual aid programme for 1952-53 of some $325 million, a figure which has
already been announced and, as it happened, is almost exactly the same figure as we
have up to the present announced and, as it happened, is almost exactly the same
figure as we have up to the present spent on mutual aid for NATO. Therefore, the
total amount for foreign aid in the estimates, including the Colombo Plan and other
items, amounts to some $360 million for the current fiscal year. Considering all the
circnmstances ... I believe that this compares favourably with what any other country
is likely to do.

Having decided on a total of $325 million for our NATO mutual aid, the Govern-
ment then had to consider how that money could best be used. Here again there
was a suggestion from the Three Wise Men that, while part of it might be spent on
military equipment-they never suggested at any time that all of it should be spent
on raw materials and that sort of thing - part also should be scent on raw materials.

' foodstuffs and so on... not all of the i500 million as was suggested ... This suggestion
was also carefully considered by the Covemment, and as a result we put forward an
alternative plan which we considered to be a better one. In our reply to the TCC on
January 13, we stated our position substantially as follows:

The TCC had suggested that this increased assistance might take the form partly
of economic assistance and partly of military transfers. Economic aid of the type
suggested would have meant foregoing payment to us for normal exports which are
the basis of Canada's outgoing overseas trade. The proceeds from these exports are
required to pay for our expanding import requirements, and to finance currently heavy
carrying charges on external liabilities, a large part of which have been incnured in
expanding the production of those same exports.. We suggested to the TCC, there-
fore, that to give away these staple exports would cut at the basis of the viability of
the Canadian economy. So we infonmed the TCC that, for this and for other reasons,
under the present circumstances, we considered that it would be inadvisable for us
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to give our economic assistance in this form but that we should give it in the form,
of defence support. We were particularly concerned lest we should be asked to give
aid in the form of raw materials, because we realized that, in addition to large external
payments, we would be undertaking large purchases of military equipment in the
United States and large expenditures for the maintenance of our troops in the form
of offshore military purchases, payment for infrastructure and other payments to
NATO. We pointed out, therefore, that our mutual aid this year might better take
the form of defence aid and not of the raw materials which are the basis of our ex-
port trade.

We pointed out also that, unlike the United States, Canada lived by these staple
exports, that the North Atlantic Treaty was a 20-yeai obligation, and that something
like the TCC operation was clearly going to be an annual affair. As a matter of fact,
later on at Lisbon we decided that that kind of examination should be an annual affair.
If we started to give away our staple exports, it might very well lead us into very
deep water indeed, especially at a time when we were so heavily dependent upon the
United States for borrowing. We concluded, therefore, that economic aid of that type
from Canada was not the best way in`which we could help our NATO allies, and
retain our own strength at this time. Nevertheless, the kind of help we recommend,
and expect to give, is just as much economic aid as if it were in the form of raw
materials.... Mr. Harriman himself told Congress the other day that defence sup-
port is also a form of economic assistance, and the TCC itself has accepted this
position....

Our programmes now are firm for 1952. Each government concerned with those
firm programmes for this year can work out some fairly accurate estimate of what it
will likely cost that government; and no doubt that is being done. It will certainly
be done by this Covernment. Our programmes for 1953 are subject to review, and •
for 1954 they will be subject to more review because it is two years hence. I there-
fore suggest,... that it is quite impossible for anyone to do anything but make the
wildest guess as to what the military programme for the next three years will cost
the NATO countries, when that programme is being subjected to continual review
and has already been changed more than once. I am quite at liberty to admit that
what were discussed at Lisbon by the TCC experts were provisional costs for the year
ahead in order to see the impact those costs would likely make on the economies of
the countries concerned. But even the figures of the TCC experts for the twelve
months ahead were not accepted as authoritative by the governments concerned and
many comments were made on those TCC figures.

Jap I nese Peace Treaty*

Replying on April 9 to criticisms of the Japanese peace treaty by members of
the non-Government parties, the Secretary of State for External Affairs spoke in part
as follows:

I am going to try to deal with some of the points which have been raised in the
course of this discussion. . . .

... Territories mentioned in this treaty, ... which were taken from Japan, ...
were won by Japan as a result of conquest, at least as far as Formosa and Korea and
one or two other islands were concerned. On the same basis by which the Japanese
acquired these territories, the victors in this war might very well have taken them
themselves. Instead of that, the islands mentioned were not taken as territorial
acquisitions by the victors but were put under United Nations trusteeship, with the
United States as the trustee.

Reference was also made to Article 10 of the treaty as an example of rather high-
handed injustice against the Japanese. Article 10, which refers to the Peking Protocol

of 1901 and abrogates that Protocol as far as any benefits acquired by Japan were con-
cerned, merely release the Chinese from an intolerable situation under which they

' See also p. 178.
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have suffered, if you like to use that word, for fifty years. It gave not only • Japan
but other countries the right to station their own troops in China, a right arising out
of the Boxer Rebellion; and I do not think it id any injustice to Japan to have the right
abrogated in this treaty as far as Japan is concerned. . -•

Also a good deal has been said :.. about the tyranny of imposing upon the Jap-
anese the unconditional most-favoured-nation clause; and for that purpose Article 12

' was read... I would like to read the first part of section (c), which I think will throw
a rather different light on the matter:

(c) In respect to any matter, however, Japan shall be obliged to accord to an
allied power national treatment, or most-favoured-nation treatment, only to the
extent that the allied power concerned accords Japan national treatment or most
favoured treatment, as the case may be, in respect of the same matter.

It is a reciprocal engagement, not a unilateral engagement, which Japan under-
'takes as a result of that article....

...Of course we must all feel, whether or not we approve of this treaty, that
there are possibilities of danger arising out of it. It is a calculated risk we have to
take. In this case I believe it is a calculated risk towards peace rather than towards

. war, because I do not believe this is a punitive treaty which has in it the seeds of
future war. Nevertheless, we should not indulge in any excessive optimism as to what
may happen now that Japan is going to be free to conduct its own affairs. The Tokyo
correspondent of the Economist, writing in the last edition, said something which is
very true and which we should keep in mind. He said that the laéquer-thin coating
of occupation reform is cracking and peeling off in most places. Japan, then, is be-
ginning to withdraw into itself. I believe this is inevitable once occupation comes
to an end.

We hope that this process will not result in the' consequences for peace that
Japan's policy had in the years before the war. There are of course problems ahead.
In the case of Japan, these are both from political and economic. There is a problem
of Japan's relations with the continent of Asia and the Western world. We.in the West
must do everything we can to make it in Japan's interest as well as to our advantage
to choose the Western democratic world as her vehicle of international co-operation
rather than the Asiatic Communist world.

The economic aspect of the treaty, which has been so often emphasized in this
discussion, and quite rightly so, has within it elements of danger. As was pointed out,
Japan is a country of 83 million people and must trade with the rest of the world in
order to survive, even to feed herself. It Is interesting to note in this connection that
food production in Japan has steadily increased in the last few years, and that of
course is an encouraging sign. But Japanese material prosperity does not necessarily
mean that Japan will not develop the aggressive tendencies which, unfortunately, she
developed in the past. The higher standard of living which we must hope the Jap-
anese people will be able to achieve does not necessarily make for peace. In our dis-
cussion of international affairs we sometimes overlook the fact that a nation does not
have to be under-developed to be over-aggressive. In the years before World War II
Japan had the highest standard of living of any Asiatic people, and, whatever may
have been the reason, they were the most aggressive of Asiatic people.

Although we must do our part to assist Japan to build up her economy, I suggest
` we must not take it for granted that Japan's prosperity, of itself, means peace in Asia.

It depends upon how that prosperity and how that power will be used. It is the pur-
pose of those who drew up this treaty, and it is the hope of those who are in favour
of it, that because this is the ending of a chapter Japan will use its new power and
developing economic strength not for those purposes which have caused so much
damage, so much cruelty and so much suffering in the past but for the purpose of
international co-operation in a great area of the world,' and which will lead not only
to peace but to prosperity for all of us.
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APPOINTMENTS AND TRANSFERS IN THE CANADIAN
DIPLOMATIC SERVICE

Mr. Y. Beaulne was posted from the Canadian Embassy, Rome, Italy, to Ottawa, to CBC
International Service (on loan), effective April 3, 1952.'

Mr. L. A. D. Stephans was posted from home leave (The Hague), to Ottawa, effective April
18, 1952.

Miss H. D. Burwash was posted from the Canadian Legation, Oslo, Norway, to Ottawa,
effective April 21, 1952.

Mr. J. G. H. Halstead was posted from home leave to Ottawa, effective April 21, 1952.

Mr. D. B. Hicks was posted from the Canadian Embassy, Dublin, Ireland, to the Canadian
Legation, Oslo, Norway, effective April 17, 1952.

ttve Apn11, 1952.
Mr. E. R. Rettie was appointed to the then Canadian Liaison Mission, Tokyo, Japan, effec-

Warsaw. Poland, effective April 17, 1952.
Mr. T. L. M. Carter was appointed as Charge d'Affaires a.i. at the Canadian Legation in

Apn125, 1952.
Major-Ceneral L. R.. Laflèche was appointed as Canadian Ambassador to Argentina, effective

APPOINTMENTS AND TRANSFERS OF
REPRESENTATIVES OF OTHER COUNTRIES IN CANADA

^ ' .
Now AppoiMments

DIPLOMATIC

His Excellency Mohamined Ilaamullah,
High Commissioner for Pakistan, April 1.

His Excellenây CoqAo Baldoni, Ambas-
sador of Italy,April T

Mr. K: Narita^Chargé d'Affaires ad in-
terim, Embassy of Japan, Apri128.

Mr. Auguste/ _ Ceiser, Second Secre
gation of Switzerland, March 27.

,

Mr: Paul O. Nyhus, Agricultural Attaché;
^mb^as ^ of the United States of America,

/

Majoi Count de Hemricourt de Grunne.
Military and Air Attaché, Embassy of Bel-
gium,4 Apri15.

Mr. (qeorge S. Vest, Second Secretary, Em-
bassy of the United States of America, April

Mr. T. W. Cutts, Official Secretary, Office
of the High Commissioner for Australia,
Apri111.

Commander P. R. Ward, Assistant Naval
Adviser, Office of the High Commissioner for
the United Kingdom, April 11.

Major A. N. B. 'Ritchie, Assistant Army
Adviser, Office of the High Commissioner for
the United Kingdom, April 15.

^gation of $weden, April 18.

,
Mr. Pierre Brancart, Attaché, Embassy of

Mr. Olov Ternstrom, Assistant Commercial Belgium, Apri128.
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Mr.` Sve4 onsson Commerclal Secretary

Secretary, Legation of Sweden, April 16.

Mr. Artur Zyto, Acting" Commercial At-
taché, Legation of Poland, April 18.

Mr. Mervyn V. Pallister, Attaché, Embassy
of the United States of America, April 27.

Deparfures

Mr. Michel Krycun, Second Secretary,
Legation of Poland, March 25. Mr. Krycun
is now Consul of Poland at Winnipeg.

LL-Col. Edouard de Vicq de Cumptich,
Military and Air Attaché, Embassy of Bel-
gium, April 5.

Mr. Zygfryd L. Wolniak, Second Secretary,
Legation of Poland, April 10.

Commander H. C. O. Bull, Assistant Naval
Adviser, Office of the High Commissioner
for the United Kingdom, April 11.

Mr. Vassili I. Coguine, Attaché, Embassy
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
April 12.

Dr. Henri Zoelly, First Secretary, Legation
of Switzerland, April 14.

Colonel Constantin Provorov Military At-
taché for Air, Embassy of the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics, April 15.

Major A. I. R. Murray, Assistant Army Ad-
viser, Office of the High Commissioner for
the United Kingdom, April 15.



Mr. D. O. Hay, Official Secretary Office
of the High Commissioner for Austra^ia, end
of April.

His Excellency Dr. Victor Nef, Minister of
Switzerland, left on Apri17 for a visit in his
country. Mr. Emile Bisang, Counsellor, is
Chargé d'Affaires ad interim.

His Excellency A. Adrian Roberts resumed
his duties as High Commissioner for the
Union of South Africa on Apri123 on his re-
turn from a vacation.

Mr. Alfonso Arias-Schreiber, Third Secre-
tary, Embassy of Peru, was promoted to the
rank of Second Secretary, April 1.

CONSULAR

Delinifivs recognition was yrontad fa: 19. He is also Second Secretary at the Em-

Mr. Raymond J. Swanson as Vice-Consul bassy '

of the United States of America at Montreal, ' Miss Jessie L. Webb as Vice-Consul of the
April 19. United States of America at Montreal, April

Mr. Ralph W. McMahon as Vice-Consul 25•
of the United States of America at Calgary, Miss Olive M. Jensen as Vice-Consul of
April 25. --the United States of America at Montreal,

Mr. Nils Hammarstrand as Honorary Vice-
Consul of Finland at Winnipeg, April 29. .

Provisienal recognition was granred ro:

Mr. Michel Krycun as Consul of Poland
at Winnipeg, March 25.

Dr. Mario Carvajal as Consul Ceneral of
Colombia at Montreal, Apri13.

Mr. George F. Bogardus as Consul of the
United States of America at Toronto, April
15. He was previously Vice-Consul in that
city.

Mr. Samuel Karp as Vice-Consul of the
United States of America at Montreal, April
19.

Mr. George S. Vest as Vice-Consul of the
United States of America at Ottawa, April

April 25. She is on tempoFary duty until
.June 30, 1952.

Dapartaras

Miss Marie C. Chabot, Vice-Consul of the
United States of America at Montreal, April
6.

Mr. Philippe Cantave, Consul General of
Haiti, left on April 7 for one month's leave
in his country. During his absence Mr. Er-
nesto Martijn, Consul at Montreal, is in
charge of the Consulate General in Ottawa.

The address of the Vice-Consulate of
Sweden in Sydney, Nova Scotia, is now:

The Masonic Building,
4 Dorchester Street,

Telephone No. 6186.

TRADE

Mr. E. A. Allen, Trade Commissioner for
the United Kingdom at Toronto, was trans-

ferred to Montreal in the same capacity,
March 28.

STATEMENTS AND SPEECHES

(Obtainable from the Information Division, Department of External Affairs, Ottawa, Canada.)

No. 52/14-The Great Lakes-St. Lawrence
Seaway: The Canadian Point at View,
text of an address by" the Minister of
Transport, Mr. Lionel Chevrier, at a
meeting of the Economic Club of De.
troit, made on March 24, 1952.' ,

No. 52/15-Reotew of the International Sit-
uation (Part 1), statement by the Secre-
tary of State for Erternal "Affairs,'Mr.
1.. B. Pearson, -made in the House of

in Canada and abroad:

No. 52/16-Review of the International Sit-
uation (Part II), statement by the Par-
liamentary Assistant to the Secretary of
State for External Affairs, Mr. Jean Le-
sage, made in the House of Common+
on March 25, 1952.

No." 52/17-National Sovereignty and Inter-
national Organization, a speech by
Secretary of State for E:ternal A^airs,
Mr. L B.. Pearson, delivered at Prince-
ton University, Princeton, N.J., on April
15, 1952.Commons on March 21, 1952. . '. ^'
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CANADIAN REPRESENTATION AT INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCES

(This is'a list of international conferences at which Canada was represented during the
month of April 1952, and of those at which it may be represented in the future; earlier con-

ferences'may be found in the previous issues of °External A$airs».)

(The Department Extenaal Affairs, through its International Conferences Section, is ro-
sponsible for co-ordinating all invitations to international conferences. It should be noted,
however, that the decision as to the participation of the Canadian Government at such con-
ferences is made by the Secretary of Statc for External Affairs or, where appropriate,
Cabinet upon the recommendation of the department of government functiona^y concerned.)

Standing International Bodies on which Canada is Represented

(Now published annually; see "External Affairs", January 1952, for a complete list.)

Conferences Attended in April

1. 4th Session of the Inter-American Con-
ference on Social Security (ILO). Mex-
ico, March 24-April 8. Delegate: Col. J.
G. Bisson, Unemployment Insurance
Commission, Department of Labour; Al-
ternate: R. B. Curry, Department of Na-,
tional Health and Welfare; Adviser: A.
E. Blanchette, Canadian Embassy Mex-
ico.

2. Conference on Settlement of German Ex-
ternal Debts. London, February 28-
Apri14. Head of Delegation: E. A. CBté,
Office of the Canadian High Commis-
sioner, London; Delegates: A. B. Hockin,
Office of the Canadian High Commis-
sioner, London; H. D. Clark, Depart-
ment of Finance. .

3. Committee on Non-GooernmentalOrgan-
tzations (ECOSOC). New York, April 8.
A. R. Crépault, Permanent Delegation
of Canada to the United Nations, New
York.

4. UNICEF - WHO Joint Committee on
Health Policy. New York, April 9-11.
Mrs. D. B. Sinclair, Department of Na-
tional Health and Welfare.

5. Programme Committee . of UNICEF.
New-York, April 15-17. Mrs. D. B. Sin-
clair, Department of National Health
and Welfare.

6. 4th Inter-American Congress on Tour-
imt. Lima, Peru, April 12-20. Observer:
E. Vaillancourt, Canadian Ambassador
to Peru; Alternate: J. A. Dougan, Can-
adian Embassy, Lima. ,

7. 7th Session of the Narcotic Drugs Corn
miasion (ECOSOC). New York, April 15.
Col. C. H. L. Sharman, Canadian Mem-
ber, Narcotic Drugs Commission.

8. 5th Regtonal Conference of American
States Members of ILO. Rio de Janeiro
April 17-30. Head of Delegation anJ
Government Delegate: Dr. E. H. Cole-
man, Canadian Ambassador to Brazil;

Alternate Government Delegate: W. W.
Dawson, Assistant to the Deputy Minis-
ter of Labour; Adviser to Government
Delegates: J. W. Willard, Department of
National Health and Welfare; Employer
Delegate: D. M. Young, Lever Bros.
Ltd., Toronto; Worker Delegate: A.
Hemming, Trades and Labour Congress;
Secretary: P. E. Morin, Canadian Em-
bassy, Rio dé Janeiro.

9. 13th International Wheat Council. Lon-
don, April 17. Head of Delegation: M.
W. Sharp, Associate Deputy Minister of
Trade and Commerce; Alternate Dele-
gates: W. C. McNamara, Assistant Chief
Commissioner of the Canadian Wheat
Board; Dr. C. F. Wilson, Department of
Trade and Commerce; Advisers: J. E.
Brownlee, United Grain Growers, Ltd.;
W. Coates, Saskatchewan Farmers'
Union; W. J. Parker, Manitoba Wheat
Pool; B. Plumer, Alberta Wheat Pool;
J. H. Wesson, Saskatchewan Wheat Pool;
R. V. Biddulph, Canadian Wheat Board;
J. B. Lawrie, Canadian Wheat Board; L.
Couillard, Office of the Canadian High
Commissioner, London; Observers: H. L.
Grifiïn, United Grain Growers Ltd.; M.
W. Porter, Alberta Wheat Pooi; G. Rob-
ertson, Saskatchewan Wheat Pool.

10. 7th Session of the Administrative Coun-
cil of ITU. Geneva, April 17. Repre-
sentative: C. J. Acton, Department of
Transport.

11. 4th Session of the Metal Trades Com-
mittee of ILO. Geneva, April 21-May 3.
Government Delegates: L. Pepin and J.
B. ^ Lane, Department of Labour; Em-
ployer Delegates: S. C. Evans, Guelph;
A. B. Lawrason, Woodstock; Worker
Delegates: R.. Holmes, Winnipeg; J.

Mitchell, Toronto.

12. Executive Board of UNICEF. New York,
April 22-24. Mrs. D. B. Sinclair, De-
partment of National Health and Wel-
fare. I
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13. Ad Hoc Committee on Restrictive Bus- Department of Finance.
iness ' Practices (ECOSOC). New' York, 14. 6th International Conferen̂ce ôf the In-
April 28-May 7. Delegate: T.'D. Mac- t^{^aj Hydrographical Bureau.Mon-
Donald, Combines Investigation Com- a¢o, April 29. F. C. G. Smith, Depart-
missioner; Adviser: G. V. Sainsbury, ment of Miues and Technical Surveys.

Conferences to be held in May and June.

The inclusion of the name of a conference or of an international meeting in the following
list is merelu for information. It does not necessarily follow that the Government of Canada
has received an invitation to participate or, if so, that the invitation has or will be accepted;

the dates are tentative.)

1.

2.

Diplomatie Conference on Maritime
Law, Brussels, May 2-10.

9th' Sesston of the ECE Timber
mittee. Geneva, May 2-6. . •

18. 1st Session of the Consultative Commit-
tee for Europe (WHO). Geneva, May

Com-
28.

19. Working Party on Programme of Work

3. 5th World Health Assembly of WHO.
Geneva, May 5-31.

4. 9th Meeting of the International Rubber
Study Group. Ottawa, May 5-9.

5. Ist Pan-American Universities' Congress
of Odontology. Buenos Aires, May 4-10.

6. 4th Session of the Iron and Steel Com-
mittee of ILO. Geneva, May 5-17.

7. International Civil Service Advisory
Board. Geneva, May 9-16.

8. 8th Session of the Social Commission of
ECOSOC. Washington, May 12-31.

9. 14th Session of ECOSOC. New York,
May 13-August.

10. 13th Universal Postal Union Congress.
Brussels, May 14.

11. 11th Session of the International Cotton
Adoisory Committee. Rome, May 17-31.

12. Resumed Session of the Conférence of
German External Debts. London, May
19.

13.' 1st Pan-American Congress on Veterin-
ary Medicine. (FAO-WHO). Lima, Peru,
May 20.

14. Meeting of the International Committee
. on Monuments, Artistic and Historical

Sites and Archeological Excavations
(UNESCO). Paris, May 21.

15. 9th International Congress. of Agricul-
tural Industries. Rome, May 23-31.

16. Meeting of Fisheries Statistics of FAO.
Copenhagen, May 26-31.',

17. 6th Session of ICAO. • Montreal, May 27.

and Associated Long-Term Froblems of
FAO. Rome, May 28.

20. 14th Session of the International Con-
ference on Large Electric Systems. Paris,
May 28-june 7.

21. 119th Session of Gooerning. Body of
ILO. Geneva, May 30-31.

22. Wood Chemistry Commission of FAO.
Milan, May.

23. Meeting of Sub-Group of the Interses-
sional Working Party on the Reduction
of Tarif Leoels (GATT). Geneva, May.

24. Preliminary Meetings of Government
Employers and Workers Groups of ILO.
Geneva, June 2-4.

25. 35th Session of the International Labour
Organization. Geneva, June 4-28.

28. 15th Session of the Conference of the
Committee of International Office of
Documentation on Military, Medicine.
Liege, Belgium, June 4-7.

27. 26th Session of "Les journées Médicales+
de Breuxellei". Brussels, June 7-11.

28. 21st General Assembly of the Interna-
tional Commission of Criminal Police.
Stockholm, June 9-12.

29. 16th Conference of Prooincial and Fed-
eral WUdfe Officials. Ottawa, June 13-

30. 5th Stssion' of the Permanent Central
Opium Board and Narcotic Drugs SupeF
visory Body. Geneva, June 16.

31. 6th Meeting of the South Pacifie Air
-' Transport Council. Nandi, Fiji, June 19.
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INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS CONCLUDED BY CANADA

Austria
Exchange of Notes reviving the application of the Convention between His Majesty
and the Federal President of the Republic of Austria regarding legal proceedings in
civil and commercial matters signed at London on March 31, 1931. Signed at Vienna,
January 18, 1952.

Monacô

Exchange of Notes concluding a non-immigrant visa modification agreement between
the two countries. Signed at Ottawa and Monaco, January 22 and March 20, 1952.

Spain
Exchange of Notes concerning settlement of Commercial debts. Signed at Madrid,
January 29, 1952.

Union of South Africa
Exchange of Notes regarding the temporary suspension of the margin of preference
on unmanufactured logs. Signed at Ottawa, January 2 and 11, 1952.

United States of America

Canadian seaway. Signed at Washington, January 11; 1952. •

Exchange of Notes providing for the relocation of two of the Pacific Ocean Stations.
Signed At Ottawa, January 22 and February 22, 1952.

Exchànge of Letters providing for the renewal of the Arrangement of 1942 for the
exchange of agricultural labour and machinery. Signed at Ottawa, April 15 and 16,
1952.

Exchange of Notes in which the Governments a greed to co-operate in preparing appli-
cations to the International Joint Commission for approval of the plans to construct
power facilities on the St. Lawrence in connection with the development of an all-

CURRENT DEPARTMENTAL PRESS RELEASES

Number. Date Subject

19 7/4 Presentation of Letter of Credence of Mr. Corrado
Baldoni as Italian Ambassador to Canada.

20 10/4 Âppointment of Mr. T. L. M. Carter, M.C., as Chargé
d Affaires al at the Canadian Legation in Warsaw.

21 15/4 Non-immigrant visa modification agreement between
Canada and the Principality of Monaco.

22 17/4 Deposition of Canadian Instrument of Ratification of
Japanese Peace Treaty.

21/4 , Appointment of Mr. Sidney A. Freifeld as Press Officer.

23/4 Canadian Delegation to the Fifth World Health
Assembly.

25 25J4 Appointment of Major-General L. R. LaFlèche, D.S.O.,

27

as Canadian Ambassador to ArgenUna.

28/4 Change of status of the Canadian and Japanese Missions
in Tokyo and Ottawa.

28/4 Message from Prime Minister St. Laurent to Prime
Minister Yoshida on the occasion of the coming into
force of the Peace Treaty with Japan.

28/4 Message from Prime Minister Yoshida to Prime Minister
St. Laurent on the occasion of the coming into force of
the Peace Treaty with Japan. - „
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CURRENT UNITED NATIONS DOCUMENTSt

A SELECTED LIST

(a) Printed Documents:

Resolutions adopted. by the General As-
sembly during its sixth session, 6 No-
vember 1951 to 5 February 1952; New
York, 1952; document A/2119; 91 p.;
$1.00; General Assembly Official Re-
cords: sixth session, supplement No. 20.

Atomic Energy Commission - Index to
documents 1 January 1946 to 30 April
1951; New York, 1951; document AEC/
C.1/81/Rev.1; 72 p.; 70 cents; 7 June
1951; Atomic Energy Commission Offi-
cial Records: Sixth Year.

• Measures for International Economic
Stability; 21 November 1951; document
(E/2156; 48 p.; 40 cents; Sales No.:
1951.II.A.2 (Department of Economic
Affairs) (ST/ECA/13.

• Review of International Commodity
Problems 1951 (Interim Co-ordinating
Committee for International Commodity
Arrangements); March 1952; documents
E/2181; 54 p.; 60 cents; Sales No.:
1952.II.D.L

' Economic . Survey of Europe in 1951;
Geneva, February 1952; document E/
ECE/140/Rev.1; $1.50; 243 p.

United Nations Statistical Yearbook
1951; Third Issue; New York 1951; 818
p.; $7.50; bilingual; Sales No.: 1951;
XVII.5 (Prepared by the Statistical Of-
fice of the United Nations, Department
of Economic Affairs).

•_ Yearbook of the United Nations 1950;
1088 p.; $12.50; Sales No.: 1951.1.24
(Department of Public Information,
United Nations, New York).

World Health Organization

a) Fourth World Ilealth Assembly,

Geneva 7-25 May 1951; Resolutions
& Decisions, Plenary Meetings, Ver-
batim Records, Committees, Minutes
& Reports, Annexes; Geneva, Janu-
ary 1952; $2.25; Of6cial Records of
WHO, No. 35.,

b) Work of WHO 1951 - Annual Re-
port of the Director-General to the
World Health Assembly and to the
United Nations; Geneva, March
1952; $1.25; Official Records of
WHO, No. 38.

e) Proposed Programme and Budget
Estimates for the Finaneial Year 1
January - 31 1953 with the pro-
posed programme and estimated ex-
penditttre for technical assistance for
economic development of under-de-
veloped countries; Geneva, March
1952; 564 p.; $3.00 Official Records
of WHO, No. 39.

d) Executive Board Ninth Session held
in Geneva from 21 January to 4 Feb-
ruary 1952; Resolutions, Report of
the Executive Board on the ptroposed
programme and budget estimates for
1953 and on the Organizational
structure and administrative effi-
ciency of the World Health Organi-
zation and Annexes; Geneva, March
1952; $1.00; 151 p.; Official Records
of WHO, No. 40.

(b) Mimeographed Documents:

Report of the Governing Body of the
International Children's Centre on the
work of the international Children's
Centre for the year 1951; 15 March
1952; document E/ECEF/187; 88 P.
(Annexes to the Report will be issued
separately as document E/ICEF/187/
Add.1).

t Printed documents may be procured from the Canadian Sales Agent for United Nations publications, the
Ryerson Press, 299 Queen St. West, Toronto (Englisb) and Les Presses Universitaires Laval, Quebec
(French) ; mimeographed documents can only be procured by annual subscription from the United Nations
Secretariat, New York. Publications and documents may be consulted at certain designated libraria
listed in "External ARairs", January 1952, p. 45.

• French version has been published previously.

Ottawa Edmond Cloutier, CJM.G., O.A., D.S.I•., t•rfnter te the Ouoen's
Most Excsllont Majesty, Controllor of Stationory, 1952.
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ISRAEL'S ANSWER TO RACIAL PERSECIiTION
i

A speech by the Secretary of State for External A$atrs, Mr. L. B.• Pearson delivered at a

meeting on June 1; 1952, of the Jewish community of Toronto, sponsoreJ by the Jewish

National Fund in the interests of the Forest of the Martyrs.

There may have been at some periods of human history and in some regions of
the world fortunate generations which have not had to struggle against oppression.
Our own generation, however, has had no such fortune. The minds and indeed the
very lives of many men, to whom pursuit of the arts, letters and sciences would have
been far more appealing, have been and continue to be absorbed by the effort to limit
the spread of despotism, and prevent man's inhumanity to man. It is therefore fitting
that we should reflect tonight on the circumstances that have made this necessary;
on the tragedy of loss and destruction sustained by the civilized world in the recent
past and on how we may help to prevent its recurrence in the future.

An essential part of this task is to find ways of diminishing the force of hatred in
the world. Another part is to assert and protect the right of civilized human beings
to plan and live in their own environment, remembering that those whose history and
traditions differ from our own have an equal right to develop along lines which they
consider to be right for their own needs.

There are many other things waiting to be done. Progress throughout the world,
both in the development of national life and in the sphere of international co-opera-
tion, must be protected by plans for effective resistance to possible attacks from
totalitarian barbarism. Yet the very purpose of that protective effort would be defeated

if we allowed it to swallow up all our energies to the detriment of constructive pur-
suits; or if in the, name of protection we sacrificed tolerance and freedom. The basic
problem will not be solved until the principles of democratic liberty are embraced
everywhere; a liberty which is far wider and deeper than the right merely to govern
ourselves. This subject is a large one; tonight I can touch on only one small segment
of it, our response to the challenge of savagery and oppression.

An inspiring symbol of this response to oppression in its basest forms is the
Forest of the Martyrs, the first groves of which have already been planted in Israel.
They commemorate those six million Jews who perished in the holocaust in Europe
before the tide of barbarism was stemmed by the arrival of Allied military forces, who
themselves suffered grievously in their struggle to defeat a brutal, powerful foe and
bring aid to the survivors. The Forest of the Martyrs will be a memorial whose mean-
ing even the passing stranger cannot fail to mark. To the kinsmen of those whose
memory the forest keeps green and to all who have dedicated themselves to the
struggle against hatred and the oppression of one people by another this forest will
be a source of living inspiration. In a thirsty and eroded land it will help to replenish
the soil and to hold in it part of the moisture which will give it life and growth. These
trees will protect the countryside from searing winds, give refreshment in the heat of
summer and comfort and warmth in the winter cold. They will represent those twin
principles of conservation and creativeness on which all genuine human progress must
be based.

In our own day scientists have taught us to recognize the direct relationship
between forest preservation and the maintenance of a sound economy. Not all of the
many peoples, however, who have inhabited Palestine in the past three thousand years
of its changing and cosmopolitan history have understood this; and not all who did
understand have had the means to plant forests or to protect them after they were
grown. Subject to repeated invasions by warring armies from other lands which used
Palestine as a battlefield or a convenient corridor for invasion, torn by internal con-
flict among the descendants of the. many peoples who had come to stay, Palestine has
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had its cycles of conquest and development, of colonization and war, of fertility and
barrenness. It has known the flow and the ebb of production and destruction which
reflect man's striving after orderly development and witness his failure hitherto to
achieve on any permanent basis that stable international society which has now
become essential if civilization itself is to survive.

In the various periods of colonization and upbuilding in Palestine, the gains were
laborious and slow, while the tale of recurrent disaster and destruction was often
quickly told. We recall that from the time when the Jews of Babylon financed the
first Jewish colonies which returned to the Jerusalem area until the time when the
Jews recovered Galilee there passed some four hundred years, marked not only by
internal conflict but also by the warring against each other on Palestinian soil of the
Great Powers of that day. Nevertheless, the movement was upward. In particular the
practice of agriculture improved and by thé'time Josephus wrote he was able to say,
perhaps with some poetic licence, that in the Galilee of his day not an acre of land
lay unfertilized. Palestine filled up with a busy and prosperous population. In the
parched land south of Beersheba and the Dead Sea, moreover, another people, the
Nabataeans, had, even earlier, invented means of using subterranean water for irriga-
tioci purposes and for conserving the infrequent rainfall. For several generations they
built those terraces and water-courses whose faint traces are sometimes noted today
by the new settlers in the Negev. They cultivated every acre of land in the area, and
supported in prosperity a sensible, orderly and healthy population who lived at peace
among themselves, and proved to their world that this desert area was capable of
supporting many thousands of inhabitants in comfort. Israel is about to prove this
again, although for long before 'and after the Nabataean period the Negev remained
an empty and desolate waste.

As the fortunes of the cultivators of the soil varied in Palestine so did the history
of its forests. Among the catastrophes still remembered are the destruction of the
forests covering the hills near Jerusalem by the soldiers of Titus just before the city
itself fell and the temple was destroyed. Then the crusaders hacked down the fine
oak woods that grew between Jaffa and Nablus. Some of the earlier Turkish invaders,
pushed westward from beyond the Caspian Sea by the restless Mongols, burnt over
the whole of Palestine in the 13th century. Napoleon in his day set the torch to what-
ever grew on the plain of Sharon. More trees were lost three decades later during the
effort to contain an Egyptian revolt against the Ottoman sultan. What escaped the
attention of invading armies or of browsing goats or of raiding herdsmen fell victim
to local cultivators whose fields hâd become exhausted and who needed more land in
order to live, and so the last forest groves were sacrificed, although some orange and
olive orchards continued to flourish and were carefully tended throughout all the
troubles of the later days.

Inevitably, during the centuries while Palestine's impoverished soil was being
washed down unchecked from the denuded hills by the winter rains, and while sand
dunes, blown by the vagrant winds, were encroaching on the plains, the once teeming
Population declined. Mr. Ben Gurion's phrase "the turning back of nature" may thus
refer properly not only to what the people of Israel are now doing for their land,
from Galilee in the north to the Negev in the south, but also, by implication, to the
life-giving influence of a restored soil on the people who care for that soil. There is
a natural and inevitable connection between the two. The soil gives back life to those
who tend it well.

The dual task of reclaiming a land placed as Israel is placed today and of restor-
ing a dispersed people to normal living involves both economic and what one might
describe as purely human problems of such extreme difficulty that responsibility for
dealing with the issues concerned could hardly have been assumed by present-day
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Jewish leaders were it not for the intensity of the Jewish feeling of revolt against
cruelty and discrimination suffered in Europe since medieval times. That revolt is an
expression of the stubborn hope in adversity, of that inflexible determination to sur-
vive which has typified Jewish life and inspired Jewish legend.

You recall perhaps the story that in the latter days thé Almighty, being dis-
couraged by the wickedness of mankind, decided to send a new and more destructive
flood to put an end to what seemed after all to have been an unsuccessful experiment
in the creative field: This time there would be no Noah and there would be no ark.
There were, however, three good men in the world whom God wished to warn-a
Moslem, a Christian and a Jew. To them in turn he sent his angel bbearing the mes-
sage that floods were about to descend and that even the highest mountains would
soon be covered by deep waters. The Moslem addressed himself to prayer and the
Christian to confessing his sins. The venerable Jew, however, stroked his beard and
said reflectively to his heavenly visitant, "Very interesting indeed! But is it not going to
be something of a problem to find a way of surviving under thirty fathoms of waterP"

It is a small area-no larger than Lake Erie-which the Jewish people are now
seeking to use as the geographical territory within which. their national survival shall
be assured. Nor is the present population of Israel large. As a result of mass immigra-
tion in the past four years the total has now reached approximately the level it had
attained before the Arab exodus, but even now, after these four years of heroic rescue
work, it is only about twice the population of Toronto.

The sta6re of a land, however, is not measured by a survveyor's instrument, nor
the greatness of a nation by the census-taker. Israel's future rests on many things
which mere statistics cannot show. This land now represents for a gifted but scattered
and often frustrated people the possibility of realizing the twin principles of self-
liberation and self-help which were advocated in the last century by Leon Pinsker
as the only adequate answer to anti-Semitism ... And in that land Achad Ha'am's
ideal of the re-education of the Jewish people for normal living-their inner rehabili-
tation-is already beginning to be realized.

That great Jewish sociologist, the late Dr. Arthur Ruppin, to whose courageoui
work as one of the builders of Israel Dr. Weizmann has paid special tribute, stated
in his book The Jews in the Modern World that the original source of anti-Semitism
is the group instinct, which like the herd instinct of animals welds men connected
by common descent, language, customs and interests into a cohesive community, but
causes them at the same time to distrust members of other groups. When the JeN s
first migrated to Europe, he went on to say, they came as outsiders and long remained
strangers by reason of differences of race, religion, culture and occupations. They
had to make their way as representatives of one of the ancient eastern civilizatiot S
in the midst of a more primitive western culture. Anti-Semitism had its rise then in
Europe as part of the general fear of and prejudice against strangers which permeated
ancient and medieval society and is still with us in one form or another. The Jewish
people arriving in Israel today from various points of the compass represent difEere::t
levels of civilization, from the early patriarchal to the most sophisticated modems.
The majority, however, are westerners, who are reversing the situation describèd by
Dr. Ruppin, since they represent in the Eastern Mediterranean region, whose fortum S
have declined so greatly since the Mongol invasions, the now materially more ad-
vanced civilization of the West. A question that exercises the minds of many Jewi: h
and other thinkers is how this return and this re-establishment can be brought abolit
without, giving rise to epidemics of fear and race hatred in the new environmeilt
which might prove as destructive a force in the Middle East as anti-Semitism basbeen in Europe. '
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Civilized man has learned a good deal more today than was known a thousand
years or even a hundred years ago about the deep and secret springs of human fear
and about the most effective means of securing release from that fear, either forg
the
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thhere are factors which enable one to hope thatthe
of a Jewish state, and the fears and the

tensions which have inevitably accompanied that struggle, are not to be a permanent
feature of the environment in which Israel finds itself. It was in the belief, indeed,
that these fears and tensions could be removed, that the majority of governments
represented in the United Nations General Assembly judged it to be neither an im-
prudent nor an unfriendly act toward any of the neighbouring peoples to encourage
the establishment of a Jewish national state in Palestine.

An analysis of the fears which beset •human beings in various stages of their
development is often a useful means of reducing the scope of the fears themselves.
I do not propose to go into this question in any detail this evenin

althougermane to a discussion of the response of civilized man to o g' ^ it is
we are now considering. I do want to sa PPression, the subject
special fear that has caused a Y just a few words, however, about- one
on the nature of other fears of great

I shall no ha eetime to speakt I am thinlang of
the very deep-seated fear of Israel's Arab neighbours that a high rate of Jewish immi-
gration, if continued for any length of time, may impel Israel to adopt a policy of
both territorial and economic expansion.

I do not myself think that this territory, preferred above all others by the Jewish
péople for the purpose of national regeneration, will necessarily prove to be inade-
quate for their national development. Even in the past, without the aid of modern
scientific progress, the same land has supported a dense population in comfort, and
we are assured by scientists and agronomists that it can do so again without threat
to the territorial integrity or the economic and cultural self-determfnation of neigh-bouring peoples.

This should remove the fears of Israel's neighbours whose fears and whose rights,
of course, we should recognize, Moreover, the same principles of self-help and self-liberation

which are valid for Jews who have endured persecution in Europe for
centuries, but who come back to the Eastern Mediterranean bringing with them the
skills and the outlook of the West-these same principles of self-help and self-libera-
tion are valid also for the Arabs; who have long endured other forms of oppression
sincè their great civilization fell into decline at the time of the Mongol invasions, and
who today suffer many consequent disabilities from which it is now their desire,
indeed their determination, to escape. In the secure international society that we are
struggling to create there must be recognition of the intensity of the desire of

allPeoples to develop along lines of their own choosing. There must also be a corre-
sPOnding recognition of the need for mutual understanding and accommodation. So
one welcomes the characteristic good sense behind the words of Mr. Sharett, the
Foreign Minister of Israel, when he said to news a
remains a cardinal ppermen in London last Mazch: "It

which we be]ong, on the basis of mutual recognitionto seek integration in the region to

protection of the national interests of each state and fordtheeadvan
advancement of theregion s common interests".

Nations^k I^ right in saying that most of the delegates who voted in the United
General Assembly in November 1947 in favour of the resolution recommend-

ing the partition of Palestine, within the framework of economic union, did so because
of an underlying feeling that it had been made necessary by the slaughter of Jews
in Europe during the Second World War. This was a warning that it would be unwise
to continue any longer an experiment tending towards bi-nationalism or a forced
lune, 1952
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federalism in the whole of Palestine, since that experiinent had already led to com-
plete deadlock in Palestinian affairs. It seemed imperative, moreover, after the anni-
hilation of six million Jews in various countries in Europe, that arrangements should
be made in at least one country in the world for the Jewish people to be definitely
freed from the limitations and the fears imposed by minority status. Only in Palestine
were the Jews willing and able to undertake the heavy responsibility of establishing
an independent Jewish state. It was not only Jews who were convinced that salvation
lay in the principles of self-liberation and self-help. That concept has now gained
a wider acceptance and we had to do something about it.

It was also, I think, the general belief of those who voted in the United Nations
General Assembly in favour of the principle of creating an independent Jewish state
that the Jews of Israel would one day be able to establish friendly relations with the
Arab world, although time would obviously be required to achieve the necessary
mutual adjustments. All men of good will must have been glad to note, therefore, that
already, only four and a half years after the adoption of the partition resolution, there
are indications that areas of wider agreement may soon be established between Israel
and its immediate neighbours. These may be mere straws, but I hope that they show
from which quarter the currents of air are blowing.

Co-operation between Arab Governments and the Government of Israel has
taken place in the past month, spontaneously and as a matter of course, in the face of
a threatened plague of locusts. Fresh agreements have been reached within the past
few weeks for the prevention and control of illegal crossing of Israel's borders in
either direction. Similarly, when ships of Israel or Lebanon are in distress, each may
now take refuge in the territorial waters of the other state and then proceed on their
way without hindrance. These agreements were reached without the publicity that
seems always to accompany bad news, and represent the sort of quiet adjustment to
a changed situation out of which stable conditions often grow.

Speculation, as you know, has been rife within recent months regarding the
possibility of a negotiated settlement of political problems between Israel and its
neighbours. Of this speculation Mr. Sharett has said: "The mere appearance of such
reports in an atmosphere charged with hostility is a hopeful omen". I have no inten-
tion of discussing here, and it would be improper for me to discuss here, the prob-
lems which would require consideration before such a peace settlement could be
achieved. There is one point, however, which I think I might make now' because
Canadians interested in this question may feel they have some personal responsibilities
in relation to it.

There can be no doubt that Israel requires a background of peace against which
to work out to its fullest development the national life of its own people. The Prime
Minister of Israel has often said so, and emphatically. There is also no doubt that the
Arab position, as defined during the last Session of the United Nations General Assem-
bly, represented, as Arab spokesmen themselves have pointed out, the 'concession of
much which they had refused to concede before, particularly when they offered to
sit down with representatives of Israel to discuss a peace settlement if, as a startin;-
point for the discussions, Israel would reconsider certain past recommendations of
the United Nations General Assembly, some of which the Arabs had formerly rejected
out of hand.

This would seem to indicate that the position in the Middle East is not at least
a static one. Mr. Ben Gurion expressed the opinion in an address to a group of visitors
from the United States. last March that elements in the Arab countries do indeed N% ish
to conclude peace with Israel, although internal political difficulties make this still
impossible. About the same time, on the 19th of March, the editors of The Times in
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London said; ". . . if only a handful of Arab statesmen are beginning to see that the
adjustment of relations between the Arab world and the Western powers and the
making of peace between the Arab states and Israel are two parts of the same problem
of Middle Eastern defence, there is some hope of advance".

We in Canada who are anxious for real peace to come in the Middle East might
_ perhaps help in a small way to create a climate within which, mutual adjustments
would gradually become easier if we avoided, in our speaking and writing, any easy
generalizations about Arab leaders and the Arab people which may prove on closer
examination or in the light of a future rapprochement to have been unrealistic. It is
easier, of course, to repeat a generalization than to examine its authenticity, but a
constant effort to be accurate - that is to say, to understand human beings who are
different from ourselves - is likely to pay dividends out of all proportion to the effort
itself. While in Israel Jewish leaders, civilized men and women, are trying in the
midst of overwhelming difficulties to give the civilized answer to racial persecution,

To Dublin!" the Irishman exclaimed, "Why, man, this is a bogl If Z was going to

we should ourselves do what we can to aid their effort.

There was an Irishman once whom we might describe as the prototype of those
who consider inter-racial rapprochement to be impossible. It was the end of summer
and an English professor of botany, just emerging from an Irish bog with his speci-
mens and his notes, was ready to head back to his university in England. He told an
Irish peasant he wanted to go to Dublin and asked if this was the right path to take.

Dublin Id never start from here!"

If, however, we want badly enough to reach the goal of mutual understanding
we can start from any point. The main thing is the civilized wish. With that wish,
converted into a resolve on both sides, a way out of the bog of fear and misunder-
standing between Israel and its neighbours can be found. This would make infinitely
easier the work of those pioneers who are building the new Jewish nation, and those
whose untimely and tragic death we lament tonight would rest more peacefully. So
we are glad that the outlook here is not as dark as it was and that there are grounds
for hope of better things. .

There is more than hope, however. There is the fact of proud achievement in
what the people of Israel have already done to create their own national home and
assure their own national destiny. Here they are in no bog, but marching steadily
forward on firm ground. The temple of liberty and national respect has been restored.
The forests of freedom have in sad truth been nourished by the blood of millions; but
they grow and they are spread. And to symbolise this new life that has emerged
from cruelty and oppression, the flag of Israel waves proudly now among the
banners of the United Nations.
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THE COLOMBO PLAN
The Colombo Plan for the economic development of South and Southeast Asis

was conceived at a meeting of Commonwealth foreign ministers held in Colombo
in February 1950, to review the international situation, including its broad economic
aspects. As a result of a meeting in London, in September and October of the same
year, of the Governments of Australia, Canada, Ceylon, India, New Zealand, Pakistan
and the United Kingdom, a report on the Colombo Plan was published. Its opening
paragraph contained the following statement:

-During the past five years political events have moved fast in South and Southeast
Asia. Changes have taken place on a scale hardly precedented in world history.
Independent governments have come into being, supported by democratic institutions
and imbued with enthusiasm for the future welfare of their countries. The horizon
of thought and action in the economic as well as the political field has been greatly
extended, and governments are grappling with the problem of promoting the economic
improvement which is indispensable to social stability, and necessary to strengthen
their free institutions. It is of the greatest importance that the countries of South
and Southeast Asia should succeed in this undertaking. The political stability of the

_ area, and indeed of the world, depends upon it, and nothing could do more to
strengthen the cause of freedom.

Not an Exclusive Commonwealth Programme

Although the Colombo Plan was initiated by Commonwealth governments, it is
not, and never has been, thought of as an exclusive Commonwealth programme. It
is intended to assist in the economic development of all countries and territories in
the general area of South and Southeast Asia. The Consultative Committee, an inter-
govenunental body which meets from time to time to review the progress * of the
Plan and to consider policy matters in connection with its implementation, now
counts as members the following countries: Australia, Burma, Cambodia, Canada,
Ceylon, India, Laos, New Zealand, Pakistan, United Kingdom, and Viet Nam, as well
as the United States, which is also engaged in a substantial programme of economic
aid in the same region.

The under-developed countries in the Colombo Plan area have a total population
of 570 million people, roughly one quarter of the world's population. Unfortunately,
the considerable natural wealth of the area has not been developed rapidly enough
to match the increase in population. There is, therefore, great poverty among millions
and an unceasing struggle for existence. The level of food consumption in the area,
which has never approached our minimum standards, has, in many sections, dropped
appreciably in the last ten years.

During the same period, economic development in the area not only came to a
standstill, but gains previously made were wiped out. Countries under Japanese
occupation were despoiled and neglected, and economic assets, such as rubber and
tea plantations, power stations and transportation facilities, which had been painfully
built up over long periods, were destroyed or allowed to decay. In other countries,
like India, the very heavy strain on transportation and factories and the inability to
keep up the necessary repairs and provide replacements took their toll of economic
assets.

In these circumstances, the urgent need of these countries is to develop their
economies in order to increase food production and consumption and raise the real
income of their peoples. It is clear that a greatly increased flow of capital is essential
to increased productivity and higher living standards.
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This is the aim of the Colombo Plan. It is not in itself, however, enough to
provide for the rate of development which is desirable and indeed essential. The
countries receiving aid under the Plan have tremendous undeveloped resources but
they lack the capital and the technical "know-how" to exploit their resources. The
giving countries in the Plan can make a significant contribution and are doing so, but
much more will be needed to implement the development programmes worked out
by the governments of the receiving countries. The Colombo Plan is, however, a good
beginning, a good pump-priming operation. As capital assistance is given and develop-
ment programmes begin to show results, the economy of the area will be strengthened,
and production increased and living standards will be raised. The process is bound
to be gradual; the economic development of South and Southeast Asia is a long-term
project. But as conditions improve and political and economic stability is maintained,
it is reasonable to expect that outside capital from private sources will flow in greater
volume toward the area.

Contribution Programme

The Colombo Plan calls for $5 billion of capital development in six years for
the Commonwealth countries of South and Southeast Asia. About $3 billion of this
must come from outside the area. To date, the contributing countries in the Colombo
Plan have pledged themselves to support the programme as follows:

The United Kingdom will, over the six-year period, assist to a total of roughly
$900 million, chiefly in the release of sterling balances held by the receiving countries.

Australia is contributing the equivalent of $21 million this year, and over the
six-year period will contribute the equivalent of at least $75 million.

New Zealand has promised the equivalent of $9 million over the first three years.

Canada contributed $25 million for the first year, and the Government has
announced its intention to seek Parliamentary approval for a second $25 million con-
tribution in order that participation in the Plan may continue in 1952/53.

In addition to the contributing countries of the Commonwealth, the United
States, through its own programmes of economic aid in the same area, is devoting
about $200 million this year to economic development projects.

Of the $25 million which Parliament authorized for Canadian economic
assistance under the Colombo Plan in 1951/52, it was decided that about $15 million
should be earmarked for economiG' aid to India and about $10 million for aid to
Pakistan. Continuing discussions have taken place with these Governments with a
view to selecting suitable projects for Canadian assistance.

At the request of the Indian Government, Canadian wheat to the value of
$10 million was provided to India'under the Plan. Most of this wheat has akeady,
been delivered or is en route to India, and the balance will be shipped before the
end of March. The Indian Government will establish a special fund to be derived
from the proceeds of the sale of wheat in India. This fund, which will be equivalent
'n nupees to the Canadian dollar value of the wheat, will be used for the internal
financing of a large-scale irrigation and hydro-electric project of Mayurakshi in West
Bengal. It is estimated that this project, when completed, will create some 600,000
additional acres of arable land and will produce about 4,000 kilowatts of electric
energy.

Most of the remaining funds available to India under the 1951-1952 programme
of Canadian aid have been ear-marked for the provision of vehicles for use by the
Bombay State Transport Commission in rehabilitating and extending the State Road
Transport Service.
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, The main project in the Canadian programme for Pakistan is a cement plant
to be erected in the Thal area of the Punjab, where the Pakistan Government is
establishing a large-scale colonization project. Canada is providing all the equipment,
materials and technical personnel required for the erection of the plant, while Pakistan
will furnish local labour and materials locally available for the construction of the
building.

Another item in the Canadian programme for Pakistan is a photographic and
geological survey which should be of far-reaching benefit to Pakistan in the exploita-
tion of its natural resources.

Arrangements are being completed for the provision to Pakistan of a large
order of railway-ties to help in the programme for the rehabilitation and develop-
ment of the Pakistan railroad system.

Another project which Canada, together with Australia and New Zealand, is
sponsoring is the establishment of an experimental livestock farm, in the Thal area
of the Punjab, in connection with the Pakistan Government's colonization project.
It is expected that the Canadian contribution to this joint undertaldng will take the
form of farm machinery and related equipment.

Programme for Technical Co-operation

An integral part of the Colombo Plan is a Programme for Technical Co-operation
which provides an essential compliment to capital assistance to the countries of
South and Southeast Asia. Because of the magnitude of the problems with which
they were confronted upon attaining independence, the Governments of India and
Pakistan, in particular, considered that they could absorb technical assistance over
and above that being provided by the United States Point Four Programme, the
United Nations and the Specialized Agencies. The Colombo Programme for Technical
Co-operation is, therefore, closely related to technical assistance from these other
sources. Interested governments in the region have been invited to send represent-
atives to the Council for Technical Co-operation, which sits in Colombo, Ceylon, and
to join this body if they wish to take part in the scheme.

The Council, which supervises the operation of the Programme, is composed of
one representative of each co-operating government. It may at any time admit to its
membership a government which applies to co-operate under the scheme. In addition
to the Council, a Technical Co-operation Bureau has been established in Colombo
to handle and co-ordinate requests for aid under the Programme.

The constitution of the Council states in its preamble that there, is:

need for fullest co-operation with United Nations and other agencies providing t-ch-
nical assistance in the area, with a view to encouraging and speeding the provision
of technical assistance from all sources ...

In keeping with this objective, Canada has emphasized that the activities
of the Programme for Technical Co-operation in South and Southeast Asia should be
co-ordinated as closely as possible with those of the United Nations Extended
Technical Assistance Programme.

The Council for Technical Co-operation is responsible for organizing the pro-
vision of technical assistance in the following forms:

(a) training of personnel from receiving countries in countries where suitable
instruction is available, and the despatch of missions abroad to study the latest tech-
niques and developments;
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(b) the provision of experts, instructors and advisory missions to assist in plan-
ning development or reconstruction, for use in public' administration, in health
services, scientific research in agricultural, industrial or other -productive activities
and in training of local personnel on the spot; and

(c) the provision of equipment required for training or use by technical experts
in the region.

As its contribution to the Programme for Technical Co-operation, the Canadian
Government decided to make available a grant of $400,000 for each of the first two
years of the three year period. The Government has recommended that Parliament
approve a further contribution of $400,000 to the Colombo Programme for the
12-month period beginning July 1, 1952.

Action Taken by Canada

By March 1, 1952, the Canadian Government had taken the following action
under the Technical Co-operation Programme:..

(1) 46 trainees have received courses of instruction in Canada. Of this total, 31
were granted fellowships and 15 were granted scholarships for post-graduate study
in Canadian universities. The fields'in which these trainees.have received instruction
include agriculture, engineering (electrical, mechanical and mining), forestry, medi-
cine, nutrition, rail transportation, fisheries and education.

(2) Canada has received three technical missions' of senior government officials
from India and Pakistan. These missions were in the fields of agriculture, highway
ând bridge construction, and hydro-electric power development.

(3) Canadian technical experts have been sent to recipient countries represented
on the Council for Technical Co-operation. An expert fisheries consultant from
British Columbia and a refrigeration engineer have gone to Ceylon to help develop
the fishing industry in that country. A Canadian biologist is at present investigating
the possibility of establishing biological-control institutes in Pakistan and India.

(4) A public health mission of senior public health officials from India, Pakistan
and Ceylon is at present visiting Canada to study Canadian public health and medical
facilities and services.

(5) Twelve Pakistani junior civil servants have arrived to receive a four-month
course in public administration at the federal, provincial and municipal level.

The Canadian interest in the success of the Colombo Plan is three-fold. In the
first place Canada, as a member of the community of free nations, is concerned in the
maintenance of political stability in this vast and important region. The achievement
of this object depends in part on the degree of sympathy and understanding and
Practical co-operation which the countries of the industrialized West are prepared
to give to the peoples of South and Southeast Asia. The second reason for our interest
is economic. As a great trading nation, so heavily dependent upon external markets,
Canada is constantly concerned in the promotion of increased world trade. The
economic development of the under-developed countries of South and Southeast Asia
is bound in the long run to help towards this end, and it is therefore in the long-tenn
economic interests of Canada to make the Colombo Plan succeed. Apart from these
Political and economic considerations, considerations of enlightened self-interest, there
is the, very important humanitarian appeal of this novel experiment in international
W-operation aimed at helping the people of South and Southeast Asia to lift them-
selves out of their traditional poverty and misery toward a better and a fuller life
roinpatible with the dignity and freedom of the human person.
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; NORDIC CO-OPERATION IN THE -CULTURAL
AND SOCIAL FIELDS, ,

Nowhere else in the world, surely, are there to be found five neighbouring
countries so closely linked by race, language and history as Denmark, Sweden, Nor-
way, Finland and Iceland. The first three have, since earliest times, been the home
of closely-related Teutonic peoples, who spread to Iceland in the ninth century and,
in the twelfth, to Finland, where they have maintained ever since an important place
amid the largely Ugro-Finnish population. As late as the thirteenth century all these
Teutonic peoples spoke very nearly the same language, now known as Old Icelandic
because it is best preserved in the literature of that country. Even today the citizens
of Denmark, Sweden, Norway and the Swedish part of Finland can make themselves
understood by one another with a little patience.

A common historical destiny has strengthened the coalescing influences of race
and language. Thus the southern provinces of Sweden were Danish as late as 1658,
and many people in Skane still tend to regard Copenhagen rather than Stockholm
as their cultural capital. Norway was under Danish rule until 1814, and then passed
under Swedish rule until 1905, before gaining its independence. Finland belonged to

. Sweden for over six centuries before 1809, and Iceland belonged to Denmark for
nearly six centuries before 1944. Twice, long ago, still more elaborate unions appeared
briefly in the North. Between 1018 and 1035, Çanute was King of Denmark, Norway
and Iceland as well as of England; and between 1389 and 1434 Denmark, Norway
and Sweden were joined together in the Union of Kalmar. The lesson of Nordic
history has, in the long run, been that complete independence from one another is
natural and best for the five countries. The political fragmentation of the North bas
not, however, prevented the growth in modern times of the intimate co-operation in
the cultural and social fields which this article will now attempt to summarize.

Nordic Cultural Commission

Cultural co-operation has been growing steadily since the middle of the last
century. Innumerable contacts have been established between govenzments, national
organizations and private citizens, and have contributed greatly to the cultural devel-
opment of the North. For many years the Ministers of Education and of Ecclesiastical
Affairs of the five Nordic countries have held conferences on cultural questions every
two years. At one of these, held in 1946, the Nordic Cultural Commission was estab-
lished. This body, composed of delegates from all the Nordic countries, has the task
of èncouraging cultural exchanges of all kinds in accordance with directives issued
by the ministerial conferences.

In this task it is greatly aided by the Norden ("The North") associations. These
were founded under private auspices in the various Nordic countries during the years
immediately following the First World War. Subsidized by their governments, yet
completely non-political, they are active in all branches of cultural life, each within
its own country and in co-operation with the rest. Their influence is greatly increased
by the fact that many important national organizations of an intellectual and pro-
fessional character have become associated with them in each country.

These other national organizations, of course, have their own direct contacts in
their special fields, exchanging information, preparing joint publications, arranging
freqnent visits'and regular meetings, and often adopting joint programmes of action.
Several medical publications deserve mention as examples of this co-operation in
special fields. Psychiatrists, psychologists, nurses and midwives regularly assemble in
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Nordic conferences. So do professional workers in the natural sciences, such as mathe-
matics, physics and geophysics. Historians, philologists and ethnologists often meet
to discuss the points of resemblance and difference between the types of Nordic
culture that have developed in their respective countries. Rural cultural societies and
workers' educational groups gather from an the Nordic countries to pool their experi-
ences. It is hardly surprising that these, and many similar organizations, all endowed
with a commori cultural heritage and facing common cultural problems, should seek
to aid one another across national boundaries.

Special Attention for Students

Students have always received special attention. The best way to teach them the
meaning of Nordic culture, it has been decided, is to give them the opportunity to
pursue their studies in more than one Nordic country. With this in mind, the Nordic
Cultural Commission and the Norden associations have proposed recently that stu-
dents who meet the university entrance requirements in one Nordic country should
have the right to enter university in any of. the others. A further proposal has been
that university students should be allowed to move from one Nordic country to
another, and any fees they have paid in advance should be credited to them wherever
they go. These suggestions have not yet been accepted by all the universities con-
cerned, but they are everywhere. receiving sympathetic attention. The Commission
has also arranged scholarships to facilitate this type of exchange.

Several interesting measures have been taken to ensure that the cultural unity
of the Nordic countries is not endangered by their political diversity. Thus; linguistic
committees have been nominated by the Nordic Cultural Commission in Sweden,
Norway and Denmark, to try to prevent the evolution of the Nordic languages from
carrying them too far apart. Each of the Nôrden associations has set up a committee
on history books, whose task it is to see that in each Nordic country the history of the
others is studied adequately and without prejudice. Another Norden committee
occupies itself similarly with geography books. The work of these committees deserves
close study in countries such as Canada, where the wish of two or more races to live
together in amity is now and again thwarted by cultural misunderstandings, especially
historical misinterpretations, which ought never to have been permitted.

The adult education movement, one of the most powerful influences shaping
modern Nordic society, has alwayj favoured Nordic cultural exchanges. A number of
schools for advanced adult education exist in each of the Nordic countries. About
1930 the Norden associations arranged for state scholarships to facilitate the exchange
of students between schools of this type in the various Nordic countries, just as the
Noidic Cultural Commission has arranged exchange scholarships for the universities;
by 1951 there were 200, such students on exchange. Teachers, also, are exchanged
under this arrangement.

Curiously, enough, it cannot be said that the relations between the Nordic
coimtries in the domain of literatùre and the fine arts are as close today as last century,
when the appearance of an interesting new work in one country was immediately
noticed and widely discussed in the others. The explanation is possibly that the im-
provement of communications has widened the literary and artistic horizons of the
Nordic countries, so that intellectual stimulation nowadays comes as strongly from
Rome and Paris, London and New York, as from the neighbouring capitals in the
North. The problem, especially as it concerned literature, was examined at a con-
ference held in Oslo in 1950 _by the Nordic Cultural Commission and the Norden
associations. It was decided to enlist the aid of school authorities, the press, radio,
libraries, and societies of authors and journalists. One result has been that publishing
houses now list recent Nordic literature in their Christmas catalogues.
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'- The cultural section of this article might concYude with a random list of Nordic
organizations that concern themselves with literary and artistic matters. There are,
then, organizations of authors, journalists, newspaper editors, bibliophiles and typog-
raphers; of artists and artisans; of radio employees; of dramatists, actors, theatre
directors, and amateur actors; of composers and singers; and of libraries and museums.
Several of these organizations have regular conferences, and all of them regularly
exchange information. : , •

Co-operation in Social Field

, Co-operation in the social field among the five Nordic côuntries follows naturally
from the similarity of their respective social policies. The first discussions on this
subject were held by the Scandinavian labour congresses in the 1880's: As the social
policies of the various Nordic countries took form in the following years, an increas-
ingly regular co-operation was established between public authorities and private
organizations.. _^ .

The first, and for many years the most important, Nordic agreement in the social
field dates from 1915, when Denmark, Norway and Sweden decided to extend to
each other's citizèns the benefits of their respective indigent-relief systems. When
Finland and later Iceland gained their independence, they came into this agreement,
which was revised and brought up to date in 1951. One of its consequences is that
Nordic citizens who apply for relief in a Nordic country other than their own are not,
as other foreigners would be, liable to deportation.

. ^ .

Ever since workmen's compensation legislation has been established in the North,
the benefits in each country have been available to all Nordic citizens. The only
difference originally was that payment yvould be continued to an injured foreign
workman only as long as he or, in the event of his death, his dependents continued
to live in the country where the accident happened. However, in 1919, Denmark,
Norway and Sweden agreed to continue payments even if the beneficiary returned
home, provided that he was a citizen of one of the three countries. In 1930, Iceland
and Norway concluded a similar agreement, with special reference to industrial
workers, sailors and fishermen. In 1937, the, Nordic countries signed a convention
determining which country's laws should apply to accidents occurring to workers in
one country employed by a citizen of another.

Co-operative efforts have' been made to improve protéctive measures against
work accidents. Meetings on this subject are regularly held between doctors and
inspectors, who exchange the results of their experience in the medical and technical
aspects of accident-prevention. A project•is at present under examination which would
establish certain uniform safety requirements for machinery, so that a machine
approved in one country could be approved without alteration in the others.

Under a convention signed by Finland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden, children's
allowances have, under certain conditions, been extended to. cover children from
Nordic countries other than those making the payments. Another agreement, in effect
since 1931, ensures that a support order issued by a court in one Nordic country
against a man who has deserted his wife and children, may be enforced even if the
husband has moved to another Nordic country.

In 1936, Denmark and Sweden * concluded, an agreement under which citizens
of one country could join unemployment insurance schemes in the other country
without having to complete the usual waiting period. Contributions already made to
a fund in one country may be transferred to a similar fund in the other country.
Norway and Sweden in 1947, and Norway and Denmark more recently, have con-
cluded similar agreements.
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For many years now the Nordic Ministers of Social Affairs have been meeting
every two years. One of their major accomplishments has been a convention drafted
at their 1945 meeting, in which they aimed at nothing less than a common Nordic
labour market. Under this convention, labour permits would not be required of
Nordic citizens seeking employment in Nordic country other than their own. More-
over, the several employment-exchange systems would co-operate to a certain extent,
not only in placing Nordic citizens in employment but also in exchanging information
about general employment conditions in the Nordic countries. Only Sweden and
Denmark, so far, have signed this convention. Norway has been reluctant to do so
for fear of increasing its labour shortage by facilitating the drift of Norwegians to
employment abroad. However, Norwegian employment exchanges are, in practice,
co-operating with the Swedish and Danish exchanges along the lines suggested by
the convention. Finland, also, has found difficulties in the way of signature, but there
too a limited co-operation has been established in practice between the employment
exchanges of Finland and Sweden.

Since 1948 it has been agreed that a person contributing to a health-insurânce
fund in Denmark, Iceland, Norway or Sweden, may freely transfer his contributions
to a similar fund in one of the other countries, even if he does not fulfil the condi-
tions for opening an account in the new country, in view of his age, for example, or
the state of his health.

A convention concerning retirement pensions, signed by all five Nordic countries,
took effect in 1949. It provides that any persons who have lived more than five years
in a Nordic country other than their own shall have the same retirement-pension
rights there as the citizens of that country. These rights vary somewhat from one
country to another, so that some pensioners may get more and some less than they
would have got in their own country. Each country, however, assumes the obligation
to shoulder any additional expenses it may be put to in this way. Denmark and Ice-
land have a convention extending these rights to invalids who retire before the
statutory retirement age.

The most recent example of the Nordic approach to social problems has been
given in Sweden, in the proposed amendment to its merchant-seamen legislation
which has just been laid before the Riksdag. Since 1946, committees in Sweden, Den-
mark, Norway and Finland have been engaged in preparing revisions for this type
of legislation in each country. These four committees have continually consulted with
each other, originally on Swedish initiative; the proposed amendment to the Swedish
legislation therefore bears an authentic Nordic imprint. Consultations between Minis-
tries of Social Affairs on such questions as these is simple and informal. They cor-
respond, generally, not through the Foreign 3iinistries but directly with each other,
and very often by telephone.

These are examples of Nordic co-operation' in the social field, which is growing
more intimate and extensive with every passing year. Mention has already been made
of the .1945 labour market convention. Under this convention three Nordic social
affairs committees were set up, and though only Sweden and Denmark have signed
the convention so far, all five of the Nordic countries are represented on these com-
mittees. Two of them deal with social statistics-one with social expenditures and the
other with wages-and are continually at work on the problem of bringing a greater
uniformity into this important field. The third committee, which really began to
function only in 1951, has more general terms of reference; its task is to work for
greater Nordic reciprocity in all social legislation. Nordic co-operation in the social
field is therefore bound to grow ever closer and more extensive in the years ahead.
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CANADA AND THE UNITED NATIONS
U. N. Disarmament Commission

Programme of Work

Since its establishment by the General Assembly at its recent Sixth Session in
Paris, the Disarmament Commission (which has replaced the former Atomic Energy
Commission and the Commission for Conventional Armaments) has been meeting
periodically in New York.. Having agreed to follow the rules of procedure of the
former Atomic Energy Commission, the Disarmament Commission embarked on a
considerable discussion of its programme of work. Mr. Malik, the Soviet representa-
tive, insisted that the Commission should first decide in principle that all weapons of
mass destruction should be outlawed and that conventional armaments should be
reduced by a given percentage (perhaps one-third) of current levels. He persisted in
presenting this issue solely in terms of the Soviet proposals made at the recent Session
of the Assembly, in spite of the fact that these proposals had in no sense been
accepted by the Assembly but had merely been referred to the Commission for further
examination. The Western delegations,, while not objecting to examination of the
Soviet proposals, maintained that they would be meaningless unless the Commission
were at the same time to agree upon methods for putting them into effect.. They
pointed out repeatedly that, while Mr. Malik spoke in support of various more-or-less
desirable objectives, he was reticent about the means which his Government would
accept for carrying them out.

Finally, an agreement was reached for a programme of work calling for simul-
taneous examination of the question of the regulation of all armaments and armed
forces, and the question of their disclosure and verification. Two working committees
were set up, Committee One to deal with the first of these questions, and Committee
Two to deal with the second. The membership of the committees was to be the same
as for the Commission itself and they were to function simultaneously.

So far the Commission or its committees have not made any substantial progress.
This is partly because the Soviet Representative has confined himself to criticizing
the proposals of other members of the Commission and has declined to submit alter-
native suggestions. Another reason is that the Soviet Representative, by repeatedly
alleging that United Nations forces in Korea are waging bacteriological warfare, has
distracted the Commission from its proper functions. These charges, which have been
much exploited by the. Communist press, were denied categorically by the United
States Representative, Mr. Cohen, and were also refuted by the spokesmen of other
states contributing to the United Nations forces in Korea. Mr. Malik nevertheless
returned over and over again to the subject and was only restrained when the Can-
adian Representative, Mr. Johnson, who was Chairman of the Commission during
the month of March, ruled that consideration of these charges was not within the
terms of reference of the Commission. This ruling was challenged by the Soviet Rep-
resentative but was upheld by all other members of the Commission.

In spite of the lack of substantial progress, the Commission. was able to submit
on June 1 its first report to the Security Council in accordance with the instructions
of the General Assembly. This interim report, which was adopted by eleven votes to
one (the U.S.S.R.) describes the Commission's programme of work and lists the pro-
posals so far submitted to it. These proposals may be summarized as follows:

Statement of. Principles

' The United States Delegation proposed on April 24 that the following prin-
ciplés should serve as a guide to the Commission in drawing up the essentials of a
disarmament programme:
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1. The goal of disaimament is not to " regulate but to prevent 'war by
relaxing the tensions and fears created by armaments and by making war
inherently, as it is constitutionally under the Charter, impossible as a means of
settling disputes between nations.

2. To achieve this goal, all states must co-operate to establish an open an d
substanti ally disarmed world,

(a) in which armed forces and armaments will be reduced to such a point
and in such a thorough fashion that no state will be in a condition of
armed preparedness to start a war, and

(b) in which no state will be in a position to undertake preparations for
war without other states having knowledge of such preparations long
before an offending state could start a war.

3. To reach and keep this goal, international agreements must. be entered
into by which all states would reduce their armed forces to levels, and restrict
their armaments to types and quantities, necessary for:

(a) the maintenance of internal security;

(b) fulfilment of obligations of states to maintain peace and security in
accordance with the United Nations Charter.

Such international agreements must ensure by a comprehensive and co-
ordinated programme both:

(a) the progressive reduction of armed forces and permitted armaments to
fixed maximum lévels, radically less than present levels and balanced
throughout the process of reduction, thereby eliminating mass armies and
preventing any disequilibrium of power dangerous to peace; and

(b) the elimination of all instruments adaptable to mass destruction.

5. Such international agreements must provide effective safeguards to
ensure that all phases of the disarmament programme are carried out. In par-
ticulai, the elimination of atomic weapons must be accomplished by an effective
system of international control of atomic energy to ensure that atomic energy
is used for peaceful purposes only.

6. Such international agreements must provide an effective system of pro-
gressive and continuing disclosure and verification of all armed forces and arma-
ments, including atomic, to achieve the open world in which alone there can
be effective disarmament.

The (.̀anadian Representative spoke in support of these principles, as did the repre-
sentatives of the other Western powers. The Soviet Representative, in line with his
previously expressed views on the Commission's programme of work, declared that
these principles were inadequate because they did not embody a decision to outlaw
all weapons of mass destruction and to reduce conventional armaments by a given
percentage of current levels.

Disclosure and Verification
On April 5 the United States Delegation submitted a proposal for the progres-

sive and continuing disclosure and verification of all armed forces and armaments
(including atomic weapons) in five stages. It was supported in general terms by the
United Kingdom and France but was rejected out of hand by the Soviet Representa-
tive. Since then, M. Moch, the French Representative, has submitted a modified plan
for disclosure in three stages designed to simplify and make more acceptable the
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United States proposa]. The Canadian Delegation, as well as the delegations ot the
other Western powers, has emphasized that disclosure and verification are not ends
in themselves but are, like the reduction of armed forces and aneffective system of
international control, only a part of the whole field of disarmament.

Reduction of Armed Forces

The latest, and perhaps the most important, proposal made in the Disarmament
Commission so far is a United States-United Kingdom-French proposal for fixing the
numerical limitation of all armed forces, which was introduced by Sir Gladwyn Jebb,
the United Kingdom Representative, on May 28. The proposal is that there should be
fixed numerical ceilings for the armed forces of China, France, the U.S.S.R., the
United Kingdom and the United States, which should be worked out with a view to
avoiding a disequilibrium of power dangerous to international peace and security.
It is tentatively suggested that the ceilings for the U.S.S.R., the United States and
China should be the same, and should be between one million and one and a half
million; and that the ceilings for the United Kingdom and France should be the same
and should be between seven and eight hundred thousand. For all other states having
substantial armed forces it is suggested that ceilings should be agreed on which would
normally be °less than one per cent of the population" and "less than current levels
except in very special circumstances", and which should be established with a view
to avoiding a disequilibrium of power dangerous to international peace and security
in any particular area of the world. Other delegations are now obtaining the views of
their governments and a detailed discussion of this tri-partite proposal will shortly
take pl . " .

-{apije1 Prss,
PAKISTANI CIVIL SERVANTS VISIT OTTAWA

The Primo Ministo►, Mr. Sf. Laurent, moots a group of junior officors of the Pakistan civil service who
were in Ottawa rocontiy during a four man* visit to Canada 'studying rnNhods of public

administration. `
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH SCIENTIFIC
OFFICIAL CONFERENCE: 'AUSTRALIA 1952

In 1946 there was held in London -a British Commonwealth Scientific Official
Conference to discuss collaboration in scientific research within the Commonwealth.
The meeting, which was a large one, gave detailed study to such questions as research
administration, methods and fields for scientific collaboration and means for keeping
the results of research before official users. Arrangements were made for the establish-
ment of a continuing committee to conduct business arising from deliberations of the
Conference. This body was to consist of the chief scientific administrators of each
of the Commonwealth countries. To facilitate the day to day business of the Con-
ference, a working party was set up, consisting of the chief scientific liaison officers
of each country in London. Each of these representatives received instruction from
the Standing Committee member in his own country, and the working party pro-
ceeded, under direction, to put into effect as many of the resolutions of the Conference
as possible.

By 1952, it had been decided that the time was ripe for a review of progress
and for a discussion of future activity. A second Conference was, accordingly, con-
vened in Australia from February 18 to March 7. The Canadian delegation, which
was broadly representative of the country's official scientific activity, consisted of:
Dr. E. W. R. Steacie, President, National Research Council; Dr. G. H. Ettinger,
Assistant Director of the Division of Medical Research, National Research Council,
Dean, Faculty of Medicine, Queen's University, Kingston, Ontârio; 'Dr:'P: E. Gagnon,
Director of the Department of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering and Director of
the Graduate School, Laval University, Quebec City, P.Q.; Dr. G. S. Hume, Director-
General of Scientific Services, Department of Mines & Technical Surveys, Ottawa;
Dr. K. W. Neatby, Director of Science Service, Department of Agriculture, Ottawa;
Dr. G. B. Reed, Chainnan, Fisheries Research Board of Canada, Professor of Bacteri-
ology; Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario.

The following is a brief outline of the recommendations and attitudes of the
Conference: °

No serious bars to scientific collaboration exist within the. Commonwealth. For'
natural co-operation between individual scientists, the most effective form of col-
laboration, the necessary close relations already obtain. These favourable conditions
an he still further improved by efficient arrangements for the movement and inter-
change of scientists for varying periods. Countries can, in addition, exchange the

aterials of research and co-operate in concentrating effort on special problems and
imn sapply;ng staff, equipment and financial support to joint Commonwealth teams
undertaldng particular investigations.

While it favoured such co-operation, the Conference expressed strong disapproval
of proposals to set up internationally administered laboratories. It held that a laboi-
atory should remain the responsibility of the country in which it was situated, no
matter to what extent it served other countries.

There was agreement that collaboration could best be arranged by scientists
working in specific fields concerned. If a continuing organization to foster collabor-
ation should appear desirable, recourse might be had to specialist conferences.
SPecialists meetings were, in fact, held between 1948 and 1952 on the following
subjects:
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1. ' ' Culture collections of micro-organisms

2. Radio research

.3. Geology and mineral resources

4. Plant and animal nutrition

5. Fuel research

The primary purpose of such conferences should be to discuss methods of
co-operation and to direct attentions at gaps in. scientific- knowledge and on-problems
urgently requiring it. If intelligent discussions are to develop, delegates must be
adequately briefed not only on the scientific matters involved but on the policy and
financial aspects of the meetings, in order that they may avoid committing their
countries to lines of policy they cannot, for financial or administrative reasons,
support. In •order to make the most of these gatherings, it may on occasion be
desirable to invite specialists from non-Commonwealth countries to attend special
conferences of top-ranking scientists.

Besides general scientific collaboration, the Conference considered the specific
problems of co-operation in agricultural, medical, and industrial research. It was
agreed that primary consideration should be given to certain parts of each of these
fields. For instance, it was pointed out that special attention might be given to the
following aspects of industrial research: (1) Development of industrial microbiology;
(2) research on the use and beneficiation of low-grade ores; and (3) research on the
use of solar energy by physical and biological means.

The Conference considered a 'suggestion that a specialist meeting should be
held on climatic physiology, with special reference to living conditions in the tropics.
It was indicated that September 1953 would be a suitable time, since there would be
an international physiological conference in Montreal that month. Although a nun.ber
of other problems of wide importance were considered, it was felt that other organiza-
tions had these well in hand and that no special action to facilitate Commonwealth
collaboration in dealing with them was necessary. The Conference agreed, however,
that the governments represented should urge that FAO and WHO jointly investigate
the relation between world population, food supplies and the results of medical
research. This investigation was necessitated by the possibility that the use of medical
knowledge might cause populations to increase faster than the food supply.

It was. noted that there was a considerable amount of duplication in agricultural
research, since many problems had to be studied in a wide range of climates. Every
effort, it was stressed, should be made to remove restrictions on the interchange of
scientific materials within the Commonwealth. This would necessitate occasional
relaxation of import and export regulations, always with due concern for the require-
ments of plant and animal quarantine. The Conference felt that the working partY
should keep under review work on the assessment of new insecticides, herbicides and
fungicides and that, if any striking new developments arose during the next five years,
consideration should be given to calling a specialist conference. In addition, it was
agreed that the two most important agricultural issues upon which specialist Pon-
ferences might be held were the infertility of ruminants and agricultural engineering

Movement of Scientists

The Conference expressed approval of the work of such agencies as the Nutfield
Foundation, the British Council, the Fulbright Foundation (U.S.A.) and the National
Research Council of Canada, all of which had, presented opportunities to scientists
to broaden their knowledge and increase their training by visiting other countne
of the Commonwealth. The Conference instructed the secretariat of the Standinl
Committee to examine the possibility of establishing a central fund for the promotio'
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of such visits by senior Commonwealth scientists. Satisfaction was expressed over a
number of developments within the Commonwealth making travel less costly and
difficult. I

International Scientific Organizations

The Conference expressed some alarm at the growth in a number of international
scientific organizations. It recognized the undesirability of such organizations being
Lou closely associated with government and asked the Royal Society to study the
whole question of international organizations in conjunction with the Commonwealth
countries and the United States.

The national sciences programme of UNESCO for 1952 was noted. The Con-
ference agreed that countries should maintain scientific representation at UNESCO
general conferences. It was recommended that the present arrangements for an
informal exchange of information on UNESCO'S scientific programme be retained
and that Commonwealth countries also contribute as fully as possible to the exchange
of information through their scientific liaison offices in London.

The Conference examined the constitution, functions and methods of the
United Kingdom Committee on Overseas Scientific Relations. It noted the desirability
of developing some system in each Commonwealth country for the co-ordination of
policy, and for the selection and briefing of delegates to overseas international con-
ferences. It felt that each country could no doubt develop machinery suitable to
its own needs.

The suggestion was made that Commonwealth countries investigate the value
of participating as associate members in the work of the' OEEC scientific and technical
committees.

The Conference gave consideration to demands for personnel now being made
by the technical assistance plans of the United Nations, - especially through the
Economic and Social Council and the Specialized Agencies, - as well as the Colombo
Plan. Such demands might, it was thought, have considerable effect on the research
programmes of individual countries. The Standing Committee was therefore asked
to arrange for a study of the problems encountered in supplying scientists and techni-
cians in sufficient number for the carrying' out of technical assistance projects.

Abstracts

Abstracts and abstracting journals are fundamental to scientific progress. The
Conference discussed the difficulties and expense in preparing abstracts, and it was
Pointed out that expense may cause the curtailment or suspension of some abstracting
work. It was agreed that the continuing organization of the Conference should study
this situation and propose to the appropriate authorities measures to deal with the
problem, not excluding joint financial aid by Commonwealth countries.

Liaison Offices

The Commonwealth scientific liaison offices in London and Washington have
arted, since their inception, as centres for facilitating Commonwealth collaboration.
It was suggested that if Commonwealth countries establish liaison offices in other
regions a similar pattern be followed. The Conference reaffirmed its opinion that the
scientific liaison offices should serve all scientific organizations and individual scientists
in their home countries.

General

There was no divergence of opinion on important matters of policy. The Con-
ference was therefore able to devote its time to reviewing results obtained since 1946
and suggesting methods of continuing efforts to obtain the greatest possible amount
of co-operation and collaboration.
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NEW FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES. PRESENT CREDENTIALS
The Department of External Affairs announced on June 17 that Mr. Sadao Iguchi

presented to His Excellency the Governor General at Govemment House his Letter of
Credence as Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of Japan to Canada.

On June 20, Dr. Luis Esteves Fernandes presented to His Excellency the Gov-
ernor General at Government House his Letter of Credence as Envoy Extraordinary
and Minister Plenipotentiary of Portugal to Canada.

Mr. Igüchi was` born in Wakayama; Japan in 1899, and was educated at the
Tokyo University of Commerce. He is a career diplomat, having entered the Japanese
Foreign Service in 1922. As a research student of the Japanese Foreign Service, he
studied in England from 1922 to 1925. He has represented his country in London,
Peking, Shanghai, New York, Chicago and Washington. In Tokyo, he served as
Division Chief of the Information Bureau and of the Central Liaison Office. Prior to
his appointment as Ambassador to Canada he was Vice-Minister of the Japanese

Foreign Office.

Dr. Esteves Fernandes is the first diplomatic Envoy of Portugal to Canada. He
was born in 1897. He is a Doctor of Laws of the University of Lisbon. He is a career
diplomat, having entered the Portuguese Foreign Service in 1920. He has represented
his country at several posts including Paris, London, Madrid, Tokyo. In 1946, he
became Director General of Economic Affairs in the Portuguese Ministry of Foreign
Affairs. In 1950, he became Ambassador in Washington, a post which he still holds
concurrently with that of Minister to Canada.
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cXTERNALV AFFAIRS IN PARLIAMENT
Statements of Government Policy

Results of Negotiations
KOREA

On May 7 the Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, made the
following statement on annistice negotiations in Korea:

.. Members of the House will have seen that the Communist negotiators at
Panmunjon have turned down the proposal of General Ridgway to solve the outstand-
ing points of dispute in the Korean armistice negotiations. The proposal was, first,
to exchange approximately 70,000 Korean and Chinese prisoners for the 12,000
Korean and United Nations personnel whom the Communists state they are now hold-
ing as prisoners; secondly, to accept Communist nominations of Poland and Czecho-
slovakia for membership on the Neutral. Nations Supervisory Commission in exchange
for Communist acceptance of the United Nations nominatiors of Sweden and Switz-
erland, and thirdly, to omit from the provisions of the armistice any reference tô the
reconstruction and rehabilitation of airfields. This offer was put forward as repre-
senting the utmost limits to which the United Nations Command could go in making
concessions and was intended to be considered as a whole rather than to be the sub-
ject of piecemeal bargaining.

Careful and individual examination of the approximately 132,000 prisoners held
by the United Nations Command has revealed that about 70,000 would accept re-
patriation. Sixty-two thousand have indicated that they would forcibly resist any
United Nations effort to repatriate them.

The United Nations Command can obviously make no concession on this point
other than to allow the Communists to have the 62,000 men interviewed either by a
neutral body or by joint Red Cross teams from both sides in order to satisfy them-
selves that these individuals have made their decisions of their own free will and
not under compulsion. This the United Nations Command has offered to allow, and
in doing so has given a convincing demonstration of its good faith in the matter.

, In nominating Sweden and Switzerland and accepting the Communist nomina-
tions of Poland and Czechoslovakia for the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission,
the United Nations Command has been scrupulously fair to the Communists. What
the United Nations Command would not do was to accept the Communist nomina-
tion of the Soviet Union itself to a body which is described as the Neutral Nations
Supervisory Commission.

The United Nations Command has also agreed that the armistice provisions will
not make any reference to the reconstruction or rehabilitation of airfields but this
was done only after considerable heart-searching.

Use of Canadian Troops at,Koje Island

Following is the text of a statement to the House by Mr. Pearson on May 26,
regarding reports that Canadian troops had been moved to Koje Island to assist in
guarding Communist prisoners of war:

..On the afternoon of Thursday, May 22, the Chief of the General Staff re-
ceived a telegram from the officer commanding 25th Canadian Infantry Brigade,
Korea, to the effect that he had received an order from the First Commonwealth
Division issued in accordance with a request from the United Nations Command to
post a company from the Brigade to guard duty at the prisoner-of-war camp on Koje
Island, and that he was accordingly assigning a company, from the Royal Canadian
Regiment for this duty.
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On receipt. of this message an inquiry regarding the order _was immediately
made in Washington.' The inquiry confirmed that the order had been given, and that
orders had also been given for the posting of units from certain other national forces
under the United Nations Command to similar duty. It also appeared that the move-
ment of the Canadian troops in 'question was under way.

The Government feels that it is éssential that the Canadian policy in respect of
the breaking up of the Canadian Brigade for miscellaneous duties in Korea should
be made clear: A note has accordingly been presented to the State Department in
Washington.

The following is the text of this note:

The Canadian Government recognizes the importance of re-establishing
and maintaining effective control over Communist prisoners of war captured
in Korean operations. The Canadian Government also recognizes that custod%•
of prisoners of war is a military responsibility which should be performed in
accordance with military requirements.

It has, however, been a long established policy of the Canadian Govern-
ment that Canadian forces dispatched abroad for military operations should
remain under Canadian command and control and that, except in the event of
a military emergency which does not permit of time for consultation, no part
of these forces should be detached therefrom except after consultation and
with the agreement of the Canadian Govennment.

The Canadian Government therefore views with concern the dispatch of
a company of the 25th Infantry Brigade to Koje Island without prior consulta-
tion with the Canadian Government, and hopes that it may be possible to re-
unite this company with the rest of the Canadian Brigade as soon as possible.
Meanwhile, the Canadian forces concerned will, of course, carry out loyally
the orders of the Unified Command with respect to participation in guarding
prisoners of war on Koje Island. The Canadian Government also wishes to be
reassured that, if it is proposed in the future to detach any Canadian forces
from Canadian command and control for military or other duties, this will be
done only after consultation and with the consent of the Canadian Government,
except in the event of a military emergency which does not permit of time for
such consultation.

I do not wish at this time to add anything to the note I have just read. How-
ever, in regard to consultation, I should point out that there are regular meetings
in Washington in which Canadian representatives, as well as the representatives of
other countries with forces in Korea, participate. In those meetings we are kept gen-
erally informed as to the progress or lack of progress of the truce and other negotia-
tions in Korea; and included in those negotiations of course is the question of pris-
oners of war.

Japanese Peace. Treaty

Provisions for Carrying Treaty into Effed

On May 9 Mr. Pearson moved that the House go into committee to consider the
following resolution:

That it is expedient to introduce a measure to provide that the Governor in
Council may do such things as to him appear to be necessary for carrying into effect
the treaty of peace between Canada and japan; and for that purpose the Governor
in Council may make appointments, establish offices and make orders or regulations;
and to provide further that any expense incurred in carrying out the treaty shall be
defrayed out of moneys voted by Parliament.

In response to a request by Mr. Coldwell, the Minister then made the following
statement:

... . The House.will recall that a resolution approving the ratification of the
Japanese Peace Treuty by Canada was adopted by both Houses of Parliament before
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the Easter recess, and the Canadian instrument of ratification of the Treaty was
deposited in Washington April 17.

.. The Treaty came into fqrce for those countries which had ratified it on the
deposit of the United States instrument of ratification of April 28, in accordance with
the provisions of Article 23 of the Treaty. So the Treaty is now in effect.

In the United States when a treaty is ratified it becomes part of the law of the
land, and automatically thereby imposes obligations on United States citizens. But
under our system, though governments may bind themselves, it requires legislation
to impose obligations upon our nationals. -

The resolution before the House is the first stage in the iniroduction of a bill
which will be necessary to enable Canada to implement the provisions of this treaty.
Those provisions which will require implementation by legislation in this country are
rather narrow, and not of political but rather of legal importance.

Genocide

On May 21 Mr. Pearson introduced the following resolution:

That it is expedient that the Houses of Parliament approve the ratification by
Canada of the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Geno-
cide as signed by Canada on November 28, 1949, and that this House do approve----
the same.

After brief speeches by Mr. Stewart (CCF, Winnipeg North), Mr. Graydon, (PC,
Peel), Mr. Croll (L, Spadina), Mr. Knowles (CCF, Winnipeg North Centre), Mr.
Crestohl (L, Cartier) and Mr. Stick (L, Trinity-Conception), the Minister spoke as
follows on his motion:

The Genocide Convention which is before us was the first convention to be pre-
pared by the United Nations and opened for signature by states throughout the world.
The text was unanimously_ adopted by the General Assembly of the United Nations
on December 8, 1948. Canada's representatives at the first part of the Third Session
of the General Assembly in Paris in 1948 were among those who supported the prin-
ciple that the Genocide Convention should receive the widest possible application.
Canada signed the Convention on November 28, 1949, and it came into effect on
January 12, 1951, ninety days after the deposit of twenty instruments of ratification
or accession without reservation. As has been pointed out, a total of thirty-six states
have now ratified or acceded, thirty without reservation and six, unfortunately, with
reservations. The states which annexed reservations are: Bulgaria, Roumania, Poland,
Czechoslovakia, Hungary and the Philippines. The Genocide Convention is important
not only because of the nature of the matter with which it deals but because it is
the first international convention, prepared at any time, which seeks to define an in-
ternational criminal offence . . . .

The crime is defined in Article If, which has already been read to the House.
It reads:

Acts committed with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national,
ethnical; racial or religious group, as such ....

.... I do not need to recall .... some of the horrible examples of genocide we
have had in the past, especially the recent abominable instance of the practices of
the Nazis during the 1930's and during the War. Their systematic and ruthless policy,
designed to uproot and exterminate a whole people, the Jewish people, makes one of
the most tragic chapters in the whole of human history ....

It is that kind of thing .... that this Convention, inadequate though it may be
In many respects, is designed to prevent or at least to make more difficult:....

"' The contracting states under the Convention undertake to prosecute persons
guilty of genocide in their own countries or, in the alternative, to surrender them to
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an international penal tribunal if and when such a tribunal is established. This latter
obligation does not arise at once in any case or by virtue of the ratification of this
treaty, since the contracting parties would also have to agree by a separate convention
to accept the jurisdiction of such an international tribunal. For practical purposes,
then, and particularly because the establishment of such an international penal tri-
bunal is problematical at this time, it may be said that the scheme of the convention
is that contracting states accept genocide as an international crime and undertake to
punish offenders in their own courts.

As has been pointed out, however, the convention contains one provision in
Article IX, which has some teeth in it, in the sense that it affords a means by which
one contracting state can bring another contracting state before the International
Court of Justice. The International Court of'Justice-which has no jurisdiction over
individuals as distinct from states, and which also has no criminal jurisdiction of any
kind-would have no power to pronounce on the guilt or innocence of any person,
but under this Article it might give a declaratory judgment as to whether the re-
spondent state was, in fact, carrying out its obligations generally under the Con-
vention.

The Communist countries have consistently refused_to accept the compulsory
jurisdiction of the International Court of justice, and in line with this general position
these countries-and also the Philippine Republic-have made reservations refusing
to be bound by this Article.

A few countries objected to those reservations,' and the objections which were
made have been responsible for hesitation and some delay on the part of certain states
to ratify this treaty. To clear up these difficulties the Secretary Ceneral of the United
Nations asked the General Assembly for a direction at Its Fifth Session in 1950 in
regard to the significance of reservations of this kind. . The Assembly then .... de-
cided to refer the question to the International Court of justice, and it was hoped
that the court would give an opinion which would clarify the whole situation. This
hope was not, I confess, entirely realized in the event. The Court by a majority
decision merely stated that any state could be regarded as a party to the Convention
while maintaining a reservation, notwithstanding the objection of other states, if the
reservation could be considered "as compatible witth the objects and purposes of the
Convention". The Court refused to state whether or not the reservations in question
were"compatible", and said that this depended upon a subjective appraisal of the
effect of the reservation by each state. I

Therefore the decision iri one sense did not carry us much farther forward. The
present position then is that if Canada were now to object to the Communist reser-
vations on the ground that they were in fact "Incompatible" the Communist countries,
as well as some other countries, might maintain that they were "compatible". In these
circumstances - and we gave a great deal of consideration to this difficulty - it
appeared desirable to the Government that Canada should now ratify the Convention
without reference to the reservations even though this might involve our acceptance
of them by legal implication.

The language of the reservation is such that no country which has made the
reservation under Article IX can hale a non-reserving country on a charge under the
Convention before the International Court of justice without the non-reserving
country's consent. That is â very important consideration. The reservations made
under Article IX are identical, and I shall read the terms used by Bulgaria:

Bulgaria does not consider as binding upon itself the provisions of Article
IX .... and declares that, as regards the International Court's jurisdiction .• --
Bulgaria will .... maintain the position that in each particular case the agree-
ment of all parties to the dispute is essential, for the submission of any par-
ticular dispute to the International Court for decision.

In other words it seems to me to be clear from the wording of that reservation
that Canada, for instance, could not be brought before the international Court of
justice on a charge of violation of the Convention we are now considering, by a
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country like Bulgaria, which has made this reservation, without the consent of
Canada itself.

The Genocide Convention is possibly the most important source of new inter-
national criminal law which has developed since the last war. Other sources of this
law are the Nuremberg Principles based upon the charter and judgments of the
Nuremberg Tribunal, which were formulated by the International Law Commission
of the United Nations, and also the proposed code of offences against the peace and
security of mankind, which is still under consideration in the United Nations....

Germ Warfare Accusations

In response to a request by Air. T. H. C'̂ oode (L, Burnaby-Richmond), on May 12,
for a statement on accusations by Dr. Endicott that United Nations forces in Korea
had been waging germ warfare, Air. Pearson made the following statement:

.. The charge that the United Nations forces in Korea have engaged in germ
warfare is so false and so fantastic that it would normally be unwise to dignify it by
official denials. Nevertheless, it has become such a central feature of Soviet propa-
ganda, and has been repeated so violently and so often for the transparent purpose
of deceiving persons who may not be aware of the Soviet purpose behind the charge,
that I think some statement should be made about it ....

The accusation of germ warfare is usually aimed specifically at the United States.
It has been emphatically and indignantly denied in Washington and by the Unified
Command in Korea. Within the last few days Iysr. Acheson has repeated that denial,
emphasizing that the trumped-up evidence to support-and I quote him-

=these utterly false charges constitute another example of the incredible
length to which Communists will go to propagate the big lie."

Canadian members of the Communist Party, who, of course, follow automati-
cally every twist and turn of Soviet policy no matter where it leads them, and their
fellow travellers, who do not always realize that they are travelling under orders
from the Kremlin-these people prefer to accept this trumped-up evidence rather
than the official denials of our friends in the United States. The charge, .... has
also been categorically denied on behalf of the United Nations by its Secretary Cen-
eral, Mr. Trygve Lie, as utterly false. I am sure that this House accepts those
denials.

So far as our own position is concerned, it is, of course, a slanderous falsehood
to say that Canada has participated in any way in any form of germ warfare. It is
equally false and equally slanderous, but more cowardly and despicable, to imply
without stating it in so many words that Canada is making any preparations in this

• field except for defence against such warfare. I may say .... that some of our best-
qualified scientists, though they would not of course be permitted to make on-the-
spot examinations, have already examined the so-called evidence in Korean germ
warfare that has been made public by the Communists and have pronounced it, in
an oral report to me, to be a transparent and clumsy hoax.

Possibly the best prool that the Communist leaders themselves do not believe in
these charges or in this evidence is the fact that for their so-called investigations
they have used a Commtnist body, called, I think, the International Association of
Democratic Lawyers, and other agencies which are under their direct controL The
United States, the United Kingdom, Canada and the other members of the United
Nations with forces in Korea have, on the other hand, agreed that the charges should
be investigated by men who would be bound-and of course this is unthinkable in
Communist countries-only by their professional consciences, and who would act on
their scientific knowledge; by men-and this would also be impossible in C)mmunist
oountries-who would not be subject to any form of reprisal or punishment if their
conclusions were embarrassing politically to the governments of which they were
nationals. For this purpose it has been proposed that the investigation should be con-
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ducted by representatives of such impartial international organizations as the Inter-
national Red Cross or the World Health Organization. Indeed, any international
organization of this kind should be acceptable to the United Nations. The Com-
munists, obviously embarrassed by the possibility that this kind of investigation might
take place, have retreated to the position of denying the impartiality and objectivity
of the two international organizations in question, a denial which deceives no one
except themselves but which very convincingly exposes their own bad faith and their
realization that the charges could not be substantiated for a moment if a genuinely
impartial investigation were permitted . . . .

Dr. Endicott addressed to me some days ago a telegram asking for an oppor-
tunity of making a persbnal report to me before he made a public statement on his
return from Communist China. In reply to that telegram a letter was sent to Dr.
Endicott in the following terms:

I have been instructed by the Secretary of State for External Affairs to for-
ward to you the attached summaries of statements which you are reported to
have made during your recent visit to Europe and to China. This is the most
accurate report of these statements which we have been able to secure and I
am directed to ask you whether you confirm or deny or wish to amend the
statements contained in them which you are reported to have made.

This letter was signed, on my instructions, on behalf of the Acting Under-
Secretary of State for External Affairs .... To this communication I received an
answer .... It is addressed to me .... It reads as follows:

Dear Sir:

This will ackno*ledge receipt of a letter signed by an official of your De-
partment questioning me on certain press and radio statements attributed to
me.

Parenthetically .... all we did was to give him an opportunity to confirm, deny
or amend those statements. He was not questioned in regard to them except in that
respect: Dr. Endicott's letter. continues:

Before commenting on these questions I should like to inform you that I
am speaking in Toronto on Saturday morning at Massey Hall and on Sunday
night at the Maple Leaf Gardens. In these speeches I will be discussing tlæ
use of germ warfare by the United States forces against the Chinese people.
I will be repeating what I said abroad. As you are aware, I can speak Chinese
fluently and I was able to ask and see for myself on the spot what I feel to be
undeniable evidence of the use of bacteriological warfare by the United States
forces.

The truth of these grave charges -is a matter of the greatest importance
to all Canadians and I should hope that you would want to hear what I saw in
China: You will recall that I cabled you from China as long ago as April 1,
before I made any public statement.

Incidentally, that was a cable from Peking to me some weeks ago protesting
against the alleged use of germs and bacteriological warfare in Korea and in Northern
China. Dr. Endicott's letter continues:

I would welcome a chance to present the facts to which I was a witness
both to you and to the External Affairs committee, as well as to the Canadi:,n
people.

To come back to the questions your official asks. I have been unable to
trace any authority possessed by your Department which gives the right to
question Canadian citizens in such a way, nor is the purpose of the questio,ls
clear to me. Until I receive some clarification on this point I must decline to
submit to cross-examination from your officials.

The cross-examination to which Dr. Endicott refers was the opportunity "I e
gavehim to explain, deny or amend what he is reported to have said when he -^'s
in Communist terntory; and he did not take advantage of that opportunity.
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As pJoto
CANADIAN WAR DEAD REMEMBERED

Mr• Pierre Dupuy, at that time Canadian Ambassador to the NNherknds, and now Canadian Ambas•
sader to Italy, places a wroath on May S at the Cross of Sacrifice in the Canadian Military Como-
twY at Bergen op Zoom, the NNhoriands, to commanorato the Canadians who foii on Dutch soil

I during the Second World War.
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APPOINTMENTS AND TRANSFERS IN THE
CANADIAN DIPLOMATIC SERVICE

Mr. F. M. Tove11 was posted from Ottawa to the Canadian Legation, Copenhagen, Den-
mark, effective May 1, 1952.

Mr. D. H. W. Kirkwood was posted from Ottawa to the NATO Delegation, Paris, France,
effective May 6, 1952.

Mr. A. E. Ritchie was posted from the Office of the High Commissioner for Canada in the
United Kingdom, to Ottawa, effective May 7, 1952.

• Mr. J. E. G. Hardy was posted from Ottawa, to the Canadian Embassy, Rome, Itah•,
• effective May 19, 1952.

Mr. N. F. H. Berlis was posted from home leave (Geneva, Switzerland) to Ottawa, effec-
tive May 28, 1952.

APPOINTMENTS AND TRANSFERS OF
REPRESENTATIVES OF OTHER COUNTRIES IN CANADA

Now Appointmenri

DIPLOMATIC

Lieutenant Colonel G. L. Reinderhoff,
Military and Air Attaché, Embassy of the
Netherlands, May 1.

Mr. Efdal Deringil, First Secretary, Em-
bassy of Turkey, May 19.

His Excellency Heitor Lyra, Ambassador
of Brazil, May 5.

Dr. J. J. Verschuur, Scientific Attacbé,
Embassy of the Netherlands, Apri128.

Mr. Masao Izumoi, First Secretary (Com-
mercial), Embassy of Japan, April 28.

Mr. Takaaki Kagawa, Third Secretary,
Embassy of Japan, April 28.

Mr. Tohru Ishii, Attaché, Embassy of
Japan, Apri128.

Mr. Kalevi E. J. Kiviluoto, Attaché, Lega-
tion of Finland, May 1.

Major J. E. van Iterson,. Mili tary, Naval
and Air Attaché, Embassy of the Netherlands,
May 1.

Mr. Jan Dankowicz, Second Secretary, Le-
gation of Poland, May 12.

Mr. Alain de Thysebaert, Counsellor, Em-
bassy of Belgium, May 17.

Mr. Zubeyir Aker, First Secretary, Embas-
sy of Turkey, May 19.

Mr. F. A. Mustonen, Attaché, Legation of
Finland, May 1.

Mr. Iqbal Ahmed Akhund, Third Secretary,
Office of the High Commissioner for Pakistan,
May 6. •

Lieutenant Colonel Paulo Emilio da Cama-
ra Ortegal, Assistant Air Attaché, Embassy of
Brazil, May 21.

Mr. Luis Corr@a da Silva Assistant Com-
mercial Attaché, Embassy 9 Brazil, May 21.

His Excellency R. Saksena High Com-
missioner for I, has resumed direction of
the High Commission on his return from a
visit to India, May 27.

His Excellency Hubert Guérin, Ambassador
of France, left on a tour of the western pr iv.

Lieutenant Colonel acinto Pinto de Moura,
inces of Canada, April 28, and has left the

Assistant Air Attach^ Embassy
direction of the Embassy to Mr. François de

' of Brazil, . Laboulaye, Counsellor.
May 21.

. . , . " . . •;). .-.i• . . ..

Mr. Emmanuel Nery Assistant Commer-
cial Attaché, Embassy o>ti Brazil, May 21. •

D*parwres

His Excellency Sir Alexander Clutterbuck,
K.C.M.O., M.C., Iiigh Commissioner for the
United Kingdom, May 22. Until a successor
has arrived Mr. J. Thomson, Deputy High
Commissioner, is Acting High Commissioner.

His Excellency Dr. Victor Nef, Minister of
Swityerland, bas resumed direction of the
Legation on his return May 28 from a^^isit
to his country.

Mr. Katsushiro Narita, Counsellor and
Chargé d'Affaires ad interim, Embassy of
Japan, has been appointed Minister Plenipo-
tentiary and in that capacity will continue to
be Chargé d'Affaires ad interim, May 5.
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CONSULAR

Definitivo Recognition was gronted to:

Mr. Arthur B. Corcoran, as Vice-Consul of
the United States of America at Edmonton,
May 12.

Mr. Kurt Brunhoff, as Consul of the Federal
Republic of Germany at Vancouver. May 29.

Mr. German Baraibar y Usandizaga as
Consul General of Spain at Montreal, May 28.

Provisional recognition was granted to:

Mr. Takeshi Yasukawa as Consul of Japan
at Vancouver, May 29.

Mr. Minoru Takeda as Vice-Consul of
Japan at Vancouver, May 29.

Dr. Hans Christian Halter as Consul of the
Federal Republic of Germany at Montreal,
May 26.

Mr. Oscar Freyre as Consul General of
Peru at Montreal, May 28.

Mr. Yosef Nevo as Consul in Charge of the
Consulate General of Israel at Montreal, May
26.

Mr. Francisco Lasse-Guerrero as Consul of
Ecuador at Vancouver, May 29.

Departares

Mr. Moshe Yuval, Acting Consul General
of Israel at Montreal, May 2. Until the ap-
pointment of a successor, Mr. Hanan Aynor,
Vice-Consul will be in charge of the Consu-
late General.

,Mr. William M. Olive Vice-Consul of the
United States of America at Victoria, April
27.

Mr. Philippe Cantave resumed his duties
as Consul General of Haiti on May 19, on his
return from a vacation.

Mr. Frans ' Willems, Vice-Consul of Bel-
gium at Montreal has been promoted to
Consul, May 27.

TRADE

Mr. M. J. Marshall, Trade Commissioner for the United Kingdom at Montreal, has been
transferred to Toronto in the same capacity, May 9.

CANADIAN 'REPRESENTATION AT INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCES

(This is a list of international conferences at which Canada was represented during the
month of May 1952, and of those at which it may be represented in the future; earlier

conferences may be found in the previous issues of "External Affairs".)

(The Department of External Affairs, through its International Conferences Section, is re-
sponsible for co-ordinating all invitations to international conferences. It should be noted,
however, that the decision as to the participation of the Canadian Government at such
conferences is made by the Secretary of State for External Affairs or, where appropriate,
by Cabinet upon the recommendation of the department of government functionally con-

cerned.)

Standing International Bodies on which Canada is Represented

(Now published annua11y . Only new standing international bodies on which Canada is
represented will be listed in the interoening months. See "External A$airs' January 1952,

for the last complete list.)

1. United Nations Disarmament Commis-
sion. New York, April. Representative:
D. M. Johnson, Permanent Representa-
tive of Canada to the United Nations,
New York; Alternate: J . George, Per-
manent Delegation of Canada to the
United Nations, New York.

2. United Nations Collective Measures
Committee. New York, April 15. Rep-

resentative: D. M. Johnson, Permanent
Representative of Canada to the United
Nations, New York; Alternate: J.
George, Permanent Delegation of Can-
ada to the United Nations, New York.

These bodies will continue in session
until they have prepared their reports
for the next seventh session of the Gen-
eral Assembly.

Conferences Attended in May

1. 4th Session of the Metal Trades Com-
mittee of ILO. Geneva, April 21-May
3. °" Government Delegates: L Pepin
and J. B. Lane, Department of Labour;
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Employer Delegates: S. C. Evans,
Guelph; A. B. Lawrason, Woodstock;
Worker Delegates: R. Holmes, Winni-
peg; J. Mitchell, Toronto.



2. Ad Hoc Committee on Restrictive Bus-
iness Practices. (ECOSOC). New York,
April 28-May 9. Delegate: T. D. Mac-
Donald, Combines Investigation Com-
missioner; Adviser: G. V. Sainsbury,
Department of Finance.

3. Diplomatic Conference on Maritime
Law. Brussels, May 2-10. Observer: R.
Chaput, Canadian Embassy, Brussels.

4. 9th Session of the ECÉ Timber Com-
mittee (ECOSOC). Geneva, May 2-6.
Observer: R. D. Roe, Commercial Sec-
retary (Timber), Office of the Canadian
High Commissioner, London.

5. 5th Session of the World Health As-
sembly of WHO. Geneva, May 5. Head
of Delegation: Dr. O. Leroux, Depart-
ment of National Health and Welfare;
Alternate Delegates: Dr. W. H. McMil-
Ian, M.P.; Dr. J. T. Phair, Deputy
Minister of Health for Ontario; Special
Adviser: Dr. T. C. Routley, Canadian
Medical Association, Toronto; Adviser
and Secretary: B. M. Williams, Perma-
nent Delegation of Canada to the Euro-
pean Office of the United Nations,
Geneva.

6. 9th Meeting of the International Rub-
ber Study Group. Ottawa, May 5-9.
Head of Delegation: A. F. W. Plumptre,
Department of External Affairs; Dele-
gates: D. Harvey and F. T. Carten, De-
partment of Trade and Commerce; G.
D. Smith, Canadian Rubber Manufao-
turers Association; C. C. Thachray,
Canadian Rubber Manufacturers As-
sociation and Dominion Rubber Com-
pany; R. C. Berkinshaw, Canadian Rub-
ber Manufacturers Association and
Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company-
C. D. Barrington, E. R. Rowzee and
R. E. Hatch, Polymer Association. '

7. 4th Session of the Iron and Steel Com-
mittee of IIA. Geneva, May 5-17. Cov-
enunent Delegates: L. Pepin and J. B.•
Lane, Department of Labour; Worker
Delegates: R. Holmes, Winnipeg;
Mitchell, Toronto; Employer Delegate:
T. E. Boyce, Toronto.

8. International civil Service Advisory
- Board. Geneva, May 12-17. Delegate:

C. Bland, Chairman, Civil Service Com-
mission.

9. 8th Session of the Social Commission of
ECOSOC. New York, May 12-31. R. B.
Curry, Department of National Health
and Welfare.

10. 13th Unioeraol Postal Congresa. Brus-
sels, May 14. Head of Delegation: W.

J. Turnbull, Deputy Postmaster Cen-
eneral; Delegates: J. L. A. Gagnon and
H. N. Pearl, Post Office Department;
A. C. Smith, Canadian Embassy, Brus-
sels; Secretary: Miss C. E. Bingleman,
Post Office Department.

11. 11th Session of the international Cotton
Advisory Committee. Rome, May17-31.
Delegate: S. C. MacDonald, Canadian
Embassy, Rome.

12. Resumed Session of the Conference on
Settlement of German External Debts.
London, May 19. Head of Delegation:
E. A. C8t6, Office of the Canadian High
Commissioner, London; Delegates: A.
B. Hockin, Office of the Canadian High
Commissioner, London; C. L. Read,
Department of Finance.

13. 14th Session of ECOSOC. New York,
May 20-August. Representative: J. Le-
sage, M.P., Parliamentary Assistant to
the Secretary of State for External Af-
fairs; Alternates: D. M. Johnson, Per-
manent Representative of Canada to the
United Nations, New York; J. Sinc!air,
M.P., Parliamentary Assistant to the
Minister of Finance; Dr. G. F. DaNid-
son, Deputÿ Minister of Welfare; Dr.
F. C. Robertson, M.P.; Advisers: (:. B.
Summers, and J . H. Warren, Depart-
ment of External Affairs; S. Pollock,
Department of Finance; Secretary: A-
R. Crepault, Permanent Delegation of
Canada to the United Nations, New
York.

14. Fisheries Statistics of FAO. Copen-
hagen, May 28-31. Representative: W.
MacKenzie, Department of Fisheries.

15. 6th Session of ICAO. Montreal, May
27. Head of Delegation: C. S. Booth,
Permanent Delegate of Canad:: to
ICAO- Delegate: H. A. L. Pattison,
Canaclian Member on Air Navigation

. Commission of ICAO• Advisers: S. Pol-
lock and M. G. Clark, Department of
Finance; J . A. Irwin, Department of
External Affairs.

16. Annual Meeting of International lti'1al-
tng Commission. London, May 2S. G.
R. Clark, Assistant Deputy Ministcr of
Fisheries.
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17. 119th Session of the Governing Body
of ILO. Geneva, May 30-31. Delegate:
B. M. Williams, Permanent Delegation
of Canada to the European Office of the
United Nations, Geneva; Alternate: K•
D. Mellwraith, Permanent DeleQation
of Canada to the European Office Of
the United Nations, Ceneva.
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I
Conferences to be held In June and July

(The inclusion of the name of a conference or of an international meeting in the follorno-
ing list is merely for information. It does not necessarily follow that the Government of
Canada has received an invitation to participate or, if so, that the invitation has or will be

accepted; the dates are tentative.)

1. 19th Session of the Committee on Com-
modity Problems of hAU. Rome, June
3-7.

3. 35th Session of the International Labour
Conference. Geneva, June 4-28.

4. 15th Session of the Conferences of the
Committees of International Offices of
Documentation on Military Medicine.
Liege and Brussels, June 4-7.

5. 21st General Assembly of the Inter-
national Commission of Criminal Police.
Stockholm, June 9-12.

6. 3rd Session of PICMME. Washington,
June 10.

7. 16th Conference of Provincial and Fed-
eral Wildlife Officials, Ottawa, June 13-
14.

5th Session of the Permanent Central
Opium Board and Narcotic Drugs Su-
pervisory/.Body. Geneva, June 16.

9. 6th Meeting of the South Pacific Air

19^^^
Council. Nandi, Fiji, June

Number Data

10. 3rd Meeting of Sub-Group of the Inter-
national Working Parton the Reduc-
tion of Tariff Levels ^GATT). Geneva,
June 23.

11. British West Indian Branch of the Com-,
monwealth Parliamentary Association.

- • Kingston, Jamaica, June.

12. 7th International Conference of Safet^
in Mines Research. Buxton, England,
July 7-12. •

13. 1st International Congress of the Inter-
national Diabetes Federation. Leyden,
Netherlands, July 7-21.

14. 2nd International Congress of Physio-
logy and Pathology of Animal Repro-
duction and of Artificial Insemination.
Copenhagen, July 7-11.

15. 3rd Commonwealth and Empire Health
and Tuberculosis Conference. London,
July 8-13.

16. 6th International Congress of Animal
Husbandry. Copenhagen, July 9-14.

17. 18th International Red Cross Confer-
ence. Toronto, July 23-August 9.

18. Special Session of Intersessional Com-
mittee of GATT. Geneva, July.

CURRENT DEPARTMENTAL PRESS RELEASES

. ^' Subject

29. 5/3 Colombo Plan trainees from Pakistan meet the Prime Minister.

so 5/5 Presentation of Letter of Credence of Mr. Heitor Lyra as Brazilian
Ambassador to Canada.

5/5 Ninth Meeting of the International Rubber Study Gioup to be held
in Ottawa. ,

5/16 Instruments of Ratification exchanged between Canada and the
United States for the convention on the operation of certain radio
equipment or stations.

5/19 Membership of the Canadian Delegation to the Fourteenth Session
of ECOSOC.

5/26 Notification regarding restitution or compensation for war claims
against Japan.

5/30 Appointment of Mr. S. C. Chance as Chief of the Department of
Administration in the Provisional Intergovernmental Committee for
the Movement of Migrants from Europe (PICMME).
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CURRENT UNITED NATIONS DOCUMENTSt

A SELECTED LIST

(a) Printed Documents:

•Economic Commission for Europe-Fourth
Annual Report (14 June 1951-18 March
1952); 18 March 1952; document E/2187,.
E/ECE/150; 24 p.; 25 cents; Ecosoc
Official Records: Fourteenth Session, Sup-
plement No. 5.

*Report of the Food and Agriculture Or-
ganization of the United Nations; 7 April
1952; document E/2195; 26 p-

1. Report of the Director-General on the
Work of FAO 1950/51; (E/2195/Add.
1) document C51/21; Rome, Italy. 1951; 67 p.

2. Programme of Work for 1952-53; (E/
2195/Add. 2) document C51/18;
(Sixth Session, 19 November-7 De-
cember 1951); Rome 1951; 89 p.

3. Report of the Sixth Session of the An-
nual Conference of FAO 1951; (E/
2195/Add .3); Rome; March 1952; 213
p. (English, French and Spanish).

*Report of the Commission on the Status
of Women (Sixth Session, 24 March - 5
April 1952); 17 April 1952; document
E/2208, E/CN.6/204- 15 p.; 20 cents;
Ecosoc Official Recorl: Fourteenth Ses-
sion, Supplement No. 6.

*Report of the International Civil Aviation
Organization:

1. Report of the Council to the Assembly
on the Activities of the Organization in
1951; document E/2218 (7270, A6-
P/1); Montreal, May 1952; 123 p.; 65
cents.

2. Budget Estimates, 1953; document E/
2218/Add. 1 (7269, A6-AD/1); Mont-
real, May 1952; 64 p.

World Health Organization

International Sanitary Regulations - Pro-
ceedings of the Special Committee and
the Fourth World Health Assembly on
WHO Regulations No. 2; Geneva,
April 1952; 443 p.; $2.25; Official
Records of the WHO No. 37. ,

Financial Report 1 January - 31 Decem-
ber 1951 (Supplement to the annual re-
port of the Director-General for 1951
andnd Report of the External Auditor to
the World Health Assembly); Geneva,
April 1952• 81 p.; 50 cents; Official
Records of the WHO No. 41.

Handbook of basic documents (Fourth
Edition); Geneva, January 1952; 209
P•; $1.00.

(b) Mimeographed Documents:

•World Economic Report, 1950-51-Report
by the Secretary-General (Preliminary
Edition); 4 April 1952; document E/
2193; Chapters 1-7.

eAnnual Report of the World Meteoro-
logical Organization to the Economic and
Social Council; March 1952; document
E/2196; 33 p.

*Relief and Rehabilitation in Korea ^Re-
port of the Secretary-General); 7 April
1952; document E/2197; 25 p.

'Preliminary Report on the World Social
Situation (Eighth Session) With reference
to Standards of Living; 25 April 1950;
document E/CN.5/267; 418 p.

Third report of Mr. Frank ' P. Gralwm,
United Nations Representative for India
and Pakistan, to the Security Council; 22
April 1952; document S/2611; 38 p.

t Printed documents may be procured from the Canadian Sales Agent for United Nations publlcatlon., the
Ryerson Press, 299 Queen St. West. Toronto (English) and Les Presses Unfversltalres Laval, Quebee
(French) ; mimeographed documents can only be procured by annual subscription from the United ratlona
Secretariat, New York. Publications and documents may be consulted at certain designated Iibrarim
11sted in "Ezternal Atfalrs", January 1952, p. 45.

• French version not available until noted in a future Issue of "Etternal . Affairs".
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CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVES ABROAD
Country Dosignation Address

Argentina...»..».......... »Ambassador .................................Buenos Aires (Bartolome Mitre, 478)
Australia» ........ ...... ..»..High Commissioner.....................Canberra (State Circle)

•
. •.........Commercial Counsellor ...............Melbourne (83 William Street)

................... ..Commercial Counsellor...............Sydney (City Mutual Life Bldg.)
Belgian Congo............. Trade Commissioner .................:.Leopoldville (Casier Postal 373)
Belgium........................Ambassador....:............................ Brussels (35, rue de la Séance)
BraziL ...................... ..... mbassador.................................. Rio de Janeiro (Avenida Presidente

Wilson, 165)
" ........................... Consul and Sao Paulo (Edificio Alois, rua 7 de

Trade Commissioner ................ Abril, 252)
Ceylon....»....... ............ Trade Commissioner ..................... Colombo (Galle Face Hotel)
Chile ...:..:...:.............:... Ambassador................................. Santiago (Bank of London and South

America Bldg.)
Colombia ..............»..» Trade Commissioner...................Bogota (Calle 19, No. 6-39 fifth floor)
Cuba .....»»...»..»:.„..... Ambassador ...............»......»....... Havana (Avenida de ]as Misiones

No. 17)
Czechoslovakia............ Chargé d'Affaires .........................Prague 2 (Krakowska 22)
Denmark ...............»..... Minister........................................Copenhagen (Osterbrogade 26)
Egypt...» .............. ........ 7'rade (:ommissioner........... »....... Cairo (Osiris Building, Sharia Walda,

Kasr-el-Doubara)
Finland ....:..............»:... Minister (Absent)........................ Helsinki (Borgmiistorbrinken-3-C32)

Chargé d'Affaires a.i..
France ............................ Ambassador.................................. aris 16e (72 Avenue Foch)
Germany ..................... Ambassador.................................. Bonn (Zittelmannstrasse, 22). « ,

. ...........»..»..». Head of Military Mission............Berlin (Lancaster House, Fehrbellimer
Platz)

Greece ..........................Ambassador.................................Athens (31 Queen'Sofia Blvd.)
Guatemala ..................»Trade Commissioner....................Guatamala City No. 28, 5a Avenida

Sud
Hong Kong ..................Trade Commissioner...................Hong Kong (Hong Kong and Shanghai

Banking Corporation Bldg.)
Iceland.......................... Minister........................................Oslo (Fridtjof Nansens Plass 5)
India...» ..................... ...Ifigh Commissioner.....................New Delhi (4 Aurangzeb Road)

".• ...........................Commercial Secret Bomba Cresham Assurance House)ary ................. Bombay (
Irehtnd.... » ........ ............ mbassador.................................. Dublin (92 Merrion Square West)
Italy .............»,,,,,,, »..... Ambassador................................ Rome (Via Saverio Mercadante 15)
Jamaica .............. ».,,,,,,Trade Conunissioner................... %ingston (Canadian Bank of Com-

merce Chambers)
Japan.....» .................»..Ambassador.... I .............................Tokyo (16 Omote-Machi, 3 Chome,

Minato-Ku)
Luxembourg ................ Minister....... .................................Brussels (c/o Canadian Embassy)
Mexico ..... » ...............» Ambassador................................. .Mexico (Paseo de la Reforma No. 1)
Netherlands ................. Ambassador................................... The Hague (Sophialaan lA)
New Zealand .............. lligh Commissioner.....................Wellington (Government Life Insur-

ance Bldg.)
Norway..... »....... ......... hlinister ........................................ Oslo (Fridtjof Nansens Plass 5)
Pakistan ....... .. ............... H.Commissi I h Honer................:^ arac i otel M etrol« 'gh ( po e)

Peru •.•..• .......................Ambassador..................................Lima (Edificio Boza Plaza San Martin)
Philippines ,,,,,,,,,,.»,,,,,,Consul General and

Trade Commissioner ...............Itianila (Tuason Bldg., 8-12 Escolta)
P°1and ................».....».Chargé d'Affaires ......................... Warsaw (31 Ulica Katowika, Saska

Kepa)
PortugaL................... Minister (Absent) .........................Lisbon (Rua Rodrigo da Foncesa, 103)

Chargé d'Affaires a.I.
Puerto Rico ............... ". Trade Commissioner (Fisheries)San Juan (P.O. Box 3981)
Singapore......... ».»....... Trade Commissioner ...............»...Singapore (Room D-5, Union Buildipg)
Spain ..................... »..... Trade Commissioner....................Madrid (Avenida José Antonio 70)
Sweden ..................... ».Minister............................. .......... Stockholm (Strandvagen 7-C)

.......................Commercial Secretary ................. " (IIotel Metropole)
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Switzerland......».:......Minister.......... » ........ ......
.
...:........Berne (Thunstrasse 95)

Trinidad ................ »..»Trade Commissioner.:....»...»..»..Port of Spain (43 St. Vincent St.)
Turkey .......................... Ambassador ....................,.. » ........ Ankara (211, Ayranci Baglari,

Kavaklidere)
.......................».Commercial Secretary .................Istanbul (Istiklal Caddesi, Kismet

Han 3/4, Beyoglu)
Union of South Africa. High Commissioner .....................Pretoria (24, Barclay's Bank Bldg.)

Trade Commissioner...» ...............Cape Town (Grand Parade Centre
Building, Adderley St.)

« « Trade Cominissioner........... »..»..Johannesburg (Mutual Building)
Union of Soviet

Socialist Republics...Ambassador ............................... »Moscow (23 Starokonyushny
Chargé d'Affairs, a.i. Pereulok) -

United Kingdom..........High Commissioner .....................London (Canada House)
.......».Trade Commissioner ............... »..Liverpool (Martins Bank Bldg.)
....... ».Trade Commissioner ...............»...Belfast (36 Victoria Square)

United States of
America .................... Ambassador........... »...... »...».».-Washington (1746 Massachusetts

Avenue)
« ............. Consul Ceneral................... »....... Boston (532 Little Bldg.)

" .............Consul GeneraL........................... Chicago (Daily News Bldg.)
« ............. Consul. ............. ........................... Detroit (1035 Penobscot Bldg.)

..... .... .Trade Commissioner ....................Los Angeles (510 W. Sixth St.)

" .............Cônsul CeneraL ........................... New York (620 Fifth Ave.)
« ..............Consul and Trade Commis- New Orleans (201 International

. sioner ........................................ Trade Mart)
" ............. Iionorary Vice-ConsuL................ Portland, Maine (503, 120 Exchange

Street) -
" .............Consul CeneraL ...........................San Francisco (400 Montgomery St.)

Venezuela ....................Consul General............................Caracas (80 Peso Edificio America)
Yugoslavia ................... .Ambassador................................. Belgrade (Proliterskih Brigada 69,

formerly Moskovska)

*OEEC ......................... Representative....... ..................... Paris 16e (c/o Canadian Embassy)
United Nations........... Permanent Delegate........... »....... New York (Room 504, 620 Fifth

Avenue)
Permanent Delegate........... »..»...Ceneva (La Pelouse, Palais

des Nations)
*Organization for European Economic Co-opcration.

Ottawa, Edmond Cloutier, C.M.G., O.A. D.S.P. Printor to the Oaoon's
Most Excellent Maj*sty, Controllar of Stationory, 1952.
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THE SOVIET PRESS
1F 711. is extr FEervxE of the controll ed Soviet press more characteristic than

its bigoted interpretation of world news, it is its phenomenal dullness. Since this pecu-
liarityis bound to seem the most salient to Canadian readers of a short survey of a
Soviet citizen's daily newspaper fare, they should be warned at the outset agâinst
the natural but incorrect conclusion that the Soviet press is too boring to attract
many readers. It has a tremendous number. The main daily newspapers are tacked
up on bulletin boards in the parks of culture and rest, at convenient places along
the streets, in public buildings, and elsewhere. Citizens who do not wish to buy a
paper or who have come too late to get one at a kiosque, stand patiently perusing
them in the park with almost as much care as the bureaucrat on the bench nearby,
who devotes most of his lunch hour to absorbing every word of his four-page Pravda.
While it is true that the appetite for print is almost insatiable in the Soviet Union,
so that the publishing houses despair of keeping up with the demand for books,
there are other reasons for the popularity of such unprepossessing newspapers. In
the first place they have no competition. The entire press is controlled. Foreign
newspapers are not permitted. - Radio programmes from abroad are tôo effectively
jammed to have many listeners. And in the second place, being controlled, they
are authoritative. It is important for people in positions of any responsibility at all
to scan the leading papers, and especially the local Communist Party papers, most
studiously for indications of a shift in the Party line. The art of reading between the
lines must have reached a high stage of development in a rather wide section of the
Soviet reading -public and doubtless lends to some of the duller items an interest
incomprehensible to the uninitiated.

Large Number of Publications

Although all newspapers and magazines are rigidly controlled by the Soviet
Government and the Communist Party, in spite of the guarantee of freedom of the
press given in Article 125 of the Stalin Constitution, the number of separate publi-
cations is very large. The two leading daily papers are Pravda (Truth), organ of the
Central Committee of the Communist Party, and Izvestiya (News), organ of the
Soviet Government, that is, of the Council of Ministers. Pravda and Izvestiya pub-
lish the major Party and Government pronouncements and give the approved line
to lesser papers. Among these are the many regional papers as well as the official
organs of various special groups in Soviet society. For example the Army and Navy
each produce a daily paper, Krasnaya Zvezda (Red Star) and Krasny Flot (Red
Fleet); the trade union organization publishes a daily called Trud (Labour), and the
Communist youth organizations, the Komsomols and the Pioneers, publish Komso-
molskaya Pravda (Communist Youth Truth) and Pionerskaya Pravda (Pioneer Truth).Sovyetski Sport (Soviet Sport), Literaturnaya Gàzyeta (Literary Gazette), Uchityel-skaya Gazyeta (Teachers' Gazette) and Sovyetskoye Iskusstvo (Soviet Art) are pub-
lished several times a.week by the appropriate ministries or official Soviet organiza-
tions set up to control these branches of activity. Mostow itself has two more papers
of mainly . local interest, Moskovskaya Pravda (Moscow Truth) and VechernayaMoskva (Evening Moscow), the official organs of the Moscow municipal council and
of the Moscow town council. There are, In addition, local newspapers in all large
cities and in all the capitals of the member republics of the U.S.S.R.

On a typical day Pravda and Izvestiya contain about three pages of domestic
news and about one page of foreign newa ; the latter, consisting mainly of des-
patches from correspondents of Tass, the agency responsible for Soviet press repre-
sentation abroad. A selection of the main items of both domestic and foreign news
in the two papers is usually repeated almost word for word in all other Soviet papers,
although regional papers reserve some space for local news•and- the specialized
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papers such as Trud, etc., devote a good deal of space to material in their particular
fields.

Pravda of February 1, 1952, to take a specific example, devoted most of Page 1
to a letter addressed to Stalin from the workers and engineers of the Stalin Magnito-
gorsk Metallurgical Combine. After outlining what they had done in 1951 to raise
production, they promised to produce even more goods in 1952 and ended by greet-
ing "the great leader of the Soviet people-our beloved and dear Comrade Stalin".
Letters to Stalin of this sort are almost a daily feature of the front pages of the prin-
cipal newspapers.. For weeks on end during the autumn most of Page 1 of Pravda
is taken up with letters to Stalin from collective farms announcing that the harvest
has been taken in successfully and that plans have been overfulfilled. On February 1
Pravda also published an editorial article entitled "Towards New Achievements in
Agriculture", a routine exhortation to work harder and more efficiently, similar to
innumerable other Pravda editorials addressed to all branches of Soviet economic
and social life. Izvestiya on the same day had as its leading editorial a variation on
the same theme called "For an Abundance of Agricultural Products". Every news-
paper published in Moscow on February 1 featured the letter to Stalin from the
Magnitogorsk Metallurgical Combine, together with an editorial along the lines of
those in Pravda and Izvestiya.

Foreign News Identical

The foreign news given to Soviet readers, usually almost identical in all papers,
national or local, is of particular interest. There is remarkably wide coverage of all
parts of the world by a large and obviously active network of Tass" agents, and few
events of international importance fail to get some mention: There is, however, rela-
tively little "straight news". Most of the Tass or special correspondents' reports are
essentially interpretative articles which present the events in a version consistent
with the attitude and policies of. the Soviet Government. This involves editing of
the news both by omission and by distortion. To take Pravda of February 1 as an
example again, there was a news.item on "The Dollar Offensive against the Pound",
from London, and from Paris; a report describing favourable French reactions to
"The Successes of the Soviet Economy". From Pyongÿang there was a Tass report
of an alleged attack by American aircraft on 'the • village of Munchori; using, it was
claimed, explosive bullets filled with poison gas: A. report from Tass in New Delhi
on the "Penetration of American Capital into * India" is a_ highly selective series of
quotations from Indian newspapers,` ând the Tass despatch from Paris on the United
Nations General Assembly then in session is héaded "So-called 20=year United States
Peace Programme is. Attempt to cloak and justify the Aggressive Plans of the U.S.A." '

Items of foreign news critical of t1;g U.S.S.R. are published only to the extent
necessary . to. give point to Soviet counter-charges. Such foreign. criticism is
usually presented in a, distorted waÿ calculated to make it as, ineffectual as
possible. The only foreign newspapers extensively qûoted are t6 Communist organs,
except for. cârefully-selected excerpts from other papers, usually out *of context.
Whenever any Western paper normally critical of the U.S.S.R. attempts in an objec-
tive 'way to see both sides of. a. particular issue, the Soviet press sejzes on it, using
some. such formula as "even the Wall Street journal could not deny that, etc.". . The
Canadian Tribune. is normally cited as voicing the opinion of the vast majority of
Canadians. The only extensive Canadian news published by Pravda in February ,
for example, was one column from the. Tpss correspondent in Ottawa on the pro=
gramme of the Labour Progressive Paity. ' The. problem of 'dealing with. foreign
criticism faces' Soviet editors oonstantf yin. connèçtion with .their. reporting of sessions
of the United Nations. The usual soliition is to publish goviet speeches in full and
to give only short versions of speeches by non-Communist delegates, incorporating
in these versions a great deal of derogatory comment. Sometimes Western proposals
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are not published at all in the Soviet press, except to the extent that the nature of
the proposals can be inferred from the full text of Mr. Vyshinsky's diatribes against
them.

The only newspaper in Moscow which gives any relief from this deadly serious
propaganda is Vechernaya Moskva (Evening Moscow). Although it too reprints a
good deal of material from Pravda and Izvestiya, it does reserve space each dav for
a few lighter items. It is the only newspaper in Moscow which carries advertise-
ments, almost all of the sort we call "classified" rather than commercial. Among the
advertisements of February 1 were requests for qualified technicians of various sorts
to-work in industrial and construction organizations and a few announcements of
services offered, one, for example, by a shipping and storage organization. There
was an interesting list, headed "Rooms, Apartments, Cottages", of offers to exchange
living accommodation, mainly single rooms or apartments of two or three roorrs. In
each instance, the exact number of square metres of space was carefully specified.
A column of miscellaneous advertisements included offers to give English and g,+.-.r
lessons, to sell a piano and to buy a Moskvich, the smallest Soviet automobile. There
were a number of notifications of divorces (in six out of about thirty such notices,
the two parties were listed as still having the same address), and a section contajning
announcements of the public defence of dissertations by students of Moscow insti-
tutions of higher learning. A law student at Moscow university, for example, was
to defend his thesis on the "Lenin-Stalin Principle of Self-determination of Peop!es
and the Colonial Problem in International Law". .

Canadian newspaper readers would be no less surprised by what is omitted
from the Soviet press than by what is printed. In addition to the calculated omissi^ns
in the foreign news coverage already referred to, it should be noted that the Soviet
press rarely reports accidents, scandals or crimes in the Soviet Union. That the Soviet
people are not immune to human failings is occasionally emphasized by the publi-
cation of decrees announcing very severe penalties for criminal offences or of details
of the investigation of corruption in some state enterprise. Thus the penalties which
await anyone found guilty of misuse of state funds or public property are regularly
brought to the attention of Soviet citizens. For this purpose the feuilleton, a little
story with a moral, usually employed to administer a sharp rebuke to persons guilty
of fraud or incompetence, is a favourite device of the Soviet press. Most papers
contain at least one feuilleton per issue. Pravda of February 1 published a feGilleton
exposing the ingenious way in w•hich the directors of a certain factory had escaped
the consequences of their incompetence by arranging the publication of a book
which lauded their fine achievements.

When a conscientious Soviet reader has absorbed his Pravda and -perhaps a
local paper and one paper addressed to his particular trade or profession, he has still
a wide choice of periodicals, most of them even more grimly didactic than the news-
papers. There are specialized journals devoted to every branch of industry and agri-
culture and to every division of the arts and sciences. For example there are learned
journals on history, economics and philosophy, which are employed, for the most
part, in the conscious utilization of these disciplines on behalf of Soviet ideology.
Somewhat less forbidding is Ogonyok (Little Fire), a very sedate Soviet equivalent
of the American picture magazine. Its nearest approach to cheese-cake is an occa-
sional well-clad and very buxom stakhanovite millQnaid. The one journal which does
not require serious concentration from the reader is the famous Krokodil (Crocodile),
a magazine of cartoons and satirical short stories. But even in Krokodil, while there
are still many shrewd and amusing thrusts at domestic Soviet shortcomings, most of
the cartoons are bitter, heavy-handed caricatures of foreign political leaders, and
too many, of the satires are overburdened with stolid Soviet morals.
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ST. LAWRENCE. SEAWÂY
Historic Documents

It was announced on June 30 by the Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, that an
application had been submitted by the Canadian Government to the International
Joint Commission for an order approving the construction of works for the develop-
ment of power in the International Rapids Section of the St. Lawrence River. The
announcement stated further that the United States Government had submitted a
concurrent application in Washington for approval of the works that would be under-
taken by entities to be designated by Canada and the United States. ,

Agreement on the final details of the applications, it was stated, had been reached
at a meeting in Washington, earlier the samè day, between the Canadian Minister of
Transport, Mr. Lionel Chevrier, and the Acting Secretary of State of the United
States, Mr. David K. E. Bruce. At this meeting, the Canadian Ambassador, Mr. H. H.
Wrong, and the Acting Secretary of State had exchanged notes in which Mr. Wrong
had reiterated the undertaking of the Canadian Government to construct the St.
Lawrence Seaway when arrangements had been completed for the development of
power in the International Rapids Section of the St. Lawrence River. The Canadian
note had outlined the arrangements under which navigation facilities for a deep
waterway from Montreal to the Great Lakes would be undertaken by Canâda alone.
These facilities, which were to be constructed as nearly as possible concurrently with
the power development, would not, it was announced, require the, approval of the
International Joint Commission. • ,

The texts of the Canadian application to the Commission and of the notes
exchanged in Washington follow:

APPLICATION OF THE GOVERNMENT OF CANADA TO THE INTERNATIONAL
JOINT COMMISSION FOR AN ORDER OF APPROVAL OF THE CONSTRUC-

TION OF CERTAIN WORKS FOR DEVELOPMENT OF POWER IN THE

INTERNATIONAL RAPIDS SECTION OF THE ST. LAWRENCE RIVER

THE INTERNATIONAL JOINT COMMISSION

OrrAwA, ONTARIO OTrAwA, June 30, 1952

Sirs,

L The Government of Canada hereby submits to the International joint Commis-
sion, under the provisions of the Boundary Waters Treaty of January 11, 1909, this
application requesting that the Commission approve the construction of certain works,'
as described in Section 8 of this application, and the operation of such works under
the conditions specified in Section 10 of this application, in the International Rapids
Section of the St. Lawrence River, giving consideration to such effects as the con-
struction and operation of thesé works may have on the levels of water resulting
therefrom to be maintained in Lake Ontario and the St. Lawrence' River.

(a) In addition to the works specified in Section 8 which are covered by this
application and which are to be proAded and maintained by entities to be
designated by the Government of Canada and the Government of the United
States of America, Canada will construct, maintain and operate all such
works as may be necessary to provide and maintain a deep waterway be-
tween the Port of Montreal and Lake Erie;

(b) - Such deep waterway will be provided as nearly as possible concurrently
with the completion of the power development works in the International
Rapids Section as described in this application; and
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(c) In accordance with the standards contained in the _ proposed Agreement
' between Canada and the United States for the development of navigation
and power in the Great Lakes-St Lawrence Basin signed March 19, 1941,
and the specifications of the joint Board of Engineers, dated November 16,

, 1926, such deep waterway will afford a controlling channel depth of 27 feet
with locks approximately 800 feet long, 80 feet wide and 30 feet over the sills.

3. This application is filed in contemplation of the filing of a similar application
by the Government of the United States of America. It is requested that both appli-
cations be considered as in the nature of a joint application for approval of the con-
struction of the works to be jointly undertaken by an entity to be designated by the
Government of Canada and an entity to be designated by the Government of the
United States of America.

4. The International Rapids Section of the St. Lawrence River is located in Canada
within the Province of Ontario and in the United States of America within the State
of New York. Throughout its length of approximately 48 miles from Chimney Point
in the State of New York, downstream to the Village of St. Regis, New York, it is
traversed by the international boundary which follows generally the thread of the
stream and which forms a part of the boundary line between Canada and the United
States 'of America.

5. . The International Rapids Section of the St. Lawrence River since 1860 has an
observed average flow of 237,000 cubic feet per second, with an aggregate fall of
92 feet. The total drainage area of the river at Cornwall, Ontario, is approximately
303,000 square miles, including 95,000 square miles of water surface. A suitable site
is available at the foot of Barnhart Island near Corn*all, Ontario, "and Masséna, New
York, for the development of the potential power of this section of the river. The water
available 'would justify the installation of 2,200,000 horse-power of hydro-electric
generating capacity with an average annual output of approximâtely 12,600,000,000
kilowatt-hours of energy. The St. Lawrence River is navigable throughout its entire
length but navigation through the International Rapids Section, the Soulanges Section
and the Lachine Section, which sections lie between Chimney Point, New York, and
Montreal, Quebec, a distance of 115 miles, is effected by a series of canals and locks
with a controlling depth of 14 feet, by-passing a series of rapids. (A map of. the Great
Lakes-St: Lawrence Basin, Exhibit 1, is attached and made part of this application.)*

6. The development of the International Rapids Section of the St. Lawrence'River
hâs' heretofore been recommended by the International Joint Commission in its report
dated December 19, 1921, and by the St. Lawrence Commission of the United States
in its report dated December 27, 1926, and by the Canadian National Advisory Com-
mittee 'id its report of Jantiary 11, 1928, as an important stage in the progressive pro-
grjam fôr the development of the entire Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Basin.

,. . . ,
7. ^, The Canadian Temporary Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Basin Committee (consisting
of representatives of the Department of External.Affairs, the Department of Trans-
port; the,Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario and the Quebec Streams Corn-
mission) and the United States St. Lawrence Advisory Committee (consisting of repre-
sentatives of the Department of State, the Corps of Engineers, United States ArmY,
the Federal Power Commission and the Power Authority of the State of New york)
in a joint report dated January 3, 1941, recommended the various works to be con=
structed in connection with power development in the International Rapids Section.
Since that time further study and planning have been done on the works reeom-
mended in the above report by several agencies including the Department of Trans-
port, Canada, and the Corps of Engineers, United States Army, with the co-operation
of other public agencies of Canada and the United States of America. (A plan showing
the major works to be performed in the International Rapids Section of the St. La«'-

• F^t̂e cal reasons the maps and charts attached to time documents could not be
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rencè River; Exhibit 2, is attached and made part of this application; a water'profile
map of the International Rapids Section, Exhibit 3, showing water levels in connec-
tion with the proposed works is attached and made part of this application.)* -

8. This application requests approval of the construction of certain works jointly by
éntities to be designated by the respective Govennrnents in accordance with the "Con-
trolled Single Stage Project (238-242)» which was part of the Report of January 3;
1941, referred to in the preceding paragraph, containing the features described below
and shown in Exhibit 2:

regulation of the outflow from Lake Ontario.

c. Power House Structures-The power-house structures will be constructéd
in the north channel extending from the lower end of Barnhart Island to the
Canadian shore, and so located that one structure will be on each side of the
International Boundary. Each power-house structure will include the . main
generating units to utilize economically the river flows available to it, with pro*

designed to give a maximum mean velocity in any cross-'section not exceeding
two and one quarter feet per second with the flow and the stage to be per-
mitted on the first of January of any year, under regulatiori of outflow and levels
of Lake Ontario in accordance with Method of Regulation No. 5, as prepared
by the General Engineering Branch, Department of Transport, Canada, dated
Ottawa, September 1940. Downstream from the power-houses channel enlarge-
ménts will be carried out for the purpose of reducing the tail-water level at the
power houses.

Final locations and cross-section of these channel enlargements will be
determined from further studies.

b. Control - Facilities-Adequate control facilities will be constructed for the

a. Channel Enlargements-Channel enlargements will be undertaken from
above Chimney Point to below Lotus Island, designed to give a maximum mean
velocity in any cross-section of the channel which will be used for navigation
not exceeding four feet per second a't any time, also between Lotus Island and
Iroquois Point and from above Point Three Points to below Ogden Island

New York provincial and state highways, and other roads, will be relocated in
those portions subject to flooding, and reconstructed to standards at least equal
to those now in existence.

U Railway Modifications-Such railway relocations as may be required as a
result of the works herein described will be made in the Province of Ontario
and the State of New York to standards at least equal to those now in existence.

e. Highway Modifications-In both the Province of Ontario and the State of

vide for full Lake Ontario level.
All the works in the pool below the control dam will be designed to pro-

Dykes and associated works will be provided as may be necessary in both
the Province of Ontario and the State of New York.

hon to the United States mainland above Point Rockway.

A dam will be constructed in the Long Sault Rapids at the head of Barn-
hart Island.

ing from Iroquois Point on the Canadian sidé of the river in an easterly direc-
d. Dams and Associated Structures-A control dam will be constructed extend-

vision for ice handling and discharge sluices.



g. Navigation Facilities-Provision will be made for the continuance of 14-foot
navigation throughout the International Rapids Section during the construction
period.
h. Flooded Areas-Lands and buildings in both the Province of Ontario and
the State of New York will be acquired or rehabilitated as required. Inundated
wooded areas will be cleared.

9. (a) The èntity to be designated by Canada to construct the proposed facilities,
shall submit to Canada for approval, prior to and during the progress of construction
of the works, all detailed plans of the works, or of parts thereof, of such of these plans
as Canada may require and such programs of construction as Canada may require,
and before proceeding with the works shall obtain Canada's approvâl thereof in
writing, and, such entity before making any change in the site or in the general or
detailed plans which have been so approved, or in the works constructed or under
construction in pursuance -thereof, shall submit to Canada for approval, all plans of
such proposed changes, or such of these plans as Canada may require, and before
proceeding with the changes shall obtain Canada's approval thereof in writing. (It is
understood that Canà(Ws approval, as provided for above, will not be unreasonably
withheld or delayed.)

(b) The applicant requests the approval of the International joint Commission
for the establishment by the two Governments of a Joint Board of Engineers, consist-
ing of an equal number of representatives of Canada and the United States to be desig-
nated by the respective Governments for the purpose of reviewing, supervising and
co-ordinating the plans, specifications and construction of the works specified above.

10. The works shall be designed, constructed, operated and maintained accordin.-
to the following conditions:

(a) All main features of the project described herein shall be so planned,
located, constructed and operated as to be adaptable to the improvement of the
International Rapids Section of the St. Lawrence River for navigation purposes, to
the aid and benefit of commerce and navigation, and to the preservation of the rights
and interests of Canada and the United States in the waters of the International
Rapids Section of the St. Lawrence River under the Boundary Waters Treaty of 1909.
The works shall be operated and maintained in conformity with the requirements of
the prior rights and interests of navigation on the St. Lawrence River and in such a
manner as to protect the rights and interests of others engaged in the development
of power in the River below the International Rapids Section. The maintenance and
operation of the works on the Canadian side of the International Boundary shall he
subject to the supervision of Canada.

(b) Upon the completion of the works and, if necessary, during the construc-
tion thereof, and subject to the provisions of paragraph (e) of this Section, the dis-
charge from Lake Ontario and the flow through the International Rapids Section shall
be regulated in accordance with Method of Regulation No. 5 as prepared by the
General Engineering Branch, Department of Transport, Canada, dated Ottawa, Sep-
tember 1940,- and shall be based on the Rule Curves forming part of that Method of
Regulation. This Method of Regulation is designed to permit the lowering of the
extreme high-water levels and the raising of the extreme low=water levels of Lake
Ontario. Copies of these Rule Curves, with a description of the method of their appli-
cation, are attached hereto as Exhibit 4.* ,

(c) Subject to the provisions of paragraph (e) of this Section, the flow throu<;h
the International Rapids Section in any period shall equal the discharge from Lake
Ontario as determined for that period in accordance with Method of Regulation No.
5 referred to in paragraph (b) of this Section and this flow shall be maintained uni-
formly throughout that period.

* For technical reasons the maps and charts attached to these documents could not be
reproduced.
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(d) A"Bôard of Control" (referred to héreinafter as the Board) consisting of an
equal number of representatives of Canada and of the United States shall be estab-
lished by the International Joint Commission. The duties of the Board shall be to
ensure compliance with the conditions in regard to the regulation of the discharge
from Lake Ontario and the flow through the International Rapids Section as set forth
hereinbefore, and to carry out such other duties as may be delegated to it by the
International joint Commission.

(e) The Board may temporarily modify. or change any or all of the restrictions
as to flow and water levels as specified above in order to carry out experiments for
the purpose of determining what permanent modifications or changes may be advis-
able, and after such experiments the International Joint Commission may recommend
to the two Governments any modifications or changes considered advisable, and the
two Governments, consistent with the provisions of paragraph (a) of this Section,
may by exchange of notes make such modifications or changes permanent.

(f) Upon completion of the works, and subject to paragraph (e) of this Section,
the works shall be operated initially for a test period of ten years, or such shorter
period as may be approved by the International Joint Commission, with the water
level at the power-houses held at a maximum elevation of 238.0, sea-level datum,
and in the event that the Board considers that operation with the water level at the
power houses held to a maximum elevation exceeding 238.0 would be advisable, the
International Joint Commission may authorize operation at a maximum elevation
exceeding 238.0,

11. • The applicant requests approval of such allocation between the respective
entities, as may hereafter be submitted, of the cost of constructing, maintaining and .
operating the works covered by this application.
12. In ordei to avoid unnecessary expense and the duplication of engineering investi-
gations already made, the applicant will place at the disposal of the -Commission
engineering data relating to this project which it possesses at the date of this applica-
tion and such engineering personnel as may be available to assist the Commission in
the performance of its duties under this application.
13. Material and data indicating the urgent public need for hydro-electric power
potentially available in the International Rapids Section and of the St. Lawrence
River will be filed in support of this application in the course of the proceedings
before the International Joint Cômmission.
14. In view of the increasing démand necessitating additional sources for the supply
of electrical power in the Province of Ontario and the urgent need for immediate
action, the applicant requests that, consistent with its rules of procedure, the Inter-
nâtional joint Commission 1$ve priority to this application and expedite its considera-
tion thereof and its action thereon, so that construction of the project may be under-
taken at the earliest possible, date.

Respectfully submitted,

(sgd) LOUIS S. ST. LAURENT
for the Secretary of State for External A$afrs

NOTE FROM THE CANADIAN AMBASSADOR IN WASHINGTON TO THE
ACTING SECRETARY OF •STATE OF THE UNITED STATES

June 30, 1952
1 I have the honour to refer to our exchange of notes of January 11, 1952, relating
to the St. Lawrence Seaway and Power Project. In my note to you, I informed you
that the Canadian Government is prepared to proceed with the construction of the
Seaway as soon as appropriate arrangements can be made for the construction of the
power phase of the project as well.
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2. ' 1 have been instructed by my. Government to inform you that, when all arrange-
ments have been made to ensure the completion of the power phase of the St. Law-
rence project, the Canadian Government will construct locks and canals on the Can-
adian side of the International Boundary to provide for deep-water navigation to the
standard specified in the proposed agreement between Canada and the United States
fox the development of navigation and power in the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Basin,

be provided as nearly as possible conturrentlv with the completion of the power

ed March 19 , 1941, and in accordance with the specifications of the joint Boardsign
of Engineers, dated November 16, 1926, and that such deep-water navigation shall

phase of the St. Lawrence project.

3.' -The undertaking of the 'Government of -Canada with respect to these deep-water
navigation facilities is based on the assumption that it will not be possible in the
immediate future to obtain Congressional approval of the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence
Basin Agreement of 1941. As it has been determined that power can be developed
economically, without the Seaway, in the International Rapids Section of the St.
Lawrence, River and as there has been clear evidence that entities in both Canada
and the United States are prepared to develop power on such a basis, the Canadian
Government has, with Parliamentary approval, committed itself to provide and main-
tain:whatever additional works may be required to allow uninterrupted 27-foot navi-
gation between Lake Erie and the Port of Montreal, subject to satisfactory arrange-
ments being made to ensure the developmeât.of power. .

4. Canada's undertaking to provide the Seaway is predicated on the construction
and maintenance by suitable entities in Canada and the United States of a sound
power project in the International Rapids Section. The features of such a power
project are described in Section 8 of the joint applications to be submitted to the
International joint Commission by the Governménts of Canada and the United States.
They are also described in the Agreement of December 3, 1951, between the Govern-
ment of Canada and the Government of Ontario, forming part of the International
Rapids Power Development Act, Chapter 13 of the Statutes of Canada, 1951, (Second
Session), a copy of which is attached hereto. The Canadian Government wishes to
make it clear that, even were the Seaway not to be constructed, Canada would not
give its approval to any power development scheme in the International Rapids Sec-
tion of the St. Lawrence River which omitted any of the features so described.

5. However, in order to ensure that construction of both the power project,and the
deep waterway may be commenced without any further delay and notwithstanding-

(a) : that the power-developing entities would be required, if power were to be
developed alone, to provide for continuance pf 14-foot navigation (such
provision was indeed made in the 1948 applications by the Province of
Ontario,and the State of New York), and that the Canadian Government's
commitment to provide concurrently a deep waterway between Lake Erie
and the Port of Montreal does not alter the basic principle that any entity
developing power in •boundary waters must make adequate provision for
the maintenance of existing navigation facilities, and

(b) that, in view of the clear priority given to navigation over power by Article
VIII ^of the 1909 Boundary Waters Treatÿ, provision of channeling
extent specified in the Annea' to the 1951 Canada-Ontario Agreement re-

^?t ferred to above is reasonable and in conformity with Canadian practice,

the Canâdian Government is now' prepared to agree= • t •'

(a) that, the amount to be paid to- Canada, as specified in the agreement of
December 3, 1951,: between. Canada and Ontario, in lieu of the construction
by the power-developing entities of facilities,required for the continuance
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of 14-foot navigation, be excluded from the total cost of the power project
to be divided between the Canadian and the United States power-developing
entities, in consideration of the fact that actual replacement of 14-foot navi-
gation facilities will be rendered unnecessary by reason of the concurrent
construction of the deep waterway in Canada, and

(b) that the authority to be established pursuant to the provisions of the St.
Lawrence Seaway Authority Act, Chapter 24 of the Statutes of Canada,
1951 (Second Session), contribute $15 million towards the cost of . the
channel enlargement which the power-developing entities must undertake
in the St. Lawrénce River, as set out in Para 4 of the Annex to the Canada-
Ontario Agreement of December 3, 1951, and in Section 8 of the applica-
tions to the International Joint Commission, in consideration of the benefits
whicli will accrue to navigation from such channel enlargement.

6. I understand that your government approves the arrangements outlined in this
note and that it is further agreed, subject to the modifications outlined in the pre-
ceding paragraph, that the Government of Canada and the Government of the United
States will request the International Joint Commission to allocate equally between
the two power-developing entities the cost of all the features described in Section 8
of the applications to the International Joint Commission and in the agreement of
December 3, 1951, between Canada and Ontario.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.

H. H. WRONG

TEXT OF THE UNITED STATES REPLY TO THE CANADIAN NOTE
Excellency: June 30, 1952
1. I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of June 30, 1952, in
which you inform me that your Government, when all arrangements have been made
to ensure the completion of the power phase of the St. Lawrence Project, will con-
struct locks and canals on the Canadian side of the International Boundary to pro-
vide deep-water navigation to the standard specified in the proposed agreement be-
tween the United States and Canada for the development of navigation and power
in the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Basin, signed March 19, 1941, and in accordance
with the specifications of the joint Board of Engineers, dated November 16, 1926,
and that such deep-water navigation shall be provided as nearly as possible con-
currently with the completion of the power phase of the St. Lawrence Project.

2. My Government approves the arrangements set forth in your note and, subject
to the modifications there proposed and outlined below, agrees to request the Inter-
national joint Commission to allocate equally between the power-developing entities
the cost of all the features described in Section 8 of the applications to the inter-
national joint Commission and in the Agreement of December 3, 1951, between the
Government of Canada and Ontario.

3. These modifications are:

a) The amount to be paid to Canada, as specified by the Agreement of
December 3, 1951, between Canada and Ontario in lieu of the construction
by the power-developing entities of facilities required for the continuance
of 14-foot navigation, be excluded from the total cost of the power project
to be divided between the Canadian and United States power-developing
entities, in consideration of the fact that actual replacement of 14-foot naviga-
tion facilities will be rendered unnecessary by reason. of the concurrent con-
struction of the deep waterway in Canada, and
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_...-.that the, authority to be established pursuant to the provisions of the..... : . .
St. Lawrence Seaway Authority Act, Chapter 24 of the Statutes of Canada,
1951 (Second Session), çontribute, $15 million toward the cost of channel
enlargement which the power developing entities must undertake in the St.
Lawrence River, as set out in Section 8 of the Applications to the Inter-
national joint. Commission and Paragraph 4 of the Annex to the Canada-
Ontario Agreement of December 3, 1951, in consideration of the benefits
which will accrue to navigation from such channel enlargement..

tIcépt, Ex^ellenéj+, the renewed assurances of my highest eonsideration.

DAVID K. E. BRUCE

APPLICATION TO INTERNATIONAL JOINT COMMISSION SIGNED

The Primo Ministor, Mr. St. Laurent, signiny the application of the Govornmont of Canada to the
International Joint Commission for an ordor of approval of the construction of certain works for
dovolopmont of power in the International Rapids Section of the St. Lawrence River. Standing, at

his sido is the Undor-Socrotory of Stata for E:tornai Affairs, Mr. Wilpross.
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CANADIAN SCIENTISTS REFUTE GERM
WARFARE CHARGES

On June 27, the Minister of Justice, Mr. Garson, tabled in the House of
Commons, a statement by Dr. W. H. Brittain, Vice-Principal and entomologist,
Macdonald College, McGill University; Dr. A. W. Baker, Head of the Depart-
ment of Entomology and Zoology, Ontario Agricultural College, and Dr. C. E.
Atwood, Professor of Zoology, University of Toronto, concerning charges by
Dr. James G. Endicott of Toronto that the United States forces in Korea had
been waging bacteriological waifare. The text follows:

We have examined the transcrip't 'of speeches by Dr. Endicott and Mr.
Malik in which charges were made of the practice by United States forces of
bacteriological warfare in Korea and Northeast China. We have studied the
article in which these charges were made in the Peiping Peoples' Daily of
March 15, 1952. We have also carefully reviewed the mimeographed pamphlet
"Documentation on Bacteriological Warfare" distributed by the Canadian Peace
Congress . . .

The evidence offered falls into two categories: First, that of peasants,
children and other biologically untrained persons such as Dr. Endicott, the
"International Jurists", presided over by a professor of international law, and
scientists trained in fields other than biology. Second, that reported to have been
given by entomologists and bacteriologists.

With respect to evidence of the first type, Dr. Endicott and professors of
physics, mathematics and international law are not much more capable, of
appreciating evidence in the field of biology than the "honest old farmers" and
"bright-eyed children" from whom Dr. Endicott obtained much of his in-
formation.

Unquéstionably over 50,000 distinct species of insect occur in Korea and
Northeast China. No single entomologist anywhere in the world could know
more than a small percentage of. these. Statements by farmers that -"these in-
sects" have not been seen in the area mean nothing. In our respective institu-
tions many times in the course of a year we have insects sent in with the state-
ment that they must be "new" since no one in the community has seen them
before. They always prove tô be common insects well known to entomologists.

As an example of the extreme unreliability of lay evidence, we might cite
an instance which occurred in northern Ontario. Parasitic flies were liberated,
with considerable press publicity, in an attempt to control the forest tent-
caterpillar. Some time later biting stable-flies, common insects throughout
temperate regions; were unusually abundant. Local trappers and woodsmen,
who had undoubtedly been bitten hundreds of times before by these insects,
nevertheless declared that they were entirely new, and must be the "Mexican
Horse Flies" introduced by the Government. Incidentally, the parasitic flies are
completely incapable of biting. Examples like this could be multiplied in-
definitely.

We have Paid particular attention to the speeches of Dr. Endicott in
Maple Leaf Gardens, May 11, 1952, and elsewhere. In an interview given in
London, England, on April 29, 1952, Dr. Endicott said that he was not a
"scientfic or technical expert". Despite this statement, Dr. Endicott proceeds,
in his various speeches and interviews, to give so-called evidence and make
decisions thereon contrary to those which a trained biologist would make. In
a Radio Peking broadcast, in English, on the Chinese International Service,
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April 12, 1952,• Dr. Endicott is reported to have said: "I have seen the germ-
laden insects. In fact, I have caught somé myself". Since Dr. Endicott ac3mowl-
edges that he is not a scientific or technical expert", it is obvious that he could
not know the insects which he caught nor decide whether or not they were

has either"germ-laden". In other words, throughout his testimony, Dr. Endicott
drawn conclusions which he is incompetent to make or has accepted hearsay
evidence the credibility of which will be disproved later. Furthermore, Dr.
Endicott has made statements which are contrary to the data submitted by the
"Commission of the Medical Headquarters of the Korean Peoples' Army on the
use of Bacteriological Weapons". These data are included in the pamphlet
"Documentation on Bacteriological Warfare" clistributed by the Canadian Peace
Congress, of which Dr. Endicott is Chairman. For example, in his address in
Maple Leaf Gardens, May 11, 1952, speaking of "huge numbers of insects"
appearing at various times and alleged to have been dropped by United States
aircraft, he made the statement that "all were infected". The Commission men-
tioned above reports on January 29, 1952: 80 •specimens of insects, ticks and
spiders examined - 2 specimens infected; on February 13, 1952, 78 specimens
of insects and spiders examined - 1 specimen infected. In both cases all other
specimens were reported by the Commission as not carrying disease germs.
Dr. Endicott's statement is obviously in conflict with the evidence distributed
by his own organization.

Dr. Endicott repeatedly refers to the "excellent health service" maintained
by the present Chinese Government. It is interesting to note that in the
Peiping Peoples' Daily of February 25, 1952, an account was given of extensive
epidemics of disease raging in several provinces of China with accompanying
criticism of the public health service as negligent or incompetent. In the face
of this, Dr. Endicott makes the astounding statement that any epidemics that
there may be in China today are not the result of natural causes nor of neglect
on the part of the Chinese authorities".

Statements of Dr. Endicott quoted above are at variance with the published
records of the Chinese and North Koreans themselves. Other statements indicate
an almost unbelievable credulity. For example, we quote two paragraphs from
Dr. Endicott's Maple Leaf Garden speech of May 11, 1952:

When I met Mr. Liu Wen-Shiu, he told me that if I was -to go to the edge
of a certain field I might still find some of the spiders which had escaped the
decontamination squad, which had been hastily mobilized locally and which
had set fire to the infected spots with straw. Sure enough, I found spiders aftcr
a search and placed them in a bottle wtih the help of medical forceps. As I was
leaving Mr. Liu Wen-Shiû s house I met three little boys and asked them: Did
you find any insectsP They said that they had and drew particular attention to
the flies which they had found on a nearby pond-flies that they had never seen
before. The pond (used for cattle and for watering vegetables) had been cov-
ered with ice at the time.

Dr. Endicott states that 'he arrived in Northeast China during the first
week in April. This was some weeks later than the dates on • which insects were
reported to have been dropped. (latest date in "Documentation" March 4,
1952). Despite this he accepts the evidence of small boys with respect to some-
thing they claimed to have seen some time before, and places great emphasis
on his own collection of spiders made a month after the date on which they are
alleged to have been dropped.

Small boys could find insects on almost `any farm' pond in the temperate
zone at the time of the year in question. -Anyone should realize that these
children were completely incapable of knowing whether or not they had seen
thesé insects before. As for spiders, anyone could go to the edge of a field at
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that time of the year and with or without "medical forceps" find spiders in
numbers.

What might be referred to as the scientific'type of evidence is that appear-
ing in the pamphlet "Documentation on Bacteriological Warfare" distributed "
by the Canadian Peace Congress and the story, with illustrations, appearing in
the Peiping Peoples' journal of March 15, 1952.

These accounts are put forward as proof of the practice of bacteriological
warfare by the United States forces.

Most of these accounts have to do . with charges of the dropping of insects
by United States aircraft. With respect both to the text and to the photographs,
identification of practically all these insects is very vague from an entomologist's
point of view. It is difficult for us to believe that trained entomologists could
not identify these insects much more accurately than has been done in these
documents - at least with respect to the main groups in which they occur.

There is no evidence that the insects referred to or illustrated are not
native to the region. -

Insects referred to very vaguely, as "flies" with "long wings", "small heads",
etc. might be any one of a number of insects which normally emerge at the
season of the year in question throughout the temperate zone. We cannot
imagine any trained entomologist referring to them in terms given in the text.

The following paragraph from the "Documentation" is a good example of
this highly unscientific vagueness: "On March 3, flies of unusual appearance,
crowded in one spot about one yard square, were found •at Ko Eup, Jan Shan
Myen, Soochen Coon, South Pyoengan Province. They were still alive though
lying on the snow at 10 degrees below zero centigrade, The head of the fly was
smaller than a Korean fly's, the wings closed, the body longer than that of the
familiar fly". This implies that there is only one common_kind of By in Korea,
whereas any entomologist would know that there are many hundreds. In addi-
tion to the vagueness in identification of insects, the "Documentation", entomo-
logically, contains many inaccuracies and misleading statements. For, example,
reference is made to "Chironomus or helomyzid flies". Not only are these not
the same but they belong to very different groups of flies. Mosquitoes, said to
have been found in late winter or early spring about buildings, are spoken of
as being evidence of foreign introduction. Over-wintering mosquitoes may be
found in buildings during the winter throughout the temperate zone. Numerous
other examples of misleading statements could be cited from ' the "Docu-
mentation". ^ •^. .

What one would presume to be the cream of the evidence has been
séleeted for the pictorial representation in the Peiping Peoples' Daily. This has
been copied by many journals throughout the world.

Four pictures of insects were published. Number One apparently represents
a pile of dead flies which cannot be positively identified but which cannot be
considered any evidence of bacteriological warfare. Number Two is a mosquito
with wings removed. It belongs to the genus Aedes but is not a type known to
carry disease. • Number Three shows two species of stone flies, one with long
wings and one with short. These appear in the "Documentation" both by name
and suggestion and are described in the Peiping Peoples' Daily as "poisonous
insects which could fly, crawl and swim". Stone flies can neither bite nor sting,
are not poisonous and cannot carry human diseases. Moreover, certain types,
including long-winged and short-winged forms, as shown in the picture, are
called "winter stone flies" because they emerge from streams while ice and
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snow are still present. These occur throughout the north temperate zone. It is
obvious that they could be expected to be found in Korea and Northeast China
-under the conditions described in the "Documentation". Number five repre-
sents a member of the order Collembola, a springtail; some of these small leap-
ing insects are so common on snow that they are referred to as "snow fleas". It
is certainly to be éxpected that they would be found on snow in Korea and
Northeast China. They are quite incapable of carrying human diseases. The
Rickettsia organisms referred to in the "Documentation" are commonly found
in insects of a great many kinds but only a few are of significance in human
disease and the Rickettsia of springtails is not one of these.

Most of the insects and spiders referred to could be found on snow in
fields or about ponds and streams early in the spring in temperate climates.
When whole communities are turned out to search for insects, as mentioned,
it is certain that they would be found and also that most of them would appear
new to the searchers who had never had occasion to observe them before.

A picture of early-spring insect occurrence such as described could be
demonstrated by an entomologist in many places in the temperate zone. Some
kinds of spiders, snow fleas (Collembola) chironomids ("Documentation" page
12) and the long-winged and short winged types of stone flies could be found on
snow all within a few feet of each other and without the intervention of enemy
agents.

Several references are made to the occurrence of fleas. If these records are
authentic, the fleas were either collected from their hosts directly or on leaving
their hosts soon after their death. Much is made of plague infection in a few

fleas. On the basis of surveys in various countries one would expect to find
plague endemic in the fleas of Korea and China. In fact a higher rate of in-
fection than 1 in 13, as stated would be expected.

In this statement we have not dealt with the bacteriological evidence be-
cause it is not in our field and also has been completely answered by Dr. Rene
Dubos, a bacteriologist of international repute, connected with the Rockefeller
Institute. Regarding a picture of bacteria, in the series noted above, his general
conclusion was that the pictures represent an amateurish attempt at 'scientific
fakery"; that none of the bacteria were correctly named and that none of the
bacteria they were supposed to be could be carried by insects.

In conclusion, none of the evidence submitted could be accepted as scienti-
fic proof since in no cases, apparently, were tests made of insects or materials
known to be of local origin in order to determine if they carried disease germs.
To an entomologist, in all cases, where identification is certain, the insects
referred to are obviously casual collections of local forms.

We have shown that certain of the insects, etc., referred to could be
expected'to be found normally in an active condition in Korea and Northeast
China in early spring and that no theory of bacteriological warfare is required
to explain their presence. The others belong to groups" which it has been
scientifically demonstrated are inactive at the reported temperatures. Indeed
some of them would survive for only a few minutes.

Wholesale "conditioning", of insects to low temperatures as charged has
never been achieved. :
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POSTDOCTORATE FELLOWSHIPS IN THE
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL

LABORATORIES
On the first of April 1952, seventy postdoctorate research fellows were at work

in the laboratories of the National Research Council of Canada. They had come from
thirteen countries and had received advanced training in 31 universities. They form a
cosmopolitan group which has had a very stimulating influence on post-war research
activities in the National Research Laboratories.

Before the Second World War, the National Research Council awarded, to
Canadians only, a few postdoctorate fellowships tenable in its laboratories and an
occasional fellowship for study abroad. The last fellowship held in the Council's
laboratories was awarded in 1941 and the fellow resigned midway in the year, to take
a salaried position on the Council's staff.

Programme Expanded

After the War, the Council gave consideration to an expansion of its postdod-
torate fellowship programme, and, as a result, a limited number of overseas fellow-
ships have been awarded annually. At about the same time the practice of,awarding
fellowships tenable for postdoctorate research in the Council's laboratories was re-
sumed on a very much enlarged scale and with a much broader purpose. The War
had brought much of the normal activity in universities throughout the world to a
standstill, and, even where physical damage was not excessive, the normal freedom
to exchange ideas, common in pre-war academic life, had been almost eliminated.
With the end of the fighting in Europe, plans were made to rebuild institutions that
had been destroyed and to restore libraries and equipment. Appeals for money, books,
periodicals and equipment were very numerous. In such an atmosphere the plan for
postdoctorate research fellowships, open to nationals of all countries including, of
course, Canada, was conceived.

The National Research Council had built up excellent facilities for research in
certain fields of scientific effort. There were on the staff a number of young scientists
who were anxious to do fundamèntal research. In addition there were a few,- not
quite so young, whose work had begun to attract international recognition before the
War and who were determined to return to their first interests. Consequently the plan
to bring a limited number of young scientists into the laboratories to do fundamental
research, side by side with members of the Council's staff, had a very strong appeal.
The benefits, of course, have not all been on one side. Keen young scientists have
brought to Canada a diversitty of training, experience, and ideas that has proved
invaluable in stimulating research within each laboratory-group.

The plan started in 1947 and was first publicized by correspondence between
members of the CounciPs staff and workers in similar fields who were known to them
personally, or through exchange of publications and correspondence on subjects of
mutual interest. Later, announcements were prepared and distributed to universities
and research institutions throughout the world.

Afthe Commonwealth Scientific Conference in 1946, a plan to exchange stu-
dents and scientific workers between Commonwealth countries was recommended.
The Colombo Plan has been formulated since then, and UNESCO plans for scientific
exchange have also been developed. Canada has made, and is making, contributions
to both of these, as part of the Commonwealth and United Nations plans, but the
Postdoctorate fellowship scheme of the National Research Council is solely Canadian
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m origin and operation. Apart from the . mutual benefits already. mentioned, th
scheme is tangible recognition and repayment of a debt that Canada has owed f
many years. For the first time the movement of scientists for training is into Cana<
rather than out. - , ;

- , Since 1947 just under 1000. applications* havé been received, and about 23
awards have been made. So far, 128 of these have been accepted. Those for 1952-5
'are still pending. Ninety-four of these awards have been renewed for further perio,
ranging from one month to one year. The fellows who have been appointed represe
20 countries and nearly 60 universities.

Until the present year, 1952,*all of the awards have been made for fundament
research in chemistry and physics in the Council laboratories in Ottawa and Chal
River. This year, however, a limited number of awards in biochemistry and micro
biology were announced. These are to be held in the CounciPs Prairie Regional Lab
oratory at Saskatoon. Competition for these has attracted many applicants, and th
total number of applications for fellowships for 1952-53 exceeded 360, about 14
more than the total for 1951-52.

While the majority of the fellows have, upon completion of their work under th
awards, returned to their home countries, a few have joined the staffs of Canadia.
universities and research institutions and some venturesome individuals have marrie
Canadian girls.

The fellowship programme is described in a booklet issued anmially by th
Awards Office of the National Research Council. It includes an account of the worl
being done in Council laboratories where fellowships may be held and reference-list
of publications resulting from the investigations. It is distributed with announcemen
posters and application-forms in September, and awards are usually announced durinf

• the following April. The booklet and other information pertaining to the fellowship
may be obtained by writing to the Secretary, Laboratory Awards Committee, Nationa
Research Council, Ottawa.



CANADA AND THE UNITED NATIONS
Canadian Contribution to United Nations Relief

and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees

Since the end of 1948 some 900,000 refugees who have lost their homes and
livelihood as a result of hostilities in Palestine' have existed principally on relief
provided by the United Nations, supplemented by private contributions from all
over the world. Because of its central role in creating the State of Israel the United
Nations has recognized; in a number of resolutions, its responsibility for the refugee
problem and has consistently endeavoured to find a satisfactory solution for it.

Accordingly, in January of this year the General Assembly accepted, by a vote
of 49 to 0(the Soviet bloc abstaining) the "Blandford Plan" (named alter John Bland-
ford, the Director of the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine
Refugees or UNRWAPR) for the relief and rehabilitation of Palestine refugees. It
calls for the expenditure over a three-year period of $50 million U.S. for relief on a
diminishing scale and $200 million U.S. for the integration of the refugees into the
lives of countries surrounding Palestine. Of this total $77 million was the estimated
requirement for the first year ending June 30, 1952 and of this amount the sum of
$67 million was received by way of contributions. For the following two years $128
million will be required for the first year and $55 million for the second year. Accept-
ance of the Plan is without prejudice to the rights of refugees to ultimate repatriation
or to compensation whenever a political settlement between the Arab States and
Israel makes this possible. The Blandford Plan appears to be well framed to achieve
the maximum success possible in the circumstances in that disturbed area.

To meet with success the Agency not only requires adequate funds; the active
co-operation of the countries in which the integrated programme is, to be carried out
must be secured. There are many indications that these countries are, in fact, giving
the Agency a considerable degree of practical co-operation in the execution of its
programme.

The Canadian' Government has felt it necessary and desirable to contribute
support, both moral and material, to the work of UNRWAPR for a number of reasons.
First there are humanitarian reasons which are clear when the picture of hundreds of
thousands of displaced Arabs withôut permanent homes or occupations is considered.
Second, the United Nations has an admitted responsibility for the welfare of these
refugees, and Canada as a member of the United Nations should bear its share of
the responsibility. A third and equally important reason for Canadian participation
in the work of UNRWAPR is that the continued existence of the great social and
economic distress created by the refugee problem constitutes a threat to the stability
of one important.area of the world and consequently of the whole world.

The Government has therefore recommended, and Parliament has approved,
that for the Agency's fiscal year. July 1, 1952 to June 30, 1953, Canada should con-
tribute to the Agency an initial sum of $600,000 and should, at a later stage, con-
tribute a further substantial amount if other countries with responsibilities similar
to those of Canada contribute in like degree, and if local conditions indicate that
the operations of the Agency have a good chance of success. Provision for the initial
contribution is included in the supplementary estimates for 1952-53.

„

The United Nations International Children's Emergency Fund

The United Nations International Children's Emergency Fund (UNICEF),
following instructions of the General Assembly, has shifted its emphasis from post-
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war emergency . feeding to , long-range programmes in under-developed . countries
designed to assist governments in developing their own child health and. welfare
services. Thesé programmes fall under the following main headings:

(1) Maternal and child welfare, which includes '`

(a) supplies and equipment to set up maternal and child welfare centres,
particularly in rural areas;

(b) training programmes to provide local personnel ' to operate the
centres:

(c) mass health campaigns against diseases which particularly affect
children, e.g., tuberculosis, yaws, malaria and other insect-borne
diseases.

(2) Nutrition programmes, which include

(a) assistance in establishing child feeding programmes as demonstration
projects;

(b) assistance in milk processing to insure larger supplies of safe in-
digenous milk.

UNICEF continues to provide emergency assistance as it is required. Recent
examples are emergency food supplies following the Italian floods, the Philippine
typhoons, during the droughts in Madras and Northern Brazil, and assistance to the
Palestine refugee programme.

All health programmes' are developed with the co-operation and technical
approval of the World Health Organization. The Food and Agriculture Organization
assists similarly in nutrition and milk processing, and the United Nations Department
of Social Affairs is consulted in welfare matters.

All programmes require considerable effort on the part of the receiving t;overn-
ments. Except in emergencies, help is given only to long range government plans in
which the recipient government contributes at least as much as UNICEF, and in
many cases, considerably more. There must also be some assurance of the intention
of the recipient governments to cpntinue the programmes when UNICEF aid ends.

One of the most useful aspects of UNICEF work is that it is a supply organiza-
tion and can accompany its technical advice with suf6cient supplies to initiate a
programmé and place it on a sound operating basis. In view of the efforts which have
to be made by each government requesting assistance and the time required to work
out satisfactory programmes' there is, however, a practical limit to the rate at which
worthwhile projects can be undertaken..

The present target budget is $20 million for the year ending June 30, 1953.
'Allocations for the year ending June 30, 1952, have amounted to $18.8 million. At
the April,meeting of the Executive Board, allocations of $8,600,000 (included in the
$18.8 million above) were voted for 55 programmes in 39 countries and territories
as well as for Palestine refugee children. In the health programmes the benefits will
reach•.

'Anti-tuberculosis vaccination campaigns 16,400,000 people
Yaws, syphilis and bejel campaigns ' - - - - 3,035,000 people
Anti-malaria and other insect-control campaigns . ' - 7,245,000 people
Whooping cough, diphtheria and other immunizations 200,000 people. , ,.

Moreover, nearly one million children will benefit from special feeding programmes.
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Canada has been a member of the 26-nation Executive Board since UNICEF
began and has held the chairmanship for 1951 and 1952. The Government has made
the following contributions:

(in U.S. dollar equivalents)

1947-48 - - - - $5,300,000.
1949 - - - = - 977,000.
1950 546,000.
1951 - - - - 470,000.

TOTAL $7,293,000.,. .
The Canadian Government has recommended and Parliament has approved a

contribution from Canada to UNICEF of $500,000 for 1952. This contribution is
roughly of the, same order as was given in each of the preceding two years and
indicates the hope of the Canadian Government that during 1952 the work of
UNICEF may be continued on approximately the same scale as in previous years.

+' + FORMER GOVERNOR GENERAL RETURNS TO OTTAWA

The OAiNd Kingdom Ministo► of Dofoneo, and former Govorno ► Gonorol of Cdnada, Earl Aloxandor,
'4ftft the Govorno► Gonorol's Foot Guards durinp his visit ►o Ottawa following his rocsn►

trip to Koreo.

n
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EXTERNAL AFFAIRS 'IN PARLIAMENT
Statements of Government Policy

(The purpose of this section is to provide a selection of statements
on external affairs by Ministers oj,the Crown or by their parliamen-
tary assistants. It .is not designed to provide a complete coverage of

debatea on ezternal affairs taking place during the month.)

North Atlantic Treaty

Approval of Protocol for European Defence Community

On June 17, the Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, made the
following motion:

That it is expedient that the Houses of Parliament do approve the protocol to the
North Atlantic Treaty, signed at Paris on May 27, 1952, extending the guarantees of
Article 5 of the Treaty to the European Defence Community, and that this House do
approve the same.

Speaking on this motion, Mr. Pearson said, in part:

.. As I reported to the House on May 27, representatives of the member coun-
tries of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization signed on that day in Paris a protocol
which extended to the newly formed European Defence Community the guarantees
under Article 5 of the North Atlantic Treaty. It is this protocol which is of immediate
concern to us today and for which I am to ask the approval of Parliament ... Article
I of the protocol reads as follows:

An armed attack (i) on the territory of any of the' members of the Euro-
pean Defence Community in Europe or in the area described in article 8(i) of
the North Atlantic Treaty, or (ii) on the-forces, vessels or aircraft of the Euro-
pean Defence Community when in the area described in Article 8(ii) of the
said Treaty, shall be considered an attack against all the parties to the North
Atlantic Treaty, within the meaning of Article 5 of the said Treaty, and Article
5 shall apply accordingly.

Article II of the protocol reads as follows:

The present protocol shall enter Into force as soon as each of the parties
has notified the Government of the United States of America of its acceptance
and the Council of the European Defence Community has notified the North
Atlantic Council of the entry into force of the treaty setting up the European
Defence Community . . .

At the beginning I should like to emphasize that whatever action is taken by the
Government in respect of ratification of this protocol, the protocol does not come into
effect until it Is ratified by all the members of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization.
Therefore, even if action were taken at an early date by the Covernment of Canada,
the protocol itself would not be effective until it had been ratified by an the members
and until the European Defence Community treaty was also in effect ...

It is true that the acceptance and the coming into effect of this protocol do ex-
tend the obligations which Canada has undertaken under the North Atlantic Treaty
to the Federal Republic of Cermany. That of course is a very important development
indeed ... The proposed European Defence Community includes only one menthe
which is not already a signatory to the North Atlantic Treaty, and that is the Federal
Republic of Cermany. But though the protocol does represent an extension of our
obligations, I suggest that the extension is more theoretical than real because inthe
North Atlantic Treaty there is ... Article 6, which provides that the guarantee
mutual assistance shall come Into effect when an armed attack is made on the forces,
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the vessels or the aircraft of any of the parties when in or over these territories or
. any. other area in Europe in which occupation forces of any of the parties were
stationed on the date when the treaty came into effect.

That means that we are already under obligation to come to the assistance of
the NATO forces stationed in Western Germany. If this protocol comes into effect
it will extend that obligation from an attack on forces of occupation in Germany to
an attack on Western Germany itself. It is a further step, and I think a valuable step,
in the development and the reaffirmation of collective security and collective action
which is the best preventive of war in the present circumstances ...

It is, I am sure, clear to all of us that over the continent of Europe today hangs
the threat of aggression the driving force of which is a compound of Russian imper-
ialism and Communist ideology. Even with that threat facing us, it is not easy to
banish momories. of the appalling results of German armed might in the service of a
totalitazian regime. There are few European countries today in which the material
and spiritual wounds of the Second World War have had time to heal completely.

National economies, which with thehelp of the Marshall Plan and other assis-
tance have been gradually returning to something like normal conditions after the
destruction of war, have had once more to shoulder the added burden of large-scale
rearmament. It is heartening, therefore, . . . to see that, in spite of these trials of the
body and spirit, men have been found who realize Yhat the battles of the past should
not determine the, policy of the future and who realize also the urgent necessity of
.. uniting Europe for peace on the only basis on which this can be done.

In any scheme for•European integration the position of Germany is of cen-
tral importance. This is abundantly evident from the efforts.which have been made
and are still being made by the Western nations to secure the support-and by the
Soviet bloc to secure the submission-of the Germans. Germany lies in the very heart
of Europe and it is not surprising that Western policy in general, and indeed United
States policy in particular, regards German participation as essential to the effective
defence of Europe. This I suggest should be the easier now that the long feud be-
tween France and Germany has lost much of its reality in a world where the im-
portant divisions are no longer inter-European-and the old-fashioned balance of
power concepts are based on larger than national considerations.

So, the nations of Europe which are still free to choose-and they are not all free
to choose-are realizing, in spite of neutralist sentiment in certain countries and
certain quarters, how important it is for their survival that they unite as Europeans
in the face of this common menace and common danger. This process of European
Integration seems often painfully slow to those of us who watch it from across the
Atlantic Ocean. To the Europeans themselves I often suspect it must seem immoder-
ately hasty.

It is not my purpose to recount all of the steps taken in recent years toward the
' unification of Europe. They are well known to all of us but it is perhaps not always

realized that there have been so many. Because the urgent necessity of avoiding a
third world war has filled the minds of free men, particularly in North America, we
have under-estimated the enormous strides which have been taken in the last few

, yean toward the solution of complex European problems, many of which have per-
sisted throughout generations.,

This progress has been made in spite of deep-rooted, understandable nationalist
feelings and traditions and serious political difficulties such as the legitimate desire of
some nations to retain their economic and political association with countries outside
Europe. It follows, I think, from these considerations that the integration of Europe
will be a gradual process achieved through the creation of supranational authorities
with limited but definite powers in certain specific fields-such as the coal and steel
authority under the Schuman Plan and the Benelux Convention. This functional
approach has proved to be more acceptable to the nations concerned than the theoret-
ical approach of those who want to establish a formal federation at once. European
unity then, I suggest, must grow and not be imposed. It must be a voluntary and

,constructive union-not anything like a shotgun marriage.
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The European Defence Community treaty, by associating the Federal Republic
of Germany with the defence of Europe, is one far-reaching step toward this more
closely integrated Europe. The EDC treaty, like the Schuman Plan, is the result of a
bold idea for the solution of a major European problem-the return of Germany to
the community of free and democratic nations. It takes its place in a complex of
agreements all of which show this same trend toward Europeans comi.ng together.

As so often in the past, it was on this occasion the keen and imaginative political
intelligence of the French leaders which gave birth to many of the ideas which have
helped to create this more closely united Europe, Nobody would deny that at the
present time the necessities of defence and economic recovery are the most compelling
incentives toward this unity; but beyond the community of interests in military and
economic matters there are amongst these free European states a common culture and
common traditions which cannot be overlooked by a group of nations for which in-
dividual and moral values are at least as important as material ones.

Germany then as I see it is the key to the solution of these European problems.
Because of her geographical location and the size and the industry of her population,
Germany-even a divided Germany-is likely to be a vital factor for better or for
worse in European politics for many years to come. The events of a few weeks ago
in Paris and Bonn and the repercussion of these events in points as far distant as
Berlin and Tokyo, have outlined the importance which the Communist world attaches
to what is often referred to in the press and elsewhere as the struggle for Germany.
Two blows in that struggle were struck for the west in Bonn and Paris on May 26 and
May 27 last.

The first of these blows was the signing on May 28 in Bonn by the foreign min-
isters of the United Kingdom, the United States and France on the one hand, and by
the Chancellor of the Federal Republic of Germany on the other, of an agreement
which comprised a convention on relations between the three powers and the Federal
Republic of Germany, three related conventions and a number of accompanying
instruments . . .

These contractual agreements which were freely negotiated and not imposed re-
place the occupation statute; they abolish the Allied High Commission, and they
bring the Federal Republic of Germany into the family of free nations. They provide
for the stationing of foreign forces in Germany to assist in the defence of the West
and for the reservation by the former accupying powers of their rights in Berlin and
over matters affecting Germany as a whole, in particular the problems of unification
and the eventual peace treaty which of course are not solved by this peace contract
These restrictions on the complete freedom of the Federal Republic of Germany were
made necessary by the peculiar nature of the problem of according to the Federal lie-
public rights over its external and domestic affairs while preserving the means of con-
ducting negotiations with the Soviet Union on German unification and on the final
peace settelment. Article 4, Section 4, of the peace contract is important and I would
like to read it and one or two of the other more important sections.

Article 4 reads:

The Federal Republic will participate in the European Defence Com-
munity in order to contribute to the common defence of the free world.

Article 5 provides for the proclamation by the three Western powers of a state
of emergency in the Federal Republic, should the Federal Republic and the Euro-
pean Defence Community be unable to deal with the situation which is created by
an attack on the Federal Republic or Berlin, subversion of the liberal democratic
basic order, a serious disturbance of public order or a grave threat of any of tbese
events.

Article 7 is very important. Its first section states the agreement of the three
powers and the Federal Republic that the essential aim of their common policy is a
peace settlement for the whole of Cermany,' freely negotiated between Germany and
her former enemies. It also defers all frontier questions to an eventual peace settl?-
ment. In the light of the recent Soviet notes on unification and a peace treaty, I nced
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hardly underline the capital importance of these declarations. If the intention of
this article, which I have just read, is that a unified Germany will have the rights
and be bound by the obligations conferred on the Federal Republic by this agree-
ment and by the European Defence Community treaty, then this article is in effect
the expression of a hope that a unified Germany would continue to throw in its lot
with the West.

I am aware that sceptics will point out that in the event of unification and peace
treaty discussions, there will be a new partner to any agreement, namely the Soviet
Union, which would not necessarily-that I know is an understatement-subscribe to
the present accords. Moreover, an all-German government would not be the same as
the Government of the Federal Republic at the present time and might, therefore,
insist that the contractual agreements would have to be re-negotiated. This important
possibility which is very much in our minds, is perhaps foreshadowed by Article 10
which provides for the review of the tenus of the convention on relations and the
related conventions:

(a) upon the request of any of the signatory states, in the event of the
unification of Germany or the creation of a European federation; or

(b) upon the occurrence of any other event which all the signatory states
recognize to be of a similar fundamental character.

. The second important event, as I have already indicated, was the signing
in Paris on May 27 of the treaty establishing a European Defence Community. By
the provisions of this treaty, the Governments of France, Italy, Belgium, the Nether-
lands, Luxembourg and the Federal Republic of Germany have agreed to set up a
European Army, purely defensive in character, which will be under the operational
command of the North Atlantic Treaty. This new treaty seeks to ensure the security
of the states which have signed it ...

The signing of these two sets of agreements is, I think, a tribute to the sense of
political reality and the spirit of reasonable compromise shown by the statesmen and
their expert advisers, who have brought the negotiations to a successful conclusion
after many months of dif6cult and delicate discussions. It would, however, be rash
to express any easy optimism on the final results, merely because these arrangements
have been signed. Both the agreements I have mentioned will have to be ratified by
the governments whose representatives signed them, and the road to ratification may
not be a short or an easy one. There is as yet no European army except on paper,
and there are stiff political struggles ahead both on the international plane and within
the countries which are members of the European Defence Community, before these
arrangements will be of any effect on the international plane. The activities of the
Soviet Union and its Communist agents in other countries on the subject of Germany
and the recent agreements bear witness by their scope and violence to the growing
strength of Western defence, and the impression this strength and unity has already
made, as well as to the vital importance which the Soviet Union attaches to the
coming into effect of these arrangements.

There has been ... a lively exchange of diplomatic notes between the Soviet
Government and the Governments of the United States, the United Kingdom and
France. In their first note on March 10 of this year, the Russians put forward a draft
peace treaty which was obviously designed to appeal to all shades of opinion in Ger-
many, and to delay the conclusion of the contractual agreements and the European
Defence Community treaty. That latter design, of course, was not achieved. These
Russian proposals concerned reunification, the withdrawal of occupying forces, the
rehabilitation of ex-Nazis-many of whom are now joining the Eastern German army
-the abolition of all trade restrictions on Germany, the granting to Germany of
national-not international-defence forces, and the granting to Germany of permis-
sion to produce armaments on a large scale. In other words, in these Russian pro-

,' posals there was something for nearly every German. On the other hand, under the
' "me proposals, the reunified Cermany was not to be free to enter into alliances, and

k its territory was not to Include the former German territories east of the Oder-Neisse
line. Finally, a four-power conference was to meet at once to settle all these questions.
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In their replies to these Soviet proposals the' three Western governments have
taken what I think to be the sensible line, that while the door must not be shut on
negotiatioris with the Soviet union on this matter, there can be no question of a four.
power conference--of which the allies already have had some unhappy experiences-
until the Soviet proposals have been subjected to searching inquiry and until their
real meaning can be ascertained. With this in mind the three governments have con-
centrated, in dealing with this problem, on the basic question of free elections
throughout Germany, and the consequent formation of an all-German government,
free both before and after the peace treaty to enter into associations compatible with
the principles and purposes of the United Nations. The insistence of the three West-
ern powers, in dealing with these, and subsequent Russian proposals, has been on
unity with freedom and peace with security. I believe that is a sound attitude to
adopt. '

Nevertheless, no matter how insncere the Soviet proposals may seem to us, they
have a dangerous appeal to German nationalism since they appear on the surface
to offer a definite programme of unification which cannot fail to attract Germans to
whom unification, I suppose, stands above almost everything else at the present time.
For this reason, I venture to express the hope that too much time will not elapse be-
tween the receipt of Soviet notes on Germany and the dispatch of the Western replies.
The longer the interval, the greater the chances which the Soviet proposals, however
specious they are, will have to work on public opinion in Germany and elsewhere. I
think it would be unwise ... and indeed unnecessary to allow the Soviet Union to
win propaganda victories in this field. I think the West should also be prepared to
counter Soviet offers in a positive way and not spend toô much effort on pointing out
the hollowness and the insincerity of those offers. '

To most Germans the desire for unification goes eatzemely deep, and it is a de-
sire that is going to be achieved by one means or another. But I believe that more
and more Germans will realize that a neutral Germany would be in grave danger of
becoming an enlarged East Germany, and that their best hope for an eventful peace-
ful unification of their country lies in the Integration of the Federal Republic and
ultimately of all Germany with the Western defence system. Mils grave step, how-
ever-and it is a grave step-may seem to many observers to involve risks and to
involve also the protracted division of Germany. There Is no doubt that in lining
u p behind this p o l i c y we are taking a calculated risk ...

What are the alternatives to it? Should we suspend any consideration of Ger-
manyi association with the West? Should we suspend such things as the European
defence treaty and this peace contract until a scheme for unification and a peace
treaty has been worked out.with the . Russians and their friends, on the basis they
have put forward, which Includes a national German army, the pardoning of all
Nazis, and German neutrality, with all foreign troops withdrawn-the Russian tmopa
presumably to Poland and at least some of the Western troops presumably across the
Atlantic. Should we support that proposal 'as an alternative to the proposals which
we have before us today? That alternative, has commanded some support in circles
which are certainly not allied with Cammunism: Quite apart from the danger of a
neutral Germany, with complete control of its own forces and rearming in its own
way without restriction, and quite apart from the danger of that kind of Cermany
working with the East, if we followed that comma it would also wreck the patient
and intelligent work of the North Atlantic countries and the Adenauer Covernrnent,
and it would lay Germany open to uncertainty, confusion and, I suggest, danger.

' 3 The policy now proposed frees Cermany but ' includesher in the Europe'"
system. Her rearmament will be defensive and international:' and I hope that both
this defensive and this international character of Cenaan rearmament will be strcssed.
I hope also that our policy of rearmament within the Earopean Defence Con """I
will not be taken to mean that we are going to be inflexible in our approach to the
larger and ultimate problem of a unified Cermany with a peace treaty to which the
U.S.S.R. must subscribe, because inEe:ibility and negotiation in matters of this lând
are incompatible. The Western aim has been-and should, I tuggest, continue to be

`-a slackening of world tension followed by ireaaoned, calm and firm endeavour to
end the cold war. Our hope remains, as it must, that eventually we may enter upon
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an era of peace for which men everywhere so ardently long; and they include mil-
lions of men in the Soviet Union itself.

The agreements signed at Bonn and Paris and the Western replies to the Soviet
notes have shown the Soviet Union that the period of fear is over and that the West
now stands firm against the encroachments of the police state.

There will be difficulties ahead, especially during the period when ratification,
is being discussed. But it should not be beyond the capacity of Western statesmen to

Korea
Koje Incident

On June 19, describing a reply received from the United Statés Government to
a note from the Canadian Government regarding the dispatch of a company of Can-
adian infantry for duty on Koje Island,* Mr. Pearson said:

The United States Government states its appreciation of the importance attached
by the Government of Canada to the maintenance of Canadian forces as a unit, and
the feeling underlying Canada's traditional position in this matter, and therefore, the
United States Government desires to meet the wishes of the Canadian Government
in so far as is practicable without endangering the United Nations military effort in
Korea. This friendly assurance is welcomed and the qualification is understood and
quite acceptable, as it was, of course, never our intention that the natural desire to
keep Canadian forces together under Canadian command should be permitted to
endanger the United Nations military effort in Korea. -

overcome those difficulties. I believe that there is now a reàl prospect of European
integration not merely on a continental basis but within the developing North Atlantic
community-a community which is not designed to be exclusive in character or to
replace the United Nations but rather to insure that the magnificent vision of the
United Nations is not destroyed from within.

I am not blind-nor do I think any of us are-to the danger of a restored and a
rearmed Cermany, but I believe that within the European Defence Community this
restoration and this rearmament can be brought to serve not the ends of totalitarian
aggression-which it has served in the past-but the ends of peace in Europe and in
the world. It is in that hope ... that I submit for the approval of this House the
North Atlantic Treaty protocol which is before us.

Armistice Negotiations

Replying on June. 13 to a question by Mr. M. J. Coldwell (CCF, Rosetown-
Biggar) regarding the armistice negotiations in Korea, Mr. Pearson spoke, in part, as
follows:

There is no foundation to the suggestion that the negotiators for the United
-Nations Command may withdraw from the truce talks. The negotiators for the United
Nations Command have put forward a package proposal for the solution of outstand-
ing differences over the armistice. The Communist negotiators have subjected the
United States officers who are acting for the United Nations Command to consider-
able abuse to serve the ends of their own propaganda and the United Nations nego-

• might well be recessed from time to time until the Communists are ready to make
. tiators have therefore recently taken the reasonable position that the main sessions

Proposals which are constructive, not merely abusive.
;.,

Nevertheless it is the view of the Canadian Government, and this is shared by
other govemments concerned, that if the armistice talks are finally broken off, that
should be clearly the responsibility of the Communists. In_saying this I do not mean

*^Mernol ^airr, June issue, Pages 223-4, under "Use of Canadian Troops at Koje
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to suggest that we are not conscious of the gravity of the situation in Korea because
of the build-up of Communist military. forces in recent months..

The negotiation of a military armistice has, by agreement, been entrusted to
military officers on both sides. In accordance with the general outline of a plan for
settling the Korean war contained in the supplementary report of the cease-fire group
which was approved by the Political Committee of the General Assembly of the
United Nations on January 13, •1951, political discussions as such are not to be held
unt:l an armistice has been arranged and the fighting has ceased. I admit that the
political content of these armistice discussions has now become significant. Whether,
however, the machinery on the United Nations side for conducting them should be
modified, Dr whether, indeed, an effort should be made to move the discussions from
Korea itself. is another question on which I would not wish to express any opinion
at this time.

-Cnpui Prw

AUSTRAUAN PRIME MINISTER bISITS OTTAWA
The Primo Ministor of Aus1►eiia, Mr. MonsiN, riOhf, cols *a tM Soerotery of Sfa1o for Extsrnal

ARoirr. Mr. Pearson, dYrinR the cowno of Ms roeoaf four-doy rinit to OMovna.
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APPOINTMENTS AND TRANSFERS IN THE CANADIAN

DIPLOMATIC SERVICE

Mr. M. Cadieux was posted from NATO Defence College, to the NATO Delegation, Paris,
France, effective June 1, 1952. -

Mr. F. C. Hooton was posted from OEEC Delegation, to the NATO Defence College, Paris,
France, effective June 1, 1952.

Mr. R. Campbell was posted from Ottawa, to the Canadian Embassy, Ankara, Turkey,
effective June 6, 1952. •

Mr. Allan C. Anderson was posted from Ottawa, to the Canadian Embassy, Mexico, effec-
tive June 12, 1952.

The following officers were appointed to the Department of External Affairs: Mr. W. E.
Bauer (May 27, 1952); Mr. P. E. J. Charpentier (May 27, 1952); Mr. G. C. Cook (May
27, 1952); Mr. Jean-Marie Gaeten Dery (May 28, 1952)• Mr. R. M. Lithgow (May 27,
1952); Mr. N. E. Currie (June 10, 1952); Mr. J. R. Ploude (June 10, 1952).

APPOINTMENTS AND TRANSFERS OF

REPRESENTATIVES OF OTHER COUNTRIES IN CANADA

DIPLOMATIC

Now Appsinheenh

His Excellency Doctor Juan Manuel Al-
varez del Castillo, Ambassador, Embassy of
Mexico, June 12

His Excellency Sadao Iguchi, Ambassador,
Embassy of Japan, June 17.

His Excellency Dr. Luis Esteves Fer-
nandes, Minister, Legation of Portugal, June
20.

Mr. Cuillermo Mackintosh Derqui, Coun-
sellor, Embassy of Argentina, May 28.

Mr. Raymond Treuil, Commercial Coun-
sellor, Embassy of France, June 2.

Rear-Admiral Erling C Hostvedt Prin i

Mr. Pierre Queille, Commercial Counsel-
lor, Embassy of France, June 1.

Rear Admiral P. J. E. Jacobsen, Principal
Military Attaché and Naval Attaché, Lega-
tion of Norway, June 13.

Mr. Edgar Enrique Perez Colman, Second
Secretary, Embassy of Argentina, June 20.

Mr. Raul A. Buccino, Attaché, Embassy
of Argentina, June 20.

Commander R. M. Sars, Assistant Naval
Attaché, Legation of Norway, June 30.

Mr. César A. de la Fuente, Counsellor,
Embassy of Peru, June.

Pal Mi1itary Attaché and Naval Attaché, His Excellency the Honorable Stanleygation'of Norway, Residenec in Wash- Woodward, Ambassador, Embassy of theington, D.C., June 14. ! United States of America, left on a visit to
M R. S. Chhatari, First Secretary, Hi h Europe, June 22. Mr. Don. C. Bliss, Min-

COmmission for Pakistan g ister at the Embassy is Chargé d'Affaires ad, June 19. interim.
Mr. phi)lip B. Dah1, Attaché, Embassy of

His Excellency Vicomte du Parc. C.V.O.,the United States of America, June 19.
'" Ambassador, Embassy of Belgium, left for
Commander R. A. Tamber Assistant holidays in Belgium, June 20. Mr. Alain de

Naval Attaché, Legation of Norway. , Resi- Thysebaert, Counsellor at the Embassy is
dence in Washington, D.C., June• 30. Chargé d'Affaires ad interim.

Dr.. Caldeiro Coelhô, Fust Secretary, Le- His Excellency Sean Murphy, . Ambas-
Sation of Portugal, June, sador, Embassy of Ireland, left on a visit to

the United States, June 23-July 8. Mr. John
O'Brien, Secretary at the Embassy is Chargé

His Excellency Augustin Nores Martinez,
d'Affaires ad interim.

^bassador, Embassy of Argentina, relin- His Excellency Daniel Steen, Minister,
quished hisduties, June 4. Mr. Guillermo Legation of Norway, left for holidays in
Mackintosh Lerqut, Counsellor of the Em- Norway, June 21. Mr. Sven N. Oftedal,
^^ will be Chargé d'Affaires ad Interim Press Counsellor at the Legation is Chargé

g arrival,of a successor. d'Affaires ad interim.
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CONSOLAR - I •

Racoewrtiow was 9raahd to.

Mr. jean Maugue, Consul, Consulate of
France at Toronto, June 2.

Mr. Jaime Alzamora, Honorary Vice-Con-
sul, Consulate General of Peru at Montreal,
Tune 7.

Mr. Philip G. Cottell, Vice-Consul, Con-
sulate of the United States of America at
Victoria, June 7.

Mr. Joseph Edmond Arsenault, Honorary
Consular Agent of France at Charlottetown,
June 12.

Dr. Anselmo Mena, Consul General, Con-
sulate General of Mexico at Montreal, June
14.

- Mr. Hogan F. Buford, Vice-Consul, Con-
sulate General of the United States of Amer-
ica at Vancouver, June 21.

Mr. Bartel Menage, Honorary Vice-Con-
sul, Consulate of the Netherlands at Winni-
peg, June 27.

Mr. Arnaldo Caviglia, Vice-Consul, Con-
sulate of Argentina at Halifax, June 20.

Mr. José Alberto Caballero, Vice-Consul,
Consulate of Argentina at Vancouver, June
20.

Mr. Ernesto A. Nogués, Consul in charge,
Consulate General of Argentina at Montreal,
June 20. Mr. Vincente Ayestaran, Vice-Con-
sul is in charge until appointment of -a
titular.

Mr. Laurence C. Frank, Consul General,
Consulate of the United States of America
at Winnipeg> une 20. Mr. Mulford A. Cole-
brook, Consul, is in charge until appoint-
ment of a titular.

Mr. Richard P. Butrick, Consul-Gencral
of the United States of America at Mont-
real, was absent May 28-June 30. Mr. Al-
bert W. Scott, Consu4 was in charge of the
Consulate General. -. ' • -.

, Mr. George J. Haering, Consul General of
the United States of America at Toronto
was absent from June 11-June 21. N1r.
Adrian B. Colquitt, Consul was in charge of
the Consulate General.

Doctor José R. Iiernandez Lebron, Consul
General of the Dominican Republic at Ot-
tawa, was absent on holidays in his coun-
try, June. Consular matters were referred to
the Consulate General at Montreal.

The Government of Argentina has de-
cided to close its consulates at Vancouver
and at Halifaz. In the future, the Consulate
General of Argentina at Montreal will have
jurisdiction over Canada.

Departures

Mr. Paul Martin, Consul, Consulate of
France at Toronto, end of May.

Mr. Thomas B. Wenner,. Consul, Con-
sulate General of the United States of Amer-
ica at Montreal, June 5.

Dr. Francisco Villagran, Consul General,
Consulate General of Mexico at Montreal,
June 14. .

Mr. G. Edward Reynolds, Vice-Consul,
Consulate General of the United States of
America at Toronto, June 15.

CANADIAN REPRESENTATION AT INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCES

(This I. a list of international conferencea at which Canâda was represented during As
month of June 1952, and of thoae•at which it may be represented in the future; earGer

conferences may be found in the previoua laaues of 'External A$airr .)
re(The,Depdntment o/ External Afaira, through Us International Conferences Section, is

aponaible for co-ordinating all invitations to international conferences. It should be not:d,
howeoer, that the decision as to the narticipatton of the Canadian. Government at such c^
ferences is made by the Secretary of State for External Affairs or.. where aopropriate,
Cabinet upon the recommendation of the department of government f unctionally concerned•)

Standing International Bodies on which Canada Is Represented

(Published annually. Only new standing international bodies on sohich.Canada is reY'l

sented will be listed in the interoen{ng months. See "External A$airs" January 1952, for the
last complete list.)

^. _ . .. . . .

Conferences Attended in June

1. 13th Unloersâl Poatal Congress. Brus- ', Pearl, Post Office ^partment; A. G

sels,
Ma 14-Head of Delegation: W.] ... . Smith, Canadian Emb ; B^ ^sPostmaster General; Secretaryi Miss, C. E. BinglemanTurnbul^ Deputy:

Delegates: J. I.- A.. Gagnon..And H. . N. Office Depnrtment.', ,, .
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2: Resumed Session of the Conference on
Settlement of German External Debts.
London, May 19-Head of Delegation:
G. G. Crean, Office of the Canadian
High •Commissioner, London; Delegates:
A. B. Hockin, Office of the Canadian
High Commissioner, London; C. L.
Read, Department of Finance.

3. 14th Session of Economic and Social
Council (ECOSOC). New York, May 20
Representative: J. Lesa ge, M.P., Parlia-
mentary Assistant to the Secretary of
State for External Affairs; Alternates:
D. M. Johnson, Permanent Representa-
tive of Canada to the United Nations,
New York; J. Sinclair, M.P., Parliamen-
tary Assistant to the Minister of Finance;
Dr. G. F. Davidson, Deputy Minister of
Welfare; Dr. F. G. Robertson, M.P.; J.
J. Deutsch, , Department of Finance;
Advisers: C. B. Summers, J . H. Warren,
Miss B. M. . Meagher, Department of
External Affairs• S. Pollock, Department
of Finance- Ac^viser and Secretary: A.
R. Crepadt, Permanent . Delegation of
Canada to the United Nations, New
York.

4, 6th Session of ICAO. Montreal, Mày 27-
June 12 - Head of Delegation: C. S..
Booth, Permanent Delegate of Canada
to ICAO;. Delegate: H. A. L. Pattison,
Canadian Afember on Air Navigation
Commission of ICAO; Advisers: S. Pol-
lock and M. ' C. Clark, Department of
Finance; J. Irwin, Department of Ex-

5. 1 pth Session of Executive Board of
WHO. Geneva, May 29-June 3-Dr. O.
and We^Department of National Health

6. Annual Meeting of International Whal-
ing Commission. London, May 28-June
6. . G. R. Clark, Assistant Deputy Min-
ister of Fisheries.

7. 19th Session of the Committee on Com-
^*►a ity Problems of FAO. Rome, June

Representative: Dr. C. S. li. Bar-
t014 of the Department of Ag-

8. 15th Session of the Conference of the
Committees of International Offices of
Documentation on Mtlitary Medicine.
Liege and Brussels June 3-7. • Lt. Col.
R. D. Barron. Canajan Army, Germany.

9. 85th Session of thé International Labour

Ç^d of 6Delâtion and , JuneernmetH

19s2 -

Delegate: M. M. MacLean, Assistant
Deputy Minister of Labour; P. Goulet,
Assistant to the Deputy Minister of
Labour; Advisers to Government Dele-
gates: C. A. L. Murchison, Unemploy-
ment Insurance Commission; Dr. E. A.
Watkinson and J. W. Willard, Depart-
ment of National Health and Welfare;
B. M. Williams, Permanent Delegation
of Canada to the European Office of the
United Nations, Geneva; Employer
Delegate: H. Taylor, Toronto; Advisers
to Employer Delegate; J. A. Brass, Mont-
real; H. W. Macdonnell, Toronto; A. C.
Ross Ottawa; T. W. Smith, Montreal;
Worier Delegate: M. Swerdlow, N"ont-
real; Advisers to Worker Delegate: R.
Hamel, Asbestos, P.Q.; J. G. McLean,
Ottawa; Secretary to the Delegation:
H. T. Pammett, Department of Labour.

10. 15th Session of the Council of FAO.
Rome, June 9-14-Representative: Dr.
G. S. H. Barton, formerly of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture.

11. 21st General Assembly of the Interna-
tional Commission of Criminal Police.
Stockholm, June 9-12-Inspector W. H.
Kelly, R.C.M.P., Liaison Officer, Lon-
don.

12. 3rd Session of Prooi,sional Intergooern-
. mental Committee for the Movements
of Migrants from Europe (PICMME).

- Washington, June 10-Head of Delega-
tion: C. E. S. Smith, Director of Immi-
gration; Delegates: E. H. Gilmour, Can-
adian Embassy, Washington; S. Pol-
lock, Department of Finance; Adviser:
P. W. Bird, Department of Citizenship
and Immigration. '

13. 7th Joint Session of the Permanent Cen-
tral Opium Board and Narcotic Drugs
Supervisory Body. Geneva, June 16 -
Col. C. H. L. Sharman, Canadian Mem-
ber, Narcotic Drugs Commission. .

14. 6th Meeting' of the South Pacific Air
Transport Council (SPATC). Nandi, Fiji,
June 19-Delegates: A. D. McLean, Air
Transport Board; J. R. Robertson, De-
partment of Transport; G. A. Scott, Di-
rector of Bureau of Transportation Econ-
omics; Adviser: W. V. Riley, Superin-
tendent of Pacific Air Lines.

'15. Meeting of Advisorq Committee on
United Nations Korean Reconstruction
Agency (UNKRA). New York, June 25.
Representative: D. M. Johnson, Perma-
nent Representative of Canada to the
United Nations, New York.
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Conferences to be held in July and August -

(The inclusion of the name of a conference or of an international meeting in the following

list is merely for information. It does not necéssarilg follow that the Government of Canada

has received an invitation to participate or, if so, that the invitation has or will be accepted;

the dates are tentative.)

1. 7th International Conference of Safety 9. International lurists Congress. West Ber-

in Mines Research. Buxton, England, lin, July 25-August 1.

July 7-12.
10.

2. 1st International Congress of the Inter-
national Diabetes Federation. Leyden,
the Netherlands, July 7-21.'

3. 2nd . International Congress of Physio-
logy and Pathology of Animal Repro-
duction and of Artificial Insemination.
Copenhagen, July 7-11.

4. 3rd Commonwealth and Empire Health
and Tuberculosis Conference. London,
July 8-13.

5. 6th ' International Congress of Animal
Husbandry. Copenhagen, July 9-14.

6. 1st Session of the Commission for Mari-
time Meteorology (WMO). London, July,
14.

7. 3rd Meeting of Sub-Group of the Inter-
sessional Working Party on the Reduc-
tion of Tari$ I.evels (CATT). Geneva,
July 15.

8. 18th International Red Cross Confer-
ence. Toronto, July 23-August 9.

Special Session of Intersessional Corn-
mittee of GATT. Geneva, July.

11. 8th General Assemblg of the Inten:a-
tional Geographical Union. Washington,
August 8-15.

12. 6th British' Commonwealth Forestry
Conference. Ottawa, August 11-Septf•m-
ber 13.

13. 6th International Grassland Congress

(FAO). State College, Pennsylvania,
August 17-23.

14. Inter-Governmental Con f erence for the
Adoption of the Universal Copyrilght
Convention (UNESCO). Geneva, Aug-
ust 18-September 6.

15. Special Committee to Study Further the
Question of the Methods and Procedure

Unitedof the General Assembly of
Nations for Dealing with Legal and
Drafting Questions. New York, August
26.

CURRENT DEPARTMENTAL PRESS RELEASES

Nambar Data Subjact

36 17/6 Presentation of Letters of Credence of Mr. Sadao Iguchi as
Japanese Ambassador to Canada.

37 20/6 Programme of the'visit to Ottawa by the Prime Minister Of
Australia, Mr. Robert Cordon Menzies.

38 20/6 Presentation of Letter of Credence of Dr. Luis Esteves Fer-
nandes as Portuguese Minister to Canada.

39 28/8 Reference made to the International Joint Commission con-
cerning the water levels of Lake Ontario.

40 o 3O/6 Application submitted to the International Joint Commission
for approval of the construction of works for the de4elop-
ment of power in the International Rapids Section of the St
Lawrence River.

Ottawa, Edmond Cloutier, C.M.G. O.A. D.S.P. Printer to the OYNO's
Most Excellent Majesty, Ceetrelbr of Statiewary, 1952.
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CANADIAN FLOURJOR GREECE -
CT-c- is the onlv Européan state whose armed forces have fought and won

an active campaign singe the Second World War to prevent their country from
being transformed into a satellite of the Soviet Union. It is because of the deter-
mination of the Greek people and their readiness to continue for over a decade to
live under trying war conditions rather than yield that Greece is still a member of
the community of free nations today.

No Respite
The Greek people were accorded almost no respite between their liberation

from German and Bulgarian occupation in the autumn of 1944 and the outbreak,of
that internal conflict in December of the same year which was to continue in one
form or another until September 1949. Communist elements in various parts of the
country fought to overthrow the duly constituted government which had the bacldng
of the majority of the people, and during the period of guerrilla warfare large areas,
particularly in the north, were devastated repeatedly. Some 700,000 persons fled
from the affected areas to other localities in Greece as refugees. In addition many,
including thousands of children, were taken by guerrillas to Communist-dominated
countries across the northern frontier. Large areas of Northern Greece were left almost
desolate.

After the defeat of the guerrilla forces in September 1949, the so-called "internal
refugees" began to return to their devastated villages and neglected fields. With

government aid and the assistance of E.C.A., supplemented by contributions from
voluntary organizations, the refugees set to work with a few draft animals and
simple tools to restore their homes and to make the son productive once more. The
task proved an extremely hard one, since in some areas the devastation had been
almost complete and many villages, reached only by mountain trails, were almost
completely cut off from the outer world. By the end of. 1951 the flocks on which
A. villagers depended for a large part of their food supply stood at only one-fifth
to one-third of the pre-war level, which itself had not provided a standard of living
comparable to that of other countries of Europe.

Crop failures in 1951 proved a major disaster fôr many of the northern villag-
ers who had harvested a first straggling and meagre crop in 1950 and had counted
heavily on obtaining something approaching normal yield4 in 1951 in order,to get
through their second winter at home. Canadian voluntary organizations, including
the Canadian Red Cross Society, the Greek War Relief Fund and the Canadian
Save the Children Fund, approached the Canadian Government asking for emer-

- gency aid in the form of a substantial shipment of wheat for the relief of villages
whose inhabitants were already reduced to living on herbs and faced the possibilitY
of death by starvation before the 1952 crop could be harvested. The Canadian Am-
bassador to Greece, the E.C.A. Mission in Greece, the Near East Foundation and
others confirmed that many of the villagers would starve during the coming months
unless food supplies reached them soon. Meanwhile the Unitarian Service Committee
of Canada, whose executive director had made a personal survey of conditions in
northern Greece in July and August 1951, had already embarked on a campaign to
raise as much as possible in the form of voluntary contributions to provide bread for
Greece. (By the end of April this organization was able to report that a total of 650
tons of flour had been so contributed for distribution in Greece under its own auspices
to selected villages.),

Help from Canada
On February 19, 1952 an Order-in-Council was passed by the Committee of

the Privy Council with a view to contributing to the relief of starvation in Greece•
- Taking note that the existence of famine conditions in Northern Greece had been
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fully substantiated, it provided that a gift of 500,000 liushels of No. 5 wheat should
be made by the Government to the Canadian Red Cross Society, which in turn
should call for tenders from mills in Western Canada for the milling of the wheat
before its shipment to Greece. Parliament subseguentlv approved the expenditure
of $855,000 to cover the cost of the wheat to the Canadian Government.

The strictly Canadian part of the task was carried out rapidly with the co-
operation of the Canadiàn Red Cross Society, the Canadian Wheat Board, and the
flour mills, by whose joint efforts 206,315 hundred-pound sacks of flour were made
up. The sacks were of white cotton suitable for later use as clothing. They were
branded in washout inks with the insignia of the Red Cross and the name of
Canada in English and Greek letters. The flour was enriched with vitamin Bl ac-
cording to the customary Canadian standard..Some 330 freight cars were required
to move the 10,000 tons of flour to the seaboard at Portland, Maine, where the Greek
War Relief Association of the United States arranged for the loading of the greater
part of the cargo aboard the S.S. Ocean Navigator early in April and its transpor-
tation to Greece, the cost of ocean freight (some $250,000) being reimbursed later
by the Mutual Security Administration of the United States Government.

To mark the co-operative nature of the enterprise, some eighty representatives
of interested bodies attended send-off ceremonies at Portland on April 8 arranged
by the Greek War Relief Association of the United States. Among those in at-
tendance were Mr. Alexander LaFleur, Honorary Vice-Consul of Canada at Portland,
who spoké briefly on behalf of the Canadian Government, Mr.- S. A. Bjarnason of
Toronto, the Assistant National Commissioner of the Canadian Red Cross Societry,
and Mr. Basil Salamis of Montreal, Secretary of the Greek War Relief Fund of
Canada. At the water-front the cargo of the S.S. Ocean Navigator was blessed by
the Most Reverend Michael, Archbishop of the North and South American Diocese
of the Greek Orthodox Church. The ship sailed three days ' later. The overflow
cargo was carried on the S.S..Lindenuood Victory, which sailed on April 19 from
New York.

Distribution Arrangements

Meanwhile, in Greece, arrangements were being made for the reception of the
flour and its rapid distribution to villages where the need was greatest. Here again
a number of agencies worked together to make the operation a success. The general
lines along which they would prôceed were established in a preliminary consul-
tation with the Canadian Ambassâdor to Greece. Detailed arrangements for distri-
buting the flour were made later.

On the arrival of the S.S. Ocean Navigator at Salonika the Canadian Ambassador
decUred that title to the cargo was transferred to the Greek Red Cross Society. The
latter had already arranged for expenses of unloading, warehousing, transportation
and distribution of the flour to be met in the first instance through the Agricultural
Bank of Greece, reimbursement being made later by the Government. The Depart-
ments of Social Wé.fare and Supply both gave assistance in handling the flour.
Amounts required in various districts were estimated on the basis of reports from
various agencies, particularly the Greek Red Cross Society, the United States Mutual
Security Administration and the Greek Department of Welfare. Only mountain vil-
lages were served, on the assumption that their needs were the greatest and that
villagers in the valleys and plains would have readier access to other sources of
mpply. The nomarch or reeve and the priest of each village drew up lists of local
inhabitants who were in need. These lists were turned over to Greek Red Cross
Society representatives who identified each recipient at the distribution centres before
turning over the flour to be taken away.

The actual distribution took place in centres which could be reached by the
flour trucks. In these centres there congregated in advance villagers who had come
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with their horses and mules and donkeys, some from as far as 20 miles away, though
in most cases the distance wâs somewhat shorter. The strongest of the villagers and
the sturdiest of the animals were selected to bring home the flour available for the
whole community. For each needy person whose. name appeared on the lists supplied
to Red Cross Society workers a three-month ration of 50 pounds of flour was allotted
in the hope that this would see the villagers through the most critical period until
their 1952 harvest was gathered. '

• The unloading of the Ocean Navigator at Salonika was made the occasion of a

of Nôrthern Greece, the Bishop of Salonika, the Mayor; the Military Commander
religious service on the quay in the Free Zone on May 2, when the Minister-Governor

- of the district, the Secretary-General of the Department of Social Welfare, the

bassador and Mrs. Magann attended similar ceremonies at the village of Kratero,

distribution of the flour was also mentioned more than once with appreciation.

The first distribution took place at Edessa, some 55 miles northwest of Salonika.
Here Ambassador and Mrs. Magann found "about 200 villagers from Flainouri'and
Sotira assembled, along with Red Cross Society workers who were prepared to check
the names of heads of families for whom the flour was taken away. Approximately
700 bags, containing rations for 1,400 persons, were handed over in this first distri-
bution but not until all present had taken part in a religious service and ceremonies
of welcome and listened to speeches of appreciation. On May 5 the Canadian Arn-

in which it was recalled that Canada had been the first country to send food to
Greece during the occupation. The absence of restrictive conditions in the impending

President and Secretary-General of the Greek Red Cross Society, a representative
of the Creek War Relief Association of the United States and many other persons
representing regional and municipal bodies were present, in addition to Ambassador
and Mrs. Magann who represented Canada. The service was followed by speeches

thrice destroyed in the past 40 years, which now stands again, three-quarters rebuilt,
in its position a mile from the Yugoslav border and eight miles from the border of

^Iwwwis ilpianoa
DISTRIBUTION OF FLOUR AT KRATERO

Religious services and coremonies of wokom* rearkod the distribution of Ilour at Kratoro, Grsecs. o
village sitaatod a -ale from the Yugoslav border and eiphf miles from the border of Albania.
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Albania. Here 500 sacks of flour were distributed after ceremonies marking the partly
religious, partly festive nature of the occasion. In the same manner the operation
of distributing Canadian flour to mountain villages continued in the Florina and.
Kastoria districts. Later in May, distributions took place to villages in Epirus on the
western slopes of the Pindus range. The Canadian Ambassador and Mrs. Magann,
driving northward to attend the distributions here, were tendered unexpected re-
ceptions in centres along their way, and were asked to convey to the Canadian'
Government the thanks of the Greek people for help given to their fellow-country-
men farther north. At Ioannina, the capital of Epirus, church bells were rung and
streets were decorated with a surprising number of Canadian flags, many of them
of local manufacture.

The distributions in Thrace took place during the month of June. In the same
month, also, a smaller ration was distributed to the inhabitants of four villages in
the island of Mytilene where destitution had followed the failure of olive crops in
two successive years.

On April 30 the Greek Prime Minister, General Plastiras, who had been con-
fined to his room for some months, invited the Canadian Ambassador to call on him.
He asked Mr. Magann to transmit to the Canadian Government his personal ex-
pression of deepest gratitude for the gift of Canadian flour. Canadians, he said, had
earned the affection of the Greek people by keeping thousands from starvation and
illness during and after the war. They had continued their interest without imposing
restrictive conditions and were always concerned with measures to improve the lot of
the Door and suffering.

Message from Greek Parliament

On June 2 the Speaker of the Greek Parliament wrote to the Canadian Ambas-
sador in the following terms:

--Yôur Excellency, `
_ , .

At a session of the Creek Parliament on May 27,; 1952, the Acting Prime
Minister of the Government, and Minister of Foreign Affairs, Mr. Sophocles Venizelos,
as also Messrs. • Phokion Zaimis; Minister of Welfare, Kosmas Alexandrides, Deputy
of Serres, Panagiotis Kanellopoulos, Deputy of Athens, D. Manentes, Deputy of
Kozani and other speakers, expressed their gratitude and the thanks of the Greek

-people, and "of the Parliament, to the Government of your country, and the noble
and brave Canadian people for • the valuable assistance to the Creek population,

-in. donating gratis 11,000 tons of flour, a gesture demonstrating once more , the
generosity and courtesy of the friendly Canadian people.

Attached are excerpts of the official minutes of Parliament. I would ask you
kindly to transmit to your Government and the noble Canadian people the feelings
of tha Creek Parliament, to which I add my own personal thanks.

Please, Mr. Ambassador, accept the expression of my highest esteem. I am,

Yours very truly,

D. B. CO.TIKAS.
. z .

In the extracts from the debate of May 27 enclosed with this letter there was
the record of an explanation made by the Acting Prime Minister, Mr. Venizelos, and
the Minister of Welfare, Air. Zaimis, regarding the basis on which the distribution
of flour had been made. 120,000 bags of flour unloaded at Salonika had been for
the use of persons in Northern Greece while the remainder, unloaded at Piraeus,
%ve

4d ined for Northwestern Greece and other parts of the country. It had been
^h of the Canadian Government and the Canadian Red Cross Society that the
C^eek Red Cross Society should make itself responsible for the distributions in
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CANADIAN AMBASSADOR RECEIVES THANKS "

The Canadian Ambassador to GrNeo, Mr. Magnan, is shown abovo boing thankod by a blind mas
and his wifo on the occasion of the distribution of four to Inhabitants of four villages on the island

of Mptilono.

Greece. The Canadian Parliament and the Canadian people should be assured that
this intention had been carried out and that the Creek Government had not
interfered in any way with the distribution. The Ministry of Welfare had arranged,
however, at the request of the Greek Red Cross Society, for credits to cover distri-
bution expenses, without charge to the recipients of the flour, and the Ministry of
Social Welfare, through the competent Minister of Supply and Agricultural Bank
of Greece, had made the transportation of the flour possible.

The operation described above extended over a period of more than six months
from the time it was first proposed until it was successfully completed. By its means-
that is to say, through the action of the Canadian Government and the co-operation
of official bodies and voluntary organizations mentioned in this brief review-the
Canadian people contributed to the welfare of some 400,000 individual Greeks in an
area where bard work and self-help are deeply ingrained traditions, but where the
untoward circumstances of the times have forced them to depend temporarily on
outside aid for their very survival.
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STALIN AND'THE LINGUISTICS CONTROVERSY.
IN THE U.S.S.R.

' On May 9, 1950 Pravda published an "editor's note" to the effect that, in con-
nection with the unsatisfactory state of Soviet linguistics, the editors considered it
"essential to organize an open discussion in Pravda in order, through criticism and
self-criticism, to overcome the stagnation in the development of Soviet linguistics
and to give correct direction to further scientific work in this field". It was ànnounced
that Pravda would devotè two pages weekly to articles on questions of linguistics.
The first contribution came from Professor Chikobava of the Stalin State University
of Tbilisi, the capital of Ceorgia, and was an unexpected attack on the linguistic
theories of the late Nicolai Yakovlevich Marr: Marr, born in 1864 in Georgia, was
the son of a Scottish father and a Georgian mother. He was already a prominent
scholar in the field of philology at the time of the revolution and when he died in
1934 he had adapted himself successfully to the new regime and had developed
what he believed to be a.11.iarxist theory of linguistics. Like many philologists, Marr
was attracted by the mystery of the origin of language and in his later years evolved
the theory that all languages were a development from four primitive sounds, sal,ber, yon, and rosh. Although this theory, like his Marxist theory of linguistics, has'
been ridiculed, he is still respected for his important contribution to the study of
the languages of the Caucasus.

Chikobava Attack Unexpected

Chikobava's attack on Marr was unexpected because Marr had been set up
as a kind of minor deity of Soviet science. Like Lysenko's in the field of biology,
his work was regarded as having a monopoly of Marxist-Leninist-Stalinist virtue.
He was supposed to have rescued the study of linguistics in the U.S.S.R. from the
false doctrines of bourgeois philosophy, and it was customary for any article on
the subject to begin and end with recognition of the writer's great debt to N. Ya.
Marr. In January 1950 his memory was honoured in Moscow at a special gathering
of Soviet scholars. On this occasion the leading students of linguistics made speeches
extolling his genius and delivered sharp attacks on those philologists who still
stubbornly refused to accept the new doctrine.

In many branches of Soviet art and science there have been post-war 'purges".
1lfusicians, writers, biologists, econômists, philosophers and others have been given a
new 'party line" involving denunciation of established leaders in each of these fields.
Such purges were usually directed against so-called bourgeois elements in science
and decadent capitalist tastes in the arts. In the field of philology this process had
worked in favour of Marr's doctrines and of those scholars who regarded themselves
as his disciples, probably because Marr had repudiated most traditional inter-
nationally-aceepted linguistic theory. One of the chief points of Marrist philology is,
briefly, that languages are a class "superstructure" in a society, and rest on that
society's economic and class base: Thus, according to the Marr school, a bourgeois
society spoke a bourgeois language, and when the bourgeois base of society was
liquidated, its superstructure, including the language, was also removed and replaced
by a new superstructure, which included a new socialist language. As a corollary to
this was the belief that in the development of languages, sudden upheavals some-
times take place similar to revolutions in the ideological field.

Stalin Enters Controversy
As Pravda's "free discussion" proceeded, it became clear that Marrism was no

longer to enjoy its preferred position in Soviet science. Although one or two of the
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articles supported Marr, notably, that of Meshchaninov, Mares closest student and
th dman t man in Soviet linguistics during the Marrist regime, the balance wase om
already strongly anti-Marr when on June 20 J. V. Stalin entered the controversy with

.an article entitled "Regarding Marxism in Linguistics"• The intervention of political
leaders in academic debates of this sort is a familiar feature of Soviet life. The
Central Committee of the Communist Party and, in particular, the late Andrei
Zhdanov, played a decisive part in the biology and philosophy discussions, but
Stalin himself had not for many years published a contribution to a controversy
of this sort. . ;

His article begins on a modest note: _

A group of youthful comrades has suggested to me that I express my opinion
in the press on linguistic problems, particularly where Marxism in linguistics is
concerned. I am not a linguist and, of course, I cannot fully satisfy the comrades.
As for Marxism in linguistics as well as other social- sciences, I am directly, con-
cerned with this. I have therefore consented to reply to a number of questions asked

by the comrades.

He then proceeds to demolish the Marr school of thought in linguistics. To the
first question, "Is it true that language is a superstructure over a base?" he answers
"No, it is not true", and elaborates on this by,defïning the "base" of society in
Marxist terms as "the economic system of society at a given stage of its develop-
ment" and the superstructure as the "political, religious, artistic and philosophical
views of society and their corresponding political, legal and other institutions". If

- the base of society is changed, corresponding changes result in the superstructure.
In this respect, language clearly differs from superstructure since, for example, in
the U.S.S.R. the same Russian language which served Russian capitalist and bour-
geois culture today serves the socialist system. He gives an equally categorical
negative to the second question, "Is it true that language has always been and
remains of a class nature; that a single, non-class language common to a whole
society and a whole people does not erist?". A characteristic touch in the answer
to this question is a reference , in the third person, to himself as an authority: "When
Stalin said. . .". In answering a third question, "What are the characteristic features
of a language?" he gives an outline of the basic propositions from which a correct
Marxist science of language is to be created.

His response to the final question, "Was Pravda right in opening a free discussion
of linguistic problems?" is of particular interest since it reveals vividly the unhappy
consequences of an authoritarian regime in a field of scientific study. He says:

The discussion has made it clear, first of .all that both in the center and in
the republics a regime has dominated in linguistic bodies not typical of science and
men of science. The slightest criticism of the state of affairs in Soviet linguistics,
even the most timid attempts to criticize the so-called 'new teaching'. in linguistics
were persecuted and stifled by the directors of linguistic circles. Valuable scholars
and research workers in linguistics were removed from their positions and reduced
in status for criticism of the heritage of N. Ya. Marr and for the slightest disapproval
of his teaching. Linguists were moved up into responsible positions not according
to their qualifications in the field but as they gave unconditional recognition to
N. Ya. Marr's teaching. :

His next words seem to give some hope of a return to academic freedom and have

been widely quoted by Soviet writers in every field of arts and sciences:

It is universally recognized that no science can develop and prosper without
a struggle of opinions, without free criticism. But this universally recognized rule
has been iAnored and trampled upon most unceremoniously. A self-contained
group of infallible leaders has developed which has begun to ride roughshod and
behave in the most arbitrary manner after guaranteeing itself against any possible
critidsno. . .
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However, it is apparently easier for Stâlin to expound this excellent doctrine than
for Soviet scholars to apply it and no bold 'spirit has yet tried to employ "free
criticism" or the "struggle of opinions" against, for example, the Lysenko regime in
biology.

After Stalin's contribution on June 20, the discussion continued in two additional
issues of Pravda, on June 27 and July 4. All further articles were decidedly anti-
Marrist and all now cited Stalin's "contribution of genius" as the starting point for
serious linguistics. Among the final contributions on July 4 were short letters from
Meshchaninov and one or two others who had written in support of Marr before
Stalin's intervention. They humbly recognized their mistake and did not indulge
in any "struggle of opinions". Stalin elaborated on his Pravda article in four letters
to various "comrades" first published in Bolshevik No. 12 of 1950 and Bolshevik
No. 14 of 1950. A comment on "formalism" in the first of these letters may have
been encouraging to writers and artists who have been attacked for this vice:

N. Ya. Marr and his 'students' accused of formalism all the philosophers who
do not share the 'new teaching' of N. Ya. Marr. This, of course, is not serious and
is unintelligent . . . I feel that 'formalism' was fabricated by the authors of the
'new teaching' for facilitating the struggle with their opponents in linguistics.

His reply to a letter from a certain Comrade Sanzheyev began with a little joke
about the Soviet bureaucracy:

Esteemed Comrade Sanzheyev:

I am replying to your letter. very belatedly, since the Central Committee appa-
ratus referred it to me only yesterday.

Speculation on Stalin's Intervention

There has been much speculation about the reason for this personal intervention
by the supreme Soviet leader in what might seem a very academic controversy of
interest only to a narrow circle of professional philologists and teachers. Whatever.
the explanation, it is at least certain that the question must have been regarded as
one of the greatest importance if so weighty an authority as Stalin himself was
needed to "smash the old regime in linguistics". The Marrists had made use of
their dominant position in the field not only to tyrannize over the language teachers
of the whole country but also to line their own pockets. One of them was cited in
the press as holding seven salaried administrative posts simultaneously and spending
his time interfering with the work of others to the neglect of his own philological
research. Students writing theses for advanced degrees, especially in comparative
linguistics, had long been hampered in their work by the necessity of conforming
to the Marrist theories and the impossibility of getting them accepted if they did
not. What was more serious, however, and perhaps one of the main reasons for
Stalin's intervention, was that all language studies, including Russian, were being
adversely affected right down to the elementary grades. For instance, a directive
from the Ministry of Education ,forbade any teacher to take a single sentence for
grammatical analysis; instead, he must take a passage of not fewer than three or
four sentences and have the students analyze it semantically. As a result of such
doctrinaire interference, there was an alarming decline in the standard of spelling
and composition in Russian itself, and the better teachers in many parts of the
country were seriously worried.

` An article in the January 1951 issue of the Soviet journal Questions of Philosophy'
by A. Mordinov, ]ends support to the view that urgent practical needs of Soviet
society, in particular the gradual Russification of non-Russian minorities, may have
brought on the controversy and may have led Stalin to take part in person. Mordinov
Pointed out that Marr s theories found almost no acceptance outside the Soviet Union
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,iriapplieat#on within_the. U.S.S.R. led to incredible confusion. He described-ana'#he
tbcr!gre$ti cultiés created by, the attempt to introduce thousands of' Russian. po-
lWca,.iph` os.bphiral and technical terms into primitive languages with grammatical
and phonetic systems quite ' different from Russian. The completely unsuccessful
Marrist approach was to try to introduce these words in their exact Russian form
rather than bÿ-'sdi4té «natural" process of assimilation. It is important to note that
Mordinov' is `criticizing - only the method of enriching. minority languages from
Russian; not thé principle that the minority languages must develop solely through
"cô-operationA, with Russian: Mordinov made this quite clear by asserting that "one
of the most important questions of Soviet linguistics is the question of the tremendous

- beneficial influence of the great Russian language on the development of the national
cultures and - languâges of all the peoples of the U.S.S.R." He referred to a new
relâtion'in the U.S.S.R. of mutual co-operation between languages and cultures, with
the Russian people and their language and culture playing the leading role, and
added that the development of the native languages was assured through knowledge
of Russian and could not proceed if Russian were not mastered. In conclusion
Mordinov referred to Stalin's teaching that:

Manlând will arrive at a single language and a single culture under communism
through the maximum development, the flourishing of the national languages and
cultures under socialism. The eaperience'of building the culture of the peoples of
the U.S.S.R., national in form and socialist in content, fully confirms this inspired
statement by our leader and teacher . . . National differences and languages will
begin to die out only at the third stage of the world dictatorship of the proletariat
when socialism enters into the daily lives of the peoples, when the nations become
convinced, through practical experience, of the advantages of a common language
over national languages.

What language is to become the universal tongue is not specified, but from the tone
of Mordinov's article it can only be inferred that this destiny has been assigned to
Russian.

Results of Intervention

Immediately after Stalin's intervention in the linguistic dispute, things began
to happen, as they are wont to do, very rapidly, not to say precipitately, in the
practical sphere. Marr's name was dropped from the title of the Marr Institute of
Linguistics, although it was retained, in recognition of his more permanent contribu-
tions to linguistic studies, for which Stalin gave him full credit, in other institutions
with which he had been connected. Meshchaninov, the leading Marrist, was replaced
as director of the Institute by Vinogradov, a philologist with a high reputation in
Western Europe, who for consistently opposing the Marrists had been labelled by
them a "bourgeois cosmopolitan" and prevented from holding a post commensurate
with his abilities and attainments. If Stalin's support of Vinogradov aroused any
suspicions of bourgeois cosmopolitan tendencies in the leader himself, they have not
been espréssed in print. Meshchaninov, who is a well-known authority on the Finno-
Ugrian languages, was retained on the staff of the Institute under Vinogradov. It was
immediately apparent that new textbooks would be required to replace the repudi-
ated Marrist textbooks throughout the entire educational system of all the Soviet
republics, and work on this enormous task was started at once. Teachers who had
been thoroughly indoctrinated in the pernicious Marrist theories required re-educa-
tion and the machinery for this was rapidly set in motion.

In the two years which have passed since Praoda â debate was held, Soviet
scholars in every field of study have been busy applying Stalin's views on philology
to their various subjects. Almost every article in any learned journal now includes
an expression of the writer's great debt to Stalin's work on linguistics. The academic
and artistic world of the U.S.S.R. would clearly like to believe (and n^ay well feel
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that it has reason to hope, from unmistakable signs that the more ludicrous extremes
of "anti-formalism" in music and the theatre are already being quietly abandoned)
that there will be an increasingly wide application of Stalin's final words on the
subject:

Marxism is a science of the laws of the development of nature and society, a
science of the revolution of the oppressed and exploited masses, a science of the
victory of socialism in all countries, a science of the building of communist society.
Marxism, as a science, cannot stand still; it develops and perfects itself. In the course
of its development Marxism cannot help but be enriched by new experience, by
new knowledge; consequently, its individual formulas and conclusions must change
with the passing of time, must be replaced by new formulas and conclusions corre-
sponding to new historical tasks. Marxism does not recognize immutable conclusions
and formulas obligatory for all epochs and periods. Marxism is the enemy of all kinds
of dogmatism.

It would be rash to conclude that this is a call for a free and fearless give and
take of ideas in Soviet intellectual life, and Soviet readers would probably not
interpret it in this way. The Marxist view 'on a particular subject may be changed
to suit new conditions, but this is for the Party or Stalin himself to, decide. When
the Party decision is made, the new interpretation is imposed no less dogmatically
than was the old. Stalin's words are perhaps a warning to the Party itself to avoid
pedantry and dogmatism, which give rise to errors in judgment harmful to Soviet
society because there is no escape from them until a new Party pronouncement is
issued.

understand their content.
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The pedants and Talmudists view Marxism and its individual conclusions and
formulas as a collection of dogmas which 'never' change, in spite of the changed
conditions of society's development. They think that if they learn these conclusions
and formulas by heart and begin to quote them here and there, then they will
be able to solve any questions whatsoever, figuring that the memorized conclusions
and formulas suit them for all times and countries, for all of life's contingencies.
But only those people can think this way who see the letter of Marxism but not
its essence, who memorize the texts of Marxist conclusions and formulas but do not



The Canadian Arctic, according to the popular phrase, is Canada's last frontier.
It is a frontier in the sense that it is on the edge of the unknown. It is undeveloped.
The men who go north, though living in a world of "gadgetry" which the frontiers-
men of the last century never knew, have something of the same spirit of dedication
on which the western reaches of the continent were dependent for their development.
Whether the Arctic is a frontier in the sense that its little communities are the fore-
runners of a new island of civilization may be a doubtful proposition, but the growing
importance of the Arctic to life in the south is unquestionable.

_ The interest which the Arctic holds is almost entirely scientific, and a number of
Canadian stations have been established throughout the north for scientific purposes.
These communities are dotted lightly across the top of the map of Canada. In a sense,
they start at Fort Churchill, for it is an important base of supply serving the scattered
world of the Canadian Arctic.

To Canadians living in the comfortable latitudes of the main cities, Fort
Churchill, at 58' N., seems a remote settlement. But Fort Churchill, which lies not
far from where the northern boundary of Manitoba touches Hudson Bay, is an old
established community with a history longer than Ottawâ s. Two centuries ago Fort
Churchill was - an important trading post for the Hudson Bay Company and the
centre of mtary power guarding the approaches to what is now central Canada.
Today, Churchill is as cold and far away as ever, but it is 600 miles below the

Arctic Circle; and to the men who live in the real Arctic, it looks like southern
civilization.

The Real North

By any standard, Resolute Bay, on Cornwallis Island ' at 74' N., is certainly
remote from settled Canadian life. It is a third of the way from the Arctic Circle to
the Pole, north even of the land where the Eskimos dwell. Its climate is harsh. Yet
even Resolute Bay with its well-equipped airfield, its good living quarters and its
cluster of comfortably-furnished buildings seems like civilization to the men who live
in the lonely isolation of the remote weather-stations 500 miles back in the empty

_ Arctic wilderness. .

Churchill has a scheduled air service, and even rail service, to the south. But it
is only twice a year that aircraft provide a link. between civilization and the remote
weather stations on Mould Bay, Isachsen, Alert and Eureka. Each spring and each
autumn, the RCAF flies its North Stan from Montreal through Churchill and Resolute,
out to the farthest outposts of Canadian civilization; at about the same time planes
of the USAF are flying from Thule in northern Creenland to bring men and supplies
to two other Canadian weather stations at Alert and Eureka. Each summer, ships of
the United States Navy and Coast Guard make their way to Resolute. If iee conditions
are favourable, they may reach one or two of the smaller settlements, but no one can
ever count on this. The air-lifts are the real life-line of the remote weather stations,
and perhaps it is the spring air-lift which is psychologically the more important. The

-North Stars which fly to the distant Arctic stations in April, just a day out of Mont-
real, break the monotony of the long, dark winter. They bring in new men to replace
the veterans; they carry food, supplies and equipment for the summer projects; they
By in the scientists - botanists, geodesists and astronomers - who have come to

, explore one of Canada's richest scientific frontiers. .
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- The important men of the Arctic are the meteorologists and their associates who
man the outposts within a few hundred miles of the Pole. Almost all other activities
in this part of the world are designed to support the meteorological programme or
are dependent upon the weather men. The RCAF brings in the men, their food,
their equipment, even their houses and working buildings. Radio operators are on
duty to transmit their information south, where it is used to predict the weather in
every part of North America, and, indeed, in Europe and the Eastern Hemisphere.
Scientists who • go to the Arctic to learn about Arctic life, the characteristics of
frôzen ground, the shape of the earth or the nature of the aurora borealis are all
dependent on the weather stations for their operations.

Six years ago, there was little activity of any kind in the Canadian Archipelago
north of Lancaster Sound. The weather-stations did not exist. The area was inade-
quately mapped. Little was known about life in the Canadian Arctic, and even less
about those scientific problems to which the Arctic yields so many answers. Then in
1947, Canada and the United States worked out a joint programme of Arctic weather-
stations. It was a five-year programme in the course of which five stations were
established through the joint efforts, and for the joint use, of both countries. The U.S
Weather Bureau was as anxious as the Department of Transport's Meteorological
Division to establish reporting stations in the Arctic, since weather from the Pole
does not stop at the Forty-Ninth Parallel.' The United States Navy provided ships
on which Canadian and United States officials penetrated as far as navigation
would aliow in search of sites for the tiny but important new scientific communities.
The United States Air Force bore the responsibility for "airlifting" the men and
supplies to places which ships could not reach. The plans so carefully made on paper ,
on the basis of the available information had to be changed in the face of Arctic
realities. The main station had to be placed some hundreds of miles east of the
intended location and was eventually put at Resolute on Cornwallis Island. That
was on August 31, 1947. Winter was fast approaching, and the men and 'ships worked
round the clock for days to put ashore the supplies and shelters to sustain life for the
long months until ships and aircraft could reach the spot the next year. Two,years
later, the RCAF took over an airstrip near the station, and now Resolute is the
focal point for all activities in the Canadian Arctic.

Starting the Chain

It was on Easter Sunday of 1947 that the first landing was made at Eureka on
Ellesmere Island. Supplies were moved in by air from Thule in Greenland in tempera-
hues from 30' to 50' below zero. Heavy aircraft, landing on the thick ice, were
able to discharge their cargo so efficiently that two trips a day were made until the
station was established, with sufficient supplies to last 400 days. All this unloading
and the construction of temporary buildings were completed by five men who man-
aged, at the same time, to start their weather observation programme.

In April 1948, Isachsen was established by air on Ellef Rignes Island from an
ice strip at Resolute. In the first ten days from the beginning of the operation, 84
tons of supplies, which had been flown in, were stored by the nine men who were
originally on the staff of the station. Such is the sense of urgency in the Arctic.

Mould Bay was established about the same time on Prince Patrick Island, 500
miles west of Resolute. In a single day during that initial operation• sia airlifts of
supplies were flown in - everything from tinned vegetables to a tractor for the
eventual construction of an airstrip.

^., • ,
The station at Alert, the northernmost post office in the world, was established in

1950. The beginnings of this station provide a fascinating story of human courage
,and endurance. Two years before, a tractor, with fuel and other supplies, was cached
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on the beach by an.ice-breaker. On Easter Sunday, 1950,: a survey party and the
-three men who were to start the station were landed by a ski-equipped aircraft.
-,Their first task was to make an airstrip so that planes might land on wheels with the
food and supplies to preserve life and allow the business of weather-reporting to

been, buried for nearly two years in the Arctic ice. There was an anxious half hour,
proceed. To make an airstrip it was necessary to get the tractor working after it had

until, to the relief and perhaps astonishment of all, the motor turned over. The station
survived and is now one of the most valuable links in the Arctic chain. Today, one
of the three men who went on that first expedition is back at Resolute, still inseparable
from the Arctic.-

U.S.-Canada Joint Effort

The stations were established as a joint effort of Canada and the United States,
and so they remain in operation. Canada piovides half the staff; the officer in charge
of 'each station is a Canadian; the buildings are provided by Canada, and the main
responsibility for the airlifts is Canadian. The United States provides the remainder
of the staff and most of the scientific equipment, as well as the shins for the sea-
supply mission which each summer works its way north with heavy supplies. It is an
important exercise in mutual co-operation.

The staff of the meteorological stations and of the RCAF station at Resolute are
the main permanent residents of the Arctic archipelago. Up there it is, for the most
part, too far north even for the Eskimos who lived here once but moved away. The
Eskimos, however, are without the benefit of rockwool insulation, triple layers of
sealed glass, modern oil-heating and running hot water. It is not an easy life for the
permanent residents, but those who live it seem to find it rewarding.

. Elsewhere in the Arctic there is a chain of RCMP posts whose members have
established well-known traditions for the vreservation of law'and order and of service
over hundreds, of thousands of square miles of Canadian territory. Although the
hC:MY has had a longer association with the Arctic than any other Canadians (except
the Eskimos), they are to be found mostly in the area of greater native population
on the northern fringes of the mainland and in the lower eastern archipelago. Their
work is not primarily scientific, but their knowledge of Arctic conditions has been
of tremendous help to those whose duties are farther north: Few Canadians realize
the service which members of the RCMP have rendered in the Far North, not only
to the natives in the area but to the country as a whole.

Apart from the meteorological staff, the airmen and the nolice, there are other
important. workers in the Arctic. At Resolute there is a station operated by the
Department of Transport to study the ionosphere - to see, in effect, what happens
to radio waves as they bounce about, above the atmosphere. A seismologist at the
same place is. collecting valuable data on earth tremors. There are frequent visits
from members of the Dominion Observatory staff seeking valuable information on
the shape of the earth (which is slightly flat near the poles) by taking measurements
of the force of gravity.

These are the men who come to Canada's farthest Arctic to live and work as
permanent residents. Permanent residence means usually at least one year. But
some of these people are old-timers, who have come back of their own choice for
term after term: these have succumbed to the lure of the North. Other important
work is done by the visitors, the so-called "tourists". Some have merely to take a
few scientific readings, and their work is completed in a few days. Others stay for
the two or three week duration of the airlift, but many more remain for the entire
summer season. These people are temporary residents, not because'of any reluctance
to endure the conditions of the Arctic for a longer time. but because they have an
important job back home, whether in Ottawa or in some other part of the continent,
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IONOSPHERIC STATION AT RESOLUTE
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-Phillips

An lonospherie station, used to study electro-magnetie effects in the upper atmosphere, at Resolute.
A Finnish steambath may be seen in the left foreground.
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and the work which they do in the Arctic merely supplements it. Nearly all the so-
called tourists are Arctic enthusiasts; some of them have returned year after year, •
and, in fact, seem to exist through the winter months in anticipation of the next
journey north. Some are hard put to it to explain why they like to come to the Arctic;
others will not even admit that they do, but the fact remains that they come back _
season after season.

The interests of the visiting scientists are strangely varied. Geodesists bearing
cases of fragile and complicated equipment travel as far as possible into the unknown
to, take bearings. With the most accurate available scientific instruments they are,
trying to determine the precise location of points on the map the location of which
may now be known only within a radius of a score of miles. The Canadian Arctic
has been thoroughly mapped by aerial photography. This mass of aerial photographs,
however, can be of real use only if there are certain accurately determined reference
points to make a pattern of the whole photographic survey. It is the job of the
geodesists to establish such references. Hence, by pin-pointing only a few widely
separated places they are able to give the map makers that vital information necessary
to prepare final and accurate maps for tens of thousands of square miles.

Among the most active of the Arctic enthusiasts are the naturalists. One scientist
from the Department of Agriculture of Canada flies north thousands of miles each
siunmer in search of Arctic insects. Another, from the National Museum of Canada,
is concerned with Arctic flora and fauna. He will astonish the newcomer with his
coloured photographs of Arctic flowers of unsurpassed beauty and delicacy. The
researches of these zoologists and botanists are by no means academic. Some of the

-information they gather has a direct bearing on their work in more temperate climates.



Their findings will often be useful to Government officials responsible for the welfare
of native populations in the Far North.

Some of the visitors have an extremely tough job ahead of them. Airstrip
mechanics go in each summer to improve the landing facilities serving the weather
stations. The very short construction season requires an almost superhuman effort Dy
men and machines. The delicacy of the earth covering over the permafrost demands
the most eaacüng care. During the weeks when these men work there is little night
and little rest. They have the satisfaction of doing an extremely important job, for on
their efforts depends the safety of air crews and the staffs of the northern weather-
station. These airstrip mechanics maintain the only means of physical communication
with the outside world.

A young dentist came north on the airlift. He had long been hoping to get this
job and was delighted that he was now able to make the journey. His clinic at
Resolute weather-station was in a room which served as laundry, ironing-room and
sometimes barber-shop. The chair for his patients was, on a platform constructed by
the barber. (The barber, of course, was a regular member of the staff of the weather-
station who merely volunteered for his extra tonsorial duties.) Although the dentist's
clinic may have seemed very different from his modern Toronto office, all his equip-
ment which was provided by the Canadian Army was of the best.

These then are the activities of the Canadian Arctic - from weather reporting
to botany, from airstrip construction to dentistry. It is still a frontier and it may be
so for decades to come, but it is gradually opening frontier and the people of all
Canada stand to gain by the work of its pioneers.

(The second of the two articles will appear in the September, or early issue of
"Ezternal Affairs".) -
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WORK ' OF A CANADIAN IMMIGRATION
OFFICE ABROAD

Week after week throughout 1951, the Canadian newspapers continued to
announce the arrival of groups of immigrants by sea at Halifax, Quebec and Saint
John and by air at Dorval and Malton. Early in the year it had become evident
that this was to be a remarkable twelve months in the annals of Canadian im-
migration.

The full extent of the movement was revealed by the Minister of Citizenship
and Immigration, Mr. Walter Harris, when, addressing the National Advisory Com- ^
mittee on Manpower in February of the present year, he stated that more than
194,000 immigrants had entered Canada during 1951. The significance of this
announcement for the Canadian economy was indicated by press treatment of
the subsequent release of the year's immigration statistics.

Durizig 1951, the United Kingdom contributed 31,370 immigrants to the total.
of 194,391. Germany, Italy and the Netherlands led the countries of-the continent
with 32,395, 24,351, and 19,130 respectively. Indeed, the 1951 figures for all
countries for immigration to Canada showed an increase over those for 1950.

Not an Overnight Development

The sudden acceleration in the tempo of migration - to Canada was not an
overnight development. It was the culmination of extended negotiations with foreign
governments concerning the relaxation of currency restrictions and emigration of
their citizens and with transportation companies to arrange for additional shipping
space. It capped a steady re-adjustment of the machinery of immigration away from
restrictions made necessary by the depression of the Thirties and by the Second _
World War toward a more generous operation. It was intimately related to the
formation in 1950 of the Department of Citizenship and Immigration, which assumed
the immigration activities of the former Department of Mines and Resources and
linked these to the citizenship activities formerly handled by the Department of
the Secretary of State, as well as the activities of the Indian Affairs Branch, another
section of the old Mines and Resources Department. '

But above all else, perhaps, it reflected the labour of more than 100 Canadians,
Permanently stationed at the 18 Canadian immigration offices abroad or with the
immigration teams operating out of Canadian offices in Europe, who had actually
grappled with the most important problem in the whole immigration scheme-
the human factor. In common with the overseas representatives of the Department
of External Affairs, these Canadian immigration officers carried out their duties far
from the limelight of Ottawa. But it was they who actually came to grips with
the problems of immigrants.

There are four immigration offices in the United Kingdom-at London, Liverpool,
Glasgow and Belfast-and one at Dublin, Ireland. These five offices come under
the jurisdiction of the Superintendent of Canadian Immigration Services, London.
On the European continent, immigration facilities are provided at Stockholm, Oslo,
COpenhagen, Paris, Brussels, The Hague; Berne, Rome, and Athens.

In addition, Canadian Government Immigration Missions are located at Linz,
Austria, and at Karlsruhe and Hanover, Germany. During 1951, the Austrian
Office was located at Salzburg; the change to Linz was made several months ago.
The èxamination of immigrants at other European points is carried out by members
Of Canadian diplomatic missions.
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While the great majority of overseas immigrants come from the British Isles
and the continent of Europe, immigrants also come to Canada from 'many other
countries. To deal with these, inspection facilities exist at the offices of the Can-
adian High Commissioners in the principal Commonwealth countries and at Can-
adian missions.in other non-European countries. Immigrants from the Far East are
examined at the immigration office in Hong Kong. -

Duties of Officers

The duties of immigration officers stationed overseas involve, in the main,
answering,enquiries regarding migration to Canada, handling applications for ad-
mission, examination of prospective immigrants to ensure that they come within
the admissible classes and granting of visas for travel to Canada.

In carrying out these basic duties, however, immigration officers must adapt
themselves to conditions that vary from country to country. For instance, through-
ôut 1951, teams operating out of Karlsruhe made regular trips to Ludwigsburg,
Bremen, and Lubeck, interviewing would-be immigrants from among Displaced
Persons who had not yet been able to take advantage of the International Refugee

, Organization programme. In Italy, immigration teams made regular calls at Naples
and Genoa. Special teams were also despatched temporarily to Berlin and Rastatt,

. Germany, to Bordeaux and to the free territory of Trieste.

office interviews, travelled extènsively, speaking to groups of people interested in

Officers stationed permanently at the offices and missions on the continent were
swamped throughout the year by applications for admission to Canada. When they
opened their offices in the morning they would be confronted with long lines of
people hoping to be accepted as immigrants, whom they would spend " the day
examining.

They had to satisfy themselves that the applicants, in addition to meeting the
standard of character required, would be able to make their way in Canada in
some field of employment in which the Canadian supply was not sufficient to meet
the demand, or, alternatively, had sufficient funds to maintain themselves until they
should be established or had friends or relatives who would guarantee to support
them when they arrived in Canada.

'In the United Kingdom, specially trained officers,- in addition to holding many

migrating to Canada and showing films and film-sitrips outlining life in Canada and
indicating opportunities for employment in various skills. In several other countries,
it was not possible for this extension work to be carried on, and consequently the
full burden of describing Canada and answering the many questions about such
varied topics as income-tax rates, social services, education facilities, climate, and
cultural activities fell upon the visa officers. These were, of course, helped consider-
ably by the. supply of. literature made available to them from the Editorial and
Information Division of the Department, but they had, nevertheless, to devote
much of ther time simply to answering questions asked by prospective immigrants.

Working in close co-operation with the immigration officers were medical officers
posted to overseas duty by. the Department of National - Health and Welfare to
ensure that -immigrants who could otherwise comply with the regulations of the
Immigration Act measured up to the high standard of health demanded of pro-
spective new Canadians. Eighteen of these officers, including four administrative
officials, were stationed in the United Kingdom, with 27 others located in the various
other overseas offices. In several offices, including those in the United Kingdom,
immigrants could undergo complete medical "examination, including X-rays of the
chest. Medical officers, too, accompanied the various. teams processing Displaced
Persons and made the necessary examinations on the spot.
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The United Kingdom and continental immigration staff 'numberin
mately 110 during 1951, of whom approximately 80 were officers authorized opiss e
visas, held personal interviews with more than 900,000 persons during 1951, and
sent out more than 1,000,000 letters in response to requests for information and to
applications received. In addition, well over 300,000 medical examinations were
conducted by doctors stationed at the immigration offices.

During 1951, 232,004 persons were completely "processed" for emigration to
Canada. In other words, they had been thoroughly checked as to admissibility, had
met the medical standard, and had received their travel visas.

The Director of the Immigration Branch has declared that no one who had
not visited one of the Canadian immigration offices in Europe could have an adequate
conception of the complexity of the problems encountered by his overseas staff or
of the pressures under which they carried out their duties. To these devoted workers,
he added, should go much of the credit for the success of the Canadian immigration
programme during 1951.

L

I

n

THE CANADIAN EMBASSY, 72 AVENUE FOCH, PARIS
July 12 marked the 70th annivenary of Canadian representation in France. The original agency,
through a series of transformations, became the present Embassy. The Paris office reported at first
to the Department of Secretary of State but was transferred to the control of the Department of
External Affairs in 1913 thereby becoming the first post abroad to be placed under the latter
Department supervision. Major-General George P. Vanier has been head of the mission since 1938.
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CANADA AND THE UNITED NATIONS

of international problems.

The Tunisicn Question*
On June 20, 1952, in a joint communication to the Secretary-General, thirteen

African and Asian states - Afghanistan, Burma, Egypt, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq,
the Lebanon, Pakistan, the Philippines, Saudi Arabia, Syria and Yemen = requested
that a special session of the General Assembly be summoned to give urgent consider-
ation to the Tunisian problem.

The communication of the thirteen states and its annexed memorandum recalled
that no action had been taken on a letter in January from the Prime Minister of
Tunisia to the President of the Security Council,• and that in April the Security
Council had refused to include the Tunisian question on its agenda, although eleven
African and Asian countries had requested it to do so. It was further asserted that
the situation in Tunisia had continued to deteriorate since April, and that in spite
of the hopes expressed by some members of the Council at that time, no negotiations
between the French and the Tunisians had taken place. The message concluded that
the refusal of the Security Council to entertain the Tunisian question had created
profound and far-reaching repercussions and that a further delay by the United
Nations in giving the problem the attention it demanded would seriously impair the
authority of the Organization as a forum for the discussion and peaceful settlement

A communication from the Acting Secretary-General transmitting the request
of the thirteen states was sent to all member nations on the day the request was
received. Rule 9 of the Rules of Procedure of the General. Assembly provides that a
special session of the Assembly shall be summoned if a majority of member states
concur in the request within thirty days of the date on which the Secretary-General
forwards his communication. In addition to the thirteen sponsoring states, ten member
nations - Bolivia, Byelorussia, China, Czechoslovakia, El Salvador, Guatemala,
Poland, the Ukraine, the U.S.S.R., and Yugoslavia - had concurred by July 20, the
final date for replies to be received. Twenty-seven states - Australia, Belgium, Brazil,
Canada, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Denmark, Ecuador, France, Creece, Haiti,
Honduras, Iceland, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Nicaragua, Norway,
Paraguay, Peru, Sweden, Turkey, the Union of South Africa, the United States, the
United Kingdom and Uruguay - did not favour the summoning of a special session.
Two states - Thailand and Ethiopia - formally abstained on the issue, while eight
states - Argentina, Chile, the Dominican Republic, Israel, Liberia, Mexico, Panama
and Venezuela - did not reply to the Secsetary-GeneraTs communication. As the
necessary majority of thirty-one states did not concur in the request, a special session
was not called. The Canadian reply, which was delivered on July 16, expressed the
view that circumstances did not warrant the convocation of a special session at that

_ time.

*For background information on this subject see External Affairs Volume IV, No. 5 of May,
1952, pp. 186-7.
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CANADIAN GOVERNMENT OVERSEAS
AWARDS

The Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, announced on August 1
that the Govenament of Canada had made arrangements to use part of the blocked
balances now standing to its credit in France and the Netherlands to provide fellow-
ships and scholarships for Canadians to do advanced work and study in those two
countries. It is hoped that the plan will be extended a little later on to include Italy.
The sums of money standing to Canada's credit in these three countries are the result
of agreements made by Canada to accept payment in local currencies in settlement of
Canada's claims in respect of civilian relief supplies furnished at the end of the war.
In the agreements with the Governments of France, the Netherlands and Italy, pro-
vision was made that the payments in local currencies may be used, among other
things, for educational and cultural purposes.

The Royal Society of Canada has undertaken the responsibility of nominating the
candidates and will establish appropriate selection committees. Candidates, whether
for fellowships or scholarships (outlined below) should make application to the Awards
Committee, Royal Society of Canada, National Research Building, Ottawa. The
National Research Council and the Department of External Affairs will provide
facilities to deal with problems of foreign travel and for payments from blocked
currency accounts.

The awards will be of two kinds:

(a) Fellowships of a value of $4,000.00 for twelve months will be awarded for
advanced study in the arts, humanities, social sciences, and professions. In
addition, travel expenses both ways from a North American port will be pro-
vided from the blocked currencies. Candidates must be over 30 years of age
and must already have established reputations in their field of study, their art
or their profession.

Fellows will not be required to register at any institution or school but •
must submit a precise plan of the research or advanced work they propose to
undertake. The purpose of the Fellowships is to give Canadian men or women
of proven ability an opportunity to spend a year abroad devoting their time to
whatever program will be of most benefit to them and to Canada. In exceptional
circumstances Fellowships may be renewed for not more than one year.

(b) Scholarships of a value of $2,000.00 for twelve months are intended for
advanced students in the humanities, social sciences and sciences. Applicants
must have received \faster of Arts degree or its equivalent from a university
of recognized standing. Travel expenses from and to a North American port
will also be paid. Candidates will be required to supply an outline of the courses
they propose to follow and they must undertake to become enrolled at an
educational institution of recognized standing.

The stipends will be adjusted in accordance with the cost of living in the country
in which the award is held, so that holders of Fellowships and Scholarships will
receive amounts that will give them the Ottawa equivalent of $4,000.00 or $2,000.00
as the case may be. Travel expenses will be provided to cover the cost of ocean fare
at the tourist rate from a port of embarkation in North America and rail fare from the
port ôf landing to the destination in Europe. Similar grants will be made for the
return journey but no provision has been made to supply Canadian funds for travel
in Canada or for other expenses here. Payment of the awards will be made monthly
thrOugh the Canadian Embassy in the country where the award is held. The first
Payment will be made as promptly as possible after the arrival of the Fellow or
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Scholar in the country in which he is to work. It has also been decided that two-thirds
of the travel expenses of wives who accompany their husbands will be paid; but no
travel expenses will be granted for children. Fellows and Scholars will normally travel
in ships of the nationality of the country in which they propose to study; reservations
must be arranged through the Awards Committee and cannot be made privately.

• For this first year of the scheme's operation it is proposed to award only a
limited number of Scholarships and Fellowships, probably not more than ten. If,
however, the scheme turns out to be successful, it is hoped to increase the number of
awards very considerably for subsequent years.

n

CANADA - CEYLON STATEMENT OF
PRINCIPLES

The Department of External Affairs announced on July 12 that the Governments
of Canada and Ceylon had agreed on a Statement of Principles for the co-operative
economic development of Ceylon under the Colombo Plan. This agreement is simi-
lar to that entered into by Canada with India and Pakistan on September 10, 1951.

The principles were confirmed by an exchange of notes in Colombo on July 11.

As part of its programme of economic aid to Ceylon, Canada will undertake this
year a fisheries development and research project. The Government of Ceylon rates
this project as of the highest priority and the detailed plan has been worked out by a
Canadian fishenés expert, Mr. D. Ni. Haywood, who has himself been serving in
Ceylon for the past year, under the Colombo Technical Co-operation Programme, as
consultant to the Minister of Fisheries. The project will entail the provision of fishing
boats and equipment and small demonstration plants for ice-making, cold storage,
canning and drying, as well as the services of experienced Canadian fishermen and
technicians who will be needed to train Ceylonese personnel. This will be an all-
Canadian project, designed to develop the fishing resources of Ceylon and thus
increase its food production.

Other economic development projects for Ceylon are under consideration.

The text of the Statement of Principles follows:
I

COLOMBO PLAN

Statement of Principles agreed between the Cooernment of Canada and the Covernment of
Ceylon for Co-operative Economic Development o/ Ceylon.

The Governments of Canada and Ceylon, together with other governments, took part
in London in 1950 in drawing up the Colombo Plan for Co-operative Economic Develop-
me,nt in Soûth and South-East Asia. The Governments of Canada and Ceylon now desire
to co-operate for their mutual benefit, and in particular for the achievement of the purposes
of the Colombo Plan, by promoting the economic development of Ceylon. Therefore the
Governments of Canada and Ceylon now wish to establish agreed principles under which
economic aid from Canada will be provided to Ceylon for the purposes of the Colombo
Plan, and according to which supplementary agreements may be made to cover specific
programme&

The Governments of Canada and Ceylon 'agree to the establishment of the follow•ing
principles:

1. All economic aid supplied by the Government of Canada to the Covernment of
Ceylon under the Colombo Plan shall consist of goods and services in accordance

' (Continued on p. 296)
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APPOINTMENTS AND TRANSFERS OF
REPRESENTATIVES OF OTHER COUNTRIES IN CANADA

DIPLOMATIC

Now Appoinfmenb

His Excellency Raoul Bibica Rosetti, Am-
bas,cador, Embassy of Greece, July 21.

Mr. Serguei Bôukine, Attaché, Embassy of
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
June.

Colonel Mayhue D. Blaine, Air Attaché,
Embassy of the United States of America,
July 3.

Mr. Olegano Andrés Rodriguez, Press At-'
taché, Embassy of Argentina, July 10. (Re-
siding in Montreal)

Mr. Frderico Mould, Counsellor, Embassy
of Peru, July 11.

!^ir. Naoshi Shimanouchi, Press Attaché,
Embassy of Japan, June 16.

.
Mr. Yoshio Kimura, Attaché, Embassy of

Japan, June 16.

Doctor Juan Vela Monet, Commercial At-
taché, Embassy of Cuba, July 22.

Lieutenant Colonel William L. Tudor, As-
sistant Air Attaché, Embassy of the United
States of America, July 23.

Dsparlans

His Excellency Nicolas Anissas, Ambassa-
dor, Embassy of Greece, July.

His Excellency P. O. de Treschow, Min-
ister, Legation . of Denmark, July 15. Mr.
Anker Svart, Second Secretary is Chargé
d'Affaires ad interim

Colonel Frederick A. Pillet, Air Attaché,
Embassy of the United States of, America,
juty 2. 1. .

Mr. A. Eugene Frank, Second Secretary,
Embassy of the United States of America,
July 11.

Mr. Luis Ibarguen, Second Secretary, Em-
bassy of Merico. July 14.

Colonel Robert W. Strong Jr., Assistant
Air Attaché, Embassy of the United States
of America, July 22.

His Excellency Sean Murphp, Ambassador,
Embassy of Ireland, resumed direction of the
Embassy on his return from a vacation in
the United States, July 9.

His Excellency Dr. Werner Dankwort, Am-
bassador Embassy of Germany, left for holi-
days, jay 17. Dr. J. F. Ritter, First Secre-
tary, is Chargé d'Affaires ad'interim.

His Excellency Mohammed Ilaamullah,
High Commissioner, High Commiss;oner's
Office for Pakistan, left on a visit to the
United States, July 2. Mr.- R. S. Chhatari,
First Secretary is in charge of the office.

His Excellency Doctor Luis Esteves Fer=
nandes, Minister, Legation of Portugal, left
Ottawa to reassume his duties as Ambassador
of Portugal in Washington, July 4. Dr. G.
Caldeira Coelho is Chargé d Affaires ad
interim. -

His Excellency A. H. J. Lovink, Ambas-
sador, Embassy of the Netherlands, will be
absent till August 10. Mr. M: J. Van Schre-
ven, Counsellor, is Chargé d'Affaires ad
interim.

Mr. Angel Miguel Araujo, Labour Attaché
Embassy of Argentina, has been promotec^
to Labour Secretary, july 7.

Mr. José Oswaldo de Meira Penna, Second
Secretary, Embassy of Brazil„ was -promoted
to First Secretary, July. . •

The Embassy of Peru has moved its Chan-
cery to the Of6cial.Residence at 539 Island
Park Drive. ,

Mr. Leonid F. Teplov, Counsellor and
Chargé d'Affaires ad interim, Embassy of the
Union of Soviet Socialist Rê ublics, left on
a holiday, July-27. Mr. Roudtchenko, Coun-
sellor, is Chargé d'Affaires.

CONSULAR

RseoYnifies was granlsd to:

Mr. M. I. Abdel-Wahab, Vice-Consul,
Consulate General of Egypt at Ottawa, July
17.

Mr. Alberto Venegas Tamay o, Consul Cen-
^a1,. Consulate General of Colombia at To-
ronto, July 3.

Mr. Jorge Figueroa, Consul General, Con-
Sulate General of Argentina at Montreal,
July W).

Au8uat.1952

Deparfurss

Doctor A. Sevenster, Consul General, Con-
sulate General of the Netherlands at Mont-
real, July 1. Mr. Varekamp is temporarily
in charge of the Consulate General.

Miss Eva Taylor, Vice-Consul, Consulate
of the United States"of America at Ottawa,
July 25.

Doctor José R. -Hernandez-Lebron, Consul
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General, Consulate General of the Dominic- 3201 Forest Hill Avenue, apartment 4, Mont-

an Republic at Ottawa, resumed the direction real 26, P.Q. The new telephone number

of the Consulate General on his return from is ATlantic 8140. %

holidays in his country, July 16. Mr. B. B. Dubienski, Honorary Consul,

, The Consulate General of the Dominican Consulate of Para guay at Winnipeg, relin-

Republic at Montreal has moved its offices to quished his duties ^y 22.

CANADIAN REPRESENTATION AT INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCES

(This is a list of international conferences at which Canada was represented during the

month of July 1952, and of those at which it may be represented in the future, earlier con-
aI A aira'.)ferencea may be found in the previous issu ea of 'Eztern

(The Department of External Affairs, through its International Conferences Section, is

responsible for co-ordinating all invitations to international conferences. It should be noted,
however, that the decision as to the participation of the Canadian Government at such
centerences is made by the Secretary of State for External Affairs or, where appropriate, by

Cabinet upon the recommendation of the department of government functionally concerned.)

Standing International Bodies on which Canada is Represented

(published annually. Only new Standing International Bodies on whtch Canada is repre-

sented will be listed in the if^ing ^^e ee^:)Esternal A$airt" January 1952,

Conferences Attended in July •

1. 13th Universal Postal Congress. Brussels,
May 14-July 12. Head of Delegation:

J. • Turbull, Deputy Postmaster Gen-
L; Delegates: J. L. A. Gagnon and
H. N. Pearl, Post Office Department;
A. C. Smith, Canadian Embassy, Brus-
sels; Secretary: Miss C. E. Bingleman,
Post Office Department-

2. Resumed Session of the Conferenee on
: Settlement of German External Debts.

London, May 19 - Head of Delegation:
G. C. Crean, Office of the Canadian High
Commissioner, London; Delegates: A. B
Hockin, ' Office of the Canadian High
Commissioner, London; C. L. Read, De-
partment of Finance. .

3. 14th Sessiôn of Econômic and Social
Council (ECOSOC). New York, May 20
- Representative: J. Lesage, M.P., Par-
liamentary Assistant to the Secretary of
State for External Affairs; Alternates:
D. M. Johnson, Permanent Represent .
ative of Canada to the United Nations,
New York; J. Sinclair, M.P.. Parliamen-
tary Assistant to the Minister of Finance-

C. H. Mclvor, Canadian Wheat Board;
Alternate: W. RiddeII, Canadian Wheat
Board; Advisers: R. V. Biddulph and

B. Lawrie, Canadian Wheat Board;
F. Grandy, Office of the Canadian

- igh Commissioner, London.

5. 7th International Conference of Safet
in Mines Research. Buxton, Englard,
July 7-12 - Representative: Dr. H. D.
Smith, President of the Nova Scotia Re-
search Foundation, Halifaz.

6. 2nd International Congress of Physiology
and Patholo o} Animal Reproduction
and of ArtiCtal Insemination. CoFen-
hagen, July 7-11 - Dr. K. Rasmussen
and Dr. A. R. C. Emslie, Department of
Agricultu

7. 3rd and Empire Health
and Tuberculosis Conference. London,
July 8-13 - Dr. H. A. Robertson, O••er-
^ Immigration Medical Service, Lon-
don.

6th International Congress of Animal
Husbandry. Copenhagen, July 9-14 -

Advisers: G. B. Summers, J. H. Warren, ,
Miss B. M. Meagher, W.F. Stone De- 9. lit Seaslon of the Commission for blari-

•^^, ^J. J. Deutsch, Department of Finance; . ^
Welfare;. Dr. F. C. Robertson, M.P.; and I G; Lefebvre Department of A6n-

" Dr. C. F. Davidson ' Deputy Minister ci

t of Erternal Affairs; S. Po time èleteorology (WMO). London, Ju1Y
wnt of Finance; Adviser 14 - Delegate: K. T. McLeod, De:• art-

on
tions, New York. 10. 3rd Meeting o/ SubC'woup of the Inter-

-
W hs Reduc-

Secretary: A. R. Crepadt, Permanent - ment of Transport.
Del ti of Caaada to the United Na-

Council. London, July 1- Delegate: July 1S - Delegate: C. H. ctass, De-

aeaionol or Parry on t
4. 10th Session of the International Wheat • tton of Tariff Leoelr (CATT). Ceneva,
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partment of Finance; Alternate: B. M.
Williams Permanent Delegation of Can-
ada to the European Office of the United
Nations, Geneva.

11. 18th International Red Cross Conference.
Toronto, July 23 - August 9. Observers:
Head of Delegation: Dr. C. D. W.
Cameron, Deputy Minister of National
Health; S. M. Scott, Department of Ex-
ternal Affairs; Lt. Col. J. C. A. Camp-
bell, Department of National Defence;

Alternates: Dr. K. C. Charron, Depart- -
ment of National Health and Welfare:
S. A. Freifeld, Department of Ext
Affairs.

12. International Jurists Congress. West Ber-
lin, July 25-August 1- Hon. Mr. Justice
R. L. Keock, Justice J. W. Estey, Puisne
Judges of! the Supreme Court of Canada,
and In. Mr. Justice J. T. Thorson, Pre-
sident of the Exchequer Court of Can-
ada, Leonard W. Brockington, Q.C.

Conferences to be held In August and September

T
De

inclusion of the name of a Conference or of any International Meeting in the following
is merelv for information. It does not necessarily follow that the Government of Canada

has received an invitation to participate or, if so, that the invitation will be accepted; the
dates are tentative.)

1. 8th General Assembly of the Interna-
tional Ceographical Union. Washington,
August 8-15.

2. 6th British Commonwealth Forestry Con-
ference. Ottawa, August 11-September
13.

3.6th InternaNonal Grassland Congress
(FAO). State College, Pennsylvania, Aug-
nst 17-23.

4. Inter-Governmental Conference for the
Adoption of the Universal Copyright
Convention (UNESCO). Geneva, August
18-September 6.

5. Special Committee to Study Further the
Question of the Methods and Procedure
o[ the General Assembly of the United

NThafting Questions.
Dealing

wt York, gAugustf
26. .

6. 3rd Session of the General , Assembly
of the International Union for the Pro-
tection of Nature. Caracas, Venezuela,
September 3-9.

7. Intersessional Committee Meeting of
GATT. Ceneva, September 4.

8. Conference of Commonwealth Parliamen-
tarII Association. Ottawa, September 8.

9.13th International Horticultural Con-
gnst. London, September 8-15.

10. 3rd Session of the Chemical Industries
Committee. Geneva, September 9-20.

11. Special Conference - to Complete 3rd
Party Aircraft Damage Convention to
Replace Rome Convention of 1933
(ICAO). Rome, September 9.

12. 6th Meeting of Directing Council of the
Pan-American Sanitary Bureau. Havana,
September 10-24.

13. 2nd Session of the Statists Division of
ICAO. Montreal, September 16.

14. Congress of International Society of
Haematology. Mar del Plata, Argentina.
September 21-26.

15. 2nd Session of the Committee on Im-
provement of National Statistics of the
1 nter-American. Statistical Institute. Ot-
tawa, September 29-October 10.

16. International Council for the Exploration
of the Sea. Copenhagen, September 29-
October 7.

17. World Tobacco Organization. Amster-
. dam, September or October.

18. 3rd Session of Executive Committee _'
of World Meteorological Organization
(WMO). Geneva, September..

19., International Geological Congress. Al-
giers, September and October.
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CURRENT UNITED NATIONS DOCUMENTSt

A SELECTED LIST

(a) Printed Documents:

International Monetary Fund-Annual Re-
port 1951; 21 January 1952; document
E/2169; 158 pp.; (Washington; U.S.A.)

*Report of t)ts . Economic Commission for
Asia and the Far East (Eighth Session),
29 January-8 February 1952)• 19 March
1952; document E/2171, E/CN.11/342;
41 pp.; 40 cents; . Ecosoc Official Re-
cords: Fourteenth Session, Supplement
No. 3.

*Economic Commission for Latin America
(Fourth Annual Report, 17 June 1951-
14 February 1952); 21 March 1952; 29
pp.; 25 cents; Ecosoc Official Records:
Fourteenth Session, Supplement No. 2.

•Sub-Commission on Freedom of Informa-
tion and the ,Press .(Report of the Fifth

Resolutions of the Tenth Session of the
Trusteeship Council, 27 February-1 April
1952; 8.Apri1 1952; document T/976; 32
pp.; 30 cents; Trusteeship CounciO^
cial Records: Tenth Session, Suppl ement
No. 1 (Bilingual).

*Financial Report and Accounts for the year
ended 31 December 1951 and Report of
the Board of Auditors; New York, 1952;
document A/2123; 40 pp.; 40 cents; Gen-
eral Assembly Official Records: Seventh
Session, Supplement No. 6.

*United Nations International Children's
Emergency Fund - Financial Report and
Accounts for the year ended 31 Decem-
ber 1951 and Report of the Board of
Auditors; New York, 1952; document
A/2124; 28 pp.; 30 cents; General As-
sembly Official Records: Seventh Ses-
sion, Supplement No. 6A.

Session, 3 1ltarch to 21•March 19521; 31
March 1952; . document E/2190, E/CN. *Catalogue of Economic and Social Projects

4/Sub.1/176; 15 pp.; 20 cents; Ecosoc 1952 (No. 3); 24 Apri1 1952; document

• Official Records: Fourteenth Session, E/2200; 151 pp.; $1.50; Sales No.: 195-1.

Supplement No. 4A. II.D.2.

Supplements to World Economic Report, Sixth Report of the International Labour

195a.51:
Organisation to the United Nations; Gen-
eva, 12 June 1952; document E/2240;

a) Recent changes {wproduction; April . 286 pp.
1952; document E/2193/Add.1, ST/ *S^ Commission - Report of the Eighth
ECA/14/Add.1; 120 pp.; $1.00; Sales Session (12-29 May 1952); 2 June 1952;
No.: 1952.II.C.1: document E/2247, E/CN.5/287- 27 pp.;

b) Summary of recent economic deoel• 25 cents; Ecosoc Official Records: Folir-

opments in Afrioa- April 1952; docu- teenth Session, Supplement No. 9.
ment E/2193/Aad.2, ST/ECA/14/
Add.2 .Economie Measures in Favour of the Fami-

• 49 pp.; 50 cents; Sales No.:
1952.IÎ.C2 . ^ 5 pp ^^^^Sâlcd^umentaN .0 1952 IV.6. 8

;

C) Summary of recent economic deoel- *Commodity Trade Statist{ca, 4th issue,lan-
opmenta in the Middle East; April ^^-Decembe► 1951; New York, June
1952; document E/2193/Add. 3,
ECA/14/Add. 3; 99 pp.; s1.00;Sales

ST/ 1952; document ST/STAT/SER.D,' 10;

No.: 1952.II.C.3.
351•pp.

*Commission on Narcotic Drugs-Report of
the Seventh Session, 15 April to 9 May
1952; 15 May 1952; document E/2219,
E/CN.7/240; 27 pp.; 25 cents; Ecosoc
Official Records: Fourteenth Session,
Supplement No. 8.

*United Nations International Childrens
Emergen^t Fund-Report of the Eseeu-
ttoe Board, 22-24 April 1952; 7 May
1952; document E/2214, E/ICEF/198;
64 pp.; 60 cents; Ecosoc Official Re-
cords: Fourteenth Session, Supplement
No. 7.

(b) Mimeographed Documents:

*Report of the International Refugee Organ-
{zation; 23 April 1952; - document E/
2211; 38 pp.:.

•Preoention of discrimination and protection

U
inorities (Report by the Secra^ û-

eral); 23 May 1952; 36 pp.;
ment E/2229.

•Current information on Urban Land Poli-
cies •(A preliminary report); 15 April
1952; document ST/SOA/9- 263 Pp-
(Departatent of Social Aaalrsj.

t Printed documents may be procured from the Canadian sales Agent for United Nations publlcation+1ec
bec

Ryerson Press, 289 Queen St. West, Toronto ( English) and Les Presses Universitaires Laval, Q done
(French) t mimeographed documents can only be procured by annual subscription from the United •

Secretsrlat, New York. Publications and documents may be consulted at certain designated
llbrarfa

listed In "External ACafrs", 7anuary 1952, V. 45.
• French version not available until noted in a future issue of -E=ternal Attafrs".
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Report of the United Nations High Com.-
missioner for Refugees to the General As-
sembly; 29 May 1952; document A/2126;
43 pp.

'Espanded programme of Technical Assis-
tance - Fourth Report of the Technical
Assistance Board to the Technical Assis.
tance Committee; 8 May 1952; document
E/2213 (Vol. I, 150 pp.; Vol. II, 329 pp.)

'The problem of Statelessness (Consolidated
report by the Secretary-General); 26 May
1952; document E/2230, A/CN.4/56;
206 pp.

*Full Employment - Implementation of Full
Employment Policies (Replies of Govern-
ments to the full employment question-
naire covering the period 1951-1952); 20
June 1952; document E/2232 (246 pp.)
and addenda.

• hench version aot available until noted In a future Issue of "Erternal Affairs".
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CURRENT DEPARTMENTAL. PRESS RELEASES

Dot* SubjM .

8/7 Extension of the Canada-United Kingdom Tax Agreement
for colonial territories to British Guiana and St. Lucia.

10/7 Appointment of Mr. Escott Reid as High Commissioner

12/7

17/7

21/7

22/7

47 22/7

48 25/7

49 29/7

for Canada in India.

- Announcement of the Canada-Ceylon agreement on a
Statement of Principles for the co-operative economic de-
velopment of Ceylon under the Colombo Plan. _

Announcement of the transfer of Mr. W. D. Matthews,
Canadian Minister in Washington, to be Minister to Sweden
and Finland; and the transfer of Mr. T. A. Stone, Canadian
Minister to Sweden and Finland, to be Ambassador to the
Netherlands.

Presentation of Letter of Credence of Mr. Raoul B. Rosetti
as Ambassador of Greece to Canada.

Canadian Delegation of Observers to the XVIII Inter-
national Red Cross Conference in Toronto.

Appointment of Mr. H. O. Moran as Ambassador of
Canada to Turkey.

Appointment of Mr. C. S. A. Ritchie as Acting Deputy
Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs.

Text of the Statement by Mr. Churchill announcing the
Commonwealth Prime Ministers' Conference to be held in
London in November.

STATEMENTS AND SPEECHES

(Obtainable from the Information Division, Department of External Affairs, Ottawa,
Canada.)

The following serial numbers are available in Canada and abroad:

No. 52119-Asia and the International Situ- 1, 1952, sponsored by the Jewish Na-
ation, an address by the Administrator tional Fund in the interests of the For-

T
the International Eoonomic and ests of the Martyrs.

echnical Co-operation Division, De-
No. 52/22-Canada and the United States:t of Trade and Commerce, Mr. Distinctions and stmilarities, an addressi1c Cavell, made to the Ottawa Wo- by the Minister of Resources and De-men'i Canadian Club, May 21, 1952.

velopment, Mr. R. H. Winters, to the
No 52/204sraeri Answer to Racial Per-

Alumni Association of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Cambridge,

+ectaion, a speech by the Secretary of Mass., June 9, 1952.
State for External Affairs, Mr. L. B.

Jewish communIty of Toront
meeting nof the

June
No. 52/24-Canada

by_ the
and Westem

Secretary of State
Security,
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External Affairs, Mr. L. B. Pearson, to
the Canadian Institute of International
Affairs, at Quebec City, June 8, 1952.

No. 52/25-Some Aspects of International
Trade, an address by the Governor of
the Bank of Canada, Mr. Graham Tow-
ers, to the Investment Dealer's Associa-
tion of Canada annual meeting, at St

Andrew's-by-the-Sea, N.B., June 13,
1952.-

No. 52/26-Post-War Canada and Interna-
tional Trade, an address by the Secre-
tary of State for External Affairs, Mr.
L. B. Pearson, made at the Conference
Governors, Houston, Texas, June 30,
1952.

The following serial numbers are available abroad only:

No. 52/18-Canada's Federal Programme of Defence Production, Mr. H. H.

for Health Research, an address by the Saunderson, delivered to the 81st An-
Minister of National Health and Wel- . nual General Meeting of the Canadian
fare, Mr. Paul Martin, to the 72nd hsanufacturers Association, in Toronto,
Annual Meetting of the Ontario Med- May 29, 1952.
ical Association, at Hamilton, Ontario,
May 21, 1952. No: 52/23, an address by the Minister of

No. 52/21-Present Status of Priorities and Transport, Mr. Lionel Chevrier, to the

Controls in Canada, a speech by the National Council of Seaman's Agencies,

Co-ordinator of Materials, Department at Montreal, June 11, 1952.

CANADA-CEYLON STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES

(Continued f rom p. 290)

with specific programmes agreed upon from time to time between the two govern-
ments. Similarly, agreement will be reached on the methods of procurement and
transfer.

2. In order that Canadian aid may cover different types of projects, different
forms of financing may be used; in particular, Canadian aid will be available on
either a grant or a loan basis, depending on the nature of each specific programme
and the uses to which the goods and services supplied under it are put.

3. The particular terms of each specific programme will be a matter for agree-
ment between the two governments, subject to the following general provisions:

(a) Grants: In any specific programme under which goods financed by grants
from the Canadian Government are sold or otherwise distributed to the
Ceylon public "counterpart funds" will normally be set aside. The Ceylon
Government will set up a special account for these funds and will keep
separate records of the amounts placed in the account in connection with
each specific programme. It will pay into this account the rupee equivalent
of the Canadian expenditures on goods and services supplied under any
such programme. The Government of Ceylon will from time to time report
to the Government of Canada the position of this account and will supplY
a certificate from the Auditor General of Ceylon. The two governments will
from time to time agree on the economic development projects in Ceylon
to be financed from this account.

(b) Loans: For the specific programmes which are agreed to be appropriate for
' financing by means of loans the terms of the loans will be determined by
the two governments. These terms will relate primarily to the commercial
character of the particular project in question, to its anticipated earnings,
and to its anticipated effects on the foreign exchange position of Ceylon.

Ottawa, Edmond Cloutier, C.M.G.. O.A., D.S.P., Printor to the Ouoon's
Most Exeoll*nt Majosty, Controllbr of Stationory, 1952.
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THE INTERNATIONAL RED CROSS -
CONFERENCE',IN TORONTO'...'-.,

TH. International Red Cross is at the moment probably the most widely repre-
sentative international organization in the world: Like the United Nations, it embraces
all races, creeds and ideologies. More hospitable than the United Nations, it invited
to its' eighteenth quadrennial Conference in Toronto this summer nearly all those
countries, like Italy, Japan, the two Germanies and the two Koreas, which the United
Nations cannot agree to admit. More than this, the Red Cross Conference welcomed
the simultaneous presence of rival delegations claiming to represent the Chinese
Republic; for some days the Chinese Communists and Nationalists sat together in the
same council hall. This may have been the first appearance of an official Communist
Chinese delegation in the West. The names of 51 governments and of 58 national
Red Cross Societies appear in the official list of delegations. Theré have been many
more important conferences in Canada; perhaps there have been more picturesque
ones (though not many); there have been very few which were watched with wider
or more attentive interest.

The point at issue at Toronto was whether a humanitarian movement whose value
had, by any objective test, been proved through two world wars could survive as a
universal institution in the midst of existing international tensions. If the ansµ er
proved to bë-no", the" International Red Cross, although it would remain an
, eminently useful organization among states friendly to one another, would cease to
serve the main purpose for which it was created, that is, the carrying on of humani=
tarian work across battle-lines; either the hardships of war would be materially
aggravated for those directly in the path of the fighting or governments and humani-
tarian bodies would have to find some generally acceptable substitute for the Red
Cross.

" The significance of this issue and of the partial resolution of it in Toronto -,vas
probably not grasped by those who followed the Conferénce casually in the press.
Although the Red Cross is the best known of all humanitarian movements, its unique
and bizarre constitutional structure and its relations with governments are understood
by few even of its own members.

Structure of IRC

The International Red Cross is like a building consisting of two substantial
wings joined by a considerably less substantial connecting structure. The newer and
more densely populated wing comprises the national Red Cross Societies, together
with the League of Red Cross Societies into which the national societies are federated.
National societies claim to contain one hundred million members and as one million
of these are Canadians it is reasonable to assume that most readers of this article need
no explanation of their activities. The League (which dates only from 1919) is, like,
its constituent' societies, a"voluntary" (that is, non-governmental) organization. Its
purpose is to assist the national Red Cross Societies in their. humanitarian activities
and, so far as may be proper and practical, to co-ordinate their work when it transcends
uational boundaries. The League is the guardian and exponent of the traditions of
the Red Cross in time of peace.

..
M- . - The balancing wing of the International Red Cross structure is the International
Committee of the Red Cross, variously spoken of as the "Committee", the "Inter-
national Committee", or the "I.CRC". This; the older pârt, is approaching its cen-
tenary. At full strength, it contains exactly 25 members. When its membership falls
below this number, the members themselves decide who shall fill the vacancies. All
25 membe;s are, and must be Swiss. They are for the most part persons of substance,
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either in the Swiss economy, or in Swiss political or civil life. The International Com-
mittee is thus in no sense international in its composition, an important point to
remember.

The Committee, like the League, is a"voluntary" orgànization. As will be seen,
it is recognized by most governments but is neither a governmental nor an inter-
governmental body. Unlike the League, the Committee functions chiefly in time of
war; it exists because war persists. It was created to mitigate the hardships caused
by war and especially to help those suffering from the immediate effects of fighting.
In particular, it has successfully sponsored international treaties for the protection of
the sick and wounded, of prisoners of war, and, most recently, of civilians overrun by
the fighting. These treaties, taken collectively, are commonly spoken of as the
"Geneva Conventions". Most countries of the world are, in greater or less degree, now
bound by some or all of these covenants. Further, particular functions are assigned
to the International Committee itself in the carrying out of some of these treaties.
For example in Canada, during the Second World War, a representative of the
ICRC (a Swiss) constantly visited enemy prisoners of war and internment camps and
performed for the inmates such acts of mercy as were stipulated in the Geneva Con-
ventions or otherwise agreed upon with the enemy. Similarly, representatives of the
ICRC (also Swiss) visited Canadian prisoners of war and internees in German hands.
The ICRC assisted in the exchange of prisoners, the delivery of letters, news and
parcels, and many other activities.

Thus, while the International Committee is a non-governmental agency, and in
fact fiercely defends its independence, its usefulness depends nevertheless upon its
recognition by governments and their willingness to allow it to exercise behind and
across battle-lines the privileges and duties which the treaties envisage. Without the
support, or at least the tolerance, of governments, the Committee cannot function,
and, without the Committee or some adequate substitute, the hardships of war may
be increased for millions of combatants and non-combatants and will be immensely
intensified for many thousands of the most unfortunate. It is this Committee which,
with very fair success in the South and with no success in the North, is now trying
to do its job in Korea.

Sams Humanitarian Aim

How do such different bodies as the League and the Committee manage. to
work together? The basic answer is, of course, that, as they have the same great
humanitarian aim, there is a good deal of give and take between them. The constitu-
tional answers are that the executive organs and the secretariats of the two bodies
are interlocked at various levels and that they have a common "supreme governing
bodY" called the International Red Cross Conference - the body which has just com-
pléted its eighteenth session. In the intervals between the quadrennial sessions of the
Conference there exists a Standing Commission of the Conference and, in practice, a
good deal of Red Cross policy-making is in the hands of the "three presidents" - the
executive heads respectively of the Standing Commission, the International Com-
mittee, and the League.

Another matter requiring explanation is the presence of governments at the
sessions" of the supreme governing body of a non-governmental organization. It is
only at the•quadrennial Conferences that governments participate in the activities of
the International Red Cross. The Statutes of the Conference call for invitations to
all those governments (or the heirs of those governments) which have signed (not
aecessarily ratified) any (not necessarily the most recent) of the Geneva Conventions
Lue 6rst of which dates baek to 1864). This broad rule lets in pretty nearly anybody,

the more readily since the traditions and spirit of the Red Cross movement are uni-
verW and hospitable. Thus, there was no doubt of the admissibility to the Toronto
Conference of the Cominform nations and other Communist states,, or, to cite an
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example of another sort, of the delegates from bôth North and South Korea, although
ld h been no objection bythese two states were fightmg one anofher. There 'wou ave

the great majority of delegates to the simultaneous attendance of the Peking and the
Formosan delegations, `each claiming to represent the whole of China. In fact, the
Formosan delegation withdrew.about the fifth day of the Conference on the stated
ground that the "puppet regime" of Peking had turned the Conference into a forum
of political propaganda.'

Canadian Delegation

The Delegations of the Governments of Canada, the United Kingdom, the United
States and most of the "old" Commonwealth countries attended as observers rather
than as voting members. For Canada, at least, the reason was the rather special status
of government delegates in the Conference (as just explained); it seemed inappro-
priate either that a government which entered into the counsels of the Red Cross
only once in four years should try to influence its decisions, or that a government
should, by formally indicating in a vote its opiniôns of certain decisions, appear to
bind itself to supporting those decisions. The Canadian Red Cross Society, as the
host of the. Conference, was, of course, represented by a large number of its ablest
members - and very able they proved to be. The Canadian Government delegation,
partly by way of compliment to a movement which Canadians agree to be of extreme
value, was perhaps larger than its activity required. It was headed by Dr. G. D. W.
Cameron, Deputy Minister of Health, and contained four other senior officers from
the Departments of External Affairs, National Health and Welfare, and National
Defence. Mr. Paul Martin, Minister of National Health and Welfare, and Mrs. Martin
acted as host"_ and hostess at a reception given by the Government. The Governor
General of Canada formally opened the Conference, Mr. John A. MacAuley of Win-
nipeg, Past Chairman of the Central Council of the Canadian Red Cross Society was
elected Chairman of the Conference. The presence of the delegates from the U.S.S.R.,
Communist China, North Korea, and other Communist countries gave the Conference
its chief interest both to the general public and to those more immediately interested
in the humanitarian and political aspects of Red Cross work. Two principal questions,
one of which has already been suggested, were generally asked before the sessions
opened. First: would the Communists, by reading themselves, out of the International
Red Cross, split the movement and thus seriously impair its usefulness? Secondly:
how far and how successfully would the Communists use the Conference to carry
their propaganda to America and elsewhere?

It turned out that the Communists did not read themselves out of the Red Cross.
They made no attempt to split the movement countrywise - horizontally as it were.

They did attempt to split it vertically and to destroy half of it. That is, while giving
full support to the League of Red Cross Societies and its activities the Communist
delegations waged constant war on the International Committee of the Red Cross,
sought to discredit it as much as possible and announced that they would themselves
have no truck with it. They claimed first (and accurately) that the Committee was not
an international body; from this they argued that the Committee ought not to be
entrusted with the international responsibilities it claimed - an illogical deduction,
since the best kind of body to work across battle lines in a world war is one wbich
is neutral and not international.

Next, the Communists charged (falsely) that the Committee was the creature
directly of the Swiss Government and indirectly of "imperialist aggression". Again,
they charged (falsely) that the Committee had been pro-fascist in the Second World
War. Finally (and still falsely) they said that the Committee's attitude toward the
Korean war was not impartial or energetic or well-intentioned. These were the osten-
sible reasons why the Communist delegations, representing the important Communist
governments of the world, refused to agree to the International Committee perform-
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INTERNATIONAL RED CROSS CONFERENCE
-Pborojr•piic '49

A general conference view of the 18th International Red Cross Conference held in Toronto, July 23-
August 9.

ing in Korea or elsewheré the functions for which it was created; why they rejected
specific suggestions that Communist charges in Korea should be investigated by the
ICRC, and why they refused to accept any of the articles in the Constitution of the
International Red Cross (which came up for revision at this Conference) assigning
powers and duties to the International Committee. The Communists have not, so to
speak, "de-recognized" the International Committee, as they still acknowledge its
existence as a component of the International Red Cross, but they have clearly indi-
cated that they wish the Committee to have no functions and no powers.

' This appears to be the present situation. The Communist states have expressed
their unwillingness to allow the International Committee, which, through two World
%Vars, has been one of the two chief instruments for mitigating the hardships of war
(the other is the institution known as the "Protecting Power") to fulfit its proper
function of mediating in these matters between enemy states. This circumstance
could -prove tragic should the area of present hostilities increase. To discuss the
reasons behind those given by the Communists is not within the scope of this article.
The reader, if acquainted with the behaviour of the Russians towards prisoners during
and after the Second World War and with current negotiations in Korea, can doubt-
less make a pretty good fist at this enquiry for himself.

Me debates on the International Committee were characterized by a measure
of subtlety in method and a degree of uncertainty in result. This can scarcely be said
of the propaganda efforts of the Communist delegations, which were tedious, un-
imaginative, unskillful and of very little local effect. They were directed generally
agalnst the United.States and centered on Korea, perhaps in a vain effort to estrange
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from the United States thë delegations of othér United Nations states having forces
in Korea. The allegations were fa Mar ones and the evidence equally familiar. There
were charges of bacteriological warfare, of murder, cruelty and various atrocities
toward prisoners of war and of indiscriminate bombing of civilians. A great majority
of the Conference, while expressing disbelief in the allegations, showed no disposition
to whitewash the United Nations Command. Tradition, constitutionality, loyalty to
the International Committee and plain common sense indicated that the proper
authority within the Red Cross to investigate the charges was the International Com-
mittee; and this was clearly the desire of. the Conference. The Communists, having
evidenced their unwillingness to accept an enquiry by the Committee, and the Com-
mittee having - surprisingly and rather dramatically - disavowed any claim to unique
jurisdiction on this field, the Conference, whice reaffirming its confidence in the
Committee, reached no more specific recommendation than that the parties concerned
should agree upon 'a form of enquiry acceptable to all. From this innocuous resolu-
tion nobody dissented. The Conference declared its own inability, constitutionally
and in justice to the parties, to examine "evidence" offered to.it by certain Com-
munist delegations. This "evidence" was made available to the press and proved to be
that which has been already highly publicized.

In the political art of drafting, amending and voting upon resolutions the Com-
munists were less adept than they normally are at the United Nations. The lesser
Communist delegations and the Chinese communists too obviously waited for the
nod from the Russian delegation, and the Russians lacked sufficient adroitness to
take advantage of the inexperience in political warfare of the International Red Cross
leaders. It was, indeed, the non-politically minded amateurs of the Western Red
Cross delegations who by giving repeated evidence of their intense and sincere desire
to use the Conference for no other than humanitarian purposes and to preserve the
universal character of the Red Cross, won the propaganda battle on the floor. The
series of resolutions finally put on the record, while not apt to influence the course of
events profoundly, honestly reflects the views of nearly all delegates from outside the
Iron Cùrtain and (one sometimes felt) even a considerable number of those within
the Communist fold, had they but dared to say so. -

Conference Activities

This article has said, and will say, very little about the non-political aspects of
the Toronto meeting. To the lai observer, at least, the purposes of the quadrennial
Conferences in normal times appear to be to legitimize decisions already largely
agreed upon in the executive bodies, to make innd renew acquaintanceships within
the movement and to refresh and strengthen, by mutual consultation and exhortation,
the spirit and traditions which underlie Red Cross activities. The Conference also
renewed the elected membership of its Standing .Commission. The Commission con-
sists of two nominees of the International Committee, two nominees of the League
and five members elected by the Conference, sitting as individuals not as represen-
tatives either of Red Cross societies or governments. The five members elected at
Toronto are respectively citizens of Brazil, France, India, the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics and the United States. The Conference accepted the invitation of the
Indian Red Cross Society to hold its next meeting in India. Instead of, as normally,
"accepting" the reports of the national societies, the Conference "received" them and
directed that they be filed; this was because of a reference in the report of the
Communist Chinese Red Cross Society to "germ warfare started by the American
Covernment„: Reports of the various financial committees were accepted; there was,
rather surprisingly no discussion of the financing of the international Committee of
the Red Cross. Several resolutions concerned the work of the junior Red Cross; there
were resolutions on: reading as therapy for mental cases,' relief to children, famine
relief, disaster relief, legal assistance to refugees and voluntary services. On the
health side, the highlight of the Conference was a symposium on manual methods
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of artificial respiration. As a result of the discussions it was'decided that the Holger-
Nielsen method was superior to most others and should be, introduced into basic
first. aid instruction.

Pôlitics entered into the discussion of a different set of resolutions. An example
was the resolution on the prohibition of atomic weapons. Communist delegations
advocated unconditional prohibition; the great majority of delegations favoured the
resolution finally passed, which urged governments to agree, within the framework
of general disarmament, to a plan for international control ensiiring prohibition. The
Conference urged governments to ratify the four Geneva Conventions of 1949 (so far
only 20 states have done this), and to ratify without reservations the Geneva Protocol
of 1945 prohibiting bacteriological weapons. Other resolutions urged the release of
persons still detained as the result of the Second World Ni'ar and requested the
parties engaged in hostilities in Korea to permit the Internationàl Committee of the
Red Cross to carry out its conventional role for the protection of prisoners of war;
the Communists, of course, opposed this.

Two circumstances of the Toronto Conference, especially pleasing to Canadians,
are still to be mentioned. First, the arrangements made by the Canadian Red Cross
Society for the comfort and entertainment of the delegates and for the business of
the Conference drew unqualified praise from all delegations, without exception. The
second circumstance was that for three weeks there were in Toronto several score of
visitors who were generally hostile to the institutions Canadians cherish and were
intent upon making as much mischief as they could, if not expressly for Canada at
any rate for those with whom Canada is now in alliance and to whom Canada is by
tradition and policy friendly. These visitors included representatives of the states
whose aggression in Korea Canadian forces are now opposing in the field. It says a
good deal both for the political awareness of our people and for their spirit of toler-
ance and fair-mindedness that no complaints or protests were made in the press or
elsewhere against the presence in Canada of visitors of this type or against the
complete liberty of movement and the very wide freedom of speech and publication
permitted them while here.



-..,^-^ . : . .
HOW - IS NATO.: DOING

An address by the Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. L. B. Pearson, delivered at
the Directors' Luncheon on International and Health Day, Cânadian National Exhibition,

Toronto, September 2,1952.

... Thére is a very réal connection between health = personal, national and
international - and the relations between states. Was not the loss of one of Napoleon's
most important battles due to the fact that the Emperor had eaten something at
breakfast that disagreed with him, so that he was not at his physical best that fateful
day? There are numberless other occasions where the bad health of an individual -
from Caesar's fits to Pitt's gout - has played its part in the determination of the
destiny of millions.

On the national sphere no people can progress politically, economically or in any
other way, if, collectively, they are an unhealthy group. Every civilized government
(and some whose claim to civilization we have the right to question) recognize this.
The relation between health and poverty has been established beyond doubt as has
the relation between poverty and social unrest, political disturbance and the accep-
tance of the sordid and debasing doctrines of Communism. ,

It has also been recognized that, in the field of health, as in so many other fields,
national action is not enough. So we have increasing co-operation between states in
this field - notably through the World Health Organization, where so much beneficial
and humanitarian work is being done without benefit of headlines - without benefit
also of the co-operation of single Cominform state.

All this health progress - on all levels - is fine and encouraging provided that
we so order our international affairs that nations do not become vigorous and healthy
merely to fight each other.

As the representative of Israel put it recently at the Fifth World Health

Assembly s

Should we promote health only to provide more people for slaughter in battles
and wars? Should we fight against infant mortality only to spare the children to be
murdered later on by bombs and starvation? Medical men can only be promoters of
peace. Our work would be quite meaningless if it were not based on the conviction
that the destination of man is life and creation, not death and destruction.

It is not only medical men who must believe in and act on this philosophy. It is
today burned into the souls of all of us. Our deepest hopes and our most terrible anxi-
eties centre round the question of peace or war in the atomic age. There are other
problems of course, of which may seem closer to home, like taxes and the cost of steaks
or the stupidity of those who govern us. But that of peace between peoples transcends
everything, now that "science has been harnessed to the chariot of destruction", and
we realize that war might be the end of all.

A poll was taken in Canada the other day by the Canadian Institute of Public
Opinion. I confess that my feeling about polls is that which I have about pills, they
can be very useful if taken in moderation and with care. But I certainly agree with
the result of this poll which showed that 22 per cent of those who were asked "What
is the greatest single problem facing the government?" replied "War and defence",
while the next group, only 8 per cent were worried more about the high cost of
living.

How, then, are we doing in the effort to prevent war? Has there been any
fundamental change in the nature and urgency of the menace that faces us?

The answer to the last question is "no". The danger to peace and the threat to
freedom remain as immediate and as menacing as ever. There may be an easing of
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the.situation here or a deterioration there; in Western Europe some of the feeling of
imminent crisis and danger has disappeared; in Asia it has increased. But the menace
of Soviet imperialism exploiting the doctrine of revolutionary Communism, with its
conscious agents in the members of every Communist party in the world, including
the one in Canada - that menace remains. We should never forget for one moment
that we are facing the cruellest, most-powerful, best-organized conspiracy in all his-
tory. But this doesn't mean that the conspiracy will inevitably erupt in World War
Three. It may or it may not. The decision is not primarily and directly in the hands
of the free world. It is in the minds of the conspirators of Moscow. Our duty . - we
who are free - is to do what we can to convince them that if they make the wrong
decision they will meet a powerful and united resistance by the free world, and one
which gives them no chance of success. By so doing, we can influence powerfully the
decision against aggressive military action.

This organization of resistance to aggression should be, and one day, we must
hope, will be through the United Nations. At the moment, this is not possible and so
today our most effective agency for building up our collective strength to preserve
the peace is NATO.

It was, I think, in this room on September 2, 1947, many months before the
North Atlantic Treaty was actually signed, that I ventured to say:

If forced, we might make special security arrangements within the United
Nations, inviting all those member states to participate in them who are willing to
build up an agency within the Organization which would have the power which the
whole Organization does not possess under the Charter ... If it is desired to work
out a special arrangement for collective security to include those democratic and
freedom-loving states who are willing to give up certain sovereign rights in the
interests of peace and safety, why shouldn't it be done? Especially as any arrange-
ment of this kind would have to be consistent with the Charter of the United Nations.

Well, it has been dône through the signature of the North Atlantic Treaty and
the establishment of a strong organization of co-operating states ùnder that Treaty.

Recently, I think the feeling has developed that the high hopes that have been
placed on NATO for our collective defence and the building of an enduring structure
for co-operation between the member governments are not being realized.

On the one hand, there are those who think that we have - by our decisions at
Lisbon - imposed impossible military targets on the various governments and that
the effort to achieve them is resulting in economic weakness and social and political
division - the very result that the forces of Communist imperialism hope for. It is
charged by some that in NATO we are subordinating economic and political co-
operation to exaggerated and excessive military plans and preparations. Others are
genuinely worried because NATO, which now has a permanent home, a permanent
organization and a permanent Council in Paris, is not developing as it should in- the
non-military field; that the big powers are making their own decisions and ignoring
NATO in the process.

On the other hand, there' are those who, remembering the capacity of Soviet
Russia to set in motion at any moment a military machine that could overrun and
crush the forces of Western Europe, are anxious and impatient because our defence
plans are inadequate and we are taking too long in putting even these inadequate
plans into operation.

It is, of course, easy and wishful to comfort ourselves by merely repeating that
everything is fine with NATO, in its defence of the peace and its promise of the
future. This, however, is not good enough. Continuous and vigilant examination of
the operations of representative and executive international bodies is as important as
it is in national governmental agencies. NATO, subjected to such an examination
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- kid this is being done continuously by the member governments - gives no reason

the strongest deterrents against aggression at the present time. When we hear

for complacency or complete satisfaction. On the other hand, it gives no ground for
1 iièspâir or exaggerated pessimism or for revising our view that the establishment and

thë progress of this coalition is a major achievement in the history of our times and
that its growing strength and, equâlly important, its unity of purpose and action are

txiticisms that NATO is concentrating too much on military defence and not enough
tin biiilding'the Atlantic community, we should remember that, to Moscow and its
satellites and slaves, NATO stands as the greatest obstacle - by its unity as much as
Its strength - to the achievement of their aggressive ambitions. Against it they have
levelled their biggest guns of abuse and attack.

Of course, NATO is still far from perfect as an agency for international co-
operation between its members. In the short period of its existence, it has not managed
to make as much progress as we would like in the field of economic'ahd social and
political integration. But this - in contrast to the defence ' job - is a long-range pro-
gramme and no one who has examined the matter seriously has ever had any illusions
about the time and effort that would be required to realize our oft-repeated statement
that NATO. must. be more than a military alliance. The impatience of well-meaning
people because the course of national historical development has not been ieversed
overnight at times makes me impatient. Nor do I believe that the Kremlin and all it
stands for has yet made it possible or wise for NATO to convert'some of its shields
into ploughshares.

Admittedly, political and social co-operation among.NATO'S members must be
pursued and progress must be made here if the coalition is to be strong and enduring.
This applies -also to trade and economic relationships. - Defence co-operation and
economic conflict are'difficult to reconcile. It should, in fact, be a first objective of
the NATO members to reduce and remove the obstacles to the freest possible trade
between themselves and, equally important, between themselves and the rest of the
free world. A restrictive and controlled trading-area within NATO would put a great
strain on the cohesion and unity of the group for other purposes. Equally unfortunate
would be thé adoptiori of such ring-fence policies as the basis of the relationship
between NATO countries and other free democracies. When we talk about developing
and strengthening NATO economic co-operation we do not, I hope, mean that kind
of co-operation.

'•+ The most urgent and immediate problem, however, remains defence against
aggression. This should - I am myself convinced --still be given first priority over
ôther NATO plans; all the more because it embodies a short-term objective: We have
the right to hope that when this objective is reached - but only then - we can devote
more of our NATO time, energy and resources to constructive non-military policies
which can be pursued while we maintain the level of defensive strength necessary
until international political developments make its reduction possible. And 'maintain-
ing" should not require as great an effort as ."building". •

What progress, then, are we making in the building up of defence and deterrent
torces - adequate for this purpose - and no more than adequate? •`' '^. . .... .._ •t.. , . t .. t .. qt . . ... . ir 4.

r; . Well, NATO'S strength has been `steadily increasing. Canada, , by sending a
Brigade Croup and fighter squadrons overseas, has contributed to that increase and
thereby to the strengthening of our hope for peace. Not only have. NATO forces under
#rms been increased, essential airfields are being constructed and put into use; training
programmes have 1bèen got under way. Communications services and other facilities

-- aie being developed and modern equipment Is now coming from the assembly lines.
F'mally, a supreme command for all NATO forces in Europe has been organized. If
the worst should happen, and war be forced on us'- bécause that is the only way it
conld corne aboLd - NATO forces in Europe could now give* a much better account
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of themselves than they could a year ago: But they are not yet strong enough to give.
assurance that the initial assault could be successfully resisted, NATO members -
especially the European members - have the right to that assurance, all the more
because in the military and strategic and technical circumstances of today the land
defence against and the air counter-attack to the initial assault may be decisive.
Forces in being and the power immediately in reserve may decide the issue.

The minimum defence required to meet such an initial shock was agreed on at
Lisbon, though there can never be fixed and final decisions in these matters. The
Lisbon programme was not one that could, I think, fairly: be attacked as militaristic,
or unrealistic, having regard to the danger which made defence necessary. Further-
more, it was a firm programme for 1952 only, the figures for 1953 and 1954 were
for planning purposes only, subject to revision later in the light of political and
economic considerations. . -

Fulfilment of this 1952 Lisbon programme has not been easy. Some unforeseen
shortages in equipment have developed. Some members have encountered more
serious economic and financial difficulties than expected. But every member is
making an honest effort to meet its objective by the end of the year and I think that
substantial success will have been achieved by that time. An English weekly of very
high repute, the Economist, which has never uncritically accepted the Lisbon deci-
sions, had this to say the other day about the progress in implementing those
decisions:

The suggestion which is now being heard that the Lisbon plans are millstones
around the necks of the Atlantic allies is inaccurate and unfair; there is full provision
in them for revision and second thoughts, and no justification for unilateral action
by member governments.

Even more important is the fact that the short-term plans which were agreed
at Lisbon have turned out to be remarkably accurate. By the end of this year, General
Ridgway will have a number of divisions not far short of the fifty he was promised;
if there is a deficiency of a few divisions it will be in reserves rather than in front-line
formations. How well trained the latter are will be shown in the manoeuvres about
to begin in Germany. In aircraft the total number of machines available will be only
a few hundred short of the 4,000 planned. The work on bases, communication lines
and headquarter systems has made remarkable progress. There are not enough men
and weapons on the spot to make Western Europe impregnable -but no one ever
thought there would or will be. The military purpose is to confront any Russian
threat in Central Europe with powerful delaying action; the political purpose is to
remove from the minds of western statesmen the fear that they can nowhere in the
world act firnily and boldly for fear of exposing Wçstern Europe to a threat that
could not be resisted. Both those purposes must remain unchanged so long as the
present diplomatic deadlock continues, and nothing has occurred this year in Europe
to suggest that anything more than a slight easing of tension is likely.

This is, I think, a good short statement of NATO'S plans, purposes and achieve-
ments, though it may be somewhat optimistic 'on the realization of the 1952 force -
totals.

As to the future, we must as a first necessity bring to 100 per cent completion
the Lisbon 1952 programme as quickly as possible. That is the minimum requirement..
Beyond that, the NATO agencies are already examining the position with a view to
making proposals - and there could be no more difficult task than this - which will
reconcile risks, requirements and resources. When this review is completed - late
this year - decisions - vitally important decisions - will again have to be taken by
governments through their ministerial representatives on the NATO Council.^,.., , .
s a. Those decisions will have to balance military; economic and political factors. This'
Is about the most difficult balancing act in history and I have no illusions that the
result wI11 satisfy everyone. There will be those who will say that we are taking
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criminal risks in arcepting inadequate force targets and in our slow timing. There
are others who will argue that we are playing the Communist game by accepting
military demands to impose on some at least of the member states crushing bûrdens
which will create economic distress and social division and which are not justified
by the threat to peace which faces us.

I suppose the best solution will be found - as is so often the case - somewhere
between these extreme views.

Certainly this is no time to panic into extreme and unbalanced military prepared-
ness. But it is also no time to relax the necessary effort we have begun or to deceive
ourselves that the crisis has passed. Such self-deception is all the easier as the bills for
protection come in and are reflected in our taxes.

NATO, by its resolve, its unity and its growing power, is now the strongest
shield we have against aggressive attack, and before too long, it will provide the
protection which may make possible the negotiation with some chance of success of
the differences that now so dangerously divide the world.

This, then, is no time to falter or to hesitate, but one for determined and intelli-
gent effort to finish the immediate job ahead of us. Then = but only then - can we
look forward to a peace which means more than the absence of declared war - and
progress which means more than better bombs and bigger guns.

-iVdtio" DrJtwct

CANADIAN NATO TROOPS IN GERMANY
Casadds 27th Brigade rscsMly cewpbNd the west a+mbitiews IroiwiwR s:s ►ciw sonisd out siecs the
brigade errivsd la Gsneany almeq a ywr eue. Troeps o1 the lot Canadien Rite RelfaPios srs shewn

pessisO the weser River.
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NORTWOF SEVENTY-FOUR.
(This is the second of two articles on activities in the Canadian North written by a member of
the Department of External Affairs who visited the Arctic during.the Spring Air Lift to the
Arctic weather station. The first article dealt with the facilities and the men in the Canadian

Arctic. The article which follows is a narrative of a fourney down north.)

The departure of thirty men to this Ultima Thule is an event in the lives of
each, whether he is going for a full year's term of duty or whether he will be back
again in Montreal in a fortnight's time. It is an occasion for celebration. In the course
of the festivities at Dorval on the eve of departure, if there were any regrets at what
was to come and what was to be left behind they were not expressed. Perhaps there
would be time enough later to reflect, and to discuss endlessly the luxuries of civiliza-
tion to the south. Now the talk was of the north. The veterans-mostly old-timers who
had reached the age of 20 or 25-sat in the constant flow of questions from the new-
comers. They exchanged news on what they had done during their leave in the south,
they talked about the work which they would be doing in the north, and, as is the cus-
tom among men of such select coteries, they dwelt long on news of absent brethren.
They recounted the more famous of their Arctic experiences. And they made their com-
plaints. Apart from that seemingly universal grievance among employees of all kinds
- pay, perhaps their main concern was that they were the forgotten men. They
were not seeking fame beyond their due, but they knew that they were doing an
important and difficult job. They would like people to know of their existence. But
it is a strange thing that if you press the men of the Arctic to list every complaint or
criticism about their life and living conditions you would probably never hear â
mention of the weather.

The cargo which was loaded on to the North Star Aircraft 512 early on the
April morning of departure was as diverse as the passenger list. There were heavy
cases of maintenance equipment, construction material, cylinders of helium and end-
less cartons of food, each marked with the name of some Arctic post. There were
oddly-shaped pieces of scientific equipment - the theodolites, gravity meters, delicate
balances, batteries, a trap for catching sea mollusks. Each was jealously watched by
a scientist whose year's work might depend upon the safe passage of some'small
gadget.

The blanketing roar of engines deadened the conversation which had continued
N1th .such spirit throughout the weekend. On the long monotonous flight above the
clouds to Churchill, life settled into drowsy inactivity. The usual determined souls
gesticulated about a cribbage board on the center of the floor, but for most the long
hours between Montreal and Churchill were a hiatus. ,< . ,. , .

The overnight stay at Churchill was but an annoying interruption. Now that the
south was left behind, everyone was anxious to get on with the job and the greatest
fear was that weather might delay it.

Arrival at Resolute

•,The next morning's flight was more exciting because there was an objective at
the end.,To see the little cluster of man-made buildings at Resolute, after hours of
flying over an amorphous nothing, gave that same sense of shock and excitement that
you might have on emerging from a cloud 2,000 feet from the Empire State Building.
We arrived early in the afternoon. The airstrip was bitterly windswept and bathed
in the brilliant fluorescent light of the Arctic, intense and glaring but seemingly
heatless. A lifetime of misconceptions about the Arctic made the cold seem almost
disappointingly temperate. The wind bit cruelly at the face or ungloved hand. The
!Ln at first stung eyes too long accustomed to gloom. But the initial reaction was:
`-'The Arctic is not so bad".
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It was at the RCAF station just a few hundred yards from where our plane
landed that we were to staÿ.` Here there was one hut set aside for visitors, whether
the touring scientists or the reinforcements who come during each air-lift to help
dispose of the freight: The hut was comfortable and well-equipped. It had showers
but the visitor was enjoined to consider carefully before using this luxury more than
once a fortnight. The water supply is a constant problem at the Arctic stations. At
some places a hole is cut through ice eight feet thick, with only a pick to do the job.
A heated hut is placed over the hole and a portable water-tank is filled with a hose
- probâbly one of the most disagreeable jobs in the Arctic. But the water is good.
At one satellite station the- men had to go" miles for fresh water until, with rare
consideration, nature deposited an iceberg (which is, of course, always fresh water)
.just a hundred yards from the front door of the building where the men lived. Now

- gâs each time before water is pumped.

At the center of the cluster of buildings on the RCAF station at Resolute is the
mess. It includes the dining-room and sitting-room, a large recreation-room and a re-
markably well-equipped kitchen in the centre, with living quarters spreading out at

Iii April this yeâi the top of the "Hit Parade" seemed to be held by Shrimp Boats are

each end of the building. Like all the buildings on the station it is made of plywood
with excellent insulation.I.ts windows have three layers of glass permanently sealed and
the air from outside is introduced by a small sort of cupboard-door above each windo.%-.
The temperature inside ranges from 70 to 75 degrees. This is the center of life in the
Arctic community. The men gather here for their meals, to read, to play table tennis,
to see'the occasional film or just to sit and listen to records. The record-player is
probably the most exploited piece of machinery in the Arctic. Its relentlessly turning.
géars.grind out a succession of popular dariee-tunes during the station's waking hours.

tromirig,-which had as a close competitor Dance Me Loose. For better or for worse,
the record-player was a reminder of civilization.

the residents just 'chip their drinking water from the iceberg. Another ingenious
solution to the problem of water supply is to sink a pipe into a fresh-water lake each
autumn, then to fill it with gasoline to prevent it from freezing and burn off the

Although the airmen and the meteorologists see each other frequently, the
weather station down the road from the RCAF airstrip is an entirely separate com-
munity. It was the original settlement of Resolute, built long before there was any
permanent air-strip and before so much was known about construction in the Arctic.
Consequently its buildings are older. The location of buildings in an Arctic com-
munity is a difficult problem. If the huts are too far apart,^ the staff is put to incon-
venience when going from living-quarters to work or from work to the mess. In. the
height of an Arctic blizzard there can be real danger in wide separation of buildings,

'for men can be completely lost when they are only 25 yards away from shelter. On
the other hand the community must not be too compact for there is the ever-present
hazard of fire. Although there is a great variety and quantity of fire-fighting equip-
ment, there is no water for fire fighting and the buildings are exceedingly dry . The
loss of a building is a tragedy which may cause acute discomfort and seriously
hamper work for months until new buildings supplies can be brought in by air or ship.
There have been fires in Arctic stations, but the alertness of the staff and the efficiency
of the fire-fighting equipment has ususlly been equal to the occasion.

The building which houses the Ionospheric station at Resolute is modern, well-
equipped and constructed in accordance with the best information available on

^ building for Arctic needs. Next to it, however, is a structure whose design has been
known to other Northern people for generations. It is a Finnish steam-bath designed
some time ago by a scientist of Finnish ancestry. It, was made of packing-cases
with a subterranean cavern heated by an old wood stove. It is particularly remarkable
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-Phillips

"North Stars" unloading at Rssolato. A snowmobib is spoodiny across the airflsld.

for its ingenuity. On the floor are even some species of arctic flora for the beating Of,
perspiring customers. All that is lacking is the attendants. To this odd device the
reckless scientists repair from time to time (even though they have a perfectly good
bath indoors) and sit solemnly in a tropical temperature. Then they go and roll in
snowdrifts at 40 degrees below zero. At least, so it is claimed. So far there• has not
been a single case of pneumonia; in fact the health record throughout the Arctic
stations has been remarkably good. The main scourge is the common cold, and it
occurs only after an airlift has brought in the germs of civilization. If theret is .a
medical emergency the patient is speedily, "airlifted" out to the nearest well-equipped
hospital.

It Is a curious way to spend an evening, but at about six p.m. on the day of our,
arrival, after five hours flying from Churchill, we went on to Mould Bay (at 79 degrees
north) and back, a round trip of nearly 1,000 miles. To the newcomer, the flight •was
more than routine. The aircraft had developed two or three defects which, at a fully-
equipped base, would probably have grounded it until the crew of mechanics with
endless equipment had been able to set it right. Up here there were mechanics; there
was some equipment, but there'was not a limitless supply of replacement parts; and
above all there was not time. We flew on successfully, thanks to the skill of the crew.'
Apart from the mechanical faults which seemed so much more serious in these remote
places, one of the most trying aspects of Arctic flying is the long period of inaction
while the aircraft warms up. We had stood on the agonizingly cold air strip for about
20 minutes. Then we sat strapped in the plane which was about 20 degrees below
zero for 35 minutes before the wheels lifted from the ground. There was no possibility
the passengers lumbered up from their seats and ploddingly exercised freezing feet
growing numb on the cold metal floor while we watched.the white clouds of breath
float towards the roof. Through the aircraft windows flecked with crystals of frost, the

"Arctie in twilight looked more frigid than ever. In all that lifeless white expanse, the •
only source of warmth were the pulsating blue and red flames from the exhaust of
the aircraft engines. The passengers watched them intermittently and strained tô
sense some change in the pitch of the roar which would indicate that the long périod
of warm-up was nearing an end. When finally the safety-belt signal was éxtinguished,
the passengers lumbéred 'up 'frôm their seats and ploddingly exercised freezing 'feet ,
like hibernating animals emerging from deep sleep. Many lay on the packing cases
in the center of the floor, their feet against the ceiling nearer the heating veikts. The
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general effect was reminiscent of the sequence'in the film The Great Dictator, when
Charlie, Chaplin found himself in inverted flight. '

The light in early evening was red over undulating snow and ice. The shadows
were long. The landscape was not flat - there were high hills, even mountain ranges,
deep valleys, rolling plains and smooth lakes whose ice-covered surfaces erupted
into curious and twisted designs. Because of the uniformity of colour, because of the
lack of detail, form was everything.

There need be no monotony in Arctic flight. The steady roar of the engines is so
overpowering that all other sounds are excluded and the noise itself is like silence.
The form is bold in the infinitely gentle curves losing themselves on the far horizon,
or on the jagged rock thrusts of a barren hilltop, or in the blue scratches of cracking
ice. The colour is subtle. There are no sharp contrasts, only an endless blending of
gently varying pastel shades on a luminous canvas. There are no jarring blotches,
only a sense of untouched cleanliness. Though it stretches ceaselessly the picture
changes constantly. It is like watching the flames of a slow-burning fire. Although the
substance changes little, the forms are infinitely varied. The fascination is the same.

Arctic Navigation Difficult

Arctic navigation is understandably difficult. The magnetic compass is 'useless,
radio communication is uncertain. Map-reading is now vastly improved over the days
before the RCAF did their excellent photographic mapping work but the transfer
of data to maps is not yet complete. Astro-navigation is the most reliable but this is
impossible during the long twilight. It is a source of great credit to the RCAF navi-
gators that they are able to find their way as well as they do. At Mould Bay the tiny
staff had taken time out from its other duties to lay out 'an ice-strip capable of
receiving our aircraft. The weight of the plane is the least of the problems, for the
Arctic ice is thick enough to, take the heaviest machines. Snowcover is'a problem.
Ideally, there should be only enough snow - about an inch - to help with traction.
More snow slows down the aircraft too quickly; less creates the danger of skidding.
It is a tedious and lengthy job to bring a strip to the proper standard. Man-power
and mechanical equipment are limited and time is short. Men can work seven days
and nights to prepare an ice strip suitable to receive a large aircraft, and then, on the
eve of its arrival, see much of their effort wasted by a blizzard. The quality of the
strips is a tribute to men_who have had no experience in the mechanics of airstrip
maintenance, who have other • jobs to perform and who work long hours to ensure
the safety of the occupants of the visiting aircraft.

Most of the community, bearded and "bushed", came to meet thé plane, the fïrs:
to land in seven months. There were no wild demonstrations but a more subdued
excitement - the customary exchanges of news'about the whereabouts of other Arctic
men, the platitudes about the work, the jokes about life on the station. In all there
was little conversation, only intense activity. The unloading had to be completed as
rapidly as possible before the aircraft engines cooled.

The most excited element in the local population was the huskies. At all the
weather stations there were huskies, brought in by air like everything else..There had
been a nasty experience in one of the stations when someone ran into a polar bear
without warning just outside his hut. The huskies perform the very valuable function
of warning of the presence of polar bears anywhere in the area. The original colony
of twenty-five, obtained from the War Assets Corporation, soon multiplied alarminglY,
until the dogs posed a serious food problem. Now the population Is reduced periodic-
ally. As for the remaining huskies, "they never had it so good".

There was an astonishing variety of equipment in it single aircraft on the "spring-
lift". Personal kit came down first, thrown casually from a doorway, then, with the
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greatest of care, the scientific equipment. There were stacks of heavv steel containers
full of helium; piles of building material - from nails and screws to heavy scantling
and wood siding; cases and cases of fresh fruit; awkward motor-driven stoves to warm
aircraft engines and huge tractors broken down into unwieldly parts for transportation
by air. But above all there was the mail - three or four white canvas bags with the
address "Mould Bay Post Ofiïce". These were placed with special care on top of all
the other equipment - the lumber, the food, the machines, the gas-drums - on the
long sleighs ready to be driven off by tractor.

Airlift Routine

This was the pattern of the airlift for the next three weeks. First the staff and
visitors came in. There was a pause of a few days until supplies accumulated at
Resolute from planes coming in from Churchill and Montreal. Then the freight shuttle-
service to the satellite weather stations began in earnest. The runs went in each day
or oftener with determined monotony, each plane filled to capacity with the materials
required to sustain life and comfort and provide the elements needed to increase our
knowldge of the Arctic. Life and work for an entire year depended on the airlifts in
April and in September. While the RCAF was supplying Resolute, Mould Bay and
lsachsen, the USAF was making preparations for its contribution to the spring airlift
by taking men and materials to Alert and Eureka. For two or three weeks, depending
on 'the weather, this feverish activity would continue, then life at the Arctic out-
posts would return to its state of normal abnormality.

Between the arrival of the first plane and the beginning of the airlift in earnest,
there was a period of waiting when life drifted into a monotonous routine. The
permanent staff of the RCAF and the wéather stations carried out their normal duties.
The visitors who were awaiting passage to their future posts or who were on hand
to handle freight kept the air filled with the dreary sounds of phonograph records
or the steady clink of billiard balls. The worn pocket-book thrillers in the mess were
thumbed through by a new audience. Listless forms lay about the chesterfields and
chairs. in soporific warmth. There was a soft whine of wind catching at some man-
made obstacle outside, the muffled drone of the oil heaters, the vague rattle of dishes,
and cutlery somewhere in the kitchen. These and the other sounds of Arctic life were
interrupted periodically by the clanking of the heavy door swinging wide to let in a
member of the staff with a blast of Arctic cold.

The arrival of another aircrâft emptied the living quarters and mess. For a few
hours hooded figures worked quickly in the middle of the airstrip to load, sort and
store the freight. There was maintenance to be done and sometimes extensive repairs.
One aircraft landed about midnight. Dinner was ready for the crew. Afterwards,
when most of them had climbed wearily into bed after a long and exhausting day,
the flight engineer returned to the middle of the wind-swept strip and started a
repair job which was to keep him working seven hours through the cold darkness of
thirty below zero. An hour later, its engines already warm, the aircraft was once
more preparing to take off on its programme for the day. Sometimes new visitors
came in making the newcomers of a few days before feel like veterans. One of these
visitors set the whole RCAF station into fits of uncontrollable laughter by enquiring
innocently: "Now, where are the married quarters?"

During one of these quiet periods we set forth on a hike from Resolute to
A11en Bay. This required some preparation and a few elementary precautions. Reason-
able clothing included heavy underwear, flannel shirt, flannels, heavy over-trousers,
turtle-neck sweater, one pair of heavy'socks with slippers and fleece-lined flight
boots, heavy jacket and parka, woollen mitts covered by leather mitts. For a longer
Journey farther.from camp, especially in very severe weather,'we would have worn
on top of all this a pair of coveralls made of nylon pile - light and extremely warm.
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It was a strict rule that anyone leaving the immediate camp area must carry a

We were not cold, except for half an aching face against which the wind cut through
a narrow slit of the parka. The edge of the parka quickly turned white and a cold rim
of frost built up from the condensation of the breath. The dark glasses, which had to
be worn everywhere out of doors in the glaring sun, became clouded. The fogging
had the'advantage of reducing the sun's glare, but it-was a hazard when we were
trying to discern detail.

local experts the only way to neutralize a polar bear in a ddflcult situahon is to shoot
at what seemed an infinitesimal area at the base of.his neck. "No use shooting at its
head - the bullets just bounce off". Hitting that little target in the relaxation of a
25-yard range would be a hard enough job, let alono finding it in the blustering out
of doors. As a final touch we were given soft-nosed and hard-nosed ammunition.
Since we had no wish to shoot at each other, we did not.load our rifles but tucked
the rounds deep in one of the dozen pockets. ,The thoughts of numbed hands trying
to find any bullet, soft or hard, in those pockets two seconds after seeing the rearing
form of any angry polar bear was more chilling than the bitterest Arctic wind.
Fortunately there were no encounters. .

On our trek out toward Allen Bay we were walking diagonally into the wind.

. s o e -
to shoot polar bears. Not only is it unrewarding, but it is difficult. According t the

cover g
did he leam that his only reward would be the thanks of the RCDiP-vho turned the
kin v r to the Eskimos Since this experience there has not been very much desire

skinning the bear. He persevered in the unaccustomed task Dy thoughts o a uxunous

for the livin -room floor back home. Only when the whole job was completed

-ar
a

y
Being ignorant of the rules about these things, he spent many hours, of, free time

Polar bear even in self-defence he may- not keep any part of the animal. In the
1y da s of the Resolute community someone did shoot a polar bear in self-defence.

p
tendency to lurk around the shore-line. Although polar bears are not usually a serious
danger, there- had been two or three attacks on men who. were alone in the *open.
This being the Arctic Came Preserve, only Eskimos could hunt. If anyone else shoots

303 rifle as rotection against the local wild life, notably polar bears, which have a

Every few minutes of the way we had to pause and turn round for respite
against the cutting wind. We had to stop frequently to memorize the route by the

il,

,, Runway seew nnnevai eqvipm"d at R-lrb.

--PA d60,
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few land marks available. Structures near the air-station were visible for a long time,
but its was necessary to consider the possibility'of a sudden fog. When we approached
the shore of the lake, progress was even slower because of the treacherous crevasses
formed by the tide-crack of the sea ice. Both on land and ice the surface was swept
almost bare of snow, but on the lake there were deep gaps in the ice into which soft
snow had filtered. Unless one recognized the different textures of the surface, there.
was considerable risk of disappearing almost from view. Once we slipped down waist
deep: It was an unnerving experience. Progress was further slowed by the necessity
of frequent stops to look for animals which might lurk about the ice formations. To
the' veteran, all these precautions may come, instinctively, but a newcomer is. likely
to find that a hike across the Arctic waste requires a good deal of concentration.

Hiking is a popular form of recreation for men on the Arctic weather-stations.
To anyone who has preconceived notions about the emptiness of the North, it may
seem a strange form of recreation, but up here hikers have their favourite objectives
much as people in the south have their popular picnic place or bathing beaches.
They may go to the top of a high hill, or to the shore of a fresh-water lake, or down
to the edge of the sea where the wind has churned up great icefields of continuous
fascination. The surface of the beach had erupted into twisted, ragged piles of ice,
bold in their shapes, remarkable in the beauty of their colour. They emerged seem-
ingly without reason, massive and yet delicate, cold-white and translucent green,
solid but for the shrill whistle of wind caught in the reeds of slender icy towers.

To admire was easier than to photograph. The camera was protected from the
worst of the wind by the flap of a jacket. It was not hard to get into position but
unfortunately it was necessary to use the bare fingers to adjust the settings. By the
time of the first picture, the focusing gear was frozen solid, the diaphragm and shutter .
could be moved only with the greatest difficulty. Only when the film was brought
back to the south to be developed could we know what the exposure had been. What-
ever the setting, the shutter would act entirely according to its own whims, sometimes
opening and closing correctly, sometimes remaining sluggishly apart, too eold to
move. Working the settings on the camera with bare hands on cold metal was the
sheerest torture. After about ten seconds exposure, the fingers became useless for
anything but brute force. After about thirty seconds, the pain was so intense that
there was little point in trying to do anything. With five minutes of double mitts and
violent exercise, life began to return.

Some of the Arctic old-timers looked with a jaundiced eye on those "tourists"
who come to the Arctic for a week or two, then return south with a slight shiver and
a glow of self-satisfaction. It is true that it is as important to know the extent of our
ignorance of the Arctic as it is to realize the limits of our experience. Time will
increase our knowledge - time and the loyal efforts of the pioneers who man our
Arctic outposts. Their work will benefit all the rest of us who have not been lured by
the attractions of any life below 74 degrees. Degrees Fahrenheit, that is..



FRANCE AND FRENCH-CANADIAN CULTURE
French interest in the life of Canada has increased noticeably since the Libera-

tion. Before the last war, it is true, a cordial feeling for Canada existed, but a thorough
knowledge of this country was still limited to quite a small group. There were
exchanges of professional men and in university circles; moreover, there were certain
stimuli, such as André Siegfried's lectures on Canada's political institutions, which
exercised a wide influence, especially among students. But the new interest in
Canadian affairs is due largely to the part played by the Canadian army in liberating
French territory and to the considerable material assistance rendered by Canada to
her ally; these brought various classes of French society to an awareness of Canada's
existence. This interest has not been limited, however, to Canadas material life alone
but has extended also to include the things of the mind and spirit.

Canadian Culture Increasingly Self-confident

Less tangible factors have also contributed greatly to creating a favourable
atmosphere for a more just French appreciation of the Canadian cultural heritage.
In the first place, it has been observed in France that Canadian culture has been
increasingly self-confident and rightly so. Probably the most potent force in making
the intellectuals of French-speaking Canada aware of their opportunity and responsi-
bility. was the disaster that befell France in. 1940. Our writers, too often inclined to
draw their inspiration from current French thought, suddenly found themselves
intellectually isolated and temporarily cut off from this source by the German occu-
pation of France. They had no choice but to turn to themselves, and this introspection,
imposed by external circumstances, broadened their vision and brought them to a
maturity they had not previously known. They found within themselves a wealth
almost untouched, and a capacity to produce works of originality.

The Right Honourable W. L. Mackenzie King, at that time Prime Minister.of
Canâda, commented on this event in an address delivered on the festival of the patron
saint of French Canada on June 24, 1940, only a few days after France was forced
to lay 'down her arms. Convinced that, if the culture of France were to disappear
even temporarily, the world would feel a great lack, he sounded the alarm and
appealed to his French-speaking fellow-countrymen to help keep that culture ali%e
throughout the world:

On this festival of the patron saint of French Canada I wish to address a message

to my French-Canadian compatriots. The agony of France has brought the horrors of

war closer than ever both to Canadian hearts and to Canadian shores.

11e tragic fate of France leaves to French Canada the duty of upholding the tra-
ditions of French culture and civilization and the French passion for liberty in the
world. This new responsibility will, I believe, The accepted proudly.

The intellectuals of French-speaking Canada proved themselves equal to this
great mission and faithful to their calling. They did more than maintain the French
tradition by publishing many thousands of copies of the French classics; they
enriched this tradition as well, aware that they were under an obligation to produce
new creative works. With this responsibility in view, intellectual activity in Canada
made extraordinary progress in every field.

The friendly relations established between Canadian writers in French and
French men of letters who had been able to flée their country and had come to
America added greatly to a fraternal co-operation which, before 1939, had never been
so close. During the war, indeed, newspapers and literary periodicals of French
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Canada published regularly articles. by exiled French writers - among others,
Bernanos, Maritain, Laugier, Yves Simon, Gabriel Marcel, Rev. Father Couturier and
Jules Romains; and publishing-houses helped to make this intellectual co-operation
still closer by printing unpublished works or new editions of the French classics.
This collaboration allowed French intellectuals to discover the contribution which
our writers could make and, on the other hand, inspired in the latter confidence of
what they could accomplish. These seeds of co-operation and partnership were to go
on bearing fruit after the war.

Works Becoming Known

Although the French public has been able, during the past few years, thanks to
art exhibits and to the work of the National Film Board, to become acquainted with
certain aspects of Canada's artistic life, the work of Canadian writers, for which
there are no such easy means of reaching the French public, has not been so favoured.
But, fortunately, this situation has now improved considerably. Exhibitions of books;
organized, with the help of the Canadian Embassy, not only in Paris but in the main
provincial centres such as Strasbourg and Orleans, have made known to a large public
the literary output of the writers of French Canada. On the one hand, well-established
publishing-houses in France have added to their catalogues representative works of
the new French-Canadian literature. Gabrielle Roy, Roger Lemelin, Germaine Gue=
vremont and François Hertel have now appeared with their elders, Dugas, Ringuet
or Desrosiers. just recently, Robert de Roquebrune published in Paris a volume of
memoirs. A few young poets, among others Eloi de Grammont and Bé1and, have also
published collections of their poems in France. Moreover, with the establishment in
Paris of a branch of the Editions Fides, a more systematic distribution of Canadian
books is now being organized, which will permit the French reader to keep himself
acquainted with our writers.

Now, although certain intellectuals in France have been disturbed by a strain
of nationalism which has been apparent in the work of young Canadian authors, the
political aspects'of this criticism ought not to obscure purely literary considerations.
The fact that French writers as well known as Duhamel, Gilson, Jérôme and Jean
Tharaud and Aragon have thought it necessary to participate shows the importance
of these discussions. *The marked change in the Canadian mind as a result of this
country's political independence and its active participation in international life not
unnaturally has found expression in a certain independence of thought in thè work
of Canadian authors.

French critics have been studying the literary output of French Canada with
new attention. The leading Paris papers, Les Nouvelles Littéraires, Le Figaro Litté-
raire and Le .lfonde, and reviews such as L'Age Nouveau, Esprit and La Vie Intellec-
tuelle are prepared to devote detailed articles to Canadian writers. In 1946 a well-
known university figure, Mme Paul-Crouzet, analysing some of the best Canadian
Poets with attention as close as he would have given to French classics, suggested
that these deserved a place in the text-books used by students of French secondary
schools in order that they might be read and studied along with their own national
Poets. Even if French literary critics, somewhat disconcerted perhaps by certain
linguistic cha'racteristics or by themes already over-exploited in France, have some-
times passed severe judgment on the works of Canadian writers, they are not indif-
ferent to Canada's literary output and readily acknowledge its value. A few years
ago, when the Prix Fémina was awarded for the first time to a Canadian writer,
Cabrielle Roy, the members of the jury took into account only the intrinsic merit of
the work and were not influenced, as certain unfriendly critics suggested, by extra-
literary considerations.
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A furth r aid to Canadian writers and artists in gaining entry into French circles
are the literary salons as well as official or privàte cultural associations. Several of
these groups, such as the Centre Culturel International de Royaûmont, have at vari-

ous times, with the assistance of Canadian writers visiting Paris, organized meetings

for Franco-Canadian intellectual eo-operation that have resulted in a profitable
exchange of ideas. Moreover, on certain occasions, such as Canada's national day,
the French broadcasting system has devoted programmes to the reading of excerpts
from works by Canadian writers and to the playing of Canadian music. It is still

recalled with emotion that, at the time of France's liberation, a group of French
people wishing to show their admiration for and gratitude towards Canada, chose,
as the most appropriate means of expressing their message, to read works by a
Canadian poet,- St-Denys Garneau. Cana an students in France, many of them
holding scholarships, are also very active in this field; a series of lectures prepared by
them for French and foreign young people in France on the various aspects of
Canada's intellectual life, a series that was splendidly concluded by a reading of
Canadian poems by the great artist Ludmilla Pitoëff, aroused wide interest. Similarly,

the Maison Canadienne at the Cité Universitaire helps to make Canada better known.

In a more official setting, the warm praise of Canada by Etienne Gilson on the
occasion of his admission to the French Academy is still remembered. He said that
French-Canadian culture was due to the resolute will of a whole people, who had
served the language of France well. The admission of another friend of Canada,
Maurice Genevoix, provided the Academy with a fresh opportunity of expressing its
admiration for Canada's intellectual achievement. The Société des Gens de Lettres

also, in an official ceremony, has taken occasion to pay tribute to the important effort
in Canada to make the intellectual and spiritual values of France better known.

A promising project has been undertaken by. the Institut scientifique franco-

canadien to invite Canadian intellectuals to give lectures in France, particularly to
the students in the schools of higher studies, on various aspects of Canadian life.
Before the War, these exchanges were one-sided, in that the Institut sent only French
speakers to Canada. Since then, however, representatives of various intellectual
interests in Canada have been going from Canada to France not only to speak to
audiences in Paris but also to travel to the main provincial universities. Up to the
present, the guests of the Institut have included such well-known figures as jean
Bruchési, who spoke on post-war Canada, Monseigneur Savard, who dealt with
French-Canadian literature, Gérard Morisset, specialist in the history of , Canadian
arts, Cyrias Ouellet who, this year, will describe Canada's scientific achievements, and
Luc Laeourcière who, next year, will give lectures on Canadian folklore.

The enterprise ahown by the Cercle du Livre de France recently in creating a
literary prize for Canadian novels will no doubt have the effect not only of stimulating
creative writing in Canada but also of making Canadian novels better known in
France. The prize-winning author is invited to go to Paris, where he is introduced
to the chief literary associations and best-known writers. His work is published in
the capital. Since the Cercle du Livre de France has many subscribers, the prize-
winning book will have a wide distribution in France..

Comments on. Canadian Works

In conclusion, a few excerpti from recent French criticisms of the works of
Canadian authors will emphasize better than any commentary the contribution made
by French-Canadian literature to the common intellectual heritage:

(1) "Better still, this is an intellectual achievement which is whole and com-
plete, since poetry expresses the very soul of a people; since; for that reason, it
explains all else, and we shall not have onderstood Canada until, through her poetrY'
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, we see the Canadian.soul entire." (Jeanne Paul-Crouzet, Poésie au Canada, Didier-
Privat, 1946.)

.(2) "Toô many of us are unaware that even today Canada has first-rate writers.
Our country extended so warm a welcome, and rightly so, to Ramuz, who acquainted
us so well with the customs and language of our Swiss neighbours, that we should
consider it a pleasant and an urgent duty not to let it be ignored any longer, for
example, that Gabrielle Roy, author of Bonheur d'occasion, provides us in a very
well written novel with a picture of manners and customs that is new for us and
singularly appealing. I could mention a great many others who have recently come to
my attention, but that would merit a detailed study of Canadian literature far beyond
the scope of a mere letter.

I should be unhappy, however, to omit, the name of Félix-Antoine Savard who,
in Menaud maitre-draveur, has written, in a style which might serve as a model for
many of our venturesome beginners, pages which I have read with heart-warming
emotion. This is the very moving tale of a peasant family, especially of its head, ^
which to the very death remains faithful to its race and to its faith ... which are ours.
With as great precision at least as in Maria Chapdelaine, we are introduced to the
way of life and the picturesque language of our kinsmen beyond the seas." (Louis
Artus, 'Lettre de Montréal", Paris, Les Nouvelles Littéraires, July 24, 1947.)

(3) -"The. novel is not the only genre honôured in Canadian literature: it also
has its scholars such as Canon Sideleau, editor of an excellent anthology, Chansons
de geste; its historians such as jean Bruchési, author of a useful Histoire du Canada;
and numerous gifted poets such as Alain Grandbois or Choquette, of whose verse
Mme Jeanne Paul-Crouzet published a short time ago an interesting anthology .:.
We should inquire more often into what is being written abroad in our language,
especially when, as in Canada, it is being used and faithfully preserved by our own
kinsmen." (Emile Henriot, "La Littérature canadienne", Paris, Le Monde, November
25,1947.)

These opinions show that the dominant characteristic which attracts the attention
of the critic as well as of the reader in France is not primarily the language but the ,
originality of Canadian writing. Indeed, the more Canadian authors draw their
inspiration from national sources, the more authentic they will be and the greater
interest they will arouse.

9ther. Arts

In this article emphasis has been placed on Canada's literary output, but - we
must not forget the other arts, especially Canadian music. Since music speaks an
international language, Canadian musicians do not have to cope with the same
problems as do Canadian writers. In music, what counts above all is inspiration and
the originality in the work. Precisely because our contemporary music reveals these
characteristics, it is receiving an increasingly warm welcome in French musical
circles. - , I

Young Canadian musicians have grouped together in Paris and from time to
time organize concerts of Canadian works which are meeting with a very encouraging
success..The albums of music recorded by the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation
are most valuable for,. thanks to them, the works of Canadian composers can be
heard through either the French broadcasting system or through music associations.
A Pmject which will no doubt have considerable influence in this same field is the
organization in Canada of the Jeunesses Musicales, whose programme provides for an
ftchange of artists between Canada and France. Thus our young musicians will have
the opportunity of visiting throughout France, and Canadian compositions will come
to be widely known.
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Canadian painting has not been mentioned since this part of our artistic tradition
is best known abroad. It is not within the scope of this article to consider the reasons
which have made our painters so well known. It is none the less a fact that artists
such as Morrice, Pellan, Borduas and Lyman, to name only a few, are winning or
have won already the enthusiastic approval of French art critics.

Through her artists and writers, Canada has shown that she has passed through
her intellectual adolescence. Although Canadian works have not yet gained as general
a recognition as some might wish, their existence is becoming more and more widely
known in the different sectors of The French public; and there they are making a
special impression, insofar as they offer something new, though expressed in a familiar
tongue. The contribution of Canadian. intellectuals forms an essential part of the
projection abroad of Canada; and its importance, like its influence, must not be
ignored, since from a community of interests and of ideas can emerge those lasting
elements which make certain a better relationship among nations.

ANNIVERSARY OF THE DIEPPE LANDING
The teeth eeeivsrsary of the Sandino of Canadien tneps en the beocb et Dieppe wes cemmomoratod
en AeRvst 19 et a ceremeny et ~Ceeede fqeere~ la Dieppe. Abeve la • yeeerel view e/ the Cori"
wweies wbkb fecledsd the eemailieR of a Plaque wbicb ceMeies the feBewieo iescriptioe: "On Auyun
19, 1942, an the bouclé et Dieppe. .,n Canadien cwsies trecsd wkb tMir bleed the wey te eer final
liendiee, fbw preseRieO tbeir trempbeet ►e/we en iephmber 1, 1144.» la the contre ieroyroued

is MejeaGeeonl Veeior, Canadien Ambesseder te France.
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_- CANADA AND THE UNITED NATIONS
The Eleventh Session of the Trusteeship Council

The Trusteeship Council, which is charged with the supervision of the United
Nations international trusteeship system, has completed the first part of its eleventh .
session which was held at United Nations Headquarters in New York under the
presidency of Awni Khalidy of Iraq. Canada is not a member of this United Nations
body which at the present time has the following membership: Australia, Belgium,
France, New Zealand, United Kingdom, United States (administering states); China,
Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Iraq, Thailand, U.S.S.R. (non-administering states).

1During the forty-five meetings of this first, part of the session which lasted from
June 3 to July 24, the Council undertook a detailed review of the progress and
development of the peoples of seven United Nations trust territories in Africa. Special
attention was paid to the annual report from Italy, which acts as administering authority
for Somaliland, and to two other reports on Somaliland, one by the United Nations
Advisory Council in that country and one by a visiting mission which was sent by the
Trusteeship Council to examine local conditions.

The Council, in addition to its examination of reports on particular trust terri-
tories, continued its discussion of various problems of a more general nature. A
revised and somewhat shorter questionnaire for the guidance of the administering
authorities in preparing their reports was approved. The Council took note of a
report by the ILO recommending the abolition of all penal sanctions against migrant
labour in the trust territories. A resolution was adopted which expressed the hope that
in future the countries administering trust territories would include in their delega-
tions to the Council suitably qualified indigenous inhabitants of the territories they
administer.

The Council completed arrangements for the dispatch of a visiting mission, to
Vest Africa. The report of this visiting mission, which will make a special study of
the Ewe and Togoland unification problem, will form the main item before the
Trusteeship Council at the second part of the eleventh session which will begin not
later than November 7.
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APPOINTMENTS AND TRANSFERS IN THE CANADIAN
DIPLOMATIC SERVICE

Mr. L. D. .Wilgress was 'posted from the Office of. the High Commissioner foiÇanada, ..
Lonaon, to- VIIawa as VIIuCr-JC(.TCI'ary ua oww

Mr: N. A. Robertson was pôsted from Ottawa to London as High Commissioner for Canada
in the United Kingdom, effective Tune 1, 1952.

Mr. G. S. Patterson was posted from the Cainadian Consulate General, Shanghai, to Ottawa,
effective May 7, 1952._

Mr. G. G. Crean was transferred from the Canadian Embassy, Belgrade, to the Office of the
High Commissioner for Canada, London, effective June 15, 1952.

Mr. A. F. W. Plumptre was posted from Ottawa to the Canadian Delegation to the North
Atlantic Council, Paris, effective June 19, 1952.

Mr. P. A. Bridle was posted from home leave (Office of the High Commissioner for Canada,
New Delhi) to Ottawa, effective June 26, 1952.

Mr. W. F. Hoogendyke was posted from home leave (The Hague) to Ottawa, effective July
14, 1952.

Mr. S. F. Rae proceeded from the Canadian Delegation to the North Atlantic Council and
the OEEC, Paris, to the Office of the High Commissioner for Canada, London, effective

July 15, 1952.

Mr. J. A. Strong was posted from the Canadian Consulate General, Boston, to Ottawa,
effective July 15, 1952.

'Mr. J. M. Teakles was transferred from the Canadian Embassy, Rome, to the Canadian
Legation, Prague, as Chargé d'Affaires a3., effective August 10, 1952.

Mr. A. R. Kilgour was posted from home leave (Canadian Delegation to the North Atlantic
Council and the OEEC, Paris) to Ottawa, effective August 18, 1952.

The following officers were appointed to the Department of External Affairs, effective
August 19, 1952: Miss Vivienne Allen, G. Bertrand, K. W. MacLellan, G. A. H. Pearson.

APPOINTMENTS AND TRANSFERS OF REPRESENTATIVES OF
OTHER COUNTRIES

DIPLOMATIC

Now Appointmsnts

His Excellency Lieutenant-General Sir
Archibald Nye, G.C.S.I., G.C.M.G., G.C,I.E.,
K.C.B., K.B.E., M.C., High Commissioner,
Office of the High Commissioner for the
United Kingdom in Canada, August 19.

Dr. Otto Burc'hard, Second Secretary, Em-
bassy of Germany, July 31.

Colonel Marcel Faure, Military, Naval and
Air Attaché, Embassy of France, August 20.

Mr. Hendricus Leopold, Attaché, Embassy
of the Netherlands, August 21.

Mr. G. F. N. Reddaway, Secretary, Office
of the High Commissioner for the United
Kingdom in Canada, August 22.

1Dr. Walter Peinsinp, Chargé d'Affaires ad
' interim, Legation of Austria, August 22.

Dspartvres

Mr. C. L. S. Cope, Secretary, Office of the
High Commissioner for the United Kingdom
in Canada, August 13.

Dr. Miguel •Bravo, First Secretary, Em-
bassy of Chile, August 14.

Colonel Gilbert Andrier, Military, Naval
and Air Attaché, Embassy of France, August
19.

Mr. A. D. Vas Nunes, First Secretary and
Consul, Embassy of the Netherlands, August
28.

Mr. Knut Orre Counsellor and Consul,
Consulate Generai of Norway at Montreal,
August 6.

His Excellency General Arnaldo Carrasco,
Mr. B. N. Ivanov, Attaché, Embassy of the Ambassador, Embassy of Chile, represented

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, August. Chile at the XVIII Conference of the Inter-
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national Red Cross in Toronto, July 23 to
Augpst 9.

His Excellency the Y-Ion. Stanley Wood-
ward, Ambassador, Embassy of the United
States of America, returned from a vacation
in Europe and resumed direction of the Em-
bassy, August 12.

His Excellency, A. H. J. Lovink, Ambassa-
dor,•Embassy of the Netherlands returned
from Toronto where he represenQ his coun-
t'ry at the XVIII Conference of the Inter-
national-Red Cross and departed on a trip of

CONSULAR

Recognition was grantsd fo:

Mr. Michel Moreux, Consul, Consulate of
France at St. John's, Newfoundland, August
1. ;

Mr. Ditlef Knudson, Consul, Consulate
Ceneral of Norway at Montreal, August 7.

Mr. Frank A. Tinker, Vice-Consul, Con-
sulate General of the United States of Ameri-
ca at Toronto, August 22.

Mr. Tito Juvenal Arias, Consul, Consulate
General of Panama at Montreal, August 22.

Mr. John MacArthur Hutton, Honorary
Vice-Consul, Consulate of Brazil at Halifax,
August 26.

Dsparhrrns

Mr. Maurice Bonnave, Consul, Consulate of
France, St. John's, Newfoundland, August 1.

Mr. R. C. Mclnerney, Consul, Consulate of
Belgium, Saint John, New Brunswick, August

approximately two weeks to northern On-
tario, August. Mr. M. J. van Schreven, Coun-
sellor is Chargé d'Affaires.

Mr. L. F. Teplov, Chargé d'Affaires ad in-
terim, Embassy of the Union of Soviet So-
cialist Republics, left for a vacation in his
country. Mr. S. L. Roudtchenko, Counsellor,
is Chargé d'Affaires ad interim, July 27.

Mr. Eugeniusz Markowski, Chargé d'Af-
faires, Legation of Poland, left for a vacation
in Poland, August 11. During Mr. Markow-
ski's absence, Mr. Jan Dankowicz is Chargé
d'Affaires ad interim.

Consulate General of Norway at Montreal,
August 6.

The Consulate of Belgium, Saint John,
New Brunswick, has been closed and the . '
Consulate at Halifax will now have jurisdic-
tion over the Provinces of Prince Edward
Island, New Brunswick, and Nova Scotia
with the exception of the counties of Cape
Breton, Inverness, Richmond and Victoria.

Mr. Perry N. ]ester, Consul General, Con-
sulate General of the United States of Ameri-
ca at Hamilton, will be away from his post
from August 9 to September 9. Mr. Vernon
V. Hukee, Vice-Consul of the United States
of America at Toronto will be officer in charge
at Hamilton during Mr. Jester's absence.

Dr. J. Mares, Consul General, Consulate
General of Czechoslovakia at Montreal, re-
signed his post August 11.

Trado Commissionors

Mr. Arnold Heckle, Trade Commissioner,
Trade Commissioner s Office for the United
Kingdom at Montreal, replaced Mr. James
Paterson and assumed his duties, August 4.

CANADIAN REPRESENTATION AT INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCES

(This is a list of international conferences at which Canada was represented during the
month of August 1952, and of those at which it may be represented in the future; earlier

conferences may be found in the previous issues of "External Affairs".)

(The Department of External A$airs, through its International Conferences Section, is
responsible for co-ordinating all invitations to international conferences. It should be noted,
howeoer, that the decision as to the participation of the Canadian Government at such
conferences is made by the Secretary of State for External Affairs or, where appropriate, by,
Cabinet upon the recommendation of the department of government functionally concerned.)

Standing International Bodies on which Canada Is Represented -

(Published annually. Only new standing international bodies on which Canada is repre-
+ented will be listed in the interveninq months. See "External Affairs" January 1952, for

the last complete list.) '
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^ Conferences Attended in August

1. Resumed Session of the Conference on
Settlement of German External Debts.
London, May 19-August 8. Head of
Delegation: G. G. Crean, Office of the
Canadian High Commissioner, London;
Delegates: A. B. Hockin, Office of the
Canadian High Commissioner, London;

-- C. L. Read, Department of Finance.

2. 18th International Red Cross Conference.
Toronto, July 23-August 9. Observers:
Dr. G. D. W. Cameron, Deputy Minister
of National Health, Head of Delegation;
S. M. Scott, Department of External Af-
fairs; Lt. Col. J. C. A. Campbell, Depart-
ment of National Defence; Alternates:
Dr. K. C. Charron, Department of Na-
tional Health and Welfare; S. A. Frei-
feld, Department of External Affairs.

3. 8th General Assembly of the Interna-
tional Geographical Union. Washington,
August 8-15. A. J. Larocque, Depart-

of National Defence• Dr. J. W.ment
Watson, Dr. N. L. Nicholson and P.
Laurendeau, Department of Mines and
Technical Surveys.

4. 6th British Commonwealth Forestry Con-
ference. Ottawa, August 11-September
13. Canadian Delegates: Department of
Resources and Development: Dr. D. A.
Macdonald; Col. J. H. Jenkins; J. M.
Marshall; H. Schwartz; Department of
Agriculture: Dr. M. L. Prebble; Depart-
ment of Trade and Commerce: G. H.
Rochester; Department of Labour: Dr.
G. V. Haythorne; K. J. Carter, Deputy
Minister of Natural Resources, New-
foundland; J. F. Gaudet, Chief Forester,
Department of Industry and Natural Re-
sources, Prince Edward Island; G. W. I.
Creighton, Deputy Minister of Lands
and Forests, Nova Scotia; J . H. Ramsay,
Acting Deputy Minister of Lands and
Mines, New Brunswick; Dr. A. Bedard,
Deputy Minister of Lands and Forests,
Quebec; Dr. E. J. Zavitz, Department of
Lands and Forests, Ontario; J . G.. So-
mers, Department of Mines and Natural'

Resources, Manitoba; E. J. Marshall, De-
partment of Natural Resources and In-
dustrial Development, Saskatchewan; E.
S. Huestis, Department of Lands and
Forests, Alberta; F. S. McKinnon, De-
partrnent of Lands and Forests, British
Columbia; also numerous Associate Dele-
gates and Observers.

5. Meeting on the Implementation the
Agreement Reached at the Extraordinanj
Administrative Radio Conference (ITU).
Washington, August 11-15. Head of
Delegation: C. J. Acton, Department of
Transport; Members: C. M. Brant, De-
partment of Transport; F/L B. T. Ben-. ton, Department of National Defence.

6. Advisory Committee, of the United Na-
tions Korean Reconstruction Agency
(UNKRA). New York, August 12. D. M.
Johnson, Permanent Representative of
Canada to the United Nations, New
York.

7. International Grassland Congress (FAO).
State College, Pennsylvania, August 17-
23. Dr. W. J. White, Forage Crops Lab-
oratory, Saskatoon; Dr. P. O. Ripley, and
Dr. W. Kalbfleisch, Central Experimental
Farm; Dr. W. G. Dore, Science Service,
Department of Agriculture. • ,

8. Inter-Governmental Conference for the
Adoption of the Universal Copyright
Convention (UNESCO). Geneva, August
18-September 16. Dr. V. Doré Canadian
Minister to Switzerland; DeÎegate: C.
Stein, Under-Secretary of State of Can-
ada; Alternate: G. G. Beckett, Depart-
ment of the Secretary of State of Canada;
Technical Adviser: H. G. Fox, St. Cath-
arines, Ontario.

9. Special Committee to Study Further the
Question of Methods and Procedure of
the General Assembly of the United Na-
tions for Dealing with Legal and Draft-
ing Questions. New York, August 26.
A. R. Crepault, Permanent Delegation of
Canada to the United Nations, New York.

Conferences to be Held in September and October

1. 3rd Session of the General Assembly of 5. 13th International Horticultural Con-
the International Union for the Protec- gress. London, September 8-15.
tion of Nature. Caracas, Venezuela, Sep-
tember 3-9. . 6. 3rd Session of Ad Hoc Committee on Re-

strictive Business Practices (ECOSO(, , ).
2. 8th Gsneral Assembly of the Astronomi- Geneva, September 8-October 4.

cal Union. Rome, September 3-14.

3. Intersessional Committee Meeting
, GATT. Geneva, September 4.

Of 7. 19th Session of the International GFO-
graphical Congress. Algiers, September
8-15. .

4. Conference of Commonwealth Parlia-
mentary Association. Ottawa, September 8. 3rd Session of the ILO Chemical Coin-
7, mittee. Geneva, September 9-20.
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9. Special Conference to Complete 3rd International Telecommunication Union
Party Aircraft Damage Convention to (ITU). Buenos Aires, October 1.

-Replace the Rome Convention of 1933 •
(ICAO). Rome, September 9. 19. 7th Session of GATT. Geneva, October 2.

10. 6th Meeting of the Directing Council of 20. 7th International Conference and Gen-
the Pan-American Sanitary Bureau. Ha- eral Assembly of Travel Organizations.
vana, September 10-24. Rome, October 7-11.

11. 3rd International Congress of Phyto- 21. Biennial Session of the International
pharmacy. Paris, September 15-21. Committee on Weights and Measures. -

12. 2nd Session of the Statistical Division of
Paris, October 7-17.

22. 8th Pan-American CongressMontreal, September 16. gress of Archi-

13. Congress of International Society of Hae-
tects. Mexico City, October 9-16.

matology. Mar del Plata, Argentina, Sep- 23. 2nd Pan-American Convention on Ap-
tember 21-26. praisement. Santiago, October 12-19.

14. 21st International Congress of Housing 24. 6th Pan-American Consultative Meeting
and Urbanism. Lisbon, September 21-27. on Cartography. Cuidad Trujillo, Octo-

15. Meeting of Commonwealth Officials to
her 12-24.

Discuss Financial, Commercial and Eco- 25. International Seminar on Statistical Or-
nomic Matters. London, September 22. ganization. Ottawa, October 13-31.

16. 2nd Session of the Committee on Im- 26. 4th Session of PICMME. Geneva, Octo-
prouement of National Statistics of the her 13.

• Inter-American Statistical Institute. Otta-
27. 7th Regular Session of the United Na-

tions
wa, September 27-October 11.

General Assembly. New York; Octo-
17. 50th Jubilee Meeting of the International ber 14.17.

for the Exploration of the Sea.
Copenhagen, September 29-October 7. 28. 4th Session of the Petroleum Committee

(ILO). Scheveningen, Netherlands, Octo-
18. 2nd Plenipotentiary Con f erence of the ber 14.

CURRENT DEPARTMENTAL PRESS RELEASES

Number Date Subjeet

50 1/8 Appointment of Mr. W. M. Benidickson, M.P., as Special
Representative of Canada to the inauguration of the Presi-
den^ of Iceland.

51 1/8 Announcement of the establishment of Canadian scholar-
ships and fellowships to use blocked balances in France and
the Netherlands.

12/8 Appointment of Mr. J. B. C. Watkins as Minister to Norway
and Iceland

18/8 Appointment of Mr. Edmond Turcotte as Special Ambass-
ador to the Dominican Republic for the inauguration of its
new president. ,

20/8 Acknowledgement of Canada 's 1952 contribution to
UNICEF.

22/8 Exchange of diplomatic missions between Canada and
Austria, and appointment of Dr. Victor Doré as Minister
to Austria.

28/8 Appointment of Mr. G. S. Patterson as Consul General in
Boston.
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CURRENT UNITED NATIONS- DOCUMENTSt

A SELECTED LIST

(a) Printed Documents:

Report of the Committee on International
Criminal Jurisdiction on its session held
from 1 to 31 August 1951; New York,
1952; document A/2136; 25 pp.; 25
cents; General Assembly Official Records:
Seventh Session, Supplement No. 11.

Unesco Report to the United Nations 1951-
1952; Paris, 1952; document E/2226; 21
May 1952; 206 pp.; $2.75. • ,•

*Commission on Human Rights-Report of
the Eighth Session (14 April to 14 June
1952); 27 June 1952; document E/2256,
E/CN.4/669; 71 pp.; 70 cents; Ecosoc
Official Records: Fourteenth Session, Sup-
plement No. 4. _

*International Tax Agreements - Vol. III:
World Guide to International Tax Agree-
ments 1843-1951; 28 February 1951;
document ST/ECE/SER.C/3; 359 pp.;
$4.00; Sales No.: 1951.XV1.5.

*Corrtmunity Planning and Housing for the
Pallikkaranai Project, Madras, I ndia - A
demonstration project of "The • Rural
City" (Report and Recommendations of a
United Nations Expert); 16 July 1952;
document ST/TAA/K/Inda/1; 143 pp.;
(United Nations Technical Assistance Ad-
ministration, New York 1952).

(b) Mimeographed Documents:

(None this month)

STATEMENTS AND SPEECHES

. (Obtainable'from the Information Division, Department of Estenâal Affairs, Ottawa,
Canada.)

The following serial numbers are available in Canada and abroad:

No. 52/27-Full Employment and Economic
Stability, a speech by Mr. jean Lesage,
M.P., Chairman, Canadian Delegation
to the Fourteenth Session of the Eco-
nomic and Social Council-in Plenary
Session on July 1, 1952.

No. 52/28-Canada and the North Atlantic
Community: An Economic View, a paper
presented by the Assistant Deputy Min-
ister, Department of Finance, Mr. K. W.
Taylor, to the Royal Society of Canada,

Section II, at the Quebec meetings, June
3, 1952. -

No. 52/29-The United States and Canada:
Some Problems and Achievements, an
address by the Canadian Ambassador to
the United States, Mr. Hume Wrong, to
the Colgate University Conference ou
Foreign Poli cy, deali ng with the theme
"Creating Situations of Strength", Julv
26, 1952. ,

Printed documents may be procured from the Canadian Sales Agent for United Nations publications, the
Ryerson Press, 299 Queen St. West, Toronto (English) and Les Press" Universitaires Laval, Quel.ec
(French) ; mimeosraphed documents can only be procured by annual subscription from the United Nations
Secretariat. New York, Publications and documents may be consulted at certain designated libraries
liated fn "Ezternal Affairs", January 1852, p. 45.

• French version not available until noted in a future issue of "External Affairs".
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CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVES7 ABROAD
Country ' Dosignation Addrass

Argentina...»..»..»......»Ambassador................................ Buenos Aires (Bartolome Mitre, 478)
Australia........... »...... »..High Commissioner...........».......Canberra (State Circle)

: .. • ..»..»......Commercial Secre^ ... tary ............ _....Melbourne (83 William Street)
••-»...... »..»...... Commercial Counsellor........... _..Sydney (City Mutual Life Bldg.)Belgian Congo ........ Trade Commissioner ............ ..._. Leopoldville (Forescom Bldg.)

Belgium.,,...._„..,,»..,....Ambassador.,....»...... ».. .. ...... » .... Brussels (35, rue de la Science)
Bmzil•..-..... •».......... »...Ambassador ................................ Rio de Janeiro (Avenida Presidente

., Wilson, 165)
--•»••»••:••_............ Consul and Sao Paulo (Edificio 'Alois Rua 7 de_

Trade Commissioner ................ Abril, 252) ^
Ceylon............. ......•,,,„Trade Commissioner ..........:..:......Colombo (Galle Face Hotel)
Chile...........»...........,»..Ambassador ............................ .... Santiago (Bank of London and South

America Bldg.)
Colombia...:.................Trade Commissioner................... BogoM (Calle 19, No. "9 fifth floor)
Cuba ......... »......... »...... Ambassador ................................ Havana (Avenida de Las Misiones

'No. 17)
Czechoslovakia............Chargé d'Affaires .........................Prague 2 (Krakowska 22)
Denmark ................... ...Minister........................................ Copenhagen (Osterbrogade 26)
EgypL.... ..»..„• .............Trade Commissioner.............. ......Cairo (Osiris Building, Sharia Walda,

Kasr-el-Doubara)
Finland•........... »...... ....Minister (Absent) ........................Helsinlâ (Borgmiistorbrinken 3-C. 32)

Chargé d'Affaires a.i.
France.................., :» ............. Ambassador.................................. Paris 16e (72 Avenue Foch)
Germany••..--» ......... ....Ambassador................................. Bonn (Zittelmannstrasse, 22)

•••••••»».......... Head of Military Mission............ Berlin (Lancaster House, Fehrbelliner
I'latz)

Greece ....................... ...Ambassador................................. Athens (31 Queen Sofia Blvd.)
Guatemala ..»„„„»••„„•Trade Commissioner ................. Guatamala City (No. 28, 5a Avenida

Sud)
Hong Kong.......»„»„»,Trade Commissioner ...............»..Hong Kong (Hong Kong and Shanghai

Banking Corporation Bldg.)
Icelând.......................»Minister.......................»..........»..Aslo (Fridtjof Nansens Plass 5)
India ,,„,:„•,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,High Commissioner.....................New Delhi (4 Aurangzeb Road)

^•••••••••••••••»•••••••-•• Commercial Secretary .................Bombay (Gresham Assurance House)
Ireland ' '..» .....................Ambassador.:...............................Dublin (92 Merrion Square West)
Italy•»............. .............Ambassador..._............................ Rome (Via Saverio Mercadante '15)
Jamaica..:.:.::...........»...Trade Commissioner ............... _..%ingston (Canadian Bank of Com-

merce Chambers)
Japan....... » .............. »...Ambassador.................................. Tokyo (16 Omote-11Tachi, 3 Chome,

Chargé d'Affaires a.i., Minato-Ku) -
Luxembourg ................ Minister....................................... Brussels (c/o Canadian Embassy)
Mexico •...................... ..Ambassador..................................Mexico (Paseo de la Reforma No. 1)
Netherlands ............... ..Ambassador.................................. The Hague (Sophialaan lA)
New Zealand„».......... IIigh Commissioner .....................Wellington (Government Life Insur-

ance Bldg.)
orway•-»---•..»..»....».Minister ....................................»..Oslo (Fridtjof Nansens Plass 5)

Pakistan ....:...................HIgh Commissioner..... ............... Karachi (Hotel Metropole)
.»^Commercial Secreta...........»....». ry ...............» ' (Hotel bletropôle) .

Peru•-»» .................... ...Ambassador...... .............:..............Lima (Edificio Boza Plaza San Martin) .
Philippines ...................Consul General and

Trade Commissioner ............... Manila (Tuason Bldg., 8-12. Escolta)
Poland,,,,,,••,,,,•,;,•,•„»..,Chargé d'Affaires ........... ».......... »Warsaw (31 Ulica Katowika, Saska

Lepa)
PattugaL..........»..........Minister (Absent)........... »...... ».... Lisbon (Rua Rodrigo da Fonseca, 103)

Chargé d'Affaires a.i.
Puerto Rico ..,,..•,••,.•--„, Trade Commissioner (Fisheries).San Juan (P.O. Box 3981)
Singapore .................Trade Commissioner....... »..»......Singapore (Room D-5, Union Building)
Spain ............................Trade Commissioner....................Madrid (Avenida José Antonio 70)
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Sweden... »..» ....»_Minister.». .. ,,-,,----Stockholm (Strandvagen 7-0

Switzerland:.......... :»»...Minister ...:.....:...... ....:.»..».:.....:...Berne (Thunstrasse 95)
Trinidad..... ».».... ».......Trade Commissioner ............»»...Port of Spain (Colonial Bld.)

Turkey».........»»»»....»Ambassador..»...»»»..........»......»Ankara (211, Ayranci BaglarI,
Kavaklidere)

" ».. Commercial Secretary.,....»..»»»Istan^ (Istiklal Caddesi, Kismet
4, Bey gl )

Union of South Africa. High Commi.eioner:..»......»........Pretoria (24, Barclays Bank Bldg.)
Trade Commissioner...»..»...».»...Cape Town (Grand Parade Centre

Building, Adderley St.)
Trade Commissioner...»..»....»».. johannesburg (Mutual Building)

Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics...Ambassador...»..»»»..»......»....»...1►toscow (23 Starokonyushny

Chargé d'Affain, ai. Pereulok)
United Kingdom...»..».High Connmissioner.... ....»»....»..London (Canada House)

...».. ... Trade Commissioner...»...... »...».Liverpool (Martius Bank Bldg.)

. ...... Trade Commissioner............... Belfast (38 Victoria Square)

United States of
America.»»»..»»»...»Ambassador.»»..»» . Wasbington (1748 Massachusetts

Avenue)
-.--..Consul GeneraL»»..»...»..... ».»».Boston (532 Little Bldg.)• "

...»..»»..Consul General..:............»»..»»...Chicago (Daily News Bldg.)« «
»....Consul...... .»...... »..(1035 Penobscot Bldg.)• " .......

Trade Commissioner...»...... ».......l.os Angeles (510 W. Sizth St.)
«. ".».-....-......Consul and Trade Commis- New Orleans (201 International

sioner.......»..»..»...».....»...»:»». Trade Mart) •
« - .....»»..»Consul GeneraL..»»....»..»»»»»».New York (820 Fifth Ave.)

« ».»..»..»Honorary VIce-ConsuL» ..............Portland, Maine (443 Congress Street)
" ...»........Consul GeneraL»»»»».».»»...».».San Francisco (400 Montgomery St.)

Venezuela.»»..»..»»»... Consul General.,.»......» »Caracas (8° Peso Edifido Pan
American)

Yugoslavia.»....»..»..»...Ambassador....................... ...»Belgrade (Proliterskih Brigada 69,
formerly Moskovska)

North Atlantic '
Council.....................Permanent Representative........ »Paris l8e (Canadian Embassy)

•OEEC.........»..».....»»Permanent Representative.......» Paris 18e (c/o Canadian Embassy)
United Nations...-Permanent Representative...»..».New York (Room 504, 620 Fifth

Avenue)
« « Secretary ...»..»..»..»..»..»..»..».....Geneva (La Pelouse, Palais

des Nations)

*Organisation for European Economic Co-operatlon.

Otlowa, Edmond Clotrlaor, CJN.G., O.A.. D.S.P. ►rinW to the Owoon'a
Most E"dba/ Maiasty, CoMrolbr of ftationory, 1132.
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OPENING OF THE SEVENTH -SESSION OF THE
UNITED NATIONS GENERAL ASSEMBLY

Remarka by the Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. L. B. Pearson, on the occasion
of his election as President of the Seventh Session of United Nations General Assembly.

__ _ __--- --------- -_- __. _.. - •------_._ _ ._- -- - - ---_.._ ---__-_____ .
My first words must be of appreciation to my fellow delegates for having con-

feâed this great honour on me. I shall do my best to justify your confidence and to
discharge to your satisfaction the responsibilities of the presidency. I realize that
your choice of a Canadian for this office is not a personal one, but a recognition

'of my country's profound desire to serve the purposes of the United Nations and to
fulfil loyally its obligations and membership.

. A fine example of impartialityand efficiency has been set by my distinguished
predecessors in this office. Possibly I may be permitted to make a special mention
of my immediate predecessor, Mr. Padilla Nervo, who has just vacated this chair,
which he has filled with such distinction.

As your presiding officer, I will no doubt make mistakes, both of omission and
commission, but I give you my assurance that they will not be mistakes from pre-
judice or partiality.

The Assembly opens for the first time in our new and permanent headquarters.
We owe a great debt to all who have contributed their skills and their labour and their
resources to the completion of these impressive, indeed these breath-taking buildings,
whose facilities will so greatly aid our work in the years to come. There is, I think, a
happy symbolism in the structure of our new headquarters; part of it reaching upward
toward the heavens and part fixed firmly and steadily on the ground. The reconcil-
iation of these two features is, I suppose, difficult in the art of architecture. It is even
more difficult in the science of politics and in the conduct of international affairs.

It would be idle to pretend that you have assigned to me an easy or an average
task. The presidents of earlier Assemblies have spoken realistically and frankly of
the atmosphere of tension and crisis in which those sessions have taken place. In
doing so they reflected the deep and abiding concern which all of us have felt at the
complexity, at times the intractability of the problems we face. Failure to solve these
problems has enveloped the world in fear and, in history, fear has always bred antag-
onisms, even hatreds, and has been the precursor of conflict.

So it is in our time. To avoid the ultimate tragedy of war, we must remove this
black shadow of tension and anxiety by finding, through international action, a solu-
tion to present problems which will permit peoples and governments to live together,
if not on the basis of friendship, at least on that of mutual toleration and understand-
ing. There is no organization, no mechanism, no procedure which can take the place
of the United Nations in the search for this solution.
`- This'Assembly, therefore, will fail in its mission of peace if it does not take full
advantage of every opportunity to lessen the fears that are in our minds and so often
the animosities that are in our hearts. ;',

The task will not be easy, for the General Assembly of 1952 faces its own crisis.
The effort by the United Nations to bFing about an armistice in Korea on honourable
terms = which would be the only ones acceptable - remains frustrated and unsuo•
cessfuL The United Nations, therefore, has not been able to move forward into the
positive phases of peaceful settlement and reconstruction in that area which should
be possible, on the basis of decisions already taken by us, once the aggression has
been stopped and the fighting ended. T'hose who prevent this armistice - the first
step in the process of healing and restoration - bear a heavy responsibility before
history and humanity. r,

Nor have other conflicts - waged without arms - diminished in intensity since
our last session. There is no-armistice in the Cold War, and without it we cannot
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--United Nations
SEVENTH SESSION OF THE UNITED NATIONS GENERAL ASSEMBLY

• Mr. L B. Pearson. President of the Sevonth Session of the United Nations General Assembly.

begin another essential work of international peace - the bridging of the deep and
deadly gulf which so tragically, divides, in the world today, peoples and governments
who fought together against aggression a few long years ago.

There is another major problem which confronts the present Assembly in a more
acute form than previously. How can national self-expression - a dynamic and essen-
tial force in every part of the world - realizé itself without setting in motion tensions
which will endanger the whole structure of international co-operation. I

A year ago in Paris, my distinguished predecessor, Mr. Padilla Nervo, pointed
out that the freedom of nations and individuals was an indispensable condition for
peace. We must all agree. But the building of a peaceful and progressive world com-
munity will only take place if freedom is coupled with responsibility.

There are issues with which you will be called upon to deal,-within the limits
of the Charter, and which may well impose as severe tests on our world organization
as any it has faced in recent years.

The United Nations must, moreover, meet these tests without violating its
Charter or without trying to do things it was not meant to do and has not the re-
sources to do.

,The United Nations, we should not forget, is not a supergovernment. It is basi-
cally a multilateral treaty - though one of tremendous scope and authority - which
has been ratified by the great majority of sovereign states and which, by the consent
of its members, has set up macltinery to serve its purposes of insuring peace and
Promoting human welfare. Each of us, in helping to achieve this purpose, bears a
responsibility toward the people in our own countries.

As members of the United Nations, we also bear a responsibili ty toward each
Other. Finally, we share together a responsibility to the world community for seeing
to it that the principles of the Charter, and of the international law and procedure
which we have slowly but surely been building, are interpreted with judgment as well
as vision, and with moderation as well as justice.

I hope that we in this seventh Assembly will discharge honourably and well this
threefold obligation. As the delegate whom you have so greatly honoured by election
!0 its presidency, I pledge my own best endeavours to this end.
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CANADA IN THE POLISH PRESS
Canada does not normally receive a great deal of coverage in the Polish Press.

From time to time short items or articles on specialized subjects are printed. The
subjects selected generally fit into a definite pattern of comment on Canadian affairs.
This pattern depends on internal and international developments. Priority is given
to news items which show the difficuIries besetting the Canadian economy or which
illustrate the allegedly hostile intentions of western countries towards the countries
of the Soviet Bloc.

There is no dispositon to deny that Canada is a country of wealth and great
natural resources. In a recent article in the Glos Szczecinski entitled 'In Rich Canada
and Our Country" a repatriate described the surprise which some of his friends
express when they see that he has returned to Poland. "Are you crazy, they asked,
to come back to Poland from Canada, from the rich countryP"

Mr. Dabrowski, the returning emigrant, of course, eloquently explained in the
remainder of the same article the reasons for his strange decision. He painted a
harrowing picture of a vast number of workers in Canada driven to despair by unem-
ployment and hunger. Terrible things happened to the families of such workers. He
knew of one case where the mother of two small children jumped from a bridge
because she had nothing for them to eat. In another case a mother and daughter had
been driven to throw themselves under a train. Mr. Dabrowski himself had had to
travel right across Canada in search of employment and had been fortunate to obtain
work in a Quebec mine without having to follow the normal practice of giving a
bribe of $100 to $150 for this favour. "I earned $90 a month", he went on, "though I
am a skilled worker. I paid $25 for rent and often after paying my debts at the store
I hardly had 50 cents for the whole month. That was the average standard of living".

This gloomy picture of working conditions in Canada reappears as a constant
theme. There is no social insurance to offer protection against the financial setbacks
of illness. Such things as collective labour agreements do not exist. "Canada does not
now smell of either resin or dollars to the immigrants: it reeks of poverty" declares the
Zycie Warszawy.

Before the last war many Polish families emigrated to Canada. Many have
attempted to go there in the posf-war years. The Polish government has now stopped
this outward movement of its people. There is, it feels, no lack of work or opportunity
at home and the Poland of today needs the contribution of every able-bodied indi-
vidual. Much of the adverse comment on conditions in Canada, therefore, undoubt-
edly is intended to combat the frustration of the prospective emigrant who finds the
avenue to a better life overseas blocked by official obstacles. Every opportunity of
showing the fate of Polish emigrants in Canada in the worst light possible is eagerly
seized. Incidents involving Polish D.P.'s are given wide publicity. The following
comment from the Polish Press Agency on a recent happening is typical:

It is reported from Montreal that 200 Poles, tricked by the Canadian authorities
into going to Canada from camps in Western Germany, have gone on a hunger
strike. The Poles, who were forbidden to take their wives and children with them,
were placed in a barrack near Montreal and were forced to work in conditions of
slavery.

The reasons why a rich country like Canada offers such miserable prospects to
its citizens and to immigrants are explained by the Polish Press under two headings:
(a) the iniquities of the bourgeois-capitalist type of economy, and (b), as the preceding
quotation from the Trybuna Ludu illustrates, Canada's unfortunate subservience to
Washington.

Under the bourgeois system, of course, the workers have little or no political
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rights. For our authority on this we can most conveniently refer again to Mr. Dabrow-
ski in the Glos Szczecinski:

I would like to tell you about the allegedly democratic elections and methods of
ruling the country, he says. In the elections to municipal councils only those can
vote who have their 'office', i.e. enterprises or landed estates. Because factory workers
and farm hands have no enterprises, they have no right to vote and they cannot be
members of municipal councils and decide on communal matters.

The Indians, the indigenous Canadian population, are similarly deprived of any
rights. There are also elections to the Parliament, but since as a rule those who manage
the municipal councils are the only candidates, it is obvious how bourgeois the
Parliament is. The Premier appoints the Senators and nobody has the right to recall
a Senator, though he may be the greatest oppressor of the nation. You must wait till
he dies. The whole Parliament and Senate is ruled by the British Governor, and he in
turn by the multi-millionaires in New York- This shows what supposedly democratic
government is like. Briefly speaking, it is the rule of the dollar.

The Polish press is not however always consistent in its comments on the subject
ôf political freedom in Canada. The Trybuna Ludu, at least, must believe that the
Canadian people enjoy some civil rights for a report it printed in October 1951
described how Canadians were organizing themselves in defence of these rights.
Police terrorism against progressive organizations was increasing, it was stated. Pro-
fascist elements had found asylum in Canada and their increasing scope of activity
frequently included murders. An "All-Canadian Conference in Defence of Civil
Rights" therefore had brought together 250 delegates from all over the country to
discuss the government's attack on civil rights.F, .

Canada's relations with the United States and Great Britain are examined from
time to time. The analysis never presents Canada in any more flattering light than
that of a satellite of either country, depending on the argument of the moment, or of
a pawn which the two larger countries occasionally bring in to play in their dealings
with each other. "Canada", according to the Dziennik Baltycki of Gdansk, "for quite
a long time has been under the rule of the dollar, and the American Government has
nominated Canada as a military region of the United States to serve as a ' base of
aggression for American Imperialism". Canada's rearmament programme, its ad-
herence to NATO, and measures such as the Emergency Powers Act of March 1951
are all regarded as having their origin in the orders issued by Wall Street and
Washington. After this it causes no surprise to learn that the following impression of
Canadian manners and culture, found also in Dziennik Baltycki, stresses the United
States influence:

Wearing of shorts on playing fields is prohibited in Canada whereas a woman
^daring to ride a bicycle in trousers is risking loss of freedom or a beating by the
passers-by. Canada is a country where there is not a single theatre. On the other
hand, the Canadian Government is weekly accepting the export of American gangster
films and is slavishly disseminating the art of boogie woogie dancing among Canadian
youths!

(Dziennik Baltycki did not discuss the strange persistence of boogie woogie in the
best dancing places in Poland.)

Canada's ties with Britain and the Commonwealth show up much less firmly
in the picture conveyed by the Polish press. The Canadian Government, it is said,
has to give heed to the dictates of both the United States and the United Kingdom
governments. Where there is any conflict of loyalties it is assumed that obedience
to the United States would come first. The Commonwealth Conference of January
1951 was described by the Trybuna Ludu at the time as an attempt at "strengthening
the tottering unity of the Empire as well as the improvement of the piteous situation
of Great Britain by transferring a portion of the burdens of war preparations to the
Dominions". The Tribuna Ludu went on to declare that all the Conference did was
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to reveal the lack of harmony'prevailing in the British Empire and the discrepancies
between the British and American points of view on the war in Korea. A Common-
wealth Conference of Finance Ministers held in January of this year was used by the
Slowo Powszechne, a government-sponsored newspaper purporting to represent
Catholic opinion, to give prominence to American proposals for mitigating the critical
situation in which Great Britain found herself. Canada played an important part in
these proposals. One, said to have been concocted by Senator Ellender, recommended
that Canada absorb at least ten million Englishmen. Another was Congressional
Representative Timothy Sheehan's suggestion of a commission to examine the problem
of "selling Canada to the United States". The Slowo Powsxechne said that Repre-
sentative Sheehan had spoken "quite seriously" and cited as confirmation his draft
resolution which had proposed that all existing loans to Great Britain be considered
a substantial first payment. . . • , ,

The Polish press, following the usual line of the Communist-controlled press in the
Soviet Union and in other countries, is always careful to make a distinction between
the Canadian Government and the Canadian people. It is the Canadian Government
which acts as the tool of Washington. In this capacity it is crushing civil rights and
fostering a huge rearmament programme which keeps the working class in conditions
of impoverishment. It is the Canadian Government also which has demonstrated its
unfriendly attitude to the Polish people by refusing to hand over the Polish Art
Treasures taken to Canada during the last war for safekeeping. Although these
treasures were brought to Canada privately and private arrangements were made for
depositing them in safe places, the Polish Government has refused recourse to the
Canadian courts to obtain their release. To give some colour to the story, therefore,
Polish newspapers have informed their readers that the treasures were in fact
handed over to the Canadian Government during the war for safekeeping. Recently
the Zycie Warszawy contrasted the Canadian attitude on this matter with that of
the Soviet Union which had just returned to Poland some precious Copernican
manuscripts. The Zycie Warszawy did not advance any reasons as to why the Soviet
Government had not returned these relics at an earlier date. •

As part of its policy of distinguishing between the two the Polish press usually
represents the Canadian people as the unwilling and frequently protesting victims
of the policies of their own government. As supporting evidence it is, able to quote
from statements made by leading members of the Labour Progressive Party or the
Communist-sponsored Peace movement. Polish newspaper readers are assured that
the Canadian people are putting an increasingly strong fight for peace. Mr. Leslie
Morris of the Canadian Tribune was recently quoted in this connection in the Wola
Ludu, a newspaper for peasant readers. "At present," he said, "the conditions exist
in Canada for founding a nationwide coalition of resistance against the American
imperialists and their agents in Canada." A few months prior to this Wola Ludu had
been able to point to the development of the Peace Movement by quoting from a
speech delivered to the Canadian Conference of Peace Defenders by Dr. James
Endicott. Dr. Endicott had said that the growing strength of the movement was
proved by the fact that over 3000 delegates were attending the conference whereas
the number at the previous year's conference had been 1,700.

The meagre amount of space given to Canada in the Polish press is probably
much less than that warranted by the interest which Poles normally take in Canadian
affairs, for a great number of people have friends and relatives in Canada. The
picture of Canada as a satellite of Washington follows the orthodox Moscow line.
The darker shadings are presumably intended to console the Polish people with the
thought that their fate could be much worse. .
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CANADIAN ARCHIVES SERVICE
During the centuries when Canada was a French or British colony, major

decisions on its affairs were made in Paris and London, not Quebec or Ottawa. For
this reason, many records preserved in France and Great Britain are, for all practical
purposes, part of the archives of Canada. Access to their contents is essential if we
are to understand the motives and personalities that determined policy in colonial
days. Efforts have, therefore, been made for many years to secure copies of them, in
order that the texts might be readily available for the use of Canadian scholars.

Such copies are specially important to historians and other interested in the
history of New France. When Montreal sun.endered to the British in 1760, the terms
of the capitulation authorized the Governor and Intendant of New France (the two
senior officials of the colony) to take with them to France the central records of the
French administration. Unfortunately almost an these records have since disappeared.
We know that most of them were landed safely at La Rochelle, and that a few years
L•iter they were removed to Rochefort; but there the trail ends. They may have been
destroyed in a fire that occurred in 1786, or they may have been burned by revolu-
tionaries. There is a remote possibility that they may still survive, concealed in some
unsuspected hiding-place. But this seems unlikely, and we must turn to the archives
in Paris, where the colonial files of the King and his Ministers are preserved, to trace
the history of New France in any detail.

It is interesting to find that the first person sent to France by the Government
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of Canada to examine these files and secure copies of some of them was none other
than Louis Joseph Papineau, who visited Paris in the 1840's. The transcripts he
secured were bound in ten volumes. Four of these are still in the possession of the
I.iterary and Historical Society of Quebec. As the Public Archives did not exist in
those days, the other six were placed in the Library of Parliament, and were destroyed
with the library when the Parliament Buildings in Montreal were burned in 1849.
Just a century ago, Georges Barthlémi Faribault was sent to France to copy docu-
ments there. The printed catalogue published by the Library of Parliament in 1858
lists the transcripts he brought home. Unfortunately, the transcripts themselves have
vanished. The oldest copies now in the possession of the Public Archives are contained
in a stout volume of 587 pages compiled by the Jesuit, Father Martin, in 1857. ' '

Stcrted In 1872

The Public Archives came into existence in 1872, and the following year the
Abbé Verreau went to Paris to make a survey of material of interest to Canada in the
greaf collections there. This was the first of several such surveys undertaken by the
department. The last and best known was carried out by J. Edmond Roy, whô com-
Piled a formidable 1100-page guide published by the Archives in 1911. Meanwhile
the copying of documents, as distinct from the preliminary task of examining them
and listing items found to relate to Canada, had begun on a considerable scale. Some-
times as many as a score of copyists were employed, and many hundreds of volumes
of transcripts have been secured for the Manuscript Division in Ottawa. The size
of the staff has varied with circumstances, but the work 'of copying documents has
now continued steadily for many years, except in wartime.

' In' London, copying began in 1882, and here again hundreds of volumes of
transcripts were prepared and sent to Ottawa. Although the majority of these repre-
sented material in the Public Record Office, copying was not confined to official docu-
ments. Private papers frequently throw as much light, or even more, on events; and the
Public Archives has hunted out many valuable items, and copied many thousands of
Pages, from such great collections as the Department of Manuscripts of the British
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Museum. In addition, the Archives has frequently obtained permission, to transcribe
material still in thé possession of private individuals. •To cite two recent examples:
the Earl of Minto permitted the Archives to copy the papers, of his father, the fourth
Earl, who was Governor General of Canada in 1898-1904; in France, -a descendant
of the celebrated Nicolas Denys made surviving family papers available for pho-
tographing.

Mention of photography calls to mind the revolution in copying techniques that
has taken place recently. In the old days all documents were copied by band. Such
copying was a highly skilled trade, and required the utmost care. Inevitably this
made the work slow and expensive. Moreover, there was always the possibility that
mistakes might occur. In particular, if handwriting were difficult to read, alla copyist
could do was to interpret it to the best of his ability. The writer remembers an
instance that illustrates this point. The transcript of a diary of a certain fur trader,
whose handwriting was almost indecipherable, credited him with having made a
journey in so many hours, a feat which had excited much astonishment and admira-
tion. Careful examination of the original manuscript later revealed that the copyist
had ;misread it and that the journey had, been made with so many horses - a very
different thingl

'For these reasons, amongst others, the •development of the modem microfilm
camera, which copies documents on film 35 mm. wide, has been a step forward of
immense importance. True, a beautifully written transcript is much more convenient
and attractive to use than a film, which must be read on a mechanical contraption
of some sort; but recent improvements in film readers have done much to redress the
balance. And the microfilm camera has three practical advantages that make it vastly
superior to transcription by hand. The first of these is speed; a single operator can
photograph as much material in a day as an expert copyist can transcribe in months.
The second advantage is accuracy; every photograph, if carefully taken, is an exact
and complete facsimile of the original document, doubtful words and all. The third
point in favour of the camera is cost; the reproduction of an individual page costs so
little that it is practicable to copy complete files, whereas if the work is being done
by hand, the temptation is to pick and choose and to copy only what seems to be
important.

Microfilming Started in 195Q

The Public Archives turned to microfilm cameras in 1950, and hand copying is
now used only when material is not suitable for photographing, or when for some
other reason filming is not practicable. To the surprise of some people, certain series
of documents which were copied by hand many years ago are now being photo-
graphed; but there are sound reasons for this apparent duplication. For example, one
important series in London - perhaps the most important single collection of official
papers in Great Britain relating to Canada - was transcribed at a time when copyists
were not permitted to copy notes and comments added to the documents by Colonial
Office officials after the various despatches, etc. had been received from Canada in
London. Needless to say, these comments are of great interest and importance to
historians, who will soon be able to examine facsimiles of the papers in Ottawa.

Microfilming has not been confined to official documents. In October 1950, the
Public Archives of Canada and the Hudson's Bay Company came to an agreement
under the terms of which the microfilming of the Company's archives is being under'
taken as a joint enterprise. Two cameras are at work full-time on this project, and
hundreds of reels of film are flowing across the Atlantic to Ottawa. It is unnecessary
to emphasize the importance of this collection or to point out how much it will
mean to scholars in Canada to have facsimiles of the material available in their own
country. s
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THE PUBLIC ARCHIVES BUILDING AT OTTAWA

Loss or extensive damage to the collections in his charge are the nightmares that
haunt an archivist, and it is important to note that microphotography offers the best
possible insurance against these catastrophes. Even hand-written transcripts can be
of great importance in this respect. Many years ago the Public Archives secured
transcripts of the Selkirk Papers, which consisted bf the papers of the Fifth Earl of
Selkirk, of Red River Colony fame. A few years ago his old home was destroyed by
fire, and the loss included all the original papers, with the exception of a few
volumes that happened to have been lent to a scholar in London. Thanks to the
transcripts in the Archives the text of these lost originals will remain available to
historians; but one cannot but regret that facsimiles had not been secured instead of
copies. 1

At present, key files in the Public Archives itself in Ottawa are being micro-
filmed, with a dual purpose; First, the films will provide some protection against
the risks of damage and destruction which every archivist must take into account in
these troubled times. In the second place, copies can be made at a later date and
lent to institutions at a distance. To some extent the photographing of documents in
London and Paris may be regarded in much the same light. Every click of the micro-
film camera in the Public Record Office or the Archives Nationales not only makes
the facsimile of a document available for use in Canada, but provides against the
total loss of the contents of the paper in question, should the original be destroyed.
That this is not a minor consideration is witnessed by the fact that the great collec-
tions in London and Paris have twice been placed in extreme peril by war in the
relatively brief period of 38 years.

The Paris office of the Public Archives, which is housed in the Canadian Em-
bassy, is in the keeping of Robert LaRoque de Roquebrune, who has spent thirty
Years among the archive collections of the French capital. He and one assistant select
material for microfilming and attend to the numerous other copying and research
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assignments that are referred to him. In London, the branch office of the Archives
has for many years been in the Public Record Office itself. The staff of three is
headed by Miss Doris Eldred,'whose family has been engaged in the art of manu-
script copying for several generations.

-- In the old hand-copying days, staffs of this size did extremely well if they pro-
duced between 15,000 and 20,000 pages of transcript each year. Now that microfilm
cameras are in use, our hope is that we may secure copies of at least 750,000 pages
per annum. This has not yet been attained, but the prospect is that we shall not fall
far short of it in 1952-53. This means that the principal collections of documents
abroad, which are basic necessities to any historian or economist who seeks to study
Canada's development seriously, should all be available in facsimile in Ottawa within
a few years. -
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Julius Caesar wrote about Geneva. John Calvin lived and preached there.
Between the two World Wars, it became famous as the seat of the League of Nations
and, in a sense, the 'capital of the world. It is natural to wonder what traffic crosses
Caesar's bridge today, who worships in Calvin's cathedral, what use is made of the
League's marble Palace of Nations - in fact, what goes on in this charming Swiss
city by the shores of Lac Léman.

The Genevese go on living there, of course. Not many of them frequent the
Palais des Nations, but they cross the bridges on their bicycles, go occasionally to
the churches, make watches and precision instruments, eat fondue, and, with quite
un-Calvinistic enthusiasm, drink wine or coffee at sidewalk cafes, watch lively shows
at a" dozen night clubs, enjoy sumptuous meals in the restaurants and flock to the
theatres and concerts and to the casino. All the same, when the international colony
packed up during the war the Cenevese wondered who would fill the empty apart-
ments and international office buildings, who would provide custom for the shops
and business enterprises that had been expanded to meet the needs of League of
Nations officials and delegates. ,

By the end of the War, when the United Nations established its headquarters
in New York and every other city in the world was suffering from a housing-shortage,
hundreds of apartments could be had for the asking in Geneva by anyone who shared
the tax-burden. But this condition was short-lived. A housing crisis duly arrived.
During recent years, miles of new buildings have had to be erected in Geneva and the
city now has a serious accommodation shortage.

Although the United Nations established itself in New York, the Palais des
Nations, which had housed the League, became the European office of the United
Nations. One wing is a library; another large part is occupied by conference rooms,
and what remains is office space for the small secretariat that services conferences
and other United Nations work in Europe. Traditions of hospitality and neutrality
make Geneva a favourite conference centre, as -do its central location in Europe,
compact size, agreeable climate and easy living conditions. The Economic and Social
Council has often met in Geneva; the Trusteeship Council held one session there;
many of the functional commissions of ECOSOC meet in the Palais des Nations;
sc,me of the Specialized Agencies regularly hold their conferences in Geneva; and the
conference rooms have also been occupied by the Contracting Parties to the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, the Permanent Central Opium Board and Narcotic
Drugs Supervisory Body, the International Civil Service Advisory Board, the Ad Hoc
Committee on Prisoners of War; the Advisory Committee of the United Nations •
Korean Reconstruction Agency, and the Advisory Committee to the United Nations
IIigh Commissioner for Refugees, to mention only a few of the long list of United
Nations bodies. -

The Palais des Nations is also the home of the Economic Commission for Europe
and the seat of numerous conferences of that orgânization and its subsidiary bodies.
The same building houses the Interim Commission for the International Trade Organ-
ization, the Office of the United Nations High` Commissioner for Refugees, the
Permanent Central Opium Board, the World Health Organization and many United
Nations bodies which use Geneva as a temporary headquarters. With so many new
inhabitants, the building which served the League of Nations became greatly over-
crowded, and eventually a new wing was added to provide office space for the World
Health Organization.

Geneva is also the home of the International Labour Organization, which is
completing an addition to its fine building; the International Telecommunication
Union; and finally, the newest of the Specialized Agencies, the World Meteorological
Organization. All these bodies have their officials, their sub-bodies, and their con-
ferences.
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--United Nations

HEADQUARTERS OF THE EUROPEAN OFFICE OF THE UNITED NATIONS

The "Palais des Nations", at Geneva, headquartKs of the Europoan office of the United Nations.

. But there is more in Geneva than the Genevese and the United Nations. There
is a host of other international or intergovernmental organizations such as the World
Council of Churches, the International Union of Official Travel Organizations, the
International Committee of the Red Cross, the World Federation of United Nations
Associations, and the Migrants from Europe (PICMME).

The International Refugee Organization, or the IRO, has not been mentioned.
As a Specialized Agency of the United Nations with headquarters in Geneva, the IRO
assisted over a million refugees, but by 1951, the number having been greatly
reduced, IRO came to an end. The remaining refugees, and the new ones were not
forgotten, however, for the United Nations appointed a High Commissioner for
Refugees to provide them with international protection and to assist them in other
ways. At about the same time, PICMME was organized by a group of interested
governments, including Canada, to maintain the shipping, facilities of IRO for the
movement, where commercial facilities would not be adequate, of migrants, including
refugees. All these activities have been centred in Geneva.

As the wartime calm lifted from Geneva and the city began to bustle again
with international activity, the Canadian Government decided it would be well to
accredit a small permanent delegation to the European office of the United Nations.
This body, set up in 1948, keeps in touch with the international organizations in
Geneva, takes part in many of the conferences held there, and assists visiting Can-
adian officials. Some fifteen other countries have permanent representation in Geneva,
which is an indication that there is more going on than Caesar or Calvin dreamed of.
Indeed, even with the United Nations headquarters on another continent, there is
more bustle per kilometre in Geneva now than there was during the days when it
was the home of the League of Nations, and there are almost as many international
customers to each cafe as there are Genevese.
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THE NATURE OF THE NORTH ATLANTIC
COMMUNITY

(An address delivered by the Permanent Representative of Canada to the North Atlantic
Council, Mr. A. D. P. Heeney, at the Atlantic Community Con f erence, Oxford,

September 10 1952.)

This Conference . . . is addressing itself to a great, an urgent task of
popular education. It seeks to strengthen our community by the only lasting means
by which it can be made to endure - by making our objectives and our arrangements
for attaining them better known among our peoples, by promoting among us a better
knowledge of each other and of the contributions each has to make to the steady
achievement of the objects we have set ourselves.

It is all very well for us, your servants and the representatives of your govern-
ments, to meet solemnly in Paris, in the Palais de Chaillot, and to call ourselves the
North , Atlantic Council. It is all very well, and no doubt essential, for us to pass
resolutions and establish committees and working groups and to sign protocols and to
issue statements. It is all very well, too, for our statesmen to make eloquent and
inspiring speeches about the North Atlantic community - perhaps, indeed, we could
do with more of these things just now. But, because we are free peoples, these things
are not enough. There must be a wide and solid base in public opinion and conviction,
if our association is to survive and to develop. If the citizens of our fourteen countries
are not seized of the reasonableness and righteousness of what we are doing, they will
not long sustain their governments in a course which involves so much effort and
sacrifice on the part of all.

Now I propose ... to take advantage of the opportunity . . . to make a few
personal observations on the nature of this association of nations that we call the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization. What manner of institution is this NATO, or
"OTAN" as it is beginning to be called in Paris? lVell, in the first place it is, of course,
an alliance for defence against a military threat. But is it more than that.- a political
institution of some new kind? A first step toward a federation or confederation of
states? Have we in NATO'the beginnings of a genuine community of peoples?

Not long ago I heard a distinguished soldier provide a very brief answer to the
question (which he himself had put to his audience) of how NATO could succeed in
its first objective of providing an effective defence against the disaster which over-
hangs the free world. It is really very simple, he said. All that is necessary is for the
fourteen representatives of the governments comprising the North Atlantic Council
to have the political and moral courage to take the necessary decisions!

It seemed to me that this answer, whether given with tongue in cheek or other-
u-isé, illustrates, if in somewhat extreme fashion, a quite basic, and, I think dangerous
misunderstanding of the nature of the present Organization. For the fact is, of course,
that the North Atlantic Council has no authority whatever to take the kind of decisions
my military friend was talking about. And, did each of us fourteen permanent repre-
sentatives possess even that high level of courage which he himself has so often
displayed in battle, it would avail us little in the attainment of the objectives which
we, equally with him, would have NATO achieve.

There is nothing to be gained by failure to recognize and appreciate the extra-
ordinary complexity of what we are trying to do in NATO, or by under-estimating the
difficulties. We are a voluntary organization of fourteen sovereign states. It is, I
believe, quite strictly accurate to say that none of us have given up one single element
of our sovereignty. The Prime 1liinister of this country made it abundantly clear in the
House of Commons the other day that the United Kingdom Government had not
abdicated its right to make decisions. And the same is true of the rest of us. In fact,
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from'this point of view, 'thé North` Atlantic Council is no more'thari a committee of
national representatives whose individual and combined authority is strictly limited.
This is not to say that the Council has no power; nor indeed that its authority may
not develop by custom, even by law, as the alliance gains confidence and strength.
But, for the moment, we can only proceed by unanimity and delegation and through
the implementing action of our governments at home.

I must not, however, be led into what might well be an and "constitutionaT"
examination of my subject. The essence of NATO is not so much law or even political
organization but the willingness of free governments supported by free peoples to
work together. In so doing we can achieve the unanimity which is necessary to our
decisions only by the adjustment of purely national interests to the interests of the
whole alliance and by the national determination of national policies in the light of
what is best in the judgment of our friends.

Another side of our Atlantic association where there is some confusion, it seems
to me, is in the relation between what we call the Atlantic community and NATO.
For, as I see it, the community and the Organization are neither the same nor co-
extensive. Established originally by twelve nations for the primary purpose of pro-
viding for a united system of defence for the West, NATO has already expanded by
a process of strategic and political logic to include fourteen. Who will say that there
is some special magic in the present number? In terms of military strategy, there is
of course a certain unity in the geographical area covered by the Treaty. But, even
here, it is difficult to contend that our alliance is complete.

Think for a moment in terms other than defence. We have, from the beginnings
of NATO, insisted, and rightly, that ours was no mere military alliance. Ours has to
be an alliance of the mind and spirit - no mere huddling together in the face of a
common danger. Ours was to be, as well, a developing community of like-minded
peoples committed to the co-operative strengthening of our free institutions, to the
promotion of conditions of stability and well-being and to the encouragement of
economic collaboration.

Now it is true, of course, that our fourteen nations have much in common
beyond our determination to remain free and to build up our strength to deter, and,
if need be, to fight together against aggression. But, if it is difficult to delimit in terms
of strategy the extent of our community, how much more difficult is it to set geo-
graphical boundaries to the spiritual community of free men? '

I am not suggesting that there is no essential unity, no political or other logic in
the present grouping of nations in NATO. Much less am I suggesting that NATO
should put on a drive for new members! Of course the present composition of the
alliance makes sense - but it is primarily military sense at the present stage of events.
All that I am trying to say is that we should remember that NATO does not comprise
the whole community of free men. And we should look forward to the widening, as
well as the deepening, of our association, particularly in those fields of endeavour
associated with Article 2 of the Treaty which, in NATO parlance, have come to be
known as the "non-military aspects".

In the comradeship of arms, NATO has already made solid progress towards the
establishment of an Atlantic community. This sense of comradeship will, no doubt,
spread gradually, but surely, into other fields. In a hundred different ways, economic
and social and cultural co-operation will emerge. Unfortunately, up to now, it is not
unfair to say that our preaching about this sort of co-operation has outrun our per-
formance. There has been a lot of oratory, some of it pretty good oratory, about the
Atlantic community". But lip service never built a community. We need to act as well
as to talk; and, before we act, we must think. Nowhere, perhaps, have we need of
more hard and discriminating thought than in our efforts to give substance to the
undertakings we have given in Article 2 of the North Atlantic Treaty.,
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I am going to suggest to you tonight that we shall make our best progress toward
the objectives stated in Article 2 if we are willing to look beyond the North Atlantic
Organization for areas and opportunities of non-military collaboration. There is
nothing in our Treaty to suggest that NATO is the only means by which we are to
build our community. Quite the reverse. Indeed the adherence of an of us to the
United Nations itself is reaffirmed in the very first article of the Treaty. Let me
explain what I have in mind:

In building up our community, as good neighbours, we have many different
jobs that must be done. We shall build most quickly and most surely if we use the
right tool for the job in hand. There are already many tools available; we should
seldom have to take time off to fashion new ones. This is specially true in the eco-
nomic field where there are many well-oiled tools ready to our hands. If we, North
Atlantic countries, want to co-operate in affairs of, say, civil aviation, we would not
normally look to NATO in Paris; we should look to the International Civil Aviation
Organization in Montreal. The fact that the membership of ICAO is wider than
NATO is no disadvantage; indeed, it is a positive advantage, because we want our
aeroplanes to fly all over the world. If we want to promote worldwide trade, should
we not more normally work together in the organization under the General Agree-
ment on Tariffs and Trade, GATT - rather than in NATO? If we have financial
matters to discuss which run beyond the bounds of our meinbership, which has
naturally been determined largely by the immediate needs of defence, should we not
normally look to the International Bank and Fund?

Even in those economic affairs which affect North Atlantic countries most of all
we may promote our ends through other organs as well as in NATO itself. The
Organization for European Economic Co-operation is a well-established and efficient
body, with a tried and able staff and with interests that, in many ways, are closely
parallel with those of NATO. Many of us have welcomed the recent initiatives of
the United Kingdom and United States Govennunents to ensure a fuller use of the
OEEC for certain very important work that we have-in NATO. Thus, at this minute,
the OEEC is pressing forward with an examination of national economies which will
provide the essential basis for NATO's annual review of build-up of forces. In fact,
these two operations in OEEC and NATO have been planned by much the same
people with an eye to maximum efficiency and minimum waste.

What I am suggesting is that, in other than military affairs, and particularly. in
economic, social and cultural matters, we members of NATO should try to co-operate,
not solely; or even primarily, through the machinery of NATO when there are already
in éxistence other international b6dies with more appropriate organization and mem-
bership.

By no means do I intend to imply that, in this non-military field, there is no
pWe for NATO. One very important activity of the Council, for instance, is that of
"political consultation", the provision of an intimate; friendly forum where problems
of foreign policy can be discussed; here substantial progress has been made, even in
these past few weeks: Again, one should, I think, contemplate the possibility, under
special circumstances and for particular purposes, of NATO considering problems
normally within the sphere of other international bodies - where, let us say, a stale-
mate has been reached-and where discussions, in a group such as the North Atlantic
Càuncil' with its continuous and wide-ranging contacts, might serve the common
good. For in the NATO forum; with the Soviet menace ever actively present in our
minds, there may well be a greater will and a greater willingness than elsewhere to
press forward towards agreement. Therefore, while the opportunities for "non-military
co-operation". may, in fact, be more frequent outside NATO than within, we must
certainly not miss. any chances that may arise inside. We who have been especially
concerned with this vital element in our association are heartened by the frequent
references to these matters by our Secretary-General. I have no doubt that, as time
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goes on, we shall increasingly think of Article 2, not as a separate little treaty. within
the North Atlantic Treaty, to be "implemented" by a particular branch of NATO,
but as an attitude of mind enlightening and enlivening the work of the whole of our

• alliance and of other international bodies as well. '

Here, I come back to what I said a while ago. NATO is not the North Atlantic
community, neither is the North Atlantic community NATO. It seems to me that,
with this distinction made, many things become clearer and many contradictions are
resolved. We fourteen countries who presently make up NATO may be the beginning
of the Atlantic community, we are certainly not the end of it.

So much for my reflections on the nature of our alliance and our community.

To any of you this must have seemed a pretty bleak summer for NATO.
Speculation and public comment have given the impression that NATO was not ful-
Slling and would not fulfil its primary task of building up the force which could
prevent a third world war. Now we all know that, from time to time, we may fall
short of the levels that we set ourselves. There are bound to be ups and downs in the
progress of our partnership toward peace and security. But we cannot contemplate
failure.

For this reason we, the peoples of our fourteen nations, have need to be steadfast
on our course. And, being free peoples, we can only be steadfast if we know and
accept the objectives we are asked to strive for. We must, as well, be able to under-
stand the means. For, unlike those under Communist discipline, we will best endure
and surmount the discomforts and burdens and deprivations of the long pull when
our leaders take us into their confidence. Such gatherings as this can do incalculable
service in bringing to those who have to pay the price of peace as well as war the
reasonable basis for their steadfastness.

Let us remind ourselves, and remind ourselves often, of what manner of com-
munity we have set about to build. Especially, let us recall the things which bind us
together. First of all, there is the past. For two thousand years and more different
members of our community have spun rich threads that are now woven into all our
lives. Some have spun the thread of religion, others of art and others of adventure
over the seas that surround and unite us. Some have carried our commerce to far
corners of the world, while others have married science to industry for the greater
comfort and enrichment of our lives. Some, in the face of established authority, have
proclaimed new freedoms, while others have devised new systems of law and govern-
ment. And all of us have put down with a firm hand the tyrants that have arisen from
time to time within or beyond our borders. So, as the centuries have passed and the
shuttle has flashed back and forth on the loom - and despite the breaks in the threads
and the blots in the colours - the tapestry has unrolled with two themes, simple and
majestic: the dignity of man's mind and the sanctity of his spirit.

Within our community, as in others, some are close familiar neighbours; others
live a little farther away. Between some of us there are special bonds of race and
culture, but this will not ruffle nor disturb our relations with the rest. The fabric of
our community stretches out sturdily to include all.

Most of us belong to families of nations, and some members. of our families live
a long way off. Nevertheless, we like to think of them as being part of our own com-
munity. Surely we are not going to build any sort of fence about our special Atlantic
group or ask of any of our, members that they should cut themselves off in any way
from any part of their own families.

Our North Atlantic association, like the community of all free men, must always
look outwards as well as inwards. If we have knowledge, we are glad to share it with
others all over the world, as we would wish them to share theirs with us. If we have
lifted from the backs of men and women in our own countries some of the load of
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toil and drudgery which our fathers and mothers carried, we would like those in other
lands to lighten their own loads and we would like to help. them do so. If we have
fought for our own freedom, against tyranny and oppression, we cannot turn away

In the future, as in the past, we must be the! high champions of freedom -
freedom of thought and religion, freedom from hunger and fear. We have a way of
life that seems good to us. We wish to live and let live; to choose who shall rule over
us; to lead our private lives with our families without fear of dark faces at our
windows or midnight knockings on our doors; to be able to move as we choose from
place to place and from job to job; to take a pride in our work and to feel that our
own families, and others too are each year able to lead a fuller life. And we are
determined, at this time, to build up our united strength so that we may have confi-
dence that we can protect our free way of life against any challenge. In this way we
of the Atlantic community will go forward, not alone but with our brothers now
beyond our borders, looking to the day when "nation shall not lift up sword against
nation, neither shall they learn war any more 7.

our face when freedom anywhere is threatened.
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CANADA AND THE UNITED NATION&, . _
14th" Session of the Economic and Social Councii:

The Economic and Social Council held its 14th Session at the United Nations
Headquarters, New York, from May 20 to August 1. The Council normally holds two
regular sessions a year, but it had decided that for the year 1952 its work should be
carried out in a single session. This session of over ten weeks was therefore an un-
usûally long one.

.• The Council elected as its officers for 1952: President - Syed Amjad All of
Pakistan, First Vice-president - Jiri Nosek of Czechoslovakia, Second Vice-president
- Raymond Scheyven of Belgium.

The Council dealt with a heavy agenda. A number. of.important economic ques-
tions which are before the Council as a result of earlier decisions of the General
Assembly and of the Council were discussed, including the following: the world eco-
nomic situation, full employment and economic stability, the economic development
of under-developed countries, increasing world productivity, and programme of tech-
nical assistance. On the social side the most important subjects dealt with were the
report on the world social situation, developments of the efforts in the social field of
the United Nations and specialized agencies, freedom of information, prevention of
discrimination and protection of minorities, and matters arising from the reports of
the Commission on Human Rights, the Social. Commission, the Commission on the
Status of Women, and the Commission on Narcotic Drugs. Amongst other work of
the Council was the examination of the work of various Specialized Agencies on the
basis of reports they submitted and the review of their programmes and plans. In all
some 65 items and sub-items were dealt with. •

World Economic Situation

The Council's first major item of business was its annual review of the world
economic situation. The Council considered and discussed the World Economic Re-

port 1950-51 prepared by the Secretary-General, which contains an analytical account
of economic developments in the years 1950-1951. Accompanying the report were
three supplements, Recent Changes in Production, Summary of Recent Economic

Developments in Africa, and Summary of Recent Economic Developments in the
Middle East. Separate but related debates were held on the reports of the Economic
Commission for Europe, the Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East, the
Economic Commission for Latin America, and of the International Monetary Fund.
In these debates attention was drawn to some unusual features in the world economic
situation: balance of payments difficulties continue notwithstanding a high level of
activity> inflationary and deflationary tendencies exist side by side: in certain con-
sumer goods industries demand has declined and some unemployment has appeared
despite a general rise in industrial output. Attention was also directed to the violent
fluctuations in foreign exchange earnings which followed the wide fluctuations in the
prices of primary product exports, and the effect of such fluctuations on plans for
economic development. The need for developing under-developed economies in the
interest of both under-developed countries and world stability was emphasized. Refer-
ence was made to the coming readjustment which would require to be made to a
lower level of defence expenditure. The importance of expanding and liberalizing
world trade was particularly stressed, as well as the need for effective measures to
bring about a stable growth in the volume and value of international trade as an
essential counterpart to the measures for increasing the international flow of capital
to the under-developed countries.

The Canadian representative made a statement which drew attention to the
importance of the control of inflation in all countries to the achievement of stability.
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The statement welcomed and supported the leadership given in the past ' by the
United States in reducing tariffs and trade restrictions and referred to the serious
consequences which might ensue if these policies were now reversed. Attention was
drawn to the need to increase food production. Reference was made to the Canadian
contribution to the development of under-developed countries.

The Council did not adopt any resolution nor make any specific recommenda-
tions on the basis of this discussion. Action to help meet some of the difficulties was,
however, recommended in the course of later debates on such matters as the financing
of economic development, technical assistance programmes, full employment and eco-
nomic stability measures, the development of water resources and and land, and ways
of increasing world food production.

Full Employment and Economic Stability

The Council considered three specific recommendations for international action,
submitted by a group of experts, to deal with the problem of reducing the inter-
national impact of recessions. Proposal One was for international commodity arrange-
ments. Opinions differed on the value and the nature of such arrangements. The
discussions served to illustrate the complexities and difficulties of arriving at arrange-
ments with regard to commodities which would, over a period of years, satisfy the
needs of both developed and under-developed countries. The Canadian representative
referred to the difficulties in the way of a wide range of commodity agreements, and
stated that the arrangements needed to differ from commodity to commodity and must
be worked• out and put into effect by the countries mainly concerned in each case.
In almost every case the central point of disagreement was not reluctance to make
long term agreements but the question of price and quantities. In Canada's view the
most effective approach is to continue the study group and conference technique
based on equal representation of producers and consumers. The resolution which was
adopted contained no specific reference in favour of international commodity agree-
ments. The Council, however, asked the Secretary-General for a study of the relative
price movements of various types of goods on the world market. It also recommended
that governments should bear in mind (a) the possible effects of their domestic eco-
nomic policies not only on their own economies and balance of payments but also on
those of other countries, and (b) the general advantages of greater stability for the
international flow of capital and trade.

The second proposal by th^ experts was that the International Bank plan its
investments with a view to exerting a counter-cyclical influence on the flow of capital.
The Council adopted a resolution which invited the Bank, when assessing a country's
credit, not to be affected unduly by its economic situation during a temporary reces-
sion. but to give full consideration to its long-run economic aspects. The Council
invited governments independently or in co-operation with the Bank to prepare addi-
tional investment programmes in the event of a recession or depression.

The experts' third proposal was for larger international monetary reserves pro-
-vided through the International Monetary Fund to offset short-run fluctuations in
foreign exchange receipts. The Council urged the Fund to apply its rules flexibly
and to use its resources as promptly and as fully as is consistent with its Articles of
Agreement. It further asked the Fund to keep the adequacy of monetary reserves
under continuous review, bearing in mind the desirabality of (a) avoiding as far as
practicable restrictions on trade. and payments imposed because of balance of pay-
ments difficulties; (b) promoting general convertibility of currencies and liberalization
of trade; and (c) creating conditions which favour a steady expansion of world trade
and high levels of production, consumption, employment and real income. The Coun-
cil asked the Fund for an analysis of this question next year.
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Full - Employment

The Council asked the Secretary-General to report to the Council next year on
national and international measures to reconcile the attainment and maintenance of
full employment with avoidance of the harmful effects of inflation.

ti

Financing Economic Development

At the Sixth Session of the General Assembly a resolution was adopted asking
the Economic and Social Council to draw up a detailed plan for establishing as soon
as circumstances permit a special fund for grants-in-aid, and for low-interest, long-
term loans to under-developed countries. The representatives of the more economi-
cally advanced countries had opposed this resolution in the Assembly on the grounds
that an international development fund was impracticable and that it would give rise
to false hopes to proceed with the drafting of a'plan: In implementation of the Gen-
eral Assembly's resolution, the Council decided to set up an expert committee to draft
detailéd plans for the special fund. The committee will consist of no more than nine
experts chosen by the Secretary-General to serve in their personal capacities. The
Committee is to report to the Council by March 1, 1953. The purpose of the fund
would be to aid countries on request in accelerating their economic development and
in financing non-self-liquidating projects basic to development. Although the resolu-
tion was adopted by 15 votes in favour and none against, with the U.S.S.R., Czecho-
slovakia and Poland abstaining, it should be mentioned that a number of countries
made clear that in agreeing to have the experts produce a plan they were not com-
mitted in principle to the setting up of the fund. The United States and other'coun-
tries stated that it was extremely unlikely that capital exporting countries would be
in a position to supply -additional capital to any large extent. France and the United
Kingdom also stated that they would not, for the time being, be able to contribute.
The Canadian representative also reaffirmed the Canadian view that an international
development fund was impractical and would not offer the best means of assisting
economic development.

International Finance Corporation

The Council asked the Bank to explore further the proposal for an International
Finance Corporation. In the report of the Bank the opinion was expressed that such
a corporation would encourage private investment in under-developed countries but
that further studies are needed to .decide whether or not to set up the corporation.
The object of the corporation would be to make equity investments or loans to private
enterprises in under-developed countries. The Council requested the bank to ascertain
the views of its member governments on the desirability of creating the corporation.
It suggested that governments consult with interested national organizations and busi-
ness groups and invite comments and questions from non-members of the Bank. The
Bank was asked to report to the Council next year the result of its further examination
of the proposal and the action it has taken concerning it.

In speaking in the debate on the proposal, the Canadian representative, while
not committing the government at this stage to participate in the corporation, main-
tained that the proposal for a finance corporation offered considerable hope and
should be pursued vigorously.

Technical Assistance

During two years of operation of the Technical Assistance Programme, some
1,300 specialists have given expert advice on development problems to the govern-
ments of over 70 countries and territories and more than 1,600 fellowships and
scholarships have been awarded. The technical assistance activities of the United
Nations and the Specialized Agencies are expected to increase and the Council accord-
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ingly set a target of $25,000,000 for contributions by governments to finance opera-
tions under the Expanded Technical Assistance Programme in 1953.t

, Improvements in the administration and co-ordination of activities under the
Expanded Programme have also been made with the appointment of a full-time exec-
utive chairman of the Technical Assistance Board.

Increasing World Produdivity

The General Assembly, at its Sixth Session, adopted a resolution requesting the
Economic and Social Council to study the various ways in which the productivity of
peoples everywhere can be-increased by the application of existing scientific and
technological knowledge, and to recommend methods by which the result of these
studies can be made available to under-developed countries. As a result of the dis-
cussion on this item, a resolution was adopted by the Council which recommended
that governments of under-developed countries consider measures to raise productiv-
ity as an integral part of their efforts to promote general economic development. The
recommendation was also made that consideration should be given by these countries
to establishing national productivity centers to stimulate research and dissemination
of information on improved practices and techniques. The resolution further recom-
mended taking full advantage of existing United Nations technical assistance facilities.
The Secretary-General and the Specialized Agencies will continue their studies on
raising productivity. Secretariat studies will be undertaken particularly in the fields
of agriculture, manufacture; mining, transport, construction industry and distributive
trades, as well as a study of labour's role in programmes to increase productivity.

Integrated Economic Development

The Council adopted a resolution which recognized that co-ordinated and inte-
grated policies of economic development must make provision for industrial diversi-
fication, in harmony with the development of agricultural production. The resolution
stated that this should be done with a view to ensuring the economic independence
of the countries concerned, taking full advantage of the benefits of international trade
and promoting the social welfare of their inhabitants. The resolution requested the
Secretary-General to prepare a working paper on ways of meeting the economic,
social, fiscal, technical and organizational problems involved in the rapid industriali-
zation of under-developed countries. The Secretariat will also give special attention
to these problems in continuing its general and specific studies on the economic devel-
opment of under-developed countries. The resolution also drew the attention of gov-
érnments to the technical assistance services available for preparing and executing
integrated development programmes.

Water Resources and Arid Lands

The Council had for consideration two reports which the Secretary-General had
been requested to prepare, being a report on international co-operation on water
control and utilization and a report on the activities of the United Nations and the
Specialized Agencies with respect to the development of and lands. After discussion
the Council adopted a resolution requesting the Secretary-General to assume responsi-
bility for promoting and co-ordinating international activities for more effective use
of water resources.

Food . Production

i' In a number of the Council's debates reference was made to the fact that the
production of food in the world is not increasing in proportion to the increase in
world population. The Director-General of the Food and Agriculture Organization
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in introducing the report of the Organization suggested that the Council might well
feel that this fact was the most outstanding economic and social problem of the years
immediately ahead. The inequalities in food supplies which were great before the
War have become greater. Production per capita is actually lower than before the War
when more than one-half the world's population was suffering from malnutrition. The
Council endorsed the opinion of the Food and Agriculture Organization that food
production must be at least one or two per cent ahead of the rate of population
increase in order to achieve some improvement in nutritional standards: It called on
all member states to help to achieve the required increase in food production by
programmes adapted to conditions in their respective countries and asked the Food
and Agriculture Organization to pay special attention to requests received, from
under-developed countries for technical assistance in preparing and executing such
programmes.

Famine Relief
At the request of the General Assembly (contained in a resolution adopted at its

sixth session), the Secretary-General prepared a report for the Economic and Social
Council recommending procedures for international action in the event of famine
emergencies arising from floods, earthquakes and other natural causes. A plan is pro-
posed whereby the Food and Agriculture Organization will continue and develop its
present arrangements for investigation and report on famine emergencies and notify
the Secretary-General promptly as to the scope and duration of any emergency devel-
oping in any country. The Secretary-General is to co-ordinate famine relief activities
of inter-governmental organizations, governments and voluntary agencies. Govern-
ments of countries which may be affected by famine are asked to set up in advance
arrangements for co-ordinating national effort and for speedy receipt and distribution
of aid. The resolution adopted by the Council also made reference to the study being
undertaken by the Food and Agriculture Organization on ways and means of setting
up a world food reserve to meet emergencies.

Newsprint and Printing Paper

The Secretary-General reported on the world paper situation and was asked to
report once again in 1954.

World Social Situation

The discussion of social questions included a debate on a report on the world
^ocial situation prepared by the Secretariat and Specialized Agencies concerned. This
report was considered in relation to the preparation of a programme of practical action
for the United Nations and the Specialized Agencies in the social field, which the
General Assembly had requested the Council to prepare. The report is a compre-
hensive survey, which is the first attempt of its kind to cover the whole field of social
problems throughout the world. It reviews conditions in relation to. food, health,
housing, education and other needs throughout the world and emphasizes the appal-
ling fact that the basic elements of a decent standard of living.are still beyond the
reach of more than one-half of the population of the world. The report refers also to the
awakening of the world conscience in these matters and the increasing realization by
the more advanced countries that their own stability and further. progress depends
on world progress. It refers to the possibilities of improvement and the striking
progress which has been made, especially in the field of preventive medicine. The
Council has had for some years an annual report on the world economic situation.
In the discussion of the report on the world social situation the interdependence of
the world social and economic problems was stressed. The debate; in which all coun-
tries participated, brought out nevertheless the. importance of approaching these
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problems from the social aspect. The Council decided to request further periodical
reports of this kind and asked the Social Commission to make recommendations for
the programme of action requested by the Assembly. Suggestions and recommenda-
tions of the Specialized Agencies and of governments were also invited. The discus-
sion brought out the strong desire of a number of countries to emphasize in a particu-
lar way the responsibility of thè United Nations to deal with the social problems of
'disease, povert,v and ignorance. The magnitude of the problems faced was forcibly
brought out in the report, as was the need for greatly increased humanitarian efforts
on the international scale for the relief of world misery and the possibility of useful
action in these fields.

Report of the Social Commission

The Council approved the work programme drawn up by the Social Commission
and commented upon recommendations contained therein. It adopted resolutions in
relation to programmes of housing and community improvement, advisory welfare
services, the in-service training of social service personnel for the development of
child welfare programmes, and to the simplification of formalities for immigration.
The Secretary-General was also asked to appoint a group of experts to report on the
most satisfactory methods of defining and measuring standards of living and changes
in these standards in various countries.

United Nations International Children's Emergency Fund

A number of members of the Council spoke in very complimentary terms of the
work being carried out by the United Nations International Children's Emergency
Fund. The programmes have helped or will benefit 62,000,000 children and mothers.
in 72 countries and territories: The Council drew the attention of governments to the
need to meet the Fund's $20,000,000 target programme for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1953.

Population Conference

The Council approved thè holding in 1954 of a World Population Conference
of experts for a scientific discussion of world-wide population problems.

Human Rights

The Commission on Human Rights having reported that it had been unable to
complete the work of drafting two covenants, on civil and political rights and eco-
nomic, social and cultural rights, the Council extended the time for completion of
the draft to 1953 when both instruments are to be submitted to the Council.The
Council also considered recommendations which the Commission on Human Rights
had made in compliance with a request of the General Assembly concerning inter-
national respect for the self-determination of peoples. Two resolutions which the
Commission on Human Rights submitted on this subject were transmitted to the
General Assembly without comment, the majority of the Council having decided that
the Assembly, and not the Council was the proper forum for discussion of this subject.

Freédom of Information

Thé Council was called upon to consider the lines along which it might continue
the performance of its tasks in the field of freedom of information, having regard to
the discontinuance of the Sub-Commission on Freedom of Information. It decided to
appoint for an experimental period of one year a rapporteur on matters relating to
freedom of information and appointed for this purpose Mr. Salvador Lopez of the
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Philippines. The rapporteur will prepare a report and make recommendations, in the
light of which the Council will review problems of freedom of information in 1953.
The Council also noted the report of the Sub-Commission on Information, which had
its last session earlier this year, and took action upon the recommendations which it
made. In addition a proposal to invite the General Assembly to open for signature
at its next session a convention on the international right of correction was considered
but rejected.

The Council also considered the report of its Commission on Narcotic Drugs and
took favourable action on all the recommendations of the Commission. The action
taken included in particular a decision to convene an international conference to draft
and adopt a protocol on the limitation of opium production to medical and scientific
needs. I

Control of Narcotic Drugs

Commission on Status of Women

On recommendation of the Commission on Status of Women the Council adopted
a resolution recommending to the General Assembly that an international convention
on political rights of, women be opened for signature. A number of other resolutions
in furtherance of women's rights were also adopted on the Commission's recommen-
dation.

-On the recommendation of its Co-ordination Committee, the Council approved
a list of six major priority programmes and asked its functional and regional commis-
sions to appraise their particular programmes in the light of this priority list. It also
invited the Specialized Agencies to keep these priorities in mind when reviewing and
formulating their own programmes.

Co-ordination
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The foregoing notes mention the greater part although not all of the matters
with which the Council. dealt. It might be said that the session _ was particularly
devoted to the useful and necessary work of considering the major problems within
its responsibility, reviewing the work accomplished by the Specialized Agencies and
its functional commissions, and requesting further studies on those questions which
were still not ripe for final decision. The work of the session was undoubtedly useful
but progress with respect to any of the major problems was not spectacular.

It should perhaps be mentioned that in summing up the work of the Council,
the President, Mr. Amjad All of Pakistan, did express as a personal view that it would
be disappointing, having regard to the world's present problems of economic devel-
opment and international trade, and of monetary instability and inflation, and of
insecurity of human rights, if postponement of definite action and arrangements for
preparatory activities only should be regarded as the most that can now be done
by the Economic and Social Council. He stated that he did not mean that these prep-
arations and the postponement of action could have been avoided, and that he did
not minimize the obstacles to more effective and speedy international action caused
by the deep political division of our time. He expressed nevertheless the opinion that
the authority and the prestige of the Council may become impaired if in several
important fields it does not succeed in good time in translating the findings and con-
sequences of its many studies into action designed to implement the Charter 's eco-
nomic and social objectives.

An assessment of the Council's present position and of its capabilities for success-
ful action in the future must certainly take account of the President's mild but serious
warning. Perhaps, as Mr. Amjad All has pointed out, postponement of a real solution



to many problems is inevitable; and perhaps, in.the short life of the Council and of
the United Nations we should not be too discouraged and see that the picture is not
without its bright side in what has in fact been accomplished; but it would indeed
be wrong to be complacent or to fail to agree that the need for a continuous effort
and a positive approach exists, and that much more remains to be done if the Eco-
nomic and Social Council is to play its full part in the achievement of the purposes
and principles of the United Nations.

n

SEVENTH SESSION OF THE UNITED NATIONS GENERAL ASSEMBLY

A general view of the opening meeting of the Seventh Session of the General Assembly held in the
General Assembly Hall of the newly constructed United Nations headquarters building.
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"CANADA AND THE UNITED NATIONS 1951-52"
Canada and the United Nations 1951-52 is the sixth in a series of reports which

are already well known in Canada and abroad as authoritative reference works not
only on Canadian participation in the United Nations, but on all aspects of the activi-
ties of the United Nations and its Specialized Agencies.

Earlier editions' have dealt with the events of a single calendar year. Canada and
the United Nations 1951-52 covers the 18-month period from January 1, 1951 to June
30, 1952. Although its scope is therefore greater, the book has been kept to approxi-
mately the same size as Canada and the United Nations 1950. This has been done
without sacrificing any essentials by some condensation in the body of the book and
by reducing the number of statements and resolutions in the appendices. The appen-
dices still contain much valuable reference material, including a description of the pro-
cedures followed by the Canadian Government in dealing with United Nations matters.

The work of the United Nations is often presented in a distorted way. Too much
emphasis is placed on political and security problems and particularly on those prob-
lems whose solution is prevented by the division between the Soviet world and the
free world; as a result the United Nations is blamed, or written off as a failure. "Yet
the division would exist," the Secretary of State for External Affairs writes in his Fore-
word to Canada and the United Nations 1951-52, "and almost certainly in a more
dangerous form, if there were no world organization. Because the United Nations is a
mirror of the world, we should not say that it has failed because it reflects an unhappy
picture." Mr. Pearson also emphasizes that it is incorrect to think of international
affairs "solely in terms of the cold war, or of fear and insecurity solely in terms of
Soviet imperialism. Even if Communism had never been invented, and even if the
Soviet Union were located on a different planet, a number of serious differences
within the free world would remain."

Canada and the United Nations seeks to present the United Nations in more
balanced perspective. The importance of such headline subjects as Korea and dis-
armament - where Soviet-Western differences are most obvious - is not minimized,
but full attention is also paid to less spectacular matters in which the United Nations
has often achieved notable successes.

The book also deals very fully with the many United Nations activities which
have nothing to do with political and security problems - particularly with its activi-
tics in the economic and social field. Of these, technical assistance to under-developed
countries and aid for the economic. development of under-developed countries have
assumed special importance during the period reviewed by Canada and the United
Nations 1951-52, and they are the subjects of two detailed articles in the book's eco-
nomic and social section. In his Foreword, Mr. Pearson notes that "a difference of
opinion over degree and pace" in economic development has led to a rift in the
United Nations between the developed and under-developed countries. He expresses
the opinion, however, that, while the importance of this rift should not be minimized,
it is not a disagreement on basic principles: "The rift, happily, is not a fundamental
ane; there is no reason why it should be a permanent one."

Other sections of the book deal with the work of each of the Specialized Agencies
of the United Nations, with the difficult problems facing the United Nations in con-
nection with dependent territories, with international legal problems and the Inter-
national Court of Justice, and with United Nations financial and administrative ques-
tions. The appendices also contain the 1952 budget of the United Nations, scales of
contributions of member states, and the budget totals of the United Nations and the
Specialized Agencies in recent years, with Canadian contributions.

The French-language version of this report - Le Canada et les Nations Unies -
will be published in November.

•7i* United Nations, 1946. Canada at the United Nations, 1847, Canada and the United Nations. 1948, Canada
and As United Nations, 1849, Canada and the United Nations, 1960. Editiona for 1947, 1948, 1949 and 1950 are
still availaole from the Queen's Printer, Ottawa, at 50 cents per copy.
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APPOINTMENTS AND TRANSFERS IN THE
CANADIAN DIPLOMATIC SERVICE

effective September 2, 1952.

Mr. D. M. Cornett was posted from home leave (Copenhagen) to Ottawa, effective Septem-
ber 2, 1952. . . ; 1

1, -

Mr. J. `M. Harrington was posted from Ottawa to the Canàdian Embassy, 'Belgrade,

' Secretary of State for External Affairs, effective September 2, 1952.
Mr. R. M. Macdonnell was posted from home leave (Paris) to Ottawa as Assistant Under-

'August 25, 1952.
Mr. G. P. Kidd was posted from National Defence College (Kingston) to Ottawa, effective

Mr. C. E. McCaughey was posted from home leave (Tokyo) to Ottawa, effective September
8, 1952.

Mr. A: J. Pick was posted from Ottawa, to the Canadian Embassy, Rome, effective Septem-
, her 8, 1952.

Mr. J. B. C. Watkins posted from Ottawa, to the Canadian Legation, Oslo, effective
September 8, 1952.

Mr. A. A. Day was posted from Ottawa, to the Canadian Embassy, Paris, effective Septem-
ber 9, 1952. 1

Mr. T. A. Stone, Ambassador, proceeded from Stockholm to the Hague, as Canadian Ambas-
sador to the Netherlands, effective September 10, 1952.

Mr.- G. S. Patterson was posted from Ottawa, to the Canadian Consulate General, Boston,
effective September 10, 1952.

Mr. E. A. Cote was posted from home leave (London) to Ottawa, effective September 15,
1952.

cas, effective September 5, 1952.

Mr. M. A. Crowe was posted from Ottawa, to National Defence College (Kingston) effective
September 2, 1952.

Mr. C. F. W. Hooper was posted from Ottawa to the Canadian Consulate General, Cara-

APPOINTMENTS AND TRANSFERS OF REPRESENTATIVES
OTHER COUNTRIES IN CANADA

New Appoinfinenri

His Excellency Ove Flemming de Sehest-
ed, Minister, Legation of Denmark, Septem-
ber18:

Mr. K. L. O. Gillion, Assistant"Secretary,
Office of the High Commissioner for New
Zealand, August 28.

Mr. Carlos Abraham Walker, Attaché, Em-
bassy of Argentina, September 3.

Mr. Masatada Tachibana, Attaché, Em-
bassy of Japan, September 5.

Mr. Spasan Jovanovic, First Secretary
Eassy of the Federal People's Repubfic Tiof

Yugoslavia, September 5.

Brigadier C. P. S. C. Bright, C.B.E., Amy
Adviser, Office of the High Commissioner
for the United Kingdom, September 16.

Mr. Kazuyoshi Inagaki, Counsellor, Em-
bassy of Japan, September 18.

Departures

His Excellency Numan Tahir Seymen, Am-
bassador, Embassy of Turkey, September 25.
Mr. Ziibeyir Aker, First Secretary is Chargé
d'Affaires ad interim. -

Colonel Thomas R. Clarkin, Assistant Army
Attaché, Embassy of the United States of
America, August 15.

Brigadier G. E. Thubron, D.S.C., C.B.E.,
Army Adviser, Office of the High Commis-
sioner for the United Kingdom, September 5.

Mr. Leonid Abramov, Second Secretary,
Embassy of the Union of Soviet Socialist Re-
publics, September 12.

His Excellency A. H. J. Lovink, Ambas-
sador, Embassy of the Netherlands, returned
to Ottawa from a trip to northern Ontario,
and left for a visit to the Netherlands, August
30. His Excellency resumed the direction of
the Embassy, September 20, 1952. Mr. M. J.
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van Schreven, Counsellor, was Chargé d'Af-
faires ad interim.

His Excellency Dr. Rajko Djermanovic,
Ambassador, Embassy of Yugoslavia, left for
a visit to Yugoslavia, September 2. Mr. DIuro
Vukolic, Second Secretary is Chargé d Af-
faires ad interim.

His Excellency Dr. Kias B66k; Minister,
Legation of Sweden, attended the annual
conference of the International Bank for Re-
construction and Development as a Swedish
delegate, September 1. Mr: Sigge de Lillié-
hii5k, Second Secretary, was Chargé d'Af-
faires. His Excellency left Ottawa for an

Recognition was pranted fo:

Mr. Enrique Mulford, Consul General,
Consulate General of Panama, Halifax, Sep-
tember 6, 1952.

Mr. Hernan Buzeta, Honorary Consul,
Consulate General of Chile, Montreal, Sep-
tember 11.

Dr. Adolph Reifferscheidt, Consul, Con-
sulate of the Federal Republic of Germany,
Montreal, September 11.

Mr. Harry Emerson, Honorary Consul,
Consulate of the Dominican Republic, St.
John's, Newfoundland, September 12.

Miss Dorothy T. Brown, Vice-Consul, Con-
sulate General of the United States of Ameri-
ca, Toronto, September 16

extended tour - of Western Canada on or
about September 15. Mr. Si gge de Lilliehb6k
is chargé des affaires of the legation.

His Excellency Dr. Werner Dankwort, Am-
bassador Embassy of Germany returned
from haidays and resumed the direction of
the Embassy, September 2.

His Excellency Vicomte du Parc, Ambas-
sador, Embassy of Belgium resumed the
direction of the Embassy on his return from
a visit to Belgium, September 9. -

The Embassy of Cuba moved its Chancery
to 400 Holland Avenue, September 4. Tele-
phone 2-1729.

CONSULAR

Doparlu►es

Mr. Charles B. Borell, Consulate General
of the United States of America, Montreal,
August 29.

Mr. Kin on W. Swayne, Vice-Consul
Consulate ^neral of the United States ol
America, Toronto, September 4.

Mr. Fred M. Wren, Consul, Consulate
General of the United States of America,
Montreal, September 5. ^

Mr. Cabot Coville, Consul General, Con-
sulate General of the United States of Amer-
ica, Halifax, will be absent from September
17 for a period of approximately six weeks.
Mr. Casimir T. 7awadski, Consul, will be
officer in charge.

CANADIAN REPRESENTATION AT INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCES

(This is a list of international conferences at which Canada was represented during the
month of September 1952, and of those at which it may be represented in the future;

earlier conferences may be found in the previous issues of "External Affairs".)

(The Department of External Affairs, through its International Conference Section, is
resrxmsible for ro-ordinating all invitations to international conferences. It should be noted,
however, that the decision as to the participation of the Canadian Government at such con-
ferences is made by the Secretary of State for External Affairs or, where a ppropriate, the
Cabinet upon the recommendation of the department of government functionally concerned.

Standing International Bodies on which Canada Is Represented

(Publishe,i aanually. Only new international bodies on which Canada is represented will be
listed in the intervening months. See "External A$airs° January 1952, for the last complete list.)

Conferences Attended in September

1. 6th British Commonwealth Forestry Con-
ference. Ottawa, August 11-September
13. Canadian Delegates: Department of
Resources and Development: Dr. D. A.
Macdonald, Col. J.. H. Jenkins, J. M.
Marshall, H. Schwartz; Department of
Agriculture: Dr. M. L. Prebble; Depart-
ment of Trade and Commerce: G. H.

Rochester; Department of Labour: Dr.
G. V. Haythorne; K. J. Carter, Deputy
Minister of Natural Resources, New-
foundland; J. F. Gaudet, Chief Forester,
Department of Industry and Natural Re-
sources, Prince Edward Island; G. W. I.
Creighton, Deputy Minister of Lands
and Forests, Nova Scotia; J. H. Ramsay,
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Acting Deputy Minister of Lands and
Mines, New Brunswick; Dr. A. Bedard,
Deputy Minister of Lands and Forests
Quebec; Dr. E. J. Zavitz, Department R
Lands and Forests, Ontario; J. G. Som-
ers, Department of Mines and Natural
Resources, Manitoba; E. J. Marshall, De-
partment of Natural Resources and Indus-
trial Development, Saskatchewan; E. S.
Huestis, Department of Lands and For-
ests, Alberta; F. S. McKinnon, Depart-
ment of Lands and Forests, British Co-
lumbia; also numerous, Delegates and
Observers.

Inter-Governmental Con f erence for the
Adoption of the Universal Copyright
Convention of UNESCO. Geneva, Aug-
ust 18-September 6. Head of Delega-
tion: Dr. V. Doré, Canadian Minister to
Switzerland- Delegate: C. Stein, Under-
Secretary of State of Canada; Alternate:
G. G. Beckett, Department of the Secre-
tary of State of Canada; Technical Ad-
viser: H. G. Fox, St. Catharines, Ontario.

3. 60th Session of the Permanent Central
Opium Board. Geneva, September 1-6.
C. H. L. Sharman, Department of Na-
tional Health and Welfare.

4. International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development, and International
Monetary Fund: 7th Annual Meeting of
Boards of Governors. Mexico City, Sep-
tember 3-12. D. C. Abbott, Minister of
Finance; J. Coyne, Bank of Canada; J. J.
Deutsch Department of Finance; L.
RasminsBank of Canada; G. N. Per-
ry, Cana d►an Embassy, Washington.

5. 3rd Session of the General Assembly of
the International Union for the Protec-
tion of Nature. Caracas, Venezuela, Sep-
tember 3-9. Observer: E. Turcott, Can-
adian Consul General, Caracas

6. 8th General Assembly of the Internation-
al Astronomical Union. Rome, September
3-14. R. M. Petrie, Department of Mines
and Technical Surveys.

7. Ad Hoc Committee on Agenda and In-
tersessional Business of GATT. Geneva,
September 4. L. Couillard, Office of the
Canadian High Commissioner, London.

8. Conference of Commonwealth Parlia-
menta Association. Ottawa, September
8-14. Toint Chairmen of the Federal
Government Delegation: E. Beauregard,
Speaker of the Senate; W. R. MacDon-
ald, Speaker of the House of Commons;
Leaders of the Provincial Delegations:
Ontario: Rev. M. C. Davies; Nova Sco-
tia: H. D. Hicks; Quebec: D. Johnson;
Prince Edward Island: T. W. Phillips;

' Saskatchewan: P. E. Howe; Alberta:
^ Rev. P. Dawson; Manitoba: N. V. Ba-

chynsky; New Brunswick: R. J. Hill;

Newfoundland: Maj. P. J. Cashin; and
numerous other members of the Federal
and Provincial Legislatures.

9. 13th International Horticultural Con-
gress. London September 8-15. Dele-
gates: Dr. H. Hill, W. Ferguson, and
W. Ross, Department of Agriculture; Dr.
J. C.. Wilcox, Summerland, B.C., Col.
J. G. Robertson and D. A. B. Marshall,

--Office of the Canadian High Commis-
sioner, London.

10. 3rd Session of Ad Hoc Committee on
Restrictive Business Practices (ECOSOC)
Geneva, September 8-26 Delegate: T. D.
MacDonald, Department of Justice; Al-
ternate: G. V. N. Sainsbury, Department
of Finance.

11. 19th Session of the International Geo-
logical Congress. Algiers, September 8-
15. Representative: Dr. J. M. Harrison,
Department of Mines and Technical Sur-
veys.

12. International Association of Game, Fish
and Conservation Commissioners and
American Fisheries Society. Dallas, Tex-
as, September 8-12. Dr. V. E. F. Solman,
Department of Resources and Develop-
ment.

13. 3rd Session of the ILO Chemical Com-
mittee. Geneva, September 9-20. Gov-
ernment Delegates: S. Picard, Unemploy-
ment Inusrance Commission, Quebec;
P. H. Casselman, Department of Labour;
Employer Delegates: T. W. Smith, Can-
adian Industries Limited, Montreal; G.
Benson, Shawinigan Chemicals Limited,
Montreal; Worker Delegate: A. M. Simp-
son, International Chemical Workers
Union, Agincourt. -

14. Conference on the Reoision of the Rome
Convention or 1933 (ICAO). Rome, Sep-
tember 9. C. S. Booth, Permanent Dele-
gate of Canada to ICAO.

15. 17th Meeting of Executive Committee of
the Pan-American Sanitary Organization
(WHO). Havana, Sept. 10-12. Observer:
K. C. Brown, Canadian Embassy, Ha-
vana.

16. Biennales Internationales de Poesie.
Knokke Le Zoute, Belgium, September
11-15. Delegate: Miss S. Routier, Can-
adian Embassy, Brussels.

17. 6th Meeting of the Directing Council of
the Pan-American Sanitary Organization
(WHO). Havana, September 15-24. Ob-
server: K. C. Brown, Canadian Embassy,
Havana.

18. 3rd International Congress of Phytophar-
macy. Paris, September 15-21. Delegate:
W. A. Ross, Department of Agriculture.
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19. 2nd Session of the Statistical Division of
ICAO. . Montreal, September 16. Head
of Delegation:, G., A. Scott, Transport
Commission; Alternate: M. B. Burwash,
Transport Commission; Advisers: S. Mo-
Lean, Transport Commission; J. H. Low-
ther, Bureau of Statistics.

20. 21st International Congress of Housing
' and Urbanism. Lisbon, September 21-27.

Observer:; H. M. Maddick, Chargé d'Af-
fairs, Lisbon. `

21. Preparatory Meeting of Commonwealth
Economic Conference. London, Septem-
ber 22. Chairman: N. A. Robertson, High
Commissioner for Canada in the United
Kingdom, London; Delegates: F. W.

'_Bull, Deputy Minister of Trade and Com-_
merce; J. F. Parkinson, Office of the Can-
adian High Commissioner, London; J. J.
Deutsch Department of Finance; L.

- Rasminsky, Bank of Canada; D. V. Le-
Pan, Canadian Embassy, Washington; L-

Couillard, Office of the Canadian. High
Commissioner, London.

22. Con férence on Foot and Mouth Disease.
Copenhagen, September 22-28. Dr. K. F.
Wells, Department of Agriculture.

23. 18th Meeting of the Executive Committee
of the Pan-American Sanitary Organiza-
tion. (WHO). Havana, Cuba, September

" 25. Observer: , K. C. Brown, Canadian
Embassy, Havana: '. . ^ . .

24. 2nd Sessirn► of the Committee on Im-
provement of National Statistics of the
Inter-American Statistical I nstitute. Otta-
wa, September 29-October 11. H. Mar-
shall, Bureau of Statistics.

25. 50th Jubilee Meeting of the International
Council for the Exploration of the Sea.
Copenhagen, September 29-October 7.
Observer: Dr. A. W. H. Needler, Depart-
partment of Fisheries. .

Conferences to be Held in October and November

(The inclusion of the name of a conference or of any international meeting in the following
list is merely for information. It does not necessarily follow that the Government of Canada
has received an invitation to participate or, if so, that the invitation will be accepted; the

dates are tentative.) ,

1. 2nd Plenipotentiary Conference of the
International Telecommunications Union
(ITU). Buenos Aires, October 1.

2. Ad Hoc Committee on Agenda and Inter-
sessional Business of GATT. Geneva, Oc-
tober1.' -

3. 7th Session of the Contrâcting Parties of
GATT. Geneva, October 2.

4. Regular Semi-Annual Session of the In-
ternational Joint Commission. Ottawa,
October 7-17.

5. 7th International Conference and Gen-
eral Assembly of Travel Organizations.
Naples, October 7-11.

6. Biennial Session of the International
Committee on Weights and Measures.

' Paris, October 7-17.

7. World Congress of Paint and Varnish
Manufacturers. Mexico, October 8-11.

8. 8th Pan-American Congress of Architects.
Mexico City, October 9-16.

9. 2nd Pan-American Convention on Ap-
praisement. Santiago, October 12-19.

10. 6th Consultative Meeting on Cartography
of the Pan-American Institute of Geogra-
phy and Ilistory. Cuidad Trujillo, Do-
minican Republic, October 12-24.

11. International Seminar on Statistical Or-
ganization. Ottawa, October 13-31.

12. Conference of Heads of Diphtheria and
Pertussis Vaccine Laboratories (WHO).
Dubrovnik, Yugoslavia, October 13-18.

13. 4th Session of the Provisional Intergov-
ernmental Committee for the Movement
of Migrants from Europe (PICMME).
Geneva, October 13.

14. 10th Session of ECE Timber Committee.
Geneva, October 13-20.

15. 3rd Session of Ad Hoc Committee on
Forced Labour (ILO). Geneva, October
14-November 20.

16. 7th Regular Session of the United Nations
General Assembly. New York, October
14.

17. Pan-American Highway Congress. Mex-
ico City, October 19-25.

18. 4th Session of the Petroleum Committee
of ILO. Scheveningen, Netherlands, Oc-
tober 14-25.

19. Annual Regular Session of Executive
Committee of the International Institute
of Refrigeration. Paris, October 16.

20. Meeting of Pacific Marine Fisheries Com-
mission. Seattle, Washington, October
22-24.

21. Meeting of Interim Committee Set uP
for the Creation of World Tobacco Or-
ganization. Istanbul, Turkey, October 15-
26. .
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I

' 22. 4th Inter-American Congress on Radiolo- Opium Board. Geneva, November 11-18.
gy. Mexico City, November 2-8.

27; 7th Session of the General Conference
23. 3rd Inter-American Statistical Confer- UNESCO. Paris, November 12-Decem-

ence. Santiago, November 2-14. ber 10.

24. 8th Session of Joint Meeting of Perma- 28. 120th Session of the Governing Body of
nent Central Opium Board and Drug ILO. November 19-29.
Advisory Board. Geneva, November 4-10.

29. Meeting of Commonwealth Prime Minis-
25. 61st Session of the Permanent Central ters. London, November.

CURRENT DEPARTMENTAL' PRESS RELEASES

Number Date Subject

57 2/9 Announcement of the appointments of R. A. Mackay
and R. M. Macdonnell as Assistant Under-Secretaries
for External Affairs.

58 16/9 Presentation of Letter of Credence by Mr. Ore Flem-

59

61

62

ming de Sehested, Minister for Denmark.

19/9 Canadian Delegation to the Geneva Conference of
GATT.

19/9 Canadian Delegation to the Seventh Session of the
General Assembly of the United Nations at New York.

23/9 Wheat for India under the Colombo Plan.

26/9 Appointment of Mr. Emile Vaillancourt as Special
Ambassador to the Republic of Panama for the inaugu-
ration of its new President. -

STATEMENTS AND SPEECHES
l'

(Obtainable from the Information Division, Department of External Affairs, Ottawa, Canada.)

The following serial numbers are available in Canada and abroad:

N`ô. 52/30-Now is NATO Doing, an address
by the Secretary of State for External
Affairs, Mr. L. B. Pearson, delivered at
the Directors' luncheon on International
and Health Day, Canadian National Ex-
hibition, Toronto, September 2, 1952.

No. 52/31-The Sixth British Commonwealth
Forestry Conference, speeches delivered
by the Minister of Resources and Devel-
opment, Mr. R. H. Winters, and the
Deputy Minister of Resources and De-

velopment, Major-General H. A. Young,
at the Sixth British Commonwealth For-
estry Conference, Ottawa, August 11,
1952.

No. 52/32-Canada in the Community of Na-
tions, an address by the Prime Minister,
Mr. L. S. St. Laurent, delivered at the
Diamond Jubilee of the Association of
Canadian Clubs, at Hamilton, Ontario,
September 12, 1952.
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CURRENT UNITED NATIONS DOCUMENTSt

A SELECTED LIST

(a) Printed Documents:

*Annual Report of the Secretary-General on
the work of the Organization,l July, 1951
- 30 June 1952; New York, 1952; docu-
ment A/2141; 182 pp.; $2.00; General
Assembly Official Records: Seventh Ses-
sion, Supplement No. 1.

Budget Estimates for the Financial Year
1953 and Information Annex; New York,
1952; document A/2125; 176 pp.- $2.00;
General Assembly Official Records: Sev-
enth Session, Supplement No. 5.

*Advisory Committee on Administrative and
Budgetary Questions-First Report to the
Seventh Session of the General Assembly;
New York, 1952; document A/2157- 55
pp.; 60 Cents; General Assembly Mcial

Records: Seventh Session, Supplement
No. 7.

*An International Bibliography on Atomic
Energ^t - Volume 2: Scientific Aspects
(Supplement No. 1); document AEC/

" INF/10/Rev.1/Add.1; $3.50; U.N. Pub-
lications, Sales No.: 1951.IX.1.

*Yearbook of International Trade Statistics
1951; April 1952; document ST/STAT/
SER.G/2; 272 pp.; $2.50; U.N. Publica-
tions, Sales No.: 1952.XVII.7.

World Health Organization - Executive
Board, Tenth Session (29 May - 3 June
1952)-Resolutions and Annexes; Geneva,
August 1952; 32 pp.; 25 cents; Official
Records of WHO, No. 43.

(b) Mimeographed Documents:

Report of the International Law Commission
covering the work of its Fourth Session,
4 June - 8 August 1952; 9 August 1952;
document A/CN.4/58; 35 pp.

t Printed documents may be procured from the Canadian Sales Agent for United Nations publications, the
Ryerson Press, 299 Queen St. West, Toronto ( English) and Les Presses Universitaires Laval, Quebec
(French) ; mimeographed documents can only be procured by annual subscription from the United Nations
Secretariat, New York. Publications and documents may be consulted at certain designated libraries
listed in "External Attairs", January 1952, p. 45.

• French version not available until noted in a future Issue of "External Affairs".

Ottawa, Edmond Cloutier, C.M.G., O.A., D.S.P. Printer to the Oueon's
Most Excellent Majosty, Controllar of Stationery, 1952.
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THE MIDDLE EAST
+ ^ i A

°^% by R. M. SAUNDERS*

S avnErrts shouting and demonstrating against foreigners in the streets of cities-
Cairo, Beirut, Tunis; patient peasant farmers toiling along the slopes of age-worn
mountains; rich black oil flowing across miles of sun-baked deserts in tensely guarded
pipe-lines; guns bristling at strategic spots and airplanes patrolling. This is the Middle
East," cross-roads of the world; pulse of power politics; barometer of peace; whatever
you wish to call it, one of the most crucial areas on the earth's surface.

To go to the map and point to the Middle East is at first thought an easy task.
There it is reaching down from the Black Sea in the north to the Indian Ocean in the
south, stretching from the Nile Valley and the eastern end of the Mediterranean to
Afghanistan and the border of Pakistan. True enough, but the name 'Middle East'
did not always cover this area. Once it was limited to the eastern part of it, while
Asia Minor and the Arabian peninsula were called the Near East. During the Second
World War the name Middle East moved westward and came to include the whole
area described. But that did not end the transition. Both names are still in use. Also,
there are writers, usually Middle Easterners, who suggest that the name should
designate the whole Arab-speaking world. They want it used for all of North Africa
from Egypt to Morocco; while still others want to extend it to the whole Islamic area,
which would bring in Pakistan and much more of Africa. Such uncertainty about
usage is in itself symptomatic of the ferment in the Middle East. It is a sign of a new
age, an era of mounting self-consciousness, of seething nationalism. It is quite possible
that the term will come to designate a rather broader area than it now does, but for
our purposes we must stick to our first definition.

importance

Cross-roads of the World

Once long lines of camels struggled laboriously across the sands of Middle East-
ern deserts with the goods of the Indies swaying on their backs. Today, automobiles
speed from Baghdad to Damascus and Aleppo. Countless vessels dot the cxowded
shipping lanes of the Mediterranean and the Red Sea, all bound for Suez, the man-
made gap between Asia and Africa. Yet for untold ages before the Suez Canal sailing
boats landed their cargoes in Arabia and Egypt to be transported overland and re-
shipped. Today aeroplanes course the skies above the sea and the deserts - British,
American, Dutch, French - bound to and from the East. In other words this region
is now and always has been one of the great cross-roads of the world. ___

Historic Battleground

For this very reason the Middle East has ever been the scene of imperial conflict.
Here it was that Egypt and Assyria clashed; here Alexander the Great engaged the
armies of Persia, where after him Roman emperors took up the struggle. Saracen and
Crusader battled all along the western edge of the area whilst the Ottoman Turk
swept in from the east to threaten Europe itself. It is little wonder that once again
the Powers of the world, today Russia and the West, should face each other across
this battle-ground of the ages..

• This article first appeared in "Current Affairs~ and is reprinted with the kind permission of
the author and the publisher, the Bureau of Current Affairs, Department of National
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Cradle of Religion

Nor is it only traders and warriors who have marked the Middle East, for out
of its lonely deserts and crowded cities have come three of the world's great religions
- Judaism, Christianity and Islam. In a world where Moslem brotherhood, Zionist
dream, and Christian survival are everyday vital issues, this must not be forgotten.

Nationalism and Oil

The Middle East is a region where the hand of history lies heavy upon the land.
And yesterday's history is today's politics in such a land. Today, to historic conflict
two new ingredients have been added: nationalism, that bitter consciousness of self
and stranger; and oil, the lubricant of twentieth-century industry and war machines.
As a focus of world strife, oil today plays the role that spices did four hundred years
ago: With such a mixture of geography and history, of past and present frictions, the
Middle East is as explosive an area as is to be found anywhere in the world.

Turkish Nationalism

Among the Middle Eastern states Turkey is one of the strongest, most depend-
able and stable. Likewise it is one of the most valued and sincere associates of the
Western democratic powers. To anyone who is acquainted with present-day world
affairs these may seem commonplace truisms. Yet to have asked any Westerner living
in the land of the Turks so short a time ago as the first years of this century to look
forward one generation to a period when such assertions would be manifestly true
would have been to court mocking laughter at one's absurdity. None the less in just
that brief span of years the rotten, old, ramshackle Ottoman Empire, known to the
statesmen of the Great Powers in 1910 as the "Sick Man of Europe", has been meta-
morphosed into the vigorous, healthy, liberal-minded, modern Turkey.

What a change! For, from the days when Peter the Great and Catherine II of
Russia cast covetous eyes upon the Black Sea possessions of the Ottoman Empire and
sent their armies marching against the Sultans until the eve of the First World War,
the ageing Turkish Empire was increasingly the sport of rival imperial powers, of'
Russia, Austria-Hungary, Britain, France, and Germany.

Revolution

, The first intimation of an effective protest against the old sad state of affairs to
appear amongst the Turks came in 1908-09 when a group of young men, mostly army
officers and students, rose in revolt and forced the Sultan to agree to make reforms.
These Young Turks, from whose ranks came Mustafa Kemal and Ismet, had either
studied in Europe or were close observers of the European scene. They dreamed a
dream of converting the moribund Ottoman Empire into a new modern European
state. Before their plans could properly be launched the cataclysm of the First World
War broke upon them. Their tottering Empire crashed in ruins about their heads. In
1919 there was only rubble and ashes.

Kemal Ataturk - ,

' Then Mustafa Kemal, the Turkish hero of the defence of Gallipoli, rallied his
countrymen when the Creeks, with Allied backing, launched an attack upon Asia
Minor in 1920. The threat from the once subject people of the Ottoman Empire was
all that was needed to spark the Turkish nation into renewed vitality.

When the Creeks were hurled back and the Allies forced to recognize that,
though the Ottoman Empire might be gone, the Turks were far from crushed, Kemal
embarked upon his great life work, the Turkish Revolution.
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Out of the ruins of the old Empire should rise a new Turkey, a môdern Western
nation, a state that could hold its own with any other Power. From the point of view
of Kemal Ataturk the loss of the Empire, however great the blow to prestige, was in
truth an advantage. Nothing else could have so shocked the Turks into a conscious-
ness of themselves, into a desire to save their identity, into a willingness to change
their ways. The loss of important possessions freed them to concentrate upon their
own problems in their own land. In these circumstances Kemal set out to build a
Turkey for the Turks.

As President-Dictator he acted with utmost vigour, with ruthless efficiency when
necessary. His was a program of stirring nationalism, and of compulsory wholesale
westernization. No corner of Turkish life was left untouched. A new alphabet of the
Latin type took the place of the traditional Arabic. Turks,' from the small children
to grandparents, were forced to go to school and learn the new alphabet, were fined,
even imprisoned if they used the old. Women were brought out of the harems and
introduced into public affairs. As a symbol to an ignorant populace it was made
obligatory to wear Western style hats. Islam was abandoned as the state religion, and
with it went all the old system of law and justice, the old schools and countless tradi-
tions and habits. New laws, new ways of education, new means of administration
were set up, all modelled upon the practices of Europe and America.

End of Dictatorship

True, the change from old Turkey to the new is still an incompleted process,
especially in rural areas. True, too, that disbelieving Westerners shook their heads and
said that the old despotism of the Sultan had merely given way to the dictatorship
of Kemal, that all these changes were so much window-dressing. When Kemal died
in "1938 and was succeeded by his lifelong friend and associate, Ismet, now Ismet
Inonu, many still were incredulous. But in 1950 the party of the dictator, the party
of Kemal and Ismet, allowed itself to be voted out of office and a new and more
democratic régime came into power. Thus, Kemal and Ismet had kept their word.

Bastion of the West

The natural links of this new democratic nation are with the West. Her revolu-
tion has been a progress towards the type of society in which we live, and she takes
her stand with those nations that propose to uphold that society. Ali the more so in
Turkey's case since for generations her independence has been menaced by Russia,
and only in alliance with the Western nations can she hope to withstand that ancient
threat. For these reasons Turkey may be counted the great bastion of Western
strength in the Middle East. Turkey's entry into NATO is no fluke; it is the logical
development of her interests and of her views already made manifest by the perform-
ance of the Turkish Brigade with the United Nations forces in Korea.

Yet if Turkey's ties are unquestionably with the West, it must not be forgotten
that the Turkish Revolution is above all a national movement. In Asia Minor a nation
has been created along Western lines. European ideas have crossed the Bospliorus.
But they have been applied by an Asian leader in an Asian land among an Asian
people. A nationalist revolution has succeeded in raising up a state that commands
the respect of the Western world. Other Asian peoples will not forget this example,
least of all the one-time subject nations of the Ottoman Empire, for they too cry out
for independence and recognition, for respect and equality.

Arab Nationalism

From the Turks we must turn'rto the Arabs, a people of ancient culture and a
proud past, once the peer of the Europeans, then for centuries subjected tô Ottoman
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domination and the long-time butt of European intrigues. They have been profoundly
stirred by the great achievements of their ancient overlords, the Turks.

National Feeling

Arab national feeling was already astir as early as the opening of the war of
1914-18, aroused by European example and the lash of the counter-nationalism of
the Young Turks. It was this growing national feeling, focused then upon the achieve-
ment of Arab independence from Ottoman rule, that Col. T.-E. Lawrence so brilliantly
organized for the Allied cause, thereby turning the tables upon the Germans and the
Sultan. This he was able to do because be persuaded the Arab leaders that Allied
victory at the end of the war would be followed by national independence for the
Arab peoples. When, with Allied victory assured, it was discovered that other and
more influential Allied leaders had other ideas about the political reorganization of
Arab territories, that instead of gaining national independence the Arabs were to be
divided into a mosaic of mandates, protectorates and dependencies of certain Allied
powers,'a feeling of bitter frustration swept over the Arab world.

Differences Among the Arabs

It is true, of course, that Lebanon and Syria, Iraq, Transjordan and Palestine,
Saudi Arabia, Yemen and the tribal states as political divisions reflect certain real
differences among Arabs. Lebanon, for instance, is largely Christian whereas Syria
is overwhelmingly Moslem. Iraq has a large population of Shiah Moslems that link
in religiously with their brethren in Iran whilst Saudi Arabia is the home of the
Wahabis, a fiercely puritanical Moslem sect of other views. Though the people of all
these areas speak Arabic, linguistic differences are noticeable, sometimes difficult.
More important, perhaps, in a region where tradition of tribal solidarity and of
allegiance to feudalistic overlords have held sway for so many centuries is the strength
of local loyalties. These result in provincial conflicts between various Arab groups,
and provide a basis for divisions. The personal and family struggles that centred on
the creation of the thrones of Iraq and Transjordan are good examples of these.

Unifying Influences

Yet if the Arabs are divided by religion, linguistic variations, and local loyalties,
also by disparities of economic and social development, none the less, they are all
Arabs, all members of one great cultural community. Of this fact the Arabs today are
strongly and increasingly conscious. Those who choose to emphasize the divisions
among the Arabs, who prophesy that a national unification of this cultural commu-
nity will never come about, might well remember that very similar divisions and
weaknesses did not prevent the creation of modern Germany and Italy, both of which,
as national states, are less than a hundred years old. Whatever the obstacles, and
they are many, the Arabs today are moving toward some kind of national union. In
every such national struggle common efforts against common obstacles, especially
against common foes, are the most unifying of forces. That is why the fight against
the Turks in 1914-18 first really awakened the Arabs to national self consciousness,
and why the very frustration of their hopes after 1918 carried the process a long step
forward. Once the enemy had been the Ottoman overlord: now the French and the
British assumed that role. Thus, against them as the new ruling powers was levelled
the full brunt of rising national feeling.

Between the two World Wars, in the years 1919-1939, the long and tangled
story of bloodshed and intrigue, of assassination, insurrection, revolt and civil war
that characterizes the picture of the Arab world may be summed up under the head-
ings, a struggle for national independence, and effort to get rid of foreign rule. Some
of the Arab states like Iraq and Saudi Arabia were more successful than others such
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às'Syria and Lebanon in reducing foreign côntrol. None achieved complete and un-
equivocal independence. This rankled, as did the memory of hopes deceived ânnd
blood shed. Such bitter feelings led some Arab leaders, inexperienced in the game of
power politics, to conspire with the Germans during the Second World War. They
thought naïvely that the Nazis would help oust the French and the British and would
then retire, leaving the Arabs independent. We need not tarry over this absurdity
save to remind ourselves that in this we see the measure of hatred of foreign rule.
The struggle towards complete independence continued after the Second World War,
and still goes on. At the moment it is centred most dramatically in Egypt.

Egyptian Nationalism

Nationalist explosions are no new event in Egypt. Beginning with the British
occupation in 1882 they have occurred repeatedly since that time. In other words
nationalism has an older history in Egypt than in any other part of the Arab world.
This is so because Egypt, thanks to its strategic position, has been drawn into the
centre of international strife and intrigue, starting with Napoleon's invasion, for a
longer period than other Arab states, and has had a longer time in which to react
against the foreigner. Egypt, also, is the wealthiest Arab country, thé one with the
most highly developed economy and the one most closely in touch with European
culture, hence with the stimulation of European political and social ideas. These
factors, coupled with memories of ancient glory and somewhat different racial roots,
have led Egyptians to feel both a little apart from the rest of the Arabs and, at the
same time, to regard themselves as the rightful leaders of Arab nationalism. The
former feeling has caused a damaging rift among the Arabs on occasion through com-
petition between Egypt and other Arab states for leadership, yet the latter led to the
pact of the Arab League, which brought the first official linking of the Arab states,
being signed in Cairo in 1945. Whatever separateness exists, Egyptians think of
Egypt as naturally and properly a member state of the Arab community. I.ike their
fellow Arabs they seek complete independence.

Here, too, national feeling deepened during the First World War, to be inten-
sified still more when the Allies announced that the peace treaties would be drawn up
on the basis of the principle of national self-determination. The result was a deter-
mined Egyptian effort which resulted in British recognition of Egypt's independence
in 1922. This,' however, was not entirely satisfactory to the Egyptians, for Great
Britain insisted that Egypt was still an area of "special interest" to her because of
British imperial communications and defence, especially the Suez Canal, and because
of the Sudan. Consequently British troops were kept in Egypt and Egyptians found
themselves still with British ties upon their political and economic life. Other nation-
alist crises followed until in 1936 a new Anglo-Egyptian Treaty of Alliance was made
in which Britain agreed to withdraw British troops to the Suez Canal Zone where they
would remain until Egypt was ready to take over its defence. This treaty was negoti-
ated with Nahas Pasha, Premier of Egypt and leader of the Wafd or Nationalist Party
who was in office again from May 1950, to January 1952. The 1936 Treaty was lôoked
upon as 'a great advance towards Egyptian independence but the Egyptians disliked
the delay over their full occupation of the Suez Canal Zone, and particularly the "per-
manent alliance" with Britain which they contended could involve them automatic-
ally in British wars.. When, during the Second World War, Egypt was once more
occupied by British and other troops, the Egyptians were convinced that their reason-
ing had been right. They submitted to this occupation none too graciously, and when
the war was over they grew very resentful of the slowness with which the withdrawal
of troops took place. When to this was added the intense exacerbation of the war with
Israel, wherein the Arab League, including Egypt, suffered humiliation' and defeat;
and when Iran successfully defied Britain at Abadan, the flood of nationalist resent-
ment once more boiled over. In response, the Egyptian Premier denounced the same
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Treaty of 1936 he had helped to draw up, and demanded the immediate turning over
of the Suez Canal and the Sudan to Egypt.

Perhaps the most significant aspect of this whole series of events is the very per-
ceptible vibration of approval that has shaken the entire Arab world as it watches
Egyptian action. It is a renewed notice that what is happening in Egypt is no purely
local matter, that what happens anywhere in the Arab world is no longer a provincial
affair but something that concerns the whole Arab community, a stage in the devel-
opment of Arab national unity. In this respect it is well to remember that one of the
elements in Arab nationalism is ardent Moslem feeling. The shock of these events goes
beyond the Arab world. It is visible to the limits of Islam.

Jewish Nationalism

Of all the developments that have jolted the Arabs into serious national self-
consciousness since the First World War, none has made a deeper or more lasting
impression than the rise of Zionism and the creation of an independent Israel. This
result is a paradox, an unhappy one so far as the Zionists are concerned, for their
hopes and efforts represent the yearnings of still another people - the Jews - for
national self-expression. In Israel the Zionists have attained their goal but in so doing
they have not only drawn the attention of the world upon themselves, they have also
raised up a counter-nationalism to that of the Arabs in the same region. Where nation-
âlism once appears nothing so contributes to national inflammation as a competing
nationalism upon the national doorstep. And, as the Arabs see it, the Zionists are not
on the doorstep, they are well into the house.

Zionism

By the Zionists, naturally, the whole affair is viewed quite -differently. Zionism is
a movement of every ancient lineage in the Jewish world. At times during the cen-
turies it has been a purely spiritual vision. At others it has coupled with the spiritual
strong political and material desires. In the latter phases a return to Palestine as the
historic national home of the Jewish people has been the great goal. Towards the end
of the nineteenth century Zionism entered into such a secular phase. No doubt the
stimulus and example of European nationalism had their effects among the Jews as
they did with Turks and Arabs. So also did the hopes of relieving many of the Euro-
pean Jews from the evil results of age-old persecution, at that period best seen in the
Russian pogroms. Hence, under the inspiration of the writings of Theodor Herzl and
with the financial aid of Baron Rothschild, land was bought in Palestine and settle^
ment began.

Western Support

Widespread sympathy with Zionist hopes was felt throughout the Western world,
particularly on humanitarian grounds. This was strongest in Great Britain. The Bal-
four 15eclaration of 1917, therefore, which promised British aid for the creation of a
Jewish national home in Palestine, gave voice to this feeling as well as to President
Wilson's principle of national self-determination for all peoples. Unhappily for the
success of 'such dreams by this date Arab national feeling had been aroused. Arabs
were fighting for national independence from the Turks. And to them Palestine was a
part of the Arab homeland, the control of which had been set as a national goal. They
thought that the Allies would help them gain independence and they, too, counted
on the principle of self-determination. To them, then, the Balfour Declaration was a
grave disappointment, even a deception. From this moment there began a series of
misunderstandings and conflicts that has not yet ended. i

The National Home

During the past two decades (1919-1939) the establishment of a Jewish national
home in Palestine proceeded with remarkable success, thanks to the support of the
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British government which set out to implement the Balfour Declaration, to the finan-
cial aid especially of American Jews, and to the enthusiastic self-sacrificing efforts of
Zionist leaders. Under the inspiration of Zionism and with such powerful political and
economic backing, Jewish experts, trained in the most advanced centres of Western
Europe and America, wrought wonders in little Palestine. Their accomplishments
raised enormous hopes'so that when in the 1930's Hitler's fiendish persecution of the
Jews made some refuge for survivors urgently necessary, both Jews and humanitarian
sympathizers looked to Palestine to serve this end. Driven by intense enthusiasm and
by a comprehensible sense of desperation, it is understandable that both Zionist lead-
ers and their non-Jewish sympathizers should have overlooked or minimized Pales-
tine's limitations in size and resources, the artificial nature of Zionist economy and the
increasingly hostile attitude of its neighbours.

Struggle with the Arabs

During the Second World War the Zionists and their Arab neighbours stood
divided. The Arabs, cool or hostile toward the Western Powers after their struggle
for independence in the inter-war period, mostly remained aloof from the conflict;
the Zionists, hopeful of seeing an independent Israel, participated on the Western
side. After the war events moved rapidly. The British administration, which had been
working for years to effect some reasonable compromise between Jews and Arabs in
Palestine, without success, which was haunted more and more by fear of the world
consequences of Arab hostility, and which was faced with a post-war need of reducing
expensive overseas military commitments, decided to withdraw from Palestine in
1948. War between Zionists and Arabs followed at once, a war wherein the Arabs
revealed all their divisions and weaknesses and were defeated. The culmination was
the recognition, of the independence of Israel. The Zionists had now reached their
political goal.

The aftermath of this victory is, however, full of problems and queries. The
Arabs have been defeated but, as a result, they are more bitterly determined than
ever that this shall not be the end of the story. They lay the blame for their defeat
quite as inuch on Great Britain, which fostered the creation of a Jewish national home
in Palestine, and upon the United States, which strongly supported the final creation
of Israel, as on their own weaknesses. Such bitterness adds immensely to the diffi-
culties of Britain and the United States in dealing with the Arab states. As for Israel,
it is still largely dependent upon outside aid, both economic and military, and it finds
itself faced by a wall of ill-will at its borders. The grave refugee problem, raised by
the retirement of thousands of Arab refugees from Palestine into surrounding Arab
countries during the Jewish-Arab war, is a constant reminder and stimulant of this
ill-will. Israel, which is itself not unmarked by internal division, has accomplished
much, but uncertainty marks her future path.

011

Amongst the fires of seething nationalism in the Middle East flows today a stream
of oil, a fuel to feed flames. In the autumn of 1951 these flames shot high at Abadan,
destroying a long-time connection between Great Britain and Iran.

Developments In Iran,

pil was discovered in Iran (then Persia) in the late nineteenth century, and early

in the present century the Anglo-Persian Oil Company was formed. The Iranians

were then a weak, badly-governed people who had already a long history of contacts
with world Powers. In 1907, indeed, Iran was divided into spheres of influence by

Great Britain and Russia. Reaction against this domination led Iran to be pro-German
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during the war of 1914-18, and to welconie "a -treaty of friendship in 1921 with the
new Soviet Government which had repudiated Tsarist treaties and claims. Suspicion
of Russian imperialism soon reappeared though, and a reforming Shah, Reza Khan,

a programme of westernizing nationalism similar to that of the Turks. He also
held out against British pressures, cancelling the Anglo-Iranian Oil concession in 1932,
and forcing a rewriting of the agreement on terms 'much more favourable to Iran.
The Second World War found the Iranians again pro-German, so that an Allied occu-
pation was necessary. Russia's efforts to prolong the maintenance of.its own forces in
Iran after those of the United Kingdom and the United States had left, forced Iran
to appeal to the Security Council of the United Nations in 1946. The Russians then
withdrew but left behind a Communist-inspired party, the Tudeh Party, which is sym-
pathetic to Soviet aims.

Opposition to the West

The chief opportunity for the advance of such a party lies in the fact that in Iran,
as among the Arabs, the persistence of semi-feudal social and economic conditions
which keep masses of people in a state of perpetual poverty, disease and ignorance,
creates an extremely serious social problem. Contacts with Westerners, with business
men, soldiers, missionaries, teachers and others, a growing knowledge of Western
standards of living and democratic ideas, the example of Turkey, Soviet propaganda
- all these influences have sown the seeds of discontent throughout Iran and the
entire Middle East. Consequently masses of people are restive. They make demands
on their rulers. Turbulence occurs. The old established classes tend to stand in the
way of change. Very often ancient hatreds of the foreigners are stirred to life to
prevent Westernizing changes. Such it seems is involved in the rise of the Fadayan
Islam in Iran, a group that combines intense nationalism and Moslem fanaticism with
a bitter hatred of foreigners.

After the withdrawal of Soviet troops the main target of Iranian nationalists be-
came the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company. Moderate leaders like the social reformer,
General Razmara, "were assassinated; only a rabid hater. of foreigners such as Dr.
Mossadegh could keep a hold on the country. Yet even experienced British observers
could scarcely believe that Iran would so endanger its own economic security as to
force a nationalization of the Anglo-Iranian Oil properties. But here, as elsewhere,
aroused nationalism seldom figures in terms of dollars and cents, and rarely listens
to the voice of calm reason. In consequence the blow came, and today Abadan, once
the world's greatest oil refinery, lies silent and unused. The Anglo-Iranian Oil Com-
pany has been expelled from Iran.

Developments in Iraq

It is significant that at the recent opening of the Zubair oil field, in which the
Anglo-Iranian Oil Company is interested, in Iraq across the Persian Gulf from
Abadan, it was announced that very generous financial concessions had been made to
the Iraq government, and that great stress was being laid on the provision of
excellent working conditions for the labour force. This policy is what some observers
are calling learning "the lesson of. Abadan". In other words, outside Powers with
interests in the Middle East are finding that they must give much fuller recognition to
national feeling, and must encourage the betterment of living conditions in these
countries if they are to protect their own holdings. If they do not they are likely to
fall a prey both to bitter nationalism and to social revolution. The comparative suc-
cess of the relations of the United States oil companies with the Arab authorities in
3audi Arabia, Bahrein and Kuweit lies in large part in their anticipation of these
needs.
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Conclusion.

Thé introduction of oil into the Middle Eastern picture - the greatest oil field
of the world is there - adds a new and vital element to the importance of this his-
torically significant area. Always a cross-roads of the world, and a centre of imperial
conflict, it is once more at the heart of the international scene, with oil and its
relation to the defence of the West commanding prime attention.

But in the Middle East, every country is aflame with national feeling, resentful
of foreign domination; all the peoples are either embarked upon, or ready for, social
revolution and economic transformation. There exists a state of fluidity and uncer-
tainty that makes this a crucial region for all who have the peace of the world at
heart. With the new forces that are at work here we must somehow learn to live in
understanding and co-operation for our own good and for the security of all mankind.

CANADIAN NATO FORCES IN FRANCE
^,W^tiewd Ds/aiu

A ysneral visw of the arrival of 'the RCAF No. 4 Fiphtar Wing at Grostaeqvioy Fraeca.
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THE PERMANENT JOINT BOARD ON DEFENCE
CANADA - UNITED STATES

Fourteen years ago, on August 18, 1938, Franklin D. Roosevelt visited Kingston,
Ontario, and was awarded an honorary degree by Queen's University. This was the
year when the miasma of Munich pervaded the air of Western Europe; in Canada
and the United States, the belief that the insulation of geography gave adequate
protection to the Western Hemisphere was still widely held. Acxordingly, when Mr.
Roosevelt, in his convocation address, made the first formal commitment of the United
States to aid in the defence of Canada by stating "I give you assurance that the
people of the United States will not stand idly by if domination of Canadian soil is
threatened by any other Empire", his declaration was acclaimed for its boldness and
significance.

Prime Minister King made a statement of equal importance to Canadians in a
speech two days later, when he said: "We, too, have our obligations as a good
friendly neighbour, and one of them is to see that, at our instance, our country is
made .as immune from attack or possible invasion as we can reasonably be expected
to make it, and that, should the occasion ever arise, enemy forces should not be able
to pursue their way, either by land, sea, or air to the United States, across Canadian
territory."

The Ogdensburg Declaration

It is 'an interesting historical coincidence that two years to the day, and indeed
almost to the minute, after the Kingston speech, Mr. Roosevelt and Mr. King emerged
from the President's private car at Ogdensburg, New York, and gave to the waiting
press a statement that later became known as the Ogdensburg Declaration: '

The Prime Minister and the President have discussed the mutual problems of
defence in relation to Canada and the United States.

It has been agreed that a Permanent joint Board on Defence shall be set up at
once by the two countries.

This Permanent joint Board on Defence shall commence immediate studies
relating to sea, land and air problems including personnel and materiaL

It will consider in the broad sense the defence of the north half of the Western
Hemisphere.

The Permanent joint Board on Defence will consist of four or five members from
each country, most of them from the services. It will méet shortly.

The Ogdenburg Declaration was greeted with general enthusiasm on both sides
of the border, although in some American quarters doubts were expressed about the
effect such an association with a belligerent country' would have on the status of the
United States as a neutral power, and one Canadian newspaper made the comment
thât concern over the lack of North American defence facilities should not blind
Canada to the fact that its fïrst line of defence lay with the Canadian forces in
Britain.

In its establishment, the PJBD benefited by the traditions developed over the
years by the International joint Commission and organized itself along similar lines
in two sections, Canadian and American, each with a chairman and secretary. The
first Canadian chairman was Oliver Mowat Biggar, a distinguished lawyer who had
served as judge Advocate General of the Canadian forces during the First World
War. He was succeeded, in 1945, by General A. G. L McNaughton, who continues
to serve In this capacity.
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The first chairman of the United States Section was the Mayor F. H. LaCuardia
of the City of New York. On Mr.- LaGuardia's death in, 1946, Mr. Dean Acheson
acted as Chairman for a short time. He was followed by Major General Guy V. Henry,
who had for many years been the senior United States service officer on the Board
under Mayor LaGuardia.

-•:^ ^..: ..
Through the years many well-known military figures have served on the Board.

Among the Canadian members have been Brigadier (later Lt. General) Kenneth
Stuart, Lieutenant Colonel (later Major General) G. P. Vanier, Captain (later Vice-
Admiral) H. E. Reid, and Air Vice-Marshal (later Air Marshal) W. A. Curtis. Dis-
tinguished.American officers have included Commander (later Admiral and Chief of
Naval Operations) F. P. Sherman, Lieutenant Colonel (later General) J. T. Mc-
Narney, and Lt. General S. D. Embick.

An- Advisory Board

From the beginning, the PJBD has functioned as an advisory body without
executive responsibilities. However, it has acted vigorously in furthering joint defence
projects that it has considered to be in the mutual defence interest of the two coun-
tries. These projects usually involve a combination of military and political problems,
which are referred by either Government to the Board. When the Board has evolved
what it believes is a satisfactory solution to such a problem, it submits its proposals
in the form of a joint recommendation to the two Governments. Almost invariably
these recommendations have been approved. The Alaska Highway and the Northwest
Staging route, which was used to ferry aircraft to Russia during the Second World
War, were subjects which required much consideration by the Board, as was the
chain of airfields built in Northeastern Canada to meet the needs of heavy wartime
air-traffic to Europe. As the War drew to a close, the Board played a major part in
evolving the formulas which were used for the disposition of American defence instal-

lations in Canada.

Statement of Principles

By 1947 the necessity for continued attention to the development of an effective
programme of North American defence led the Board to recommend the adoption
by the two countries of a new statement of principles for defence co-operation. The
recommendation was approved by both the Canadian and United States Govem-
ments, and its main terms were announced simultaneously in Ottawa and Washington
on February 12, 1947. The Ottawa announcement was made by the Prime Minister
in the House of Commons.

The statement was important not only because it provided the framework for
the extensive joint defence measures that have been taken since that time, but also
because it defined the relation of these defence activities to the obligations of the two
countries to the United Nations and at the same time threw new light on the role of
the PJBD. For these reasons, it bears repeating here:

I wish to make a statement which is also being made today by the Government
of the United States regarding the results of discussions which have taken place in
the Permanent Joint Board on Defence on the extent to which the wartime co-opera-
tion between the armed forces of the two countries should be maintained in this post-
war period. In the interest of efficiency and economy, each Government has decided

con-that its national defence establishment shall, to the extent authorized by
collaborationtinue to collaborate for peacetime joint security purposes.

necessarily be limited and will be based on the following principles:

(1) Interchange of selected individuals so as to increase the familiarity of each coun-
try's defence establishment with that of the other country.
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(2) General co-operation and exchange of observers in connection with exercises and
with the development and tests of material of common interest.

-(3) Encouragement of common designs and standards in arms, equipment, organiza-
tion, methods of training and new developments. As certain United Kingdom
standards have long been in use in Canada, no radical change is contemplated or
Practicable and the application of this principle will be gradual.

(4) Mutual and reciprocal availability of military, naval and air facilities in each
country; this principle to be applied as may be agreed in specific instances. Recf-
Procally each country will continue to provide, with a minimum of formality, for
the transit though its territory and its territorial waters of military aircraft and
public vessels of the other country.

(5) As an underlying principle all co-operative arrangements will be without impair-
ment of the control of either country over all activities in its territory.

While in this, as in many other matters of mutual concern, there is an identity
of view and interest between the two countries, the decision of each has been taken
independently in continuation of the practice developed since the establishment of the
Permanent joint Board on Defence in 1940. No treaty, executive agreement or con-
tractual obligation has been entered into. Each country will determine the extent of
its practical collaboration in respect of each and all of the foregoing principles. Either
country may at any time discontinue collaboration on any or all of them. Neither
country will take any action inconsistent with the Charter of the: United Nations. The
Charter remains the corner-stone of the foreign policy of each.

An important element in the decision of each Government to authorize continued
collaboration was the conviction on the part of each that in this way their obligations
under the Charter of the United Nations for the maintenance of international peace
and security could be fulfilled more effectively. Both Governments believe that this
decision is a contribution to the stability of the world and to the establishment through
the United Nations of an effective system of world wide security. With'this in mind
each Covernment has sent a copy of this statement to the Secretary-General of the
United Nations for circulation to all its members.

In August 1940 when the creation of the Board was jointly announced by the
late President Roosevelt and myself as Prime Minister of Canada, it was stated that
the Board "shall commence immediate studies relating to sea, land and air problems
including personnel and material. It will consider in the broad sense the defence of
the north half of the Western Hemisphere." In discharging this continuing responsi-
bility the Board's work led to the building up of a pattern of close defence co-opera-
tion. The principles announced today are in continuance of this co-operation. It has
been the task of the Governments to assure that the close security relationahip between
Canada and the United States in North America will in no way impair but on the
contrary will strengthen the co-operation of each country within the broader frame-
•work of the United Nations."

Main Sources of Problems

The problems which have confronted the Board during the five years since this
statement have arisen from two main sources, the union of Newfoundland with
Canada in 1949 and the "cold war." The union with the Old Colony made Canada
the successor to the United Kingdom with respect to the leasing of bases in New-
foundland arranged under the Leased Bases Agreement of 1941 between the United
States and the United Kingdom. Canada never questioned the binding nature of the
agreement, but did desire some modifications to its non-military clauses, particularly
those respecting postal, taxation and jurisdictional privileges. After a long series of
discussions, the PJBD finally made a recommendation which was accepted by both
the United States and Canadian Governments and embodied in an exchange of
Notes.
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During recent years,. the darkening international scene has led to increasing co-
operation in defence between the two countries. This has taken the form of standardi-
zation of equipment and operational procedures, the conduct of joint exercises and
the establishment of a number of installations for joint defence. in making thé neces-
sary arrangements for these joint undertakings, the Board has played an active role.

In all these matters, the PJBD has helped further the application of the basic
principles of co-operation to each situation as it has arisen. Through the years it has
built up an impressive record of service and is held in high esteem both by the
diplomatic and defence arms of the Governments of the two countries. It has truly
earned the title of "Permanent" bestowed upon it by its far-seeing founders.

Present Membership.

The present membership of the Board includes:

General McNaughton as Chairman of the Canadian Section;
Rear Admiral H. G. DeWolf, Canadian Naval member;
Major General H. A. Sparling, Canadian Army member;
Air Vice Marshal F. R. Miller, Canadian Air Force member;
Dr. R. A. MacKay, member from the Department of External Affairs.
Major General Guy V. Henry is Chairman of the United States Section.

Major General J. L. McKee is U.S. Army member; _

Rear Admiral M. E. Miles, the U.S. Navy member;
Major General R. L. Walsh; the U.S. Air Force member;
Mr. A. F. Peterson, the U.S. Department of State member. .

Mr. W. H. Barton, of the Department of External Affairs, is the Canadian

` Secretary.
Mr. W. L. Wight, of the Department of State, is the U.S. Secretary.



THE NATIONAL DEFENCE ^COLLEGf
The conception of a college to be attended by senior ofûcers both of the armed

services and the civil service was a bold one when the National Defence College was
established in Kingston, Ontario, in 1947. Since that time five classes of students have
spent approximateiy a year each in the College attending lectures and considering
together in syndicates and discussions the problems of defence. Defence, for this
purpose, is taken in its broadest sense to include, besides military tactics and strategy,
questions of economics, politics,' diplomacy, and ideology. When the College was
founded, similar institutions already existed in London and Washington; but none
had been established in countries of Canada's stature, 'and there was some doubt
whether the relatively small and hard-pressed military and civil services of Canada
would be able to support an ambitious institution of this kind, even though the num-
bers at the College were` restricted to thirty. Nearly a hundred and fifty graduates
of the College in Ottawa and elsewhere in Canada, as well as in Canadian military
and diplomatic establishments abroad, are beneficially perpetuating the collaboration
they first experienced at N.D.C. or are otherwise exploiting, in their respective
spheres of government activity, their increased understanding of various phases of
Canadian and international problems. In an emergency this increasing pool of persons
trained for defence planning would be available. The results so far make it clear
that the experiment has been ' successful. There has been no difficulty in getting
cabinet ministers, generals, ambassadors, senior civil servants and academic experts
not only from Canada but also from the United Kingdom, the United States, and
other countries to deliver three or four lectures a week. The smaller number of
students has proved advantageoiis in that, although it is large enough to provide the
necessary variety of experience, it enables discussions to be. less formal and participa-
tion broader than in a larger institution of the kind.

Exchange of Visits

I ` The establishment of defence colleges in other countries indicates the value of
the idea. Such colleges have recently been set up or are planned in a number of Com-
monwealth and NATO countries, and the exchange of visits with some of them has
been an interesting part of the N.D.C. programme. The Imperial Defence College in
London, which was founded in 1923 and was the first institution of this kind, has
been a host each year to the N.D.C. on its visit to the United Kingdom, and a party
of I.D.C. students makes a tour of Canada each year from the East Coast to the
Yukon. A regular visit to the National War College in Washington has also become
an annual event in the N.D.C. programme. During this visit the students from
Kingston attend lectures and take part in discussion with the American students. In
July 1952 the College was visited by staff and students from the Institut des Hautes
Etudes de la Défense Nationale de France in the course of their North American
torr On this occasion lectures were given in French on important aspects of Canadian
defence by students of N.D.C. There was something peculiarly appropriate in this
visit by Frenchmen to Fort Frontenac, where the National Defence College is situated,
as the fort was established in 1673 by Count Frontenac and has been a military
establishment ever since. The French visitors were able to see part of the stone
foundations of the fort built by LaSalle in 1675, which have recently been'uncovered
to form part of a rock garden in the parade square of Fort Frontenac. Visits were
also made by parties of N.D.C. students to the Defence Study Centre in The Hague,
to the National Defence College of Greece at Salonika and to the Italian Centre of
Higher Military Studies at Rome.

The objectives, composition and academic methods of the College were described
in External A$airs of October 1950, and will therefore not be repeated. In the
present article particular attention is directed to what might be. called "on-the-spot"
studies, that is, the tours which supplement the general programme.
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In order to comprehend as fully as possible problems of strategy, all phases of
defence production, military training and tactics, public opinion and the political
preoccupations not only of Canadians- but of their allies, as much time as possible
. is spent visiting places of interest both in Canada and abroad. The nature of these
tours varies from year^ to year, but there has now developed a more or less standard
pattern;. a visit to the United States and as many parts of Canada as possible, an
overseas tour which includes a fortnight or three weeks in the United Kingdom after
which the course divides into two parties, one of which tours Western Europe and
the other the Middle East. During the past year the United States tour was some-
what foreshortened, the principal reason being the absence of the United Nations
General Assembly in Paris. 'A visit to the United Nations to examine as many aspects
as possible of the world organization at first hand has been an important part of the
course in all previous years and will be restored during the present year in view of
the return of the Assembly to New' York. On thé briefer United States tour, how-
ever, students were able, in addition to visiting the National War College, to go to
Detroit in order to see the Tank Arsenal and the Plymouth plant.

.

Canadian Tour
It is never possible to visit all parts of Canada or to inspect more than random

samples of its industry. For this reason the itinerary in Canada varies each year but
with a permanent emphasis on regions of defence significance which students are
not likely to visit in the normal course of their duties, such as the sub-arctic regions.
The visit to the North is deliberately undertaken in the winter so that military and
other activities might be observed in what might be called the most characteristic
season. In January 1952, the course visited the RCAF station at Rivers, Manitoba,
proceeded to Vancouver and Esquimault where, in addition to studying the important
defence problems of the Pacific Coast, they saw at first hand something of the wood
and fish industries of the area.

Thence the group proceeded to Edmonton, with a visit to the oil fields, and on
to Whitehorse, Yellowknife, and Churchill. The flight through the Yukon and North-
west Territories, which extended as far north as Port Radium, was important not only
because of what was learned on the ground of the industrial and other prospects of
the area but also for what it contributed to Canadians in new perspective on their
own country and in stimulation of the imagination which is by no means the least
important aspect of the N.D.C. travels. From Churchill the tour extended to the
important Arvida-Chicoutimi industrial nexus in Quebec, and then to Quebec City
and Montreal, where in addition to industrial and military developments there was
an opportunity to see something of the French-speaking parts of the country.

The United Kingdom ^ . .
The weeks spent in the United Kingdom in April are very rewarding. An extra-

ordinarily interesting series of lecture is arranged especially for the course by the
United Kingdom Ministry of Defence. The calibre of the lecturers may be indicated
by the fact that on the 1952 tour the lecture on United Kingdom foreign policy was
delivered by the Foreign Secretary, Mr. Eden, and that on colonial policy by the
Colonial Secretary, Mr. Lyttelton. There were talks from representatives of the Trades
Union Congress, the Iron and Steel Federation, and from various Ministers in the
Government, as well as other events such as a fascinating trip by launch through the
reaches of the Port of London. After a fortnight in London, half the group set out
for Malta en route to the Middle East, while the other half began a week's study of
industrial and provincial Britain. This half was further divided into sub-groups
which went to Scotland, to the Midlands, and to the West Country. The advantage
of such small parties was that much closer scrutiny of industrial processes was pos-

sible. The excellent arrangements made by the civil authorities of such cities as
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Edinburgh, Glasgow, Birmingham, Bristol, and Plymouth was an indication of their
hospitality and the importance they attached to the Canadian visit.

Western Europe

The Western European tour began with approximately a week in the Low Coun-
tries. Included in the programme were tours of the harbours of Rotterdam and Ant-
werp and important industries like the Fokker plant near Schiphol. The Canadian
missions in The Hague and Brussels arranged for briefings on the notable aspects of
Dutch and Belgian affairs not only by members of the Canadian staffs but also by
officials of the two governments. Some relief from the grimmer kinds of industrial
tour was obtained in a view provided by the Dutch of their national industry dis-
played in the bulb fields and the Keukenhof Gardens. The only other occasion on
which the less severely practical processes were studied came later when the French
authorities invited the party to inspect their great wine industry at Dijon.

In view of the extraordinary importance of Germany in the broad strategy of
defence, a considerable portion of the European tour was devoted to this country
and likewise to Austria. The principal areas visited were Hamburg, Hanover, Berlin,
the Ruhr Valley, and the Cologne-Bonn-Frankfurt district. An opportunity was also
afforded to see the, Canadian Twenty-Seventh Brigade during their training man-
oeuvres at Celle. The programme included, in addition to talks from Canadian,
British, and American officials and military men, various aspects of German life on
such occasons as a visit to the police headquarters in Hamburg, a tour of the Han-
over Trade Fair, and a meeting with civic officials in Berlin. The briefer stay in
Austria was along the same lines and included stops in Vienna and at the British
headquarters in Klagenfurt.

From Austria the group proceeded by bus to Venice, a trip which enabled them
to see the north eastern Italian frontier area and a remarkable display by the Italian
Alpini Troops. This was followed by a view of Italian industry in Milan and in Turin,
where the impressive Fiat works were visited. In Rome there was an opportunity to
hear something of the political, economic, defence and foreign policies of Italy from
the Canadian Chargé d'Affaires and officials of the Italian Ministries.

A highlight of the stay in Rome was a visit to the Vatican where the group was
graciously received by His Holiness, Pope Pius XII.

Middle East

The party which went to the Middle East travelled considerably beyond the
bounds implied by that somewhat ill-defined term, Middle East. The tour proper
began in Cyprus where, in addition to seeing something of the problems and policies
of this important colony, the group received a thorough series of background lectures
from the senior British officers who had very kindly flown up from Fayid in Egypt
for this purpose. Fortunately the group was able to pay visits to the two remoter
NATO allies, Greece and Turkey, where they were hospitably received by the Creek
and Turkish authorities and shown a wide variety of military establishments. Among
the interesting and at the same time enjoyable occasions were a dinner given to the
group in Athens by General Grigoropoulos, Chief of the Greek General Staff, and a
visit to the Turkish War Academy in Istanbul during which the N.D.C. members
were made honorary graduates of the Academy. Greece and Turkey were the only
two countries on this tour in which there were Canadian missions, and due advantage
was taken thereforé of the facilities provided and the guidance given by the Canadian
Embassies in Athens and Ankara and the Canadian Consulate in Istanbul. Elsewhere
arrangements were made. and information was given by the British military, diplo-
matic or colonial officials. Transport to and from Malta was provided by the RCAF,
and the RAF conducted the party the rest of the way.
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NDC ON TOUR
A group of National Defence College personnel with their hosts, on the steps of the National Defence

College of Greece in Salonika during the course of the tour through the Middle East.

Of the Arab world the party saw a number of facets. Several days were spent
in Jordan where, in addition to an excellent programme arranged by the Arab Legion,
time was found for a brief excursion to Jerusalem and Bethlehem. Headquarters in
Iraq were at Habbaniyah, the RAF station on the Euphrates, whence trips were taken
to Baghdad, Basra, and to the oil fields at Kirkuk.

A pleasant and interesting glimpse of Iraqi life was provided by an informal
lunch to which the party were invited by the Mutasarrif at Ramadi which included
also a visit to the local school and clinic. A brief stop on Bahrein Island gave a chance
to see another oil company and to meet a considerable colony of Canadians working
with the Bahrein Petroleum Company which, although predominantly an American
firm, is registered in Canada. A superb prospect of Middle Eastern geography was
provided by the trip round the eastern and southern coasts of Arabia with one over-
night. stop At Sharjah in the primitive area of the Trucial States. This part of the tour
was concluded by several days in Aden, where the party enjoyed in splendid if humid
surroundings a short breather in the midst of exhausting travels and had as well a
good look at a defence outpost of historic importance.

East Africa
The next phase of the tour was in East Africa, where the party .was joined by

thé Canadian High Commissioner from South Africa in a visit to Kenya and Tan-
ganyika. Although this visit to Africa was limited in its extent, it did provide a
chance to look at the political, economic, and racial problems of the continent. The
Governors both in Nairobi and Dar es Salaam spent a good deal of time with the
party, sharing their own extraordinary insight into and knowledge of Africa and the
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Africans. The party saw something of village life and health and education services
outside Nairobi and also visited a police court.just at the time the first batches of
Mau-Mau adherents had been rounded up. Something of the developing industry of
this area was seen in a visit to a new meat-pacldng plant in Tanganyika, not the
most fragrant of places in that drenching climate but impressive nevertheless for its,
modernity and efficiency. In both territories a good deal was seen of the King's
African Rifles, and possibly the highlight of the whole tour was a splendid military
display prepared for the Canadian visitors, the climax of which was a slow march
beautifully executed by the K.A.R. while their own African band played "AlouetteA.

The final stage of the tour included an interesting flight through the northern part
of Africa'to Tripoli with brief stops at Khartoum and Wadi Halfa in the Sudan. The
visit to Tripoli offered a chance to see something of the problems of the new Libyan
Government. The final two days were spent in Malta, where the party heard views
on naval strategy in the whole Mediterranean area from naval officers and from
Admiral Mountbatten himself. Here as in all the colonial territories visited the Gov-
ernor talked to the group on the problems of the island and revealed a good deal of
the nature of colonial government.

Notwithstanding the' extent of these tours, less than three months out of the
total of eleven months is spent away from Kingston. The travel abroad and the study
at home are complementary, each âdding greatly to the other. This is indeed a
remarkable course of study, offering opportunities which can not be duplicated in any
other Canadian institution. It is a school of higher learning the students of which
are men who have akeady accumulated a good deal of experience. the lecturers are
approximately 80 distinguished authorities, and the methods resemble those of an
advanced graduate school. In addition, the whole show takes. to the road and studies
at first hand the many perplexing problems and issues of the day.

The first Commandant of the National Defence College, Lieutenant General
J. F. M. Whiteley, KCB, CBE, MC, who came from The Imperial Defence College
to assist in establishing the Canadian institution, was appointed in 1950 Deputy Chief
of the Imperial General Staff in London. Lieutenant General G. G. Simonds, CB,
CBE, DSO, CD, who succeeded General Whiteley, is now Chief of the General Staff
in Ottawa. The present Commandant is Air Vice Marshal C. R. Dunlap, CBE, CD.
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CANADA AND THE ` UNITED. NATIONS
United Nations Day

In October, 1947 the General Assembly unanimously adopted a resolution estab-
lishing October 24 of each year as United Nations Day to mark the coming into force

To. men of past generations, these achievements would not have seemed pos-

of the Charter of the United Nations on October 24, 1945.

Activities in celebiation of United Nations Day in communities across Cana-da-a
were organized in schools and by private persons and institutions-notably the United
Nations Association. The celebration was marked again this year by the flying of the
United Nations flag in front of the Parliament Buildings in Ottawa and by a state-

ment on United Nations Day by the Prime Minister. Mr. St.. Laurent said:.

"Today is United Nations Day and Canadians, together with other peoples of
the world, will celebrate the seventh anniversary of the Charter of the United Nations
which came into force on October 24, 1945.

"In these few years the United Nations can be proud of its achievements. The
intervention of the United Nations in Korea, we are justified in believing, has had a
salutary effect on would-be aggressors. In other parts of the world during these seven
years the United Nations has been effective in bringing armed hostilities to an end.
The member states of the United Nations are engaged in great co-operative under-
takings to promote social progress and raise the standard of living throughout the
world. If these are but small beginning in comparison with the magnitude of the task,
they are nevertheless of importance and significance.

sible. The sol ers who have laid clown their arms, the sick who have been treated,
the hungry who have been fed and the struggling countries whose, economies are
being assisted through international co-operation are witnesses to the fact that the

aims and purposes 'of the United Nations are worthy of all our efforts. What the
United Nations has already achieved is evidence that international co-operation is not
an unattainable dream but a goal that, with God's help, will be reached some day.

. The work of the United Nations should be the concern and active interest of us
all. It is right, therefore, that on this birthday of the United Nations we should call
to mind not only that which has been done and which remains to be done, but in par-
ticular that in giving support and encouragement to the achievement of the great and
good purposes of the United Nations, each and every one of us may play his part in
the making of a better world."

Election of Officers at Seventh Session of the United Nations
General Assembly

Mr. L. B. Pearson, Canada's Secretary of State for External Affairs, was elected

to the presidency of the seventh session of the General Assembly by a very large
majority. The actual vote gave 51 votes to Mr. Pearson, 4 votes to Mrs. Pandit, leader
of the Indian Delegation and 5 abstentions. Thus Mr. Pearson joins the distinguished
company of those who have served as president of the Assembly: M. Spaak (Be1-
gium), Dr. Aranha (Brazil), . Dr.__ Arce .(Argentina), Dr: Evatt (Australia), Generai
Romulo (the Philippines), M. Entezam (Iran) and Senhor Padilla Nervo (Mexico).

Representatives of the following countries were elected to provide the seven
vice-presidents of the Assembly: United Kingdom, United States, France, Soviet
Union, China, Egypt and Honduras.
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The President, the seven Vice-presidents and the Chainnen of the main com-
mittees of the Assembly form the very important General Committee which guides
the progress of the Assembly. The Committee Chairmen who were elected are
as follows:

First Committee . . . . . . . . . . . Senhor Muniz of Brazil
Ad Hoc Political Committee ..... M. Kyrou of Greece
Second Committee .... ... Mr. Nosek of Czechoslovakia
Third Committee . . . . . . . . . . ... Mr. Amjad All of Pakistan
Fourth Committee . . . . . . . . . Senor Munoz of Argentina
Fifth Committee ...... .. General Romulo of the Philippines
Sixth Committee . . . . . . . . . . . Prince Wan of Thailand.

Elections to the Councils of the United Nations

Each year the General Assembly must elect three non-permanent members of
the Security Council, six members of the Economic and Social Council and two mem-

! bers of the Trusteeship Council. For the Security Council, Colombia, Lebanon and
Denmark were elected to replace Brazil, Turkey and the Netherlands. Thus the mem-
bership of the Security Council for 1953 will be China, France, the U.S.S.R., the
United Kingdom, the United States, Chile, Greece, Pakistan, Colombia, Denmark and

: Lebanon.

The retiring members of the Economic and Social Council were Canada,
Czechoslovakia, Iran, Meadcô, Pakistan and the United States. On the 11- ballot the
following five candidates were elected to fill five of the six vacant seats: Australia,
India, Turkey, the United States and Venezuela. The three contenders for the sixth
vacancy, none of whom achieved the necessary majority of two-thirds on the' first
ballot, were Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia and Pakistan. It was not until the thirteenth
ballot that Yugoslavia achieved the required majority and was elected. The member-
ship of the Council for 1953 will be Argentina, Australia, Belgium, China, Cuba,
Egypt, France, India, the Philippines, Poland, Sweden, Turkey, the United Kingdom,
the United States, Uruguay, the U.S.S.R., Venezuela and Yugoslavia.

For the Trusteeship Council, El Salvador was re-elected and Syria was elected
to replace Iraq. No other candidates were serious contenders. The membership of the
Trusteeship Council for 1953 will be Australia, Belgium, China, France, New Zeal-
and, the United Kingdom, the United States, the U.S.S.R., the Dominican Republic,
El Salvador, Syria and Thailand.



STATEMENT • ON KOREA.
• _:^• . . .

Delivéred on Nooember 3 by bfr- Paul Martin, Vice-Chairman, Canadian Delegation to the

United Nations, to the First Committee ôf the. Seventh Session'of the General
Assemblll•

1ye distinguished Secretary of State of the , It still remains the purpose of this body and

United States, in his unusually comprehen- - I am sure that most members around the

sive speech a few days ago, laid- down, I, table will so recognize it as the main pur-

think, for all of us in thisdebate a standard , pose. As I said in my opening -statement in
of objective treatment and good temper the plenary meeting, Canadâ would regard

which I sincerely hope, in whatever I have • that urpose as having -. been , achieved

to say today, I may be able to follow.
throuX an honourable truce negotiated on
the basis of the present battle lines.

Seven years a go the Prime Minister of my With anarmistice the task'of repairing the
country signed the United Nations Charter. d
In so doing, he pledged our support to an - ravages of war will become our urgent uty.

anization dedicated to keep the peace
This is an effort which, however, cannot wait

stce and 1k.. already begun. I
and to restore peace, if necessary, by force . for an armi
in the event of aggression. We shared in a- cannot help but express here the admiration
great, new and bold experiment in collective
security. We reaffirmed our faith in funda-

andmental human rights and in the^gnisôlemn
worth of the - human person.

^

pledges were made by all the co-signatories
of the Charter on behalf of the peoples of
the United Nations.

. •^ .
Canadian wows

This seventh session of the General As-

o my country for the generosity shownf
by the United States Government which,
through its military agencies, is engaged in
relief and rehabilitation éven as the war goes
on. ` -.
`_ Tlië United •Nâtions Korean Relief Agency
is already co-operating with the Korean Gov-
erriment, and the United Nations Civil As-

sembly has been convened under the same Is i prep^g to play an even more extensive
Charter one again to give expression to the role in the rehabilitation of Korea itself. A
deep desire of the peoples of the world ^^volving the expenditure of $250 mil-
that --ce should be maintained in those ^on has been prepared, and the Canadian
areas where it now exists and of finding ways Government has agreed to assume its fair

.,rl mPanc of hrinvin¢ neace to those areas nf rncmncihilitv by substantial pledges
where at the moment, untortunately lucre to this programme, pledges which have at -
is armed conflict. So, as we see it, tor the .ready been honoured. I am confident that

les of the United Nations Korea is the other Member States will be equally willin"

sistance Command in Korea is helpmg to
soften the impact of war on the Korean peo-
ple and the Korean economy. That Agency

challenge and the test of all our pledges and to assume their full espo bility in the ur-
our hopes. In outlining the views of my dele- sent and necessary task of irelief and reha-
sCation on the Korean issue now before this ^ ^ilitation in Korea.
Committee, I propose to aeai wun the cen-
tral problem of prisoners of war, the extent
of agreement already reached at Panmunjom,.,
the draft resolutions now before this Com-

Symbol of Collective Security
I

mittee, the exploration of possible lines a-
rising out of the twenty-one Power resolu-
tion along which progress might be made
in the solution of the central issue and the
United Nations programme for the relief and
rehabilitation of that war-torn peninsula.

Nearly two and a half years ago the
United Nations went to the defence of South
Korea. That action had the overwhelming
support of Member States of this Organiza-
tion.. There was no doubt in the minds of
the overwhelming majority of the Member
States of the United Nations as to who was
the aggressor; nor is there any doubt today.
That was constantly clear from the scope and
massive weight of the North Korean attack
and from the subsequent refusal of the North
Korean authorities to heed the Security
Council's cease-fire resolution.

Purpose of Intervention

In acting promptly to defend South Korea,
our purpose was solely to resist aggression.

In my country. Korea
I
represents a chapter

in world history in which we have taken and
continue to take pride. If the peace-lovir:g
nations had failed there, it might have meant
the failure of collective security. We considcr
that collective security is essential to our ow'11
Canadian security; we have made many sac-
rifices to maintain it, and the price of its
failure, if we the United Nations had not
acted, would be too great for any of us to
contemplate.

We all know, in spite of forensic effort to
the contrary, the history of the Korean war.
For Canadians, as for many others repre-
sented around this table, there is the e!(-
quent though mute testimony of the casuatY
lists. There is also the cost in resources and
wealth of defending freedom in the Korean
campaign. We feel that our participation c:,-
titles us to speak in this discussion with some
authority and also with deep anxiety. AH
Canadians, and the Government which 1e-
flects their wishes, want a cessation of h^s-
tilities• They will not, however, bow to oe
will of proven aggressors to achieve it.
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- The steadfast adherence of so many coun-
tries to the principles of collective security
has been demonstrated- it is matched by
their willingness to find a satisfactory for-
mula for -an armistice in Korea. We feel that
we' should not despair of reaching an even-
tual settlement. True, the fighting in Korea
continues, but during the past twelve months
agreement has been reached on a large num-
ber of important issues, each of which at a
particular moment was considered by both
parties to be a major problem. It is on the
basis of the progress made at Panmunjom
that the Committee must make its contri-
bution. .

Single Obstacle '

At the moment one issue alone is holding
up the truce. Even Mr. Vyshinsky, I think,

- agrees with us on this point, for at least
three times in his speech to the Committee
he affirmed this to be the case. I shall quote
one very significant and important paragraph
in his speech:

^"The question of the exchange of war
prisoners has rempined the lone hurdle on
the path to the peaceful settlement of the
Korean question, the sole hurdle on the
path towards the cessation of the Korean
confiict, which has been going on for more
than two years and which has been accom-
panied by such horrors and miseries."

Finall^, for the third time in the passage, he
said: 'This is the lone obstacle to the settle-
ment of the whole question ..:'

The Foreign Minister for Poland, speaking
on Saturday, also admitted that this was the
lone obstacle, the sole hurdle, the lone hur-
dle - although he did not specificall
those very words. That being the case, ysurely

use

this Assembly should not fail in helping to
find a solution to the remaining issue.

Communist Stand

That are the main elements of the Com-
munist stand which has produced this dead-
lock in the negotiations? They charge that
the United Nations stand is contrary to "gen-
erally recognized concepts of international
law and moralityH. Those are Mr. Vyshinsky's
own words. Secondly, they charge that the
proposals of the United Nations negotiators
are "devoid of any reason and are still run
through by unreasonable demands of forcible
retention of , prisoners". These last words
came from General Nam II's letter of 16 Oc-. tober. Finally, they charge that the Unified
Command has made use of "the most horri-
ble methods of torture and mass terror, an
action the purpose of which is to force the
prisoners of war to refuse to return to their
homeland". This last quotation is taken from
the statement which the representative of
Czechoslovakia made in the plenary meeting
on 20 October.

I would ask representatives in this Com-

mittee to consider these charges, , together
with the proposals made in the course of the
last six months by the United Nations nego-
tiators, and particularly in the light of the
proposals which they made to the Commu-
nist Command on 28 September. These pro-
posals are set out in page 20 of document
A/2228 of 18 October 1952. .

Legal Aspects

I do not propose to spend a great deal of
time, but a few moments only, on the legal
aspects of this problem. Mr. Vyshinsky, with
all the adroitness and professional skill that
we know him to possess, argued vigorously
that under international law and, more spe-
cifically, under article 118 of the Geneva
Convention of 1949 on prisoners of war,
there was an obligation on the part of the
Unified Command to , send back to North
Korea and to the Chinese Communist regime
all prisoners of war, however strongly they
resisted, fearing that once they returned they
would be persecuted for political reasons.

Surely Mr. Vyshinsky, or the U.S.S.R. rep-
resentative who is sitting in the Committee
today, on reflection will realize that this is a
shocking proposition. For centuries the right
of a State to grant asylum has been one of
the most cherished rights of the free nations
of the world.

There is no doubt that most of Mr. Vy
-shinsky's legal argument was incontestable.

The point of weakness in his argument was
not what he stated, but what he left out. He
told us what article 118 says, but he did not
tell us precisely what it did not say, and the
issue before this Committee is not contained
in article 118. There is no doubt that article
118 was intended to afford to prisoners of
war the privilege of release and repatriation;
no one quarrels with that. It was also in-
tended to grant to the detaining Power the
privilege of returning prisoners of war; no
one quarrels with that. Indeed Mr. Acheson
anticipated this very aspect of the problem.
Mr. Vyshinsky argues that article 118 gives
the prisoner 's home State the unconditional
right to his return, and he sought to bolster
his argument by quoting from a number oir
well-known writers of textbooks on interna-
tional law. He suggested that we should read
the opinions of pppenheim and Martens, for
example. I have rooked at what Oppenheirn
has to say on this very subject. It is true that
Mr. Vyshinsky did not tell us precisely what
Oppenheim did say; he merely suggested that
we should read his opinion. I accepted the
invitation, and I suggest that anyone who
will look at the Oppenheim Sixth Edition, p.
216, will find that this distinguished author
argues to the contrary of the thesis which
Mr. Vyshinsky said Oppenheim really put
forward.

I would also suggest to Mr. Vyshinsky that
when he next speaks to this Committee, he
should tell us precisely where, in Martens'
textbooks, there is any justification for the
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__ t which he ably and vigorously put
be^ore the Committee. And I would say to
Mr. Vyshinsky that there are other textbook
writers. There is Moore; there is Calvo- there
is Blunschli and a careful perusal of what
those international law writers have to say
will not confirm in the slightest degree the
thesis that, in the context of the situation
which we are discussing, it is international
law to force by any means whatsoever an
individual to return to his homeland. True,
those authors do discuss the obligations of
the detaining Power. There is certainly no
obligation on the part of an}^ given State to
keep a particular individuai who wishes to
exercise the principle or the privilege of free-
dom of choice.

Other Sources

But there are other sources and other au-
thorities and Mr. Vyshinsky, I am sure, will
wish to look at them. I would refer him to a
well-known authority, an authority that is
highly respected as a great legal expert in

Mr.some parts of the world. I would refer.
Vyshinsky to a well-known book called The
Law of the Soviet State by Andrei E. Vyshin-
sky. Using the technique which Mr. Vyshin-
sky himself often uses when he refers to text-
books or authorities for the benefit of those
who do not share his point of view or ideol-
ogy I would ask him to look at his own
book, or, at any rate, a book which he him-
self is credited with having edited. This par-
ticular edition is the 1948 edition, translated
by Hugh W. Babb. I find on page 633 of
this book two paragraphs which, I think, are
of some significance in the context of this
situation. The first paragraph reads as fol-
lows:

"Article 1 (129) of the U.S.S.R. Consti-
tution establishes that the U.S.S.R. grants

,the right of asylum to foreign citizens
persecuted for defending the interests of
the toilers, or for scientific activity, or for
their struggle on behalf of national libera-
tion."

Then he goes on:
-The same articles are included in the

Constitutions of Soviet Union Republim'

I will call to the attention of the members
of the Committee particularly the second
paragraph in which Mr. Vyshinsky goes on
to say:

-The practice in international relations
of granting persecuted foreigners the right

- of asylum rests on an international custom
of over a thousand years' standing."

What better authority to present in answer
to Mr. Vyshinsky's own statement? Dealing
with the fact that there were some seventeen
treaties at the end of the last war, in which
the Soviet had agreed to the principle of free
choice by a prisoner, he said that those
treaties must be understood and examined
and appraised in the light of the social con-

ditions of that time. That was a fair com
ment, and at first it made a deep impression
on me. But he gave the impression that it
was only because of the circumstance attend-
ing the social revolution of that time that
there was any justification for acknowledging
that international practice in so far as the
Soviet Union was concerned and that these
conditions. were contrary to the argument
which, in the main, he made before this
Committee. The fact. is, whatever may be
the explanation or..the reason for those bi-
lateral arrangements - as Mr. Vyshinsky, the
author, has noted -.that the practice in,in-
ternational relations of granting persecuted
foreigners the right of asylum rests on inter-
national custom of over a thousand years'
standing, and I am sure that when he reflects
upon his writings he will be perhaps able
more specifically to deal with some questions
put to him the other day by Mr. Selwyn
Lloyd.

It may be that in certain countries the
concept of international law and morality
prevents people from the exercise of their
free wilL I cannot believe, however that
representatives in this C,ommittee coad ac-
cept the argument that even if individual
prisoners of war were to express a genuine
desire not to return to a particalar country
they should be driven there by troops of
either side under orders to club, bayonet or
shoot them if they resisted. Such an inter-
pretation of the meaning of the term "inter-
national law and morality" is surely impos-
sible for any decent human being..

Foreiblo Rotontioa

The second charge concerns forcible reten-
tion. Yet the Unified Command has offered
to allow individual prisoners of war to ex-
press their individual views on repatriation
free of military control and before impartO
bodies composed of civilian or military rep-
resentatives of the parties to the conflict, or
of parties who have not participated in the
conflict, or of humanitarian organizations
whose impartiality and devotion to the serv-
ice of mankind are known throughout the
world.

Unless words have lost their meanin g
and I must confess that Mr. Vyshinslry's
liberty seems greatest in the realm of words
- there can be no charge that the Unified
Command wishes to retain these prisoners of
war. Speaking to this Committee on behalf
of the Unified Command, Mr. Acheson stated
very clearly indeed that the Unified Com-
mand would be only too happy to get these
prisoners off its hands.

This charge is coupled with another: that
the Unified Command has used torture and
terror to force prisoners of war to refuse re-
patriation. If there were a shred of truth in
these allegations, would it not be common
sense for the Unified Command to - make
every effort to prevent a free expression of
views by prisoners of war before bodies coin-
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pletely free of military control? Yet the Uni-
Command is offering this very kind of

free, impartial investigation.

Double Standards Used

I should like to digress for a moment to
point out to members of the Committee a
remarkable instance of the double standards
employed by Mr. Vyshinsky in giving us the
other day a lurid picture of brutality in the
prisoner of war camps under the control of
the Unified Command. He quoted from a
report of the International Committee of the
Red Cross in an effort to substantiate his
tale. We, on our side, have great confidence
in the International Committee of the Red
Cross. We understood, prior to Mr. Vyshin-
sky's remarks the other day that - to use
his own words - he regardea it as "a tool of
the American imperialists, the war-mongers",
But lie quotes the International Committee
of the Red Cross in support of a particular
argument which he is presenting. Neverthe-
less, neither Mr. Vyshinsky nor the Commu-
nist negotiators at Panmunjom will accept
that organization as a fit body to interview

oners of war with a view to learnin gg
reir wishes concerning repatriation. Would
that I could interpret his reference to the
judgment of the International Committee of
the Red Cross as an indication that the or-
ganization may be accepted in the future -
the near future, I trust - as one commanding
the confidence of the Communists for inves-
tigating the desires of prisoners of war with
respect to repatriation.

It may be worth while to examine the more
specific charge of the Communist truce dele-
gation that the terms offered by the Unified
Command contradict the Geneva Convention
relative to the treatment of prisoners of war.
Incidentally, the other day, Mr. Vyshinsky
complained of what he called, in substance,
the traditional policy of the United States in
signing agreements or conventions and not
ratifying them. He went on to say that the
United States had not ratified the Geneva
Convention of 1949. That is true. But what
are the other facts? They are that only seven-
teen countries have ratified the Convention
and that the Soviet Union is not among
them. If the serious charge were to be made
against the United States Government that
it had not ratified the Convention, I think it
would have been fair if Mr. Vyshinsky had
added why - and, doubtless, there are good
reasons - the Soviet Union itself had not
ratified the Convention.

I should like to underline the fact that it
is a generally accepted rule that the terms
of an international agreement or convention
are to be interpreted in the light of the in-
tentions of the drafters and the preparatory
work which preceded its conclusion.

Our main concern when the Geneva Con-
vention was under consideration was, surely,
the welfare of the individual prisoner. That

was stated here very ably the other day by
the representative of Sweden. The Conven-
tion's purpose is essentially h»*nan^tarian• it
is inspired by respect for human persona^i ty
and dignity. In the preliminary remarks t o
the Second Revised Edition of the Four
Conventions of 1949, the International Com-
mittee says that it has -laboured unremit-
tingly for the greater protection in inter-
national law of the individual against the
hardships of war". That clearly indicates the
purpose which brought together the persons
at that conference; it clearly underlines the
character of the debates, without going into
them in full; it clearly indicates the main
purpose of the Conventions. Since the Con-
ventions themselves were designed for the
protection of the individual, no single article
can be interpreted in such a way as to cause
hardship for him. We still, therefore, await
Mr. Vyshinsky's answer to the five questions
put to him so aptly the other day by the
representative of the United Kingdom, as to
whether the Soviet Union would really con-
done the practice of forcible repatriation. I
think Air. Vyshinsky has perhaps answered
the first of Mr. Lloyd's questions, but we
must have an answer to the other four before
we can end this debate. The questions which
Mr. Lloyd put - and I have examined them
again very carefully - are neither rhetorical
nor hypothetical: they are fundamental to
the settlement of this •whole issue.

Communist Record

Now what is the record of the Communist
Command as regards the Geneva Conven-
tion, which, it seems, has suddenly become
the guide and standard by which they wish
the prisoner of war issue to be solved? This
is their record. They have refused to follow
the provisions of article 23, concerning the
disposition of prisoner of war camps. That,
too, is contrary to international law and mo-
rality. They have refused to grant prisoners
of war facilities for communication with
their families, as provided for in articles 70
and 71. That, too, is a very important fact in
considering the international law and mo-
rality of the situation. They have refused to
allow the receipt of relief parcels, as pro-
vided for in article 72.

Hence, here again we find Mr. Vyshinsky's
double standard technique. He endorses with
fervour and rhetoric some articles of the
Geneva Convention - as, in fact, have the
Communist negotiators at Panmunjom. But
neither he nor they offer any explanation for
their disregard of other provisions of the
same convention, such as those I have just
noted. Surely, if the letter of the law of two
articles is so sacrosanct to Mr. Vyshinsky, I
must presume that the letter of the law of
these other articles is equally sacrosanct.
Perhaps Mr. Vyshinsky could explain this. I
offer it to him, at least, as one further ques-
tion for him to answer; and I shall have some
other questions for him in another context.
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Canudian Geneva Stat-*nt

At this point I should like to pick up a
remark which the representative of Poland
made last Saturday. I suspect that be may
not be responsible for the misunderstandmg
which I think he left with members of the

Committee, as whrt which appeared earliera misleading report
this year in a New York newspaper, and I
suspect - and I say this with great respect -
that he was probably referring to that news-
paper and not to the text or to the minutes
of the debates in Ceneva in 1949. The Polish
Foreign Minister said that the Canadian rep-
resentative at the diplomatic conference in
Geneva in 1949 had argued against giving
prisoners of war any right to resist repatria-
tion. The fact is that nothing in the records
of the conference can be found to substan-
tiate this assertion at all. The Canadian rep-
resentative, Major Armstrong, did saY_^ to
"no detaining power should be compell
keep in its territory prisoners of war who did
not wish to return home". However, this
point was quite different from that made by
the Polish Foreign Minister, becanse,Majr
Armstrong went on to explain - and I use
the words of the official records:

"It might even be dangerous, particu-
larly for small States, to retain too large a
number of prisoners in their territory. He
was
valid rea^sons for t re

if a
f using ^iepatrâti odu^ced

instance, danger of death in the event of
returnin to his own country) no camp
comman^ant would repatriate him against
his will, at least in Canada".

I am sure that the Foreign Minister of Po-
land will not want to correct what he said,
in the light of the _tuaper report, in ao-

noW quoted.ot^ The record shows beyond doubt
where Canada stood on this question at the
Geneva Conference.

In dealing with the references made by
Mr. Acheson to the provisions concerning
prisoners of war contained in certain early
Soviet treaties, Mr. Vyshinsky claimed that
these texts could not be divorced from their
real historical settin^. He, said that Mr.
Acheson had seen only the dry-as-dust
texts, the legal juridical formulae" and forgot
the social and political conditions in which
those texts arose and on which the events
that were raging then placed their stamp.

Mr. Vyshinsky continued.

"This fact must not be lost sight of in-
'asmuch as it Is correct to evaluate and
appraise documents only in their political
and historical setting°.

These criteria to which Mr. Vyshinsky re-
ferred should be borne in mind in applying
legal texts and formulae to the reality of a
war-torn and divided' Korea in a divided
world. If a compromise was reached in the
early treaties to which Mr. Vyshinsky re-

feired, why is it not possible to reach a prac-
tical agreement on the prisoner of war issue
satisfactory to both sides in the present dis-
pute, especially when the stakes are as high
as peace in Korea? -1 . 1 r .. :

- In considering this prisoner of war issue
there are only three possible interpretations
that we can give to the stand taken by the
Communist Command- either they are in
good faith, or a misunderstanding has arisen,
or they are in bad faith.

If they are in good faith, it should not be
difficult to reach agreement. If a misunder-
standing has arisen then we must continue
to give serious stu^y to the matter. If they
are in bad faith, then the problem becomes
insoluble. I do not mean the specific issue of
prisoners of war but the whole Korean s-
tion for, once this issue bas been, reso

que
lved,

the Communist Command could choose to
find excuse after excuse to prevent an armis-
tice from being ned. In that event no
amount of good wsi

^g
ill on our part would help

to solve this problem, and the responsibility
for the continuation of the Korean war
would have to be placed squarely on the
shoulders of those, whether Koreans, Chinese
or Soviet Russians, who were intent on con-
tinuing the war.

I noted that in his letter of 18 October
General Nam 11 wrote, "the people through-
out the world, including the people of the
United States of America, are eagerlt await-
ing the realization of peace in Korea . What
the Communist General said about the
United States is true also of my country and,
I am sure, of a great majority of countries
too. The people of Canada certainly are
eagerly awaiting the day when war will end
in Korea.

No matter who expresses the idea, no mat-
ter what terms are used to express it, no
matter the language in which it is expressed
the world hungers for peace in its true and
honourable and historic sense which, I am
confident, will prevail over all propaganda
efforts to degrade this word into a slogan for
aggression.

Soviet Resolution

Let us consider for a moment the draft
resolution submitted by Mr. Vyshinsky on
behalf of the Soviet Union, and analyse its
contents in the light of the problems with
which we are faced, for every solution must
be examined.

The first point is that this draft resolution
is extremely vague and does not seem to ad-
dress itself to the problem which has blocked
the armistice negotiations.

By calling for the establishment of a com-
mission at this time the representative of the
Soviet Union, in my estimation at any rate,
has put the cart before the horse or, as he
once said in another debate a couple of years
ago, the cart before the moose, and, deliber-
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ately or not, has, I think, added to our con-
fusion.

I would now put the following questions
to Mr. Gromyko, asking him to hand them
to Mr. Vyshinsky concerning his draft reso-
lution. First, when, where and by whom
would the prisoner of war issue be discussed
if his draft resolution were agreed upon?
Second, would all the progress made at Pan-
munjom have to be abandoned and an en-
tirely new set of negotiations undertaken by
the commission? Third, would this commis-
sion be created before an armistice had been
concluded, or is it suggested that the cease-
fire talks should continue while the commis-
sion discusses other problems related to the
"peaceful settlement of the Korean ques-
tion ..:' and so on, as both sides have al-
ready agreed to do within three months of
an armistice being concluded? And finally,
does Mr. Vyshinsky want to begin these
political discussions before an armistice, or
should we infer that the commission will
come into being only after the armistice
negotiations have proved successful?

Nothing Now

The second point that I should like to
make is that, in the absence of further ex-
planation, there seems to be nothing new in
the Soviet Union draft resolution. Mr. Vysh-
insky will remember that last year, during
the sixth session of the General Assembly, it
was decided by an overwhelming majority of
fifty-one in favour and only the five Soviet
bloc members against that consideration of
the Korean situation should be deferred until
the conclusion of an armistice.

The priority established by the General As-
sembly last year still holds good this year.
Last year it was the overwhehning view that
without an armistice it would not be realistic
to attempt to reach agreement on the terms
of a political settlement. I am sure that the
same overwhelming majority of this Commit-
tee still feels that way this year and that it
still agrees that first things must come first.

The third point I have in mind is this. The
draft resolution of the Soviet Union proposes
the gstablishment of a commission for the
peaceful settlement of the Korean question.
On 7 October 1950 the General Assembly
did, in fact, create a Commission and direct-
ed it to assist in the establishment of a uni-
fied, independent and democratic govern-
ment in Korea. It is the report of this Com-
mission which we are now considering. The
resolution leading to the establishment of this
Commission was approved by forty-seven
Member States. I presume, however, that
this is not the type of commission Mr. Vysh-
insky has in mind since he refers to the par-
ticipation in it of "the parties directly con-
cerned and of other States."

I would like to remind Mr. Vyshinsky here
that among the five points put forward on 11
January 1951 by the Cease-Fire Group of the

General Assembly, there was a proposal for
the establishment of some appropriate body
which would concern itself with the prob-
lems of a political settlement. My delegation
still stands by these proposals. I should like
to emphasize, however, that the political
conference proposed - and I do not exclude
a wider representation of States - should not
take place until agreement has been reached
on a cease-fire.

Outstanding Issue

Basically there certainly is only one is-
sue which divides us on this question of a
commission, and that is one of timing. The
Unified Command cannot agree, it seems to
us, to thé holding of a political conference
before an armistice has been concluded.-The
draft resolution of the Soviet Union conveys
the impression that the commission which
they suggest should be established imme-
diately or forthwith. If this is their intention,
the difference in timing is so important that
it makes the draft resolution as it presently
stands unacceptable.

However, in our desire to be as objective
as possible with regard to this and other pro-
posals, I wish to examine it further. Taldx ►g
the Soviet Union draft resolution in the con-
text of the statement made by Mr. Vyshinsky,
there is perhaps another construction that
could be placed at least on the central idea
of the commission which it proposes. Mr.
Vyshinsky, it will be remembered, spent a
good deal of time discussing the prisoner of
war problem and the question which he puts
upside down as "forced retention" of prison-
ers. Then he submitted his draft resolution.
Does Mr. Vyshinsky intend this as a back-
handed way of suggesting that, among other
things, the commission might directly or in-
directly satisfy itself as to the real wishes of
the prisoners?

It may be inferred from Mr. Vyshinsky's
statement that, given a type of screening
under which prisoners of war could freely
express their will, the number of those who
would refuse to return to their homeland
would be infinitesimal. So much the bet-
ter. Throughout the discussions at Panmun-
jom on this issue, it often looked as if there
would have been little difficulty with this
question had the numbers of prisoners in-
tending to resist repatriation by force been
smaller. The Communist Command came
close to saying as much when they a cqui-
esced in the Unified Command's proposal to
determine more exactly the wishes of the

ners. At that time, as it will be recalled,
TWeven issued an amnesty declaration in an
attempt to influence the prisoners in their
decision.

No Quibbling Over Numbor

We are not quibbling over their number.
We know there are prisoners of war who are
unwilling to return to Communist controL No
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ône could have been but impressed with the
first-hand evidence given this Committee the
other day by the Minister of State repre-
senting Her Majesty's Govemment in the
United Kingdom. The representative of
China reminded us the other day of the evi-
dence given to the world by Cardinal Scpheall

-man. We can repeat evidence of that r-
acter that has been given by many indivi-
duals whose honour and word we all recog-
nize as being of the type that must be ac-
cepted. The United Nations Command will
not use force to repatriate these individuals.
Surely that is clear.

Both sides have recognized that every
prisoner of war shall be entitled to release
and repatriation. There can be no real argu-
ment on that score. That right is guaranteed
by the Geneva Convention. Both sides agree
that article 118 is binding. My delegation
noted the Polish Foreign Minister s statement
on Saturday that "repatriation should be car-
ried out in accordance with international
law" after an armistice, and we were en-
couraged - I wonder whether there is not
some hope in his words - to hear him say
that according to his understanding of the
Geneva Convention, "the released war pris-
oner is returned to his home as a free agent".
I should especially like to emphasize his
words "as a free agent". I do not know
whether that was a key or whether it was
a suggestipn to us. I do not know whether
that was his answer vicariously • to Mr.
Lloyd's questions. But I hope be will not dis-
illusion me when I express the hopeful view
that in the words "as a free agent" he was
suggesting to us that the situation on this
score is not as hopeless as originally it seem-
ed to be.

In our search for some new method of
roach consistent with the basic principles

7the Twenty-one Power draft resolution,
might we not use the language of this article
as a bridge on which we could build some-
thing that both sides could accept?

Arrangements for Exchange

There is no longer any disagreement that,
in the event of an armistice, prisoners of war
on both sides will be brought to agreed
points in, a demilitarized zone or zones. The
two Commands have already agreed further
that they will release the prisoners of war
from the control of their respective military
forces. All prisoners who would not resist
the completion of their repatriation would be
expeditiously exchanged.

The Unified Command has proposed that
any of a number of impartial groups might
be organized to interview prisoners of war
who have indicated that they will forcibly
resist the final stage of their repatriation. In
the circumstances no use of force would be
possible, for the prisoners would be in a de-
militarized area under the control of an im-
partial protecting agency. So far the Com-

munist Command has failed to indicate why
such a pr is unacceptable. Perhaps the
stumbling block is the composition of these
suggested impartial protecting groups. Yet
the Communist Command has been able to
agree to other joint commissions. For ex-
ample, they were able, to agree to the com-
position of the commission provided for in
article 37 of the draft armistice agreement.
Agreement on similar lines might be possible
for the task of interviewing the prisoners. If
a protecting power were needed within the
meaning of the terms of the Geneva Conven-
tion, consideration could be given to vestin g
the same group, or even another group of
Powers, with this role. Those who refused to
leave the neutral area would still retain the
right to have their repatriation completed if
and when they wished, and meanwhile they
would be held by the protecting Powers in
a manner to be determined. -

The Unified Command is, I am convinced,
prepared to discuss any new suggestions a-
long these lines which might be made. If the
idea of an observer group of any kind is un-
acceptable to the Communist Command, the
Unified Command has offered to discuss the
release of prisoners of war without question,
interviewing or screening of any kind.

Such an operation, whatever form it takes,
cannot be carried out over night, and time
is a great healer. The protecting Power or
Powers would continue their humanitarian
tasks for as long as is required. .

Small Area of Disag ►emnont

It seems to me that if we look at the situa-
tion as we know it - but there might be
some elements of which we are not aware -
there is a small area of disagreement, and I
sincerely believe that the Communist Com-
mand if it truly desires an armistice, will
consiaer every alternative as carefully as we
do ourselves and as I am seeking to do in
what I have to say here today. t

We are all agreed that an armistice should
be concluded as soon as possible and that
there is but one issue which prevents the
parties involved from agreeing on its terms,
namely that of the treatment of the prison-
ers of war. Further, we are agreed that pris-
oners of war should be treated fôr all pur-
poses, including that of release and repatria-
tion, according to the principles of the Gene-
va Convention of 1949. We are not agreed
as to whether prisoners unwilling to return
should or should not be repatriated by force.
We reject the use of force, and the Com-
munists still have to pronounce themselves
and we await their answer. We agree with
Mr. Vyshinsky that there must be no forcible
retention of prisoners of war for any purpose;
does he agree that there must be no force
used for any purpose in the completion of
repatriation?

Lastly, we are all agreed, I think, that a
political conference should be held to dis-
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cuss the question of Korea. This conference,
in our opinion, can properly be held only,
after an armistice has been achieved, while
here agau► the Communists are non-com-
mittaL Now if we fail in our endeavour to
reach a solution at this session of the Assem-
bly, it will be either because the Communists
have refused to clarify their stand on the two
points to which I have just referred, or that
their answers indicate that they approve of
physical violence for the purpose of repatria-
tion and deliberately decide to blur the issue
of a conference by insisting that it be held
before an armistice has been achieved. They
might not like the problems to be put that
way, but simply stated .that is exactly how
they are.

Draft Rosolution

I should like to direct your attention to the
draft resolution which we have before us, a
resolution which my Government is co-spon-
soring along with one-third of the Member
Governments of the United Nations. It is a
resolution with a specific objective - to im-
press upon the enemy the ^eten^nination of
Member States of the United Nations to pro-
tect the interests of the individual in a situa-
tion of peril as they resolved in 1950 to pro-
tect an infant State against the peril of ag-
gression. We must now know whether the
enemy Is prepared or not to conclude an
armistice which recognizes, explicitly or im-
plicitly, certain basic rights of the individual,
or whether he simply uses devices in order
to prevent the cessation of hostilities.

The draft resolution provides an opportu-
.nity for anyone to offer any new suggestion
which might lead to an armistice, recognizing
the rights of all prisoners of war to express
their desires with respect to repatriation be-
fore an impartial body. I note that the Gov-
enlinent of Mexico has submitted a draft
resolution which, in our estimation, was in-
soired by the highest motives of statesman-
ship and humanity. It might profitably be
studied further so as to supply a practical
scheme to provide for the disposition of pris-
oners of war who are unwilling to have their
repatriation completed at the time of release
from captivity and after being handed over
to the impartial protection agency. My dele-
gation would be glad to consider this pro-
posal at an appropriate time and in the light
of the progress made on the Twenty-one
Power draft resolution now before the Com-
mittee.

This Twenty-one Power draft resolution
closes no door that might lead to an honour-
able armistice. In fact, Mr. Acheson himself
clearly Indicated that his attitude was not
one of exclusiveness. We must look upon
this draft resolution as opening other ways
without in any way denying the validity of
the principles involved in it. I therefore urge
that it be supported substantially by an over-
whelming majority of the members of this
Committee so that the enemy may know of
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our unanimity of purpose in seeking an ar-
mistice in Korea worthy of the sacrifices
made by countless individuals in the struggle
to throw back agression and, at the same
time, our determination to reach an honour-
able settlement. -

Symbol of Our rime

I have said that Korea has become a sym-
bol for our time. It is clearly a symbol of the
success of collective security in action. Now
that aggression has been stopped and thrown
back, it is in danger, I believe, of becomin g
a symbol not of success but of failure - of
failure to achieve peaceful collaboration. For
if we cannot break through this final barrier
of disagreement on one narrow issue based
upon a principle which, as Mr. Vyshinsky has
said, has been recognized international prac-
tice for over 1,000 years, what are we to
think of the whole concept of the possibility
of peaceful co-existence on which, according
to the highest communist authori ty, the pol-
icy of the Eastern world is based? If peace-
ful co-existence is possible between States,
is it impossible between men? Is the prin-
ciple of co-existence applied when a prisoner
of war is delivered dead to the other side
because of his refusal to be delivered alive,
or is delivered alive so as to face death?
Surely peaceful co-existence cannot be based
on corpses. Many Western communists make
a pilgrimage to Moscow, to Peking and to
Prague. A few even stay there; and they
are allowed to stay and, I presume, to live.
Would this be a one-way street and should
the West be deprived of exercising its right
of asylum as the East does?

This is more than an academic question.
Lives are involved. Some of the prisoners of
war would rather die than return to com-
munist dominated countries. Even if there
were only one, should he be dragged across
the frontier? We are at times apt to forget
that the division between East and West has
echoes in the minds of private individuals,
and that individuals have to pay dearly the
price of what they call freedom. At the time,
for example, there are hundreds if not thou-
sands of prisoners in South Korea, who are
anxiously awaiting the results of our deliber-
ations, whose fate is in our hands. Are we
to ignore their plight? In its simplest expres-
sion, co-existence means that two States or
two groups of States apply the dictum of
"live and let live". This should apply to in-
dividuals as well as to nations.

On 24 October last at the plenary meet-
ing, we observed the seventh anniversary of
the coming into force of the United Nations
Charter. The President of the Ceneral As-
sembly, speaking on that occasion, said:

°Today in the minds and hearts of men
and women everywhere there will be one
single compelling thought, the thought of
world veace, and there will be one single
compelling question: What can the United
Nations do to achieve it?"
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' We in this Committee know that in deal-
ing with the crucial issue of Korea at this
session, this question is directed at us, and
ours is the responsibility for answering it.
To find an answer, we must discard slogans
and shibboleths and deal with the realities
of the fighting, the suffering and the misery
which give substance to the symbol of Korea.
We must recall the sacrifices made by the
youth of our lands, many of whom have laid
down their lives for the sake of peace. They
have been called upon to resist aggression^
and they have succeeded in their assign
task.

Now the duty rests firmly upon each and
every one of us around this table to play our
full part in bringing about that peace in
Korea to which millions of human beings on
both sides in this conflict devote their ho pes
and their prayers. What they seek, and what
we can achieve by first stopping the fighting
in Korea, is not a mere static peace, not an
uneasy pause between violent bouts of limit-
ed and localized aggression, but a lasting
peace in which the nations and the peoples
of the world can march together toward the
horizons of the future.

ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY

Historic Documents

The Department of External Affairs announced on November 4 that the United States
Government had been informed that the Canadian Government now considers the Great
Lakes-St. Lawrence Basin Development Agreement of 1941 as having been superseded by
the plan envisaged in the joint application of the two governments to the International Joint
Commission and the order of approval* thereof made by the Commission on October 29,
1952, and that Canada, therefore, does not intend to take any action to have the Agreement
of 1941 ratified.

The text of a Note delivered by the Canadian Ambassador in Washington to the Sec-
retary of State of the United States was as follows:

NOTE OF NOVEMBER 4, 1952, FROM THE CANADIAN AMBASSADOR IN

WASHINGTON TO THE SECRETARY OF STATE OF THE UNITED STATES

.
I hâve the honour to refer to the project for the development of power in the International

Rapids Section of the St. Lawrence River, which has now been approved by the International
Joint Commission in its order dated October 29, 1952,' in accordance with the applications
submitted to the Commission by the Governments of Canada and the United States on June
30, 1952.

You will recall that, when the St. Lawrence development plan envisaged in these appli-
cations was first proposed to the President of the United States by the Prime. Minister of
Canada ôn September 28, 1951, the President agreed to support this plan if an early com-
mencement of the plan envisaged in The Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Basin Development
Agreement of 1941 was not possible. On April 14 last, when the Secretary of State for
External Affairs and the Minister of Transport discussed the St. Lawrence development with
the President of the United States, it was agreed that the Governments of Canada and the
United States would submit applications to the International Joint Commission for a St.
Lawrence power project as a necessary preliminary step toward the implementation of the
plan proposed to the President in September 1951. The applications were submitted on the
understanding that both Governments would be ready, however, to revert to the 1941 Agree-
ment and withdraw the applications if the Congress approved the 1941 Agreement during

., _
*Copies of the Order of Approval may be obtained from the Information Division, Department of External
Adairs, Ottawa. Canada.
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the time that the applications were under consideration by the International Joint Commis-
sion. Since these discussions, the Congress of the United States has not approved the 1941
Agreement which, after eleven years, still remains unratified.

The approval by the International Joint Commission of the. applications of the two
Governments for a power project now brings the St. Lawrence development to the point
where construction can begin, both on the seaway and the power project, as soon as a duly
designated entity has been authorized to construct the United States part of the power
project. Legislation to implement the plan envisaged in the applications to the International
Joint Commission has already been enacted by the Parliament of Canada and by the Legis-
lature of Ontario, and Canada has already taken certain preliminary steps with respect to
the construction of the seaway. The Canadian Government, accordingly, has concluded that
it would no longer be practicable to revert to the terms of the 1941 Agreement or to place
that Agreement before Parliament for approval. The Canadian Government, therefore, con-
siders that Agreement as having been superseded and does not intend to take any action to
have it ratified.

I should like to express the gratitude of my Government for the co-operation which has
been received from the United States Government in preparing for the construction of the
St. Lawrence project, which is so urgently needed in the interests of the economic develop-
ment and defence of both our countries. On behalf of my Government, I should also like to
request the continued co-operation and support of the United States Government in com-
pleting the arrangements for proceeding with this project.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.

H. H. WRONG

- Ambassador.



APPOINTMENTS AND TRANSFERS IN THE
CANADIAN DIPLOMATIC SERVICE

Mr. E. Reid, was posted from Ottawa to New Delhi, as High Commissioner for Canada in
India, effective October 3, 1952.

Mr. W. D. Matthews was transferred from the Canadian Embassy, Washington, to the Can-
adian Legation, Stockholm, as Minister to Sweden, effective October 8, 1952.

Mr. S. F. Rae was posted from home leave, (London) to Ottawa effective September 22,
1952.

Mr. R. L. Rogers was posted from Ottawa to the Canadian Embassy, Tokyo, effective Sep-
tember 27, 1952.

Mr. G. S. Murray was posted from home leave (Karachi) to Ottawa, effective October 1,
1952.

Mr.- J. C. Langley was posted from Ottawa to the Canadian Embassy, Brussels, effective
October 10, 1952. "

Mr. Renb Garneau was posted from Ottawa to the Canadian Embassy, Paris, effective
October 31, 1952.

Mr. G. C. Langille was transferred from the Canadian Embassy, Buenos Aires, to the
Canadian Consulate General, Caracas, effective October 25, 1952.

APPOINTMENTS AND TRANSFERS OF REPRESENTATIVES
OF OTHER COUNTRIES IN CANADA

DIPLOMATIC

Now Appoinhn*nfs:

His Excellency Dr. Max Loewenthal-Chlu-
mecky, Minister of Austria. October 9.

Dr. H. Polak, Scientific Attachb, Embassy
of the Netherlands, October 1.

of the High Commissioner for the Union of
South Africa. October 17.

Lieutenant-Colonel Mario de Perdigao Co-
elho, Assistant Air Attaché, Embassy of Bra-
zil. October 21.

Miss Margarete Platzmann, Third Secre- His Excellency Hubert Guérin, Ambas-
tary (Commercial Affairs) Embassy of the:.,. sador of France, left on September 29 for a

Federal Republic of Germany. October 9. visit rohis country. Mr. FranFois de Labou-
laye, Counsellor, is Chargé d Affaires ad in-

Brigadier M. G. Jilani, Military Adviser, terim.

His Excellency Dr. Ra'ko D^ermanavic, re-
sumed his duties as Amdor of Yugosla-
via. October 6.

His Excellency Dr. Max Loewenthal-Chln-
Lieutenant-Colonel Roberto Faria Lima, mecky, Minister of Austria, left Ottawa to

Assistant Air Attaché, Embassy of BraziL reassume his duties as Ambassador of Austria

October 21. in Washington. October 11. Dr. Walther

Office of the High Commissioner for Pàkis-
tan. October 17.

Mr. P. V. Putman Cramer, First Secretary,
Embassy of the Netherlands. October 17.

Mr. I. L. C. Stewart, Assistant Secretary,
Office of the High Commissioner for New
Zealand. October 23.

Daparwnt:

Dr. J. J. Verschuur Scientific Attaché,
Embassy of the Netherlands. October 1.

Mr. Slavko Zecevic, First Secretary, Em-
bassy of Yugoslavia. October 2.

Brigadier N. A. K. Raza, Military Adviser,
office of the High Commissioner for Pakis-
tan. October 17.

Mr. L. E. Lang, Civil Air Adviser, Office

I

Peinsipp is Chargé d Affaires ad interlm.

His Excellency A. Adrian Roberts Q.C.,
High Commissioner for the Union J South
Africa, left on October 12 to attend the
Seventh General Assembly of the United
Nations in New York, Mr. T. J. Endemano
is Acting High Commissioner.

Mr. Eugeniusz Markowski, resumed his
duties as Chargé d'Affaires of Poland on
October 15, on his return from a vacation in
Poland.

His Excellency Daniel Steen, resumed his
duties as Minister of Norway on October 16,
on his return from a visit to his country.
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His Excellency the Honourable Stanley
Woodward, Ambassador of the United States
of America, was absent from Ottawa, Octo-
ber 18 to October 22. Mr. Don C. Bliss,
Minister, was Chargé d'Affaires ad interim.

His Excellency Dr. Werner Dankwort,
Ambassador of the Federal Republic of Ger-
many, left for a journey to Europe. October
27. During his absence Dr. J. F. Ritter,
Counsellor, is Chargé d'Affaires ad interim.

. His Excellency Dr. Mas B66k, resumed his

R"nition was granNd tot

Mr. Angelo Rorai as Actin̂ gHonorary Con-
sular Agent of Italy at Halifax. October 16.

Mr. Ryuichi Iwashita as Vice-Consul of
Japan at Vancouver, October 22.

. Mr. Vaclav Piech as Consul of Czechoslo-
vakia at Montreal. October 23.. He will be
in charge of the Consulate GeneraL

Mr. Danilo Brugal Alfau as Consul Gen-
eral of the Dominican Republic at Ottawa.
October 23.

Mr. Eduardo E. de Diego as Consul Gen-
eral of Panama at MontreaL October 31..

duties as Minister of Sweden on October 27,
on his return from an extended tour of West-
ern Canada.

Mr. C. W. Huldtgren, Attaché, Legation
of Sweden, was promoted to Second Secre-
tary. October 1.

Dr. A. S. Tuinman, Agricultural Attaché,
Embassy of the Netherlands, was promoted
to Agricultural and Emigration Attaché. Oc-
tober 24.

CONSULAR

Dspartares:

Dr. ]osé R. Hemandez-Lebron, Consul
General of the Dominican Republic at Otta-
wa.

Dr. H. C. Halter, Consul of the Federal
Republic of Germany at Montreal. October 9.

Mr. Horatio T. Mooers, Consul General of
the United States of America at St. John's,
Newfoundland, will be absent from his post
October 7 to January 5, 1953. During his ab-
sence, Consul Ellis A. Bonnet will be in
charge of the Consulate GeneraL

CANADIAN REPRESENTATION AT INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCES

(This is a list of international con f erences at which Canada was represented during the
month of October 1952, and of those at which it may be represented in the future; earlier

conferences may be found in the previous issues of "External A$airs".

(The Department External Affairs, through its International Conferences Section, is re-
sponsible for conating all invitations to international conferences. It should be noted,
however, that the decision as to the participation of the Canadian Government at such con-
ferences is made by the Secretary of State for External Affairs or, where app opriate, by
Cabinet upon the recommendation of the department of government functionallyrconcerned.)

Standing International Bodies on which Canada Is Represented

(Published annually. Only new international bodies on which Canada is represented will be
listed in the interoening months. See "External Affairs" January 1952, for the last

complete list.)

Conferences Attended in October

1. Preparatory Meeting for Commonwealth
Economic Conference. London, Septem-
ber 22-October 15.

2. 2nd Session of the Committee on 'Im-
provement of National Statistics of the
Inter-Amerkan Statistical Institute. Ot-
tawa, September 29-October 11.

3. 50th Jubilee Meeting of the International
Council for the Exploration of the Sea.
Copenhagen, September 29-October 7.
(Observer).

4. 2nd Plenipotentiary Conference of the
. International Telecommunications Union

9 TU). Buenos Aires, October 1-Decem-
er 15.

5. Ad Hoc Committee on Agenda and In-
tersessional Business of GATT. Geneva,
October 1.

8. 7th Session of the Contracting Parties to
GATT. Geneva, October 2.

7. 7th International Conference and Gen-
eral Assembly of Travel Organizations.
Naples, October 7-11. (Observer).

8: Biennial Session of the International
Committee on Weights and Measures.
Sevres, France, October 7-11.

1



9. 2nd Session of the Sub-Committee on
Finance (PICMME). Geneva, Qctober 9.

10 6th Consultative Meeting on Cartography
of the Pan=American Institute of Geo-
graphy and History. Ciudad Trujillo,
Dominican Republic, October 12-24. -

11. International Seminar on Statistical Or-
ganization. Ottawa, October 1341.

12.'. Con f erence of Heads of Diphtheria and
Pertussis Vaccine Laboratories (WHO).
Dubrovnik, Yugoslavia, October 13-18.
(Observer).

13. 4th Session of the Provisional Intergov-
ernmental Committee for the Movement
of Migrants from Europe (PICMME).
Geneva, October 13.

14. 10 Session of the Timber Committee of
Economic Commission for Europe- Ge-
neva, October 14-20. ^Observer.

15. 7th Regular Session of the General As-

' sembly of the United Nations. New
York, October 14.

16. 4th Session of the Petroleum Committee
of ILO. Scheveningen, Netherlands, Oc-
tober 14-25.

17.. Meeting of Interim Committee Set up
for the Creation of the World Tobacco
Organization: Istanbul, Turkey, October
'15-26.

18. FAO Committee on Financial Control.
Rome, October 27-November 15.

19. FAO Co-ordinating Committee. Rome,
October 27-November 15.

20. Regular Annual Session of Executive
Committee of the International Institute
of Refrigeration. Paris, October 16.

21. Meeting of Pacific Marine Fisheries
Commision. Seattle, October 22-24. (Ob-
servers).

STATEMENTS AND SPEECHES

(Obtainable from the Information Division, Department of External Affairs, Ottawa, Canada)

The following serial numbers are available
ŸeNations

ner M AssPemi

in Canada and abroad: bly of the United
d b t n

No. 52/33-Canada's Relations with Asia, an
address by the Prime Minister, Mr. L.
S. St. Laurent, delivered to the Women's The following serial numbers'are available
Canadian Club, Victoria, B.C., Septem- abroad only:
ber 5, 1952.

^^
-Cana

notes for
dian anLabour

address
an
by

d
th
a Free

No. 52/34-Our Universities and Canadian
` No.

Wa
52/35

the Min-
Foreign Policy, a translation of an ad- ister of Labour, Mr. Milton F. Gregg,
dress by the Prime Minister, Mg. L. S. at the Convention of the Canadian Con-

Quebec, September 22, 1952.

No. 52/37-The Nature of the North At-
lantic Community, an address delivered
by the Permanent Representative of
Canada to the North Atlantic Council,
Mr. A. D. P. Heeney, at the Atlantic
Community Conference, Oxford, Sep- dustry ^u, Lindsay, Ontario, Sep-
tember 10, 1952. tember 23, 1952. ,,

No. 52/38-The St. Lawrence Seaway, an
address by the Minister of Transport, No. 52/40-Recent Civil Aviation Growth

Mr. Lionel Chevrier, delivered to the and Policy in Canada and the United

Canadian Association of Real Estate States, an address by Mr. J. R. Baldwin,

Boards, at Toronto, October 6, 1952.
Chairman of the Air Transport Board,
to the International Northwest Aviation

No. 52/39-Statement by the Vice-Chairman ' Council, at Great Falls, Montana^ Octo-
of the Canadian Delegation to the ber 10, 1952.

St. Laurent, at Laval University on the gress of Labour, Toronto, September 23,
occasion of the centenary celebrations, 1952

Martin, made in the openmg e a e o
October 17, 1952. • •

No. 52/36-Industrial Research and Indus-
trial Development, an address by Mr.
0. J. Firestone, Economic Adviser, De-

E-
artment of -Trade and Commerce, de-
vered to the Annual Conference of the

Provincial Governments Trade and In-



CURRENT . DEPARTMENTAL PUBLICATIONS

Treaty Series 1952, No. 1: Exchange of Notes between Canada and the Union of South
Africa constituting an Agreement concerning the avoidance of double taxation on income
derived from the operation of ships and aircraft. Signed at Pretoria, November 26, 1951.
English and French texts. (Price 25 cents).

Treaty Series 1952, No. 2: Exchange of Notes between Canada and Spain constituting an
Agreement 'on the settlement of commercial debts. Signed at Madrid, January 29, 1952.
English, Frénch and Spanish texts. (Price 25 cents).

Treaty Series 1952, No. 4: Treaty of Peace with Japan. Signed by Canada at San Francisco
on September 8, 1951. English and French texts. (Price 25 cents).

Treaty Series 1952, No. 5: Exchange of Notes between Canada and the Principality of
Monaco concluding a non-immigrant visa modification agreement between the two countries.
Signed at Monaco, January 22, 1952. English and French texts. (Price 25 cents).

Treaty Series 1952, No. 7: Convention between Canada and the United States of America
relating to the operation by citizens of either country of certain radio equipment or stations
in the other country. Signed at Ottawa, February 8, 1951. English and French texts. (Price
25 cents).

Treaty Series 1952, No. 10: Protocol extending the period of the Agreement on North At-
lantic Ocean weather stations signed in London on May 12, 1949. Signed by Canada at
Montreal, June 19, 1952. English and French texts. (Price 25 cents).

Treaty Series 1951, No. 10: Union Convention of Paris, March 20th, 1883, for the protection
of industrial property, revised at Brussels, December 14th, 1900, at Washington, June 2nd,
1911, at The Hague, November 6th, 1925 and at London, June 2nd, 1934. Instrument of
Accession of Canada deposited on June 26, 1951. English and French texts. (Price 25 cents).

Treaty Series 1951, No. 16: British Commonwealth-Netherlands War Graves Agreement
Signed at The Hague, July 10, 1951. English French texts. (Price 25 cents).

Treaty Series 1951, No. 22: Convention between Canada and the United States of America
modifying and supplementing the Convention and accompanying Protocol of March 4,.1942
for the avoidance of double taxation and the prevention of fiscal evasion in the case of in-
come taxes. Signed at Ottawa, June 12, 1950. English and French texts. (Price 25 cents).

Treaty Series 1951, No. 23: Convention between Canada and the United States of America
modifying and supplementing the Convention of June 8, 1944 for the avoidance of double
taxation and the prevention of fiscal evasion in the case of estate taxs and succession duties.
Signed at Ottawa, June 12, 1950. English and French texts. (Price 25 cents).

Treaty Sertes 1951, No. 28: Exchange of Notes between Canada and Ceylon constituting an
Agreement regarding the entry to Canada for permanent residence of citizens of Ceylon.
Signed at London, January 26 and April 24, 1951. English and French texts. (Price 25 cents).

Treaty Series 1950 No. 16: Exchange of Notes between Canada and Venezuela constituting
a commercial Modus Vivendi between the two countries. Signed at Caracas, October 11,
1950 English, French and Spanish texts. (Price 15 cents).

Number Date

63 9/10

9/10

ourg.emb

10/10 Announcement of the names of the Parliamentary Observers to attend
the Seventh Session of the United Nations General Assembly.

13/10 Announcement of the twenty-one recipients of the Canadian Govern-
ment Overseas Awards for 1952-53.

67 15/10 Canadian Delegation to the Seventh Session of the General Conference
of UNESCO.

CURRENT DEPARTMENTAL PRESS RELEASES

Subject

Presentation of Letter of Credence by Dr. Max Lowenthal-Chlumecky,
Minister of Austria.

Presentation of new Letters of Credence by Dr. Werner Dankwort,
Ambassador of Germany, and Mr. Hughes Le Callais, Minister of Lux-
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CURRENT UNITED NATIONS DOCUMENTSt

A SELECTED LIST

I

I

(a) Printed Documents:

*Report of the Trusteeship Council cooerin g
its fourth special session and its tenth and
eleventh session, 18 December 1951 to 24
July 1952; New York, 1952; document A/
2150; 298 pp.; $3.00; General Assembly
Official Records: Seventh Session, Supple-
ment No. 4.

Report of the Committee on Contributions;
New York, 1952; document A/2161; 7 pp.;
10 cents; General Assembly Official Re-
cords: Seventh Session, Supplement No.
10.

Report of the Security Council to the Gen-
eral Assembly covering the period from 16
July 1951 to 15 July 1952; New York,
1952; document A/2167; 65 pp.; 70 cents;
General Assembly Official Records: Sev-
enth Session, Supplement No. 2.

Ways and means for making the evidence
of customary international law more readi-
ly available (Report of the. Secretary-Gen-
eral); 18 September 1952; document A/
2170; 15 pp.

Annual Report of the Director of the United
Nations Relief and Work Agency for Pales-
tine Refugees in the Near East covering
the period 1 July 1951 to 30 ]une 1952;
New York, 1952; document A/2171; 48
pp.; 50 cents; General Assembly Official
Records: Seventh Session, Supplement No.

•13.

Report of the Economic and Social Coun-
cil covering the period from 22 September
1951 to August 1952; New York, 1952;
document A/2172; 122 pp.; $1.25;. Gen-
eral Assembly Official Records: Seventh
Session, Supplement No. 3.

United Wations Postal Administration (Re-
port of the Secretary-General); 19 Septem-
ber 1952; document A/2191; 5 pp.

Report of the Collective Measures Commit-
tee; New York, 1952; document A/2215;
28 pp. ; 25 cents; General Assembly Of-
ficial Records: Seventh Session, Supple-
ment No. 17.

Resolutions of the Fourteenth Session of the
Economic and Social Council (20 May -
1 August 1952) New York 1952; document
E/2332; 82 pp.; (bilingual); 80 cents; Eco-
soc Official Records: Fourteenth Session,
Supplement No. 1.

Resolutions of the Eleventh Session of the
Trusteeship Council (3 lune-24 July 1952;
20 August 1952; document T/1030; 168
pp.; $1.75; Trusteeship Coun^c', Official
Records: No.1 (VoLl (Bilingual) .

- Handbook of basic documents
(Fifht Edition) including amendments ap-
proved by the Fifth World Health Assent-
bly, May 1952; Geneva, August 1952; 209
pp.; $1.00.

World Energy Supplies in Selected Years,
1929-1950; September • 1952; document
ST/STAT/SER.J!1; 119 pp. (bilingual);
$1.25; Sales No.: 1952.XVII.3.

(b) Mimeographed Documents:

*Second Report of the • Disarmament Com-
mission; 13 October 1952; document DC/
20; 206 pp.

*Fourth Report of Dr. Frank P. Graham,
United Nations Representative for India
and Pakistan; 19 September 1952; docu-
ment S/2783; 48 pp.

t Printed documents may be procured from the Canadian Sales Agent for United Nations publications, the
Ryerson Press, 299 Queen St. West, Toronto (English) and Les Presses Universitaires Lavai, Quebec
(French) ; mimeographed documents can only be procured by annual subscription from the United Nations

Secretariat, New York. Publications and documents may be consuited at certain designated libraries
listed in "External Affairs", January 1952, p. 45.

•• French version not available until noted in a future issue of "External Affairs".

Ottawa, Edmond Cloutier, C.M.G., O.A., D.SP.. Printor to the Guson's
Most Excellent Majosty, Controllor of Stationory, 1952-
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PROGRESS IN TECHNICAL CO-OPERATION *
Both the United Nations expanded Teshnical Assistance Programme
and the Colombo Programme for Tschnical Co-operation are gaining
momentum. While more than 300 persons already have received tech-
nical and scientific training in Canada under these two plans, the
emphasis is shifting toward training projects in the under-developed

countries themselves. The following is a progress report.

A short time ago Mr. David Owen, the Executive Chairman of the United
Nations Technical Assistance Board, announced that a "dramatic change" had taken
place in the operation of the United Nations Expanded Programme of Technical
Assistance. During the first 18 months' financial period of the operation of this new
venture in which the countries of the free world are pooling their resources to give
technical assistance to the under-developed countries, the funds allocated by the
contributing governments had not been used at the rate that had been expected.
During the 12 months of 1952, however, for which almost the same amount of $20
million was available, the United Nations and its Specialized Agencies will have used
all of this year's allocation plus a considerable amount of the unspent balance from
the first financial period. Within the past few months the cumulative results of the
experience acquired in the operation of this ambitious programme have become
apparent.

Period Extended

The same is true of the operation of the Colombo Programme for Technical
Co-operation, which is designed to supplement the technical assistance activities of
the United Nations and its Specialized Agencies in South and Southeast Asia and to
assist in accomplishing the objectives of the Colombo Plan for the economic and
social development of that area. It was originally intended that the Colombo Pro-
gramme for Technical Co-operation should operate for a three-year period from July
1, 1950. By the end of 1951, however, it was clear that the speed with which a
scheme of this kind could be brought into operation had been over-estimated. Canada
has agreed with other participating governments, therefore, that the Programme for
Technical Co-operation should continue to run for the same period as the economic
development part of the Colombo Plan, that is, until June 30, 1957. During the past
few months, as administrative difficulties have been overcome and the participating
countries have become more familiar with the possibilities of the Programme, the rate
at which assistance is being offered and made use of has been growing steadily.

Change in Emphasis

With the change in tempo of the operation of these programmes has come a
change in emphasis. At the same time as the participating governments agreed to
extend the life of the Colombo Programme, they agreed that, while the programme
for the training of Asians abroad had in the main been successful, a preferable aim
was to increase training facilities in the area for foremen and skilled workers. Canada
agreed with other co-operating countries that the provision of equipment for training
projects in the area should be a distinctive feature of the Programme. Here is a
positive opportunity for integrating activities under the Technical Co-operation Pro-
gramme with the technical assistance activities of the United Nations Expanded Pro-
gramme. Proposals for projects by the United Nations or the Specialized Agencies in
the Colombo Plan area in which a"missing component° might be supplied through
the Colombo Programme are being given sympathetic consideration by the Canadian
Government.

* See p. 425 for a speech on the Colombo Plan, delivered on December 4 to the Empire Club,
Toronto, by Mr. Nik Cavell, Administrator of the Canadian Participation in the Colombo
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' Although, during the first period of our participation in these two programmes,
the Canadian contribution was confined mainly to making available training facilities
in Canada for United Nations Fellows and trainees nominated by the Asian govern-
ments participating in the Colombo Programme, it is now possible to report that very
specific progress has been made in the recruiting of Canadian technical experts to
help in the under-developed countries. The services which these experts are providing
are not restricted to advisory functions. The type of expert most in demand combines
the giving of his expert advice to the recipient government with the training of people
in the country who can carry on with the development projects or with the local
training programmes long after the expert has returned to Canada.

Canadian Contribution
• During the past few months Canadian experts have been supplied to the United

Nations Technical Assistance Administration to establish a training centre for blind
persons in Egypt, to make recommendations on public administrative services in
Burma, and to advise on the organization of a civil service staff college and training
in Israel. A Canadian has gone to Burma to help with an ILO training programme.
Two more Canadians have recently been recruited to work in the field with FAO in
agricultural development programmes. Canadians have been recruited for work in
the Middle East and in Asia under WHO's programme to give assistance in public
health, and several new nominations of Canadians to assist in UNESCO's programme
for assistance in fundamental education have been made. Canadian experts have been
made available to Colombia to help in the organization of public utilities, to Costa
Rica to advise in the modernization of educational facilities, to Mexico to help set up
a government printing bureau, and to Bolivia as housing and mining production
experts with the comprehensive United Nations Mission to that country. Altogether
more than 100 Canadians are now serving abroad with the United Nations Expanded
Programme.

With the particular objectives of the Colombo Programme in mind, the Canadian
Government has lent to the Government of Ceylon under the Colombo Programme
a senior professor of agriculture to organize the newly-established Department of
Agriculture at the University of Ceylon. A soil-conservation expert from Western
Canada has also gone to that country as director of a newly-organized Soil Conserva-
tion Department in the Ceylon Government. Also, in answer to a request from the
Government of Ceylon, Canada has offered the services of a well-known consultant
engineering firm to undertake a comprehensive survey of the drainage and sanitation
system of the city of Colombo.

:- Offers have been made to India of a senior navigation and seamanship expert to
serve as principal of the Technical and Engineering College in Bombay and of a
vocational-training expert to act as an adviser on vocational training to the Indian
Ministry of Labour. If the services of this expert are accepted by the Government of
India, he will also make recommendations to the Indian authorities about vocational-
training equipment which Canada might be able to supply.

Efforts are being made to recruit agricultural éngineers to work with FAO in the
establishment of agricultural machinery maintenance depots in connection with the
Thal Development Project and Experimental Farm in Pakistan. These experts will be
required to train young Pakistanis who can in time take over the maintenance of this
machinery. Further offers of experts in a variety of fields will be made both to India
and Pakistan within the next few weeks.

Capital Projects

In the course of advising the governments to which they have been loaned, Can-
adian technical experts sent out under the Colombo Programme may produce recom-
mendations leading to a Canadian-assisted capital project in that country. The recom-
mendations of a Canadian fisheries expert sent to Ceylon a year ago have resulted in
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a project for the development of fisheries there which Canada is financing under. the
capital-development part of the Colombo Plan: Similarly capital-development projects
in which Canada is assisting Colombo Plan countries in turn generate further require-
ments for technical assistance. For example, as a direct result of capital assistance
Canada is giving to Pakistan, to build a cement plant, the Government of Pakistan
has asked that selected Pakistani workers and engineers be trained in the building
and the operation of the plant as the project goes forward.

Not Confined to Commonwealth

The operation of the Programme for Technical Co-operation is not confined to
Commonwealth countries in Asia. Several non-Commonwealth countries, notably.
Nepal, Burina and Indonesia, have indicated their wish to receive assistance under
the Programme and at the request of the Government of Malaya, Canada has nomi-
nated several agricultural experts and vocational training teachers to serve as instruc-
tors in machine-shop practice and in motor mechanics.

1
The results of Canada's efforts in the field of technical assistance to help the

Asian countries in their plans for economic and social development are becoming
more evident. There has been an increase in the number of requests of Canada for
assistance under both the United Nations and the Colombo Programmes. There has
been a corresponding increase in Canada's ability to meet them, although the recruit-
ing of a sufficient number of Canadian experts, instructors and technicians for service
abroad remains the most difficult problem, and the demand for the services of quali-
fied Canadians from Federal and Provincial government departments, from universi-
ties and from private organizations, continues to increase.

Training Programmes in Canada

At the same time as more emphasis is being placed upon recruiting of Canadian
experts and instructors to give technical assistance in the under-developed countries
and positive steps are being taken to co-ordinate Canadian activities in South and
Southeast Asia with those of the United Nations Expanded Programme, the training
in Canada of persons sent here by the United Nations and its agencies or nominated
by the Asian governments participating in the Colombo Programme continues as an
important feature of Canadian participation in these programmes. A large part of the
success of this aspect of Canada's technical assistance activities has been due to the
way in which universities, provincial government and private agencies and individ-
uals across the country have received these trainees. As of November 1 one hundred
and five persons had been accepted for training in Canada under the Colombo Pro-
gramme and well over two hundred have been directed to Canada by the United
Nations and its Specialized Agencies.

An indication of the variety of fields in which training has been offered to Co-
lombo Plan countries is given by a partial listing of the trainees from those countries
at present in Canada. Ceylonese nominees are studying agricultural engineering, plant
pathology, teacher training and business administration. Trainees from India are
studying hydro-electric power development, mining, electrical and agricultural engi-
neering, highway construction, biochemistry and rural electrification.- Trainees from
Pakistan are studying tele-communications, education, agricultural chemistry and
mechanical engineering. At the request of the United Nations, courses have been
arranged in co-operatives, in railroad construction, statistics, public administration,
cost accounting and auditing, social welfare, mining, coal petrology, fertilizer and
cement manufacture, meat packing and town planning.

Amongst the most interesting and successful of these training programmes has
been the comprehensive five-months' course offered to twelve junior administrative
officers from Pakistan in which the Federal Government, four of the provinces, uni-
versities and private industry co-operated. During their stay in this country these

(Continued on p. 407)
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DISTRIBUTION OF CANADIAN SCHOOL
SUPPLIES IN GREECE

Schoolchildren in Northwestern Greece were surprised last November by the
arrival of a Canadian couple, Mr. H. W. Richardson, ; Commercial Secretary at the
Canadian Embassy in Athens, and Mrs. Richardson, bringing them pencils and scrib-
blers from Canada. The unconcealed gratitude of the Greek children left no doubt
that this gift of a number of Canadians was greatly appreciated and met a real need.

This project had its origin in a report from the Canadian Ambassador in Athens,
Mr. George L. Magann, describing the desperate conditions in schools in those
districts of Greece that had suffered most in the Second World War and in the sub-
sequent guerilla fighting. This information was passed on to the Canadian Teachers'
Federation, with the Ambassador's recommendation that the children most urgèntly
needed pencils and scribblers. The response was quick and sympathetic. Teachers
across Canada, with the approval of local school authorities, organized an appeal for
contributions. On the assumption of its success the Federation ordered 10,000 pencils
and an equal number of specially designed, extra-thick scribblers, on the covers of
which was to be stated in Greek that they were a gift from Canadian schoolchildren.

In order to make the project as meaningful as possible to the children being asked
to contribute, the Federation decided to limit the appeal to a representative selection
of schools in all provinces. Teachers and children were asked to give a total of $1,500,
cost of the pencils and scribblers ordered. But their generosity bad been underesti-
mated - the Federation received over $7,000 - enough, under bulk-purchasing
arrangements, for ten times the original quantity ordered. The Canadian Teachers'
Federation asked the Unitarian Service Committee of Canada to buy 100,000 addi-
tional scribblers and several hundred thousand pencils with the extra money obtained.
These will form a second shipment which will be distributed in 1953 among Greek
children in other schools.

Distribution Arrangements

The Unitarian Service Committee of Canada arranged the free shipment of these
materials to Greece, where their distribution was taken imLhand by the Canadian Em-
bassy with the assistance of the Near East Foundation, a non-denominational United
States relief agency that represents the Unitarian Service Committee in Greece. It was
decided that the supplies should be handed out personally by Mr. and Mrs. Richard-
son - the latter a member of the Advisory Committee for the Unitarian Service Com-
mittee in Greece - accompanied by Mr. B. Lezos, field representative of the Advisory
Committee. Mrs. Richardson's account of this experience is printed in full below:

The distribution of school supplies contributed by the Canadian
Teachers' Federation took us to Northwest Greece by the winding road
ôver the Bralos pass and through the towns of Kozani, Grevena, Castoria
and Florina, to the small villages in their environs, some of which are on
the very borders of Albania and Yugoslavia. ,

Most of the villages we visited consist of mud-brick houses with red
tile roofs, dreary and poor-looking. Others, sadder still, consist of plastered
mud-huts with thatched roof's. They have no electricity - indeed no one
could afford it were it made available - and, more often than not, the
school is the only reasonably well constructed building. Thanks to the
Queen's Fund, over 450 new schoolhouses have been built since the
beginning of the war - a remarkable achievement in any country. Con-
structed of a standard type regardless of size, the buildings are made of
stone, with ample window space and a small annex in which to house the
teacher. They are a tremendous improvement on the old buildings, which
are small, cramped, dark and draughty, and frequently lack any arrange-
ments for heating.
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Macedonia has been raked over by war so many times in recent
years that its people seem to take a state of war for granted. Being on the
border, they are naturally the first to be occupied and the last to be
liberated. Evacuation by the enemy was always a time of special horror,
because atrocities no longer had to be accounted for; thus the full measure
of vengeance was exacted by the Turks 30 years ago and more recently
by Italians, Bulgarians and Germans during the Second World War and
Communist guerrillas during 1948-49. The newspapers recently carried
items about 500 kidnapped Greek children who had been released by the
Yugoslavs; the children were from this section of the country and had
been carried off by retreating Communist guerillas at the end of the fight-
ing. There is still no such good news for the Greek peasants whose chil-
dren were spirited across the Albanian and Bulgarian frontiérs in great
numbers. It is not surprising then, that distributions of Canadian food
and clothing have often been made in this area since the end of the war,
or that we went in this direction to deliver the school supplies.

School furnishings, with some exceptions, are usually pathetically
few. In a number of schools the blackboards were just what the name
implies - wooden boards painted over with black paint that was already
well-worn, making it very difficult to read chalk markings on it. In others,
for lack of maps, geography is taught from a sand-box, with little mounds
labelled 'Athens", "Salonika", or "Italy", leaving distances and outlines
largely to the imagination of the pupil or the descriptive powers of the
teachers. In others, pupils learn to write and do their homework on slates,
for lack of copy-books and pencils.
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Perhaps our strongest impression from the whole trip was the sad
need for clothing. Although winter had not yet come, the rawness was
penetrating, and three or four woollen blankets were heaped upon our
own beds at night. The children, in the meantime, were dressed in rags;
little boys, particularly, were wearing clothes so patched up as to make it
difficult to guess which was the original fabric. Little girls are dressed
mainly in wretched, patched little garments of cotton; some have worn-
out sweaters, but we saw no coats. Very few children have stockings;
some have no shoes. Others wear a kind of rubber shoe, and still others,
without shoes, wear rubber overshoes of the snap-type common in North
America; while these are some protection against stones and dampness,
they must be terribly cold, particularly when worn without stockings or
socks.

In spite of such conditions, so difficult for Canadians to imagine, we
were much impressed by the eagerness and intelligence of the children
everywhere. They were obviously happy at school and eager to learn. The
teachers, no doubt, have much to do with that attitude. Many of them are
single, while some married couples share classes. All are fine young
people, solid and "clean-cut" types, enthusiastic about their work and
optimistic in spite of their difficulties. That young people with active
minds and pleasant personalities should willingly live and work in such
villages, where "night-life" does not exist and indeed lights-out comes
very nearly with sundown, speaks highly for their dedication.

Attendance is also surprising. Very small towns have around a hun-
dred pupils enrolled. Absenteeism is very low, usually under 4 per cent.
Kindergartens are established everywhere in conjunction with the public
schools. High enrollment is particularly noteworthy as school inspectors
told us that practically no effort is made to enforce the compulsory edu-
cation legislation in these areas, as they well appreciate the importance
of extra man-power (or "boy-power") on all the farms, as well as the diffi-
culties involved in sending a child to school when most of the people are
living so near the bare subsistence level.

Excitement aroused by our arrival was shared by teachers and stu-
dents alike in all schools. None of them had been advised of our visit, so
we came upon them out of the blue. Word travelled fast, and whether
we came during school hours or not, the turnout of pupils was complete
in no time at all. The children were quickly lined up in orderly fashion,
and came forward one by one to receive pencils and copy-books. The
anticipation that preceded the actual distribution had the whole group
quivering with excitement. They were invariably thrilled with their acqui-
sitions and, after a shy "thank you" and a half smile, dashed off to
examine and measure and compare theirs with the next child's.

After the distribution was complete, one or two small girls who had
been seen high-tailing it over the hill after our arrival, reappeared breath-
less clutching a little bouquet of freshly-picked flowers, which they pre-
sented to us. After a short and usually moving address of thanks by the
principal, the children gathered around to sing or to perform local folk
dances to the accompaniment of their own voices. And we always left in
a flurry of hand-waving and cries of "Hurrah for Canada."

Words fail us to describe graphically the conditions under which
these people are living, and their need for contributions such as this.
(Labelling the copy-books in Greek as was done is a particularly good
idea, which will keep the name of Canada very prominent in the minds
of many children, parents and teachers for the next few years). While it
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is undoubtedly true that the standard of living in these areas was never
comparable to that in Canada, nevertheless the very fact that means were
so limited made it impossible for them to recover their previous comforts
after the destruction wrought about by war in recent years. Food and
clothing from Canada, as mentioned earlier, have continually been dis-
tributed in one needy area or another, particularly under the auspices of
the Unitarian Service Committee, and, in all the villages and towns, we
were repeatedly reminded of that fact.

We were met with warmth and friendliness everywhere. Canada is
close to their hearts, and when these people refer to "Canadian Friends",
they mean it very sincerely.

1
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CANADIAN GIFTS FOR GREEK CHILDREN

Greok childron displaying scribblon which they have received as a gift from the childron of Canada.
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THE. INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE OF
SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION

by Peter M. Millman, Dominion Observatory, Ottawa

In the field of fundamental scientific research events have been moving so
rapidly in the last two decades that it is more than ever essential to have a rapid and
efficient interchange of information on an international basis. In astronomy in par-
ticular, since most of the activity is concerned with the study of the outside universe,
the same problems are presented to the astronomers of all countries and real progress
is achieved only by close international co-operation. To promote this co-operation, the
International Astronomical Union (IAU) was formed in 1919 and met first in Rome in
1922. The eighth meeting of the Union was held in September of 1952, in the same
locale as the first.

For several reasons intennational friendship among astronomers has flourished.
Astronomy has often been called the first of the sciences and as such has had a long
history, yet the professional body of astronomers is still small enough to make possible
personal acquaintance with the majority of one's co-workers. Another important fea-
ture is that most astronomical research is unrelated to immediate practical application,
and so is not hampered by considerations of political or military security.

Two Obstacles

There are two chief obstacles to the free exchange of scientific knowledge among
nations. The first is the language barrier. The second is the classification of research
material as secret or confidential. The first has always been present; the second has
only assumed importance within the last ten years. A third obstacle, of temporary
nature but closely related to the second, is the disruption of international communi-
cation that occurs during a major war.

Most professional scientists are required to have a reading knowledge of scientific
English, French and German. This takes care of the large bulk of scientific publica-
tions. The chief problems in connection with the language barrier have arisen in two
language groups-the Oriental languages, chiefly Japanese and • Chinese, and the
Slavonic languages, headed by Russian and including Polish, Ukranian, Czech, Slo-
vak, Serbo-Croat, and others. ,

In the case of the Oriental languages the difficulty has not been serious. The
total number of papers published is relatively small, and in almost- all cases the
important research results have been published in English, either completely or in
abstract form.

The Slavonic languages are something of an exception. The Pulkova Observatory,
under the Czarist regime, published chiefly in French or German. Under the Soviet
Government the tendency to publish all astronomical research in Russian has grown
steadily. However, up to 1948 an abstract in English, French or German was almost
always included. Since 1948, scientific publication in the U.S.S.R. has been confined
to Russian, with no abstracts in other languages. The American Astronomical Society
in December 1948 made a strong plea to the President of the Soviet Academy of
Sciences to publish abstracts in one of the better-known international languages, but
nothing has come of this request. This situation is unfortunate, since very few astron-
omers outside the Soviet group read Russian well. Astronomical research in the
,U.S.S.R. has been very active but the only non-Russian notes from that country I
have seen dunng the last four years are the English and French translations of the
Russian protest on the cancellation of the Leningrad meeting of the IAU, originally
scheduled for 1951.
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Astronomical News Letter

The American Astronomical Society has taken steps to assist the non-Russian
astronomers in becoming familiar with Soviet research. During the last war, in an
effort to compensate partially for the lack of communication facilities, a Committee
for*the Distribution of Astronomical Literature (C.D.A.L.) was formed in the U.S.A.
This body produced the Monthly Astronomical News Letter, which contained brief
'notes on current astronomical research, particularly in the United States. It was
distributed thrôugh the State Department to Canada, the United Kingdom, U.S.S.R.,
-Sweden, Switzerland, and other countries. From October 1942 to February 1946,
thirty-six copies of the News Letter appeared. More recently, as a result of the new
publication policy of the U.S.S.R. instituted in 1948, the Astronomical News Letter
has been revived on a new basis and now contains English abstracts of important
Russian astronomical papers. It is produced by a group of American astronomers who
read Russian and is circulated by the Harvard College Observatory. Twenty-nine
numbers have appeared since November 1948.

As noted above, the second important obstacle to a full exchange of scientific
knowledge is the growing tendency to classify research in certain fields. I believe that
the majority of scientists are strongly opposed to the classification of fundamental
scientific results. It can do more harm than good. For example there is now good
reason to believe that a large amount of the basic information concerning the devel-
opment of atomic energy was channelled to the U.S.S.R. while the rank and file of
young American physicists and chemists were kept in ignorance of this whole field
by the strict security regulations. In the long run the potential scientific strength of
a nation depends, not on a few closely guarded secrets, but on the number of able
scientists who are available to think about and to work on the vital problems that
arise. Unless these problems are presented to the younger generation of scientific
workers, science in any country will stagnate. This point is better recognized now
than it was a few years ago, but we must continually guard against the danger of
creative science being throttled by military security.

Before the Second World War, I used to correspond regularly with half a dozen
Russian astronomers, and we exchanged our published papers on subjects of mutual
interest. Since the war it has been unwise to carry out personal correspondence with
any Russian scientist because this might jeopardize him in the eyes of the Soviet
Government.

Publications Explained

In the years following the last war, relatively few Russian scientific publications
were received on this continent although considerable quantities of our publications
were sent to Russia. It was only after a number of institutions in North America had
indicated that their publications would only be available on an exchange basis that
more Russian publications began to be received. At the present time, at the Dominion
Observatory, we receive most Russian astronomical material. We get very little in
geophysics, although it is understood that extensive work in this field is being carried
out in the U.S.S.R.

The Communist ideology has affected astronomical literature less than that of
some of the other sciences. Yet today most Russian astronomers, to ensure publica-
tion of a book, find it necessary to insert a little political comment near the beginning
and the end of the work..This can become ludicrous. For example, a perfectly sound
book on the gases of inter-stellar space was recently published in the U.S.S.R. But
near the first of the book was a violent attack on two American astronomers. It was
claimed that their recent theory of new stars was capitalistic propaganda designed to
create pessimism among the masses in the United States. However, if one discounts
such remarks, and the occasional eulogies of prominent Soviet political figures, Rus-
sian astronomy is of a high standard.
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The nationalistic attitude of scientists from the U.S.S.R. is, no doubt, often offi-
cially dictated to them. The languages of the IAU have always been English and
French. At the recent meeting in Rome the Russian delegates presented all their
papers in Russian and insisted that time be taken for a Russian translation of all other
papers. But in private discussion they were quite ready to talk English or German.
The Russian astronomers individually and collectively have always shown themselves
anxious to co-operate in every way with the scientists from other countries.

The exchange of scientific information and opinion, either through published
papers or by personal discussion, is one of the best ways to promote co-operation
among the citizens of various nations. It is my personal view that no opportunity
should be lost to promote international scientific conferences, particularly between
the Soviet and non-Soviet groups, so that those with mutual interests may become
personally acquainted. The first step in understanding the other fellow's point of
view-and there are many others-is to get to know him.

n

PROGRESS IN TECHNICAL CO-OPERATION

(Continued from p. 400)

Young Palastanis lived in private homes and studied and observed the way things
are done in Canada from the work of the R.C.M.P. in isolated parts of Western Can-
ada to the co-operative activities of the Extension Department of St. Francis Xavier
University in the fishing communities of Nova Scotia. During the past year six senior
health officers from India and Pakistan came to Canada to study the 'organization of
Federal and Provincial health services and Canadian medical facilities. They were
especially interested in what was being done to rower T.B. rates in Canada and in
the health services available to Canadians living in rural communities. The experience
of this mission has resulted in further requests being' made of Canada for assistance
from the Asian countries in coping with their public-health problems. At the request
of UNESCO, arrangements have been made with the co-operation of Laval Univer-
sity for studies and seminars in fundamental education for French-speaking trainees
from Haiti and from the Middle East. The Extension Department at St. Francis
Xavier University in Nova Scotia and the Government of Saskatchewan have offered
courses in agricultural co-operatives for United Nations Fellows from India, Korea
and Nigeria.

The rate and scale of Canadian pârticipation in the activities of both the United
Nations Expanded Programme, and the Colombo Programme for Technical Co-opera-
tion is determined not only by Canada's ability to make the assistance available but
also by the ability of receiving countries to absorb it and put it to best use. A short
time ago the Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, remarked "The international technical
assistance programmes continue to expand. Canada, together with other free coun-
tries, will . . . continue actively to support these activities".

I
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OUTER BALDONIA-A SOVIET, VIEW ,

t

{

Three years ago an island known as Outer Bald', off Wedgeport, Nova Scotia,
'was purchased for $750 by Russell Arundel, a Washington businessman and sports-
man. Outer Bald, a small, flat, treeless island whose sole population at that time was
a few half-wild sheep, was used by its new owner as an asylum for seasick tuna
fishers from the nearby Soldier's Rip, scene of an annual tuna-fishing tournament.
A small club house was built to provide shelter, and thereupon Mr. Arundel solemnly
proclaimed the Kingdom 'or Principality` of Outer Baldonia. In answer to press en-
quiries, the following statement was issued:

The Washington Legation of Outer Baldonia appreciates your query. The fathers
of our constitution will present the final draft to citizens during the International
Tuna Tournament in September. Basically, it will outlaw taxes, inhibitions and
double talk. Persons harboring inhibitions will be permanently exiled. The same fate
will befall persons who lack a sense of humor.

Declaration of Independence

From then on things went well. The Nova Scotia authorities gravely informed
reporters "that the province was still undecided about recognition of the new king-
dom". Mr. Arundel's "Declaration of Independence», gave citizens such rights as:

To lie (about fish) and be believed ...
To praise and self inflation, to swear, drink and gamble ...

To be expansive and hilarious ...
To sleep all day and stay up all night ...
Freedom from questionings, nagging, politics and war ...

-Nord scotia Bureau of Information

OUTER BALDONIA

"SoWiers' Rip", famous Nova Scotia tuna angling spot, with Bald Tusket Island (Outer Baldonia)

in the background.

Most seaward of the Tusket Islands, also known locally as the Baldy Islands. There are
about 300 small islands in the t[roup, some of them wooded, but all difficult of access and
generally uninhabited except in summer when a few fishing shacks are occupied for a few
weeks by local fishermen from the mainland.
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Later one of the principal freedoms, "freedom from women" was partly repealed
by the appointment of a princess.

A unit of currency, the "tunar", was established, although its relation to
the dollar bloc has never been clearly defined. Titles of Admiral (all Baldonian
admirals are "eight star"), Prince and Knight were conferred by the Chief Prince,
or Prince of Princes, only on those who had landed a tuna "in a sportsmanlike
manner".

Much more was said and done in outer Baldonia in a similar carefree vein. After
Outer Baldonia had risen to the status of having its Legation listed in the Washington
telephone directory (District 7-2463), little activity took place until the Outer Bal-
donia tuna tournament was held in September at the principality which was attended
by only a few of the princes. Indeed, so far as most of the inhabitants of North
America are concerned, little is known about Outer Baldonia.

"Literary Gazette" Version

Not so behind the Iron Curtain. In Moscow the Literary Gazette of October 25,
1952, appeared with a most interesting version of the Outer Baldonian whimsey, a
translation of which follows:

LITERARY GAZETTE -"The State of Baldonial
(by L. Chernaya)

Do you know of the existence of a sovereign capitalist state with the prom-
ising title of " Baldonia"? Have you met people who call themselves "Baldon-
ians"? Have you ever heard of a "Baldonian dynasty", "Baldonian princes"? No?

In that case let us refer to a thoroughly respectable bourgeois newspaper
Industrikurier, an organ of the West German industrialists. According to an
Industrikurier report, in the Atlantic Ocean not far from Canada there has ex-
isted throughout the ages a rocky, deserted islet, approximately one hectare in
area. De jure the island belongs to Canada de facto it was "undeveloped terri-
tory.n,There have been living on the island from immemorial times fishermen
trading in the capture of tuna fish belonging to the mackerel family, which are
called by ichthyologists thynnus thynnus. As is apparent from the Industrikurier
report, the fishermen lived quietly and peacefully and, evidently thanked Cod
that their thynnus thynnus was not an important strategic material, and that the
island itself was too small to be turned into a US military base.

But alasl The modest mackerel fishers rejoiced too soon. On one unlucky
day a certain M. Arundel, the future Fuehrer of Baldonia, appeared on the

•island. However, we have jumped ahead of events. When Mr. Arundel set foot
.. on the island, he was not yet, so to say, an ober-Baldonian, but simply a Wash-

ington businessman. However, this only continued for an hour or two.. During
this period Mr. Arundel had time to declare the island to be the sovereign state
of Baldonia, the fishermen - Baldonians, and himself - their supreme ruler.

In order that we may not be suspected of fiction, let us quote the news-
paper Industrikurier. This is what this West German newspaper writes about
the first steps of Air. Arundel, whom it respectfully calls the "Washington busi-
nessman": "For 2,000 dollars he acquired a small, deserted, rocky islet, situated
in the latitude of New Scotland, not more than one hectare in extent. Arundel
established this `dominion' over the island and called it Baldonia. He proclaimed
himself to be Prince of Princes. Relying on this lofty title, the master of Baldonia
rewarded some of his Washington friends with the designation of honorary
citizens of Baldonia".
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. Mr. Arundel has set himself the aim of turning his "subjecte into savages.
In the "constitution" which he has devised, the master of Baldonia, as Industrl-
kurler reports, "granted his subjects the 'unrestricted right' to tell lies, to be
rude, the right not to answer questions, the freedom to go unshaved", etc. In a
word, the "right" not to adhere to the ethical and moral laws which have been
established by manldndl .

It would not be worthwhile to consider the device of Mr. Arundel with
his Baldonia, if this would-be businessman were not attempting to introduce
into the territory of one hectare the same "set-up", which many of his comrades
of a higher standing are trying to establish over the territory of the whole world.

Of course, Mr. Arundel will not succeed in turning the peaceful fishermen
into cannibals. For much bigger adventures of a similar kind have ended in

' ûtter failure. There is no doubt that the mackerel fishers will not become sav-
ages. But the American businessman himself, a typical imperialist businessman,
of whom the newspaper of the West German militarists writes with unconcealed
respect even when he stands out in the role of chief "Baldonian", has he not
reached the completest degree of savagery?

Literary Gazette 25.10.52.
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EXTERNAL. AFFAIRS IN PARLIAMENT

Statements of Government Policy
The purpoae of this section is to provide a selection of statements on external affairs
Miriistera of the Croton or by their parliamentary asafstants. It is not designed to provide

complete coverage of debates on external affairs taking place during the month.

The Speech from the
Throne opening the Seventh Session of the

Twenty-FirstParliament was read to the House of Commons on November 20, 1952, by the
Speaker. It contained the following passages on external

policy:

You resume your labours on behalf of the Canadian people at a time of continuin
g;international tension.

Nevertheless, because of the steadfast resistance of our` Can •
adian forces and their comrades in arms to aggression,in Korea and because of

&, ' -,iincreasing strength of the forces of freedom in Europe, there are signs of a lesseningof the danger of an outbreak of war on a global scale.

MY Ministers are convinced that a lasting peace can be assured only so long asthe combined strength of the free world continues to be built up and maintained,
The sacrifices of those directly involved in the United Nations police action in

Korea and the anrieties of their families are an inevitable and most regrettable part of
the price we are paying to prevent another world war.

To meet our nation's international responsibilities certain of my Ministers are
attending the Seventh Session of the General Assembly of the United Nations.

Because of the continued international tension you will be asked to approve
legislation providing for the continuation of the Emergency Powers Act and you will
also be asked to provide for the appointment of an Associate Minister of NationalDefence.

My Prime Minister and my Minister of Finance will attend
- a meeting of thePrime Ministers of the Commonwealth to open in London later this month to considerimportant economic and monetary problems.

Her Majesty the Queen has been pleased to set June the second next as the date
of her coronation.

Arrangements will be made for Canadian representahon at the ceremonies and
plans are being formulated for the celebration in Canada of this historic event ...

The International Joint Commission has issued an order of approval for the devel-opment of hydro-electric power in the International Séction of the St. Lawrence River.

Because of this latest step the Canadian Government has Informed the Govern-
ment of the United States it considers that the agreement made in 1941

in respect ofthe St. Lawrence Seaway has been superseded.

Pending the establishment of the St. Lawrence Seaway Authori
ty,planning staff has been set up in Montreal to begin work on detailed engineering

Seaway, and the Gut Dam in the river near Iroquois is now bein plans for the
g removed.

Upon the completion of this reading, the Prime Minister, Mr. St. I,aur.ent, moved
that the debate on the Throne Speech begin on the following day (Friday, Novem_

21).._ - . .
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REPORT TO PARLIAMENT•

Statement by the Secretary of State for External A$airs, Mr. L. B. Pearson, made in the

House of Commons during the debate on the speech from the throne, December 8, 1952.

I have been attending the Seventh Assem-
bly of the United Nations and though while
doing so I have been engaged in interna-
tional discussions, I have been conscious of
the fact during those discussions that there
is a very direct connection between what we
have been talking about in New York at the
United Nations and matters of more imme-
diate domestic concern and, possibly, which
have been under discussion in this House.
We have been discussing international ques-
tions which bear on peace, welfare and good
relations between states; mutual aid between
states; and all those questions have a very
direct effect on domestic policies and domes-
tic interests in this country - even on such
matters as trade and taxation. Indeed, it has
been said that foreign policy is merely do-
mestic policy with its bat on.

This afternoon, therefore, I propose to
keep that bat on and discuss for a short time,
I hope, the work of the United Nations
Assembly, and, possibly, the forthcoming
NATO Council meeting in Paris ...

Korw

The main question before the United Na-
tions Assembly, the main challen ge to the
United Nations at this Session, Tas been
Korea. Almost at the beginning of our Ses-
sion it was agreed, and I think it was agreed
unanimously if I recollect correctly, that that
question should be given priority in our dis-
cussions. It was quite right that we should
do that because fighting is going on in Korea
and surely it is the first responsibility of the
United Nations to bring that fighting to an
end if that can be done on honourable terms.
In the discussion of this question of Korea
much of the debate and much of our
thoughts centered around the one remaining
obstacle to the achievement of such an hon-
ourable armistice in Korea - the question
of prisoners of war.

in the discussion of that particular ques-
tion the communist delegations have exploit-
ed to the full the situation which they claim
without adequate evidence to back it up, ha'
existed in the prisoner of war camps and
more particularly the Koje Island camp.

This question of prisoners of war, we are
told even by the Communists, is the only
obstacle to the completion of armistice nego-
tiations. It is the only question that remains
unsettled. In respect of it and of Korea gen-
erally there were four resolutions submitted
to our Assembly which dealt with this ques-
tion.^^ .

One was a resolution of those members of
the United Nations who had forces in Korea,
participating in operations there. That reso-
lution became known as the 21-Power Resoo-
lution. Canada was one of the sponsoring
members of that resolution which endorsed
the steps that had been taken and the effort
that had been made by the Unified Com-
mand in Korea and the other side for an
armistice, and called on the other side to
accept those proposals and to bring about
an armistice.

There were two other resolutions from
delegations from Mexico and Peru. which
dealt with more specialized aspects of the
question; and there was at the same time
introduced by the Soviet delegation a reso-
lution which would have set up an 11-power
commission representing both sides of the
conflict, and which would have had authority
to deal not only with the prisoners of war
question but with Korea generally and in-
deed with other Asiatic questions. On the
face of it, that seemed to be not without
some aspects of reason and possibility. The
11-power commission had four Communist
members but, in order to make quite cer-
tain that this 11-power commission would
not be able to act, the Soviet, within a day
of the introduction of this resolution, intro-
duced an amendment to make it quite clear
that that commission could act only by a
two-thirds majority. A two thirds majority
of eleven is seven and a quarter; that would
have meant that eight members of the com-
mission would have been required to agree
in order to reach a decision. The meaning
of that provision, of course, is obvious. It
would have given the Soviet and their satel-
lites a veto on all the actions and all the
activities of the commission.

Indian Resolution .

After the introduction of these four reso-
lutions the Indian delegation, after consulta-
tion with a good many Asian and Arab dele-
gations - and indeed other delegations -
introduced a resolution which narrowed the
issue before the Assembly and before the
Political Committee to the pri soners-of-war
question alone and left out of the resolution
all that had gone on before and other aspects
of the questions than that of prisoners of
war. They produced a proposal which at-
tempted to reconcile the two ideas, the one
to which our side clung as right and just
and the other which the Communists said
was a sine qua non of any agreement on
their part to a prisoners-of-war solution.
Those two ideas were, on the one hand,

• In addition to the following statement, Mr. Pearson tabled In the House of Commons various texts of
Korean Resolutions and Resolutions on Race Conflict in South Africa, copies of which may be obtained
from the Information Division, Department of External Affairs, Ottawa, Canada.
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the right to repatriation guaranteed under
We were then confronted by two prob-

the Geneva Convention of 1949, and on the lems. One was whether we should give this
other the refusal to use force to drive prison- ' resolution priority over our own 21-Powerers of war back to Communist territories if Resolution, and we agreed to do that as didthey did not wish to go.

all the other sponsoring powers of the 21-
As to the first, although we had a Power Resolution. The other problem was to

deal of discussion on the subject, I think it achieve the maximum support possible for
is quite clear, from the legal point of view ^is Indian resolution. To do that certain
that the right of repatriation is gnaranteec^ clarifications - certain changes, if you like -
under the Geneva Convention in were r^uired. These in their turn required
The right is cleaz, I think, and thé right is long a"" difiîcult discussions and ne gotia-unambiguous. It seems that the delegations lions between the authors of the resolutlon
which made that prisoners-of-war Conven- and certain other governments who wished
tion - that is the Red Cross Convention in to see it clarified in certain respects.
Geneva in 1949 - were at that time, quite At this stage . . . if I may, I should likenaturally, thinking more of a future war to pay a tribute of the honesty of purpose,when the problem would be forced retention the industry and the refusal to give way torather than forced repatriation. The ques- discouragement of the Indian authors of thistion of forced repatriation did not enter into resolution who, at this time, and at thetheir calculations at that time to any notice- United Nations, took a responsibility which Iable extent. So this right of repatriation, think we must all applaud. In the press, ofwithout that particular qualification in its course, there were reports of differences. In-terms, does exist.

Prisoners-of-War tssue

On the other band the other issue - rio
force to be used in connection with prison-
ers of war - involves a principle which
we on our side could not and would not
give up• because if we had done so, : we
would have violated the understanding we
had and the undertaking which we gave to
some of these prisoners who came over from
the other side.

The Indian resolution was an effort to
reconcile these two points of view in a way
which should have been acceptable to all
men of good will on either side. It did that
in terms of the resolution; and to cany out
those terms and make this reconciliation
effective in practice as well as in principle,
it set up a Repatriation Commission to which
prisoners would be immediately released as
the first stage of their repatriation. That Re-
patriation Commission, which would have
taken over the prisoners from the detaining
powers, would have consisted of Czechoslo-
vakia and Poland, two Communist states;
Sweden and Switzerland, two non-Commu-
nist states; and provision was made for the
appointment of an umpire who will be an
important member of that Commission if it
is ever set up. If that kind of Commission
could not be established, an alternative pro-
cedure for setting one up is embodied in the
resolution.

We considered this resolution to be, on the
part of the Indian delegation, an important
and constructive move to solve this question.
It was not a perfect resolution; it was not
clear in all of its terms, and there were rea-
sons for some of those ambiguities. But we
felt that it was a resolution which could work
and which, if it did work, would bring the
fighting in Korea to an end; so we in the
Canadian delegation gave it our support from
the beginning.

December, 1952

e process or negohatmg clarification be-
tween the United States delegation and be-
tween other delegations there were such
differences, but they were not as fundamen-
tal or as important as might appear from
reading some of the reports. There were,
however, sincere differences of approach and
differences of opinion about what should be
clarified in this resolution in order to make it
acceptable to everybody.

Differences Orercome

Eventually, those differences were over-
come. Some changes were made by the In-
dian delegation which made the text per-
fectly acceptable to practically all delega-
tions at the assembly. That process of ac-
ceptance and that process of coming to-
gether was made less difficult, I think, by the
Soviet attitude toward the resolution, which
was one of complete, unalterable and violent
opposition to a constructive initiative by the
nation putting it forward• indeed it was
referred to by the leader of the Soviet dele-
gation himself as a "rotten compromise°,
Their opposition was based on the fact that
we should first have an automatic cease-
fire declared and then armistice negotiations
later. The objection to that, of course, was
that, if the cease-fire took place and it was
without an armistice, the prisoners would
still be prisoners, the issues which centred
around the prisoners of war would not be
solved, and there was no assurance that they
would be solved.

Meanwhile, from the point of view of
military security, the cease-fire would have
meant that one side was under a military
disadvantage in comparison with the other
side which had its base close at hand.

Vote on tndian Resolution

However, as I said, the Indian text was
clarified, it was put to the vote a few days
ago, with a result which is not usual these
days in the United Nations Assembly. Fifty-
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four nations ôf the Assembly voted for it,
including every Asian, Arab Latin-American
and African state, and only five members
of the Assembly voted against it: the Soviet
delegation and its four Communist satellites.
One delegation, China, abstained. Therefore
that Indian resolution has now become a
resolution of the United Nations; and in my
capacity as President of the Assembly, under
the terms of the resolution, I have submitted
it to the Foreign Minister of the Commmu-
nist Government at Peking, and the Foreign
Minister of the North Korean regime, to-
gether with a covering letter in which I
attempted to meet some of the objections
which they had previously put forward over
the radio, and in other ways, and to clarify
some of the points which they claimed were
still doubtful. At the same time I thought
it was probably not inappropriate, as Presi-
dent of the Assembly, to make an ap̂ eal to
them to accept these proposals as the basis of
an armistice and eventual peace, if they real-
ly wish to bring the war there to an end.

Basis of Negotiation

I do not know, of course, what the result
of this transmission and appeal will be. It
may mean an armistice, or it may not. I
would not like to give odds on one side of
the question; but whether the Communists
accept this United Nations resolution or not
it surely has very great value to the Unitea
Nations and to us all even if it is turned
down, because that resolution now becomes
the United Nations' basis from which nego-
tiations must now begin, if they are to be
resumed. And in the future that may turn
out to be a very important and very useful
development because of course, this resolu-
tion, having been accepted by the United
States Government, now becomes operative
in respect of the Unified Command in Korea.
And I suggest, that whatever may happen
to this resolution in Peking and Pyongyang,
it has been a very worth-while initiative to
have taken, and a very valuable result has
been achieved, since this initiative was taken
by a great Asian country and supported en-
thusiastically by every other Asian, Arab and
African state.

Three Courses

If this resolution is rejected, what do we
do then? Well, of course there are at least
three courses: The United Nations can pre-
serve and hold on in Korea along the present
line, bringing about as much military suc-
cess as is possible within the limits of the
present strategy. It may be possible within
those limits - consideration by the military
authorities in. the Unified Command is being
given to this - to add to the number of
Koreans who are defending their own coun-
try. But in respect of that it should not be
forgotten . . that at. the present time a
155-mile line in Korea is being defended by
15 divisions, of which I think 9 are from
the Republic of Korea, 5 from the United

States and 1 division is from the Common-
wealth. Of this line, 60 per cent is being
held now by Korean troops; 25 per cent by
United States troops, and 15 per cent by
other United Nations' forces. This course,
following our present strategy, will require of
course a steadiness and patience not only in
Korea, among the soldiers, but at home; it
will require military steadiness and it will
certainly require political steadiness.

The second course would be to increase
military pressure, to formulate new strategy
in the hope that by doing so we will bring
this struggle to an end by military means.
There are obvious risks in following th at
course. There is the risk that we might ex-
tend the war to the continent of Asia without
ending the war in Korea, and that is a risk
which is in all our minds, and which indeed
we have discussed in this house before.

But there is a third course, to withdraw
and turn Korea over to the aggressor, and
that is one that will not be supported I am
sure by any government, any parliament or
any l?eople, which have accepted United Na-
tions intervention in Korea against. the at-
tacker.

No Easy Solution

It is interesting . . to recall that the
President-Elect of the United States has
returned from Korea and has already stated
that there is no easy, no trick solution^ no
panacea for this Korean campaign, an he
is quoted in the press as having said in
Seoul during his visit to Korea:

"How difficult it seems to be in a war
of this kind to work out a plan that would
bring a positive and definite victory with-
out possibly running grave risks of en-
larging the war."

But while we may be discouraged about
our lack of immediate progress in ending
this campaign, with its great drain on re-
sources and men of the United Nations, and
particularly on those of the United States,
and those from the Korean forces, which are
bearing the brunt of the struggle and bearing
it steadily and courageously, apart from that
difficulty, we must not forget that we have
gained also by intervention in Korea, because
we have stopped aggression there, and the
lesson of that action is not lost on those
who would begin aggression elsewhere. I
suggest ... that it is not only the course of
honour, it is the course of ultimate safety not
to weaken in this United Nations' operation
which we have taken in Korea, while always
emphasizing, taking advantage of every op-
portunity to emp hasize, that we are ready
for an honourable political solution with the
Chinese Communist government.

The Indian resolution =- indeed my letter
to the Foreign Minister of Communist China
- emphasized that fact, that once an armis-
tiec can be achieved in Korea - and there
is supposed to be only one obstacle to that
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achievement -
then we should be ready to If you follow the Russian example, Commu-sit down with the Chinese at a political con-

nism will give you strength to stand upference to deal with Korean political prob- against the West, as Communist Russia doeslems generally. It is not only implicit it is today. To some Asians the West does notactually written in the terms of this United mean - freedom and democracy - and thatNations resolution.
is an appeal which makes its impression on

Nothing M Fear certain Asian minds. ,
The second appeal is to the Asian peasant-

If the Chinese Communist Government ry, and that is that Communism can and
will abandon the aggression that bas been private enterprise neither can nor, if it could,
going on in Korea and refrain from partici- would, get rid of the extreme inequality be-
pating in aggression elsewhere they have tween the rich luxury-loving minority and
nothing to fear from us on the other side, the poverty-stricken majority.
and much indeed to gain by that course.

That ... is all that I think I need to say
on Korea at this time. But in concentrating
on Korea I would not wish the House to be
left th

not the
impression

because of its knowledge of
international developments - that Korea is
the only danger spot in Asia. One has only
to mention Indo-China, where the situation
is not propitious; Malaya, where the banditry
and the iighting still goes on, though the
situation is improving; Iran, where there are
elements of discontent which might deteri-
orate into chaos; and indeed in the whole of
the Middle East, where there is division, dis-
ruption, social unrest and political awakening.

Other Questions Before Assembly

There were of course other important
questions before the United Nations Assem-.
bly, and some of them are still before the
Assembly. I heard the other day, at a plenary
session of the Assembly the leader of one
of the important Asian drelegations speaking
in connection with a resolution which has
been sup̂ orted by all the Arab and all the
African, but opposed by a good many of the
Western powers - I heard this delegate whois not unfriendly to the West, in dep^oring
this division on resolutions of that kind, say
that Asia and Africa are on the march, and
will not be denied.

We should realize, and the realization is
not always a pleasant one; that they are not
invariably marching with the West as they
move. That philosopher and historian, Arnold
Toynbee in a very interesting article which

title The World and The West
the

gives^thr^ee
explanations for this discouraging develop-
ment, why Asia and the Asians do not always
seem to be with us on issues that we think
are fundamental to the development of free-
dom and democracy in their own part of the
world.

These three reasons lie he said, in the
appea1 that Communist c^octrine inevitably
makes to the people in those countries of the
world. It is a three-fold Russian Communist
appeal, and it is not always easy to resist.
Certainly it is not easy to resist at the United
Nations, and the Russians there know how
to exploit this appeal to a maximum value.

The first appeal they make to the Asian is:

Then the third appeal from the Commu-
nists, about which we hear so much in the
United Nations and elsewhere - and it is
offered most confidently and dogmatically

-is an appeal for a unity in policy and in
doctrine which, in some form or another, is
the only alternative to self-destruction in the
atomic age. We know it is a spurious and
fatal unity; but our knowledge is not shared
by all the peoples of Asia to whom it is
addressed.

Danger of This Appeal

Now, the danger of this kind of appeal is
being shown today, and the effect that it is
having today is being shown in the other
great and difficult complex of problems
which is before the United Nations Assem-
bly. That complex of connected problems
volves the relationship of colonial peoples to
administering states, and expresses itself in
charges of racial discrimination, in tensions
between the haves and the have-nots, and in
the responsibility of the former for technical
and other kinds of help for the latter; it also
expresses itself in worries on the part of the
haves that the have-not blocs are pushing
extreme and premature resolutions through
the United Nations by force of a mathe-
matical majority.

• These problems appear in various items
of our United Nations agenda today, some
of which have not yet come up for discus-
sion. In considering them it is depressing to
realize that Asian and Arab states are nearly
always together and not always on our side.
On our side sometimes we are restricted to
some of the countries of the Western World.

The United Nations Assemblp, with all
its faults and with all its possibilities, has
become the forum for the expression of these
discontents, confusions and divisions, for the
expression of these aspirations and, indeed,
these fears. The problems which they involve
and the solutions we find to these problems
may in the long run have Iust as important
a relationship to peace and, indeed, to the
future of the United Nations as the question
of Korea itself. We have to try to reconcile
the domestic jurisdiction of sovereign states,
and the administrative responsibility of some
of those sovereign states over dependent
peo
dence - with the legirtimate interests of the
United Nations in human rights and racial
discrimination, and freedom for a11 1
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DilKcuh to Raconula

The United Nations is not having an easy
time in this Assembly in making this recon-
ciliation. The United Nations is not there, I
suggest - and its charter did not intend it -
to make this progress, which we all agree is
so essential either explosive or violent; but
it is there to make this progress steady and
sure.

In a delegation like the Canadian delega-
tion, as it confronts these fundamental long-
range issues, decisions on individual resolu-
tions are never easy, especially in respect of

meember rs who have nonlyorecently evolved
from colonial status, and others who have
gone beyond the colonial status.

In those disputes many resolutions are put
forward which do not provide an easy prob-
lem for a delegation such as the Canadian
delegation.

Canadian Principles

I should like, if I may, for a moment or
two, to try to explain some of these diffi-
culties and the principles upon which in our
delegation we have trie to act, principles
which have been approved by our Govern-
ment.

In the United Nations Charter the admin-
istering powers accepted as a binding inter-
national obligation a concept of pro
toward self-government for all dependent
peoples, which they had long recognized as
a moral imperative. Their acceptance was
completely voluntary. At the time of San
Francisco there was no external power which
could have forced the victor states to sur-

sm^^ alsorender the smallest portion of this aspect is not enough to waken in they
of their sovereignty. Their response was not

desire to run their own affairs ey

due to outside pressure, but to their own
be trained to the necessary ievel of ability

consciences; and if world opinion played a
and if this essential process is interferec^

part in their decision - and this it did - it
with or frustrated, or if on the other hand

was able to do so only because it reinforced it is rushed too recklessly and precipately,
those irresistible currents that were already it will be to the detriment of the prosperity

at work within the democratic states.
c
and
olonial u tem'tories themselves.

advancement of theseand fture

That is the inevitable consequence of the
acceptance of colonial responsibilities by a While accepting these principles, Cana-

democratic state. Yet, can anyone believe than decisions on specific colonial questions

that these same consequences would ever at the United Nationsare base on our judg-

have been accepted by a totalitarian state? ment of their merits, conditioned only by our
Would they have been accepted by totali- sincere desire to help reach the maximum

tarian states which at the United Nations common agreement that is consistent

Assembly attack, and very often viciously the welfare of the dependent peopl

attack, what they call colonial powers? selves and the interests of the international

Would India and Burma have won their , communlty'
freedom from a totalitarian system, with its
slave labour camps and its secret police? South African Item

Would worldop inion have been of the slight- I^^ problem has come most con-
est help to Indonesia if it had been in the cretely. to our attention in connection with
grip of such masters? the South African items which are now on

,j-For that matter, has dialectical materialism
the agenda of the United Nations and which

any way of Iaining how such advances to
were dealt with last week. They are not in

freedom coulpossibly take place, not mere- themselves colonial proél r
emâhonshih ôf de-

ly with the assent but with the positive co- pendent problem to fathsovereign sta é and a
operation of the administering powers?
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We have watched the exponents'of this
totalitarian philosophy in the United Nations
and elsewhere in their assiduous efforts to
capture
democracy eand put them to slave labour. We

noble words as

the
seen

United th
em
Nations

reduced
to
Session

the Um d nying
in theall evidence of

facts.face of the pla
on their side, the administering power`

have pledged themselves to work. towards the
progressive replacing of their own authority
by that of the peoples hitherto subJ'ect to
them. The charter accepts and established
them as the instruments for achieving this
end. In doing so it recogruzes what is called
colonialism as an integral of the effort

to establish peace and stabi ity. But it g^ves
no comfort to the illusion that the immediate
and unconditional abandonment of the de-
pendent territories would be a good thing for
the international community.

Balanced Process of Evolution

The whole tenor of the United Nations
Charter assumes a balanced process of evolu-
tion. It lays commitments on the admin-
istering powers and it recognizes every para-

commit-graph that the fulfilment
process whose

ments must be a gradua
rapidity will vary with each case. Colonial-
ism, in short, is made the instrument of its
own disappearance.

That is a responsibility whose formidable
nature must surely be recogruzed and re-
spected by those of us who do not share it.
It is the task of fitting various societies, some
of them primitive societies, to take place in
this modern and highly integrated world. It



sovereign govennment. They are problems of
discrimination.

These South African items illustrate the
difficulties of that problem and they also
illustrate the danger of friendly nations di-
viding in their approach to it. Probably the
best single example of this difficulty is the
item on the agenda itself called -race confliict
in South Africa"- and the introduction under
that item of a resolution by certain Asian
states challenging the South African legisla-
tion, challenging South African policy and
setting up an agency of the United Nations
to intervene in this matter.

At the same time there have been intro-
duced other resolutions on the same subject.
South Africa's defence against these charges
- this defence has been carried on lengthily,
vigorously and skilfully by the South African
representative at the United Nations - has
been the legal defence that the Assembly is
simply not competent even to consider these
matters under Article 2, Paragraph 7, of the
Charter which reserves domestic jurisdiction
to the states themselves.

On the other hand, members on the other
#side of the argument pointed to articles of

the Charter which pledged its members to
co-operate for the achievement of universal
respect for and observance of human rights
and fundamental freedoms without distinc-
tion as to race. Members on the other side
of this argument, that is the other side from
the South African side, have attempted to
show that this kind of legislation, this kind
of policy in South Africa is itself a threat to
international peace by what it is stirring up
in the minds of the coloured people on that
continent.

As far as the decisions of the Canadian
delegation were concerned - I gather that
these decisions have caused some comment
in this country - we joined the majority of
the Assembly in voting against South Africa's
contention that under the Charter the United
Nations was not competent even to consider
these matters. In voting in that way we drew
a distinction between consideration in the
form of discussion and consideration in the
fôrm of intervention.

We felt and I think it is becoming the
establishW jurisprudence and established
doctrine of the United Nations, that the
Assembly is now competent to discuss any-
thing as the town meeting of the world but
that does not mean that the Assembfy is
competent to interfere in the domestic afFairs
of member states by certain types of resolu-
tions or by setting up committees and com-
missions to visit those countries and report
and possibly take action at succeeding As-
semblies. It was in the light of those con-
siderations that we made our decision in
respect to this particular resolution.

We voted for a resolution inspired by the
Scandinavian states and supported by, I
think, 18 delegations which, while. not

1

singling out South Africa in terms, while not
setting up any machinery to go to South
Africa, and while not calling on South Africa
to rescind any item of domestic legislation,
called upon South Africa and all other mem-
ber states to bring their policies into con-
formity with their obligation under the
Charter to co-operate for the achievement
of and universal respect of human rights and
fundamental freedoms.

Canadian Stand

It has been said that in voting for this
and abstaining from voting on other resolu-
tions we were avoiding our responsibilities.
As the head of our delegation the Minister
of National Health and Welfare, Mr. Martin,
said:

"The Scandinavian resolution is not just
a means of dodging the issue, but rather
of dodging a reaction which will be harm-
ful to the people who would like to help."

As far as the Asian resolution was con-
cerned, we abstained on that because we
thought it was of doubtful legality: For the
same reason we also abstained on the South
African resolution which said that this partic-
ular Asian resolution was ultra vires. In the
committee considering this matter 21 other
delegations joined us in abstention on this
issue. In the plenary session, which was held
last Friday, most of these delegations switch-
ed their vote from abstention to voting
against the Asian contention and in favour
of the South African contention that a partic-
ular clause of this resolution was ultra vires.
We did not switch; we remained and ab-
stained on that issue.

However, abstention on this particular is-
sue, wihch was caused by doubt in our minds
as to the legality of this action and as to
the practical effect the action would have,
did not mean on our part any 'udgment one
way or the other on the issue otl the question.
As the Minister of National Health and Wel-
fare pointed out when he spoke on this
measure:

"Our friendship for the South African
people is deep and abiding. We in Canada
recognize the immensity of the racial prob-
lem - which is not only a South African
problem, but we are also very acutely con-
scious of the concern of the Canadian
people and of people throughout the world
on questions involving racial discrimina-
tion. Discriminatory policies of any kind
anywhere are contrary to the spirit both of
the Charter and of our times. We do not
believe that in the long run history offers
much hope that such policies can accom-
plish their purpose or can endure."

The UN a Mirror

There are other questions of this kind
which are before the Assembly but which
have not yet come up for decision and I
think it would be inappropriate for me to
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speak of them at this time. In concludin g
my observations on the United Nations and
on the Assembly I should like to make one or
two general remarks. The United Nations
organization - and this Assembly certainly
shows it - is in a very difficult stage of its
development. It is having troubles and new
obstacles to overcome. It is having its dis-
couragements and its defeats, but those of us
who are inclined to criticize it too premature-
ly, too rashly or too strongly should realize,
I think, that the United Nations is not either
a court or a superstate. If I may put it this
way, it is only a mirror which reflects the
picture of what is going on in the world
today, and if the picture is unpleasant, and
indeed at times terrifying, that is not the
fault of the mirror if the reflection is an
honest one. It is the fault of those who be-
long to the United Nations and who, by their
policies, do not make it possible for that
organization to work as it was intended it
should work by those who drew_ up the
charter at San Francisco.

Above all, it is the fault of this division of
the world into two camps, and which is
reflected in the cold war. Practically every
item that comes before any United Nations
body now, including the General Assembly,
is interpreted in terms of the cold war, even
the most minute and technical item. That
indeed is a trag^c development and one
which we could hardly have foreseen when
the Charter was drawn up. When you are
confronted at New York now with a resolu-
tion, a propostal or a statement, the first
reaction of most people is not "what does it
say" but "who said it" or "who wrote it"?
That in itself gives a fairly discouraging
picture of our chances of making constructive
progress in these major political issues as
long as this tragic division continues.

These difficulties are increased, I think, by
the uneasiness and low morale in the secreta-
riat of the United Nations which is the agent
for conducting the day to day business of
the organization. It is a fact that in some
minds and because of certain developments
the international character of the Secretariat,
which we so rightly stressed at San Fran-
cisco, may be lost and that members of the
Secretariat will merely become the nominees
of their respective governments owing loyalty
not primarily to the international organiza-
tion, which should be the case, but to these
governments.

Yet with all these difficulties, difficulties
outside the United Nations and difficulties
inside the United Nations, I suggest that this
is no time to weaken in our support for, let
alone abandon support for, this indispensable
piece of international machinery merely be-
cause it has falsified some of the illusions that
we may have had when the Charter was
drafted. After all, we do not throw away a
car because the wrong kind of gas stalls it.

"Having painted a rather g1oomy picture of
some aspects of the work of the Assembly, I

think it is only fair I should add that real
achievements are being made in the Seventh
Assembly, and that in one sense it is a
tribute to the United Nations itself and to
the importance of the Assembly that these
controversial political issues are being dis-
cussed there and that the big powers take
this agency so seriously as to discuss them
in terms that they do. It would indeed be
the end of all hope for the United Nations
if it became a body merely for the exchange
of meaningless courtesies. Furthermore,
headline controversies should not lead to
ignoring the solid achievements made by
the United Nations in the social, humani-
tarian and economic fields. Progress is being
made along those lines in this Seventh Ses-
sion but the progress is not such as to com-
mand very much attention.

NATO

I should like to say a few words now on
another but not unrelated subject, the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization, the Ministerial
Council of wihch meets in Paris a week from
today. In NATO we have continued to make
progress since the last report I made to the
house on this matter. The accession to memy
bership of Greece and Turkey, with their
considerable national forces, has added to
the strength of the Organization, particularly
on the Southeastern flank. A NATO com-
mand on the Atlantic has been established
with headquarters at Norfolk, Virginia . ' Gen-
eral Ridgway's forces in Europe have been
increasing in numbers and improvin g in
effectiveness from the point of view of de-
fence installations, particularly airfields, and
through training exercises. I had the privi-
lege of attending one of the latter last Sep-
tember, and it showed how much experience
in co-operation between national forces has
been gained in the relatively short time that
these operations have been conducted.

There have been comments in the press
from time to time that the NATO pro
for 1952, agreed upon at Lisbon last Febru-
ary and so strongly criticized in certain quar-
ters, will not be 100 per cent completed by
the end of this year. This will, I suppose,
turn out to be the case, though we do not
yet know exactly what the total NATO
forces available by the end of this year will
be. Yet on the information that ^as been
made available to me I am quite confident
now that the so-called "Lisbon goals" for
1952 - this will surprise many who thought
these goals were unattainable and that the
very effort to reach them would result in
economic chaos - will be in very large
measure achieved. I do not think I should
say anything more on this subject until after
the Council meeting.

In any event, I do not think we should lay
too great emphasis on mathematical targets
for any given date for forces under arms,
provided we are making steady progress to-
wards our goals and are not at any time
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dangerously short of what has been planned these annual studies and will control, the de-
for a particular period. cisions which will be made and passed on to

various governments and parliaments arising
NATO Coantries Stronger out of the studies. When this review is con-

In one important respect, which is some- cluded, and it should be concluded shortly,
times overlooked, the NATO countries cer- NATO members will no doubt have further
tainly are much stronger. Production lines d nce on NATO requirements and on
for military equipment are now rolling in eir national programs. These, while agreed
North America and in the United Kingdom, plans,

^ flexible of achangingc îmnm-and very considerable progress has been " d
made in this field in Western Europe. The
eaninme.nt nncitinn nf NAT(] F- :.

s nces an requirements.

ily and encôura Military and National secaritygingly improving.

If there are some signs of lessening inter- '• with respect to military security and
national tension - and there are - this is national security, it is certain that we have
because of the growing strength and con- not achieved it. Although we have made real
tinuing unity of the North Atlantic alliance.

mro^gmegs NATO a^ nsiven bulwârk again tBut there is certainly nothing to warrant
aggression and as one element in that secur-

resting on our oars because of that fact, ity. The risk of aggression remains and ourthough, as we settle down to the long pull -
I believe recent gains in defensive strength must bethis is good rowing technique - we

consolidated and extended, and our co-oper-may decide to strike a somewhat slower rate.
ation strengthened and enlarged before weThere is certainly no evidence that the Russ-
can feel safe. So, I suggest, we must pressian military strength has been reduced. There
ahead in our own country, and in other coun-is evidence that an increasing proportion of
tries of NATO, not merely with strengthen-their

military budget is being spent in de- ing the military side of the alliance but alsoveloping and producing new equipment to
with building its political, economic andstrengthen their alreadp huge forces. They
moral strength as well, where progress isare certainly preparing for the long pull, con-
sometimes difficult and discouragingly slow.fident that they can outlast the West and, if

necessary, wait for the "inherent and in- We have no reason to assume on our part
evitable contradictions and conflicts of capi- that there has been any change of policy or
talist society" to divide, weaken and ulti- of heart on the part of the Kremlin and its
mately destroy us. satellites in recent months since Stalin has

laid down the new party line - character-
In this long pull we must not ignore of istically enough in an article in a magazine.

course - and we do not - the effects of re- It is possible, however, that there has been
armament on the economies of member na- a switch in tactics in Moscow, as has fre-tions. The national economy of neazlp every quently happened before in the history of
European member of NATO has been a Communist imperialism. During the immedi-
tender plant since the war, and in the case ate postwar period its aim in the West wasof European members particularly rearma- to extend political control over whateverment has meant continued sacrifices for their areas its armies occupied, and to exploit thepeoples. However urgent rearmament is, it postwar instability in other countries inhas to proceed in accordance with the eco- Western Europe so as to bring into powernomic and political capabilities of the mem- governments which would be friendly andber states. Otherwise we would invite those could ultimately be controlled by the Krem-
economic and social conditions within mem- lin. But the governments and peoples of the
ber nations which would create a favourable • democracies have awakened to the danger
climate for the growth of Communism in our and, particularly through NATO, have begunsociety.

to organize their defences against it. An im-
It was to avoid this sort of danger that the mediate present aim of the Kremlin is clearly

Council of NATO . . . established at its to stop this progress toward security and uni-
Ottawa meeting over a year ago a temporary fication by dividing and wrecking the North
committee to review military r uirements Atlantic Treaty Organization, by exploiting
and national programs in the lii t of the distrust of the United States within and with-
economic, social and political capa es of out that organization.
member nations. A similar review for the
current year is now under way and will be Propaganda OfF•nsive
shortly completed; but that review has been With this object in view, Communist ûn-
conducted in a different fashion. I think this perialists have mounted an offensive of prop-is of some interest in the light of the fears aganda and subversion designed to weaken,
that were expressed here at the time of the confuse and discourage the democracies. Thelast meeting that NATO might fall com- main vehicle of this offensive, that is up to
pletely under the military. The Council of the present although there have been some
NATO, which has established its position, is signs that it has been reduced, is the so-
ihe directing and controlling body of NATO called peace campaign in which not only the
and is now in permanent session. That Coun- formal peace organization but all Commu-cil, through its Secretariat, is conducting nist-front organizations are actively working.
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Meanwhile, much emphasis is being placed
on, the possibility of peaceful co-existence
between the Communist world and the dem-
ocratic world which only the warmongering
policies of the United States prevent- so
Ems the line, and some misunderstanding is
being caused by it.

The ideal of "peaceful co-existence, in
which indeed every man of good will must
believe, presupposes an absence of aggressive
intention. The Communist imperialists have
not produced any evidence that their poli cies
have in fact become compatible with their
peaceful professions. They certainly have not
produced any such evidence in the present
Assembly of the United Nations. A genuine
policy of peaceful co-existence implies a
readiness to co-operate for the purposes of

F e
ace and for the promotion of human wel-

are. Instead of a readiness to co-operate for
these purposes, the Communist imperialists
resort to propaganda campaigns of hatred
and falsehood . "Peaceful co-existence", in
Soviet terminology, seems indeed to mean
simply all mischief short of war, just as So-

viet policy seems to mean military aggression
if necessary but not necessarily military
aggression.

I hope to have another opportum ty before
this session has gone too far of making an-
other statement on the final results of the
United Nations assembly and, indeed, on the
results of the NATO Council meeting which
takes place this month. What I have said,
however, about our policies at the United
Nations, and about the policies which we
continue to pursue in the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization, does, I hope, confirm
what indeed probably does not need con-
firmation - that Canadian policy is directed
solely toward bringing about in the United
Nations and in NATO, and in any other or-
ganization devoted to peace, a peace which
will be more than the End of peace we have
today. It is directed toward a peace which
will mean more than merely the absence of
fighting; and to the bringing about of a
security that can ultimately be based upon
something stronger and more permanent
than force.
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INDIAN RESOLUTION ON KOREA

Statement by the Vice-Chairman of the Canadian Delegation to the United Nations General
Assembly, Mr. Paul Martin, made in the First (Political) Committee, on November 27, 1952.

During the discussions in this Committee by a frank interchange of ideas within and
my delegation has been greatly impressed outside the First Committee, during theby the unanimity of purpose reflected in the course of the past two weeks or so. If thestatements of practically all members and by

Chinese and North Korean Command at Pan-the conciliatory approach which members
munjom - and those who profess to speakhave taken as regards the important issue
on their behalf in this Committee - are

now before us. Our purpose is to press for- realists to any degree, they must recognize
ward with proposals concerning prisoners of the strength of this unity.
war which, given good faith and a willing-
ness on both sides to reach agreement, will It seems to us that there is no better indi-
give us a reasonable prospect of an honour- cation of our good faith and desire to reach
able armistice in Korea. an armistice than the eagerness with which

we have been willing to explore all possible
Soviet Attitude avenues which might lead to the settlement

In blunt and depressing contrast to this of the prisoner-of-war issue. That open-mind-
unanimity of purpose and approach is the ed approach was taken by the first speaker
intransigent attitude of the Soviet Union and in the debate on the Korean question, Mr.
its satellites, who, thou h they himself. Twenty-one powers - oneg ey make propa- third of the states members of the Unitedganda about their "partnership for peace",

Nations - agreed to sponsor a draft resolu-
have sought to slam the door on the prospect tion affirming their belief in a moral prin-
of achieving peace in Korea. ciple. Mexico submitted a draft resolution

The representative of the Ukranian Soviet inspired by the highest humanitarian motives.
Socialist Republic who has just spoken will, Peru also offered its contribution to the com-
I am sure, agree with me that the point he mon cause. Other delegatons - one thinks,
has expressed is consistent with the point of for example, of theIsrael delegation - of-
view expressed yesterday by Mr. Vyshinsky. fered suggestions the purpose of which was

The overwhelming majority of members of find a solutionho the central problem ôfsthethis Committee will, I am confident, persist prisoners of war.
in their positive efforts to resolve our diffi-
culties. There have been attempts, as we all Soviet Amendmentsknow, by the représentatives of the Com-
munist States in this Assembly to divide us. We also have before us certain Soviet

ismse distortions of truth dep romises of an time to make anytobservations ro éxcept otf a
easy solution of the Korean problem on Com- very brief and general character - on these
mnnfst terms. The net result, however, is amendments. Since, however, they have been
that we are more united today on the issue referred to by the representatidés of Australia
of Korea than we were before the discussion and the Ukranian Soviet Socialist Republic,
started. This unity is easily definable. There I would simply say this: When the Chairmanis agreement by all - except the Soviet makes his rulingas to the amendments, I
Union and its satellites - that a real armistice take it there will Te ample opportunity to
agreement should be concluded, to be im- discuss whether or not they are in order and
mediately followed by a cessation of hostil- whether they would vitiate the main decisionities. There is agreement by all - except the of this Committee to give priority to the In-
Soviet Union and its satellites - that no force dian draft resolution. For a careful examina-
should be used to effect the repatriation, or, tion of the Soviet Union amendments will re-
conversely, the detention, of^prisoners of war, veal that at least some of the paragraphs
There is agreement by al! - except the proposed as amendments are not new amend-
Soviet Union and its satellites - that if the ments at all: rather, they are word-for-word
prisoners of war choose not to exercise their reproductions of the phraseology used in the
M
right to repatriation their free choice should draft resolution presented some days ago by
all reséacetpt the Soviet

agreement
d tssatel- would certainly be unfortunate if weowerelites - that the United Nations should in to allow yesterday's decision to be nullified

good faith offer prop osals which could by a clever device, the full particulars and
achieve a cease-fire and therefore make pos- strategy of which are not immediately clear.
sible a political settlement. When we come to discuss the various para-

graphs of the Soviet Union proposals, I may
Unity°f PerPese . . . have something to say.

This unity of pur pose cannot be ignored Finally, the Indian delegation has comeor challenged, no matter how able the advo- forward with a draft resolution which, takencate in opposition. It has been strengthened as a whole, in my delegation's judgment pro-
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vides a practical solution of the issne, a solu-
tion consistent with principle.

Set a t these positive efforts to achieve
a worka le solution, we have had most re-
markable illustrations of Communist intransi-.
gence in the attacks made by the Soviet
Union and its satellites on the Indian draft
resolution - and, indeed, on all other draft
resolutions before the Committee except
those put forward by Mr. Vyshinsky.

Distorled Solution

The Soviet Union representative's state-
ment was not, it seemed to me, that of a
man seeking a solution but that of a man
who had come here to dictate a solution. The
habit of dealing with satellites has given the
Foreign Ministerthe ^ Soviet Union

^^ freeauthoritarian a
world is totally unfamiliar. In contrast, the
Secretary of State of the United States, while

o{ n wngtheÎndia ndraft gesoltion was^not
perfect, that he was concerned about some
parts of it which, he said, required clarifica-
tion, nevertheless suggested that, if we work-
ed in harmony and goodwill, a solution could
be found. I think it has been found in the
Indian draft resolution.

When I spoke to this Committee a few
days ago my delegation, through me, was
searching for some method of approach, con-
sistent with the basic principles which have
motivated the United Nations negotiators at
Panmunjom, which might bridge t to ghap
which had developed with respect
prisoner-of-war issue. It was, therefore, with
real enthusiasm and renewed hope that the
Canadian delegation, from the first, viewed
the Indian initiative. We believed when the
Indian draft resolution was first introduced,
as we still behtve today, that it was a practi-
cal and positive effort to implement the more

timportant ideas which have been b t^he
before this Committee with respect to
solution of the problem of prisoners of war,
and my delegation regards the Indian pro-
posals as the possible bridge which may pro-
vide for communication between the oppos-
ing views and which may lead to an under-
standing upon which real agreement can be
based, an armistice concluded and the fight-
ing brought.to an end.

I believe that Mr. Menon and the dele ga-
tion of which he is a member, includin g that
distinguished lady, • Mrs. Pandit, should be
congratulated for the contribution which in-
dia has made to the work of this Commi
and to the larger task of providing a po ssible
basis for an armistice in Korea. As a repre-
sentative of. Canada, I was encouraged that
such an initiative should be taken by the
delegation of India, representing as it does
a great Asian country which has such close
gce^PMc^ cultural and historical ties with
China. We believe that India's role in these
weeks of discussion and deliberation can only

facilitate the understanding so necessary if
we are to achieve an armistice.

Let us first consider whether the' Indian
draft resolution is consistent with the prin-
ciple of non-forcible repatriation. In the 21-
power draft resolution, which my' country
co-sponsored, this principle is stated in the
following terms:

`. the rights of all prisoners of war to
an unrestricted opportunity to be repatriated
and . . . the avoidance of ... the use of
force in their repatriation".

Affirms Convention

- Paragraphs 7 and 8 of the Indian draft
resolution embody in plain and unambiguous
terms the principle on which the draft reso-
lution itself and the proposals attached there-
to are based. The first paragraph affirms the
right of all prisoners of war - under the
Geneva Convention of 1949, the well-estab-
lished principles and practice of international
law and the relevant provisions of the draft
armistice agreement-to release and repatria-
tion. The right of repatriation is admitted
without equivocation.

The right of repatriation is one • thing; the
use of force in its implementation is some-
thing else. It is inconceivable to admit that
such force was contemplated by those who
drew up the Geneva convention; and such
an interpretation . will certainly not be en-
dorsed by the vast majority of this Assembly.
Paragraph 8 affirms clearly that no force shall
be used for any purpose with the exception
of course, - and this exception is embodieJ
in paragraph 10 of the Indian draft resolu-
tion - of that which would be required for
the legitimate functions and responsibilities
of any Repatriation Commission for control
of prisoners of war under its temporary juris-
diction.

Repatriation Machinery

The principle of non-forcible repatriation
having, therefore, been clearly established,
together with the acceptance of the Geneva
Convention as the basis for release and re-
patriation, the Indian proposals go on to deal
in some detail with suitable machinery by
which this principle could be implemented in
the settlement of the prisoner-of-war issue.
It was no doubt the intention of the Indian
delegation to supply a blueprint for the ma-
chinery of repatriation. The negotiators at
Panmunjom would be expected to do what
might be described as the work of the con-
tractors within the blueprint provided for by
by the pr sal. The Unified Command, nat-
urally, wilbe bound by any General Assem-
bly resolutions. Similarly if the Chinese and
North Korean Comman A agrees to resume
negotiations at Panmunjom on the basis of
these proposals, it must also, be bound by
them. . : .., .

I do not intend to refer specifically to the
proposals of the Indian draft resolution for
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the simple reason that, when they are read
together with the explanations given by Mr.
Menon, my delegation finds them generally
acceptable. Perhaps one or two comments
may be made, however, on paragraph 17 of
the Indian proposals.

Paragrapb 17

This paragraph is important since it takes
cognizance of the problem of the eventual
disposition of those prisoners of war whose
return to their homelands may not have been
effected by the machinery provided for in the
Indian pro

Man
The difficulty here is that,

on the one the Communists say that all
prisoners have the right to return and that if
they were made aware of this right, and if
no pressure were brought to bear on them,
they would surely exercise it. If this were
true, the question of what to do about those
whose repatriation cannot be completed
within 90 days would become, it seems to
me, rather hypotheticaL On the other hand,
we are sure that there will be prisoners
of war who will remain at the end of 90
days. Force cannot be used to return them;
and we may well ask what, then, is to be
done with them. Confronted with this dilem-
ma, paragraph 17 of the Indian draft reso-
lution offers a solution to this problem. It
states that if, after 90 days from the con-
clusion of an armistice, there remain any
prisoners still to be repatriated their disposi-
tion is to be referred to the Political Con-
ference which is to be called under article 60
of the present draft armistice agreement. By
the time the Political Conference is held,
after an armistice has been in effect for 90
days and after the repatriation of most of the
prisoners has been completed, the problem
will have been limited and defined and may
have been reduced to a point where the solu-
tion will not be difficult. I do not believe that
this course of action will result in a hopeless,
endless .detention for prisoners. That, how-
ever, would certainly be the case if no armis-
tice whatsoever were signed.

In the statement which I made on behalf
of the Canadian delegation on 3 November
I expressed the opinion that some provision
would have to be made for the disposition
of those prisoners of war who would forcibly
resist repatriation. I said in part:

" . those prisoners of war who refused
to leave the neutral area would still retain
the ri ght to have their repatriation com-
pleted if and when they wished, and
meanwhile they would be held by the Pro-
tecting Powers, in a manner to be deter-
mined°.

I am completely satisfied that paragraph
17 of the Indian proposals offers an accept-
able method of approach to this problem.
It proposes that if, at the end of a stated
period, the Political Conference has not been
able to provide for the future of some prison-
ers of war
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"the responsibility for their care and main-
tenance and for their subsequent disposi-
tion shall be transferred to the United Na-
tions which, in all matters relating to them,
shall act strictly in accordance with inter-
national law".

This is a task for which the United Nations
should and can take responsibility. Such a
provision should satisfy all of us that no
force, physical or mental, will be brought to
bear upon an individual prisoner of war to
cause him to be repatriated against his will.

A few days ago,, the Prime Minister of
India, commenting on the draft resolution,
referred to it as

" a step in the right direction which, if
accepted in the spirit in which we have
put it forward, might well lead to the
lightening of the. tremendous burden that
is oppressing humanity".

He continued:

"We have offered this resolution in all
humility of spirit and I am happy that dis-
tinguished representatives of nations as-
sembled in New York are viewing it with
favour".

Commenting on the same draft resolution
in this Committee, the Foreign Minister of
the Soviet Union flatly rejected it and, if I
may use the adverb, sarcastically referred to
the discussions of the draft resolution as an
academic exercise since, according to his in-
formation, the Chinese Government had al-
ready shown a negative attitude to the Indiari
proposals as a basis for an armistice.

Contrast in Comments

On the one hand, therefore, we have the
comments of a disciple of peace who, horri-
fied at the mounting casualties of the Korean
war, supports in all good faith and deep anx-
iety proposals which, if implemented, could
lead to an honourable armistice; on the other,
we have the Foreign Minister of a great
power who, confronted with the same prob-
lem and the same solution, refusgs to co-
operate in the search for a peaceful settle-
ment in Korea. Last year in Paris that same
Foreign Minister laughed all night, he told
us, over the suggestions made for the solu-
tion of another problem. This year - and
one can only say this in the light of his
remarks during the last few days in this
Committee - he scornfully rejects a sincere
effort to find a solution which would lead
to an armistice in Korea. Surely, he cannot
long escape judgment before the bar of world
opinion.

It is the hope of most of us here, and of
the millions of people whom we represent,
that our deep-rooted desire for peace in
Korea is shared by our adversaries in the
present conflict. It is in that hope, and with
the conviction that the Indian draft resolu-
tion gives us the key to a solution, that I
strongly appeal to all delegations, as the
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representative of Australia did a few mo-
ments ago, to lend their support to the prin-
ciples and purposes of the draft resolution
now before us and to stand against efforts by
the Soviet Union delegation and others to
brin that hope and those convictions to
nau t. The central principles and purposes
of the draft resolution are clear; they have
been carefully and painstakingly worked out
by the delegation representing the Govern-
ment of India. There is much to be lost by
haggling over non-essentials. There is much
to be gained, after these weeks of discussion,
by acting on the Indian proposals with
promptness, courage and decision.

I well remember hearing a Foreign Min-
ister of France, Mr. Aristide Briand, speak-
iug from the tribune of the Batiment Electo-
ra1 in Geneva, make an appeal against those
who had steadfastly opposed an argument of

his, and I wonder whether, in spite of the
strong words in opposition to this proposal,
that have been made by Mr. Vyshinsky to-
day, as well as by the representative of
Czechoslovakia - and, I suppose, tomorrow
by the representative of Byelorussia, and

F e
rhaps later by the Minister of Foreign Af-

airs for Poland - whether in spite of all
this, I might not make an appeal to them.

The other day the New York Times quoted
Mr. Vyshinsky as having refused at that point
to comment on the draft resolution which
had been introduced the day before by Mr.
Menon of India. The only comment he would
make was that Mr. Menon was an honest
man. Is it too late to ask the Soviet Union,
Poland, Czechoslovakia, the Ukranian S.S.R.
and the Byelorussian S.S.R. to follow with
the rest of us along the direction and under
the leadership of an honest man?

n
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THE COLOMBO PLAN

An address by the Administrator of the Canadian Participation
of the international Economic and Technical Co-operation

in the Colombo Plan, Mr. Nik
operation Division Department of

Trade and Commerce, delivered at the Empire Club, Toronto, Decemger 4, 1952.

. World War II left the whole of Asia
in chaos. An area which, in modern times,
had not been prosperous and in which the
worst poverty in the world is to be found
naturally suffered very heavily from the im-
pact of war. It is an agricultural area easily
susceptible to disruption. Large areas came
out o the war without any established gov-
ernment at all, and with various factions
fighting to fill the vacua which existed. The
flow of capital from Western Europe, the
United Kingdom and the United States into
the area had ceased, and whilst that flow
had never been large enough to create much
social and economic progress, nevertheless it
had provided the basis for much of the in-
dustrial and agricultural development which
had taken place in the last hundred years.

The disturbances consequent on the war
had produced a natural reluctance on the
part of private investors to risk their savings
in the area, and yet if that area was to re-
cover even a part of its former stability and
be restored to its key position in world trade,
then capital had to be made to flow in agam,
and these countries had to be brought back
into the orbit of world trade before a stable
world sy^tem could be established.

It hadT^also become more and more obvious
that if the free world were to be kept in
existence, it would have to be expanded and
strengthened, and that could not possibly be
done if more of the Asian countries disap-
peazed behind the Iron Curtain, as China
had done^ •

Because of the fact that three-quarters of
the people of South and Southeast Asia are
members of the Commonwealth, the area is
obviously one in which the Commonwealth
is vitally interested. With such thoughts in
mind the foreign ministers of all the Com-
monwealth countries met at Colombo in ]an-
uazj^ 1950, to consider what could be done
about the 570 million people in that area,
who make up one-quarter of the population
of the world and whose average diet, at-that
time, amounted to roughly twelve ounces of
food grains a day.

Important Meeting .

This was a very significant and important
meeting. It was the first time, for instance,
that all the foreign ministers of the Com-
monwealth had ever met together in South-
east Asia. It was the first time that India,
Pakistan and Ceylon were attending a meet-
ing of Commonwealth ministers on a basis of
absolute equality and from the background
of new and absolute sovereignty and self-
determination.

It was from this first meeting that the Co-
lombo Plan took its name, and that name has

no other significance than the fact that the
meeting took place in Colombo, the capital
of Ceylon.

Arising out of that meeting, what is known
as the Commonwealth Consultative Commit-
tee came into being. This Committee might
be called the custodian of the Colombo Plan.
It meets once every year to consider the pro-
gress of the Plan, to consult with the coun-
tries of Southeast Asia as to the progress of
their various projects for economic develop-
ment, and to produce a written report of its
activities and those of the member nations
working out the Plan.

The governments of the Commonwealth,
through the medium of this Commonwealth
Consultative Committee, have drawn up a
practical plan of development for a six year
period from the middle of 1951. The Con-
sultative Committee has met,. so far, in Syd-
ney, London, Colombo, Karachi last year,
and meets again next year in Delhi.

The Capital Background of the Plan

Although the Commonwealth Governments
initiated this Colombo Plan, they did so in
no exclusive spirit. It was contemplated from
the very beginning that all the countries in
the area, whether members of the Common-
wealth or not, would eventually be invited
to participate on equal terms in whatever
plan could be devised. It was also recognized
that the capital required, for the develop-
ment of South and Southeast Asia was vastly
greater than could possibly come from the
Commonwealth alone.

It was always recognized that the Plan
should develop in harmony with the work
being done in Southeast Asia by the United
Nations and its Specialized Agencills, and it
was hoped that the United States would be-
come more interested and would, through
the medium of its own organizations, such
for instance as the Point Four Programme,
put more capital into the area - and this has
actually proved to be the case.

The programmes of development in the
area called for a total investment of roughly
5 billion dollars. It was anticipated that over
the period of the Plan, the utmost that the
countries of the area could provide b them- .
selves would be £ 784 million ^roughly
$2,252 million); £250 million (roughly $750
million) could be obtained by drawing down
their reserves of blocked sterling balances,
and £ 834 million (roughly $2,502 million),
or some 45 er cent of the total, would have
to be provid

p
ed from other sources as outside

aid.

As you all know, Ceylon, India and Pakistan
hold large sterling balances accumulated dur-
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ing the war years. By specific agreements those two.wars the particular brand of totali-

with the United Kingdom, these countries tarianism we were fighting at that time, we
anticipate that they will utilize roughly the

have since found no effective way of copfng

equivalent of $700 million of these reserves with - the much more sinister, diabolical,

in their development efforts over the Colom- world-wide totalitarian force which bedevils

bo Plan period. This was the British contri-
the affairs of the world at the present time.

bution to the Plan, and, considering the It is well also that we remember that the free
financial state of Great Britain over the last

world has lost Poland, Hungary, Rumania,

few years, it was a particularly generous one.
Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria, Albania and East
Germany in Europe; and that Communism

Turning now to the countries which have has made a great inroad in Asia by taking

made grants, and converting those grants to over the 500 million people of China, and is

their dollar equivalents for easier under- busy day and night softenin g up, and pre-
standing, Australia has promised the equiva- ^ paring, other populations ready for the day
lent of $75 million over the six-pear period when they too can be made satellites of an
of the Plan, about $20 million of which she ever-growing world of terrible totalitarian

. has already made available. New Zealand slavery of the human mind and body.
will give the equivalent of $9 million for a
period of three years, and has already made Now Monaco to pemocracy
about $3 million available. Canada contrib-
uted $25 million during the fiscal year 1951- At San Francisco in 1945, we started out

52, and has now contributed $25 million for with great hopes on the new endeavour not
the present fiscal year, making a total of $50 realizing that although we had destroye1 the

million so far.
power of two successive waves of totalitari-

In addition, the International Bank has
anism, a third was rising which would be
an even greater menace to democracy and

made development loans to India and Pakis- human freedom. We have now been reluc-
tan amounting to roughly $45 million. United tant]y compelled to admit that the present
States assistance has aggregated about $250 totalitarians have no intention of co-oper
million, which includes the emergency wheat ating with us in the foundation of the lând
loan to India amounting to $190 million. The of world that we want, but which, quite
United States has also granted assistance to obviously, they do not want at all, and we
Burma, Cambodia, Laos and Viet Nam, face the fact that the world once more has
amounting to $40 million for 1951-52. The to be made safe for free men; that, insidious-
Ford Foundation began operations in the ly^ this terrible force is creeping up on us,
area during 1951-52, and anticipates, I un- and that, for the most part, we sit helpless
derstand, an annual expenditure of about $5 when we need not be helpless failing to
million for a period of some years. come to realistie gnps on a worlA scale with

Foreign financial assistance, therefore, to this clever, diabolical network of lying rop-

Ceylon, India, Pakistan, other Southeast
aganda, of insidious intrigue which will de-

Asian countries and the United Kingdom stroy our free civilization unless we combine
colonial territories has thus amounted to very

together all the remaining forces for good in

roug1►ly $400 million during the period cov- the world, and go to work realistically to

ered by the first year of the Colombe Plan.
combat the ever-growing influence of totali-
tarian force.

Why the Colombo Plan At AII9 When China moved behind the Iron Cur-
I think the next question we have to ask tain and allied herself to the forces of totali-

of
ourselve# is why we engaged in this opera- tarianism, the free world lost a

population who
ghly 500 million lovers of free

tion at all, and it is a question which is very
rou
could, and should have been part of our free

frequently thrown at me. world, who shQd have developed the re-
It has been said that a nation cannot exist sources of their notoriously hard-working

half-slave and half-free. World events today people in. the development of a free people
show that a free democratic world cannot co-operang with a free world. That world

exist half-fed and half-starved, and once absolutely cannot afford losses on this scale
again we are much concerned with the main- and if it is to survive we must recognize
tenance of a free democratic world. To main- that Asia, and particuUy Southeast Asia,
tain such a world, we fought two world wars, stands today at the crossroads as never be-
which contributed their own quota to the fore in history, that they are for the most

dislocation and chaos of our established so- part sovereign nations who can still control
cial and economic systems. their own destinies, and that the manner in

Twice we have determined upon noble
which they control them is of no less conse-

ventures in international co-operation. In the
uence to us than it is to them. Once more

case of -the League of Nations, our efforts
e cause of human freedom is at stake.

^ failed and the result was World War II. The
Within the last few years millions of men

terrible results of that war are still so evident
and women have been deprived of their

that I need not go into them today.
liberty, torn from their homes and families,
tortured and worked to death in labour

But it is well that we pause here to reflect camps. Once more totalitarians lust after
on the fact that although we defeated in world domination and have shown clearly
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that they will use any methods to attain it:
lying propaganda, the confusion of men's
minds, the exploitation of every trouble spot
.in the world. They exploit poverty and hu-
man misery for their own ends, and always
behind their activities is the threat of force
which has erupted into war in Korea and
Malaya; internal chaos in Iran, Egypt and
numerous other places. This constant back-
ground of. the threat of force has plunged
the world into the greatest armament race
of all time. The free world must be prepared
with a defence against this threat of armed
aggression.

But at the same time it must put its own
house in order. No longer can the plight of
the great mass of the populations of Asia be
ignored. No longer are they prepared to ac-
cept the deplorably low standard of living,
which has been their lot for far too long;
they are going forward, using such capital
as they have, training their young men to
positions of great responsibility and working
towards a new future.

At the beginning of this year, I visited
Burma, India, Ceylon and Pakistan, and
what struck me most about all these coun-
tries, and particularly about India and Pak-
istan, was the new spirit I found there. They
are now on their own. They have attained
complete freedom and they realize that their
destiny is in their own hands. They are de-
termined that their future shall be consider-
ably better than their past has been. They
are working - and working with great m-.
dustry and intelligence - towards a better
economic future within the framework of
their own philosophy. They are determined
to remain free and not to fall again under
the domination of any world power, and in
this we must sympathize with them and help
them, if we want to keep them in the free
world we are trying to build.

It is an opportunity which can easily be
lost unless we go about our approach to them
in a way which they find acceptable. The
first thing they ask of us, is that we shall
treat them on a basis of equality. Their cr^
is: "We are people, even as you are people
Théir second plea is that we shall recognize
and respeçt their philosophies, religions and
ways of life, and not try to make them copies
of ourselves - which, firstly, they do not
want to be and, secondly, could never be
even if they did.

Th* Colombo Plan So For - Capital Co-operation

Now let us see what the Colombo Plan
has actually accomplished since it started in
the middle of 1951.

Australia gave 8.7 million Australian
pounds, divided between India, Pakistan and
Ceylon. As far as possible, this aid was in
the form of Australian commodities. Sixty
thousand tons of wheat and 27,000 tons of
flour went to India. Five thousand three hun-
dred tons of flour went to Ceylon. To Pakis-
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tan, Australia sent agncultural equipment,
mining equjpment and items required for a
general public works project.

New Zealand made grants of £ 250,000
each to India, Pakistan and Ceylon. They
stipulated that these were to be spent on
projects which would be of lasting value to
the recipient countries. An all-Indian medi-
cal institute is arising as only one part of
these New Zealand grants.

Under the agreement for the release of
sterling balances, the United Kingdom sup-
plied such things as railway locomotives,
agricultural tractors, commercial vehicles,
machinery and other iron and steel products.

And now I come to what we in Canada did
with our $25 million for the fiscal year 1951-
52. We allocated this money: $15 million to
India and $10 million to Pakistan. Let us
look at the Indian programme first:

Indian Programme

The basic problem of the Indian economy
is food - it would be more accurate to say,
is the lack of food. In a good year, India
grows roughly 45 million tons of food, and
this is always at least 5 million tons short of
her normal requirements. Also, we must re-
member that she has very few good years.
Last year, for instance, she was faced with
a very severe famine in Madras and also in
Bengal. It is obvious that in a famine year,
the 5 million tons of normal shortage can
easily amount to as much as 6, 7 or 10 mil-
lion tons of food grains, depending on the
severity of the famine. To make up this
shortage, India must dig into her slender re-
sources of foreign currency and buy food
abroad. A large proportion of the aid pro-
gramme for India is devoted to the solving
of this food shortage.

The Indian Government asked us for 10
million dollars worth of wheat to help her
famine condition. It was never contemplated
that the Colombo Plan should be a food re-
lief measure, but, nevertheless, how could
we refuse our Commonwealth partners, suf-
fering from a severe famine? And so we re-
sorted to the device of the counterpart fund.
We, sent the wheat and India created a
counterpart fund of approximately its equiv-
alent value in rupees, some at least of which
she will obtain by the sale of the wheat to
her Indian distributors.

From the counterpart rupee fund thus
created, with our consent and co-operation,
she devoted those rupees to the further de-
velopment of the Mayurakshi dam project
in West Bengal. This project will irrigate
600,000 acres of land. It will hold the May-
urakshi river in control, and this river will
not again rush down in flood, drowning the
peasants and washing away their homes, as
it has done periodically for hundreds of
years. When the whole area is settled and
the irrigation is completed, at least 400,000
tons of food will be produced, which, as you
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can see, will make quite a contribution to- When Pakistan and India split, one of the

wards
umanshorta eu^g down the 5 million ton annual

^rytt^k pa e^ Ron
in the

14
h

llion peohple
g moved; very roughly, 7 million Hindus

Now if enough of such projects can be de- moved south into India, and an equal num-
veloped - and there are many others actually ber moved north into Pakistan. I have no
started or on the drawing boards - you can time today to dwell on the gruesome hap-
see how India is gôing about solving her penings of that terrible migration. It suffices
food shortage. to say that it left both countries with a huge

India also asked us if we would lend our army of starving refugees. Pakistan has
aid to another problem. The State of Bom- roughly 7 million of them. Now 7 million
bay is a highly populated and very poor refugees are a political menace to a well-
State. Its transport system has fallen into a established country. They are a major na-
dangerous state of decay. It is just as impor tional disaster to Pakistan, and something has
tant in India to be able to distribute food to be done about them. What Pakistan is
when famine bits, as it is to have the food doing, is to set up new areas of irrigation
to distribute. It is also important that when and to try to settle them on the land as
you put people on the land, they should be quickly as possible.
able to get to local markets and exchange at
least some part of what they grow, for the
purchase of their normal needs.

All this was seriously disrupted in the State
of Bombay. The Bombay Transport Commis-
sion had been brought into being under the
control of some able Indians and a British
general who had spent the whole of his life
in Indian transport. But they were short of
capital and could not buy the equipment
that they needed to set up a proper transport
system; and so, at the urgent request of the
Government of India, we aided the State of
Bombay and gave them $5 million worth of
up-to-date buses and trucks. A large propor-
tion of these are now actually on their way
to Bombay, and, when they are in operation,
not only will the State of Bombay be better
able to handle famine should it hit, but the
normal life of the peasants and other poor
people of the State will be greatly benefited
by these new transport facilities. Bombay is
a greatpo rt, and ample transport facility is
the life blood of any port.

Pakistan's Problem

Tuming now to Pakistan, we run into a
different kind of problem altogether. When
nations split, disastrous things happen to
their economies. When Germany was split
in two, her industrial half and her agricul-
tural half became separated. Exactly the
same thing happened when Pakistan split
from India. India got most of the industry
and lost the Punjab, which was the great
'bread-basket' of the old India. Pakistan got
the bread-basket but had no industry at all.

To balance her economy, therefore, she
urgently needs industrial undertakings, and
these she is trying desperately to establish. tunate in obtainin g a loan from the World

It must be remembered that she is the new- Bank for the rehabilitation of her railways,
est country in the world, having been in ex- largely for converting them from coal to
istence for little more than five years and diesel operation, because she can obtain fuel-
having to start from scratch with absolutely oil but has no coal. ' Her tracks, however,

nothing at all. When I was in Pakistan last were in a very bad condition, and thousands

year, they were showing me the tents in of miles had to be relaid to accommodate
/ which the Government first started in Kara- the diesels. Since we have a wood industry

chi, without even pencils, rubbers, paper and in this country, we agreed to give her nearly
the other elementals of a new government. $3 million worth of wooden railway ties, to
Can you imagine a government without help her with this task. These ties will short-

papeJ ly be on their way to Pakistan.
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That Irrigation Project

One such area, and by far the largest, is
the Thal area in the North-West Punjab.
This is an area which will be irrigated from
the Indus River. It is now a great sandy,
thirsty waste. Thousands of miles of irriga-
tion canals will have to be built, and every
inch of those canals must be lined with
cement. Houses have to be erected, villages
built, roads put in - all requiring vast quan-
tities of cement. It became obvious that the
only practical solution was to build a cement
mill right in the area. Fortunately, the lime-
stone and other raw materials necessary are
available. We decided, therefore, to assist
Pakistan by building and erecting this ce-
ment mill for her, and this will take up about
$5 million of her $10 million grant from
Canada. The work is now underway, and we
hope to have the mill out there and erected
within two years.

If a nation is to be industrialized, she must
first know what raw materials she has - and
this Pakistan did not know. We arranged
with her for an aerial resources survey of her
country, and a Toronto firm, which took this
contract, has now its men and 'planes in Pak-
istan actually operating on such a survey.
Within two years, we hope to have produced
a resources survey map, which will give in-
dications of what natural resources are avail-
able and where they are most likely to be
found. I do not think we could have made a
better or more fundamental contribution to
the future of Pakistan, than to undertake
this job for her.

To any country trying to develop, coni-
munications are vital, and Pakistan was for-



In the Thal area, where we are building
the cement plant, we are also assisting with
the development of an experimental farm,
from which it is hoped to supply the settlers
with draft bullocks, buffalo, good seed and
expert advice. We are supplying agricultural
machinery, tractors, ploughs, etc., to a value
of roughly $150,000.

The Colombo Plan So For - Technical Co-operation

One of the very great needs of the whole
of the Southeast Asian area is men and
women trained in various technical skills.
Practically the whole work of the United Na-
tions and much of the U.S. Point Four en-
deavour is devoted to that huge problem.
The Colombo Plan also is working in this
field. Canada gives $400,000 yearly to tech-
nical assistance work under Colombo Plan
auspices and $850,000 yearly to aid the
United Nations in its work in that field, and
our Colombo Plan work falls into two parts:
capital and technical, that is, technical ex-
perts going to Asia and, by far the larger
section, people from Southeast Asia coming
here in search of training in all kinds of
skills. In all, including training work we have
done in Canada for the United Nations,
nearly 300 people have been here for train-
ing in the last year or so. Their courses have
covered a wide field: agriculture, health, -
railways, fisheries, hydro-electric, general en-
gineering, administration, geology, education,
forestry and statistics.

I want to mention particularly one field
in which, I think, we have attained some
success. It is vitally important that senior
officials in Southeast Asia be made aivare of
what we have to offer in technical assistance,
only if such men are prepared to co-operate
can a satisfactory programme. be evolved;
and so we have invited various missions here,
composed for the most part of senior officials
who cannot be spared for more than three
months or so. These missions have so far
been composed of groups from India, Pakis-
tan and Ceylon, who have, toured this coun-
try looking into our facilities in such diver-
gent fields as roads and bridges, hydro-
electric development, medicine and public
health, and agriculture.

There is one mission I would like particu-
larly to mention, which was not composed
of senior men. It was a' mission of twelve
young Pakistani boys who had just entered
the civil service of their country. They were
all fine, clean-cut, young fellows. They start-
ed here with an interview with the Prime
Minister, who not only welcomed them to
Canada but told them something about his
job in this democratic country. They saw
members of the Cabinet and learned some-
thing of their jobs, and so they went down
deeply, by interview and lecture, into all the
ramifications of our federal government sys-
tem. Then they toured the provinces; they
were particularly interested in Quebec and in
seeing how we had solved our two-language
problem, because they have, not a two, but

i

a many-language problem. They dug into our
municipal problems, and so, from one end of
Canada to another, they studied the workings
of a well established democratic country. We
kept them out of hotels as much as possible,
and put them up in homes. The result was
that they made many friends with whom
they are corresponding. I am reasonably sure
that those twelve young men will enter on
their careers with broader minds and an af-
fection for Canada, which will last them all
their lives.

This particular piece of our technical as-
sistance effort did what I would like to be
sure that the whole world-wide technical
effort is doing: it made us twelve real friends
in Asia.

The Future of the Colombo Plan

Well, so much for what we have done.
Now what about the future? We shall again
give India some wheat, probably about
$5,000,000 worth. I hope we shall be able
to provide more assistance towards the com-
pletion of the Mayurakshi dam project.

We are working on the details of several
projects for India and Pakistan, about which
it is too early yet to talk, and we have en-
tered into a fishing and refrigeration project
for Ceylon, upon which we shall probably
spend one million dollars before we are
through, and we are looking at another pro-
ject for Ceylon.

This business of working out suitable pro-
jects with our Commonwealth partners in
Southeast Asia is not an easy one. We have
to take into sympathetic consideration all
the time their shortage of top, well-trained
personnel with whom we can co-operate. We
have to remember always that they are
proud, independent powers with definite
ideas of their own about the needs of their
people. They work from an entirely different
religious and ideological background, but we
have with them the link of their faith and
belief in human freedom.

One criticism frequently heard about the
Colombo Plan and other programmes of aid
to Asia, is that, compared to the problem,
any aid we could give would be hopelessly
inadequate, so why do anything?

There is one answer to that kind of criti-
cism; it is, that all our aid is trying to do
is to help these people to help themselves.
Always we must remember that they are
using their own capital resources with ours
on the same projects. We are only helping
where we can and trying to give training and
experts who can point the way. We have to
be prepared fully to recognize, and to work
with, the present trends of the whole Asian
area. What are those trends?

Trends in Asia

Frequently we hear about the nationalistic
tendencies of Asian people, but we need most
carefully to examine these nationalisms, and

i
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if we do, we find them tending to seek out
their ancient cultural backgrounds. They do
not seem to be seeking nationalism as we
Westerners understand the term The fol-
lowers of Islam, for instance, in every Mus-
lim country - excepting only those under
Russia's domination - are looking to, and
trying to bring about, a resurgence of Is-
lamic civilization and a co-operation between
Muslim countries to blend and strengthen
the Muslim world. The leaders of Burma to-
day are a band of devout Buddhists. Mahat-
ma Gandhi, still the idol of India, was a
devout Hindu and his teachings have had,
and are still having, a profound effect on
India's thought and development today.

All over Asia, and particularly in Southeast
Asia, there is an overwhelming tendency for
these peoples, now free from Western domi-
nation, to return to their own indigenous
cultures, and to endeavour to work out their
destinies in their own ways. The Commu-
nists, of course, pretend to go along with
them, but we know, and they are beginning
to find out, that the final aim of Communism
is the destruction of all indigenous cultures
and the -stamping out of all religions and
every philosophy and ideal, except that of
militant Communism.

Here is a wonderful opportunity for the
free world, if only we can find the unity of
purpose necessary to embrace it. We could
make it clear, and stand by it as a cardinal
principle, that the free world we are trying
to bring into bein g and expand, is broad in
its concept as well as free; that all cultures
are welcome within it and can, once a part
of it, develop in their own way their own
religions and other philosophies to the full,
consistent only with maintaining the personal
freedoms of their peoples.

This, I feel, together with the material aid
we are already supplym' g, waruld tend to
attract our Asian brothers towards us, and
would give us a free world policy and a co-
hesion, which is now so palpably lacking.

Gradually, under such a policy, we might
begin to combat the effects of the flood of
Communist literature which pours into the
area, and particularly into India, at the pres-
ent time. Literature which is obviously heavi-
ly subsidized and offered for sale on every
bookstall, well printed, mostly in Russia,
Czechoslovakia or China, and sold for the
equivalent of five or six annas; whereas our
Western books cost from tive to ten rupees.
There is not much doubt about which gets
the most circulation!

T'im* Running Short

If we of the free world could evolve a
policy with which free Asia could really co-
operate, there is still time to bring a vital
free world into existence. Such a powerful
world would have to be based on sound in-
ternational law which encouraged and up
held the self-determination of all peop1es
and defended their right to maintain their
own indigenous reli For the cultures and back-
grounds. But time for the creation of such
a world is running short and before we can
have such a world, we Westerners must
search our own souls. We must shake off our
apathy, forget our arrogance and broaden
our minds. We must find a way to give our
Commonwealth partners, in Southeast Asia
particularly, a sense of really belonging to
our free world. We must try to apture the
minds of the youth of Asia withcideas that
are more dynamic than those of the totali-
tarian Communism they are imbibing today
in their millions.

If we are prepared to admit for one mo-
ment that our free world has no dynamic
ideal which can compete with Communism,
then we may as well also admit that human
freedom and our Christian civilization have
no future. The truth is, of couise, that in
freedom and democracy we have a dynamic
challenge to Communism which can defeat
it utterly, but only if we realize in time
that Communism can win simply by our de-
fault, by our lack of the will, determination
and, above all, the understanding of the
situation which faces us.

Unfortunately, we must be pzepared for
war lest the modem set of totalitarians at-
tack us, but let us also fully realize the ter-
rible nature of modern war and the fact that
it could deal a blow to our civilization from
which it might not recover for a decade. But
if we seek, whilst there is yet time, to lay
plans for a free world which will attract and
not repel our free brothers in Asia, we can
become so strong that the Communist world
will not dare to attack us. The Common-
wealth has a great part to play in expanding
and holding together the free world.

The fact that the Commonwealth has six
times as many Asians in it as it has Western-
ers, shows clearly the great part it can play
if only we can win their support and real
co-operation; and, without their support, a
continuing Commonwealth is meaningless
and a free world with real strength impos-
sible of attainment.
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APPOINTMENTS AND TRANSFERS TO THE CANADIAN
DIPLOMATIC SERVICE

Mr. H. O. Moran was posted from Ottawa to Ankara, as Canadian Ambassador to Turkey,
effective November 14, 1952.

Mr. J. A. Donald was posted from Ottawa to the Office of the High Commissioner for
Canada in the United Kingdom, effective November 4, 1952.

Mr. J. A. McCordick was posted from Ottawa to the Imperial Defence College, London,
effective November 16, 1952.

Mr. G. K. Grande was posted from Ottawa to the Canadian Embassy, Athens, effective
November 17, 1952.

Mr. J. R. B. Chaput was posted from home leave (Brussels) to Ottawa, effective November
17. 1952.

Mr. C. C. E. Chatillon was posted from Ottawa to the Canadian Embassy, Paris, effective
November 21. 1952.

Mr. L: H. B. Peebles was posted from Ottawa to the Canadian Embassy, Washington, effec-
tive November 30, 1952.

Mr. d'Iberville Fortier was appointed to the Department of External Affairs, effective No-
vember 1, 1952.

APPOINTMENTS AND TRANSFERS OF REPRESENTATIVES OF OTHER
COUNTRIES IN CANADA

DIPLOMATIC
I

Now AppoinhNwts:

Mr. I. D. Yegorov, Third Secretary , Em-
bassy of the Union of Soviet Socialist Re-
publics, November 18.

Mr. Albert E. Pappano, Second Secretary,
Embassy of the United States of America,
November 5.

Mr. Eustache Bacarinos, Commercial At
taché, Embassy of Greece, November 6.

Mr. Fernand Rouillon, Secretary, Embassy
of France. November 10.

Air Brigadier General Francisco de Assis
Correia Mello, Air Attaché, Embassy of Bra-
zil, November 16.

Mr. Knud Cylling, Commercial Counsellor,
Legation of Denmark, November 3.

Mr. Hasan Isabegovic, Attaché, Embassy
of Yugoslavia, November 3.

D9porfvres:

Mr. Katsushiro Narita, Minister, Embassy
of Japan.

Mr. E. Anagnostopoulos, Commercial At-
taché, Embassy of Greece, November 6.

Dr. H. C. Halter, Second Secretary, Em-
bassy of the Federal Republic of Germany,
November 14.

Air Brigadier General Luis Netto dos Reys,
Air Attaché, Embassy of Brazil, November 16.

His Excellency Hubert Guérin, resumed.
his duties as Ambassador of France, October
29.

Mr. H. R. Martola, Chargé d'Affaires, Le-
gation of Finland, left on November 3 for a
short vacation. During his absence, Mr. Olavi
Lahonen, Second Secretary, is Chargé d'Af-
faires ad interim.

Mr. L. F. Teplov resumed his duties as
Chargé d'Affaires ad interim, Embassy of the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on No-
vember 3, on his return from leave in his
country.

His Excellency Liu Chieh, Ambassador of
China, left on November 6 for New York, to
attend the Seventh Session of the General
Assembly of the United Nations. Mr. Kechin
Wang, First Secretary, is Chargé d'Affaires
ad interim.

His Excellency Delfin H. Pupo y Proenza,
Ambassador of Cuba, left on November 14
for a visit to his country. Dr. Américo Cruz
Fernandez, Counsellor, is Chargé d'Affaires
ad interim.

His Excellency Dr. Werner Dankwort re-
sumed his duties as Ambassador of the Fed-
eral Republic of Germany, November 25.

His Excellency Marquis du Parc Locmaria,
Ambassador of Belgium, left on November
29 for New York, to attend, for a short while,
the Seventh Session of the General Assembly
of the United Nations. Mr. Alain de Thyse-
baert, Counsellor, is in charge of the embassy.

{
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CONSULAR

Recognition -as granted to: at Montreal.

Mr. Walter Otis Barnstead as Honorary
Consul of Sweden at Halifax, November 3.

Mr. Enrique Noguera as Consul of Mexico
at Montreal, November 10.

Dr. Adolph Reifferscheidt as Consul Cen-
eral of the Federal Republic of Germany at
Montreal, November 12.

Mr. Albert E. Pappano as Consul of the
United States of America in#Ottawa, Novem-
ber 13.

Dr. H. C. Halter as Consul of the Federal
Republic of Germany at Toronto, November
14.

Mr. Francesco de Rege Thesauro di Donato
as Consul of Italy at Montreal, November 19.

Mr. W. J. Leyds as Consul General of The
NetherlanJs at Montreal, November 29.

Departures

Mr. Tito Juvenal Arias, Consul of Panama

Mr. Ettore Staderini, Consul of Italy at
Montreal, November 14.

Mr. Mulford A. Colebrook, Consul of the
United States of America at Winnipeg, No-
vember 17.

Mr. Anselmo Mena, Consul General of
Mexico at Montreal, left November 14. Dur-
ing his temporary absence, M. Enrique No-
guera, Consul, will be in charge of the Con-
sulate General.

Mr. Eugene L. Padberg, Jr., Consul of the
United States of America at Winnipeg, as-
sumed charge of the Consulate General upon
the departure of Consul Mulford A. Cole-
brook, November 17.

Mr. Jean Querton, Consul General of Bel-
gium at Montreal left on November 20 for a
visit to his country. During his absence Mr.
Frans Willems, Consul, is in charge of the
Consulate General.

TRADE

Mr. C. J. Carne, Trade Commissioner for som, Assistant Trade Commissioner will act

Australia in Ottawa left November 5. Pending as Trade Commissioner.

the arrival of his successor, Mr. A. R. Tay-

CANADIAN REPRESENTATION AT INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCES

(This is a list of international conferences at which Canada was r epresented during the

month of November 1952. Earlier conferences may be found in the previous issues of

"External A$airs'.)

(T1ie Department o{ External A$airs, through its International Conferences Section,^is re-
,

Z co-ordinating aR invitations to international conterences. It should be nated,
sponsible f

u^eoer, that the decision as to the participation of the Canadian Gonernment at such con-

rences is made by the Secretary of State for External A$airs or, where appropriate, by

Cabinet upon the recommendation of the department of government functionally concerned.)

Standing, International Bodies on which ' Canada is Represented

(Published annually. Only new international bodies on which Canada is represented will be

listed in the intervening months. See "External Affairs" January 1952, for the last
complete list.)

Conferences

1. 2nd Plenipotentiary Conference of the
International Telecommunications Union
(ITU). Buenos Aires, October 1-Decem-
ber 15.

2. 7th Session "of the Contracting Parties to
GATT. Geneva, October 2-November 10.

3. 7th Regular Session of the General As-

sembly of the United Nations. New York,
October 14-

Attended in November

432

4. FAO Committee on Financial Control.
Rome, October 27-November 15.

5. FAO Co-ordinatin,g Committee. Rome,
October 27-November 15.

6. 5th Meeting of the International Wool
Study Group. London, November 3-

7. 20th Session of the Committee on Com-
modity Problems of FAO. Rome, Novem-
ber 5-15.
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8. 8th Session of the Joint Meeting of Per-
manent Central Opium Board and Drug
lOpervisory Body. Geneva, November 4-1 .

9. Meeting of Advisory Committee on
United Nations Reconstruction Agency
(UNKRA). New York, November 10.

10. 61st Session of the Permanent Central
Opium Board. Geneva, November 11-18.

11. 7th Session of the General Conference of
UNESCO. Paris, November 12-Decem-
ber 10.

Number Date Subjed

68 1/11 Appointment of Mr. Léon Mayrand as Special Ambassador to Chile
on the occasion of the new president's inauguration.

69 1/11 Announcement of the receipt of the Order of Approval by the Inter-
national joint Commission regarding the St. Lawrence power devel-
opment.

70 4/11 Announcement that the United States Government has been informed
that the Canadian Government considered the Great Lakes-St. Law-
rence Basin Development Agreement of 1941 as having been super-
seded.

71 6/11 Announcement of the exchange of diplomatic missions between Can-
ada and Colombia, and the appointment of Mr. Edmond Turcotte as
Ambassador to Colombia.

72 6/11 Appointment of Mr. Ray Lawson, OBE, as Canadian Consul General
in New York.

73 13/11

74 15/11

75 19/11

76 22/11

.77 28/11

12. 6th Session of Inter-American Council of
Commerce and Production. Lima, No-
vember 13-18.

13. 120th Session of the Governing Body of
ILO. Geneva, November 14-December 2.

14. 16th Session of the Council of FAO.
Rome, November 17-28.

15. Commonwealth Economic Conference.
London, November 27-

CURRENT DEPARTMENTAL PRESS RELEASES

Announcement of the visit to Ottawa of the Secretary of State of the
United States, Mr. Dean Acheson.

Announcement of the Canadian Government's suggestion for a tri-
bunal before which claims against the Canadian Government based
on damage alleged to have resulted from high waters in Lake Ontario
caused by the Gut Dam may be heard and disposed of.

Programme for the visit to Ottawa of the Secretary of State of the
United States, Mr. Dean Acheson.

Announcement of the exchange of diplomatic missions between Canada
and Venezuela, and the appointment of Mr. Henry G. Norman, CMG,
as Ambassador to Venezuela.

Appointment of Mr. Charles Pierre Hébert as Special Ambassador to
Mexico on the occasion of the new president's inauguration.

STATEMENTS AND SPEECHES

(Obtainable from the Information Division, Department of External Affairs, Ottawa, Canada)

The following serial numbers are available
abroad only:

No. 52/41-Industry and Trade in Post War
Canada, an address by the Minister of
Trade and Commerce, Mr. C. D. Howe,
to the Canadian Chamber of Commerce,
Toronto, October 21, 1952.

No. 52/42-Canada's Preparedness Pro-
gramme, an address by the Deputy Min-

ister of Defence Production, Mr. R. M.
Brophy, at the Annual Meeting of the
Canadian Industrial Preparedness Asso-
ciation, at Quebec, October 16, 1952.

No. 52/43-The Foundation of Canada's
Post-War Prosperity, a speech by the
Minister of justice, Mr. S. S. Carson, to
the Toronto Young Men's Board of
Trade, September 23, 1952.
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No. 52/44-Our Housing Problem, an ad-
dress by the Minister of Resources and
Development, Mr. R. H. Winters, at the
annual dinner of the Canadian Institute
of Plumbing and Heating, at the Sei-
gniory Club, Montebello, P.Q., October
22, 1952

The following serial numbers are available
in Canada and abroad:

No. 52/45-Canada and External Affairs, the
text of an address by the Under-Secretary
of State for External Affairs, Mr. L. D.
Wilgress, delivered to the Canadian Club
of Toronto, October 27, 1952.

No. 52/46-Déclaration de la Représentante
du Canada, Mm' Louis Berger, à la Troi-
sième Commission de la septième session
de l'Assemblée générale des Nations
Unies, à New-York, le 30 octobre 1952,

sur La liberté de l'information.

No. 52/47-The United Nations, its Practical
Work and Achievement, a speech de-
livered by the Secretary of State for Ex-
ternal Affairs, and President, Seventh
Session of the United Nations General
Assembly,'Mr. L. B. Pearson, delivered
at the 21st Annual New York Herald
Tribune Forum, October 19, 1952.

No. 52/48-Canada Trades with the Free
World, an address by the Minister of
Trade and Commerce, Mr. C. D. Howe,
made at the 39th National Foreign Trade
Convention, New York, November 17,

'1952. . , è..

No. 52/49-Statement by the head of the
Canadian Delegation to the UNESCO
Conference, Dr. Victor pore, made on
November 13, 1952.

CURRENT UNITED NATIONS DOCUMENTSt -

A SELECTED LIST

(a) Printed Documents:

Report of the United Nations Commission
for the Unification and Rehabilitation of
Korea; New York, 1952; document A/
2187; 41 pp.; 40 cents; General Assembly
Official Records: Seventh Session, Supple-
ment No. 14.

Final Report of the United Nations Com-
missioner in Eritrea; New York, 1952;
document A/2188; 89 pp.; $1.00; General

.Assembly Official Records: Seventh Ses-
sion, Supplement No. 15.

United Nations Korean Recoristrirction Agen-
c^ Financial Report and Accounts for
the year ended 30 June 1952 and Report
of the Board of Auditors; New York 1952;
document A/2205• 11 pp.; 15 cents; Gen-
eral Assembly Of1cial Records: Seventh
Session, Supplement No. 6C.

United Nations Relief and Works Agency
for Palestine Refugees in the Near East -
Accounts for the period 1 January 1951
to 30 June 1952 and Report of the Board
of Auditors; New York, 1952; document
A/2207- 19 pp.; 20 cents; General Assem-
bly Oflicial Records: Seventh Session,
Supplement No. 8B.

Question of defining aggression - Report by
the Secretary-General; 3 october 1952;
document A/2211, 65 pp.

*Report of the Agent General of the United
Nations Korean Reconstruction Agency -
Organization and work of the Agency
from its activation in February 1951 to
15 September 1952; New York, 1952;
document A/2222; 51 pp.; 50 cents; Gen-
eral Assembly Official Records: Seventh
Session, Supplement No. 19.

*International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development - Seventh Annual Report
to the Board of Governors, 1951-1952
(July 1, 1951 - June 30, 1952); Washing-
ton, D.C.; 64 pp. and Supplement from
July 1 to August 31, 1952.

*Yearbook on Human Rights for 1950; New
York, 1952; 596 pp.; Sales No.: 1952.
XIV. 1.

(b) Mimeographed Documents:

Report on the administration of the British-
United States zone of the Free Territory
of Trieste for the period 1 January to 31
December 1951 by Major General Sir
John Winterton KCMG, CB, CBE (Report
No. 11); 30 September 1952; document
S/2794; 35 pp.

t Printed documents may be procured from the Canadian Sales Agent for United Nations publications, the
Ryerson Press, 299 Queen St. West, Toronto (English) and Les Presses Universitaires Laval, Quebec
(French) ; mimeographed documents can only be procured by annual subscription from the United Nations
Secretariat, New York. Publications and documents may be consulted at certain designated libraries
listed in "External Affairs", January 1952, p. 45.

J French version not available until noted in a future issue of "External Affairs".
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Colombo Plan, 155, 208, 425

Statement of Principles, 290
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- 19,36
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Films Abroad, Canadian, 106 .
Food and Agriculture Organization,

See United Nations
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pects of, 62
Formosa, 190
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in, 40
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Air Services, 124
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France
Military Claims, 124
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India
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Italy
War Claims, 124

Monaco
Visa Modification, 125 •

Pakistan .
Economic Development, 124
Immigration, 124

Spain
Settlement of Debts, 125

Union of South Africa
Double Taxation, 125
Tariffs, 125, 199

United Kingdom
Double Taxation, 125
Financial Agreement, 125

U.S.A.
Disposal of Property, 125

Exchange of Labour, 199
Extradition, 125
Ocean Weather Stations, 199
Radio, 125
St. Lawrence Seaway, 199
Unemployment Insurance, 125
Weather Station, 125

Venezuela
Commercial "Modus Vivendi"

Multilateral (See also "Reservations to Mul-
tilateral Conventions")

Agriculture, 124
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade

(GATT), 124
Japanese Peace Treaty, 124
North Atlantic Treaty, 124
Radio, 124

International Exchange of Scientific Informa-
tion, 405

International Migration, 83
Israel's Answer to Racial Persecution, (Speech

by Mr. Pearson) 202
Japanese Peace Treaty, 176, 193, 224
Korea I . .

Armistice Negotiations, 263
Canadian Troops at Kotje, 223, 263
Indian Resolution on, 42
Results of Negotiations, 33, 223
Special Session of General Assembly on,

Statement on, 382
Unification of, 190

Korean Relief, 119
Linguistics Controversy in U.S.S.R., 275
Libya, United Kingdom of, 72, 114
Middle East, 362
Missionaries, Canadian, in China, 17, 158
Multilateral Conventions, Reservations to, 111
National Defence College, 375
National Research Council, Postdoctorate

Fellowships, 253
National Sovereignty and International Or-

ganization, (Speech by Mr. Pearson), 166
Nordic Co-operation in the Cultural and

Social Fields, 212
North Atlantic Treaty

Approval of Protocol for, 258
Article Two of, 191
North Atlantic Community, Nature of,

(Speech by 111r. Heeney) 341
North Atlantic Council

Lisbon Meeting, 98, 148
Rome Meeting, 7

NATO
Accession of Greece and Turkey, 12
Countries, Mutual Aid to, 192
Defence College, 183
Economic Aid, 17
How is, Doing, 304
Re-organization, 130, 152
Staff Privileges and Immunities, 16

North Pacific Fisheries Convention, 67
,'North of Seventy-Four, 280, 309
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Outer Baldonia - A Soviet View, 408
Overseas Awards, Canadian Government, 289
Permanent Joint Board on Defence, 371
PICMME, See International Migration
Polish Press, Canada in, 332
Postal Union, Universal, 134
Progress in Technical Co-operation, 348
Records in External Affairs, Problem of, 178
Red Cross Conference in Toronto, Interna-

tional, 298
Refugees and Stateless Persons, 29
Report to Parliament (Statement by Mr. Pear-

son in H. of C.), 412
Reservations to Multilateral Conventions, 111
St. Lawrence Seaway, 10, 20, 241, 390
Sananayake, Death of Don Stephen, 159
Soviet Press, 238
Technical Assistance Conference, U.N. 119

To Under-Developed Countries, 90
Under Colombo Plan, 157

Tunisian Question, 186, 286
United Nations

Admission of New Members, 76
Aggression, Definition of, 80
Association in Canada, 144
Collective Measures Committee, 75
Day, Observation of, 380
Disarmament and Collective Measures, 154

Commission, 216
Debate, 35, 74

Economic Development of Under-Devel-
oped Areas, 36

Economic and Social Council, 37, 187, 346

Elections, 35, 380
Eritrea, 116
Food and Agriculture Organization, 56
Food and Famine, 80
General Assembly

Seventh Session, Opening of, 330
Sixth Session, 153
Special Session on Korea, 114

-German Elections Commission, 35
^Iuman Rights, 118

/International Children's Emergency Fund,
e/ 37,255

Land Reform, 79
Libya, 114

alestine, 77 '
alestine Refugees, Canadian Contribution

for, 255
Refugees, 80
South Africa, Treatment of People of, 75
South-West Africa, 78
Technical Assistance Conference, 119
Trusteeship, 116
Trusteeship Council, 189, 321
Tunisian Problem, 186, 286
Universal Postal Union, 134

Under-Developed Countries
Economic Aid to, 19, 36
Technical Assistance to, 90

UNICEF (International Children's Emergen-
cy Fund)
(See United Nations)

U.S.S.R. I
Linguistic Corfroversy in, 275

Ottawa, Edmond Cloutier, C.M.G., O.A., D.S.P. Printo ► to the Qusen's
Most Excellent Majosty, Controllo► of Stationery, 1952.
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